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FOREWORD 

Defending freedom of expression and the press is the main commitment of the Inter 

American Press Association (IAPA). We are convinced that, without these essential liberties, 

democracy is weakened and “ the possibility of change is halted, justice is demeaned and 

human advancement becomes mere fiction,” as stated in the prologue of the Declaration of 

Chapultepec.

That is why we investigate and denounce acts of repression and threats against 

journalists and the media. We exercise the defense against laws restricting access to public 

information, control the internet, and punish journalists through contempt statutes, among 

other means employed by governments in an attempt at legitimizing censorship.

We fulfill our mission by constantly monitoring and conducting international on-site 

and online missions – over 700 in 22 countries in the last decades – on issues in favor of the 

defense of press freedom and against dictatorships, authoritarian governments, and interest 

groups of any political leaning.

In this way, we have contributed to the decriminalization of defamation and to the 

elimination of contempt crimes, mandatory affiliation, and other restrictive press regulations. 

We also achieved the enactment of laws in favor of access to public information, which 

protect journalistic secrecy and punish discrimination in the allocation of official advertising. 

Our work has also served to promote the creation of protection mechanisms and special 

bodies to counter impunity for crimes against journalists. Thanks to these efforts, there have 

been achievements, namely the codification of these crimes as federal offenses in countries 

such as Mexico and Brazil, the increase of penalties for those who commit murders [of 

newspersons], and the establishment of special prosecutors’ offices.

As stated in the IAPA’s Charter of Aspirations, approved in Madrid in 2008, “[…] it is fitting 

for the press to promote the values of democracy and to defend freedom of expression, 

affirming the right of each individual to express himself or herself without fear of reprisal of 

any kind, whatever its origin”.

The IAPA has also been part of the evolution of societies. In the last decade of the 20th 

century, many countries of the Americas began to see more clearly the light of “a future rooted 

in democracy” because “political opening has taken hold,” as the Declaration of Chapultepec 

states. And more recently, as part of that evolution, we witness the serious economic crisis 

affecting the industry, a situation that has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Consequently, many media outlets have disappeared, creating information deserts in vast 

regions of the continent. The sustainability of the media is fundamental for democracy, 

because without the existence of independent journalism, the practice of freedom of 

expression is not possible. 
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From the concept that the daily practice of democracy and freedom is what can 

guarantee healthy societies, the Declaration of Chapultepec was issued in 1994, a decalogue 

that brings together diverse, pluralistic views on the principles that should govern freedom 

of expression and the press in a democratic society. 

Twenty-four years after that declaration was approved, and mainly because the new 

communication and information technologies failed to dissipate the threats – instead, even 

increased them in some cases, the IAPA took on the challenge of drafting a new document. 

During our General Assembly held in the Argentine city of Salta in October 2018, we approved 

the Salta Declaration on Principles of Freedom of Expression in the Digital Era, after a long 

journey of over 12 months’ work.

Both declarations, those of Chapultepec and Salta, summarize our philosophy for 

the defense and promotion of press and expression freedoms, and helped start the path 

towards the Chapultepec Index, which allows us to measure the degree of enforcement of 

such freedoms in the Americas.

On an annual basis, the Index monitors, measures, compares, and rates the progress 

and negative practices of the Executive, Legislative, and Judiciary aimed at four realms or 

variables: informed citizens; exercise of journalism; control over the media, and violence and 

impunity, based on the degree of compliance with the principles set forth in the two above 

declarations. 

The Chapultepec Index expresses the IAPA’s call to develop public interest and leadership 

projects that, at the same time, generate added value and social impact. The annual results 

of the Index, in addition to becoming benchmarks for journalistic information, point out 

the areas for which we must promote public policy reforms in the quest to strengthen the 

freedoms of the press and expression.

The Chapultepec Index had its early development in 2017. We consulted with universities 

in Colombia, the USA, and Venezuela to listen to different proposals and budgets. Then, in 

2018, we selected the Universidad Católica Andrés Bello (UCAB) of Venezuela as the higher 

education institution that would undertake the Index. Together, we established a three-year 

work cycle, from September 2018 to August 2021, coinciding with the commemoration of the 

25th anniversary of the Declaration of Chapultepec.

Through the expert eye of academics, media executives, journalists, and representatives 

of civil society organizations in 22 countries of the region, the Index completed a first survey 

in 2019. It consisted of a pilot project that allowed refining the realms to be considered in 

subsequent years. 

Between 2019 and 2021, many meetings were held and numerous adjustments were 

made to the realms, indicators, and the number of experts who would participate in the 

sample populations. This allowed to achieve greater accuracy in the information to be 
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collected. In particular, the extent of restriction entailed for each realm was weighted 

appropriately, since the lack of a law on access to public information does not have the same 

impact as the murder or imprisonment of journalists, although all of these are actions that 

ultimately violate citizens’ right to receive and disseminate information.

We also worked to offset possible subjective biases, such as the differences in perception 

between someone assessing a perhaps minor restriction in a country with a strong 

democratic tradition and someone rating a comparatively more serious limitation in a nation 

that, having suffered years of conditioning of the press, has come to naturalize behaviors that 

clearly violate free expression.

This text is the compendium of years of work and operationalization of what has become 

a relevant tool. The following pages reflect the surveys conducted in 2020 and 2021, which 

gives the possibility of making comparisons and analyses on the reality of our countries and 

the region relating to institutional actions on freedom of expression and the press. 

One of the great contributions of the Index is that the methodology adopted, the 

perspective of an equal number of experts per country, and the symmetry in the studies 

allows establishing reliable and credible connections between the results. Such outcomes 

are also endorsed by the IAPA’s biannual reports on the behavior of press freedom country 

by country. 

The Index is a sort of snapshot of the performance of freedoms of expression and the 

press; but it is more than that: This annual ranking allows us to measure and improve our 

work as a hemispheric organization.

A detailed review of the four realms measured by the Index reveals an endless source of 

possible avenues of activity that are the raison d’être of this institution. 

The development, execution, and sustainability of the Index over the past three years has 

been possible thanks to the support of our sponsors, who acted as true strategic allies: Grupo 

Sura and Fundación Bolívar, from Colombia, and the Edward and Karen Seaton Foundation, 

from the United States. The commitment of all of them to democracy and freedom of 

expression and the press is reflected in the work conducted and in their satisfaction with the 

results of the survey. 

We would like to underscore that the production of this Index relies on the efficiency 

of a group of academics from the UCAB, headed by Professor León Hernández, with the 

assistance of Professor Argelia Perozo and the collaboration of experts in various fields. 

Among them are Jaiber Núñez, Gloria Carrasco, Héctor Zea, and Andrés Ramos. Ultimately, 

none of this would have been possible without the support of the chancellor of the university, 

Francisco José Virtuoso Arrieta, s.j. 
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We would also like to acknowledge our colleagues at the IAPA, including María Elvira 

Domínguez, Roberto Pombo, Roberto Rock, Ricardo Trotti, and Melba Jiménez. Without 

their work and support this Index would not have been possible.

We are confident that this very important tool for defending freedoms and supporting 

democracy will continue to be active, refined, and enriched year after year. This is our 

commitment.

Jorge Canahuati

President, Inter American Press Association (IAPA), 2020-2022

CEO, Grupo Opsa, Honduras

Carlos Jornet

Chairman, Committee on Freedom of the Press and Information

Director of Journalism, La Voz del Interior, Argentina
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PRESENTATION

AN INDEX, STEP BY STEP:
METHODOLOGICAL FEATURES

The starting point of IAPA’s Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press 

is the concern about the implementation of policies, the enactment of laws, as well as the 

issuing of executive orders and court rulings relating to citizens and journalists’ access 

to information, guarantees for the practice of journalism, respect for the lives of news 

professionals, controls on the media activity, among other principles. 

This Index began on January 10, 2019, when the IAPA and the UCAB, based in Caracas, 

Venezuela, [respectively] represented by IAPA’s Executive Director Ricardo Trotti and the 

academic institution’s Chancellor Francisco José Virtuoso Arrieta, s.j., concurred in creating 

and developing an instrument helpful for understanding the institutional status of freedom of 

communication on a hemispheric scale, by means of a framework agreement encompassing 

academic and research activities. 

The main objective of this partnership is to develop an index that will provide an 

estimation of the institutional performance of freedom of expression and the press, based on 

the perceptions of journalists and experts, namely in these 22 countries of the hemisphere: 

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, 

Guatemala, Ecuador, El Salvador, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, 

Peru, United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Principles considered in the questionnaire

The Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press is inspired by the 

principles originating from the Declaration of Chapultepec, 1994, and the Declaration of Salta, 

2018, which reaffirm the right to freedom of expression and the press as the cornerstone of 

any democracy. The Declaration of Chapultepec establishes the following principles:

1. No people or society can be free without freedom of expression and of the press. The 

exercise of this freedom is not something authorities grant, it is an inalienable right 

of the people.

2. Every person has the right to seek and receive information, express opinions and 

disseminate them freely. No one may restrict or deny these rights.

3. The authorities must be compelled by law to make available in a timely and reasonable 

manner the information generated by the public sector. No journalist may be forced 

to reveal his or her sources of information.
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4. Freedom of expression and of the press are severely limited by murder, terrorism, 

kidnapping, intimidation, the unjust imprisonment of journalists, the destruction 

of facilities, violence of any kind and impunity for perpetrators. Such acts must be 

investigated promptly and punished harshly.

5. Prior censorship, restrictions on the circulation of the media or dissemination of their 

reports, forced publication of information, the imposition of obstacles to the free 

flow of news, and restrictions on the activities and movements of journalists directly 

contradict freedom of the press.

6. The media and journalists should neither be discriminated against nor favored 

because of what they write or say.

7. Tariff and exchange policies, licenses for the importation of paper or news-gathering 

equipment, the assigning of radio and television frequencies and the granting or 

withdrawal of government advertising may not be used to reward or punish the 

media or individual journalists.

8. The membership of journalists in guilds, their affiliation to professional and trade 

associations and the affiliation of the media with business groups must be strictly 

voluntary.

9. The credibility of the press is linked to its commitment to truth, to the pursuit of 

accuracy, fairness and objectivity and to the clear distinction between news and 

advertising. The attainment of these goals and the respect for ethical and professional 

values may not be imposed. These are the exclusive responsibility of journalists and 

the media. In a free society, it is public opinion that rewards or punishes.

10. No news medium nor journalist may be punished for publishing the truth or criticizing 

or denouncing the government1. 

The Salta Declaration, which followed the Chapultepec Declaration, addresses the digital 

domain as its core issue. Its parameters, also included in the Chapultepec Index survey, are 

as follows:

1. Rights linked to freedom of expression and freedom of the press must be equally 

guaranteed in the digital as well as in the traditional environment.

2. Laws and public policies regarding the internet must be enacted to ensure that 

the digital space is open, neutral, accessible to everyone, adhering to human rights. 

When making decisions regarding the internet, the viewpoints of all actors must be 

considered.

1 Declaration of Chapultepec. (1994). Document available online at https://www.oas.org/en/iachr/expression/showarticle.
asp?artID=60&lID=1 adopted by the Hemispheric Conference on Freedom of Expression held in Mexico City on March 11, 1994.
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3. Governments must not, through regulations, inhibit statements of public interest in 

the digital space, nor should they impose enhanced penalties based on the fact that 

they have been expressed in that space. Likewise, governments must not penalize 

criticism, information or protests against public officials regarding matters of public 

interest or against individuals who voluntarily expose themselves to public scrutiny. 

In cases where civil claims are filed, evidence of real malice must be proven.

4. Any subsequent restriction and sanction that may impact the right to disseminate, 

share or release information and ideas on the internet must be established by law 

in accordance to the conditions set forth in the American Convention on Human 

Rights.

5. Content blocking and filtering through government controls in the digital space 

constitutes prior restraint according to the provisions of the American Convention 

on Human Rights2. 

Based on the above, the team of researchers commissioned by the UCAB was tasked 

with designing an instrument that would include quantitative indicators based on constructs 

linked to institutional action as set forth in these principles. 

The rating of the countries and the realms gathering the issues encompassed by the 

Index were based on the design of a questionnaire under methodological and statistical 

standards. To develop this tool, indicators, realms, and pilot tests of the instrument were 

established and developed over a year and a half of activity. In the second edition, not only 

perceptions were included, but also objective quantitative indicators that added accuracy to 

appraising issues relating to violence and impunity against journalists and the media.

METHODOLOGICAL FACTSHEET

According to the score obtained by each country, five possible categories were 

established:

 − Countries with full freedom of expression (81-100 points)

 − Countries with low restriction of freedom of expression (61- 80 points)

 − Countries with partial restriction on freedom of expression (41-60 points)

 − Countries with high restrictions on freedom of expression (21-40 points)

 − Countries without freedom of expression (0-20 points)

In addition to the appraisal by the Index, a supplementary assessment of perceptions 

regarding government actions and their impact on situations unfavorable to freedom of 

2 Inter American Press Association (2018). Declaration of Salta. Online document available at https://en.sipiapa.org/notas/1212853-decla-
ration-of-salta adopted by the Board of Directors and the Assembly of the IAPA meeting in Salta, Argentina, on October 22, 2018. The 
Salta Declaration sets forth principles of freedom of expression in the Digital Era.
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expression was conducted, and it was linked to the performance of its officials in its classical 

branches – the Executive, Legislative, and Judiciary. According to the perceptions obtained, 

the influence of the environments in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression may be:

 − No unfavorable influence: zero

 − Slight influence: 1 to 2.5

 − Moderate influence: 2.51 to 5

 − Strong influence: 5.01 to 7.5

 − Very strong influence: 7:51 to 10

In this case, the higher the score, the more favorable the position achieved in the Index 

of Freedom of Expression and the Press. 

The selection criterion for the sample, composed of five people per country in the first 

edition and seven in the second, was the heterogeneous grouping of respondents meeting 

the following profiles:

 − One journalist

 − One editor or media outlet chief officer

 − One academic expert on free speech

 − One member an NGO in charge of following up situations related to freedom of 

expression and the press in the corresponding country;

 − The regional vice-president or a high representative of the IAPA in the respective 

country. 

The indicators for the Chapultepec Index were grouped into four realms, as defined 

below:

REALM A: Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves

This includes the actions or omissions of the branches of government regarding the 

right of citizens to be informed and to be able to express themselves freely. The maximum 

theoretical value of this realm is 23 points. Based on this, two sub-realms were conceptualized:

-Information flow from the media: This refers to government actions to promote the 

flow of plural and timely information to the citizenry. The maximum score in this sub-realm 

is 11 points. The value achieved in this sub-realm is contingent upon the experts’ replies as 

to whether or not citizens’ access to public information is limited; whether rights relating to 

freedom of expression and the press are restricted.
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In addition, this sub-realm weighs whether the government asserts the right of reply as 

a mechanism for controlling information at convenience; whether the right to be forgotten is 

improperly used to remove the historical record of public interest matters; whether a media 

ecosystem with public and private entities are used to further the government’s view to the 

detriment of plurality; whether citizens are constrained from reliable, quality, and accessible 

Internet service.

-Citizens’ free speech: This sub-realm explores whether the government provides 

opportunities for citizens to express themselves in the public arena. The maximum score in 

this sub-realm is 12 points. The score depends on perceptions as to whether the government 

encourages censorship of informative contents deemed to be negative for the political 

groups in power

This sub-realm also includes the perceptions from [respondents in the] sample regarding 

the existence or non-existence of institutional actions seeking to suppress public interest 

statements online; whether the government imposes harsher penalties for public interest 

statements online; and whether there are provisions conducive to increasing criminal charges 

for defamation, slander, and contempt.

REALM B: Exercise of Journalism

This realm explores whether the government guarantees the exercise of journalism. 

Its maximum score is 10 points and is contingent upon on whether there are government 

measures in place on intellectual property to protect journalistic content from plagiarism 

and improper use; whether there are statutory provisions making journalists’ affiliation to 

unions and associations mandatory. 

Additionally, it measures whether the government requires an academic degree to 

engage in journalistic activities; whether the State restricts or denies those media critical of 

the government stance access to official sources; and whether the government compels to 

disclose journalistic sources, and contemplates punitive actions against them.

REALM C: Violence and Impunity

This realm encompasses assessing government actions aimed at protecting journalists, 

preventing attacks and aggressions against newspersons and the media, legislation 

providing for harsher penalties conducive to avoiding impunity in the case of crimes against 

journalists and the media. Because of its importance, this realm has the highest weight when 

calculating the Chapultepec Index, with a total theoretical maximum of 42 points. 

This realm was divided into three sub-realms:

- Persecution: Respondents indicate whether the government encourages persecuting 

journalists and the media for statements a priori considered, regardless of their intent, 
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offensive to government officials or close interest groups; and whether this generates 

intimidation, stigmatization, and hate speech against journalists and the media. It has a 

value of 15 points.

- Protection: It has a value of 10 points. The experts surveyed indicate whether the 

government has provisions in place to protect journalists; whether it has taken actions to 

prevent attacks and aggressions against journalists and the media, as well as to protect both 

in case of threats; and whether there is willingness to provide training to judges on assaults, 

killings, and crimes against journalists and the media. 

- Impunity: With a maximum score of 17, it reflects the responses of those inquired to 

questions on whether there is legislation to increase penalties in cases of aggravated murder 

of journalists; whether there is specific legislation to forbid the statute of limitations for 

homicides, attacks, and threats against journalists, and media outlets; whether there are court 

sentences or rulings stipulating harsher punishment in cases of crimes against journalists 

and media, and whether the State complies with sentences or rulings by international bodies 

whereby it is held responsible for crimes against journalists and media and bound to make 

reparations to the victims.

REALM D: Control over the Media 

It has a value of 25 points. It encompasses actions or omissions on direct and indirect 

control over the media. It is divided into two sub-realms.

-Direct control: This measures, with a maximum of 16 points, whether there has been, 

on the part of the government, closure, expropriation, or seizure measures on media outlets, 

as well as discriminatory use of tax provisions, thereby encouraging fiscal privileges for those 

media outlets aligned with its stance or undermining those media outlets or groups con-

trary to official views. 

It also accounts for whether the government allows the granting of media permits, as 

well as the allocation of public funds and official advertising, to be done under arbitrary and 

discriminatory criteria. It also assesses the perception of whether the government has re-

voked media licenses on political grounds.

-Indirect control: It weighs, with a maximum of 9 points, whether the government allows 

for direct restrictions or blockages of different digital information platforms considered con-

trary to the interests of the powers-that-be; whether the government applies pressure on te-

chnological intermediaries – such as pay TV systems, ISPs, and suppliers – in order to prevent 

the media from disseminating certain contents. It quantifies the experts’ view on whether 

or not there were restrictions on intermediate goods suppliers (newsprint, materials, IT com-

ponents, electrical power, etc.) affecting the production and dissemination of information by 

the media.
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INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTS

The Chapultepec Index shows the extent to which the legislative, judicial, and executive 

environments affect freedom of expression resulting from their institutional action. In 

addition, it reflects the perception of the extent to which each environment influences 

situations discouraging free speech. This is how we define each environment:

- Legislative environment: It encompasses all institutional actions and dynamics within 

the Legislative, including compliance with international agreements validly entered into by 

the State regarding the statutory body of the right to freedom of expression. In this sense, 

it relates to the statutory development in the constitutional and legal scope in force during 

the period under analysis, as well as possible reform projects that have either a positive 

and negative impact on the evolution of the right to freedom of expression. Examples: 

Constitutional and legal provisions, discussion of draft bills, ongoing constitutional reforms 

on the issues addressed by the realms.

- Judicial environment: This corresponds to the scope of actions and institutional 

dynamics present in the Judiciary, in its diverse forms and levels of embodiment, including 

compliance with international agreements validly entered into by the State regarding the 

right to freedom of expression in the a given country under review, both of pre-emptive and 

prosecutorial nature, thus including any injunctive, interlocutory, or executive manifestation 

of the State’s jurisdictional authority or role. Examples: Judgments at all court levels, injunctive 

relief, or ongoing judicial proceedings on the issues addressed by the realms.

- Executive environment: Includes all actions and institutional dynamics of an 

administrative and regulatory nature relating to the right to freedom of expression performed 

by the different levels of the executive branch of government, including compliance with 

international agreements validly entered into by the State, as well as the enforcement of the 

entire body of licenses, permits, clearances, audits, or penalties provided for in the regulations 

of the country under analysis. Examples: Allocation of frequencies, control over content, tax 

regimen, and other issues addressed by the realms.

Compilation process and analysis of results

The results provided by the experts in different fields who composed the sample 

and received the questionnaires were compiled. Quantitative data on acts of violence and 

impunity (kidnappings, murders, attacks against journalists, forced displacement of media 

professionals) from each nation was also collected.

Once the results were compiled, they were graphed, listed in the corresponding 

brackets with their respective ratings, and sent back to correspondents for each country. 

These [correspondents are] 22 professionals, for the same number of countries, who are 

extensively experienced journalists accredited by academic institutions. They prepared the 
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reports contributing evidence and interpreting the results achieved, by framing them in a 

narrative that would make clear the context and dynamics existing in each nation. 

A total 110 people contributed their responses as experts during the first edition of the 

Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press; for the second edition, the sample 

was expanded to 154 people. Altogether, the preparation of the study involved contributions 

from around 200 professionals from different fields.

The results presented herein are intended to provide a benchmark on the actions of 

government bodies in the field of freedom of expression, which serves to keep record of the 

status of this right in institutional matters across the countries of the Americas. It provides 

visibility to the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats faced by our countries 

regarding freedom of expression and the press, guarantees for the practice of journalism, 

control over the media, and violence and impunity against journalists, resulting from the 

provisions, actions, or omissions by their governments, legislators, and judges.
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1.1. GRAPHS AND CONCLUSIONS
OF THE 2019-2020 EDITION
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

CHAPULTEPEC INDEX
CONCLUSIONS

The Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press is a valuable tool for 

measuring institutional action on Freedom of Expression and the Press in countries of the 

Americas, in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Chapultepec and the Decla-

ration of Salta, adopted by the Inter-American Press Association in 1994 and 2018 respectively.

This first edition of the Index covers the period from May 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020. The 

Index rates factors influencing freedom of the press, as grouped in four realms: Informed 

Citizens and Free to Express Themselves, Exercise of Journalism, Violence and Impunity, and 

Control over the Media. In addition, the study provides supplementary information on the 

influence of the institutional – executive, legislative and judicial – environments regarding si-

tuations unfavorable to Freedom of Expression and the Press.

The results obtained show a snapshot of the status of Freedom of Expression and the 

Press in the region, based on the perception of experts in each country. It is worth noting 

that, during the period reviewed, some countries changed their political systems and sitting 

governments, others underwent major social conflicts, and all began to experience the politi-

cal, economic, and social fallout of the measures taken to address the spread of the COVID-19 

pandemic.

The overall average obtained in the research was 51.42 points (out of 100), reflecting a 

partial restriction of freedom of speech and the press in the region. For the first realm, Infor-

med Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the average was 12.7 out of a maximum of 23 points. 

Exercise of Journalism also achieved a score revealing a partial restriction: 6.7 out of 10 points. 

With regard to the realm of Violence and Impunity, the results were less encouraging, 

achieving an average of 13.61 across the region, out of a maximum of 42 possible points. In-

deed, the results indicate a high restriction in this realm. 

Regarding Control over the Media, the overall average obtained was 18.39 points out of 

25. The experts surveyed noticed a low restriction in this particular realm, except in the case 

of the three worst rated countries in the Index: Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela. 

None of the countries under analysis achieved the score required to be in the Full Free-

dom of Expression bracket (above 81 points out of a possible 100). However, based on the re-

sults, the following countries show low restrictions on Freedom of Expression and the Press: 

Chile, Argentina, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Canada, Peru, Paraguay, and Jamaica, eight of the 22 

countries included in the research. 
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Chile was one of the countries where social conflicts of regional importance took place. 

Notwithstanding, it managed to lead the Index with 80 points out of the maximum of 100, 

providing favorable environments for the full exercise of freedom of expression, since gover-

nment bodies are perceived to play a minor role in detrimental situations. However, it under-

scores concern about instances of aggression and impunity that may affect journalists and 

other news professionals during social conflict situations. The challenges faced by freedom 

of expression in this Southern Cone country stem from the results of the referendum set for 

October 25 this year, which also represents an opportunity for the media to obtain higher 

approval rates based on the strategies applied during the pandemic. 

Argentina’s positive result, with 77.2 points, was boosted by constructive relations of the 

different government environments with the media. This strategy promoted by the head of 

the Executive (Mauricio Macri) allowed journalists to work with greater freedom, which was 

reflected in the score achieved. In the case of this country, there was a change of government 

in the middle of the period under analysis and, at the same time, a slight change in strate-

gy of the different government bodies towards the members of the press. Furthermore, the 

pandemic considerably affected the exercise of journalism in the country. The Executive has 

introduced a draft reform that could set off the alarms regionwide, with the probability of 

lowering the position held in this edition of the Index. 

The third best-rated country in terms of Freedom of Expression and the Press was Cos-
ta Rica, at 76.8 points. Indeed, this country guarantees the exercise of this right thanks to a 

robust legal framework and respect from the different branches of government towards the 

defense of human rights. In this case, the economic effect of the measures adopted to fight 

the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic has been one of the greatest obstacles for the country. 

With 74.4 points, the Eastern Republic of Uruguay is next on the list, reflecting the ima-

ge of a country with a climate favorable for freedom of expression. However, it poses certain 

restrictions associated with the influence of the Executive. Red flags could also be raised by 

the results of a draft bill on the exercise of Freedom of Expression. Indeed, one of the greatest 

weaknesses in this country is the institutional design of regulatory statutes addressing the 

media. 

Canada ranks 5th in the Chapultepec Index with a score of 71.4 points. In its case, the ri-

ghts of Freedom of Expression and the Press are clearly guaranteed. The discussion focuses 

precisely on the distinction in scope between the two rights. In spite of being a consolidated 

democracy, there are situations – economic in nature – that affect the free development of 

journalists and the credibility of mainstream media in general. 

The experts’ perception of Peru, with 67.8 points, could be caused mainly by the low 

influence of environments in terms of control over the media. In fact, the country seeks to 

defend Freedom of Expression, even amidst a fragile institutional framework, out of fear of re-

turning to previous government practices. It also relies on the proliferation of alternative me-
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dia, emerging from IT breakthroughs. However, the most significant weaknesses are found in 

instances of violence and impunity against journalists. 

     Paraguay, the second last among the most positively viewed countries, scored 67.4 

points. It has a legal framework that encourages the exercise of Freedom of Expression, as 

well as the emergence of alternative media enhancing this right. However, it lacks mechanis-

ms to prevent violence and impunity against journalists. Alarms are beginning to sound in 

the face of legislative and judicial measures that attempt to restrict information. 

Jamaica, with 65 points, also makes up this group of eight countries with a low restric-

tion on Freedom of Expression and the Press, thereby offering a very positive outlook. The 

influence of the different environments has not impaired news delivery activity by the coun-

try’s media, which have remained free and cohesive in informing the public. In addition, there 

are no severe violence and impunity incidents against journalists, who enjoy the support of 

unions, or against the media in general. 

The following are the countries with results placing them in the category of freedom of 

expression and partially restricted press. This is the largest group: Colombia, Panama, Mexico, 

Honduras, USA, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Ecuador. 

Colombia heads this list with 57.5 points, 6.28 above the global average. It stands out for 

having a structured system of protection for journalists, which is an example for the region, 

as well as a legal framework that safeguards and guarantees the exercise of rights in connec-

tion with freedom of expression. In this country, problems originate from the economic crisis 

affecting the telecommunications sector and from an increase in incidents of violence and 

impunity targeting journalists, from attacks by armed groups to the effect of court decisions 

against media professionals. 

The next country is Panama, with a score of 55 points, which places it in tenth position 

in the Index. In general, Freedom of Expression and the Press is upheld; however, institutional 

actions impairing it are noticed. The country has a structured Public Radio and Television Sys-

tem promoting the dissemination of information to citizens; but there are still statutes that 

set forth as criminal offenses, even with aggravating circumstances, statements made in the 

exercise of freedom of expression, which encourages self-censorship. 

Mexico also scored 55 points in the final assessment, pointing to a partial restriction with 

serious threats of deterioration. During the review period, the country experienced situations 

detrimental to Freedom of Expression and the Press. The control exercised by government 

agencies was reflected in the ratings achieved. Indeed, there do not seem to be any institu-

tional initiatives seeking to favor Freedom of Expression or minimize the high violence and 

impunity that has harmed and continues to harm journalists. Nevertheless, there are still spa-

ces that allow for pluralism of information. 
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Honduras is in 12th position in the Index, with 53 points. In this country, there is still some 

extent of independence among the media, although under weak government bodies that 

seem to be subjected to the Executive. This discouraging influence, coupled with crime, vio-

lence, and impunity rates, has seriously compromised the exercise of Freedom of Expression 

by journalists. It is worth noting that laws restricting the dissemination of certain types of 

information, such as the so-called “Law of Secrecy”, are still in force.

According to the perception of the experts consulted, Freedom of Expression and the 

Press is partially restricted in the USA, resulting in a score of 49.6 points, 1.82 points below the 

overall average (51.42). Here again, the unfavorable influence of the executive environment 

prevails over the others. The communication strategy pursued by President Donald Trump 

has been described as intimidating for journalists and threatening towards the media that 

oppose him. However, the solid and robust legal framework of the State protects Freedom of 

Expression and prohibits actions that may curb this right. This guarantee also encourages the 

rise of media outlets that promote extreme views. 

One position below, we find the Dominican Republic, with 47 points, a country where 

support of government bodies towards those media and journalists with opinions favorable 

to them is noted. Therefore, the financial aspect is a determining factor for the development 

of the industry, and consequently of plurality of information. Fortunately, breakthroughs in IT 

have allowed for the emergence of alternative media facilitating the free expression of citi-

zens. No situations causing alarm in terms of violence and impunity against journalists have 

been noticed. 

Guatemala is ranked 15th in the Chapultepec Index, with 46 points. According to the ex-

perts’ perception, there seems to be a sign of regression regarding Human Rights protection 

in this country, thereby compromising Freedom of Expression and the Press, mainly in reason 

of restrictions from the Executive and the Legislative. Additionally, there are no mechanisms 

to protect journalists from serious, ever-increasing violence and impunity incidents. 

With a difference of 8.82 points below the global average, El Salvador has a score of 42.6 

points out of 100. According to the opinion of those inquired, the performance of the head 

of the Executive, President Nayib Bukele, has precipitated the deterioration of freedom of ex-

pression, affecting all the realms reviewed. There is a continuous pattern of violence and per-

secution against journalists, and greater controls over the media. Other fundamental rights 

for the exercise of a full democracy have also been impaired. These situations are setting off 

alarms in the face of the increasingly intense violation of Freedom of Expression and the Press 

in the Central American country. 

Ecuador is the last country to join the bracket of partial restrictions on freedom of ex-

pression. With 42.5 points, the experts assessed not only the hostile relations of the govern-

ment with journalists, but also the institutional weakness regarding protection of Freedom 

of Expression and the Press in the form of unwillingness to enact favorable statutory reforms. 
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However, the communications industry remains organized and proactive in launching initia-

tives preserving freedom of expression to an acceptable extent. 

In Bolivia and Brazil, the results show that Freedom of Expression and the Press is highly 

restricted. 

Bolivia is ranked 18th in the Index, with a score of 39.8, resulting from the perception of a 

particularly difficult time for the country, the transition from a dictatorial regime to a nascent 

democracy, which is still undermined by the influence of past practices. At the beginning 

of the period reviewed, Freedom of Expression and the Press was seriously compromised, 

with the presence of censoring agencies and violent mechanisms of pressure on the media 

and journalists. The change in government represented the recovery of lost spaces for funda-

mental rights, among them Freedom of Expression. New media have been established and, 

although it may seem difficult to break free from authoritarian practices, improvements are 

expected for the sector. 

Brazil, on the other hand, showed a performance discouraging the exercise of Freedom 

of Expression and the Press, being rated at 37.2 points, with the realm of Violence and Impu-

nity and that of Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves standing out. In this case, the 

performance of the Executive (headed by Jair Bolsonaro), is viewed as the greatest threat, 

not only to Freedom of Expression, but to other rights inherent to any democracy. However, 

the legislative and judicial environments are still able to check the president’s actions, which 

represents a strength. 

Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela are the worst rated countries in the Index. According to 

experts, these nations are experiencing serious human rights violations in general. They were 

described as countries without Freedom of Expression. 

Nicaragua, with 16 points, is considered a dictatorship by the Organization of American 

States. Freedom of Expression and the Press violations are evident, and with a very high level 

of violence and attacks on journalists. The three environments act in an orchestrated man-

ner to promote impunity in this regard. The Executive exercises control over the other two 

branches. There is also extreme control over the media. The communications strategy adop-

ted is one favoring only those media aligned with the regime while acting very aggressively 

towards those that oppose it. However, there are still independent media that stand up for 

free speech and access to information. 

Cuba, rated at 6.2 points, is the second last country of the region in the Chapultepec In-

dex. Under a totalitarian regime that has ruled the country for decades, it is difficult and dan-

gerous to fight its control mechanisms through independent journalism. Expressing oneself 

freely can cost personal freedom, not only for newspersons but also for the general popula-

tion. Years of indoctrination and severe sanctions have instilled fear in the population, which 

has led to self-censorship in all respects. Notwithstanding, with the rise of technology, more 
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and more voices make themselves heard to tell the world what is happening. Strong domes-

tic restrictions make it difficult for citizens to stay informed. 

Finally, the worst rated country in the region is Venezuela, at 3.8 points. 47.62 points be-

low the global average and 76.2 points below the best-rated country. The Executive domina-

tes the functioning of institutions, encouraging disparagement of the media and persecution, 

not only against journalists, but also against citizens who want to express themselves freely 

on social media (practically the only ones available to the population). Control and pressure 

from the government on media outlets opposed to the Executive has forced many to shut 

down because of direct and indirect actions compromising their sustainability. The illegitima-

te enactment of laws that violate Freedom of Expression (for example, the act known as the 

Anti-Hate Law), as well as repressive and violent actions, have instilled fear in many journalists 

and citizens in general, who have been violently attacked, tortured, violated, and viciously 

abused, as reported by regional Human Rights organizations. The few spaces left to dissemi-

nate information are in the digital domain, despite the innumerable blockades conducted by 

the regime (including Internet disruptions and power outages). 

In conclusion, in 19 of the 22 countries reviewed, the Executive appears to be the most 

influential environment in situations discouraging free speech (all except Chile, Peru, and Pa-

raguay).

In three of the five worst rated countries, the judicial system appears to be the second 

most influential in situations detrimental to Freedom of Expression and the Press. This is the 

case in Venezuela, Nicaragua, and Brazil. 

In the cases of Cuba and El Salvador, the Legislative is the second most influential in si-

tuations adverse to this right.

Chile, the best-rated country in this edition, has, in its Executive, the branch of govern-

ment least influential in situations adverse to Freedom of Expression and the Press.  
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1.2. GRAPHS AND CONCLUSIONS
OF THE 2020-2021 EDITION
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PERIOD SURVEYED. JULY 3, 2020 –AUGUST 1ST,  2021

CHAPULTEPEC INDEX
CONCLUSIONS

The Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press, as a tool for analysis, offers 

a valuable opportunity to assess institutional action on freedom of expression and the press 

freedom in countries of the Americas, in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of 

Chapultepec and the Declaration of Salta, adopted by the Inter-American Press Association 

in 1994 and 2018 respectively.

This second edition of the Index covers the period from July 31, 2020 to August 1, 2021. The 

Index rates factors influencing on press freedom, grouped into four realms: Informed Citizens 

Free to Express Themselves, Exercise of Journalism, Violence and Impunity, and Control over 

the Media. In addition, the study offers supplementary information on the influence of – 

Executive, Legislative, and Judicial - institutional environments on situations unfavorable to 

freedom of expression and the press.

The results obtained show a snapshot of the situation in the region, based on the perception 

of experts in each country. It should be noted that, during the period under analysis, some 

countries changed their political system and government, others experienced major social 

conflicts and all continued with the political, economic, and social consequences stemming 

from the measures adopted to address the COVID-19 pandemic.

The overall average in the survey was 55.61 (out of 100), a difference of 4.19 points against 

the results of the first edition (51.42), showing a slight improvement in the perception of partial 

restriction of freedom of expression and the press in the region. 

As for the first realm, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the overall average 

was 12.05, out of a maximum 23 points. Exercise of Journalism also obtained a score that 

shows a partial restriction, namely 6.03 out of 10 points. Both realms remained unchanged 

between the first edition (12.7 for Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves and 6.7 for 

Exercise of Journalism) and this study period.

Regarding the realm of Violence and Impunity, the results seemed to improve in relation 

to the previous period (13.61), obtaining, in this second edition of the Index, an overall average 

of 20.44, out of a maximum of 42 possible points, considering that a sub-realm was added 

to this area, addressing the analysis of the violence occurred in each country. Indeed, this 

data provided the highest weighting in the makeup of the realm, representing 21 of the 42 

maximum points, in addition to a more real and objective validation of the results.

In Control over the Media, the overall average obtained was 17.09 points out of 25, a 

decrease of 1.3 points compared to the previous study. The experts surveyed perceived 
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a particularly partial restriction in this realm, except in the case of the three lowest rated 

countries in the Index: Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela, which remain in the bottom positions.

According to the results, two countries reviewed were placed in the bracket of Full 

Freedom of Expression, 81 points or more out of a possible 100: Uruguay with 84.10 and Chile 

with 82.06, improving from the previous study. 

The rise of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay from fourth place in the last edition to first 

place in this period reviewed, in addition to positioning itself in the bracket of full freedom 

of expression, responds primarily to the consolidation of democracy as a political regime 

and to citizen confidence in government authorities. This situation reflects the respect for 

the Exercise of Journalism in the country; precisely, Uruguay leads the ranking in this realm 

with 9.43 out of 10. The participation of social organizations in the discussion of new laws 

on the media was guaranteed; but there is still room for improvement to strengthen the 

culture of transparency and reduce journalists’ difficulty accessing official sources.

Although Chile dropped one position compared to the previous study, it remarkably 

improved its results, gaining 2.06 points, which places it within the range of full freedom of 

expression. It also leads the rankings in terms of Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves 

and Control over the Media, meaning that there is no government control over the media, 

which has a positive influence on the population’s exercise of its right to free expression. 

Although the crisis stemming from the constitutional discussion and from the October 2019 

outburst continues to affect the country – especially from an economic perspective – the 

resurgence of new digital media meeting citizens’ needs for information is noticed. 

Now, based on the results, the following countries show a Low Restriction on freedom of 

expression and the press: Jamaica, Dominican Republic, Canada, Costa Rica, Peru, Paraguay, 

Panama, USA, and Honduras, the majority group comprising nine of the 22 countries included 

in the research. 

Jamaica heads this second group of countries with an average of 78.36 points, ranking 

among the top five in three of the four realms analyzed, especially regarding respect for 

the Exercise of Journalism, reaching second place. The constitution guarantees freedom of 

expression and there are no changes in the political system that could disrupt this outlook. 

There is a permanent exchange between the government and the press, favoring the media 

and citizens’ ability to access information. 

The Dominican Republic has surprised favorably due to its significant rise of ten positions 

between the first study and this period under analysis, holding the fourth position in the 

2020-2021 Index, with 77.91 points. Indeed, the Dominican Republic has recovered spaces 

of freedom of expression in the field of practice of journalism in mainstream and alternative 

media. The change of government is perceived as positive in terms of the exercise of democracy 

in general. There remains a need to improve public policies, still showing shortcomings that 
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have been dragging on from previous government terms; this could lead to greater pluralism 

in terms of news output.

In 5th position is Canada, with 75.81 points out of 100, also leading the realm that analyzes 

Violence and Impunity (31.52 out of 42). It has also maintained the same position as in the first 

edition of the Index, most likely due to the strength of its institutional framework in terms 

of checks, balances, and independence among government branches and bodies. Citizen 

participation is guaranteed and encouraged by a deep-seated democratic culture. Discussions 

focus on how to promote local content on large digital platforms, predominantly used by the 

younger population. However, cases of direct and indirect censorship have increased and this 

could have future consequences on the exercise of freedom of expression. 

Costa Rica, ranked in 6th place, dropped three positions with respect to the previous study; 
it obtained 73.16 points, which represents a difference of 3.64 points; but it continues to be in the 
range of low restriction of freedom of expression. The strength is concentrated in the favorable 
results regarding Violence and impunity (2nd place: 29.87 out of 42) and Control over the Media 
(3rd place: 23.14 out of 25). Indeed, the moderate influence of the branches of government on 
and the low control over the media, encourage a free flow of ideas and opinions. The respect 
that the different government bodies have for the defense of human rights is preserved; but there 
is a delay in terms of access to information and an excessive reliance on data released by the 
Executive. There is a need to update regulation on the media. There is also concern about the 
looming threat posed by the next electoral process in 2022.

Peru’s results, with 69.85 points, placed it in 7th position, one below the previous study 
but with an improvement of 2.05 points that shows a slight progress regarding freedom of 
expression and the press. Despite the political instability experienced at the beginning of the 
study, and election campaigns for president unfolding in a way that compromised the correct 
flow of information, the government did not cause noteworthy incidents that could block access 
to data. The contingency triggered by the pandemic favored the growth of alternative media and 
the use of news networks and platforms, arising from citizens’ search for information. 

Paraguay, the next country in this group with the most positive perceptions, obtained a 
score of 65.97. It has a moderately favorable environment for freedom of expression thanks to 
the actions to protect the Exercise of Journalism enshrined in the highest law of the land. During 
the period, the creation of alternative media was noticed, which translates into greater plurality 
and opportunities for access to information. Although laws for the protection of journalists are 
being revised, there are still criminal regulations punishing speech crimes and there are no 
investigation protocols in cases of aggressions against journalists, which encourages impunity 
in most cases.

The Republic of Panama ranks 9th among the 22 countries reviewed in the Chapultepec Index 
of Freedom of Expression and the Press. With 65.97 points, it has increased 10.97 against the 
previous edition and advanced one position, thereby appearing in the low restriction bracket. This 
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progress reflects the broad freedoms enjoyed by journalists and the media in terms of freedom 
of expression. However, there is also control over information, which is a matter of concern. Its 
regulatory framework continues to punish speech crimes in protection of honor, thereby affecting 
the free exercise of journalism. Disputes regarding electoral activity raised concern and rejection 
in the journalists’ guild, due to the possibility of modifying regulations on the upcoming elections.

The United States of America moved forward three places in the table of positions, being in 10th 
place with 61.57 points; 5.96 above the overall average and a 11.97 points’ difference against last 
edition’s results, which not only represents an improvement in the perception of the free exercise 
of expression, but also places it in the range of low restriction thereto, solidifying constitutional 
guarantees for the exercise of this fundamental right. There is both independence and respect 
for journalistic activity and plurality among the media, as they perform their work without fear of 
reprisal. Red flags are raised regarding social media because of their wide penetration and their 
pre-eminent role in the distribution of disinformation. Although there are still consequences of 
the actions by the previous government, the transition into the new administration is noticeable in 
terms of the influence of the Executive in situations discouraging freedom of expression.

The last country in this group of low restriction on freedom of expression is Honduras, with 
61.47 points. Up 8.47 points and one position compared to last year’s study. The conditions 
regarding the exercise of journalism continue, although there is concern regarding the control over 
information stemming from the handling of the COVID-19 pandemic, and especially regarding 
the exercise of freedom of expression in view of the results of the upcoming general elections. 
The Secrecy Law (Ley de Secretos) continues to restrict freedom of the press. Additionally, the 
weak institutional framework whereby the Executive regulates the media persists. 

Next are the countries with results placing them in Partial Restriction on freedom of 
expression and the press: Colombia, Ecuador, Argentina, Bolivia, Mexico, Guatemala, and El 
Salvador. 

Colombia tops this list with 57.23 points, 1.62 above the overall average. It continues to 
stand out for having a structured system of protection for journalists – an example for the region 
– as well as a legal framework protecting and guaranteeing the exercise of rights linked to free 
speech. However, the consequences in the social and economic life of the country caused by 
the national strike held during the period under study, as well as the COVID-19 pandemic, and 
other situations such as migratory phenomena and the permanent attack of illegal groups, affect 
freedom of expression. Slander and libel continue to be criminalized for news professionals, 
which impacts the free exercise of the profession. 

Ecuador ranks 13th in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press, moving 
up four positions from its previous rating. This progress stems from the new government’s favorable 
discourse towards free speech. In practice, this is evident in updated laws on communications and 
support for the free press. The resilient spirit of journalists and the media has managed to keep 
the industry afloat despite the difficulties caused by the pandemic. However, the government’s 
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inability to make structural changes in the legal framework to guarantee freedom of expression 
persists, and there is evidence of violent actions affecting journalists’ endeavor. Disinformation 
schemes are increasingly threatening citizens. 

The case of Argentina is striking, since it dropped from the second position in the first 
edition of the Index the 14th place, with a difference of 23.93 points that not only compromises its 
standing, but also moves it from low restriction to partial restriction. The situation of confrontation 
and social tension keeps the country in permanent conflict, in addition to a lawfare discourse 
from the top government officials, the creation of control agencies – under the guise of the 
pandemic, as well as acts of intimidation and harassment against journalists and the media. All 
the above means that freedom of expression is seriously threatened. It seems that the change 
of government and information management strategies have directly influenced perceptions for 
this period.

 Bolivia is in 15th position, with 52.71 points out of 100, already below the overall average, 
but improving in relation to the first edition, since it went from being a highly restrictive country 
to partly restrictive. Civil and trade organizations vigorously defend the right to information and 
communication; but we are beginning to witness a greater influence of the different branches of 
government in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. Information Flow is one of the 
sub-realms that is most affected, probably owing to the control mechanisms for allocation of 
government advertising funds, which leads to censorship and self-censorship. The high levels 
of political polarization and social violence pose a serious threat to the exercise of freedom of 
expression in a convulsed country immersed in an atmosphere of permanent confrontation. 

Mexico obtained 49.21 points in the final study; 5.79 points less than the previous edition, 
dropping from 11th to 16th place. The crime rate and spiraling violence against journalists and 
news professionals pose a real threat to freedom of expression, as does the confrontational 
discourse of the Executive and the influence of the different branches of government, which 
contribute moderately to situations discouraging free expression. Indeed, some actions of the 
Executive have a negative impact on the realms of Violence and Impunity and Exercise of 
Journalism, either because no concrete actions have been taken to guarantee the safety and 
protection of journalists in a highly violent and dangerous scenario for them, or because of 
constant acts of stigmatization and disqualification against media professionals.

Guatemala ranks 17th in the Chapultepec Index, with 48.28 points. According to the experts’ 
view, the hostile and unfavorable environment for the protection of journalists continues, with 
an increase in acts of violence and the bellicose attitude of the Executive to silence the work 
of the press. The lack of independence among the branches of government also constitutes a 
disadvantage for the exercise of journalism, since there is evidence of acts of intimidation and 
criminalization coming from the alliance among the three branches of government. Citizens’ 
ability to get news is seriously impaired because of restrictions on access to public information, 
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which reflects the weakening of the protection of human rights, despite international support for 
the journalistic profession. 

With a difference of 13.87 points below the overall average is El Salvador, scoring 41.74 out 
of 100 points. Additionally, high approval rates for the regime, its ecosystem of disinformation, use 
of law enforcement bodies to the detriment of human rights and due process, growing impunity, 
and the lack of a democratic culture, constitute the main weaknesses of the country, making room 
for repression and the presence of paramilitary armed groups threatening, to a very concerning 
extent, the nation’s democratic stability. In contrast, citizen mobilization and the impact of local 
media on foreign media have grown. 

In Brazil, freedom of expression and the press is highly restricted according to the results. 
It ranks 19th – the same position as in the previous study – but with a difference of 5.6 points 
less, obtaining 31.60 out of 100 total points, thereby persisting in a performance unfavorable 
towards the exercise of freedom of expression and the press. The authoritarian discourse of the 
Executive not only affects the press with constant attacks and offenses, but also deteriorates the 
already fragile democracy in the country. The disinformation fueled by organized groups and the 
control over information flow raise suspicions about the links of these actions to the Executive, 
which exerts a very strong influence on the exercise of journalism in the country. In response to 
this, cohesion among the media has strengthened in defense of democratic principles and free 
speech. 

According to the experts’ perception, Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela repeated as the 
worst rated countries in the Index in the category Without Freedom of Expression, while human 
rights violations generally continue in this period. 

Nicaragua, with 17.20 points, is in second-to-last place in the Index, above only Cuba and 
Venezuela. The passage of laws curbing freedom of expression and the exercise of journalism 
provide the ideal legal framework to encourage not only persecution of journalists, but also self-
censorship from the public for fear of imprisonment. There are few opportunities for free self-
expression in a highly hostile environment caused by constant threats, aggressions, and attacks 
from officials, which has coerced many journalists into forced displacement to stand up for the 
right to freedom of expression and the press from exile. Social media and digital platforms still 
offer a glimmer of opportunity for citizens to get news. 

Cuba, with 11.11 points out of 100, repeats as the penultimate country in the region in 
the Chapultepec Index. Despite efforts from dissident voices, the country remains under a 
totalitarian regime that has controlled the nation for decades. Independent journalism and free 
expression are considered unconstitutional and only official journalism providing news run by 
the only Party, far removed from the reality of the people, is allowed. The constant aggressions 
against journalists and citizens who express themselves independently of political ideology even 
go to such lengths as violating personal freedom. However, many news professionals capitalize 
technology in their efforts to serve news to an indoctrinated citizenry.
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Finally, Venezuela remains as the lowest rated country in the region, with 5.71 points. This 
is 49.9 points below the overall average and 78.39 points below the top-rated country. There are 
no checks and balances among the branches of government and this has a very strong influence 
on situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. Violence against news professionals has 
increased in the form of arrests, disappearances, and arbitrary court actions. Censorship and 
self-censorship persist in a downbeat and deteriorating press industry. Citizens are seriously 
affected as they have little or no access to public information. Independent journalism has 
overcome restrictions and found a place in the digital domain; however, social media – the only 
remaining space for information – are under threat of control by custom-tailored laws. 

In closing, the Executive appears as the most influential environment in situations 
discouraging free speech in 15 of the 22 countries reviewed. 

In three of the five lowest rated countries, the Legislative environment appears as the 
second most influential in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression and the press: El 
Salvador, Brazil, and Venezuela. The other two, where it exerts the greatest influence, are the 
cases of Nicaragua and Cuba, which reflects the consolidation of a statutory framework that 
legally restricts the exercise of freedom of expression and the press. 

In five countries, the Judiciary appears as the second most influential branch: Argentina, 
Bolivia, Chile – where it is as influential as the Legislative Branch, Costa Rica, and Mexico. In 
Paraguay, it is the most influential.

In Uruguay, the highest rated country in this edition, the Judiciary is the branch least 
influential in situations adverse to freedom of expression and the press. 
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2.1. ARGENTINA

2.1.1 ARGENTINA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Argentina: turbulence and judicial persecution in electoral times

Executive summary

     During 2019 in Argentina, the judicial environment, particularly some judges, have 

notoriously prosecuted journalists on questionable and scarce evidence, while the Ex-

ecutive has not been able to vigorously oppose this type of abuse. A period marked by 

elections and a pandemic, the Legislative has lingered in a slumber that has made it drift 

away from any significant role.

INTRODUCTION

2019 was an election year in Argentina, marking the end of Mauricio Macri’s term and 

the return of a ticked with Cristina Fernández de Kirchner as vice president and Alberto 

Fernández as president. This revived the so-called “gap” (divide between kirchneristas and 

anti-kirchneristas) in Argentina – which was never really closed – and journalism noticed its 

massive impact.

The electoral campaign was not free from verbal attacks against several journalists 

on grounds of their job and the Judiciary was dragged into this game since it was an 

unprecedented year regarding court cases targeting journalists, among them, the landmark 

case of Daniel Santoro, charged with “involvement necessary to commit the crimes of 

coercion and extortion”.

Consequently, it is noteworthy that, with 77.2 points out of a possible 100 in the overall 

Index, Argentina appears as a country with a low level of restriction in the exercise of 

journalism. Mauricio Macri’s administration continued to allow an unencumbered activity 

of the media; but some statements from the kirchnerista faction, which emerged victorious 

from the elections, fueled fears of revenge against the media and journalists.

In addition, the unique circumstances arising from the pandemic and one of the 

strictest quarantines worldwide, significantly impact on media revenue that was already very 

compromised by the recession, making it difficult for them to fully exercise their democratic 

role.
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Data analysis

Between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020, the exercise of journalism could be performed 

without major institutionalized obstacles, reprisals, or systematic harassment from the 

government (IAPA, 2019). 

Although the presidential elections held in 2019 heightened political tensions, which 

took the form of verbal and physical attacks on many journalists, the Judiciary gave the 

greatest reasons for concern with the prosecution of investigative journalist Daniel Santoro.

The issue of greatest concern point surfacing from this report is the direct or indirect 

control over the media by the Executive. While this is a phenomenon witnessed on a national 

scale, it is evident and very significant in some provinces.  

Executive environment

Of the three environments in this Index, the Executive is the one with the best 

performance (3.74) regarding ensuring freedom of expression. 

Mauricio Macri’s term in office (2015-2019) as the head of the national executive branch 

had a positive balance in regards to freedom of the press: “Press conferences of government 

officials resumed, information flows were restored, state-owned media were depoliticized, 

the law on access to public information was signed into law, and the allocation of government 

advertising was regulated” (ADEPA, 2019). 

However, with the electoral campaign kickoff and the end of Macri’s term in office, 

intolerant behavior from certain groups started. A milestone was marked by the verbal 

attacks sustained by journalist María Eugenia Duffard on May 9, 2019 at the Buenos Aires 

Book Fair during the presentation of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner’s book, in what would 

be one of her initial public appearances as candidate for vice president (Perfil, 2019).

As the victory of the Frente de Todos (Front for Everyone) ticket became clearer, certain 

groups became increasingly vocal until the establishment of a Conadep (National Commission 

on the Disappearance of Persons [Comisión Nacional de Desaparición sobre la Personas]) of 

sorts to judge journalists was proposed (Filo.news, 2019).

The truth is that, regarding both situations, the then candidate for president expressed 

his total rejection. However, it should be pointed out that certain groups very close to his vice 

presidential running mate continued to give free rein to this type of initiative (Clarín, 2019). 

However, it is worth noting the outburst of the then president-elect when, on social media, 

he described a journalistic speculation by Hugo Alconada Mon as “despicable” (La Nación, 

2019).
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Even more seriously, posts describing a piece published in La Nación newspaper and 

another in Clarín as intended “in bad faith” or to “deceive” were posted on the official Twitter 

account of the Senate of the Nation, headed by the Vice President of the Nation, Cristina 

Fernández de Kirchner, and no retraction was issued (FOPEA, 2020).

To this ambivalent attitude is added the crisis caused by COVID-19, which put on hold 

many of the initiatives that would reportedly be promoted by the new president of the 

nation, especially after, in the fourth month of the new administration, “there had partially 

dissipated the fears of attacks on press freedom that existed during the previous Kirchner 

government” (IAPA, 2020). 

Among these measures, the then-candidate proposed to sponsor a law regulating the 

use of social media for content created by the [mainstream] media. “This is the debate in the 

European Union: How to regulate these communication channels on which many times the 

social conscience is defamed and manipulated, with an enormous damage to societies” said 

Fernández (Cantando, 2019).

The presidential initiative to reform the justice system is causing more concern among 

certain groups because its only purpose is suspected be the closing of criminal investigations 

involving the vice president and her inner circle.

Judicial environment

Based on this study, it is clear that the exercise of journalism in Argentina was greatly 

affected by the role of the Judiciary (3.09). 

As mentioned above, the most concerning fact is the prosecution of journalist Daniel 

Santoro, which took place in August 2019. The federal judge in Dolores (Province of Buenos 

Aires), Alejo Ramos Padilla, found Santoro guilty of the counts on coercion and attempted 

extortion against Gonzalo Brusa Dovat and Mario Víctor Cifuentes, and imposed a fine of 3 

million Argentine Pesos on him. Santoro is accused of being complicit with a false lawyer, 

Marcelo D’Alessio, closely tied to different business, judicial and political groups, to extort 

money from businesspersons. According to Santoro (as quoted in FOPEA, 2020), D’Alessio was 

just another source for his journalistic work who fell victim to a snare set up by kirchnerismo.

Additionally, in that case, Santoro was requested to turn in his cell phone; but this 

journalist, unlike other journalists mentioned, refused to do so, as guaranteed by Argentine 

Constitution Article 43, in order to protect his sources.

In another unprecedented ruling, on June 29, 2019, María Edith Rodríguez, a judge from 

the province of Salta, demanded that local and national media desist from publishing images 

of musical group Los Nocheros or its individual members, in the wake of news coverage of a 

court case for which the son of one of the band members was being held.
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Likewise, in October 2019, a case was reopened against journalists Gerardo Young 

and Rodis Recalt, indicted for releasing secret information and revealing the name of an 

intelligence agent. In November 2018, Federal Judge Sebastián Casanello had shelved the 

complaint on grounds that it might violate the right to freedom of expression. On October 6, 

2019, Judges Bruglia, Betuzzi, and Llorens, of the State Appeals Court 1st Chamber (Sala I de 

la Cámara Federal), ordered that it be reopened (FOPEA, 2020).

But the list of judicial attacks against free information flow is extensive, including 

attempts at prior censorship of a video of a traffic accident (La Voz, 2019), lawsuits seeking 

large award amounts admitted by judges departing from the doctrine of punishable intent 

and putting at risk the survival of a media outlet (Tiempo del Este, 2019).

All these actions evidently harm the free flow of information since, after witnessing the 

experience of other colleagues, journalists may feel intimidated and choose not to cover 

certain issues, thereby adversely affecting society.

Legislative environment

The period under analysis largely covered an electoral season and then the quarantine 

that has spanned over almost a quarter of the timeline reviewed. These two factors have 

contributed to inaction from the Legislative (2.92) to the extent that, during the period 

under study (May 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020), the House Committee on Freedom of Expression 

(Comisión de Libertad de Expresión de la Cámara de Diputados) did not admit a single draft 

bill for debate. However, there are several draft bills of a similar nature to regulate government 

advertising whose authors did not deem important to submit through the above committee.

A similar situation occurred in the Senate, where no decisions on bills were announced 

by its Committee on ICT, Media, and Freedom of Expression (Comisión de Sistemas, Medios 

de Comunicación y Libertad de Expresión) during the whole period. 

A draft bill presented in February this year by Frente de Todos senators María Catalfamo, 

Ana Ianni, Nancy González, Ana Almirón and María Inés Pilatti Vergara, seeking to waive pre-

emptive detention in corruption cases by means of limiting freedom of the press is certainly 

of concern. This is because the project considers “the publication of content by one or more 

media outlets, which could have affected the public perception on the presumption of 

innocence regarding a person to whom a ruling is issued” (Infobae, 2020), as grounds for 

exemption from pre-trial detention.

REALM A: Informed citizens free to express themselves

In this realm, the experts inquired agree that, in Argentina, citizens can obtain information 

and express themselves freely.
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However, the Executive, along with the Legislative environment, does not make an effort 

to enforce its own laws, seeking ways to avoid providing public information to petitioners 

and making transparency processes cumbersome. 

Although 19 of the 24 jurisdictions currently have statutes on access to public information 

– with the provinces of Formosa, La Pampa, La Rioja, San Juan, and Tucumán still lacking a 

legal framework – among those that do have regulations, there is a great disparity in statutory 

quality and implementation (World Bank Group, 2019). 

This fact highlights unwillingness and sometimes inability to enforce policies of 

transparency and access to information in order to reduce corruption, protect rights, and 

improve the quality of utilities. The lack of political commitment can be witnessed largely 

in the inaction of parliaments (as mentioned above) merely in reason of an electoral cycle 

underway.

REALM B: Exercise of journalism

The free exercise of journalism implies that the authorities must allow journalists to work 

in a context of freedom, with the ability to protect their information sources as guaranteed 

by National Constitution Article 43. Unfortunately, the branch of government supposed to 

be most concerned with the enforcement of the Magna Carta, the judicial environment, is 

pointed out as the one putting the most obstacles in the way of journalists’ work, for instance, 

the interest of such judges as Alejo Ramos Padilla in knowing the sources used by journalists. 

“Based on the wiretapping [admitted] in the D’Alessio case, the judge charged Santoro with 

alleged crimes; and, although he decided to strike the transcripts obtained by that means, 

he did so based on the right to privacy and not on the confidentiality of sources” (La Nación, 

2019).

These actions have thrived, to say the least, on the impassive attitude of the Executive 

environment that has not counteracted with the resolve necessary to ensure the free exercise 

of journalism.

REALM C: Violence and impunity

Comparatively, in the realm of violence and impunity against journalism, Argentina 

shows a good [low] record. Although there are unfortunate acts of violence and abuse in the 

country, as pointed out above, we do not have any deaths to regret, and physical violence 

against journalists is very infrequent. 

According to the report prepared annually by FOPEA, in 2019, the cases of assault against 

journalists were among the lowest since this organization keeps records. Additionally, it can 

be stated that physical aggression against journalists represents a quarter of the attacks 
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reported in that document. Intimidation is the most common form of threat against 

journalists (FOPEA, 2020).

REALM D: Control over the media

The discretionary use of resources allocated for government advertising remains a tool 

to control opinion and information in large portions of the country. Nationwide, there are 

several draft bills seeking to regulate the way that government advertising is allocated; but 

they are still far from being debated, especially in the current quarantine context. 

Only two of the country’s 24 districts have a law regulating the allocation of government 

advertising and eight have an executive order to that end. Even in the case of those that do 

report, such information is incomplete, since they do not disclose which campaigns have 

been funded with public resources. 

Not only does the province of Buenos Aires, the most important in the country, not report 

in this regard but also has not replied to access to public information petitions (Maradeo, 

2019).

This authority for regulation and information rests with the legislative and executive 

branches, respectively, hence the rating of this Index.

CONCLUSION

After the 12 years in which Argentina was under kirchnerismo (first Nestor Kirchner and 

then his wife), Mauricio Macri’s rise to power in 2015 brought about a major change in the 

relationship between government institutions and journalism. 

Macri’s accession meant the return of press conferences, easier access to government 

sources, and a less confrontational relationship with journalists. Some argue that this is 

because President Macri was business-friendly and helped ease the enforcement of the so-

called media law (Infobae, 2016). 

Nevertheless, the truth is that, at least in words, the government of Mauricio Macri, which 

ended in December 2019, had a better relationship with the press and allowed journalists to 

work more freely. 

The current government headed by Alberto Fernández and Cristina Fernández de 

Kirchner took office in December and was in charge a few months before the advent of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdown. Dissenting journalists and media see in the 

vice president a person who is not greatly fond of critical journalism and the free exercise of 

freedom of the press, and fears of returning to old times further raise the stakes.
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For his part, according to Casullo (as quoted in Smink, 1029), during the electoral 

campaign, President Fernandez tried to detach himself from the confrontational image 

towards the media of his running mate, and there are those who even held that the candidate 

for vice president was hardly seen throughout the campaign.

So far in 2020, little has been known of what the relationship between the National 

Executive and journalism will be like; but fears lurk behind a judicial reform that could 

endanger not only the exercise of freedom of the press but also the functioning of the 

democratic republic as a whole (Infobae, 2020).

The pandemic and one of the strictest quarantines in the world have not helped diffuse 

concerns; but it is yet to be seen whether the current Argentine government will choose the 

path of hindering the free exercise of journalism or it will continue on the path of openness 

and transparency that the previous government seemed to have initiated.
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ARGENTINA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Argentina. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS
The Executive has been open to dialogue with the press, at least during 
the first six months of government. It has held media conferences and 
its ministers have been accessible sources for journalists.

WEAKNESSES

The stark political division that prevents dialogue persists in the me-
dia and journalist ecosystem, making the defense of the right to free-
dom of expression often seen as a mere politically motivated attack 
against the government and therefore loses momentum.

OPPORTUNITIES

Civil society organizations in general, media and journalists in partic-
ular are very alert to attempts by different branches of the national 
government to violate freedom of expression. Different organizations 
monitor the guarantees of this right in the country and are vigilant to 
these situations.

THREATS
The Executive has introduced a draft reform that may put the remain-
ing independence of the Judiciary at risk, which could negatively af-
fect freedom of expression.
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PERIOD SURVEYED.
JULY 31, 2020 - AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Argentina: The pandemic as an excuse, a weaponized justice 
system, and journalism under siege

Executive Summary

The exercise of journalism in Argentina experiences a significant deterioration of its 

conditions during the period surveyed. On many occasions, the pandemic and the 

long quarantine imposed by the national government served as an excuse to curtail 

journalists’ freedom. To this was added the lawfare discourse instigated from high 

levels of government, the creation of regulatory agencies to allegedly fight disinfor-

mation, and the justice system as an element of intimidation and harassment.

INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, the change of administration from Mauricio Macri to the Alberto 

Fernández-Cristina Fernández de Kirchner ticket took place. A president who, at the outset 

of his government was conciliatory and moderate, was hardening his position and that of his 

inner circle towards journalism as months went by, the imposition of restrictions stemming 

from the pandemic, and its subsequent impact on the country’s economy.

Between July 31, 2020 and August 1st, 2021, the free exercise of journalism in Argentina 

was strongly impaired with respect to the previous period. The strict quarantine imposed 

by the national and local governments was used, in many cases, as a tool to restrict and en-

cumber the mobility and work of journalists in general. This fact can be clearly noticed in the 

strong influence shown by the Executive environment on the exercise of journalism. Like-

wise, these restrictions were expressed in several instances of violence against journalists in 

clear abuse of power by the security forces.

The second culprit for the deteriorating conditions for journalists was the Judicial envi-

ronment. The concept of lawfare – resort to the justice system for political purposes – was 

again used as alleged evidence of collusion between politicians, judges, and certain journal-

ists or media outlets to destabilize the government.

All this added together is reflected in the fact that Argentina has dropped from a rating 

of over 77 out of 100 (low restriction zone) in the 2019-2020 period to 53 out of 100 in the cur-

rent period, placing it in a strong influence zone.
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Results Analysis

    On March 20, 2020, the Argentine national government imposed a strict quarantine 

on its entire population that has remained in effect, to varying degrees, until the end of the 

period surveyed in this report. Although journalism was always considered by the regula-

tions as an “essential activity” and therefore mostly free of mobility restrictions, on several 

occasions this was not observed in practice.

For example, excessive restrictions in the province of Formosa prevented the press from 

entering its territory to document the conditions for cases of COVID-19 in quarantine centers.  

In addition to this, there were acts of intimidation by national and provincial public officials, 

intimidation by law enforcement bodies, and even disregard of Federal Justice rulings which 

guarantee the work of the press.

In turn, the “infodemic” (World Health Organization [WHO], 2020) was also used as an 

excuse by the Executive environment to control media contents. In October 2020, in a dis-

cretional and surprising manner, the Ombudsman’s Office, an entity at national government 

level, announced the creation of an “Observatory of disinformation and symbolic violence in 

media and digital platforms (Nodio)” (“El kirchnerismo creó un organismo...”, 2020), with the 

stated purpose of “protecting the citizenry from false, malicious, and misleading news”. This 

triggered the outright rejection of different national and international press associations for 

considering it a “subtle method to discipline or as a reprisal for motivations that are alien to 

the principles they claim to promote” (Inter American Press Association [IAPA], 2020).

Environments: The Executive seeks to control journalism

During the period surveyed, the very strong influence of the Executive environment on 

the realm of Exercise of Journalism herein stands out, being the worst score achieved by 

the country. With an index of 7.57 points, it shows a very strong influence of the executive 

environment on the exercise of journalism. Undoubtedly, the president’s own statement that 

the media “abuse democracy” contributed to this low rating (“Alberto Fernández dijo que la 

oposición...”, 2020).

Overall, this environment obtained a rating of 4.12 for moderate influence. However, 

a deterioration of the conditions for the free exercise of journalism is clearly noticed when 

compared to the score of 3.74 achieved by this environment in the period 2019-2020.

Nonetheless, in relative terms against what was surveyed in the previous period, there is 

no deterioration in the judicial environment. Its influence continues to be moderate on jour-

nalism. According to the IAPA, unfounded allegations from groups linked to those in power 

or judges aligned with Kirchnerismo encourage filing lawsuits to prosecute journalists’ work 

or neutralize investigations (IAPA, 2021). 
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In addition to the lawsuits filed against journalists Daniel Santoro, Diego Cabot, and Irene 

Benito, which are still underway, a judge requested that Santiago O’Donnell hand over the re-

cordings of testimonies transcribed in his book on the brother of former President Mauricio 

Macri. 

On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the City of Buenos Aires Federal Court 

dismissed the prosecution of Daniel Santoro. Similarly, the Supreme Court of the Nation dis-

missed the prosecution of journalists Carlos Pagni and Roberto García on charges of espio-

nage.

At a slightly better rating than the Executive and Judicial environments, but with mod-

erate influence, the Legislative environment (2.77 points) did not refrain from attempts at 

controlling the contents published by journalists. In Tucumán, for example, a law was passed 

whereby fine or arrest of up to ten days may be imposed on anyone who disseminates, 

“through social media, news that are false in whole or in part” (Law 9290, 2020). 

At a national level, it is worth mentioning the opinion stated by the National Congress Bi-

cameral Oversight Committee on Intelligence Agencies and Activities (Comisión Bicameral de 

Fiscalización de los Organismos y Actividades de Inteligencia del Congreso de la Nación), which 

accused the media of being part of “a systematic plan of illegal political espionage as a method 

of domination and extortion, in the best mafia-style practices” (“La Bicameral concluyó que...”, 

2021).

REALM A: The pandemic as an excuse to restrict access to 
information

Score 12.43 (Partial restriction). Although in general no great efforts are noticed on the 

part of the Legislative and Judicial environments regarding the right to access information 

and citizens’ right to freely express themselves, it is once again from the Executive environ-

ment that this realm is most undermined. 

 As mentioned above, the case of Formosa is landmark since, on several occasions, the 

provincial Executive denied entry to journalists from other provinces to its territory. Although 

press conferences were held at the beginning of the pandemic, they were gradually hampered.  

As questions became more and more uncomfortable for authorities, they began to impose 

conditions and restrictions on the participation of certain journalists.

 In San Luis, on the other hand, and under the same pretext of the pandemic, media 

workers were not allowed to enter the provincial Legislature for the inauguration of sessions.  

A similar situation occurred with the City of Berazategui Deliberative Council [municipal Leg-

islative] in the province of Buenos Aires which, stemming from the pandemic, decided to 

meet behind closed doors (and continued to do so until April 2021) without providing infor-

mation regarding the order of the day to be discussed either to the press or to the public.
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REALM B: Exercise of journalism under siege

    Score 5.43 (Partial restriction). From the Executive, Legislative and Judicial environ-

ments, the exercise of journalism was the realm on which most influence was noticed during 

the period under analysis. In October 2020, Miriam Lewin created the Nodio, an observatory 

for “debunking fake news and going after the source of disinformation campaigns” (“Polémi-

ca por el Nodio...”, 2020). Entities with a similar role started appearing in different provinces 

and cities of the country, generally promoted by the executive or legislative environments.

 In addition to this measure, court decisions have criminalized and discouraged the 

exercise of journalism. While a Federal Court, the highest in Federal Justice, overruled the 

prosecution of Daniel Santoro, another judge decided to prosecute him again for “attempted 

extortion”, under the same argument put forward in the previous case.

 At the same time, there were repeated attempts from courts to gain access to the 

sources of several journalists. To the lawsuit naming Santiago O’Donnell mentioned above 

must be added that naming Jorge Caloiro in Mendoza (Foro de Periodismo Argentino [FO-

PEA], 2021).

REALM C: Agitation, verbal and physical violence against journalists

    Score 17.84 (Partial restriction). This realm is the second most undermined in the three 

environments reviewed. Threats, intimidation, and, on many occasions, physical attacks 

against journalists and the media proliferated during this period.

 In times of social media and online communications, threats and smear campaigns 

against journalists and media multiplied on these platforms. Such was the case of journal-

ist Osvaldo Cherep in Santa Fe, Leonardo Fernández Acosta in Formosa, or Irene Benito in 

Tucumán.

 Unfortunately, these campaigns bring about physical confrontations with journalists, 

mostly by government officers and, in many cases, they also suffer anonymous attacks that 

are not investigated or disclosed.

 Journalist Exequiel Ávalos, from [the province of] Chaco, was detained by the police 

after being assaulted by demonstrators while covering the protest. Several similar events 

occurred in Formosa, Santa Fe, Santiago del Estero, among other locations. However, it is 

also worth noting the case involving journalist Lautaro Maislin, physically assaulted by secu-

rity detail of former President Macri, or that of photojournalist Ornella Vezzoso, assaulted by 

police officers in Chubut. In addition to attacks on broadcast radio transmission facilities and 
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provincial newspapers’ newsrooms, as in Formosa, Neuquén, and Río Negro, this speaks of 

the fragility and risks involved in journalists’ endeavor (IAPA, 2021).

REALM D: Despite attempts at control, freedom prevails.

    Score 17.57 (Low restriction). As has been stated, there were many attempts to control 

the media and its contents. However, it should be mentioned that this realm is the one with 

best results for Argentina regarding the three environments reviewed. This may be attribut-

ed to the fact that even social and political institutions observe a generally democratic atti-

tude and dismiss implementing certain ideas, or downplay them.

In general terms, Argentina’s civil society has reacted in defense of the democratic prin-

ciples of freedom of the press and free expression, which has prevented the implementation 

of rules, control bodies and measures that have arisen in the period surveyed. It remains to 

be seen whether this social fabric will be sustained.

CONCLUSIONS

    In this Chapultepec Index, Argentina ranks 14th among the 22 countries reviewed. Ex-

cept in the realm of Control over the Media, in all other realms and in its overall score, Argen-

tina shows a partial restriction of press freedom.

As mentioned above, the most severely affected realm is that of the Exercise of Jour-

nalism. Factoring in this realm only, Argentina would be ranked 14th among the 22 countries 

surveyed. 

The situation is serious, especially in a country that barely a year ago achieved a rating 

of over 20 points above the current one. The radicalization of the lawfare discourse and the 

use of the pandemic as an excuse to increase controls over journalists and the media trace 

an alarming path of institutional deterioration. 

2021 is a year of legislative elections and, as every election year, it is likely to bring greater 

attacks against journalists with it. It remains to be seen if after such elections the national 

government chooses to take the path of moderation or prefers to radicalize its confrontation 

with critical journalists, leaning on those who say what the government wants to hear.
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ARGENTINA 
PERIOD SURVEYED. 

JULY 31, 2020 - AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

Argentina has a good social and legal fabric that ensures certain 
protections for the media. There are institutions and journalistic 
associations that watch over the respect for freedom of the press and 
act domestically and abroad to report any situations in case of abuse.

WEAKNESSES

The significant social and political fragmentation causes 
confrontations between some media and certain political leaders, 
and among some media outlets. This situation of confrontation and 
social tension generates a climate of permanent conflict.

OPPORTUNITIES

The 2021 legislative elections may send a signal to the government 
regarding the need to moderate the confrontational discourse 
towards the media. Moderation in restrictions resulting from the 
pandemic will allow a normal level of journalistic activity to resume.

THREATS
Some judges continue to make questionable interpretations of the 
law and criminally prosecute journalists for simply doing their job, or 
demand access to their sources. 
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ARGENTINA

Argentina is the nation with the most dramatic change between the two releases of the 

Chapultepec Index published to date. The nation dropped 12 positions, from second place to 

No. 14. A context of political shift, in which Mauricio Macri was replaced by Alberto Fernández, 

brought communicational changes.

 In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the country dropped from 

21.80 to 12.43 points, out of a possible 23 points. Restrictions on access to information were 

noted, especially amid the COVID-19 pandemic. In this regard, the events in the province 

of Formosa became landmark cases. In them, the local government denied access to jour-

nalists from other locations; additionally, the press was banned in the City Council (Consejo 

Deliberante) of Berazategui, Province of Buenos Aires.

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, Argentina also shows a decline, dropping from 7.80 

to 5.43 points out of a theoretical maximum of 10. Institutional actions regarding controver-

sies against independent journalism were aimed at establishing entities allegedly tasked 

with debunking fake news and dismantling disinformation campaigns, generally promoted 

by the executive or legislative environments. Furthermore, media professionals were pres-

sured to reveal the sources of their news items by means of court actions.

Argentina had been rated with 25 points out of a possible 42 in Realm C, Violence and 

Impunity during the first edition of the Index. This figure dropped to 17.84 points for its sec-

ond iteration, according to the experts’ perception, amid an increase in threats and aggres-

sions against newspersons. There were arrests of and attacks on journalists by government 

officials and individuals who were not identified by law enforcement, as well as attacks on 

media facilities, which impacted institutional performance in this area.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, Argentina dropped from a very positive score of 22 

points out of a theoretical maximum of 25, to 17.57 points. However, this does not reflect as 

steep a decline as in other realms, thereby placing it in the bracket of low restriction for this 

set of indicators. Despite actions aimed at controlling the media and journalists, society as 

a whole has stood by media companies and resisted attempts at imposing new restrictions 

on them.

The new executive administration caused a significant change in institutional actions 

regarding communications and the media. The three environments preserved a moderate 

influence on instances unfavorable to freedom of expression and the press in Argentina, but 

escalated to a very strong influence in some realms. The Executive had the greatest negative 

impact in this regard, especially in Realm B, Exercise of Journalism.

2.1.3  OVERVIEW
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2.2. BOLIVIA

2.2.1 BOLIVIA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Bolivia: From dictatorship to democracy

Executive summary 

Bolivia ranks among the middle positions of the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Ex-

pression, not because it has had a moderate behavior in the twelve months under study, 

but because that period covers six months of Evo Morales’s dictatorship and six months 

of the democratic government that emerged, as a constitutional solution, after the dic-

tator’s resignation and flight. Therefore, the Index – as an average – is comprised of two 

starkly opposite situations, to the point that the report could be divided into two different 

parts, the first of which could hypothetically resemble the conditions in Venezuela, and 

the second one, those in Chile. 

INTRODUCTION

The study period includes the last six months of Evo Morales’s mandate, marked by his 

ouster in the wake of a nationwide protest against the fraudulent electoral process of Octo-

ber 20, 2019, corruption, and violations of the constitution and laws. Additionally, this study 

includes the first six months of the government of Jeanine Áñez, the senator in charge of 

filling the vacuum left by Morales’s sudden flight, and tasked with calling for new elections.

Regarding freedom of expression, the change was radical. Almost overnight, on Novem-

ber 12, when Morales fled, the violations to the freedom of expression, persecution of journal-

ists, and abuse against of the Law of Printing (Ley de Imprenta), in force since 1925 in Bolivia, 

ceased. These violations had begun in 2006, at the inception of the dictatorship of the coca 

growers’ leader.

The advent of the new government, which guarantees freedom of the press, means 

that independent media benefit from this new situation. However, concurrently, the media 

acquired or launched by the dictatorship can continue to operate, benefitting from the cur-

rently existing guarantees, which are standard in a full democracy.

The restored freedom of expression benefits even those media that are subservient to 

the deposed dictatorship. This occurs with the media monopolized by the dictatorship – 

even employing criminal means: 130 radio stations operating on equipment given away by 

[Venezuela’s] Hugo Chávez and a television channel given by the Iranian dictatorship. Some 

media that had enjoyed the favors during the Morales’s government and are allegiant to 

the party of the cocalero (coca grower) have demanded that new government allocate the 
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advertising quotas that they enjoyed, since – they argue – the freedom of the press would 

otherwise be violated.

Report

With 39.8 points out of 100, Bolivia’s rating does not seem to fairly assess both sides, 

since, on the one hand, it benefits a dictatorship that could have achieved a score similar to 

that of Venezuela; but, on the other, it does not do enough justice to the improved scenar-

io underway since November 12, when ended. Therefore, it would hypothetically deserve a 

higher rating, rather similar to that of Chile. This report attempts at giving an account of two 

different realities, two different countries. The six months of the new government, until April, 

helped improve Bolivia’s rating in the index, offsetting the conditions that had existed over 

the previous six months: Mr. Hyde and Dr. Jekyll, in that order, regarding freedom of expres-

sion.

Environments: All the power of the State against freedom

During the first six months of the dictatorship covered by the study, all the media in 

Bolivia had to comply with Law 164 of October 2012, whereby they were under the obligation 

of broadcasting, free of charge, all of the rulers’ speeches and addresses, or otherwise be 

penalized with fines or the shutdown of their media outlets. The speech of Evo Morales on 

August 6, 2019, the anniversary of Bolivia, was broadcast on a mandatory basis, so were his 

media campaigns.

On January 22, 2020, at a press conference, President Jeanine Áñez announced that she 

had repealed the provision under which broadcasting government addresses was mandato-

ry for the media. She did so during her speech honoring the restoration of democracy.

A campaign by the dictatorship was aimed at dubbing a “cartel of lies” the media broad-

casting the opposition’s whistleblowing on the February 21, 2016 referendum. With their 

votes, citizens decided that Morales could not run for office over again. Página Siete (Page 

Seven) newspaper, Fides radio station, as well as journalists Carlos Valverde, Raúl Peñaranda, 

Andrés Gómez, and Amalia Pando were singled out as members of the so-called “cartel” by 

the powerful government media system.

In the period covered by the study, journalists Juan Pablo Guzmán and Erwin Valda had 

to quit their television shows and the program Pares Opuestos (Opposite Pairs) under gov-

ernment pressure, as denounced by them and by journalists’ organizations. Carlos Valverde, 

a radio host from Santa Cruz, was forced into exile after threats by the government, so was 

Wilson García Mérida, who had blown the whistle on Minister Juan Ramón Quintana for 

smuggling. This reporter was forced to print his newspaper, El Sol de Pando (The Sun of Pan-

do), from Brazilian territory.
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Since he took office, Morales endeavored to seize control of flagship media. Both La 
Razón (The Reason) newspaper and ATB (Bolivian Broadcasting Association [Asociación 

Teledifusora Boliviana]) television channel were bought out by Carlos Gill Ramírez, a Venezu-

elan national, and then put at the service of the government. Businessman Abdallah Daher 

denounced in 2019 that he was forced to sell his stock in PAT (Associated Journalists Tele-

vision [Periodistas Asociados Televisión]) television channel to a high-ranking government 

official, because his son had been kidnapped by those interested in the buyout, all of them 

with close ties to the regime.

The management of the dictatorship’s television channels, including the state-owned 

media outlet, fled the country along with Morales in November and are now his advisors in 

exile. They have worked from abroad on building an image that Morales’s flight from Bolivia 

was the product of a “coup d’état” and they receive the support of foreign media aligned 

with the China-Russia-Iran axis. On social media, a tweet set the record straight on Morales’s 

ouster: “It was not a coup d’état, it was a kick in the a...”, grounds not included among the 

causes for deposing a ruler.

REALM A: Bolivians have lost the habit of obtaining information

The hostage taking of the media by the dictatorship also included hiring teams of jour-

nalists willing to bow down to the demands of the authorities. This persisted for six months 

of the study. Radio news programs became mere spaces for spewing propaganda on gov-

ernment projects, and political topics were excluded. Political commentary shows on televi-

sion channels, such as El Abogado del Diablo (The Devil’s Advocate), on Unitel channel, were 

canceled and, in their stead, this channel had to broadcast shows covering crime news; or 

soap operas, usually of Turkish origin, were featured.

This made Bolivians turn to the Internet to get news, thereby engaging in social media. 

The mainstream media had ceased to serve as an avenue of information for the people. It 

was by means of social media that the unprecedented nationwide protest from October 20 

to November 12, 2019, was organized. Mainstream media remained silent over the issue.

By pressuring with tax penalties or by extremely curbing government advertising for 

critical media, the government managed to get the most critical columnists expelled. Santa 

Cruz newspaper El Deber (The Duty) had to provide permanent office space for two internal 

revenue service officers to work from its premises, a sign of constant threat, so that neither 

news nor opinions would be critical. Los Tiempos (The Times) of Cochabamba had to remove 

columnists critical of the government from its opinion pages.
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REALM B: Conditions for the exercise of journalism

The exercise of journalism in these two very different stages of the Bolivian outlook 

showed starkly opposite conditions, with the reality of a dictatorship in the first six months, 

and the reality of full democracy in the remaining six. This allowed fellow newspersons 

gripped by fear, accustomed to a yoke, to adjust to a new reality.

Over the second semester of the study period, it was notorious that, in certain media out-

lets, some journalists had remained well settled, acting as “political commissars”, in charge 

of censoring their colleagues, avoiding news reporting on issues contrary or sabotaging the 

publication of opinion columns penned by personalities critical of the regime.

The journalists who had criticized Morales began demanding punishment for those 

who had helped the cocalero or had been his servants; but then they realized that democ-

racy and freedom of the press protect even those, still operating from certain media outlets, 

who were the subservient to the dictator.

REALM C: The dictatorship’s impunity

Civil society organization Voces del Sur (Voices of the South), according to newspaper 

Página Siete, found that, in 2018, the cases of attacks on the press reported in Bolivia reached 

65. With 21 alerts, the most frequent type of attack is “stigmatizing speech”. This category 

implies invectives or attacks by major public officials or personalities on the reputation of 

journalists or the media. It also includes systematic campaigns aimed at discrediting them. 

In this regard, 12 instances of abuse of government power and three access to information 

cases also got on record in Bolivia. According to the report, in 46 cases (out of a total 65) the 

perpetrator was the State.

During the study period, none of these cases was investigated by the dictatorship, which 

also failed to respond to complaints filed by the National Press Association (Asociación Na-

cional de la Prensa, ANP) regarding the “asphyxiating” situation in which the government 

had left uncomfortable media outlets. Deputy Communications Minister Isabel Fernández 

revealed that 94% of the advertising budget benefited media outlets owned by their share-

holders themselves or by front men, as is the case of La Razón newspaper, owned by Vene-

zuelan-born Carlos Gill. In early 2019, this businessman admitted before a group of Bolivian 

journalists that he was not privy of how this morning paper, which at the time was the most 

important in the country, was being managed.

Página Siete newspaper and Fides radio station filed complaints against the govern-

ment’s allegations that they were part of the “cartel of lies” for reporting on the defeat of 

cocalero Morales in the referendum of February 21, 2016; but the justice system would not 

hear these complaints.
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From the Legislative, there were, even during the period under review, several attempts 

at drafting and passing a new Law of Printing to replace the one of 1925, claiming that, at that 

time, there were no radio or television stations, let alone Internet.

Officials of the dictatorship argued that the establishment of special courts could not 

be tolerated, that journalists should answer to the Law for the crimes that they had com-

mitted, but not to courts that could let those crimes go by, to the detriment of citizens. The 

democratic government, on the other hand, gave full guarantees of respect for freedom of 

expression. The press conferences held by Ms. Áñez open the possibility for journalists to ask 

questions and no one is offended, in contrast to the cocalero’s style.

REALM D: The dictatorship’s media

The Morales’s period first move on the media was to create a powerful ecosystem of 

state-owned radio stations and television channels, in addition to print media buyouts. This 

system has remained intact in the study period.

To this end, it counted on the help of Hugo Chavez, in the form of equipment for 130 

radio stations sent into Bolivia. The Bolivian government had to award them to organiza-

tions of loyalists named “farmers’ communities”. The most powerful equipment was given to 

coca producers, Morales’s associates, who established Kawsachun Coca (“Long Live Coca” 

in Quechua) radio, with a wide network of relay stations. The bills for the electric power con-

sumed by this equipment are paid by the Bolivian state, even to date, when the dictatorship 

has been deposed.

Another dictatorship, that of Iran, gave the Morales government equipment for a very 

powerful television channel, Abya Yala (“Land in Bloom” in Guna), which still operates, with-

out the democratic government having done anything to silence it. These “journalists” have 

opted to demand the respect for the freedom of expression not shown by them during the 

dictatorship, and have pointed fingers at the democratic government for committing abus-

es against them, accusations that have only been echoed by foreign media with authoritari-

an views or international organizations of socialist leanings.

CONCLUSIONS

Bolivia has freed itself, last November 12, from a government aligned with the São Pau-

lo Forum, the 21st Century Socialism or, as named by Colombian President Ivan Duque, the 

“organized crime multinational”. That dictatorship had, up to the last day, the same attitude 

towards the media that the governments of China, Russia, Iran, Venezuela, or Cuba have had. 

The advent of democracy has put an end to this situation and its practices of disregard 

for freedoms, starting with freedom of expression.
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In October, Bolivia will hold general elections. The party that embodied the dictatorship 

will have a candidate. The demise of the government of Morales in November is explained 

by the fact that, in spite of their political instability background, Bolivians do not like dicta-

torships. The one headed by Evo Morales lasted nearly fourteen years, which is a record for 

this country.

The National Association of Journalists (Asociación Nacional de Periodistas) and the Na-

tional Press Association – the latter affiliated to the IAPA – played a major role in defending 

freedom of expression during the dictatorship. More than once, their leaders announced the 

intent to bring complaints against the dictatorship up to international bodies, including the 

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.

The advent of the transitional government, headed by Jeanine Áñez on November 12, 

2019, was a godsend for Bolivian journalism as it put an end to the abuse against freedom 

of expression. She took office with the approval of the parliament, where two thirds of the 

representatives and senators are members of the party of Morales. This denies that a coup 

d’état ended the regime.
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BOLIVIA
MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

The citizen movement that overthrew the government of Evo Morales 
remains firm and appreciative of the freedom of expression that has 
been regained, even while tolerating the subsistence of media outlets 
created by Chavismo and the regime of Iran, because the principle of 
freedom gives them strength.

WEAKNESSES

The defeat of Morales left intact the media established with the su-
pport of his administration and his partners from abroad. These out-
lets, hiding behind freedom of expression, plot against democracy 
and promote the return of Morales to power.

OPPORTUNITIES

Since the change in government, media outlets – especially digital – 
that strengthen democracy have been launched. Meanwhile, mains-
tream media, some of which had been subject to pressure, are crea-
ting websites to expand their information offer.

THREATS

The main threat to freedom of expression is the return of authoritarian 
practices from the past administration, supported by an electoral sys-
tem full of irregularities planted by the ousted regime and funds from 
drug trafficking.
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MEASURING PERIOD. 
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Bolivia: polarization, violence and persecution

Executive Summary

Bolivia is in a situation of partial restriction of free speech and freedom of the press. After 

the 2019 political crisis, the climate of division, violent polarization, threats and attacks 

against those labeled as “adversaries” has worsened. Both in the government of Jeanine 

Áñez and Luis Arce, stigmatizing, attacking, intimidating, hindering not only journalistic 

work but also freedom of expression and citizen protest became instruments of political 

control. With the MAS’ returning to power, the scenario for the exercise of journalism is 

on thin ice, in the midst of the attempt to set up the “coup d’État” version of the facts. 

The distribution of pro-government advertising represents the most effective –and at the 

same time subtle– instrument to exert control over the media, while the surge of judicial 

persecution in the country promotes censorship and self-censorship processes that have 

impacted citizens and the democratic system itself. 

INTRODUCTION

 The situation regarding free speech and freedom of the press in Bolivia has escalat-

ed negatively after the socio-political conflicts unleashed by the process and results of the 

failed October 2019 general elections. The climate of political polarization has endured since 

2016 with the Constitutional Referendum, which sought to modify the presidential reelection 

limit, and the disregard of its results by the Movimiento Al Socialismo (MAS). For 2020 and 

2021, the COVID-19 health crisis has further weakened the conditions for journalists to do 

their job. Also, we must add the climate of the highly confrontational and violent 2020 and 

2021 political-electoral campaigns, as well as the change of national, departmental and mu-

nicipal governments. All of the above are cumulative factors that have driven stigmatizing 

and hate speeches against journalists and the media, on the one hand, and against social 

movements, on the other, to further extents.  

The recent electoral processes (October 2020 general elections and March-April 2021 

elections of Departmental, Regional and Municipal Authorities) have been a hotspot for at-

tacks, threats, smear campaigns and, in general, systematic violence aimed at journalists 

and the media from different fronts, as well as at citizen organizations or social movements 

in dispute. Making up the context of these acts of violence, there are confrontations between 
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political organizations and forces supporting either side (MAS and opponents of MAS), which 

have hindered and infringed the work of journalists at different degrees and realms. 

After MAS’ new electoral victory, in October 2020, and its return to power, an adverse 

climate has been unleashed on several journalists and media due to allegations of alleged 

alliances and legitimizing actions with the transitional term of Jeanine Áñez and the tragic 

events of October and November 2019 in the country.  

For this reason, Bolivia scores in the 2020-2021 Chapultepec Index in a situation of partial 

restriction of freedom of expression and freedom of the press (52.71/100), below the global 

average of 55.61, among 22 countries in the Americas. 

Several facts recorded and disclosed along the twelve months of observation (August 

2020-July 2021) tell about tensions and serious aggressions directed at journalists while cov-

ering social and political conflicts and electoral campaigns, primarily; threats for ongoing 

journalistic investigations; fake news discrediting the work of journalists critical of the cur-

rent government; cyber-violence and cyber-bullying through digital platforms and actions 

or threats of legal actions, among others. Although there have been no reports of murders, 

kidnappings and disappearances of journalists or destruction of media offices, violence has 

been on the rise with different types of physical injuries committed against journalists, de-

struction and confiscation of equipment, forced deletion of photographic and audiovisual 

records or evidence collected by press workers at the scene of the events. 

It must be added to this the legislative attempts of the MAS caucus to restrict free 

speech and freedom of the press by means of regulations basically linked to the use of so-

cio-virtual networks and tax charges on digital services; or, from the legal void, the distribu-

tion of pro-government advertising as a way for the government to exert pressure on and 

subjugation of the media. Journalists and media unions have made permanent, firm and 

clear public statements against the violations and demanding guarantees for journalistic 

work, besides demanding to clarify and investigate the facts, which have been almost com-

pletely left aside from police or judicial tasks.  

Analysis of Results

The Government as Aggressor

From the institutional action of the Legislative Environment, the score was 3.45, with a 

mild influence. Although the regulatory framework in the country ensures full exercise of the 

freedom of expression and freedom of the press rights, there have been attempts to restrain 

them within the discussion of two draft bills, both proposed by the MAS caucus at the Pluri-

national Legislative Assembly between 2020 and 2021.
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 The first of them, in August 2020, in the heat of the general election campaign, the 

House of Representatives, took back the controversy about the “Bill that sanctions the in-

appropriate use of social networks in the Plurinational State of Bolivia” (PL 733-19), after the 

dissemination of inappropriate and offensive images against the dignity of women that al-

legedly corresponded to Chair of the House of Representatives Eva Copa, from MAS (Aguilar, 

2020). Although legislators did not get to discuss the document, it generated high opposi-

tion and contestation from the public when the new attempt at criminalizing the use of so-

cio-virtual networks became known, so it was frozen within the 2020 presidential campaign. 

 The second try by legislators took place in May 2021 when Draft Bill 164 was discussed 

to have the Value Added Tax (VAT) extended to digital services operating in Bolivia, such as 

Netflix, Spotify, Amazon Prime Video, video game purchases, subscriptions to foreign digital 

newspapers, among others. From the point of view of analysts and the perception of users, 

this tax proposal was considered to be harmful to final consumers; first, because it would 

make access to these services more expensive and, second, because it would also lead to 

progressive restrictions (Vásquez, 2021). Likewise, the proposal was an initiative stemmed 

from MAS caucus and was laid off until the regulation gets “socialized”. 

 On the other hand, the Judicial Environment scored 3.57 with a mild incidence. Al-

though no sentences or precautionary measures were issued, and no proceedings were ini-

tiated against journalists, neither did they proceed to investigate and prosecute those re-

sponsible for street aggressions or other types of those against journalists. Some actions 

have rather been evaluated as restraints to the exercise of journalism. For example, limiting 

access to journalists for the coverage of the inauguration of 25 judges in the Departmental 

Court of Justice of La Paz, in June 2021, which included a former departmental prosecutor 

under investigation for hiding evidence in a trial an innocent man ended up jailed for four 

years thereupon (ANP, June 3, 2021). 

Likewise, the action of a prosecutor investigating the death of a police officer in the De-

partment of La Paz coca-growing area of Yungas, in the midst of conflicts with coca growers 

in the region. The judicial authority required two local radio stations to hand over lists of 

people the broadcast stations interviewed during the confrontation period as “evidence” for 

the corresponding investigations. The executives of the two radio stations refused to comply 

such a request invoking the inviolability of press secrecy (ANP, July 10, 2021). 

Another case tells about an indicted lawyer’s request who requested information aimed 

at prosecuting journalists covering his case for alleged slander and defamation (April, 2021). 

Also invoking the protection of the news source, the editors of three print media, El Deber, 

Los Tiempos and Opinión, out of 12 to whom this request was made, rejected the request, 

sent through a sentencing judge. The National Press Association (Asociación Nacional de la 

Prensa, ANP) issued a statement on the matter, to safeguard the rights of journalists. From 
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this environment, there have been no investigation in any of the reported cases of attacks on 

journalists, nor have those responsible been punished. 

Lastly, the Executive Environment scored 3.87 with mild unfavorable influence. The 

struggle of the October 2020 electoral campaigns highlighted a picture of aggressions and 

violence against journalistic work; the change of government caused that smear campaigns 

and “hate lists” against several communicators (activities which pointed out that the me-

dia persons had been favored with “special contracts” from the transitional term of Jeanine 

Añez) were unleashed from fake accounts in socio-digital networks. Those affected strongly 

denied such accusations (Opinion, April 26, 2021). 

In one more circumstance, during a press conference, the Minister of Education himself 

rebuked a journalist from newspaper Página Siete and accused him of not relying on the 

official version of the complaints under investigation by the Attorney General’s Office of La 

Paz on alleged acts of corruption within that government agency (ANF, July 28, 2021); both 

the journalist and the newspaper he works for filed the complaint before the ANP along 

with evidence that they unsuccessfully tried to contact the authority regarding his version 

on the subject. An additional flagship case is that of the land grab and the efforts to set up 

radars for the Armed Forces in the Catholic-Church owned area of San Ignacio de Velasco, 

Santa Cruz de la Sierra, which would have an impact over the transmission antennas of radio 

Juan XXIII and Channel 9. These broadcasting media belonging to the Church have provided 

community service to the region during many years, which is why they are endorsed by the 

community and the installation of the antennas is now in a hiatus (ANF, April 19, 2021).   

In terms of broadcasting bands distribution policies, in August 2021 it was announced 

a call aimed at projects for the Assignment of Broadcasting Bands for the community so-

cial sector and the sector of Indigenous Peasant Peoples, intercultural and Afro-Bolivian 

communities (ATT, 2021). These actions fall within the framework of the Broadcasting Band 

Assignment Plan for Broadcasting Services and the provisions of the Telecommunications 

and Information and Communication Technologies Act, and the right of access to the radio 

electric spectrum by four sectors: i) government; ii) private; iii) community social; and iv) in-

digenous native peasant peoples, intercultural and Afro-Bolivian communities. Results are 

expected for the respective analysis of their relevance and transparency. 

REALM A: Violent Restrictions to Information and Hazards Resulting 
from Expressing Themselves

The political conflict and polarization exacerbated by the October and November 2019 

post-electoral events, which resulted in the resignation of former President Evo Morales and 

the presidential succession of Jeanine Áñez, had two parties violently confront each other in 

the streets: on the one hand, MAS supporting militants and movements, and on the other 

hand, protest movements against the manipulation of electoral data, as evidenced by the 
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OAS Electoral Observation Mission.  Aggressions between one and the other side have been 

constant and have become the scenario of permanent aggressiveness that both the citizens 

and journalists have assumed. In particular, the pro-government MAS factions have been 

the protagonists of violent acts that have violated other groups and organizations’ rights of 

expression and protest. 

In turn, the street confrontation has a correlate of intense denigration in the digital 

space. The violent and denigrating cyberactivism from fake accounts of the so-called “digi-

tal warriors” has been fierce, above all due to the struggle of versions between the electoral 

fraud versus the “coup d’État” version of the facts by MAS. Several accounts of socio-digital 

networks have been barred, messed with, for taking positions of upfront opposition to offi-

cial narratives and policies. For example, the hacking of and content deletion from journal-

ist Carlos Valverde’s Facebook page (Ijurko, December 17, 2020). Valverde has whistleblown 

several instances of irregularities and corruption by MAS, and his account reached 670,000 

followers. Or the relentless attacks and insults on institutional sites and accounts of media 

and journalists. 

Likewise, from the government’s media (Bolivia TV, Red Patria Nueva, newspaper Ahora 

el Pueblo, Agencia Boliviana de Información) information and opinion spots are occupied 

only by MAS government or pro-government sources, lacking the necessary and fundamen-

tal balance and plurality. These media are tirelessly used as the “coup d’État” version of the 

facts’ replicators. Fortunately, and as a counterpart, several critical journalists have returned 

to take media spots in recent months when previously, and systematically, they were cor-

nered during the 2006-2019 period. 

REALM B: Exercise of Journalism, Risks and Stigmas from Informing 

The exercise of journalism remains under threat and has been furthermore weakened 

by political and social violence and the pandemic scenario. With the November 2020 change 

of administration, smear campaigns have been driven against long-career journalists, estab-

lishing “hate lists” to “lynch them in the media”. For example, Evo Morales’ tweet (@evopueb-

lo) accused Bolivia Verifica, a fake news verification site, and its head of receiving funding 

from the US. (ANF, July 11, 2021).  

In the absence of a Bill of Access to Public Information, the government has relied on 

different methods to exert pressure or control over the media. In February 2021, Minister of 

Justice Iván Lima announced the establishment of the debate on the Draft Bill on Access 

to Public Information, a regulation that has been delayed on several occasions due to the 

distrust that produced the decisions and proposals made by MAS among the unions and 

associations of journalists and media in the country. However, the issue has not addressed 

again on the legislative or public agenda (Los Tiempos, February 07, 2021).  
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Judicial attempts to force the disclosure of source secrecy have been unsuccessful. Trade 

organizations have always been sturdy to have the right enforced, within the framework of 

the Political Constitution of the State and the Printing Press Law. As commented regarding 

the Judicial and Executive environments, some situations led to limit the work of journalists 

or to rebuke those of media who are critical, accusing them of being biased and liars. This 

practice was openly implemented during the years of Evo Morales’ term, who labeled the 

media as his “archenemy”.  

REALM C: The Reign of Indifference and Impunity 

Whether by using law enforcement (the police or military corps), or by the very sup-

porters of the party in power, or by government supporters, the government has allowed 

attacks to journalists in the midst of street conflicts and face-offs. These attacks have gone 

unpunished, and no one responsible for such offenses has been prosecuted. The instance of 

a journalist who was injured by a policeman who shot him with tear gas directly in the face 

while making his telephone dispatch is a daily and tangible example of the frequent actions 

against the media and journalists, without investigation or prosecution (ANP, April 07, 2021).  

Additionally, digital platforms set up to disseminate hate speech, intimidation, threats 

and mudslinging against journalists and media have not been investigated or given penal-

ties (October 2020). “Hate lists” against 22 journalists who, allegedly, would have been allies 

of the Añez government and its actions –the Sacaba and Senkata massacres (in November 

2019)– were calling for a “media lynching” (ANP, 01 April 2021). 

The Ombudsman’s Office, whose first authority is also accused of being a MAS support-

er, requested an investigation into these events, reminding the government of its obligation 

to ensure freedom of expression and look into every act of violence against the press and 

other agencies (Ombudsman’s Office, 2020); however, no action was taken and the govern-

ment remains indifferent and fails to comply with its duty to get under investigation and 

prosecute the perpetrators of these acts. 

REALM D: Pro-Government Advertising, The Most Effective Control

In Bolivia, there is no regulation making the distribution of pro-government advertising 

transparent and justified. Decisions to assign government advertising to private or commu-

nity media err on being gratuitous and following political criteria of pressure, economic as-

phyxiation or media cooptation. The MAS’ government –both in the 2006-2019 period and in 

this new 2020-2021 round– has used the direct control through advertising funding method. 

In April 2021, through Supreme Executive Order 4484, it was increased the Vice-Ministry of 

Communication’s budget to a total amount of approximately USD 16 million, out of which 

more than USD 100,000 were allocated to the Indigenous Peoples Radio Stations (Radios de 
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los Pueblos Originarios, RPIO), which support and submit to the official network (Fundación 

Construir, 2021). 

During the Áñez term, in 2020, through information from the Ministry of Communica-

tion, the flow of funds for advertising obtained by the so-called “para-state” media, in partic-

ular channels ATB and PAT and newspaper La Razón, was made public. For example, the two 

television stations received between 2017 and 2019 an approximate amount of USD 29 mil-

lion, while more than 100 nation, regional and local-wide newspapers in the country barely 

received between them about USD 12 million for the same period (Flores, May 13, 2020). This 

triggered attacks and mudslinging towards those media, under allegations of being MAS’ 

“palos blancos” –that is, they have dummy owners covering up the real owners; a covert form 

to divert public resources to enrich groups associated with the government– (El Diario, May 

15, 2020).

Official advertising, which lacks a clear rule defining distribution criteria, has become a 

method that: i) suffocates the media that assume a critical position towards the government 

and its authorities; ii) enriches groups associated with the government party itself; iii) black-

mails the media to promote censorship and self-censorship on issues that harm the political 

circles of the government in power.

CONCLUSIONS

It is evident that the country’s framework of polarization and political conflict has wors-

ened after the 2019 political crisis and the COVID-19 pandemic, and all of this has led to a 

situation in which infringement of free speech and freedom of the press is present, clear-

ly impacting the right of citizens to be informed and access to communication, and with 

countless records of aggressions from late 2019 and 2020 (see Unitas, 2021; ITEI, 2020). 

Jeanine Añez’s term and the new administration of Luis Arce, from MAS, have fueled 

more attacks on the work of journalists, accusations and threats, in addition to the ever-in-

creasing violence that prevents citizens from freely expressing themselves. The tradition of 

MAS in its first and second stages (2006-2019 and 2020 to date) has been to label the mass 

media and journalists as “liars”, “enemies”, “right-wing cronies”, “opponents”, among other 

epithets. In the midst of MAS’ struggle of versions of the facts to make the “coup d’État” ver-

sion prevail as the cause of the serious events and the November 2019’s toll of victims, sev-

eral journalists have been the target of smear campaign, speeches and “hate lists” in which 

allegedly they are allies of Añez’ interim government. 

Building up on the climate of social and political tension are legislative attempts to de-

bate or approve restrictive laws against freedom of expression, particularly in socio-virtual 

networks, free from government control. Also attempts to create new taxes for subscrip-

tion-based digital services. Likewise, the online skirmish exposes “digital warriors” who per-
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manently rage against media and journalists. The strategy of hacking accounts and the de-

letion of information of some journalist critical of the government has not been lacking. 

From the Judicial environment, prosecutorial orders that try to disclose sources of jour-

nalistic information, thus breaching the right to keep secrecy of the source. But, undoubt-

edly, the most effective method to directly control the media is that of pro-government ad-

vertising, not touched by any clear regulation whatsoever, which this allows to damage or 

benefit some or others, depending of what is convenient to the government of the day. 

It can be concluded that Bolivia presents a thin-ice scenario for free speech and free-

dom of the press that is on the verge of going from a “partial restriction” to a “high restric-

tion”. Citizens, mass media and journalists are “partially free” to express themselves and to 

do their job of informing. In some cases, the limits such as violence and direct threats are 

blatant; in others they are more subtle (e.g. the distribution of pro-government advertising 

that brings on censorship or self-censorship). 

Such conditions are being nurtured in a climate of political polarization that unequally 

confronts official forces, state apparatuses and civilian groups supporting the government, 

on the one hand, and the political opposition, critical and anti-government sectors of the 

MAS government, on the other. So, constant violence remains in all areas, leaving those who 

do not subscribe to the government’s position and policies in a situation of defenselessness. 
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis

STRENGTHS

The Printing Press Law, the constitutional text and the international 
regulations subscribed by the Bolivian government with respect to 
freedom of expression and press represent the legal support and the 
framework for appeals and challenges against abuses by both the 
government itself and different groups of power. Although there has 
been no defined action from the government to sanction the abus-
es, both trade unions, mass media and human rights organizations, 
as well as civil organizations and the very journalists who are critical 
of the government in power have shown firmness in whistleblowing 
these crimes and a stating clear position in defense of the right to in-
formation and communication.  

WEAKNESSES

The climate of threats, intimidation, attacks, overall violence and con-
trol mechanisms such as the distribution of pro-government advertis-
ing lead to censorship and self-censorship that weakens the exercise 
of free speech and freedom of the press. Citizen movements and so-
cial organizations outside the government in power, faced with re-
pression from the state apparatus, street violence from groups who 
support it and the prosecution and persecution of “adversaries”, are 
being prevented from expressing themselves and demonstrating 
freely, which has led to a certain disbanding and discouragement to 
confront abuses and outrageousness. 

OPPORTUNITIES

Although there are multiple restrictions on the exercise of free speech 
and freedom of the press, as of yet there have not been serious in-
fringements upon journalists such as murders or disappearances, de-
struction/silencing of mass media or imprisonment and judicial per-
secution against press workers or media owners, so there are ways to 
complain and protest to have abuses be known by the public, both 
domestically and internationally. The international authorities that 
would counterweight abuses from the government continue to be a 
go-to when it comes to making visible and possibly containing the 
excesses of both the government and the groups it protects. 
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THREATS

Context of high political polarization and social violence settled down 
after several years of Movimiento al Socialismo (MAS)’ office (2006-
2019 and 2020 to date) and fueled after the November 2019 politi-
cal and social crisis. During the Áñez’s administration and now in the 
Arce’s administration, there’s encouragement of a violent confronta-
tion between adversaries, a situation that has left the citizens, jour-
nalists and the media defenseless when facing the violation of their 
right to express themselves, to demonstrate or to seek, process and 
spread journalistic information, respectively. The co-optation of the 
branches of government, especially the Judiciary branch, creates a 
risk for those who do not agree with the government and its cronies. 
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2.2.3  OVERWIEW

Bolivia

Bolivia ranked 18th in the 2019-2020 edition of the Chapultepec Index with a score of 

39.80; for the 2020-2021 study, it climbed three positions, with a final score of 52.71 points. 

This improvement in the perception of Freedom of Expression and the Press for both periods 

under analysis stems from the transition from a dictatorial regime to a fledgling and stum-

bling democracy which began to make its presence felt during the 2019-2020 study. 

Regarding Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the difference be-

tween former and latter studies was 2.17 points. This indicates that the population witnessed 

a slight improvement in terms of access to [government] information and their ability to 

express themselves in society, but especially in terms of free speech, even despite the high 

levels of political conflict resulting from the resignation of Evo Morales and the subsequent 

events involving Jeanine Añez.

However, regarding Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, the difference between 2019-2020 

and 2020-2021 was -1.94 points, being one of the issues reviewed that did not improve from 

one period to another. Although citizens have more access to information, there are still many 

obstacles for journalists stemming from the deep-seated habits from the dictatorial period. 

Threats and accusations against journalists continue. 

The most positive difference for the country was noticed in Realm C, Violence and Im-

punity, going from 8.00 points in 2020 to 23.85 points in 2021. This represents a difference of 

15.85 points between both studies. It should be noted that, in the 2021 survey, a quantitative 

indicator was added in this realm: Incidences of violence on record. However, indifference 

and impunity continue to reign in the face of crimes against journalists and freedom of ex-

pression.

Finally, in Realm D, Control over the Media, there was also a drop between 2019-2020 

(16.6 points) and 2021 (13.43 points). This difference is more evident in the sub-realm of Direct 

Control than that of Indirect Control. This result corresponds with the data obtained in Realm 

B, influencing the exercise of the profession even with pressure on journalists’ associations. 

Indeed, the dictatorship held a tight control over the media, a practice that remained during 

the transition, through the control of the allocation of advertising budget by government 

agencies. 

Now, in regard with the influence of the environments, the greatest change in percep-

tion is noticed for the executive environment, showing results of a very strong influence on 

decisions in 2019-2020 to moderate influence in almost all realms, a visible improvement in 

the perception of the respondents surveyed in 2020-2021. Only in Realm B, all the legislative, 
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judicial, and executive environments strongly influenced policies, maintaining results very 

similar to those of the previous period. In fact, during the last period studied, these branches 

of government aroused controversy through specific actions that hindered the exercise of 

journalism, such as requesting lists of interviewees from the media as part of a tax investi-

gation, or restrictions to cover certain government events. Jeanine Añez’s repeal of Law 164 

of October 2012, compelling the media to broadcast all addresses and messages from top 

officials free of charge under penalty of fines and even closure, influenced the results of the 

executive environment.
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2.3. BRAZIL

2.3.1 BRAZIL 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Brazil: Freedoms threatened in the midst of an institutional crisis

Executive summary

This report addresses Brazil with regard to the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expres-

sion between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020. Among 22 countries in the Americas, it ranks 

19th, with a score of 37.2, on a scale of 0 to 100. It performs the poorest in the realms of 

violence and impunity and informed citizens free to express themselves. The realms of 

exercise of journalism and control over the media show the best figures. The data also 

points to the Executive as the greatest threat to freedom of expression.

INTRODUCTION

This report addresses Brazil’s performance regarding the Chapultepec Index of Freedom 

of Expression and the Press for the period between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020. In order to 

approach this institutional environment, however, it is necessary to retrace the track record 

of the country in recent years, especially since 2013, along which we find essential facts for a 

better understanding of the outlook reflected by the figures herein.

That year, there was a series of street protests known as the June Demonstrations 

(Jornadas de Junho, Harvey et al, 2015; Bucci, 2016). The rallies had multiple and rather unclear 

agendas, but with some common highlighting issues as follows: Absence of clear political 

leadership and rejection of the basic institutions of liberal representative democracy, especially 

political parties, as well as the press. Media crews were attacked and mobile broadcast units 

burned in the streets (Rossi & Bedinelli, 2014). The discontent expressed during the protests 

was gradually channeled by political groups opposed to the government of the Workers’ 

Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, PT), holding the presidential office since 2002. 

This movement was reinvigorated after the 2014 elections, from which then President 

of the Republic Dilma Rousseff (PT) was re-elected. However, she would undergo a 

controversial impeachment process in 2016, which resulted in her dismissal, amidst biased 

and largely unfavorable media coverage (van Dijk, 2017). The context of what became known 

as antipetismo1 was further encouraged by the media coverage of a series of corruption 

allegations, consolidated in Operation Lava Jato2 ([Operation Carwash] Venceslau, 2014; 

Feres Júnior & Sassara, 2016).

1  Translator’s Note (TN): That is, “against the PT”, a term coined to refer to stances and political movements or thinking opposed to 
the Workers’ Party.

2  TN: A comprehensive anti-corruption probe into high-ranking government offices, agencies, and sate-owned companies.
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The actions of then Judge Sérgio Moro and the Federal Ombudsman’s Office (Ministério 

Público Federal, MPF) Working Group in Curitiba against the political and business elite 

received wide media coverage (Baptista, 2018; Cioccari, 2015). Several political leaders were 

targeted by law enforcement and court proceedings, among them former head of State and 

then pre-candidate for president in the 2018 elections Luís Inácio ‘Lula’ da Silva (PT – left). 

Convicted and serving time, Lula could not run. From this context emerged as a candidate 

former Army Captain (Carvalho, 2019) and then Federal Representative Jair Messias Bolsonaro, 

elected based on a background of anti-systemic discourse and authoritarian bias, including 

attacks on freedom of expression.

Since then, there has been a context of intense institutional conflict between, on the 

one hand, the Executive and, on the other, the Legislative and Judiciary, as well as news 

media and journalists.

Analysis of results 

Brazil holds, among 22 countries of the Americas, the 19th position in the Chapultepec 

Index for Freedom of Expression, according to data collected in the period from May 1, 2019 

to April 30, 2020. The rating achieved is 37.2 on a scale of 0 to 100. This number placed Brazil 

only ahead of Nicaragua (16), Cuba (6.2), and Venezuela (3.8).

On a scale of 0 (slight influence) to 10 (very strong influence), the executive environment 

stands out negatively as the most unfavorable influence on free speech (8.39). The institutional 

action of the Judiciary, in turn, was assessed as having a moderate influence (2.86). Finally, 

the action of the Legislative was perceived as having a slight influence (2.46) when it comes 

to situations discouraging free speech.

In relation to the realms reviewed, Realm A (informed and free citizens) stands out 

negatively, with 6.2, on a scale from 0 (no free speech) to 23 (full free speech); and Realm 

C (violence and impunity), with 6 for high restriction and no freedom, on a scale from 0 (no 

freedom) to 42 (full freedom). On the other hand, Realm B (exercise of journalism), with 6.6 

on a scale from 0 to 10, and Realm D (control over the media), with 18.4 on a scale from 0 to 

25, both reflecting low restriction.

Environments: Institutional action and freedom of expression

Data related to institutional action show the Executive (8.39) with the highest degree 

of unfavorable influence on free speech in Brazil. In this context, two realms in particular 

stand out negatively: Realm B, regarding exercise of journalism, which achieved a rate closer 

to the maximum negative influence (9.3) on a scale from 0 to 10; and Realm D, regarding 

control over the media (9.17). The above study period was marked by an intense confrontation 
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between the Federal Executive and some major Brazilian media, which contributes to this 

interpretation of the ratings.

President Jair Bolsonaro usually identifies the press in general as his political opponent 

(Folha de S.Paulo, 2019), with regular attacks on print media companies and newspersons 

(Congresso Em Foco 2019; Jiménez, 2019; Federação Nacional dos Jornalistas 2019). Gradually, 

threats have become actions, such as the selective removal of newspaper Folha de S. Paulo 

from a bidding process for supplying digital signatures to the federal government (Uribe, 2019) 

and a decrease in allocation of official advertising on media to those accused of unfavorable 

coverage (Fabrini, 2019).

The climate of conflict between the federal government and the press further worsened 

after the #vazajato (“car” leaks) scandal, which began on June 9, 2019. The hashtag refers 

to a series of reports prepared by The Intercept Brasil, headed by award-winning journalist 

Glenn Greenwald, but also published by other media, such as newspaper Folha de S. Paulo, 

magazine Veja and Grupo Band (Grupo Bandeirantes de Comunicação, GBC). These reports 

reveal messages exchanged among prosecutors and a judge, which would question the 

fairness of the procedures in place for the Operation Lava Jato Task Group ((The Intercept 

Brasil, 2019). At that time, the head judge in this process, Sérgio Moro, had already become 

Minister of Justice in the Jair Bolsonaro government. This episode led the President of the 

Republic to publicly threaten the American journalist (Satriano, 2019).

Aggressive behavior towards the press, both by the president and his supporters, has 

become frequent (BBC News Brasil, 2020; Redação Notícias, 2020). This led media companies 

Rede Globo and Folha de S. Paulo to suspend coverage from the Palácio do Alvorada seat of 

the president’s office due to “lack of security” (Do UOL, 2020). This stance, however, caused 

reactions from the National Congress (Congresso Nacional) [Legislative – bicameral] in 

defense of freedom of expression and criticism of the president’s hostility. This adds up to 

the interpretation of data regarding the legislative environment, with a score on free speech 

much more favorable against that of the Executive. Negative influence is generally perceived 

to be slight: 2.46 on a scale from 0 to 10.

As a response of sorts to the Executive, the House Committees on Human Rights 

and Minority and Culture held a joint session on the issue “Freedom of the Press and 

Communication: the Culture of Violence against Journalists and Communicators as a Threat 

to Human Rights and Democracy” on June 4. In the wake of the #vazajato episode, the House 

of Representatives and the Federal Senate summoned then Minister of Justice Sérgio Moro 

((Estadão, 2019), as well as journalist Glenn Greenwald (Da Redação, 2019 a, 2019; Audiência 

Pública Ordinária, 2019), for a hearing. During the debate, the minister defended the legality 

of the relationship between him and the government attorneys in charge of the prosecution 

in Operation Lava Jato and accused the press of sensationalism, while Greenwald praised 

investigative journalism for improving democracy. Both received wide media coverage.
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With regard to the legislative environment, Realm B (exercise of journalism) stands out 

at 1.10, as well as the C Realm (violence and impunity) at 2.27, with an even lower degree of 

influence. To illustrate these issues, it is worth mentioning the demonstrations of Speaker 

of the House Rodrigo Maia (Democratas [Democratic Party – center-right]), on July 30, 2019 

(Redação, 2019 a). Following the scandal of #vazajato revelations, he defended the secrecy 

of the source in the face of allegations that this series of reports had obtained information 

illegally. The congressman, for example, recorded a video after the arrest of alleged hackers 

who illegally tapped telephone conversations from public officials. The video was shown in 

support of journalist Glenn Greenwald at the headquarters of the Brazilian Press Association 

(Associação Brasileira de Imprensa, ABI), in Rio de Janeiro, on July 30, 2019 (Molica & da Silva, 

2019).

Another noteworthy episode regarding institutional actions of the Legislative is the 

establishment of the Joint Congressional Inquiry Committee (Comissão Parlamentar 

Conjunta de Investigação, CPMI), formed by federal representatives and senators on 

September 4, 2019, to investigate the dissemination of fake news. The so-called ‘Fake News 

CPI’ was created with the aim of probing into, among other things, cyber-attacks against 

democracy and public debate (Senado Federal, 2020). During depositions given in public 

sessions, which began on October 22, 2019, there were aggressions against Folha de S. Paulo 

journalist Patrícia Campos Melo, behavior that was condemned by Speaker of the House 

Rodrigo Maia (Galvani, 2020). Patrícia Campos Melo revealed, in a report published by Folha 
de S. Paulo, that the campaign of then-candidate Jair Bolsonaro had used bulk messaging on 

WhatsApp, something prohibited by electoral legislation (Campos Melo, 2019). This caused 

Jair Bolsonaro himself to publicly insult her on February 18, 2020 (UOL play, 2020).

As for institutional actions from the Judiciary, the data points to an unfavorable influence 

on free speech at a moderate level: 2.86 on a scale of 0 to 10; an unfavorable influence at a 

low level in Realm B (exercise of journalism), with 2.2 and, particularly, Realm D (control over 

the media), at 1.79. Realm C (violence and impunity), in turn, is rated with an unfavorable 

influence at a moderate level, with 3.03, as well as Realm A (informed citizens free to express 

themselves), at 3.9.

Amidst conflict between the Executive and the Legislative over freedom of expression, 

the Brazilian Judiciary would therefore stand by the latter rather than the former. Some actions 

help illustrate what the ratings reveal. In the turmoil of reports published on #vazajato, there 

was news, on July 25, 2019, of what would be the intent of then Minister of Justice Sérgio 

Moro to destroy proof of leaked messages obtained after the arrest of the suspected hackers 

of phone calls among officials (Coelho, 2019). The alleged intention of the then minister was 

immediately disapproved by members of the Judiciary, who described it as an authoritarian 

action if accomplished (Fernandes, 2019). The reaction may have led the minister to change 

his mind and desist (Coelho, 2019). The debate about leaked messages spawned by the 

#vazajato reports was also coupled with questions about a relativistic approach on the 
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confidentiality of sources, which was quickly rejected by justices to the Supreme Court, as 

reported by the media on June 11 (Da Redação, 2019 b).

The Brazilian Supreme Court (Supremo Tribunal Federal, STF), however, found itself 

cornered by accusations of restricting the exercise of freedom of the press. This episode 

involved two media outlets, O Antagonista website and Crusoé magazine, which published, 

on April 11, 2019, an excerpt of the testimony by Operation Lava Jato defendant Marcelo 

Odebrecht, in which he mentions the name of Chief Justice Dias Toffolli (Rangel & Coutinho, 

2019). Under the allegation that this was fake news, Justice Alexandre de Moraes ordered 

to remove the report from the sites of the above media outlets immediately and imposed 

a fine3 of R$100,000 per day in case of contempt, as announced by the press on April 15 

(Brigido, 2019). Following criticism from STF colleagues, three days later, the justice reversed 

his order (de Carvalho, 2019). This incident illustrates the data regarding institutional actions 

seeking to control the media and thereby restrict free speech under vague allegations.

REALM A: Informed citizens free to express themselves

The data in general indicate a decline of freedom of expression worldwide, but the Brazilian 

case seems particularly peculiar. Among 161 countries, Brazil experienced the third largest 

drop according to a survey by NGO Artigo 19 (Tajra, 2019). The numbers in the Chapultepec 

Index confirm this view of a fragile environment regarding free speech. Realm A scored 6.2 

(on a scale of 0 to 23), which indicates a high restriction according to the parameters of the 

Chapultepec Index. This realm is composed of two sub-realms, information flow and free 

speech, in which Brazil scored 3.6 and 2.6, respectively. Widely known examples, some of 

which are detailed below, help illustrate the reality shown by these figures.

It is noteworthy what happened at the Rio de Janeiro Book Biennial 2019, when, on 

September 7, 2020, the Attorney General’s Office (Advocacia-Geral da União, AGU) requested 

that the STF injunct the recall of LGBT-themed books exhibited at the event (Juca, 2019). 

The initiative to recall books from the literary fair came from the Mayor of Rio de Janeiro, 

Marcelo Crivella, an incident considered as “very serious” by the most senior member of the 

Supreme Court, Justice Celso de Mello. To support his actions, the mayor invoked the Statute 

on Children and Adolescents (Estatuto da Criança e do Adolescente, ECA), claiming that the 

material on exhibit was unsuitable for children because it was pornographic or obscene.

The incident generated another reaction on social media, led mainly by YouTuber Felipe 

Neto. He bought 14,000 copies of books on the subject and distributed them for free, with 

a sticker reading, “This book is not appropriate for the backward-thinking, the retrograde, 

or the prejudiced” (Juca, 2019; Estadão Conteúdo, 2019). This YouTuber, who has close to 40 

million followers, began to be harassed online and in real life, as reported by the press on 

September 16, to the point of needing to remove his own mother from the country in view 

3  TN: Real (pl. Reais), Brazil’s currency (ISO: BRL).
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of threats against her family (Redação, 2019 b). At the same time, he began to increasingly 

antagonize President Jair Bolsonaro and his sons, who have very active profiles on social 

media (Redação, 2019 c).

REALM B: Exercise of journalism

Regarding journalistic activity, as reviewed by Realm B, Brazil achieved a score of 6.6 on 

a scale ranging from 0 to 10, and therefore ranked in the low-restriction range. These results 

can be interpreted as reflecting the understanding that, despite the hostile relationship 

between Jair Bolsonaro and a significant portion of the press, the media have done their job 

(Padiglione, 2020).

However, it is possible to cite certain events that could be catalogued as an attempt 

to weaken both the journalists as a professional class and the activity of a portion of the 

press considered by the federal government as its opponent. One of them is Temporary 

Order (Medida Provisória, MP) No. 905/19, of November 11, 2019, which declared the affiliation 

to a professional association non-mandatory for the exercise of various activities, including 

that of journalists and announcers. The initiative was viewed as another offensive by the 

Federal Executive against the endeavor of news professionals (Scardoelli, 2019). The MP was 

ultimately repealed after demonstrations against it by unions and legislators.

It is also worth mentioning the exercise of journalism in the face of the government’s 

practice of adopting alternative versions of reality when facts do not suit its convenience, 

with noted incidents occurred during the period covered by this report. In June 2019, the 

Minister of Citizenship banned the release of a research by the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation 

(Fundação Oswaldo Cruz, Fiocruz) on controlled substance use in the country, to the point 

that the Attorney General’s Office was called to overcome the impasse (Oliveira, 2019). The 

president himself even shed doubts about official data on hunger and deforestation in the 

country (Pereira, 2019). During the recent coronavirus pandemic, mistrust of official data and 

access to evidence-based information was fueled (Muniz, Fonseca & Oliveira, 2020).

REALM C: Violence and impunity

On a scale ranging from 0 to 42, Realm C, violence and impunity, scored only 6, which 

reflects a situation of no free of speech, stressed on the sub-realms of persecution (0) and 

impunity (0.6). To illustrate this outlook, it is worth mentioning a report by the National 

Federation of Journalists (Federação Nacional dos Jornalistas, FENAJ) released in early 2020, 

which states that, in 2019, violence against newspersons increased 54% over 2018 (FENAJ, 

2020). The document lists 114 attempts at discrediting the press and 94 direct attacks on 

professionals. President Jair Bolsonaro was responsible for 58% of these attacks, with a total of 

121 instances. FENAJ understands that the head of the Federal Executive has institutionalized 

discrediting speech towards the work of the press as a political strategy.
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There were also 2 assassinations, 28 instances of threats and intimidation, 15 physical 

attacks, 10 instances of censorship or obstruction to professional practice, 5 instances of 

restrictions on freedom of the press by means of court actions, 2 instances of racial slurs, and 2 

acts of violence against said profession’s labor union. The Southeastern Region concentrates 

most cases of violence (46.81%), probably because it gathers the largest number of print 

media outlets in comparison with the other regions. Then comes the Midwestern Region 

(19.15%), in which the federal capital of the country, Brasilia (13.83%) is the seat of the federal 

government. Finally, there are the Southern (15.96%), Northeastern (11.70%) and Northern 

(6.38%) Regions.

Another study, this time by the Brazilian Association of Radio and TV Broadcasters 

(Associação Brasileira de Emissoras de Rádio e Televisão, ABERT), a body with ties to owners 

of audiovisual media, also points to an average of 11,000 daily attacks against the press on 

social media in 2019 (Lis, 2020). Once more, the President of the Republic stood out negatively. 

The document reports that, of the 5,708 posts by Jair Bolsonaro on Twitter, 432 included 

criticism, innuendo, and warnings regarding the media and journalists. This was reflected in 

51.7 million interactions.

REALM D: Control over the media

As for Realm D, regarding control over the media, Brazil achieved a score of 18.4 on a 

scale ranging from 0 to 25, indicating low restrictions in this matter. Data on the sub-realms 

indicate greater indirect (7.2) than direct control (11.2). This extent of indirect control over free 

speech seems evident when looking at data on budget allocation for government advertising 

among media companies or even favoring some by granting them exclusive interviews on 

prime time to defend the government’s agenda.

During the traditional Brazilian Independence Day parade, held on September 7, in 

its 2019 edition in Brasilia, Jair Bolsonaro ([Social Liberal Party] Partido Social Liberal, PSL 

– right) stood between Bishop Edir Macedo (Rede Record) and Silvio Santos (SBT), two of 

Brazil’s most important media businessmen. Historically benefiting from the largest share of 

government advertising budget, the Globo Organizations (Organizações Globo) fell behind 

Rede Record, which received R$ 10.3 million in advertising allocations during the first half 

of 2019, followed by SBT, with R$ 7.3 million. Globo, which was not on the main stand on 

September 7, received R$ 7.1 million.

Media coverage on President Jair Bolsonaro and his government is mostly negative, 

including that by major broadsheet newspapers (O Globo, O Estado de S. Paulo, and Folha 
de S. Paulo), as well as TV Globo, while TV networks Record, Band and SBT have portrayed 

a softer side to the president (Manchetômetro, 2020). The editorial direction taken seems 

to reflect and, at the same time, be motivated precisely by a negotiation process, through 

indirect control over the media.
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CONCLUSIONS

The overview presented in this report reflects a process that Brazil has been experiencing 

intensely since 2013, with the demonstrations known as Jornadas de Junho. At that time, an 

environment of gradual political polarization was evident, in which the main victims have 

been basic democratic values, including freedom of expression. Legal issues regarding 

Operation Lava Jato consolidated this climate of discrediting institutions, including the 

press, from which a candidate who openly flirts with authoritarianism rose to victory in the 

2018 presidential elections.

The Chapultepec Index confirms in numbers the process of deterioration of the 

historically fragile Brazilian democracy, with a prominent role of the environment embodied 

by the Executive, especially President Jair Bolsonaro. His influence is expressed verbally, with 

regular attacks on news staff and organizations, or formally, through acts of government, 

such as discrimination in allocation of advertising funds. This ultimately encourages a climate 

of intolerance that does not contribute to increasing freedom of expression, but quite the 

opposite.

     At the same time, the data highlights the role of the legislative and judicial environments 

as responsible for applying checks and balances against the attacks from the Executive 

against freedom of expression and the press. Two elements that seem to be intertwined 

should be decisive in this regard. The first one is the activity of the Joint Congressional Inquiry 

Committee on fake news, as its probe may clarify whether there exists or not a ring with 

ties to the Executive for spreading disinformation. The second one is the ruling by Federal 

Supreme Court Justice Alexandre de Moraes, whereby Facebook and Twitter accounts of 

President Jair Bolsonaro’s supporters suspected of spreading messages of slander and 

defamation were blocked.

This is an ongoing debate. On the one hand, most political groups opposed to President 

Jair Bolsonaro have saluted the parliamentary inquiry of the CPMI on fake news and the 

decision of the STF considering it a fundamental measure to stop the fabrication and spread 

of fake news. On the other hand, the President’s allies adopt the counterargument by 

blaming the Legislature and the Judiciary for restricting basic individual freedoms. Amidst 

this crossfire stands freedom of expression.
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BRAZIL

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Institutional action of the Legislative and the Judiciary in defense of 
free speech represents a strength in the current Brazilian outlook, 
as checks and balances to actions from Executive. Another import-
ant strength consists of the way media companies withstand verbal 
threats and aggressions against the press.

WEAKNESSES

The remarkably negative action of the Executive against freedom of 
expression and media professionals represents a major weakness in 
the Brazilian outlook. The President’s hostile and authoritarian bias is 
associated with the weakening of citizen, critical, and public interest 
journalism.

OPPORTUNITIES

Threats to and restrictions on freedom of expression have gained wide 
visibility in the media, representing an opportunity to make this a 
widespread issue among the population. Its relevance to the improve-
ment of democratic institutions is on the agenda of the public in gen-
eral and not only that of professionals and academics in the field.

THREATS

The political environment itself represents a threat to freedom of ex-
pression. It is highly polarized, with almost daily displays of intoler-
ance by political leaders, which encourages threats and verbal attacks 
against media professionals, amidst communication policies aimed 
at controlling the dissemination of information.
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PERIOD SURVEYED. 
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Brazil: Frail freedom of expression

Executive Summary 

This report presents the results of the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and 

the Press for Brazil between July 2020 and August 2021. Out of 22 countries, Brazil ranks 

19th, barely above Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela. Its worst performance refers to the 

realm of Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves and to the realm of Violence and 

Impunity. In terms of the influence of institutional environments discouraging freedom of 

expression, the role played by the Executive Branch stands out, which exerts a negative 

influence rated as very high.

INTRODUCTION

This report gives an account of the results of the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Ex-

pression and the Press for Brazil. The data refer to the period from July 2020 and August 2021, 

in terms of the influence exerted by the institutional environment of the Executive, Legisla-

tive and Judicial branches, as well as four realms, namely: Informed Citizens Free to Express 

Themselves (Realm A), Exercise of Journalism (Realm B), Violence and Impunity (Realm C) 

and Control over the Media (Realm D).

While the overall index improved against that of the 2019-2020 report – going from 50.84 

to 55.61 on a scale of zero to 100 – that of Brazil worsened: It dropped from 37.2 to 31.60. Out 

of 22 countries, it ranks 19th, barely above Nicaragua (17.20), Cuba (11.11), and Venezuela (5.71). 

However, the current adverse context for the exercise of freedom of expression and the press 

in Brazil has been building over the last decade and has deepened in recent years.

Particularly since the 2018 presidential elections, a process of weakening of the coun-

try’s democratic institutions, including the media, has intensified. This background takes 

us back to 2013, when a series of protests overflowed the streets of the country. At the time, 

these demonstrations were geographically located in the city of São Paulo, coordinated by 

groups linked to the student movement and motivated by a specific agenda opposing an 

increase in public transportation fares.
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However, police repression and the inability of the São Paulo government encouraged 

more numerous and decentralized protests. Demonstrations emerged in other cities, fueled 

by the most diverse agendas and marked by acts of vandalism – without it being possible 

to identify a political leader responsible for their conduct – in what became known as “June 

Days” (Harvey et al, 2015; Bucci, 2016).

At that time, a rejection of basic democratic principles, among which is the free exercise 

of journalistic activity, could be detected. Reporters were beaten in the streets, a camera 

operator was killed and live broadcast vehicles were burned (Rossi & Bedinelli, 2014). This 

context was mirrored by the political polarization during the 2014 presidential elections, at 

which Dilma Rousseff, from the Workers’ Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, PT), was reelect-

ed. However, a climate of instability in the relationship between the Executive and the Leg-

islative branches had solidified, added to a context of economic crisis and street protests 

against the president, which had wide media coverage, and in an environment mostly unfa-

vorable to PT governments (van Dijk, 2017).

This turmoil worsened in 2016, following a controversial impeachment process – or coup, 

resulting in Rousseff stepping down from office. Amid these events, the so-called “Opera-

ção Lava Jato” (Operation Carwash) went underway, a comprehensive investigation to fight 

corruption primarily targeting the business and political establishment, and which received 

extensive positive media coverage (Baptista, 2018; Cioccari, 2015; Venceslau, 2014; Feres Júnior 

& Sassara, 2016).

Among the political leaders detained following Judge Sérgio Moro’s decision was for-

mer President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, who, as a result, was unable to run for the 2018 pres-

idential elections. Then Federal Congressman Jair Bolsonaro, from the Social Liberal Party 

(PSL), won this contest by means of a discourse with an authoritarian bias, being the press 

one of his favorite targets for attacks and slurs.

Two other precedents stand out, both related to the same topic: production and dissem-

ination of fake news and hate speech. The first, within the scope of the Judiciary, regarding 

Inquiry No. 4781, better known as Inquérito das Fake News (Inquiry on Fake News), started 

on March 14, 2019 on the initiative of then-Chief Justice of the Federal Supreme Court (Supre-

mo Tribunal Federal, STF [Judiciary]), Dias Toffolli, to investigate into crimes against members 

of the Court. The second, in the Legislative, deals with the creation of a Joint Parliamentary 

Inquiry Commission (Comissão Parlamentar Mista de Inquérito, CPMI), on September 4, 2019, 

with the objective of investigating, among other matters, allegations of illegal use of digital 

social media during the 2018 elections in favor of then-candidate Jair Bolsonaro.

In both cases, groups directly or indirectly linked to the President of the Republic began 

to be investigated – some individuals arrested – on charges of feeding a network of dissem-

ination of disinformation and hate speech, possibly aiming at catalyzing the breakdown of 

normal democratic institutional activity. The already contentious relationship between the 
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president and the media intensified, during the arising coronavirus pandemic, resulting from 

the positions on both sides.

Results Analysis

This results analysis is based on the reporting of data regarding four realms and eight 

sub-realms. Realm A on Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, subdivided into In-

formation Flow and Free Speech; Realm B concerning the Exercise of Journalism; Realm C 

regarding Violence and Impunity based on data on protection, persecution, impunity, and 

violence on record; finally, Realm D covering Control over the Media, through the sub realms 

of Direct and Indirect Control.

This report also includes data regarding the unfavorable influence exerted by the insti-

tutional environments (Executive, Legislative and Judicial) on each of these realms, which 

poses a threat to freedom of expression. On a scale of influence levels, we have: mild influ-

ence, from 0.1 to 2.5 points; moderate influence, from 2.51 to 5; strong influence, from 5.01 to 

7.5; and, finally, very strong influence, from 7.51 to 10.

In Realm A, Brazil achieved an index of 5 points, from a maximum possible of 23; in 

Realm B, 5.14 from a maximum possible of 10; in Realm C, 9.46 from a maximum possible of 

42; and in Realm D, 12, from a maximum possible of 25. As for the influence of the institution-

al environment, the Executive branch prevails, with a strong level of overall influence, being 

very strong specifically in Realm B, while the Judicial and Legislative branches totaled 4.46 

and 4.73, respectively. These data are detailed in the sections below.

Environments: The Executive stands out

The Executive stands out among the institutional environments in terms of the extent 

of unfavorable influence on freedom of expression. On a scale from 0 (very mild) to 10 (very 

strong), it obtained 6.13 points as an overall index, qualifying as strong influence, a lower fig-

ure against the 2019-2020 report, when it totaled 8.39. As in the previous report, the most 

significant impact was found in Realm B (Exercise of Journalism): 8.0; that is, very strong 

influence. Then, there is Realm C (Violence and Impunity), at 7.29, a strong influence; Realm 

D (Control over the Media), 5.0, a moderate influence; and, finally, Realm A (Informed Citizens 

Free to Express Themselves), at 4.21, a moderate influence.

The result for Realm B is not surprising. President Jair Bolsonaro already had a history 

of hostile attitude towards journalists and news media throughout his activity as a legisla-

tive representative (Mesquita, 2017). This behavior continued even after his inauguration as 

president of the Republic; there is the case of an official event in São Paulo on July 25, during 

which he shouted at a CNN reporter and called her an idiot when she asked him about alle-

gations of delay in the procurement of COVID-19 vaccines (Albuquerque and Valença, 2021). 
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A week earlier, the president had called members of the press “scoundrels” when a reporter 

inquired him on not wearing face covering (“Bolsonaro ataca repórter...”, 2021).

Bullying journalists for their work is not limited to the president himself. It is also a prac-

tice of his supporters, as happened on February 27, 2021, in the city of Rio Branco, capital of 

Acre State, at the north of Brazil. Reporter João Renato Jácome, who worked as a freelancer 

for the newspaper O Estado de S. Paulo during the presidential visit, asked a question at a 

press conference regarding a decision by the STF that broke the bank secrecy of one of Bol-

sonaro’s children (Senator Flávio Bolsonaro), being investigated on corruption charges. The 

question infuriated the president and the reporter, who was also a city government official, 

was fired after the episode (“Jornalista é demitido...”, 2021).

The Legislative environment exerts a moderate unfavorable influence on freedom of 

expression, with an index of 4.73, twice as much as that on record in the 2019-2020 report, 

when this environment had a slight influence, 2.46 at that time. Realm B (Exercise of Jour-

nalism) stands out, with an index at 6 points, qualifying as having a strong influence, while 

in the other realms there is moderate influence: Realm A (Informed Citizens Free to Express 

Themselves) with 4.79; Realm C (Violence and Impunity), at 4.76; and Realm D (Control over 

the Media), at 3.36.

It should be noted that the leadership of Brazil’s Federal Legislature underwent major 

changes in early 2021. On February 1, Senator Rodrigo Pacheco, from the Democratic Party 

(DEM-MG [Minas Gerais]), was elected president of the Federal Senate and Congressman 

Arthur Lira, from the Progressive Party (PP-AL [Alagoas]), was elected Speaker of the House. 

His run for the post was supported by President Jair Bolsonaro, so his victory was read by 

the media as a victory of the Federal Executive (Schreiber, 2021a; Shalders, 2021; Weterman, 

Sabino & Moura, 2021). This alignment between the Legislative and the Executive may have 

impacted the increase in the extent of unfavorable influence on freedom of expression from 

Legislative environment.

Early in his term, Lira decided to change the location of the press room for journalists 

covering the activities of the House of Representatives, so that reporters would no longer 

access the House floor directly. This measure was widely reported and viewed as retaliation 

for media coverage critical of the government (Calgaro & Clavery, 2021). This measure was 

questioned by opposition congresspersons as an example of an attack on the exercise of 

journalistic activity and, consequently, on the freedom of the press (“Parlamentares questio-

nam Lira...”, 2021). The reaction led the Speaker of the House to reverse his decision (“Arthur 

Lira recua...”, 2021).

At the same time, it is possible to identify a defense of the work of the press on the part 

of the Head of the Senate. Pacheco even publicly criticized President Jair Bolsonaro when he 

attacked the journalistic coverage regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. The senator even stat-
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ed that “the press should be respected and free to fulfill its duty to inform, even in dissent” 

(“Senadores lamentam ataques...”, 2021).

The relationship between the President of the Republic and the Federal Senate does not 

seem as harmonious as that between the President and the Federal House. Media coverage 

in the federal capital has reported clashes between Pacheco and Bolsonaro (Bonin, 2021), 

which ultimately provides some balance to the relationship between the Executive and Leg-

islative branches. It should be noted that the standoff between President Bolsonaro and the 

Senate has intensified since the installation of the Parliamentary Investigation Commission 

(Comissão Parlamentar de Inquérito, CPI) on April 27, 2021, aimed at investigating corruption 

in the handling of the COVID-19 pandemic in Brazil (Vasconcelos, 2021).

As for the Judicial environment, the lowest rate compared to the other branches of 

government is noticed: 4.46, also much higher against that in the 2019-2020 report, which 

achieved 2.86 at that time. Again, Realm B (Exercise of Journalism) stands out as the most 

unfavorable index, at 5.86 points, a strong influence; followed by Realm C (Violence and Im-

punity), at 4.48, a moderate influence; Realm D (Control over the Media), at 3.93, a moder-

ate influence; and, finally, Realm A (Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves), at 3.57, a 

moderate influence.

In the context of Brazil’s conflict among the branches of government, there is an intense 

confrontation between President Bolsonaro and members of the STF. This is evident in diver-

gent positions on various issues, including those related to the work of the press. For example, 

the Brazilian Press Association (Associação Brasileira de Imprensa, ABI) filed a lawsuit with the 

STF against Bolsonaro accusing him of threatening the freedom of the press, journalists and 

encouraging censorship. The STF requested clarifications from the president (“STF dá prazo...”, 

2021).

Another central issue in the defense of freedom of expression and the press found by the 

STF is that understood as the “right to be forgotten”. The Brazilian Supreme Court considered 

that banning the disclosure of old-time facts would put the right to information at risk, exist-

ing the possibility of censorship (“STF vê risco...”, 2021). Finally, it is worth mentioning Inquiry 

No. 4781, better known as the Inquiry on Fake News, started with the objective of investigat-

ing the existence of deceitful news (fake news), slanderous allegations, and threats against 

the Court, its justices and their family members (“Plenário conclui julgamento...”, 2021).

This investigation and its aftermath led to the arrest of Bolsonaro’s allies, which further 

fueled the animosity between the Executive and the Judiciary (“Entenda o que são...”, 2021).  

The president’s supporters, on the other hand, argue the opposite: With these actions, the 

STF would pose a threat to freedom of expression (Schreiber, 2021b).
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REALM A: Commitment to Information Flow and Free Speech 

The index for Realm A (Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves) addresses gov-

ernment actions or omissions of the State regarding the citizens’ right to be informed and 

to express themselves freely and is formed by two sub-realms: Information Flow and Free 

Speech. On a scale ranging from 0 to 23 points, Brazil achieved 5.0, an even worse figure 

compared to that obtained in the 2019-2020 report, namely 6.2.

This drop reflects, primarily, the degradation of one of the sub-realms that make up 

Realm A: Information Flow. In this regard, Brazil scored 1.86 points out of a possible 11. In 

the previous report, this figure was 3.6. Here we may underscore actions of the Executive 

regarding the control of information unflattering to the government (Freire, 2021) and direct 

interference of Brazil’s public TV system, as it was accused of censorship by Empresa Brasil 

de Comunicação (EBC) staff (“Funcionários da EBC relatam...”, 2020).

On the other hand, in the Sub Realm of Free Speech, there is an increase from 2.6 points 

last year to 3.14 in 2020-2021. It is also worth noting the initiative of the Executive to restrict 

the removal of posts and profiles from social media, based on the defense of freedom of 

expression. However, this proposal is rather viewed as aimed to protect the possibility of 

spreading disinformation and hate speech (Vargas, 2021).

Uruguay, holding the top position the Index, scored 21 points out of a possible 23 in this 

realm. At the bottom of the list in this regard, holding the 22nd position, is Cuba, at 0, out-

ranked by Venezuela, at 1.57, and Nicaragua, at 2.71. Ahead of these countries is Brazil, with 

5.0, immediately behind El Salvador, with 6.57, and Guatemala, with 11. This comparative out-

look shows to what extent Brazil is far from a more favorable reality, being at the same time 

close to countries with starkly authoritarian realities.

REALM B: source confidentiality guaranteed

Realm B (Exercise of Journalism) refers to regulation or other actions affecting the inde-

pendence, plurality, and protection of information sources. On a scale of 0 to 10 points, Brazil 

obtained 5.14, a lower number compared to that in the 2019-2020 report, which was 6.6. The 

top-ranking country in this realm is Uruguay, at 9.43, while the last, in the 22nd position, is 

Cuba, at 0.57. Brazil, at 5.14, is in the 19th position, ahead of Cuba, but not so far from Venezu-

ela, with 3.43, in the 21st place, and very close to Nicaragua, in ranked 20th, at 4.86.

This realm includes the requirement of a degree to practice journalism. In this regard, an 

episode occurred in Santa Catarina State stands out, where the High Labor Court (Tribunal 

Superior do Trabalho, TST) reaffirmed the exemption of a university degree to work as a jour-

nalist. Case No. 1787-41.2016.5.12.0003 highlighted that “there is established jurisprudence 

in the TST, agreeing with the understanding of the Federal Supreme Court (STF), that the 
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obligation to be trained in Journalism for the exercise of such profession is unconstitutional” 

(“Enquadramento profissional como...”, 2021).

Also noteworthy is the debate on source confidentiality. Regarding this issue, in Febru-

ary 2021, the STF dropped a lawsuit filed in 2011 whereby the Federal Attorney General’s Of-

fice demanded that a reporter disclose the source behind information leaked from a Federal 

Police investigation into corruption in São José do Rio Preto Municipality, deep in São Paulo 

State (“Supremo encerra processo...”, 2021). The reporter refused to reveal. By closing this 

case, the STF guaranteed the journalistic source confidentiality provided for in the Brazilian 

Constitution.

REALM C: Journalism under attack

Realm C (Violence and Impunity) addresses actions or omissions from the Government 

regarding the protection of journalists, the prevention of attacks and aggressions against 

journalists and the media, as well as initiatives to fight impunity of crimes against journalists 

and media companies. On a scale of 0 to 42 points, Brazil obtained 9.46, a higher figure than 

in the 2019-2020 report, when it achieved 6.0. It is therefore ahead of Nicaragua, with 8.69, 

Cuba, at 7.68, and Venezuela, with 0.71. 

There are recurrent episodes of offenses against the press committed by the president 

of the Republic as well as by his sons and cabinet ministers, with women journalists being 

the targets of choice (Xavier, 2021). During the COVID-19 pandemic, these crimes intensified, 

as the press adhered to a scientifically informed stance in the vaccination campaign (“Con-

sórcio de veículos...”, 2021), while the president consolidated his image as a vaccine denialist, 

the objective of a CPI investigation (Amado & Barretto, 2021).

As for the sub-realms that make up this realm, Impunity stands out negatively, with 

0.4 on a scale ranging from 0 to 8.5 points. In this sense, there are some noteworthy legisla-

tive initiatives, such as the proposal (Draft Bill 2874/2020) by Senator Weverton (PDT [Parti-

do Democrático Trabalhista]-MA [Maranhão]), increasing the penalty for crimes committed 

against journalists, and Senator Paulo Paim (PT-RS [Rio Grande do Sul]) (Draft Bill 205/2015), 

advocating that media companies obtain life insurance for news professionals (“No dia do 

Jornalista...”, 2021). There is also a draft bill by Senator Fabiano Contarato (Rede [Rede Susten-

tabilidade]-ES [Espírito Santo]), which proposes to make a crime of hostile acts against media 

professionals in the exercise of their duties (“Projeto torna crime...”, 2021).

REALM D: Censorship and selective advertising

Realm D (Control over the Media) encompasses issues relating to actions or omissions 

involving government control over the media, based on two sub-realms: Direct and Indirect 

Control.
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Overall, Brazil obtained an index of 12 points on a scale of 0 to 25, a figure lower than that 

on record in the 2019-2020 report, when it reached 18.4. The current report’s index is 8.57 for 

Direct Control, on a scale of 0 to 19; and 3.43 for Indirect Control, on a scale of 0 to 6. Holding 

the 19th position in this realm, Brazil is again ahead of Venezuela, with 0, Cuba, at 2.86, and 

Nicaragua, with 2.

Two facts help illustrate this outlook, both regarding the Executive environment. We can 

notice direct government control over the management of EBC, as its proposal for a pub-

lic communication system is being gradually transformed into a project of coverage of the 

Government, with a positive bias towards it (Mendes & Melo, 2021). There are also complaints 

of censorship and harassment made by EBC staff (“Repórteres Sem Fronteira denúncia…”, 

2020). Indirect control, in turn, can be noticed in the form of selective allocation of govern-

ment advertising funds on a political basis, in disregard of technical criteria (Lucas, 2021).

CONCLUSIONS

The information regarding Brazil collected in this report depicts a frail outlook regard-

ing free speech. The comparison between the 2019-2020 report and the current one shows 

that the scenario has worsened. This environment discouraging an informed citizenry, the 

exercise of journalism, media independence, the fight against violence and impunity against 

news professionals and media companies is not, however, precisely new. It is connected to a 

process of frail institutions and basic democratic principles.

This process, albeit historical, intensified as of 2018 with the election of President Jair 

Bolsonaro and, consequently, with the worsening of institutional conflicts directly or indi-

rectly linked to the exercise of freedom of expression and the press. Journalists and the me-

dia, with rare exceptions, were named by the head executive officer and his supporters as 

the adversaries to be confronted. Episodes of attacks on journalists and media companies 

have become recurrent, as well as the implementation of a selective policy of allocation of 

advertising funds and brazen control of public media outlets as if they were the administra-

tion’s property.

Groups linked to the federal government claim the right to freedom of expression and 

seek to position themselves as its defenders. However, they have become the object of in-

vestigation on charges of encouraging the disruption of the democratic order by promoting 

anti-democratic actions and disseminating hate speech. Under this scenario, the COVID-19 

pandemic became one more trench: on the one hand, health authorities, the media, the STF, 

a significant section of the National Congress and state governors; on the other hand, the 

federal government.

In a pandemic context, the press has fulfilled its role of fighting disinformation and pro-

viding services of public interest, despite the hostile stance of the president and his allies. It 

is not by chance that this report highlights figures of unfavorable influence of the Executive 
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environment on free speech, prominently regarding Realm A (Informed Citizens Free to Ex-

press Themselves) and Realm C (Violence and Impunity). It is no coincidence that Brazil is 

among the countries with the lowest scores – in 19th place – only ahead, in the overall index, 

of Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela, and far behind the first place, Uruguay.

The outlook highlighted by this document was already anticipated in the 2019-2020 re-

port, to the extent that Brazil maintained its position among the countries reviewed. What is 

proven, however, is what we would expect: In a context of crisis, intensified by the COVID-19 

pandemic, the process of degradation of guarantees to freedom of expression has deep-

ened.
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BRAZIL

PERIOD SURVEYED.
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

The practice of critical journalism continues despite the context of 
constant threats to democratic principles: A consortium formed by 
large media companies strengthened this position in defense of free-
dom of expression and the press. Amid the pandemic, countering sci-
ence denial movements, the media has stood up for life.

WEAKNESSES

Brazil’s history of democratic frailty, which is reflected in the presi-
dent’s authoritarian discourse and behavior: The press is one of his fa-
vorite targets for attacks and slurs, in a context of conflict between the 
branches of government. The confrontational stance of the Executive 
against news media, journalists, the Judiciary, and the Legislative has 
intensified amid COVID-19.

OPPORTUNITIES

Recurrent episodes of threats to freedom of expression and freedom 
of the press encouraged cohesiveness among a major section of the 
media in defense of democratic principles and science-based knowl-
edge. The pandemic environment reinforced media identity, its social 
role in service of public interest, and its relevance in a democracy. This 
represents an opportunity for the media to reinforce their image of 
credibility in the eyes of society.

THREATS

The systematic action of organized groups to disseminate 
disinformation, control information flows, and fuel the subversion 
of the democratic order; the suspicion, under investigation, of the 
relationship between groups of this type and the Executive: It is under 
this scenario that threats by the Executive and episodes of aggression 
against journalists by Bolsonaro and his allies should be viewed.
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2.3.3 OVERVIEW

Brazil

For the second consecutive year in the Chapultepec Index, Brazil remains in the group 

of countries exerting high restriction to freedom of expression and the press. For its two edi-

tions, 2019-2020 and 2020-2021, this nation achieved scores under 40 points, well below the 

average of the 22 nations reviewed, which showed an upward trend, from 50.84 to 55.61, on 

a scale from zero to 100. In the first survey, Brazil obtained an overall index of 37.2 points; in 

the second, 31.60 points. The Executive, headed by President Jair Bolsonaro, is sometimes 

at odds with court decisions regarding situations related to freedom of expression and the 

press.

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the existing low score of 6.3 

during the first iteration, dropped to 5 points out of a theoretical maximum of 23. Measures 

to restrict some issues unflattering to the government on broadcast media and whistleblow-

ing from staff of state-owned TV outlets regarding censorship provide a backdrop of impov-

erished information flow.

In Realm B, Exercise of journalism, Brazil scored 5.14 out of 10 points in the last iteration, 

a lower figure compared to the 2019-2020 report, which was 6.6. Jair Bolsonaro has been 

known for his bellicose attitude towards journalism. As a positive contrast, an incident in the 

State of Santa Catarina in 2021 rose to prominence. There, the High Labor Court reaffirmed 

that a university degree is not a prerequisite to exercise journalistic duties. Additionally, a 

ruling issued in February 2021 guaranteed source secrecy in journalism as provided for in the 

Brazilian Constitution.

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, Brazil scored 6 points out of a theoretical maximum 

of 42 for the first edition, rising slightly to 9.42 for the second survey. The first edition was 

influenced by two murders, 28 instances of threats and intimidation, and 15 physical assaults 

occurred. In contrast during the second period, there were initiatives from the legislative 

sphere to fight impunity for crimes against journalists and media companies.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, during the second edition of the Chapultepec Index, 

Brazil obtained a score of 12 on a scale of 0 to 25, a lower figure than that on record for the 

2019-2020 study, when it reached 18.4. The current report’s figure is 8.57 for direct control, 

on a scale of zero to 19; and 3.43 for indirect control, on a scale of 0 to 6. The context includes 

such cases as the one involving a public communications system project by Empresa Brasil 

de Comunicação (EBC) with a positive bias towards the government, as well as discretionarily 
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in the allocation of government advertising funds on political grounds, irrespective of tech-

nical criteria.

The environment that was considered to have the greatest influence on situations un-

favorable to freedom of expression and the press in both editions was the Executive, which 

continues to have a strong impact in this regard, although to a lesser degree in this last edi-

tion. Therefore, it went from a very strong to merely strong influence. The other two environ-

ments varied from a slight to a moderate influence.
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2.4. CANADA

2.4.1 CANADA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Canada: when the fight for freedom of expression is not enough to 
defend the freedom of the press

Executive summary

The distinction between freedom of expression and freedom of the press is becoming 

increasingly relevant in a context such as that of Canada. While there is a consolidated 

democracy and functioning checks and balances, new challenges to journalism arise in 

a world where digital platforms gain greater economic power and influence on the pub-

lic, mainstream media are declining and have less impact, and historically marginalized 

groups, such as native peoples, defend their territorial, political, and cultural interests.

INTRODUCTION

Upon reviewing the status of freedom of expression and the press, we must bear in 

mind that the political and administrative organization of Canada is different from that of 

Latin American countries. The first thing to factor in is that the body that has the most im-

pact on the electronic media and telecommunications industry is the Canadian Radio-televi-

sion and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), which acts as an administrative court in-

dependently from the other branches of government. Although it is part of the government 

of Canada, since its decisions have a federal scope, its actions are not influenced by any other 

administrative authority.

The legislative branch (parliament) is the body that approves the federal budget, which 

mainly affects the funding of the two major public broadcasting conglomerates: Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) and Radio-Canada. By means of budget allocation, the gov-

ernment (i.e., who controls the parliamentary majority or can achieve a majority vote in what 

is known as a minority government) has some leverage over the policies of these public me-

dia conglomerates; but their respective programming and editorial policies are independent 

from who holds the Executive.

The Judiciary in Canada also has an impact on the issue of freedom of expression, es-

pecially in cases of defamation or instigation to hate and, on certain occasions, regarding 

access to or protection of sources of information. These matters are heard both in federal 

and provincial courts, which further complicates discerning their role in issues relating to 

freedom of expression and the press.
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The Canadian constitutional framework and the influence of federal and provincial au-

thorities on these issues should also be taken into consideration. Each province has its own 

parliament and passes laws that potentially have an impact on issues of freedom of expres-

sion and freedom of the press. For example, there has recently been a debate taking place in 

Quebec about a law that seeks to ban public officials from wearing religious symbols.

From a constitutional point of view, freedom of expression is enshrined in the Canadian 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms. However, it is a right that is subject to restrictions as pro-

vided for by the law within the framework of a free and democratic society, especially as it 

relates to the prevention of hate propaganda, defamation, discrimination, and other matters. 

As it can be noted, it is not an absolute right as set forth in the U.S. Constitution.

Finally, there are entities that, albeit not governmental, have an impact on freedom of 

expression issues. Among them, we may include the Conseil de Presse du Québec ([Quebec 

Press Council] only in that province) or the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council (which 

gathers private radio stations), in a capacity of courts of honor (tribunaux d’honneur) as well 

as in hearing public complaints regarding editorial policies and conduct of journalists.

The period covered in this report is marked by the federal election held on October 

21, 2019, which changed the correlation of political forces in Canada. Prime Minister Justin 

Trudeau (Liberal Party) was able to form a minority government, that is, without an absolute 

majority in parliament. Therefore, from that moment on, he needed the votes or abstention 

from other parties to pass laws and advance his policies, especially the New Democratic Par-

ty (NDP, center-left) and the pro-sovereignty Bloc Québécois (Quebecer Bloc). 

The 2019 election campaign itself showed some important trends regarding freedom of 

expression and citizen participation, especially in view of the influence of social media, as we 

will see below. 

In recent years, Canada has also witnessed fluctuations in freedom of the press rank-

ings. As we will further review below, these fluctuations are regarding access to official in-

formation sources and court actions on issues related to the protection of the anonymity of 

journalists’ sources, which have sometimes resulted in rulings for the protection of that right 

of newspersons.  

In general, it can be stated that Canada is a country where freedoms of expression and 

the press are upheld. Some recent challenges have to do with the growing influence of social 

media, the economic decline of the mainstream press, the concentration of media owner-

ship, and the funding of the public broadcasting ecosystem, as we will detail herein.
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Analysis of results

Overall rating

Canada has an overall Free Speech Index of 71.4 out of 100, thereby placing it as a coun-

try with low restrictions on the free exchange of information and ideas. However, this does 

not mean that Canadian society is not facing problems that are common to other societies 

with consolidated democracies. As Gazendam et al (2020) have pointed out, “The Canadian 

news media is facing an existential threat that, unlike fake news or the rise of social media — 

or indeed the shuttering of entire publications — is flying under the radar. The conflation of 

freedom of expression and freedom of the press, while seemingly innocuous, is imperilling 

the very existence of our news media”. 

The authors of the above piece emphasize that the press plays an important role that 

cannot be protected by the right to freedom of expression alone, especially in these times of 

crisis (Gazendam et al, 2020). They point to several landmark precedents, in which journal-

ists’ access to the places of events has been restricted, such as during the protests against 

the construction of the gas pipeline passing through the territory of the Wet’suwet native 

people, where the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) implemented a “media exclusion” 

zone. 

Gazendam et al (2020) also cite as examples several cases filed with different (provincial 

and federal) courts nationwide, one in which reporters claimed the right to enter a courthouse 

while proceedings were in progress, as well as another matter of a journalist who filed an ap-

peal seeking to avoid the disclosure of documents obtained from a confidential government 

source.

As recalled in their article, in 2018, a concurring opinion by four justices to the Supreme 

Court of Canada posited that it was time for freedom of the press to be recognized and pro-

tected as a right other than free speech. The justices stated that “the generous protections 

designed to facilitate the healthy functioning of our democracy,” provided for in the Cana-

dian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, “are incomplete” if merely restricted to an individual 

realm, and that “strong, independent and responsible press ensures that the public’s opin-

ions about its democratic choices are based on accurate and reliable information. This is not 

a democratic luxury—there can be no democracy without it” (as quoted by Gazendam et al, 
2020).

Notwithstanding, the rulings in the last two cases ordered to disclose documents ob-

tained confidentially in service of suppression of crime.
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Environments 

Executive

The executive branch in Canada is formed by the cabinet of ministers headed by the 

prime minister. The Executive is accountable to the federal parliament, so it requires a major-

ity vote of its members to pass laws, implement its policies, and stay in power. The moment 

it loses the confidence of the parliament, that is, the defeat of a motion of confidence, leads 

to the dissolution of the parliament and the call for a new election. 

When assessed under the Chapultepec Index, the Canadian Executive exerts a mod-

erate influence (4.11) on freedom of expression and the press. As we mentioned in the intro-

duction, the government that resulted from the October 2019 election is in the minority, and 

depends on agreements with other opposition parties so that it can implement its policies. 

In this regard, it is a more diminished executive branch and more subject to parliamentary 

control. 

The previous parliament (2018-2019) increased funding for CBC and Radio-Canada pub-

lic broadcasting ecosystem by 0.5% (CBC, 2019). This is in line with a recent trend by the Lib-

eral Party government to increase public funding for the national broadcasting system, in a 

departure from the Conservative Party government, which cut funding for the public media 

system. 

However, some observers of freedom of expression and the press think that “The big-

gest problem in Canada is a negative attitude towards being open, a lack of political will to 

really open up government and to embrace the benefits that that brings,” as Centre for Law 

and Democracy Executive Director Toby Mendel told CTV News (Bogart, 2020). 

Legislative 

As mentioned above, the executive and legislative branches in a parliamentary system 

like that of Canada act in a fairly coordinated manner, since the survival of government de-

pends on maintaining a parliamentary majority as is the case when there is a minority gov-

ernment. 

The legislature also exercises checking powers over the policies of the executive through 

its various parliamentary committees.

The Chapultepec Index shows that the influence of the Legislative is moderate (4.04). 

However, this does not mean that via legislation – such as approval of funds for the public 

media system – or other policies – such as tax exemptions for certain media outlets – the 

parliament does not have some direct or indirect influence on freedom of expression or that 

of the press. 
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On the other hand, parliament passed what is called a “shield law” to protect journal-

ists who do not wish to reveal their confidential sources in cases being litigated before the 

Supreme Court (Bogart, 2020). Nevertheless, as we will see below, this has not been guaran-

teed at other levels of the judiciary. 

Judicial 

Although the influence of the judicial environment on the Chapultepec Index appears 

to be moderate (4.01), it is probably from this branch that the most controversy has arisen 

regarding the defense of freedom of expression and the press. This does not mean that the 

judicial branch – both federal and provincial – plays an obstructive role with respect to free-

doms, but rather that it is the branch where matters affecting the work of journalists and the 

media are brought and settled. 

The case of Radio-Canada journalist Marie-Maude Denis, who refused to reveal confi-

dential sources in a probe into political corruption, stands out. The Supreme Court of Canada 

found for the journalist, and ruled that, without the protection of sources, she could not be 

judged fairly and equitably (Denoncourt, 2020).

Also noted is the case of the VICE magazine journalist who was ordered by the Ontario 

Superior Court of Justice to produce to law enforcement his private communications with a 

source suspected of terrorism (Bogart, 2020).  

The realms

REALM A

The overall indicator for this realm (informed citizens free to express themselves) has a 

relatively high score (16.2 out of 23). The most recent survey by Ryerson University’s Social 

Media Lab shows that the majority of Canadian adults (94%) have an account on at least 

one social media platform, which has implications for public policy makers and those who 

want to know how Canadians connect to platforms, according to Anatolly Gruzd, one of the 

report’s authors (Social Media Lab, 2020).  

As the authors of the report indicate (Gruzd & Mai, 2020), social media are becoming 

increasingly important at a time when people must keep their physical distance because of 

COVID-19, and the public is using digital media more. Does this mean that people are better 

informed? Another study showed how social media became sources of misinformation and 

disinformation during the 2019 election campaign, especially fake stories about Prime Min-

ister Justin Trudeau, which provoked reactions on the mainstream media (Dubois & Owen, 

2020). It is also noted that the “quality” of opinion on social media is marked by what it calls 

“digital toxicity” associated with negative expressions that can have damaging effects on 

Canadian democracy (Dubois & Owen, 2020). 
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The Chapultepec Index also reveals that Canada-based survey respondents believe that 

all three environments exert a moderate to strong influence on the public’s ability to express 

their opinions and stay informed, with a score ranging from 5.88 to 6 with regard to infor-

mation flow. Additionally, the environments also show a strong influence when it comes to 

the public’s right to free expression: a score ranging from 6.25 in the legislative environment, 

stemming from its authority to enact laws and check the Executive; 5.5 in the judicial en-

vironment (the authority to go to court); and 4.75 in the executive environment – the most 

moderate of the three, in reason of its rather tempered influence on government once elect-

ed.      

REALM B

A relatively low restriction on the exercise of journalism is shown by the Chapultepec 

Index (7.4 out of 10). Respondents revealed that the influence of all three environments on 

this realm is moderate (from 3.28 to 4.22), which probably reflects an increasing loss of power 

of “old order” mainstream media, with a less valued social role of journalists. In this regard, 

Professor Bernier (2017) notes, with respect to the emergence of social media and citizen 

journalism, that “to the old media order, which is strongly organized and institutionalized, a 

new order, or a disorder, is added. Circumstances, as well as the personality, interests, and 

competence of citizens can make it an effective and democratic accountability mechanism”. 

However, in University of Ottawa professor Bertrand Labasse’s musings (2020), what 

quality of information are we talking about, when an inconsequential YouTube video gets 

millions of clicks, but World Bank reports are barely consulted by a couple hundred people, 

works by recipients of the Nobel Prize for literature are not the most translated in the world, 

or people prefer opinions of so-called “influencers” to information fact-checked by profes-

sional journalists. 

REALM C

This realm, which refers to violence and impunity, appears to be underrated. Its overall 

score is 24.2 out of 42, and the influence of the three environments on it is 3 points (mod-

erate). Although we do not have all the elements to be able to draw a conclusion, we be-

lieve that recent events associated with prosecution involving access to information sources 

(see section on the judicial environment) and even restrictions by the RCMP on access to 

the location where news is unfolding (for example, gas pipelines or land in dispute with na-

tive communities), may have contributed to a perception of greater violence and impunity 

against reporters. In fact, subrealm protective (5.6 out of 10) and subrealm impunity (3.6 out 

of 17) have very low scores for a context such as that of Canada. It can be stated that these 

sub-realms may be overrated due to negative perceptions on these events. On the other 

hand, subrealm persecution achieved a high score (15 out of 15), which shows the mobiliza-

tion of journalists and society in defense of their rights. 
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REALM D

The realm regarding control over the media is well rated in a democratic country like 

Canada, with functioning checks and balances, and in which the rights of freedom of ex-

pression and the press are generally respected, with the exceptions or situations we have 

mentioned above. 

The perception of Canada-based respondents is that there is virtually no direct (15.2 out 

of 16) or indirect (8.4 out of 9) control over the media in the country. However, when assess-

ing the role of the government environments regarding control over the media, the three 

branches (Executive, Legislative, and Judiciary) are perceived to exert a strong influence for 

direct control, and a slight influence for indirect control. How should these indicators be in-

terpreted? One possible view is that the executive, legislative, and judicial environments po-

tentially have the capability to influence the media, but refrain from doing so because of the 

checks and balances and the rule of law prevailing in the country. It could also be argued 

that the fact that the Liberal government – both a majority in its first term and in its current 

minority nature – has increased the budgets of the public media ecosystem may be part of a 

relatively positive perception, especially since CBC and Radio-Canada keep editorial policies 

independent of the executive, judicial, or legislative branches. In contrast, indirect influence 

is much less likely, as the same legal guarantees and human rights limit the action of the 

branches of government in this regard. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Although Canada has a consolidated democracy that guarantees freedom of expres-

sion, this does not always translate into the protection of that of the press, namely, the free-

dom of journalists to access and protect their sources, to access the location where news is 

unfolding, and to exercise their profession under economic and institutional guarantees, in a 

context of declining mainstream media and rising social media. 

As in other countries, the public is taking an increasingly active role in gathering, pro-

cessing, and disseminating information. Nevertheless, this is not a guarantee of fair and bal-

anced information. Access to social media also results in the dissemination of emotionally 

charged opinions that sometimes spread “digital toxicity” possibly causing greater polariza-

tion, confrontation, and weakening of democratic behavior. 

Recent instances of prosecution affecting the respect for the confidentiality of sourc-

es, restrictions on access to locations where news is unfolding, and the overall decline of 

the news media sector, to the benefit of digital platforms, represent important challenges 

for the defense of freedom of the press in Canada. Defending this right is fundamental to 

democracy and to upholding the freedom of expression of all citizens, especially historically 

marginalized groups such as native peoples.  
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CANADA 

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS Canada boasts a consolidated democracy with checks and balanc-
es. Its society has an efficient protection of human rights in place.

WEAKNESSES

The country has experienced weakening of the mainstream media 
system, reduction of news staff and closing of newspapers. There is 
no differentiation between freedom of expression and freedom of 
the press. 

OPPORTUNITIES

Canada could enshrine freedom of the press in legislation protect-
ing human rights, as well as develop a more pluralistic approach 
to include marginalized groups, such as aboriginal populations, in 
media coverage. In addition, there is room for rethinking funding 
destined to investigative journalism.

THREATS

Loss of credibility of the mainstream media across sections of the 
population, limitations on coverage of protests and conflicts, espe-
cially in areas related to aboriginal populations, and the growing 
influence of social media as “sources” of information pose a threat.
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2.4.2 CANADA 2020-2021
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PERIOD SURVEYED. 
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

CANADA: Challenges to Freedom amid the Pandemic

Executive Summary 

Canada maintains a relatively stable position in the Index. It is a country with a low re-

striction on freedom of expression; but it faced some significant challenges in the period 

under review, particularly regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, media coverage of protests 

by Aboriginal communities and activists in British Columbia, and debates regarding free-

dom of expression on campuses and its effect on society as a whole. It could be argued 

that Canada, a country diverse and vast in geography and complex in its political orga-

nization, is facing the challenges of preserving freedom of expression in a world where 

disinformation circulates and social tensions rise.

INTRODUCTION

Canada has a complex political, economic, and socio-cultural reality, and this is reflect-

ed in the challenges it is facing regarding freedom of expression. Its multicultural model, 

for instance, while accepted in most of the country’s provinces, is not viewed fondly in 

Quebec, where the provincial government has passed legislation to uphold what is called a 

“secular state” in public education and the civil service (Montpetit, 2019). This has been per-

ceived by some communities, both inside and outside the province, as an attack on their 

freedom to express their religious traditions.

The country has also experienced tensions due to protests by anti-vaccine groups and 

against restrictions on mobility and public gatherings amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. This 

has also been denounced as a restriction on the freedom of expression of those who do not 

accept federal and provincial policies to monitor infections and the deterioration of the situ-

ation. 

Another issue that has emerged in the public arena is that of “political correctness” and 

the so-called cancel culture, which have become hotly debated topics in the media after 

college and public school teachers were punished for using certain words in class or rec-

ommending reading of certain works to their students. Some commentators view these 

sanctions in the educational environment as a warning that could also affect freedom of 

expression on mainstream and social media. In fact, a journalist of the Canadian Broadcast-
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ing Corporation (CBC), the public radio-television organization, was suspended in June 2020 

(National Post Staff, 2020), and later resigned, for having used the “N” word in a live show. 

Canada also experiences tensions arising from the government’s relations with Aborig-

inal communities. For example, media coverage of protests by indigenous groups against 

logging activities in British Columbia has been restricted by the Royal Canadian Mounted 

Police (RCMP), triggering objections from journalists’ professional associations. The recent 

discovery of unmarked graves of Aboriginal children who died in so-called “Indian residen-

tial schools” has caused shock waves in the country, confirming the need for reconciliation 

with its native inhabitants (Los siniestros internados…”, 2021). 

Finally, the federal legislature that ended this summer of 2021 (and which gave way to 

elections confirming a Liberal minority government headed by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 

in September), passed Bill C-10 (Bolongaro, 2021) which aims to enact the same regulations 

on large digital platforms as on traditional media, forcing them to fund the production of 

Canadian content. Some critics see this as a potential restriction on free speech in social 

media and other online content distribution platforms. Bill C-10 must now pass the Senate 

to become law.

Results Analysis

The results of the period reviewed have been influenced by a context marked by chal-

lenges to the media and information stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic, especially the 

problems associated with disinformation, lack of information or clarity in certain cases, and 

the need to counter conspiracy theories and propaganda. This may explain why Realms A, B, 

and C achieved medium scores for a country that has a consolidated democracy and a fairly 

robust institutional framework of division of powers.

Environments: Slight influence, but with friction points

The Legislative, Judicial and Executive environments at the federal level slightly impact 

on freedom of expression in general, although a mildly more predominant influence of the 

Executive branch on the exercise of journalism is noticed in this period. This can be explained 

by the role of the RCMP, which is under the control of the federal government, to limit cover-

age of protests against a logging operation in British Columbia. 

However, Canada is a fairly decentralized federal country in which provincial govern-

ments exert significant authority on their regions’ political, social, and cultural dynamics. 

Therefore, it is understandable that actions in certain provinces, such as Quebec, Ontario, 

and Alberta, may affect perceptions about the impact of environments, particularly the Ex-

ecutive, regarding the exercise of journalism.  
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Another factor that makes possible the perception of a relatively greater influence of the 

federal Executive on the exercise of journalism (the highest score with 2.43 points) is a certain 

lack of transparency from the government headed by Justin Trudeau regarding allegations of 

corruption or irregular practices with donors to his party and his electoral campaigns. 

In relation to the Legislative environment, the Federal Parliament has not passed any 

specific laws that could impair the exercise of journalism. Notwithstanding, the approval of Bill  

C-10 by the House of Commons in June 2021 may indicate a slight to moderate influence 

(2.29 points) regarding the control of content on digital platforms. 

In the case of the Judicial environment, its influence is mild. However, court decisions 

may have a direct and indirect impact on the exercise of journalism, as in the Fairy Creek case 

in British Columbia (CAJ, 2021, July 14).

REALM A: Political correctness gains ground

In general, the citizens’ ability to express themselves freely and their levels of information 

are perceived as lowly restricted. Although the rights to freedom of expression and of access to 

information are protected by the country’s laws, courts, and other agencies, such as the Fed-

eral Telecommunications Commission (Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 

Commission, CRTC), the crisis environment arising from the COVID-19 pandemic has affected  

the perception of citizens’ levels of information. Of particular note here are the attacks target-

ing journalists for reporting on the pandemic, as illustrated by the cases of Radio-Canada jour-

nalists harassed in Sherbrooke and science journalist Marine Corniou (FPJQ, 2021 a, b). 

The sub realm of Free Speech appears relatively higher (9.14 points) against that of Infor-

mation Flow, which shows a lower index (5.86). This perception is underpinned by the impres-

sion mentioned above that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s cabinet is not fully transparent 

regarding the Liberal leader’s ties with his party donors (Bonokoski, 2021).

REALM B: Calls for greater transparency

The exercise of journalism has faced some challenges in the period under study.  

We have referred above to the blockade by the RCMP preventing media coverage of pro-

tests against a logging operation in British Columbia (CAJ, 2021, July 14). Some provincial 

governments have also attacked journalists for their coverage of climate change issues, as 

was the case with the Alberta provincial government, a situation that was denounced by 

the Canadian Association of Journalists (CAJ, 2021, January 26). The perceived lack of trans-

parency on the part of Prime Minister Trudeau’s cabinet has also contributed to a decrease 

in the index (6.86 points) regarding the exercise of journalism (CAJ, 2021, September 20).
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REALM C: Verbal violence and restrictions on coverage

Violence and impunity show a relatively high index for a country with a consolidated 

democracy like Canada, particularly when looking at the results of sub realms such as Pro-

tection and Impunity. Although violence against Canadian journalists has not registered ex-

treme attacks in the period reviewed, harassment against some journalists covering the pro-

tests in British Columbia, or the physical and verbal attacks against journalists covering the 

COVID-19 pandemic, have influenced the perception of greater violence.  

The events associated with sanctions against professors at universities, at a school in 

Toronto, and against a journalist at the CBC itself due to pressure from groups defending 

“political correctness” have also affected the perception that freedom of expression is not 

always guaranteed in some professional fields.

REALM D: Concern about content-controlling tendencies

The level of control over the media in Canada is perceived as one falling within the cate-

gory of full freedom of expression. However, the sub realm of Indirect Control shows a score 

of 6 points. This indicates concerns that can be explained by the confluence of a series of 

events creating the impression that freedom of expression among the media (National Post 

Staff, 2020) and other entities, such as educational institutions (Miro, 2021; Paquette, 2020; 

Brenmer, 2021; Pfeffer, 2020), could be compromised. On the other hand, the idea that the 

Liberal government may secure Senate passage of its Bill C-10 to regulate content on digi-

tal platforms is perceived as a double-edged sword. It may benefit the media by payments 

from digital economy giants such as Facebook and Google for use of their content; but it 

may also mean government intervention in the content circulating on those platforms.

CONCLUSIONS

Canada maintains an institutional framework that protects freedom of expression. Its 

parliamentary democracy, both at the federal and provincial levels, guarantees the rights 

of the free exercise of journalism, exchange of information, and citizens’ freedom of opinion. 

However, the country is facing challenges stemming from trends that, despite such circum-

stances as the COVID-19 pandemic, seem to consolidate. 

In this sense, political correctness and cancel culture seem to be on the rise in the edu-

cational system. This could have direct repercussions on freedom of expression not only for 

teachers, but also citizens and even news professionals, as illustrated in the case of the CBC 

journalist who was suspended by the management of this public corporation. Recent news 

regarding the burning of Asterix and Tintin books by decision of a school board in Ontario in 

2019 (“Canadá: polémica por la quema de libros…”, 2021), because according to some teachers 

and parents the books contained racist depictions of indigenous nations in North America, 
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indicates that this trend may have deeper repercussions on freedom of expression in the 

country. 

Journalists are calling for greater government transparency, especially in terms of ac-

cess to information regarding federal and provincial policies and decisions (FPJQ, 2021a). 

The tensions that have arisen with indigenous communities also pose challenges to 

freedom of expression and the free exercise of journalism, especially when members and 

activists of Aboriginal nations protest against the occupation and economic exploitation of 

lands they consider their own. This is a situation worth monitoring, as these tensions tend 

to increase in some regions of the country. The federal government is promoting recon-

ciliation with indigenous peoples through talks and initiatives to end discrimination and 

impoverishment of Aboriginal nations in Canada.
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CANADA

PERIOD SURVEYED. 
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

There is a robust institutional framework of division of powers with an 
independent judiciary. Citizens, most of whom do not lean towards au-
thoritarian populist options, engage in a democratic culture. Associa-
tions for the defense of freedom of expression and freedom to practice 
journalism are mobilized in defense of these causes.

WEAKNESSES

Media conglomerates are concentrated and independent media are 
weakened. Digital platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Google, and others hold a dominant position among young people, 
who mostly get news from social media. Due to social consensus by ef-
fect of a “spiral of silence”, which tends to validate initiatives of political 
correctness and cancel culture, censorship of books, words, and even 
ideas has been promoted. There is a lack of transparency in govern-
ment communications with the public and the media

OPPORTUNITIES

Taxation of large digital platforms (Facebook, Netflix, Google) is being 
considered in order to promote Canadian content and support inde-
pendent media. There are debates on the importance of freedom of ex-
pression in a democratic society, amidst restrictions fueled by political 
correctness and cancel culture. Laws regarding access to information 
are being updated to achieve greater transparency in the communica-
tions of government and federal entities

THREATS

There has been an increase in instances of direct and indirect censor-
ship associated with political correctness and cancel culture in uni-
versities, schools, and the media, which may have consequences for 
freedom of expression in general. There are increased tensions with 
Canada’s indigenous nations, which may lead to limited media cover-
age of demonstrations and protests by these communities. 
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2.4.3 OVERVIEW

Canada

Canada kept a relatively stable score within the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Ex-

pression and the Press, in the Low Restriction bracket of the overall average, remaining 5th in 

the ratings with a slight increase of its score: from 71.4 points out of a theoretical maximum 

of 100 in the first edition to 75.81 in the second study. it shows to be a country with a relatively 

favorable climate for freedom of expression, but faced some important challenges, particu-

larly in regard with the COVID-19 pandemic and transparency over some issues.

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the variation was slightly 

downward, from 16.2 out of a theoretical maximum of 23 in the first edition of the Index to 

15 points in the second edition. The sub-realm of Free Speech appears relatively higher (9.14) 

than that of Information Flow, showing a lower indicator (5.86). In the second period, alle-

gations about Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s cabinet not being fully transparent about his 

party’s donors have left an impression on the respondents’ perception.

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, Canada also declined slightly from 7.4 out of 10 in the 

first edition to 6.86 in the second. Restrictions on press coverage of protests against logging 

in British Columbia and the response of some provincial governments to the dissemination 

of climate change issues are among the reasons for this assessment in the second study 

period.

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, Canada raised its score in the most recent review. 

In the first edition, the indicator stood at 24.2 out of a theoretical maximum of 42; in the sec-

ond edition, it reached 31.52. The variation is upward, demonstrating a favorable climate for 

journalism in this regard. Nevertheless, some issues continued to put pressure on the per-

ceptions of the experts inquired, among these, tensions between authorities and journalists 

who covered the COVID-19 pandemic.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, Canada held its high rating in both periods. In the 

first study, it obtained 23.6 points out of 25, while in the second, this category stood at 22.43. 

These levels fall within the range of full freedom for this realm. The possibility of passing a bill 

to regulate content on digital platforms arouses negative expectations; but the institutional 

behavior in this regard has been favorable to freedom of the press.

Both study periods showed a variation in the extents of influence exerted by the three 

branches of government as viewed by the experts. In the first iteration, these three institu-

tional environments were perceived as having a moderate influence on situations unfavor-

able to freedom of expression and the press, while in the second, the perception for all three 

was of a slight influence on these incidents
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2.5.- CHILE

2.5.1 CHILE 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

CHILE: LEADERSHIP IN FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

Executive summary 

     With an average of 80 points out of a maximum of 100, Chile leads the Chapultepec 

Index from South America’s Southern Cone, in a positive and respectful climate, with 

mild extent of influence from the Legislative, Judicial and Executive environments, the 

last being the lowest of all (1.00). The same is evident in realms A ([citizens] informed and 

free to express themselves), B (exercise of journalism), and D (control over media). Only 

realm C (violence and impunity) shows a difference regarding the detention of reporters 

covering the protests of the so-called “social outburst” starting in October.

INTRODUCTION

The period under study (May 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020) is unique regarding the situ-

ation in Chile, since the whole country – starting with the Sebastián Piñera administration – 

was taken by surprise with the violent protests of groups weary of socio-economic inequality 

and institutionalized abuse. It was called a “social outburst” (which took place between Oc-

tober 2019 and February 2020) and its first rally resulted from an increase of 30 Chilean Pesos 

in public transportation fares, discontent breeding unprecedented radical actions, such as 

the burning of subway stations (Paul, 2019).

There was also a turning point in news, since the unexpected social mobilization leading 

to the need for an executive order declaring the state of emergency and curfews (Presiden-

tial Press, 2019), made evident a reality that the media had not been showing, paradoxically 

being in full freedom to exercise their role of timely and accurate reporting. They also had to 

take seriously, in their agenda setting, the issue of a new Constitution, a process that started 

last November and that will be put to referendum next October 25.

There has been significant criticism among citizens, yet mild self-criticism, regarding 

the role of the press and the media, which did not reflect the reality in the country. Detri-

mentally so, social media were prominent, with consequential disinformation and fake news 

largely. Later, with the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic (on March 3, 2020, the first positive 

case was announced), the press once again took precedence with non-stop news reporting, 

supported by public health sources to calm the public’s anxiety by assisting in awareness 

and protection measures from the pandemic.
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Report

Generally, in Chile there are no obstacles to starting or operating media outlets. There is 

persistent criticism over the existing El Mercurio SA-Copesa SA duopoly, as two major con-

glomerates because of their concentration of media ownership nationwide; but, in practical 

terms, any self-funding media can operate. There is full respect for the rule of law, its statutes 

and regulations in force, and this freedom is what the five experts surveyed have expressed 

in their responses.

The problem consists of the fact that they have all suffered from the crisis of a change 

in a business model based on direct advertising, which has migrated to digital platforms 

and left mainstream press with serious economic problems. It has been especially critical in 

magazines (practically non-existent today) and in local media, as small newspapers have had 

to reinvent themselves or shut down, and in the case of large ones, to reduce their staff. All 

this has been worsened by the pandemic and related lockdown, which have seriously dam-

aged the overall economic activity.

Therefore, the period under study (May 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020), is unique in Chile in 

light of three converging situations: the media’s financial crisis, social crisis, and COVID-19-re-

lated health crisis. Fortunately, all this has been taking place within a functioning legal 

framework that prevents shutdowns, censorship, or arbitrary intervention from any agent 

on the media. The Professional Association of Journalists (Colegio de Periodistas AG) and 

the National Media Federation (Federación de Medios de Comunicación Social) – which 

gathers the National Television Association (Asociación Nacional de Televisión), the National 

Press Association (Asociación Nacional de la Prensa) and the National Radio Broadcasters’ 

Association of Chile (Asociación Nacional de Radiodifusores de Chile) – constantly stand by 

in order to report abuse.

Environments

Legislative environment

Among the citizens of Chile, there is a consensus on high respect for and commitment 

to existing laws, regulations, and international agreements executed. However, for some time 

now, some groups have been calling for changes to the Magna Carta and for a new Con-

gress. They call for a new, more up-to-date, constitutional framework, especially regarding 

provisions for regulating private property, expanding social protection of such fundamental 

rights as education and health, and including native peoples, among other issues. 

After the social outburst of October 18, this demand intensified and, on December 27, 

President Piñera called for a national referendum so that citizens can make a decision, as 

he stated that “civilized societies settle their differences within the framework of the Con-
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stitution, and therefore it is important to establish the relevance of the process” (Carvajal, 

2019). This is how he once again stressed the Chilean trait of respect for the law. Due to the 

COVID-19-related lockdown, the referendum was postponed from April to upcoming Octo-

ber 25. In this contest, voting to APPROVE or REJECT a new constitution will be required as 

well as the means to draft it: a constituent convention or a mixed constitutional convention. 

On the other hand, the amendment of the Freedom of Opinion and Information Law 

(Ley sobre la Libertad de Opinión e Información) No. 19,733 (2019) is undergoing legislative 

proceedings in the concerned House of Representatives committee regarding Article 1 

thereof enshrining the right of individuals to be informed on general interest matters. Suffi-

cient protection is requested to ban establishing unlawful prohibitions or restrictions, such 

as requests for authorization and payment of fees, municipal ordinances on advertising and 

publicity.

Judicial Environment

Shortly before the social outburst, in the aftermath of a rally in September to raise 

awareness of the climate crisis, hooded men attacked five newspersons who were report-

ing the event, including journalists and TV channel camera operators. The National Media 
Federation issued a statement condemning the events as damaging to freedom of expres-

sion and free exercise of journalism, and met with the Office of the Secretary-General of 
Government, which filed a criminal complaint on this matter, in order to devise collaboration 

protocols (Gallardo, 2019; Ministerio Secretaría General de Gobierno, 2019).

Then, stemming from the massive protests that took place in Santiago and other prov-

inces (regions), violent and confusing situations arose that, in some cases, reached journalis-

tic teams covering these demonstrations. Their recordings and audiovisual files were materi-

al evidence of injuries on demonstrators caused by excessive use of force with rubber bullets 

on the part of the Carabineros (Chilean police body). A landmark case was that of student 

Gustavo Gatica, who lost his sight after sustaining non-lethal shots. In the investigation re-

garding him, images captured by camera operator José Luis Martínez were decisive, since 

the Attorney General’s prosecutors charged the Carabineros with not submitting evidence 

(The Clinic, 2020). 

Also noteworthy are the statements by Judge Dobra Lusic, Justice to the Supreme 

Court nominee, who, when speaking before the Senate’s Legislation, Constitution, and Jus-

tice Committee, declared: “The press, the media must be regulated”. This declaration trig-

gered concern and a press release from the National Media Federation: “We believe that 

the unfortunate statements of the justice [nominee] have been the consequence of a reac-

tion to criticism from the public regarding her nomination and that she has not weighed the 

implications of such statements” (2019). Additionally, La Tercera daily made similar remarks 

in its May 10 editorial: “In a context of concerning setbacks in freedom of expression through-
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out the region – as noted by the IAPA [Inter-American Press Association] – the continued rec-

ognition from all across the Chilean society that it is essential to protect the work of media, 

even with its flaws and risk of making mistakes, is a positive fact “ (2019).

Executive environment

The Executive’s relationship with the media has been intense, especially stemming from 

inquiries for timely information regarding, in the first place, citizen restriction measures (state 

of emergency and curfew) resulting from the situation of social outburst, and secondly, from 

the pandemic-related lockdown. There have been no reports on record for censorship, con-

tent control, or restriction on access to information or freedom of publication and broadcast 

by mainstream media. However, in January, during its National Congress in Antofagasta, the 

Professional Association of Journalists has announced its decision to “suspend all rela-

tions with government authorities and to participate in the Media Fund administered by the 

Office of the Secretary-General of Government, as provided for in the current Press Law (Ley 

de Prensa), resulting from serious human rights violations” (Edición Cero, 2020).

The most tense situation was experienced in April following a statement by the then 

Minister of Health, Jaime Mañalich, who, true to his style, referred disparagingly to the work 

of the press during an interview on TV Channel 13. When inquired on a controversial declara-

tion by of the Chinese ambassador to La Tercera daily regarding the donation of mechanical 

ventilators to Chile, the minister said: “the job of the press is to sell things based on making 

up lies” (El Desconcierto, 2020). 

The National Press Association immediately replied: “We hope that Minister Mañalich 

will not confuse the exceptional health and legal situation that our country is experienc-

ing, with a personal authority to revile and insult those who subject his words and deeds to 

scrutiny as a public official of a democratic government” (Asociación Nacional de la Prensa, 

2020). There are no other frictions with the Executive on record.

REALM A: Free, unrestricted information flow

In both sub-realms, information flow from the media and citizens free to express them-

selves, the scores achieved are very close to the maximum values, 10.60 and 11.40 respective-

ly, with very low influence from the environments. In addition, the social outburst has en-

couraged freedom of citizen expression to an extent not covered by the mainstream media. 

Social media, radio, and television have made room previously occupied by entertainment in 

order to welcome opinions.

The news output from those print media surviving the financial crisis, stemming from a 

shift in the business model of revenue exclusively from advertising, has undergone changes: 

Some have stopped circulating in print on weekdays, leaving it only for weekends; others 
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have moved to digital publishing; others only circulate digitally on weekends; and others 

have shut down. 

By no means does the government restrict citizens’ access to public information or their 

rights of freedom of expression and the press. The only state-run media outlet is Televisión 
Nacional de Chile, amidst a deep economic crisis (Cooperativa.cl, 2020) and with represen-

tatives from different political groups in its board of directors to guarantee balanced infor-

mation, also under scrutiny from viewers who file complaints with the National Television 
Council1 (Consejo Nacional de Televisión). Internet service providers are in the hands of pri-

vate companies and service is available to anyone who can afford it.

REALM B: Free exercise of journalism on all types of platforms and 
media sizes

There are no known cases of government measures regarding intellectual property or 

protection of news content from plagiarism and misuse. If there are problems, relevant laws 

are consulted. Nor have there been any known restrictions on access to sources against any 

accredited media, and as never before – due to the social and health crisis – both President 

Piñera and his ministers respond to inquiries from the press every day. The daily report of the 

public health team is delivered collectively and [the conference is] open to free, unscripted 

questions, leaving room for differences of opinion with the authority without censorship.

Exercise of journalism has been disrupted by some attacks on the media, such as the 

fire that swept through the offices of El Líder daily in San Antonio last November and attacks 

against El Mercurio Antofagasta, El Mercurio Valparaíso and El Pingüino at Punta Arenas. 

Jobs for news professionals have also been on the decline in reason of media closures 

and mass layoffs in the face of the financial crisis. Alternative digital media, YouTube chan-

nels, and podcasts have emerged, which report and stream freely. Furthermore, polls show 

that people have turned to getting news on social media stemming from lower confidence 

in the mainstream media. Especially regrettable has been the closure of magazines starting 

in February 2019 with the bankruptcy of Televisa, and continued with the end of ED and 

CAPITAL magazines in May this year. Even after the period for this study, their closure pro-

cesses have marked this series of events.

Membership in the Professional Association of Journalists is not mandatory and even 

a diploma in journalism is not required for practice. Outstanding news show hosts are not 

journalists, such as Juan Manuel Astorga (MEGA Holding) and Nicolás Vergara (DUNA radio).

1  TN: Chile’s media regulatory agency.
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REALM C: Social outburst and alternative media

In this item, Chile scores the lowest as a direct influence of the social outburst. The pres-

ence of alternative, citizen-run media, and foreign correspondents has been greater in these 

protests as they are the ones reporting complaints. In responses from the experts inquired 

for feeding data into this Index, it is stated that: “Complaints have only been filed regarding 

the actions of law enforcement in the coverage of public disorder in which reporters and 

photographers have been temporarily detained, even after they have been released and no 

court actions have been brought against them”. 

In sub-realm 1 (Protection – 4.8), protection of journalists is conducted in compliance 

with the legislation in force and, following the attacks, the government has filed lawsuits 

against those responsible, and the Carabineros involved have been removed, as comment-

ed on in the section on the Judicial environment. In sub-realm 2 (Persecution – 13.6), neither 

persecution by the government on journalists or media outlets, nor any instances of intimi-

dation or hate speech has been reported.

In sub-realm 3 (Impunity – 5.0), relevant laws are observed. Additionally, as international 

support, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) made an in loco visit 

to Chile (January 25-31), to monitor the situation regarding human rights stemming from 

social protests. In its report, the IACHR thanked the State for the logistical support and assis-

tance provided, and recognized that “[…] Chile has a democratic system in place, where the 

rule of law prevails through solid democratic and human rights institutions” (OAS, 2020).

However, during a meeting with members of the press, journalists reported being sub-

jected to pressure or fired because of their opinions. Meanwhile, the president of the Profes-
sional Association of Journalists, Margarita Pastene, declared that, “three months after the 

beginning of the social outburst, attacks against journalists and newspersons, mainly those 

from independent media, continue, in addition to the criminalization of social protest on 

mainstream media and the concealment of information to citizens” (Colegio de Periodistas, 

2020). For his part, during a meeting held with members of the press on occasion of the in 
loco IACHR visit to Chile (OAS, 2020), Alvaro Caviedes, vice president of the National Press 
Association, expressed his concern for the upcoming constitutional process. “We think – he 

said – that the regulation of freedom of expression is going to be tremendously sensitive, 

with different opinions; but the best regulation is the least regulation” (A. Caviedes, person-

al communication, January 26, 2020).
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REALM D: Maximum scores achieved

Although the answers of the five experts inquired agreed on placing maximum refer-

ence values (25.0), since no media shutdown, expropriation, or seizure by the government, 

arbitrary tax or economic pressures against them, or any privileges for some have been on 

record. Additionally, licenses are respected according to the specifications of sub-realm 1 (Di-

rect control - 16.0). However, in the case of sub-realm 2 (Indirect control - 9.0), there are mild 

concerns: There is no direct control, restriction, or blocking, but pressure is exerted.

In October 2019, the Journalists’ Association questioned the government about the 

pressure exerted on television channels, regarding their news coverage on street protests 

throughout the country. “We request, by legal means of public transparency, to report on 

the meeting held at La Moneda2 by President Piñera and the CEOs of the television chan-

nels” (Colegio de Periodistas, 2020), the press release stated. They also denounced abusive 

attempts of economic pressure by some major businessmen, who called for cancelling ad-

vertising from the media that had begun to report on the social outburst and the people’s 

demands. 

A landmark case was that involving the president of Empresas Sutil, Juan Sutil, who 

cancelled his advertising in November due to “the appalling attitude of CNN3 and CHV4 at a 

time when Chile needed serious, objective journalism free from political bias” (Prensa Radio 

AGRICULTURA, 2019). In March, Sutil became the new president of the Production and Com-

merce Confederation (Confederación de la Producción y del Comercio, CPC), the Chilean 

business association. Additionally, Agrosuper holding company suspended its advertising 

campaigns across all media.

CONCLUSIONS

In overall balance, Chile’s institutions show an excellent support of full freedom of ex-

pression and the press, with slight interferences of the Executive, Legislative and Judicial 

environments, hence its 80-point score. The four realms surveyed did not yield concerning 

results either, although some instances of aggression and impunity that may affect news 

professionals during protests and rallies in support of social demands need to be watched 

closely.

In the period under analysis, the country has faced two important crises: First, a violent 

social outburst as of October, and later the Coronavirus pandemic along with related lock-

down and standstill on production. Added to this, the media are undergoing serious eco-

nomic problems resulting in mass layoffs and reinvention of their platforms. The financial 

2  TN: Seat of the national Executive.

3  TN: CNN operates a local news channel in Chile.

4  TN: Spanish acronym for Chilevisión.
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emergency constrains them to a weak deployment of journalists and production resources 

to report at 100% of their capabilities.

The renewed rise of audience confidence in mainstream media resulting from the pan-

demic compared to that in social media, shown in recent polls (T13.cl, 2020), is a good indicator 

for their reinvigoration. The constitutional process that the country will undergo in upcoming 

months towards the October 25 referendum demands a solid informative coverage with qual-

ity content appealing to increasingly demanding audiences.

In terms of public opinion, the scenario has been complex, since groups on both sides 

–approve and reject – have appeared and changed all across the population in the face of 

events of protest and violence. The percentages of one and the other have been oscillating 

in the polls and in ongoing debate, in news and opinion shows as well as on social media. 

The media will have to remain vigilant in case that, once the pandemic lockdown is over, the 

climate of tension returns in the form of social protests and attacks on newspersons.

In view of functioning institutions and laws, as shown by the 80 points achieved in this 

Index, it is to be expected that, if a new Constitution is approved, freedom of expression, 

press and media creation will be further upheld.

As the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights concluded in its report: “Howev-

er, the country’s democratic institutions are facing a profound challenge, in the context of a 

social crisis that has had a major impact in Chilean society and can only be overcome with 

determined measures” (OAS, 2020).
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CHILE

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

With an overall index of 80 points, Chile leads the Chapultepec Index 
from the Southern Cone, in a positive and respectful climate, with a low 
degree of influence from the legislative, judicial and executive environ-
ments in situations unfavorable to free speech. There are no reports of 
media closures, persecution of journalists or control over content. The 
State does not limit citizens’ access to public information or the rights 
relating to freedom of expression and the press.

WEAKNESSES

The financial crisis of the media, stemming from a change in the busi-
ness model, along with the COVID-19 pandemic in recent months, has 
been significant, resulting in media closures and massive layoffs of jour-
nalists. Magazines are practically non-existent and local media have 
had to reinvent themselves or close down. Information production ca-
pacity has been greatly reduced.

OPPORTUNITIES

The current process to decide whether or not to draft a new Constitu-
tion, at the referendum next October 25, poses many challenges, re-
gardless of the outcome, as an opportunity to strengthen the freedoms 
of opinion, information, and expression. It also represents an opportu-
nity for news companies to provide outstanding coverage that positive-
ly influences citizens, seizing the credibility that, in the midst of the 
pandemic, mainstream media have regained over social media among 
the audience.

THREATS

The fact that the pandemic is protracted, thus delaying the economic 
and productive recovery of the country and its media, poses a threat. 
Furthermore, depending on the result of the October 25 referendum, 
there is a latent fear of a new social outburst like the one in October 
2019, and that the climate of tension will return in the form of social 
protests and attacks on newspersons.
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PERÍODO DE MEDICIÓN  
31 JULIO 2020 – 1RO AGOSTO 2021

Chile: challenging social and institutional changes

Executive Summary

The country has kept a high position in the Chapultepec Index. With a score of 82.06 

points out of 100, Chile is only surpassed by Uruguay on for this release. Currently, Chile 

displays a general favorable climate for freedom of the press with low degrees of influ-

ence from the Legislative, Judicial and Executive environments. The result is also positive 

in the realms reviewed. It achieved the lowest score in realm C (violence and impunity). 

One issue to take into account is that the country is entering a constitutional debate that 

could have an impact in the future within the framework of the exercise of journalism.

INTRODUCTION

The period under study (August 2020 - July 2021) was signposted by three fundamental 

processes in Chile. The first one being the coronavirus pandemic: In August 2020 the coun-

try was coming out of its first peak of cases; the second one occurred during the summer 

(January-February); and the third one in April 2021. Alongside, from January 2021, the country 

started a strong vaccination campaign that allowed better control over COVID-19 by mid-

2021. However, the constitutional state of emergency, mobility restrictions, and curfews were 

in place throughout the whole period.

The second key aspect was the political and social process resulting from the social 

outburst in October 2019. The sociopolitical atmosphere remained permanently polarized 

while, in addition, the health crisis forced the postponement of the program agreed in No-

vember 2019 intended to manage the crisis through the discussion of a new Political Con-

stitution. The elections to choose the members of the Constitutional Convention that would 

draft the Constitution were postponed by May 2021 (originally scheduled by 2020); thus, this 

Convention only began to hold in July. As a result of this change on deadlines, the constitu-

ent debate will end up overlapping with the presidential and parliamentary campaign for the 

November 2021 elections.

The third key factor was the recession resulting from the coronavirus pandemic that 

aggravated an economic situation that had already become fragile due to the October 2019 

crisis. The economic downturn and its impact on advertising investment, as well as the im-

pairment of distribution channels, essential for the print media (public transportation and 
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newsstands), meant a hard blow to the media’s finances, and translated into new layoffs and 

the reduction of resources for news output.

Results Analysis

It is particularly relevant that Chile, according to the data collected by the Chapultepec 

Index 2021, has kept the leading position in the region in terms of freedom of the press, de-

spite of the context of economic crisis, ongoing electoral processes, and uncertainty around 

the social and institutional changes that the country is undergoing. Although there still is 

criticism to the ownership model of mainstream media, there are no obstacles to the gen-

eration of new media in the country as proved by a series of digital initiatives that emerged 

during the pandemic, e.g., the emergence of two new television projects.

As in the 2020 release of this report, the crisis over press funding models continues to be 

a threat. Many newspaper projects have been affected by the overlapping of the economic 

crisis resulting from the pandemic and the severe decline in profits from advertising which 

have not been offset to the same extent by revenues from other sources. This has led to the 

disappearance of many of the country’s magazines, affected regional media, and damaged 

the major daily newspapers which have reduced their number of pages, changed their pub-

lication formats, and cut back a large number of jobs.

Notwithstanding, the major concern for the exercise of journalism continues to be the 

violence in the context of demonstrations and in areas in the country where public security 

is constantly challenged by organized gangs. Concern also arises with regards to the attacks 

-orchestrated through social media- against press officials when they report or give opinions 

contrary to specific factions with extreme ideas.

Environments: Reporting in an atmosphere of short-and-long-term 
changes

Legislative Environment

The legislative environment was the one showing the greatest dynamism in Chile during 

the period surveyed by this Index. By the end of 2019, the country experienced social out-

bursts. The political solution found called for two major agreements, one in favor of peace, 

and the other of a new Constitution. The latter resulted in an institutional process whose 

program was postponed due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The so-called “initial referendum”, whereby citizens were to vote for or against changing 

the constitution, was originally scheduled by April 2020, but ended up taking place in Octo-

ber the same year. The result widely favored the “I approve” option that obtained 78.28% of 
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the votes (Servel, 2020). During the same election, the mechanism of a Constitutional Con-

vention was also chosen to draft the new highest law in the land.

The members of the Convention were elected in May 2021 under a gender parity sys-

tem and with 17 seats reserved for indigenous peoples among a total of 155 members. The 

Convention was inaugurated on July 4, 2021 and will have nine months (extendable to 12) to 

present a draft of the new Political Constitution for the country. Within the study period of 

this report, the analysis of the fundamental issues had not yet begun, but some issues relat-

ed to freedom of the press have appeared in the public debate.

One of these was the open debate on the possible mandatory affiliation in professional 

associations, which would grant such associations “ethical oversight” over their members (El 

Líbero, 2021). There are also proposals by the Association of Journalists (Colegio de Periodis-

tas) with the purpose of creating:

[...] a media system that guarantees the three communication sectors (private, public 

and community), and the access and equal distribution of airwaves, the right to internet 

as human right, the development of law and gender-compliant content, among other 

points (Radio Universidad de Chile, 2021).

For its part, the Chilean Media Federation (Federación de Medios de Chile) has also es-

tablished some priorities. Its president, Juan Jaime Díaz, advocates for a Constitution “that 

respects the role of the media as a means to promote public debate, and as entities of social 

oversight over power, which involves the defense of editorial freedom against any interfer-

ence”. Díaz also calls for “the recognition of socially responsible media, but always based on 

self-regulation”. Additionally, he demands for “stronger right for the access to public informa-

tion, [...] the prohibition of any prior censorship, and a [...] thorough study on the presence of 

officials who penalize some media expressions” (Anda, 2020). 

Another aspect related to the legislative environment has to do with the presence of 

public officials in the media, especially in morning TV shows. This has been a source of debate 

and even regulations. In March 2020, the Office of the Comptroller General of the Republic 

issued a ruling questioning the frequent appearances of mayors in these shows, considering 

that such programs would trivialize their status. The event served as context for the Ethics 

Commission of the House of Representatives, in December 2020, established penalties for 

congresspersons who fail to comply with their duties due to their participation in radio or 

television programs.

Finally, there was a specific event in connection with the presence of candidates in the 

media for elections in May 2020. Shifting the election date also resulted in changes over the 

electoral campaign terms, and also, over a provision that would restrict the participation of 

candidates in interviews. In this regard, the Media Federation (Federación de Medios de Co-

municación) pointed out that “any provision that intends to restrict who attends the differ-
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ent shows or interviews, or the topics discussed therein, openly affects the media’s editorial 

freedom” (La Tercera, 2021).

Judicial Environment

With regards to the judicial environment - after a period of continuous demonstrations 

and protests where several media outlets were attacked and dozens of assaults cases against 

journalist were reported - within the period reviewed, this heated atmosphere subsided and, 

consequently, so did reports on aggressions and arbitrary detentions. 

During the period under study, the most serious aggression suffered by press staff was 

the ambushing of two TVN channel journalists in the country’s southern region where a 

critical situation of public order took place. The event resulted from the territorial demands 

by the indigenous communities, and also by the growing operation of gangs linked to drug 

trafficking. The incident concluded with a cameraman losing one eye as result of the shoot-

ing by unknown assailants.

Another issue of concern has been the tense relationship between some journalists and 

certain interest groups that use social media to express themselves. According to Juan Jai-

me Díaz, president of the Media Federation, “today, freedom of expression is being compro-

mised by interest groups, sometimes circumstantial, who believe themselves as the owners 

of the truth and political correctness, (and) who, through bullying, threats, and retaliation, 

seek to silence ideas”. The association has released statements condemning attacks against 

journalists (Anatel, 2021).

Executive Environment

Finally, with respect to the executive environment, there have been no complaints con-

cerning censorship or content control; restrictions on access to information, or freedom of 

publication by mainstream media during the period analyzed. Journalists have had special 

permission to work freely despite the restrictions imposed to counteract the pandemic as 

the job of informing was considered an essential service. 

Nevertheless, some cases have brought controversy and even judicial inquiries. The 

most relevant being the report of alleged espionage by the Army against journalists investi-

gating wrongdoings and corruption in the military. The report is in the hands of the Attorney 

General’s Office and has even motivated special sessions at the Congress. Another event 

that occurred during the period under analysis was the conflict between the private channel 

La Red and the government, after the station revealed having received a phone call from an 

advisor to the presidency who complained on the way certain political content was being 

addressed during one of its shows.
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Despite budget restrictions, in a year of presidential, parliamentary, municipal, regional, 

and constitutional elections, the media has played an active role in keeping people informed 

by organizing large numbers of debates and providing extensive coverage of the different 

electoral processes, including those organized without the supervision of the Electoral Ser-

vice (Servicio Electoral)

REALM A: New channels contribute to free information flow

In this aspect, Chile still leads the region with a score of 21.43 points, which is not only 

the highest among the countries reviewed, but also very close to the top set by the Index 

(23). Likewise, in both, the sub-realm “information flow” and “Citizens Free to Express Them-

selves”, the scores achieved are very close to the top values with a very low influence by the 

environments.

 Within the period under study, some trends previously observed at the former report 

have started to consolidate like the increase of spaces for citizen expression at mainstream 

media, and the emergence of new channels empowered by digital platforms, which are not 

subject to government regulations of any kind. In addition, social media are further becom-

ing more relevant as sources of information. The downside of this phenomenon has been 

the occurrence of funas (a local form of public repudiation), the intimidation of journalists by 

extreme groups through social media, and the fast dissemination of fake news.

 The press has tried to survive its own economic crisis resulting from both the pan-

demic contingency and the social crisis, and from moving from a revenue model largely 

based on advertising to one more focused in subscriptions. Something similar happens with 

television, being particularly prominent the improvement of the economic situation of the 

state-own channel TVN. During the pandemic, television stations teamed up to create an ed-

ucational signal (TV Educa Chile). It was so successful that it will continue under TVN’s bear-

ing the name NTV. Additionally, during the period under study, Chile University (Universidad 

de Chile) began to transmit its own digital broadcast TV signal.

REALM B: Broad freedom to exercise journalism

    Chile is among the top three best rated countries for this realm (8.29 out of a top of 10 

points). This can be regarded as a scenario of “full freedom of expression”, according to the 

Index. Similar to last year’s analysis, there are no cases of government measures over intel-

lectual property or to protect news content from plagiarism and misuse (cases are regulated 

by relevant laws).

There have also not been any known restrictions on access to sources applied on any 

accredited media. However, it is worth mentioning the controversy occurred in March follow-

ing a call from an advisor to the presidency of the republic who complained to the executive 
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board of the channel La Red about the way it was addressing political topics. The situation 

resulted in the channel’s decision to report the situation to the Inter-American Commission 

on Human Rights (Cooperativa, 2021).

Regarding the exercise of journalism, the area has continued to shrink due to the loss 

of jobs stemming from the media’s financial crisis, which in some ways, contrasts with the 

emergence of new digital alternative channels. A diploma in journalism is not required to 

practice the profession, nor is a membership in the Association of Journalists mandatory; al-

though there is an emerging debate within the constitutional convention proceedings con-

cerning the possibility of mandatory membership in Associations like other professions. 

REALM C: The main challenge during this year’s index

    Similar to last year, Chile shows its lowest rates in this area by scoring only 28.78 out 

of a total 42 points. This encapsulates contrasting realities. On the one hand, the country 

shows a favorable score in the “Persecution” sub-realm (7.5 points out of a maximum of 7.5), 

an indication of lack of government intimidation against journalists and media outlets over 

speech deemed offensive against authorities or associated groups. Nevertheless, during the 

period inquired, an investigation into a case of alleged espionage by the Army against five 

press professionals and journalist Mauricio Weibel surfaced; the latter has been investigating 

corruption within the institution. (Ciper Chile, 2021). This issue has even been addressed in 

the Congress (Cooperativa, 2021). 

 Less positive are the scores in the “Violence” sub-realm (19.06 out of 21 points). This 

data can be associated to the protests that followed the social outburst of October 2019 

which continued to occur – to a lesser extent - within the period surveyed. In this context, 

although there are no official records, institutions such as the Observatory of Communica-

tion Rights (Observatorio del Derecho a la Comunicación) reported attacks and the arbitrary 

detention of journalists, and alerted, at the beginning of 2021, that the country was undergo-

ing a “freedom of expression crisis” (Observatorio del Derecho a la Comunicación, 2021). This 

could explain the country’s low score in the “Protection” sub-realm (0.79 out of 5).

There have also been particular violence outbursts in south of the country, in the con-

text of a series of incidents of rural violence. According to authorities, these are linked both to 

territorial claims by the Mapuche communities, and to drug trafficking (La Tercera, 2021). In 

March, a team of journalists from the public television channel (TVN) suffered violent attacks 

while trying to interview Mapuche leader, Héctor Llaitul. Their vehicle was ambushed and 

cameraman Esteban Sánchez lost one of his eyes due to shots fired by unknown individuals 

(La Tercera, 2021). Although these attacks are not a daily occurrence, the investigations have 

not been able to determine accountability for these actions. This may explain the low score 

given by the experts in the sub-realm “Impunity” (1.43 out of 8.5 points). 
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REALM D: No major direct or indirect controls

In this realm, Chile shares with Uruguay the highest score in the 2021 release of the 

Chapultepec Index, which stands for a scenario that could be considered as enjoying “full 

freedom of expression”. According to the information gathered, this denotes the non-exis-

tence of direct or indirect controls over the exercise of journalism by the government and its 

different institutions and agencies.

During the period under review, there have been no shutdowns, expropriations, or con-

fiscations of media outlets by government agencies. No licenses have been revoked on polit-

ical grounds. Nor have there been records that could account to arbitrary and discriminatory 

criteria to privilege or undermine specific media outlets. In the same way, there are no open 

complaints about the application of indirect control over the media.

In spite of this context, in the public debate during the presidential campaign, there 

have been signs that raise concern in the Chilean media associations. For his government 

program, one of the pre-candidates suggested the idea of considering the expansion of gov-

ernment control over the media and even reviewing the licenses allocated to those outlets 

whose evaluation resulted poorly rated. 

CONCLUSIONS

    With an index of 82.06 points out of 100, Chile not only reasserts itself as a country 

with full freedom of expression and the press, but also shows a slight improvement over the 

80 points it scored in the previous edition. The results are mostly positive in three of the four 

realms reviewed by the experts.

 The only realm raising red flags is C (Violence and impunity), where there is concern 

about the aggressions suffered by press professionals performing their duties in the context 

of the protests and demonstrations that occurred in the country since October 18, 2019; al-

though, it is an established fact that these happened less frequently and to a lesser extent 

during the period surveyed.

 On the same note, special concern does arise regarding the challenging reporting 

conditions in urban and rural areas where public security conditions are weaker, such as in 

the so-called “southern macro zone” and in areas of the country where organized gangs op-

erate. Concern is also expressed for the attacks - using social media - against journalists for 

voicing personal opinions or publishing controversial information.

 Last year was marked by the restrictions officially issued to face the coronavirus pan-

demic. Although the economic impact has hit the media harshly, from the perspective of 

the need for having accurate information and the labeling of the exercise of journalism as 

essential, it served as a proof of the importance of having responsible media in the country.
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Henceforth, mainstream media‘s economic crisis will continue being a relevant chal-

lenge as it will be keeping the quality of their news output in a context of fewer availability 

of resources. There are also challenges for editorial independence considering the need to 

create new business models that make the existence of professional media viable.

 At the institutional level, a period of uncertainty is unfolding as how to deal with the 

social changes that the country is undergoing as they have diluted public confidence in 

mainstream media; and also as how the debates on freedom of expression and the press 

will be settled by means of the drafting of a new Constitution. These are two key elements 

to define whether the traits that place Chile in a privileged position in the region today will 

continue, improve, or, on the contrary, deteriorate.
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CHILE

PERIOD SURVEYED. 
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

With one of highest scores in the region, Chile stands out as a system 
with full freedom of the press, according to data from the current re-
lease of the Chapultepec Index. This reflects in practice by the nonexis-
tent control over the media by the government, positive assessment by 
the society on the importance of the role of professional media against 
the proliferation of fake news in social media, freedom of expression 
among citizens, few requirements for the establishment of new me-
dia, and the absence of actions that could be regarded as persecutory 
against the press.

WEAKNESSES

As in the previous report, the current study shows the complications 
that mainstream media have experienced when facing the economic 
crisis affecting the sector due to the drop in advertising revenues with 
no other income from other sources compensating for them. This crisis 
has overlapped with that of the coronavirus pandemic resulting in the 
layoffs of more news professionals and a reduction of the resources al-
located for journalistic coverage.

OPPORTUNITIES

In a context as unique as Chile with the presence of election debates, 
constitutional discussions, and the coronavirus pandemic, the assess-
ment of the media’s work in an atmosphere where fake news circulate 
has strengthened the public’s need for quality news and content. This 
is reflected by the emergence of new digital media and even two new 
broadcast television channels. In addition, the same constitutional con-
vention process is seen by many stakeholders as an opportunity to cre-
ate a well-regulated media system with rules that preserve its editorial 
and economic independence. 

THREATS

The economic crisis that the industry undergoing and the uncertainty 
that the country is experiencing resulting from the constitutional de-
bate and from the October 2019 social outburst continue to affect the 
income of an industry which is also subject to greater demands from 
citizens to whom it must serve despite more limited resources avail-
able. Also, for some stakeholders, there is concern that the constitu-
tional convention process underway in Chile may result in regulations 
that affect media independence. Such fears have been encouraged 
by statements from relevant politicians during the 2021 election cam-
paigns.
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Chile

Although Chile dropped to position No. 2 in the 2020-2021 survey (in 2019-2020, it led 

the Index), it improved in specific results. This placed it in the category of countries with Full 

Freedom of Expression, providing a very friendly environment for the exercise of free speech 

with very low levels of influence from the different government entities. 

Regarding Realm A, Informed Citizens Freedom to Express Themselves, it continues to 

show the leading rating, in contrast to the overall result, even after declining by tenths of a point 

from one period to the other. Citizens have access to information and are free to express them-

selves; the population is not limited or restricted in this regard. Likewise, access to reliable and 

quality Internet is guaranteed. 

Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, showed -1.31 points of difference between one itera-

tion and another, in regard with the emergence of new media widening the options for the 

population to be both receivers and broadcasters of information. Additionally, although the 

journalistic work was affected by some attacks on media outlets (El Líder, El Mercurio, and El 
Pingüino) in 2019-2020, there were no reports in this regard in 2020-2021. However, a greater 

loss of jobs in this area was witnessed, in the wake of the financial crisis affecting the media.

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, we observed the greatest improvement of 5.87 

points of difference between what was obtained in 2019-2020 and 2020-2021. However, it is 

in this realm where Chile showed its lowest performance in both periods due to the specific 

instances of violence generated by the protests that have continued since 2019. 

Realm D, Control over the Media, also showed declining results (25 points in 2019-2020 

vs. 23.57 in 2020-2021). This drop is evident only in the [sub-realm of] Direct Control over the 

media. In other words, as of 2020-2021, there are mechanisms that directly affect the media; 

but in general, there are no direct or indirect control strategies targeting them, except for 

those proposed by certain presidential candidates who offer to revisit these issues, as well as 

the review of broadcast media licenses. 

In 2020-2021, the unfavorable influence of the different environments was more evident, 

although always preserving a slight influence. The results that varied the most from one pe-

riod to he other were those related to Realm C, even reflecting the highest result for the judi-

cial environment. The impact on this realm took the form of rulings issued and legal doctrine 

established by the Judiciary. In general, the executive environment showed greater activity 

in the second study period, opening the floodgates to public debate on the mandatory affil-

iation of journalists, the presence of regulatory authorities in the media, and the protection 

of the latter under the highest law on the land itself.

2.5.3 OVERVIEW
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2.6. COLOMBIA

2.6.1 COLOMBIA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Colombia: the risk to media and freedoms

Executive summary

In Colombia, the risks to exercise the Freedom of Expression and the Freedom of the 

Press have increased because, in addition to violence and impunity factors, the govern-

ment policy has not been able to break the regulatory asymmetry that deepens the crisis 

of the business model threatening not only the business prospects of the media, but also 

jobs for workers in this field and spaces to guarantee citizens their rights to expression 

and information as essential goods for the functioning of a democratic and pluralistic 

society.

INTRODUCTION

The study period spans over May 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020, a period in which jour-

nalistic activity was affected by a strong influence of judicial decisions and attacks against 

journalists by armed groups.

Another growing trend is the use of the court system to try to silence whistleblowing by 

journalists, forcing the media to engage in costly legal battles. 

The trend by citizens and entities in resorting to court proceedings, criminal complaints, 

injunctions, and civil liability actions against the media continues on the rise. The right to be 

forgotten is also invoked when taking advantage of legal loopholes to remove news from the 

media’s digital archives. 

Results analysis

The review conducted by means of the Chapultepec Index showed that Colombia was 

rated as a country in which there is PARTIAL RESTRICTION for the exercise of freedom of 

expression and freedom of the press, in reason of a moderate influence (40/60) that, in the 

face of situations discouraging free speech, the following branches of government exercise: 

Legislative (3.94), Executive (4.44) and Judicial (3.79). 

The above constitutes a warning sign for all those involved to consider this report from 

the perspective of the imperative need to protect the guarantees for the full exercise and 

permanence over time of the exercise of the fundamental right to impart and receive infor-

mation.
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Finally, and although Colombia has a protection scheme for journalists that has served 

as an example to several countries in the region, there is still much to do so that its operation 

and results guarantee the life and safety of communicators in the country.   

Executive environment 

The overall result of the executive environment is that it exerts a moderate degree of 

influence in situations discouraging free speech. 

Regardless of the above, some issues such as those concerning informed and citizens 

free to express themselves, information flow, exercise of journalism, and persecution, revealed 

a strong influence of the Executive on situations discouraging free speech. This influence is 

especially evident in the difficulties for access to information (public contracts, information 

on public tender processes, among others) posed by the various Executive branch agencies 

at national and local levels. This prevents access to data essential for journalists and new-

spersons to serve one of the main purposes for their role, which is to exert social control over 

the actions of the officials. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the Superintendence of Indus-

try and Commerce (Superintendencia de Industria y Comercio) issued an order in 2018, with 

controversial implications during the period under study, whereby it called on the media, via 

their trade organizations, to “refrain from broadcasting and disseminating advertising cam-

paigns that violate fundamental rights, such as human dignity, equality, and non-discrimina-

tion towards women”, as this constitutes an act of censorship. 

Concerning violence, impunity, direct control and indirect control, the Executive has 

moderate influence in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression.

Finally, protective actions in the exercise of journalism in Colombia showed a slight influ-

ence by the environment of the Executive branch. 

Legislative environment 

As for the legislative environment, the overall result shows that it has a moderate degree 

of influence on situations discouraging free speech. 

The influence of this environment on situations discouraging free speech was strong, in 

terms of the persecution of journalism. This is reflected in the existence of draft bills leaning 

towards imposing restrictions on the exercise of the journalistic profession, such as the bill 

that sought to revive card-carrying affiliation for journalists, which has been proposed since 

2018 but triggered public statements during the period of analysis. Likewise, in 2019, a draft 

bill seeking to set “rules for the good use and operation of social media and websites in Co-

lombia” was submitted, to name a few. 
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The Legislative environment has a moderate influence in situations discouraging free 

speech, regarding violence and impunity, the direct and indirect control over the media. This 

is because, although the Legislative does not have direct influence on decisions related to 

these issues, many of the laws regulating them are insufficient to guarantee the protection 

of newspersons and a serious regulatory asymmetry continues to exist among the different 

media and news stakeholders, The economic crisis is worsened by the lack of a government 

policy in this matter. This causes the responsibility for protecting the exercise of journalism, 

watching over the enforcement of existing laws by exercising the controls bestowed on 

them by the Constitution, and guaranteeing the stability of companies enabling the exercise 

of news-related activities throughout the nation to rest with the legislators.

Finally, the Legislative had a strong influence on situations discouraging free speech, 

related to persecution. 

Judicial environment

The overall result for the judicial environment is that it has a moderate degree of influ-

ence on situations discouraging free speech. 

The judiciary had a moderate influence on some situations discouraging free speech in 

the assessment of citizens informed and free to express themselves, information flow, free 

speech, the exercise of journalism, the protection and persecution of journalists. The above 

results stem from court rulings by judges in Colombia, mostly in the framework of consti-

tutional protective injunctions. As a case in point, we have that of a judge who ordered, last 

February 2020, ten days’ arrest and a fine of ten minimum wages against journalist Lucio Tor-

res for refusing to retract from whistleblowing publications involving Miguel Arrázola, a pas-

tor leading a Christian church. Similarly, it is of concern the fact that the cases of murdered 

journalists are on the verge or reaching their statute of limitations under the Colombian legal 

system: Sentences for those who perpetrated and masterminded the killings of Carlos José 

Restrepo Rocha, murdered on September 7, 2000 in San Luis, Tolima; Juan Camilo Restrepo 

Guerra, murdered on October 31, 2000 in Ebéjico, Antioquia; Gustavo Ruiz Cantillo, murdered 

on November 15, 2000 in Pivijay, Magdalena; Guillermo León Agudelo, murdered on Novem-

ber 30, 2000 in Florencia, Caquetá; and Alfredo Abad López, murdered on December 13, 

2000 in Florencia, Caquetá, have not been issued. 

The judicial environment was found to have a slight influence on discouraging situations 

regarding issues related to violence and impunity, direct control and indirect control, such as 

protection and impunity. The reason for this is that its actions are aimed at delivering justice 

on crimes committed against the life and personal safety of journalists, and that they have 

the duty to hear slander and defamation cases brought against newspersons. At this point, 

it is worth reminding that Colombia is one of the few countries that still makes it a crime to 
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engage in the above behaviors, and those who work as journalists may be prosecuted for 

such offenses. 

Finally, the Colombian judiciary has had a slight influence on protective actions and ac-

tions against impunity. 

The four realms assessed

Valoradas las dimensiones de ciudadanía informada y libre de expresarse, ejercicio del 

periodismo, violencia e impunidad y control de medios, Colombia obtuvo 57,5 sobre 100 pun-

tos en el Índice Chapultepec, quedando clasificada como un país en el cual existe restricción 

parcial para el ejercicio de las libertades de Libertad de Expresión y Prensa.

Following the assessment for the realms informed citizens and free to express them-

selves, the exercise of journalism, violence and impunity and control of the media, Colombia 

obtained 57.5 out of 100 points in the Chapultepec Index, being rated as a country in which 

there is partial restriction for the exercise of the freedoms of Freedom of Expression and 

Press.

REALM A: Informed citizens free to express themselves

The assessment for the realm of informed citizens free to express themselves includes, 

on the one hand, analysis on government action encouraging the flow of plural and timely 

information to citizens. In this regard, Colombia scored 5.8 out of 11 points. 

In this sub-realm, the experts assessed the limitations on access to public information 

and to rights in connection with freedom of expression and the press, the appropriate en-

forcement by the government of the rights of reply and to be forgotten, as well as the use 

of public and private media to further the government’s views, in addition to constraints on 

citizens from obtaining reliable, quality, and accessible Internet service. 

In the sub-realm of citizens free to express themselves, which explores whether the gov-

ernment provides resources for citizens to express themselves in the public arena, Colombia 

scored 4 out of 12 points. 

In this regard, the assessment focuses on encouraging censoring information deemed 

negative for the political groups in power, burdensome regulations and penalties in place 

restricting statements regarding public interest matters online, as well as the existence of 

criminal provisions for slander, defamation, and contempt. 

REALM B: Exercise of journalism

The second realm of the Chapultepec Index explores whether the government guar-

antees the exercise of journalism. To this end, it assesses the protection from plagiarism or 
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improper use of intellectual property of journalistic content; the mandatory affiliation to jour-

nalists’ unions and associations; the requirement of an academic degree to practice such 

activity; and the restriction or denial of access to official sources, as well as the impact on the 

disclosure of journalistic sources, and the imposition of punitive measures. In this item, the 

experts rated Colombia at 7.8 out of 10 points.

In this regard, it is noteworthy that Colombia has entered into international agreements 

and has domestic laws intended to protect intellectual and related rights on journalistic con-

tent. It also has a specialized agency (National Copyright Bureau [Dirección Nacional de Dere-

chos de Autor]) for protecting such rights, initiate administrative and court actions required 

to recognize and verify matters related to intellectual property. Journalism is considered a 

profession that does not require an academic degree or mandatory affiliation. However, as 

mentioned above, there are draft bills in Congress aimed at setting regulations to require 

card-carrying affiliation from newspersons. Access to public information and official sources 

is severely restricted, despite the existence of a law on access to public information. In many 

cases, it is necessary to resort to petition rights and injunctive action to gain access to docu-

ments that are in the public domain by nature. 

In an important ruling last May, Colombia’s Constitutional Court (Corte Constitucional) 

protected the fundamental right to freedom of information and expression by granting the 

injunctive action filed by journalists who were denied access to a courthouse in order to cov-

er a public hearing on a general interest case. The Court found that the judge’s decision to 

deny the journalists access on grounds of “averting risk to the victims and guaranteeing the 

proper course and success of the investigation” violated freedoms of expression, information, 

and of the press. 

An illegal wiretapping plan against journalists, human rights advocates, judges, politi-

cians, and other public officials was unveiled. This unlawful surveillance was allegedly per-

formed by military units and targeted several journalists at the media outlet that uncovered 

the existence of this plan. 

During the social demonstrations that took place between November 2019 and January 

2020, there was an increase in complaints regarding the excessive use of force (aggressions 

and arbitrary detentions) against journalists by law enforcement bodies. 

REALM C: Violence and impunity

In this third realm, the experts rated Colombia at 15.5 out of 42 points, comprehending 

the assessment of three sub-realms:  

One: Persecution. In this regard, the Index seeks to ascertain whether the government 

encourages the persecution of journalists and media outlets publishing statements that 

may be deemed potentially offensive to officials, or whether government officials uttering 
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harassing, stigmatizing, or hate speech against journalists and media outlets. In these items, 

Colombia achieved 9,3 out of 15 points.

Two: Protection. In this sub-realm, the index assesses whether the government provides 

efficient mechanisms for protecting journalists or actions aimed at preventing threats, at-

tacks, and aggressions against journalists and the media; in addition, whether it provides 

judges with training to address the investigation and punishment of assaults, killings, and 

crimes against journalists and the media. In these items, Colombia was rated at 2.5 out of 10 

points.

Three: Impunity. In this sub-realm, the experts surveyed assessed whether there are 

pieces of legislation or court rulings stipulating harsher punishment for murders or waiving 

the statute of limitations on killings, assaults and threats against journalists and the media; 

likewise, they reviewed whether the government complies with sentences or rulings by in-

ternational bodies whereby it is held responsible for crimes against journalists and the media 

and whether it makes reparations to the victims. The score obtained by Colombia was 3,8 

out of 17 points. 

The increasing siege by armed groups against community leaders and people known 

for their work on behalf of their communities tragically reached the media, as the lives of 

several newspersons were taken. In addition to these deaths, there have been assaults and 

threats against journalists by government agents and private individuals, particularly in ter-

ritories where there exist disputes between rogue groups.

Another growing trend is the use of the court system to try to silence whistleblowing 

by journalists, forcing the media to engage in costly legal battles. The trend by citizens and 

entities in resorting to court proceedings, criminal complaints, injunctions, and civil liability 

actions against the media continues on the rise. The right to be forgotten is also invoked 

when taking advantage of legal loopholes to remove news from the media’s digital archives, 

which distorts society’s historical memory. 

REALM D: Control over the media

Regarding control over media, Colombia was rated at 21 out of 25 points. This assesses 

the effect of control over the media, exercised by means of discretionary resources and pen-

alties. 

In this sense, the sub-realm of direct control over the media investigates the closing, 

revocation of licenses, expropriation, or seizure of media on political grounds; the discrimi-

natory use of tax provisions or fiscal privileges for media outlets aligned the government, or 

whether the government allows for the granting of media licenses, as well as the allocation 

of public funds and government advertising, to be conducted in an arbitrary and discrimi-
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natory manner, rewarding those media favorable and undermining those others contrary to 

its position. 

In the sub-realm above, the experts rated Colombia at 9.5 out of 16 points.

The sub-realm regarding indirect control of the media assesses whether the govern-

ment allows or direct restrictions or blockages of various digital information platforms con-

sidered contrary to the interests of the powers-that-be. 

Therefore, on the one hand, it is reviewed whether the government applies pressure on 

technological intermediaries – such as pay TV systems, ISPs, and suppliers – in order to pre-

vent the media from disseminating certain contents. 

On the other hand, it examines whether the government encourages applying restric-

tions on intermediate goods suppliers (newsprint, materials, IT components, electrical pow-

er, etc.) affecting the production and dissemination of information by the media.

With regard to indirect control of the media, the experts who applied the Chapultepec 

Index on Colombia rated it at 9 out of 9 points. 

As documented by recent studies cited in the references, neither the National Devel-

opment Plan (Law 1955/19, Plan Nacional de Desarrollo [Ley 1955/19]) nor the Law to Update 

the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) Sector (Law 1978/19, Ley que mod-

erniza el sector de Tecnologías de la Información y las Comunicaciones [Ley 1978/19]), which 

set forth official incentives for the ICT sector, preserved the same standard of government 

treatment in ensuring the strengthening and sustainability of the national communications 

and media industry organizations that, by 2018, had reported losses of over US$100 million. 

With this type of biased and discriminatory measures, the government policy continues 

to deepen regulatory asymmetries between mainstream or flagship media outlets, since the 

Law has provided for incentives, discounts on economic obligations with the government, 

as well as the choice of paying financial obligations with services or pledges of activities, and 

national and foreign internet service providers (ISPs) as well as digital content providers. 

CONCLUSIONS

Considering that the study period runs from May 1, 2019, to April 30, 2020, the assess-

ment conducted by the experts who applied the Chapultepec Index to the Colombian reality 

regarding freedom of expression and the press allow the following conclusions to be drawn: 

During this period, journalistic activity was affected by a strong influence of judicial de-

cisions: Attacks on journalists by armed groups, a financial crisis compromising the business 

prospects of the media and the sources of employment for journalists, as well as the pos-

sibility for citizens to have spaces for pluralistic expression and information in the different 

regions of the country. 
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The ratings assigned by the experts surveyed to Colombia lead us to infer that, in their 

opinion, to varying extents, the branches of government (legislative, executive, and judicial) 

have, by action or omission, been ineffective in guaranteeing Colombian citizens the full 

exercise of the rights to expression and information, since, on the one hand, the concerned 

government agencies have not been able to fully quell the violence against journalists or 

punish those responsible. 

While asymmetrical and discriminatory measures have been taken (National Develop-

ment Plan and ICT Law), all of Colombia’s print, audiovisual, radio, digital, and outdoor com-

munication media are subject to heavy and unequal tax and parafiscal levies jeopardizing 

the media’s business prospects as a special and fundamental estate for democracy. 

The discriminatory legal measures provided for in the National Development Plan (Law 

1555/19) and in the ICT Law (1978/19) dangerously deepen the regulatory asymmetries that 

have been crippling the communications and media industry in Colombia; constituting a 

serious and imminent risk for the media’s business prospects.

Inasmuch as these direct control actions are banned in international communications 

law, they must be urgently repealed by the executive and legislative branches of Colombia 

in order to guarantee the full exercise of freedom of expression, information and the press.  

The financial crisis and the eventual expense cuts of are not only a serious risk for own-

ers and investors in the sector, but they also put at risk the existence of the communications 

and media industry, generating employment in the country’s regions and inland, energizing 

the economy but, above all things, ensuring national and local citizens spaces for pluralism 

and the exercise of their rights to expression and information. 
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COLOMBIA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Colombia has a highly structured system of protection for journalists 
that has been an example for other Latin American countries. It has 
a statutory framework for copyright protection and a robust law of 
access to public information. In addition, access to the Internet is free 
and without government restrictions, which facilitates the exercise of 
the right to express oneself freely. The nation also has strong inde-
pendent organizations that work in the defense of unfettered exer-
cise of freedom of expression and the press.

WEAKNESSES

The weaknesses are mainly evident in the generalized economic crisis 
affecting the communications sector, which threatens the existence 
of different media companies. Additionally, a regulatory asymmetry 
favors ISPs and neglects mainstream media. Other problems are the 
Criminal Code provisions regarding crimes of slander and libel for re-
porters, impunity for crimes against journalists, as well as legal actions 
against media outlets and newspersons, compelling them to engage 
in costly legal battles. Finally, there is the influence of permanent at-
tacks by rogue groups. 

OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunities are reflected in the possibility of accessing IT tools and 
knowledge more easily in a globalized world. Similarly, opportunities 
are represented by international cooperation in plans and programs 
supporting freedom of expression and the press in Colombia and by 
the existence of international organizations and entities supporting 
the country in its fight for such rights and for the protection of human 
rights. 

THREATS

Threats are centered on the strong influence of political and social 
conflicts in neighboring countries, which have been coupled with 
strong migration and the actions of rogue armed groups. On the oth-
er hand, the presence of social media giants (Google, Facebook, Ins-
tagram) has affected the quality of information and the communica-
tions industry.
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PERIOD MEASURED. 
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Sustainable means for the post-pandemic and democracy

Executive Summary 

The pandemic and the public order situation in Colombia accentuated the deep crisis 

of the business model of the media, which threatens not only their entrepreneurial ex-

istence, but also the exercise of freedom of expression and the press, employment for 

workers in the sector and, consequently,  spaces to guarantee the rights to expression 

and information of citizens.  In addition, the factors of violence and impunity against me-

dia and journalists have increased. 

INTRODUCTION

The period of study is between July 31, 2020 and August 1, 2021.  The journalistic activ-

ity and the media business faced the effects of the global pandemic due to COVID-19 and 

the effects of public order of the “National Strike”.   They also highlight the attacks against 

journalists and communicators by different sectors and the judicial decisions related to the 

exercise of press freedom and the right to information. 

The citizen and institutional practice of resorting to judicial channels with criminal ac-

tions, constitutional actions of “tutelage” and actions of non-contractual civil liability against 

the media and journalists to mitigate their activities is maintained. The so-called “right to be 

forgotten” continues to be used to remove news from digital media archives.

Analysis of results

On this occasion, the comparison carried out by the Chapultepec Index classifies Co-

lombia as a country with partial restriction for the exercise of freedom of expression and of 

the press, by virtue of the moderate influence (57.23) that, in the face of situations unfavor-

able to freedom of expression, exercise the powers: Legislative (1.89), Executive (2.05) and 

Judicial (1.74). 

The results of the Index constitute a warning for all interested parties to analyze this 

relationship from the perspective of the urgent need to review the regulatory asymmetry 

and the possibility of creating laws that contribute to the survival of journalistic companies, 
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in order  to claim the guarantees of full enjoyment and permanence of the exercise of the 

fundamental right to give and receive information.

On the other hand, although the protection of  Colombian journalists is a model to fol-

low for many countries in the region, much remains to be done. The country cannot yet be 

trusted with its promises of survival and security for communicators.  

Executive Environment

In the executive environment, Colombia has a slight degree of influence in situations 

unfavorable to freedom of expression.

Thus, other factors such as informed citizenship and freedom of expression, the expe-

riences that sustain the flow of news, events and conflicts frequently associated with their 

headlines and the presence of journalists and broadcasters show a strong influence of the 

Executive branch to the detriment of freedom of expression.

This effect is reflected in the difficulty of obtaining information (government contracts, 

licensing information, etc.) at the national and local levels from the various departments of 

the executive branch. This does not allow them to obtain the necessary information from 

journalists and professionals in relation to public relations to protect one of the main reasons 

for their function: to serve as a public regulatory body in the public service.

Regulatory asymmetries between the media (print, digital, television, radio) continue, as 

the State has not intervened to address the crisis in the media business, and there are still no 

tax exemptions, official incentives, or media support policies. Although the Government ini-

tiated the regulation for the Single Fund for Information and Communications Technologies 

to finance projects of digital transformation of the media, to support the economic recovery 

of journalistic companies affected by the pandemic, the results of it are not yet seen.  The 

Ministry of Communications opened a call to deliver resources to the media for the “Digital 

Transformation” and it was terminated early because – strangely – “none of the 354 proposals 

submitted met all the enabling requirements previously defined in the Call”.  Thus, the finan-

cial situation of media companies continues to deteriorate seriously with the full knowledge 

of the Colombian State.  The Government remains unperturbed by this reality despite the 

threat it poses to the fundamental right to information and to democracy. 

With regards to free and informed citizens, the exercise of journalism, and the control of 

the media, the Executive Branch has a slight influence on environments related to scenarios 

unfavorable to the free exercise of the constitutional right to give and receive information.

Finally, in relation to violence and impunity, there was a moderate influence on the ex-

ercise of journalism by the Executive environment. This due to some actions or omissions 

of the public force against journalists and communicators in the framework of the National 

Strike and the protests that have occurred in the country in recent months. 
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Legislative Environment

The Legislative environment showed that there is a slight degree in terms of harmful 

scenarios for freedom of expression.

There was moderate influence in this environment, especially in relation to actions for 

informed and free to express citizens, the flow of information and free expression.  This can 

be seen in the processing of bills that seek to impose measures to protect the fundamental 

right to honor, honor, good name, personal, family and image privacy, creating new rules 

when these rights collide with freedom of opinion.  There is also a bill that declares access to 

Internet as a fundamental right, modifying article 20 of the Political Constitution; The con-

cern is that it establishes the protection of rights that already have an autonomous article 

that regulates them.  On the other hand, there is a project that aims to regulate advertising 

on social networks by prohibiting certain messages that could affect freedom of expression 

and a niche of income. Of these initiatives, in addition, it is worrying that they continue to 

impose disproportionate burdens on media companies.

Finally, it was found that in terms of the exercise of journalism, violence and impunity 

and media control, the actions of the Legislative related to avoiding direct and indirect con-

trol of the media, had a slight influence in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression.   

Although the Legislative Branch does not have direct influence on decisions related to these 

aspects, many of the laws that regulate these issues are not sufficient to guarantee the pro-

tection of communicators and there is still a serious regulatory asymmetry between the 

different actors of communication.  The economic crisis is exacerbated by the lack of a State 

policy for this sector, being the responsibility of legislators to protect the journalistic exercise, 

ensure the application of existing laws through the exercise of the controls that the Consti-

tution grants them and guarantee the permanence of companies that allow throughout the 

country the exercise of the activity of informing.  

Judicial Environment

The judicial environment emits a slight degree of influence in situations adverse to free-

dom of expression.

The Judiciary gives slight  influence in certain circumstances to freedom of expression 

in the evaluation of relations with informed citizens and freedom of expression, accusations 

in favor of the fluidity of information. The relationship of action to duration and process and 

oppression against  communicators. These results are mainly due to convictions in Colom-

bia, mainly in constitutional actions of tutela, such as that of the Sixth Criminal Court of the 

Specialized Circuit of Bogotá that ordered the channel “Las Igualadas”, Fidel Cano and “El 

Espectador”, the rectification of an opinion issued on the channel, after complaints made by 

gender violence against José Francisco Jamocó Ángel,  senior pastor of the religious congre-
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gation El Shaddai. On the other hand, Gustavo Rugeles, director of “El Expediente”, was no-

tified of an arrest warrant and was sentenced to pay a fine for the breach of a guardianship 

that required him to delete and rectify a publication disseminated on social networks and 

on his portal.  In another order of ideas, the First Criminal Court of the Specialized Circuit of 

Tumaco sentenced Jesús Vargas Cuajiboy, to 28 years and 8 months in prison, for the murder 

in March 2018 of journalists Javier Ortega, Paúl Rivas and Efraín Segarra, of the newspaper El 

Comercio, of Ecuador, on the Colombian-Ecuadorian border.

Of concern is the decision of the second instance of the Sala Laboral of the Supreme 

Court of Justice that denied the tutelage of protection requested by the journalist Vicky 

Dávila and Radio Cadena Nacional SAS (La FM), leaving in firm the sentence imposed by 

the Superior Court of Bogotá in October 2020. It is a civil lawsuit filed by the former com-

mander of the Police Jorge Hilario Estupiñán and his family, for the allegations of corruption 

published in relation to the irregular purchase for several police detachments when he was 

commander in Casanare. For this fact it was ordered to pay a large economic compensation.  

It also caused concern that on March 16, 2021, the Superior Court of the Judicial District of 

Florencia, Caquetá, overturned the historic conviction against the hitman who murdered 

journalist Luis Antonio Peralta and his wife Sofía Quintero and reduced 13 years of the sen-

tence, alleging unjustified ignorance of the relationship of Peralta’s journalistic profession 

with his murder.

  According to the experts’ assessment, the judicial environment showed a slight influ-

ence on unfavorable situations in terms of issues related to violence and impunity, actions 

that avoid direct and indirect control, as well as those related to protection and against im-

punity. The purpose of the courts is to bring to justice crimes committed against the life 

and integrity of journalists and to hold them accountable for crimes and persecutions com-

mitted against journalists. At this point, it is good to know that Colombia is one of the few 

countries that maintains the practice of the past that contemplates the criminal punishment 

of journalists.

The four dimensions evaluated

After evaluating the dimensions of “Informed and free to express citizenship”, “Exercise 
of journalism”, “Violence and impunity” and “Media control”, Colombia obtained 57.23 out of 

100 points in the Chapultepec Index, being classified as a country in which there is a partial 
restriction on the exercise of freedom of expression and the press.

REALM A. “Informed and free to express themselves”

Colombia was rated with 12.43 out of 23 points in the dimension “Informed and free to 
express citizenship” collects, on the one hand, considerations related to the “flow of plural 
and timely information to citizens”.
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To censor negative content, local authorities applauded the option to tighten and im-

pose restrictions on digital spaces, in addition to applying the provisions of the criminal law.

It was assessed whether there are limitations on access to public information and the 

rights linked to freedom of expression and the press, the use of public and private media to 

favor the government’s vision, the state abuse of the right to “reply and oblivion” and easy 

access to internet service.

REALM B. “Exercise of journalism”

This dimension aims to establish whether the Colombian state guarantees that the jour-

nalists and communicators exercise the periodical activity. On the positive side that this as-

pect the interviewees gave Colombia 7.43 out of 10 points that translates into a low restric-

tion. In this dimension of decided to analyze variables such as the protection of intellectual 

property rights of journalistic content (plagiarism, copying, use without license or authori-

zation), it was asked if journalists should join schools or associations to be able to practice; 

It was also analyzed without in Colombia there may be journalists without an academic de-

gree, among other topics. 

The Constitutional Court of Colombia issued an important ruling that protected the 

fundamental right to freedom of information and expression by determining that a traffic 

accident can be, in itself, a news event of interest to society. This decision was made after re-

viewing a protective action of a citizen who wanted the newspaper El País de Cali to remove 

from its digital edition the video of his car accident. The ruling affirms that jurisprudence 

does not consider that the good name is affected when an image is exposed to disseminate 

this type of news facts, and that the media can use the images without the need to ask for 

authorization from those involved.

Again, illegal interceptions against communicators were known, so in August 2020 the 

four United Nations Special Rapporteurs and the Office of the Rapporteur on Freedom of 

Expression of the IACHR expressed to the Colombian Government their concern about the 

surveillance and profiling activities by the Army, considering that these activities subject 

journalists to a high risk and interfere with the development of their work. On the other hand, 

journalists Vicky Dávila and Claudia Gurisatti received threats from Jesús Santrich, a member 

of the dissidents of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), through Telegram 

dissemination groups. On March 9, General Jorge Luis Vargas, director of the National Police, 

confirmed the threats to the journalists through messages and videos.

During the so-called National Strike that took place between April and June 2021, a large 

number of complaints were again registered for excessive use of force (aggressions and arbi-

trary detentions) by the Public Force against media and journalists, in addition to the head-

quarters of several national and regional media were attacked and vandalized by hooded 

demonstrators without being identified and prosecuted to date.
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REALM C. “Violence and impunity”

Here Colombia obtained 17.52 out of 42 points, with the evaluation of three subdimen-

sions:  

One:

Actions against the ambush. In which the index established that the State does not 

protect from persecution media and communicators who are not affected by it or public 

officials of different levels make trills, pronouncements or do not give publicity to journalists 

and opposition media. In this item Colombia obtained 3.21 out of 7.5.

Of. 

Protective actions:

Here it was measured whether Colombia has tools to protect communicators or effec-

tive actions to protect them or prevent threats, attacks and aggressions; on the other hand, it 

seeks to establish whether the officials of the judicial branch have the necessary knowledge 

to properly know the processes that involve journalistic activity. Colombia obtained 2.79 out 

of 5.0 points.

Three. 

Actions against Impunity:

Here the interviewees commented on the existence of laws or judicial rulings that avoid 

the prescription of crimes against communicators; It was also analyzed whether the Colombi-

an State complies with national judicial rulings and international sentences related to crimes 

against journalists, the media and whether it has carried out actions to repair the damages 

caused to the victims. The rating given to Colombia was 1.5 out of 8.0 points. 

Four.

Actions of Violence registered. 

The acts of violence by third parties in the framework of the National Strike were seri-

ous and constant against the media and communicators, the attacks range from physical 

aggressions, destruction of work equipment and attacks on means of transport, to  the de-

tention of journalists, insults, blockades and attacks organized in social networks against 

the media networks for the positions in front of these facts. There were also blockades that 

prevented the circulation of print media and, consequently, readers’ access to written infor-

mation.  The guerrillas, paramilitaries and common criminals continue to impede the work 

of the press and communicators and claimed the lives of people who practiced the trade. 
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The practice of suing or denouncing by public officials, politicians and citizens the media 

and communicators to prevent them from exercising the activity of informing is maintained, 

this in an environment of a financially unviable business makes it very difficult to undertake 

costly legal battles; the abuse of the so-called “right to be forgotten” continues as a very 

useful practice to delete information in the digital files of the media,  this alters the historical 

memory of society. The rating assigned to Colombia here is 10.02 out of 21.

REALM D. “Control of the Media “

Colombia was rated 19.86 out of 25 media checkpoints. Here it was valued “the inci-

dence of actions that avoid the direct control of the media, exercised through the use of 

resources and sanctions in a discretionary manner”.

In this sub-dimension, the experts rated Colombia with 14.43 out of 19 points when 

asked about actions aimed at avoiding direct control of communication methods by the 

Colombian State. 

It was inquired about:

“[...] the closure, revocation of concessions, expropriation or confiscation of politically mo-

tivated media; the discriminatory use of tax provisions or tax privileges for media related 

to the government or if the State allows the granting of permits, the allocation of public 

funds and official advertising, to be done with arbitrary and discriminatory criteria, re-

warding favorable media and harming those media contrary to the official position.”

This sub-dimension on actions that avoid indirect control of the media, measures 

“whether the State allows restrictions or direct blockades to digital information platforms, 

considered contrary to the interests of agents of political power” and whether “if the State 

applies pressures to technological intermediaries – such as subscription television systems, 

internet providers,  and inputs– in order to avoid the dissemination of certain content by the 

media.”  Among other topics.

Colombia obtains here a rating of 5.43 out of 6 points on the related actions of indirect 

control of the media.

In light of the above, government policies and unemployment continue to deepen the 

boundaries between traditional media, as they create a network of digital media and ser-

vices that access incentives and reduce the economic value of the former. Subject to the 

conditions and possibility of payment services.

CONCLUSIONS

The perception surveys carried out by each of the experts for the period between July 

31,  2020 and  August 1,  2021, yielded the following conclusions:
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To the already hard-hit crisis of the media industry caused by the structural changes of 

the business and aggravated by the global pandemic of COVID-19, in Colombia were add-

ed the social and economic consequences of the National Strike that seriously affected the 

economy, the sources of employment for journalists and the legitimate exercise of some 

rights such as protest and the right to inform. 

The consequence is that  communicators have been losing their formal jobs and citi-

zens in the various regions of the country are affected to have access to various spaces of 

pluralistic expression and information. There is also concern about the economic burden of 

judgments adverse to the media, as well as those that impose obligations of rectification or 

retraction even if they are not appropriate.  

It is clear that Colombia continues to have the task of guaranteeing from all branches 

of the public power of the State, free, peaceful, pluralistic, safe and effective exercise of  the 

rights to expression and information through all media printed, radio, television, digital me-

dia, etc. 

Impunity for crimes against journalists and communicators continues to be serious, as 

does the inefficiency of their prevention and early warning systems. 

 In this period it was evident the increase in attacks on the media and communicators, 

the physical and verbal violence of third parties, illegal detentions, the destruction of work 

equipment and means of transport were the constant during the National Strike, as well as 

the blockades that prevented the circulation and distribution of printed media and, there-

fore, readers’ access to written information.  There were also illegal detentions of journalists 

by members of the Estado forces and third parties, in a clear breach of the constitutional 

mandate to guarantee the free exercise of journalistic activity. 

The State must analyze the constitutional possibilities that allow it to overcome the fi-

nancial crisis of the media industry to avoid the disappearance of the same because what is 

at risk here is democracy that will be the big loser when the media disappear in the different 

cities, towns and regions.
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COLOMBIA

PERIOD SURVEYED. J
ULY 31, 2020 - AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats Analysis

STRENGHTS

Colombia is above the global average with partial restriction on issues 
related to freedom of expression. Though a tense climate, there are 
slight degrees of influence from the Legislative, Judicial and Execu-
tive environments in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. 
There is no closure of media by decisions of the government, access 
to Internet is free, there is a very structured system of protection for 
journalists that continues to be an example for other countries of 
Latin America.   The country is part of the Organization for Econom-
ic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and has rules that protect 
copyright; In addition, there are express regulations to allow access 
to public information. Finally, there are several independent organi-
zations that work permanently in the defense of communicators and 
ensure respect for the exercise of freedom of expression and the press.

WEAKNESSES

The main weakness is the economic crisis facing the sector; this was 
aggravated by the COVID 19 pandemic and the national strike, circum-
stances that have several media companies at risk of closure. Regu-
latory asymmetry on the media issue remains, with rules that favor 
network providers and ignore traditional media. Judicial convictions 
of an economic nature against communicators and companies, tutela 
actions, as well as the consideration of calumny and slander as crimes 
towards communicators, continue to affect the profession and force 
to undertake numerous legal battles. The permanent attack by illegal 
groups continues.  

OPPORTUNITIES

The opportunities are reflected in the possibility to access, in a glo-
balized world, technological tools and knowledge more easily; in this 
sense, the negotiation Google has advanced with the media for the 
use of its contents stands out. On the other hand, it is very positive 
that the Colombian Government and the Congress of the Republic 
are discussing possible laws and public calls to provide media with 
resources; it is also important the access that exists to economic re-
sources of international cooperation in plans and programs that sup-
port freedom of expression and the press. 

THREATS

The main threats are the presence of social media giants (Google, 
Facebook, Instagram), which has impacted the quality of informa-
tion and   the communications industry; uncertainty over next year’s 
presidential elections; political and social conflicts in neighboring 
countries with consequent migration; as well as the actions of illegal 
armed groups.
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2.6.3 OVERVIEW

COLOMBIA

Colombia was one of the countries that dropped in the rating, although it showed a 

difference of three positions (No. 9 in 2019-2020 v. No. 12 in 2020-2021), it remained in the 

group of countries with partial restriction [on freedom of expression], still a few points above 

the overall average in both studies. Although there is a difference regarding positions, it re-

mained practically the same from one year to the other in its quantitative results (57.5 in 2020 

v. 57.23 in 2021). 

About Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the difference between 

the results from both periods was only 0.27 points less, even improving in the partial results 

of the sub-realm of Information Flow. These results are supported by the fact that citizens 

enjoy guarantees to their free speech rights, since there is a legal framework ensuring them. 

However, there is limited access to reliable and quality internet. Furthermore, public and 

private media are managed in a way encouraging the dissemination of the official narrative.

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, there was also a decrease of 0.87 points in the results 

obtained during both iterations. It can be inferred that there was no major difference in the 

perception of this realm and that journalists were able to perform their duties under similar 

conditions and without major changes. Additionally, there have been at least two landmark 

rulings favoring the journalistic profession and thereby freedom of expression. 

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, a significant improvement of 2.02 points is observed. 

This translates into a protection system for journalists that seems to be getting stronger. 

However, despite these encouraging results, Colombia offers not so optimistic figures for 

this realm; even in its best perception in 2020-2021 at 17.52 points, it is still far from the 42 that 

represents the maximum in this regard. In fact, the practice of resorting to lawsuits to silence 

journalists continues and the right to be forgotten is still in force, which directly undermines 

the right to truth and the nation’s historic memory. 

The set of issues analyzed, gathered around Realm D, Control over the Media, is where the 

steepest decline (1.14 points between 2020 and 2021) can be noticed, being the losses primarily 

in the sub-realm of Indirect Control over the media. The Colombian government continues to 

reinforce regulatory asymmetries among outlets.

The influence of the [institutional] environments on the different realms remains similar 

for those of Violence and Impunity (Realm C) and Control over the Media (Realm D). However, 

in the first two realms, it decreased from moderate to slight. The Legislative continues to play 

a major role in influencing freedom of expression and the press unfavorably. The Executive 

continues to exert a moderate influence on violence and impunity.
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2.7. COSTA RICA

2.7.1 COSTA RICA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Costa Rica: freedom guaranteed amidst economic challenges

Executive Summary

Costa Rica holds the 3th position in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and 

the Press with 76.8 points. The goverment has regulations in place to guarantee the right 

to freedom of expression and the press, acts in an adequate and timely manner to pro-

tect journalists and the media, and does not restrict the dissemination of information 

contrary to or critical of the government. Despite the country’s economic problems, the 

media do not face major challenges to operate in the country.

INTRODUCTION

The political divisions sparked by the 2019 presidential elections have been overcome. 

However, in 2019, discussions persisted regarding the implementation of Inter-American 

Court of Human Rights Advisory Opinion No. OC-24/17 on equal marriage. Concurrently, the 

economic crisis and the adoption of financial measures set the agenda for the last quarter 

of 2019, and raised the levels of uncertainty and fear over the economic future of the country 

(Corrales, 2019). Similarly, coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic became the subject of media 

discussion during the first quarter of 2020. 

The public policies adopted during the period under study were influenced by the eco-

nomic problems and public health issues arising from the pandemic. These situations forced 

major mainstream media to change their news topics and coverage of newsworthy events. 

Although it is possible to state that, during the period under analysis (May 1, 2019 through 

April 30, 2020), there were no situations that could be regarded as a serious threat to the free-

dom of the press, the economic situation of the country before and after the pandemic may 

negatively impact Costa Rican journalism in the years to come.

Results analysis

The economic policies adopted by the government in 2019 triggered uncertainty, a sen-

timent in turn encouraged by the actions taken to control the pandemic. Despite this en-

vironment marked by fear, the results of the study show that Costa Rica has a low index of 

restrictions (76.8 points out of 100) whereby it ranks in position No. 3 regionwide. 
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In general, it can be claimed that the branches of government are independent from 

each other, thereby encouraging the exercise of freedom of expression and the press. How-

ever, actions of the Executive branch have influenced the performance of the media and 

the freedom of the press. Costa Rican analysts consider the government’s communication 

policies inadequate, since they make the exercise of journalism difficult. For example, the 

lack of clarity regarding economic policies influenced journalism in this regard, while access 

to official sources during the time of the pandemic was highly debated (Ecoanálisis Consul-

tores, 2019; Cabezas, 2020).

Institutional action: Influence of the Executive, Legislative and 
Judicial environments

In the period under study, the Executive branch has played a primary role in the exercise 

of freedom of expression and the press (index of 1.75 points).

President Carlos Alvarado has implemented a variety of communication strategies, in-

cluding changes in the Ministry of Communications (Ministerio de Comunicación) and the 

use of digital platforms to encourage institutional communication, which have been widely 

questioned. 

The most important action regarding freedom of expression and privacy of information 

was the establishment of the Presidential Data Analysis Unit (Unidad Presidencial de Análi-

sis de Datos, UPAD) without proper statutory framework. Despite the fact that the UPAD 

was dissolved, doubts about the goverment’s ability to obtain private information persist (La 

Teja, 2019). In fact, the activities of this unit sparked discussions regarding the government’s 

capabilities to obtain personal information from citizens (including media personalities) that 

continue to be an issue addressed by the country’s academic circles.

Another matter to consider is the use of government advertising as a form of control. 

The budget allocated by the Ministry of Communications for the fiscal period 2019-2020 was 

₡240 million (Costa Rican Colon [ISO: CRC] approximately US$400,000), of which ₡150 mil-

lion were destined to retain an advertising agency (Casa Presidencial, 2019). However, on 

closing date of this report (August 2020), there is no information available regarding the me-

dia outlets favored by these advertising space purchases. 

Regrdless of the above, it should be noted that Costa Rica has a regulatory framework in 

accordance with international agreements protecting the exercise of freedom of expression 

and guaranteeing freedom of the press (Aguilar, Boza, Garro, Rodríguez, & Solis, 2018). Leg-

islative stability promotes an environment of legal security favoring the exercise of freedom 

of expression, and the results obtained reveal that the Legislative exerts a low influence on 

the exercise of freedom of expression. Actually, the legislative environment was rated best by 

respondents of the study (scoring 1.04 points)
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It is noteworthy that, although the granting of media licenses for the use of radioelec-

tric spectrum is regulated, it breeds inequalities preventing community radio and television 

stations from joining the airwaves. The transition into digital television has not changed this 

situation; instead, hurdles to community media are expected to increase (Ulate, 2019). 

Additionally, it should be mentioned that the Legislative Assembly [federal level legisla-

tive body] approved a “Draft Bill to provide [workforce] strike and procedures relating thereto 

with legal security” (Proyecto de Ley para brindar seguridad jurídica sobre la huelga y sus 

procedimientos) in first debate, as an attempt at curbing the right to freedom of expression. 

However, the Constitutional Chamber of the Judiciary ruled it unconstitutional and its review 

by the Assembly is pending (Díaz Zeledón, 2019).

This example shows that the Costa Rican Judiciary acts in a timely and impartial man-

ner, which demonstrates its ability to rule on matters related to the exercise and protection 

of the right to freedom of expression. In fact, according to the results obtained, the Judicial 

environment is the most highly rated.

The score achieved was 1.30 points, that is to say, it exerts a low influence on the exercise 

and protection of the right to freedom of expression and the press. This influence should not 

be viewed negatively; instead, the Judiciary acts as a guarantor of fundamental freedoms. 

REALM A: Citizens free to express themselves 

In general, the right to access public information is guaranteed, thereby allowing citi-

zens to obtain information on major issues of interest. Both citizens and the media can dis-

seminate information without fear of reprisal, which explains why the overall rating is positive 

(16.5 points out of 23).

Citizens can access government information, comment and publish their opinions on 

mainstream and digital media. It should be noted that there are no regulations creating a 

restrictive environment or encouraging self-censorship to avoid being imposed penalties.  in 

the sub-dimension on information flow, Costa Rica is relatively well rated (6.5 points out of 11).

With regard to free expressión, the rating is 10 points out of 12, it can be stated that the 

government does not limit the rights related to freedom of expression and the press, either 

in the digital realm or on mainstream media. Communications are pluralistic, thereby en-

couraging the dissemination of information favorable or contrary to the government without 

fear of reprisal.

REALM B: Exercise of journalism 

In this realm, Costa Rica obtained a score of 9.3 points out of 10, which reveals its com-

mitment to the protection of freedom of the press. Costa Rica has a tradition of respect and 

promotion of journalism that is evident in the statutory framework protecting the exercise of 
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this profession. There are no mandatory professional affiliation requirements, no restrictions 

on access to official sources, and no requests for disclosure of sources. 

In the period under study, respondents noted that the Executive environment exerts 

a low pressure. As mentioned above, the communication policies of the Executive branch 

have been controversial because of their lack of clarity. The reports released have not been 

censored. However, they have sparked fierce criticism of government actions.

In spite of the above, Costa Rica has become the host country of Central American jour-

nalists who are persecuted in their home countries. Nicaraguan journalists residing in Costa 

Rica have been able to practice their profession, which shows that the practice of journalism 

is guaranteed for both nationals and foreigners (Delgado, 2020; Ocaña, 2020).

REALM C: Violence and impunity 

In Costa Rica, the branches of government do not encourage or tolerate the persecu-

tion of journalists or the media. Government offcials interact with journalists respectfully and 

avoid using stigmatizing, intimidating, or hate speech. Generally, the government’s attitude 

is one of zero tolerance towards attacks against journalists and the media, which is why Cos-

ta Rica scored 28 out of 42 in this realm.

One case illustrating governmental actions to prevent violence and impunity was the 

attack targeted at TV Channel 7 (Teletica). On the night of July 28, 2019, people identified as 

members of the “Costa Rican resistance” placed a makeshift explosive device around the 

premises of the media outlet. The authorities immeditely made a statement and launched 

an investigation (Teletica, 2019).

The investigations initiated by the Judicial Investigation Agency (Organismo de Investi-

gación Judicial, OIJ) resulted in the identification of the main suspects. The corresponding 

criminal proceedings were initiated and, despite the fact that on closing date of this report 

no ruling has been issued, the suspects are in custody (Sánchez, 2020).

REALM D: Control over the media 

In Costa Rica, the legal framework applicable to the creation and control of media avoids 

the discretionary use of government powers, thereby preventing direct and indirect state 

control over the media. Indeed, the transition process towards digital television has been 

conducted in a progressive and orderly fashion, which speaks of the low influence from the 

government and explains why Costa Rica achieved 21.80 points out of 25.

During the period under analysis, the government has not expropriated, closed, or seized 

any media outlet. Nor has it implemented tax policies in benefit of friendly media, or of any 

particular field of communications. However, as mentioned above, there is no information 

regarding purchase of advertising space by the Costa Rican government.
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With respect to the digital realm, the use of Internet-based platforms is neither prohib-

ited nor subject to special regulations restricting the dissemination of information.  Tech-

nological intermediaries can operate freely and regulations do not encourage or promote 

indirect control of communication.

CONCLUSIONS 

In Costa Rica, there is an environment which encourages the exercise of freedom of ex-

pression and the press. However, actions of the Executive branch pose significant challenges 

for the exercise of journalism in the country, especially in terms of access to official sources 

and clear communications.

In 2019, the Executive took various economic and fiscal measures that were not ex-

plained in clear and timely manner, thereby giving rise to issues regarding access to public 

information. The information was confusing, and the reports made by the media, far from 

helping solve the problem, exacerbated it since they triggered uncertainty among the pop-

ulation, to the extent of making an impact on the country’s macroeconomic performance. 

Some mistakes made in the second semester of 2019 were repeated with the man-

agement of the pandemic. For instance, the information released by the Ministry of Health 

(Ministerio de Salud) on the number of people testing COVID-19 positive and the number 

of tests administered did not match. Then, the questions asked by journalists to clarify the 

information were mostly met with unclear answers, thereby sparking criticism towards the 

government.

Regardless of the above, it is noteworthy that both the Judiciary and the Legislative 

maintain their independence and promote freedom of expression and the press. During the 

period under analysis, no regulations affecting journalists or the media were enacted, and 

the Judicial branch acted in a timely manner to investigate the attack on Channel 7.

One of the situations that must be monitored is the transition to digital radio and televi-

sion. The government must take steps to ensure that local and provincial media have access 

to the necessary technology and can compete with other national and provincial outlets. The 

news broadcast by these media are of vital importance to those who live in their communi-

ties, and their disappearance can negatively impact the status of freedom of expression in 

the country.

Similarly, the post-pandemic economic situation can negatively affect the media, even 

leading to shutdowns in their midst. Costa Rica is a country which relies highly on tourism, 

and many advertising campaigns on the media are connected with such activity. Conse-

quently, any economic problems in the tourism field will indirectly affect the media. Adapt-

ing to this new scenario will be critical for the survival of the media in general, primarily for 

local and provincial outlets.
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Finally, it should be noted that the legal stability and the checks and balances of the branches of 
government place Costa Rica in the top 10 countries that guarantee freedom of expression and, as long 
as this situation is preserved, freedom of expression and the press will be protected and ensured in the 
future.
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COSTA RICA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Division of powers and respect for the rule of law is one of Cos-
ta Rica’s great strengths. Decisions made by the Executive can 
be challenged at relevant courts, and judges decide impartially 
under international standards to protect freedom of expression.

WEAKNESSES

Official communications from the Executive have been widely 
criticized by different sections of the population. Both journal-
ists and the media have been affected by limitations on access 
to public information and the failure to adequately distribute 
that information. This situation has worsened in the midst of 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

OPPORTUNITIES

The digital transformation of TV and radio offers a unique op-
portunity to guarantee plurality of media and content in rural 
populations. Similarly, the improvement of the communica-
tions system by the Executive may encourage the exercise of 
free speech.

THREATS

The country’s economic situation and the impossibility for lo-
cal and community media to adapt to the economic outlook 
forecast for 2021, constitute the greatest threat to freedom of 
the press and the exercise of journalism in Costa Rica. Not only 
do they risk ceasing operations, but they also face various diffi-
culties in adapting to the digital transformation scheduled for 
next year.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Costa Rica: speech subject to executive power

Executive Summary

Costa Rica ranks sixth in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press 

with 73.16 points. The law of the land maintains the protectionist standard of previous 

years. Consequently, citizens do not face unlawful restrictions on the exercise of freedom 

of expression. Despite the strong influence of the Executive, journalists can exercise their 

profession without restrictions, freedom of the press is protected, and the impunity rate 

in cases of violence against the media and journalists remains low.

INTRODUCTION

   Costa Rica remains one of the best countries in the region for the exercise of freedom 

of the press and freedom of expression. With 73.21 points out of a maximum possible 100, 

Costa Rica holds the sixth position in the ranking, with low restrictions on freedom of ex-

pression. Overall, among the categories reviewed, the good assessment of Realm D, regard-

ing control over the media, stands out. The Government refrains from meddling directly or 

indirectly with the activity of mainstream and social media, thereby guaranteeing access to 

public information, media plurality, and content.

The coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic remained on the country’s media agenda, which 

increased their importance during the period surveyed in this study (July 2020 - August 2021).  

In this regard, research conducted in October 2020 by the University of Costa Rica (Univer-

sidad de Costa Rica, UCR) revealed that citizens use up to three media outlets to get news 

about the pandemic, and 70% indicated having “much or some confidence” in them, there-

by contributing to the favorable perception regarding the exercise of freedom of expression 

in the country (Bonilla, M., 2021, February 5).

Nonetheless, the economic issues relating to the management of the pandemic con-

tinue to pose myriad of challenges. A study conducted by the National University’s Institute 

of Social Studies in Population (Instituto de Estudios Sociales en Población de la Universi-

dad Nacional, IDESPO-UNA) revealed that citizens perceive the economic situation as the 

most pressing crisis. Indeed, it is noteworthy that 51% of those surveyed stated that their 

income decreased because of the pandemic (IDESPO-UNA, 2020, p. 11). This decrease in the 
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income of the population impacts the income of the media, especially independent and 

online media relying on their audiences to survive.

Results Analysis

In Costa Rica, the environment exerting the most influence on freedom of the press is the 

Executive. Since 2019, we have noticed the relevance of this branch of government, and the 

results obtained in this index show that its influence has increased in all the areas reviewed.  

One of the reasons for this situation is related to the role that the Office of the President 

(Casa Presidencial) has had in the release of information regarding the management of the 

pandemic, including the number of cases, the procurement of vaccines, the devising of the 

vaccination rollout, and other actions necessary to prevent the spread of the virus.

For their part, the Judicial and Legislative environments exert little influence on the pro-

tection of freedom of expression. However, the performance of the Legislative has been limit-

ed by COVID-19. In October 2020, the Legislative Assembly building was closed following the 

contagion of 50 people (Díaz, 2020, October 22); in April 2021, sessions were cancelled for fear 

of another massive infection (Arrieta, 2021a, April 21); and in August 2021 a similar measure 

was taken to avoid contact of representatives with infected people (Delfino, 2021, August 9).

The Judiciary has played a more active role in protecting journalists, granting access to 

public information, and guaranteeing the exercise of freedom of the press in general. The 

Constitutional Chamber [Judiciary] is portrayed as the main guardian of the exercise of this 

right in Costa Rica. Its influence is moderate; however, this should not be perceived negative-

ly. Judicial control is effective thanks to the independence of powers and adherence to the 

constitutional and international regulations in force in the country.

Environments: The Executive, the top influencer

The Executive obtained 2.07 points out of 10 in this index, which means that it has a 

slight influence on the exercise of freedom of expression in the country. It is of concern that, 

in the period under study, the impact of the Executive on the exercise of journalism was 

moderate, with a score of 5.00 points. Therefore, the change in this year’s index shows a con-

siderable deterioration in the relations between the Executive, journalists, and the media. 

The communication strategy followed by the Office of the President has not been suc-

cessful. In fact, the Report to the Mid-Year Meeting of the Inter-American Press Association 

(IAPA) noted:

[…] no efforts have been made by the national government in favor of speedy processes 

of transparency and accountability - which resulted in a series of complaints to the Office 

of the President by journalists from different media due to the lack of a free-flowing rela-

tionship with the press. (IAPA, 2021, April 20-23).
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Issues with access to public information are not limited to the management of the pan-

demic, but also include those relating to data on refugee applications, restrictions on vehicles, 

health and economic measures (particularly on the Bono Proteger [Protection Bonus], finan-

cial aid for those affected by COVID-19). Likewise, the Executive has not taken any measures 

seeking to financially support media outlets that have been affected by the pandemic, nor has 

it released information regarding those media that have benefited from advertising time buys 

(IAPA, 2021, April 20-23).

On the other hand, the influence of the Legislative environment is also slight. In this 

study, Costa Rica obtained 0.77 points out of 10, which shows that its activity has little effect 

on the exercise of freedom of expression. In fact, of the three environments covered in this 

Index, it is the one that has the least impact on communication in the country.

However, it should be noted that there are situations demanding attention from the 

legislative branch. The Radio Act (Wireless Services ([Ley de Radio – Servicios Inalámbricos]) 

No. 1758 was enacted in 1954 (Republic of Costa Rica). Out of 27 its articles, only 14 are in force, 

which have also been amended by different regulations in order to adapt them to the cur-

rent needs of society. This outdated statute gives rise to legal loopholes and issues that must 

be addressed by the Legislative to avoid violations of the right to free speech.

The transition of broadcast TV to digital will have an impact on freedom of the press. 

Therefore, the Legislative should take special care of this situation. In this regard, it is note-

worthy that the law regulating the granting of concessions for the use of airwaves is the 

Telecommunications Act ([Ley de Telecomunicaciones] No. 8642). However, this statute does 

not contain specific provisions on the rights or duties of the media. This situation generally 

affects the exercise of freedom of expression and may have a negative impact on the exer-

cise of freedom of the press in the near future.

Finally, the Judiciary obtained a score of 0.86 out of 10, meaning that it exerts a slight influ-

ence on the exercise of freedom of expression and the press in Costa Rica. The highest court of 

Costa Rica has been known for being respectful of national and international laws protecting 

the exercise of freedom of expression, particularly in terms of access to public information.

However, during the pandemic, judicial backlog in the country increased. The situation 

varies among courts, but Constitutional Chamber Justice Luis Fernando Salazar indicated in 

May 2021 that there is a three-year backlog approximately (Ugarte Jiménez, 2021). This fact 

affects citizens in general; but it should be reminded that compliance with procedural terms 

is essential to guarantee the protection of journalists and the media.

The Constitutional Chamber has been expeditious in ruling on cases involving journal-

ists when filed under the figure of constitutional injunctive relief. This mechanism has been 

effective in guaranteeing access to public information and in protecting journalists who have 

been attacked for fulfilling their duties. Likewise, the performance of the Criminal Chamber 

when it ruled for acquittal in a defamation suit brought by the former head of Institutional 
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Relations of Banco Nacional against journalists of La Nación (Vizcaíno, 2020) is also worth 

noting.

REALM A: Plurality and access guaranteed

During the pandemic, the branches of government have encouraged access to public 

information and the dissemination of information relevant to the population. For their part,  

the media have had few restrictions, which has favored the exercise of freedom of the press. 

Hence, in this environment, Costa Rica obtained a score of 13.86 out of 23, implying that there 

are low restrictions on the right of citizens to be informed and be able to express themselves 

freely. Nevertheless, the Executive exerts a strong influence on this realm.

In general, the Government has guaranteed access to press conferences and public infor-

mation, especially in connection with the management of the pandemic and the economic mea-

sures taken to mitigate its negative impact. There are those who have faced some restrictions 

in terms of obtaining accurate and timely information; but these difficulties have been resolved.  

The Government has made positive use of the existing media ecosystem in the country to 

allow the flow of information disseminated through them. Furthermore, it has refrained from 

penalizing or censoring those critical of the actions of, or the measures taken by, public offi-

cials. 

It is important to underscore that Internet access has been guaranteed; it has even ex-

panded. The organization We Are Social reported a 10.6% growth of Internet users in 2021, 

which implies that 81.2% of the population has Internet access. Similarly, there was a 5.4% 

increase in social media users, indicating that approximately 3.9 million Costa Ricans actively 

use them (Kemp, 2021, February 5). Additionally, there are few restrictions on the use of these 

platforms to search, receive, and disseminate information. In fact, the UCR study published 

in 2021 showed that 58.5% of the population, especially those between 18-29 years old, use 

them to get news. 

REALM B: Freedom of the press guaranteed

Restrictions on the exercise of journalism in Costa Rica are few. The country has been 

renowned for being a guardian of the freedom of the press. However, compared to 2020, the 

rating decreased from 8 points to 6.29, out of a total 10. In fact, in 2020, the influence of the 

Executive was moderate; but in 2021 it was very strong.

One of the reasons for this change is government communications on the pandemic. The 

actions of the Ministry of Health and the Office of the President in this regard have been prom-

inent. Consequently, the media rely on the information provided by spokespersons of these 

offices to do their work. In this regard, the vice president of the IAPA indicated in April 2021 that 
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“[t]he response times established for the different ministries are not being met, and the media 

and journalists do not get the answers within the time established by law”.

It is worth noting that there have been no changes regarding mandatory membership 

or requirement of a university degree for the exercise of journalism. Therefore, any person 

can freely practice the profession. In the period under study, there are no reports of denials 

of access to official sources, or requests to reveal journalistic sources, or measures that con-

dition the exercise of freedom of the press in the country. Consequently, it can be stated that 

the exercise of the profession has been guaranteed with the independence and plurality 

typical of the Costa Rican media ecosystem.

REALM C: Costa Rica is a safe place for journalists

The country has been known as one of the safest in the Central American region for 

the exercise of journalism. Violence against journalists is minimal and impunity rates are 

low. Out of 42 points, Costa Rica scored 29.87, reflecting a good performance by the Gov-

ernment in protecting journalists.

Although the Index reflects a strong influence of the Executive in this environment, 

there are no reported cases of persecution of journalists, nor the use of smear or stigmatiza-

tion campaigns against journalists or media outlets by officers of the Executive. In fact, one 

of the instances of aggression reported was on the part of society. In August 2020, those pro-

testing “against sanitary measures to contain the spread of covid-19 [sic], assaulted the news 

teams of Columbia, Teletica, and Repretel that were covering the events” (Chinchilla, 2020).

Regarding impunity, it is important to underscore the work of the Judiciary. The Constitution-

al Chamber has issued several decisions that guarantee access to public information and punish 

those responsible for aggressions. For example, on November 13, 2020, the Chamber issued Ruling  

No. 2020-021939 whereby: 

[... It] found that journalist Chinchilla was arbitrarily and unwarrantedly apprehended by 

the Police [...] This obstruction, as detailed in the judgment, occurred not only because 

of the unjustified apprehension of the person involved, but also when Law Enforcement 

officers directed a light towards the journalist’s camera, impairing, with such reflection, 

the capture of images she was trying to make (Sala Constitucional Costa Rica, 2020).

 REALM D: Media free of unlawful controls

This was the top-scoring realm at 23.14 out of 25, so it can be said that there is full media 

freedom in Costa Rica. The Government refrains from taking measures that directly or indi-

rectly affect the activities of mainstream or online media. On record, there are no expropri-

ations, seizures, use of tax procedures to privilege some media over others, or the establish-

ment of discriminatory criteria in the allocation of public funds or government advertising.
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Since 2008, when the Government authorized the participation of private and foreign 

companies in the information technology sector, Costa Rica’s digital realm has grown steadi-

ly. Service providers face no limitations from the Government, platforms and content are 

freely accessible to Internet users. Even during the pandemic, e-commerce increased by 

48% in 2020, underscoring the importance of digital media not only for the dissemination of 

information, but also for the supply of goods and services (Martínez, 2021, June 30).

Finally, some progress has been made regarding the transition from analog to digital 

television. This project was affected by the pandemic. However, the Executive decided to 

resume it in July 2021. The transition is scheduled by regions. Notwithstanding, there is little 

information on the effects that this change will have on the public and on the access to tech-

nology that will enable community and independent media outlets to join this realm (Castro, 

2021, May 14).

CONCLUSIONS

Freedom of expression and the press in Costa Rica is protected by law and guaranteed 

by the Judiciary, but affected by the Executive. Although no cases of direct interference of 

the Executive in the exercise of this right have been reported, the influence that the Office of 

the President has exerted on communication between 2020 and 2021 is very strong. Spokes-

persons of the Executive have become the main sources of information, so their actions have 

a negative impact on the exercise of freedom of the press.

Since 2019, we have noticed an increase in the influence of the Executive in communi-

cational processes, and we can expect this trend to continue next year due to the general 

elections to be held in February 2022. An outstanding fact is that, beginning the second 

semester of 2021, there were over 20 candidates for the presidency of the Republic. This situ-

ation is unprecedented in the history of Costa Rica and will pose countless challenges for the 

media and the public authorities in charge of the electoral process (Arrieta, 2021b, August 17).

It should be reminded that, during the 2018 elections, we noticed an increase in the po-

larization of political discourse and, consequently, in journalism. The 2022 general elections 

pose a similar challenge. The dissatisfaction of the population with the economic measures 

taken and the handling of the pandemic will be issues that all candidates will address, and  

the way the media report on this will have an impact on the exercise of freedom of expres-

sion by the citizenry and freedom of the press in general.

Likewise, it is important to follow up on the digital transition of broadcast television 

and radio. The Executive decided to resume this project in July 2021 and it is expected to be 

completed by July 2022 (Castro, 2021, May 14). The transition will be conducted progressively, 

which means that certain areas of the country will face the “digital blackout” in the middle of 

the electoral process. This situation may have a negative impact on the exercise of freedom 
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of the press that should be monitored, especially due to the lack of a law regulating this sit-

uation.

The influence of the Judiciary and Legislative in 2021 was moderate. However, we can ex-

pect that the situation will change in 2022. As sessions are resumed, the Legislative Assem-

bly should take special care of passing laws that adequately regulate digital television and 

radio in accordance with international agreements. Regarding the Judiciary, hearing cases 

filed by journalists and the media within the established procedural terms will be essential 

to guarantee access to public information and respect for fundamental freedoms.
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COSTA RICA

PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

The lack of direct or indirect controls over the media is Costa Rica’s 
main strength. The impact of the branches of government on the me-
dia is moderate, which encourages the free flow of ideas and opinions, 
including those that are critical or contrary to the political views of the 
government. Additionally, the independence of government bodies 
and legal stability have a positive impact on the exercise of freedom of 
expression and the press.

WEAKNESSES

Excessive dependence on information published by the Executive 
negatively affects journalism in the country. Delays and lack of clari-
ty in information output have been constant, and the pandemic has 
increased the time required for delivering news and responding to re-
quests filed, which undermines access to public information. Finally, 
the lack of an updated regulation for the media creates legal loopholes 
that may negatively affect the exercise of freedom of the press.

OPPORTUNITIES

The increase in the Internet penetration rate and the growth of e-com-
merce offer new opportunities for the media and for society in gen-
eral. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of digital platforms has 
increased. Therefore, mainstream media can find in them a space for 
engaging with their audiences, which allows them to increase their rev-
enue and remain operational. For its part, the Government has the pos-
sibility of implementing public policies aimed at ensuring freedom of 
the press on the Internet.

THREATS

The 2022 electoral process poses a threat to the exercise of freedom of 
expression. The multitude of candidates and the transition of broad-
cast television to digital present several challenges that will be difficult 
for the media to face. In particular, rural areas of the country face the 
risk of being left out, while community and independent media may 
be excluded from the Costa Rican media ecosystem. Finally, the na-
tional and global economic crisis has an impact on the availability of 
resources to preserve the pluralistic and independent communication 
typical of Costa Rican media.
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2.7.3 OVERVIEW

Costa Rica

Among the results of the Chapultepec Index 2019-2020 and those of the 2020-2021 peri-

od, Costa Rica’s quantitative results (3.64 points less) and its position (three down) showed a 

decline; but it remains in the bracket of low restriction on freedom of expression. Fears over 

the results of electoral contests affect the perception of freedom of expression and the press, 

although the government guarantees protection to the media and journalists and free speech 

with it.

Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, experienced a drop of 2.29 

points between 2019-2020 and 2020-2021, much more evident in the sub-realm of Free 

Speech. The State continues to guarantee access to information by expanding internet ac-

cess and allowing citizens to get news; there are no regulations affecting the people’s free-

dom of expression. 

Regarding Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, the difference in the results obtained in 

both editions was 3.01 points less. Freedom of the press is guaranteed, although we can no-

tice that, in 2020-2021, the influence of the Executive is very strong on this realm in reason 

of the new communication policies to address the COVID-19. Under such measures, other 

government offices, such as the Ministry of Health, directly influence the communication 

strategy and the dissemination of information to the media. 

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, a slight improvement of 1.87 points is observed. In-

deed, Costa Rica is considered a safe country for journalists. The government is respectful 

when engaging with the media and does not tolerate persecution or discrediting campaigns 

against journalists. 

Regarding Realm D, Control over the Media, the results are similar, with 23 points in 

2019-2020 and 23.14 in 2020-2021. In fact, the country has a legal framework that does not 

allow discretionary actions by officials from public bodies and authorities to exercise direct 

or indirect control over the media. 

The moderate legislative and judicial influence, and low control over the media, encour-

age the free flow of ideas and opinions. The extent to which the different environments influ-

ence the media remains similar in both iterations regarding Realm B. All the others tend to 

show a greater influence, although always within the moderate range. Freedom of expression 

is protected by laws enforced by the Judiciary, although the influence of the Executive increas-

es in the wake of electoral contests.
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2.8. CUBA

2.8.1 CUBA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Cuba: new rules to keep muzzling citizens and journalists

Executive summary

     Cuba, along with its allies Venezuela and Nicaragua, is among the countries posing the 

most obstacles to freedom of speech and press in the Americas, according to the Cha-

pultepec Index. Cuba is rated at 6.2 points out of a maximum of 100, only over Venezuela. 

In the study period, since spring 2019, the government sponsored a constitutional reform 

vesting it with new means to muzzle the press and persecute journalists and dissidents. 

INTRODUCTION

The island of Cuba, in reason of its single-party and state-owned media system, 
is one of the ten countries with the highest levels of censorship in the world, accord-
ing to the Committee to Protect Journalists (Committee to Protect Journalists, 2019). 
For six decades, the Cuban government has kept the press muzzled and freedom of 
expression limited “in accordance with the ends of the socialist society” (Miembros 
de la Comisión Redactora, 2019). Once the constitution was reformed in 2019 to suit 
a new government that consolidated the transition of power without free elections, 
the Cuban press has been subjected to a new onslaught from high-ranking officials. 

The new Magna Carta (Miembros de la Comisión Redactora, 2019), enacted in April 
2019, establishes that in no event will the fundamental media be privately owned. The 
Communist Party, solely authorized by statute, is the owner of all media in the hands 
of the State for all practical purposes. 

In July 2019, and particularly in 2020 with the spread of the coronavirus pandemic, 
the Cuban government issued and enforced Decree Law 370 (Decreto Ley 370) (Cael, 
2019), which establishes as an offense, in a vague and imprecise manner, the action 
of “disseminating, over public data transmission networks, information contrary to 
social interest, morals, decency, and the honor of persons”. 

Since this decree was issued, over 30 individuals have been subjected to interro-
gations, threats, and seizures for voicing their opinions on social media, and over 30 
have been fined with 3,000 Cuban pesos, ($120), three times the average salary on 
the island. Various independent media and Human Rights organizations have con-
demned this decree law. 
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Analysis of results

Between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020, the exercise of journalism in Cuba contin-
ued to be persecuted and harassed by those in power according to multiple reports 
from international organizations (SIP, 2019).  

From positions of power, attacks on independent journalists, blockade of news 
sites critical of the regime, arbitrary detentions and arrests continued. 

Executive Environment

The executive environment is the worst rated by the experts surveyed with a 
very strong influence, at 8.08 out of a maximum of 10, on situations discouraging free 
speech. Those inquired agree that the executive environment is the main obstacle to 
freedom of expression and the press in Cuba. 

Under the government of Miguel Díaz-Canel (2018-present), freedom of the press 
has regressed (Redacción Radio Televisión Martí, 2020a) in Cuba with a Constitution 
that muzzles and considers freedom of expression and the independent press crim-
inal behavior. 

Díaz-Canel has strengthened the power of the Communist Party over the media 
and made access to public information even more difficult thereby prosecuting the 
exercise of independent journalism. During the coronavirus pandemic, the govern-
ment has used the public media to stir up hatred towards independent journalists. 

     From official government accounts and those of public officials on social me-
dia, smear tactics continue. There is also evidence (Gámez, 2020a) of an orchestrated 
government operation to influence public opinion by using bots and trolls. 

Judicial Environment

Of the three environments, that is, the branches of government, the Judiciary 
appears to have the least impact on situations unfavorable to free speech in Cuba. 
This result does not mean that it does not affect the exercise of such freedom. The 
influence of this environment was rated at 6.27 out of 10 possible ones by the experts 
inquired, within the range of strong influence.

In Cuba, laws and court proceedings serve to perpetuate the power of the Com-
munist Party over the population and curtail any scintilla of criticism towards the re-
gime. The most concerning incidents have been the imprisonment of journalist Ro-
berto de Jesús Quiñones (Diario de Cuba, DDC, 2020), which took place in September 
2019, while he was covering a trial in Guantánamo, additionally, the enactment of De-
cree 370, which restricts the exercise of free speech, as we will review below. 
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Quiñones (Quiñones, 2019) was sentenced to one year in prison for the alleged 
crime of resistance and disobedience in reason of covering a trial for the Cubanet 
agency. 

During this period under analysis, travel ban measures, raids in journalists’ homes, 
confiscation of devices used for work purposes, and house arrest of newspersons 
have been witnessed. 

Legislative environment

The Legislative environment was rated as strongly influential, at 7.03 out of a maximum 

of 10, on the situation of lack of freedom of expression in Cuba. Following the issuing of De-

cree Law 370 regarding the digitization of society on the island, in force since July 4, 2019, 

fines levied on dozens of journalists to prevent them from sharing content critical of the re-

gime on social media have been constant during this period. 

Although a series of bills are being drafted in the country as the necessary regulatory 

framework emanating from the new constitution, it should be noted that the Parliament 

adopts a submissive position towards the dictates of the Executive. In the latest months, 

there has been an attack against citizens and private businesses, even showing hundreds of 

allegedly criminal cases on TV thereby violating essential principles of presumption of inno-

cence and journalistic ethics. 

The government has stated that it is considering the enactment of a Media Law (Ley de 

Medios), which would set the legal framework for publications on the island. Journalists fear 

that such a law would further restrict the few spaces for critical voices. 

REALM A: Cuban citizens do not have the right to express 
themselves freely or to be informed

The government of Miguel Díaz-Canel has intensified persecution of independent jour-

nalists and hate speech on social media and state-owned media. During the study period, at 

least 245 activists and independent journalists have been banned from traveling overseas. 

The actions regarding the sub-realms of information flow and free speech were rated 

respectively at 1 and 0 points out of 11 and 12 possible, in reason of the appalling conditions 

to exercise these freedoms on the island. In the midst of an economic crisis, the government 

has forbidden citizens from taking photos or videos of the rows or empty shelves in stores. It 

has also prohibited cooperating with independent media, under penalty of fine (Redacción, 

2020). 

Cuban law makes it impossible for a person subject to a penalty or undergoing criminal 

proceedings to exit the country. The government uses the vague term of “public interest rea-
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sons” (Oppenheimer, 2020) to punish independent journalists and activists, preventing them 

from traveling abroad to take courses or for leisure (Suárez, 2020). 

The government has blacklisted” (Huerga, 2020) media outlets which Cubans are not 

allowed to follow on social media. Meanwhile, last year, the presence of digital mercenaries, 

known as “cyber-spin doctors” (ciberclarias) (Gámez, 2020a) who seek to steer the public 

opinion favorably towards the regime on the Internet, has increased. 

The state has ordered that citizens respond to what it considers attacks on the socialist 

system through social media and uses its propaganda machine to quell criticism on sensi-

tive issues such as the commissioning of physicians overseas, considered by several NGOs as 

a form of forced labor (Diario de las Américas, 2018). 

Therefore, unsurprisingly, Cuba has been rated as a society with no free speech, at 1 out 

of 23 points possible in this realm. 

REALM B: Exercise of journalism: 

Over the past year, the government has persisted in its practice of holding activists and 

independent journalists at home when officials seek to prevent them from going out and 

cover events. Journalists such as Luz Escobar (CubitaNow, 2019), from 14ymedio (loosely, 14 

and ½ media); Mónica Baró (Chirinos, 2020), from El Estornudo (The Sneeze); Camila Acos-

ta, and Iliana Hernández (Redacción de CiberCuba, 2020), among other reporters, have de-

nounced being put under house arrest multiple times.  

Cuba, through its state-owned telephone company, Etecsa, keeps all sites critical of the 

government, such as Diario de Cuba (Cuba Daily), Cubanet, 14ymedio, Radio Martí and Tele-
visión Martí, Cibercuba, Cubanos por el Mundo (Cubans all over the World), El Estornudo, 
Tremenda Nota (Some Big News), and ADNCuba among others, blocked. It also cuts off mo-

bile data service to journalists in order to prevent whistleblowing on social media. 

The exercise of journalism in Cuba is limited by statutory restrictions on achieving new-

sperson status. The Union of Journalists and Writers of Cuba (Unión de Periodistas y Es-

critores de Cuba), an official body to control journalists, establishes that those who obtain, 

among other requirements, a certificate of journalistic practice from the management of a 

media outlet for which they work shall be recognized as such within the framework of said 

official union (Unión de Periodistas de Cuba, 2019). 

Independent journalists are often threatened with prosecution for “misappropriation 

of legal capacity” (Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, 2018), a figure devised by 

the regime to muzzle the independent press. Also in force is Law 88 (Ley 88), or the Gag Law 

([Ley Mordaza] officially, on the Protection of Cuba’s National Independence and Economy 

[Protección de la Independencia Nacional y la Economía de Cuba]), which allows holding 
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journalists and activists over 10 years on charges of collaborating with the United States or 

practicing journalism in the interests of the Helms-Burton Act. 

The impossibility of practicing independent journalism from a legal standpoint adds 

to the long list of difficulties that make the profession a dangerous job, with consequences 

ranging from social disrepute, by means of government media campaigns, to prison. 

Cuba’s Criminal Code offers the government a variety of legal provisions to suppress 

dissent and punish those who are openly critical of the official ideology.

In Cuba, the state denies access to public information, manipulates government statis-

tics (Rallo, 2018) and prevents independent journalists from obtaining statements from offi-

cial sources. Of the 10 possible points, the experts rated this item at 1.60. 

Cuban journalists often suffer disruptions in their phone and data lines. Their email is also 

censored by means of keywords. Consequently, emails or SMS texts running on island-based 

servers may never reach their destination (Sánchez y Escobar, 2016). 

REALM C: Violence and impunity

This is one of the worst rated realms in Cuba, where journalists fear being harassed or 

imprisoned every day for publishing critical content. The experts scored this realm with 0 out 

of 42 for the reasons below:

The Criminal Code (Committee to Protect Journalist, 2016) defines three forms of defa-

mation: libel, slander, and contempt for authority. In Cuba, it is a crime punishable by up to 

three years in prison to publish any criticism of the country’s “heroes or martyrs,” as well as of 

the nation’s high-ranking officials. 

Criminal Code Article 103 provides for penalties of up to 15 years’ imprisonment for in-

volvement in “enemy propaganda,” which includes collaborating with news outlets consid-

ered hostile to the Revolution by the government. Charges of rebellion, pre-criminal social 

endangerment, unlawful liaisons, resistance, and espionage are some of those faced by Cu-

ban newspersons last year (Diario de Cuba, 2019). 

Cuba has enhanced its control over the media agenda in the wake of the economic and 

legitimacy crisis faced by the regime, undergoing a generational change in its leadership. 

During this period, propaganda has intensified and any dissent is deemed as complicity with 

the “enemy” in an increasingly evident besieged city mindset. 

With one journalist in prison and dozens of journalists banned from leaving the country, 

authorities act in total impunity. The government frequently makes intimidating, stigmatiz-

ing, and hate statements against journalists whom it accuses of being paid by the United 

States. By late 2019, the official Union of Journalists and Writers of Cuba and ruler Díaz-Canel 
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attacked the Press and Society Institute (Instituto de Prensa y Sociedad), which they accused 

of being involved in an “international conspiracy” of counterrevolution (Cubanet, 2019).

On the other hand, in Cuba there are no laws to protect the exercise of journalism. Fur-

thermore, there are not special categories of hate crimes against members of the press or 

bans on the statute of limitations thereof. 

REALM D: The Communist Party is the sole owner of all the media in 
Cuba 

True to its Soviet model whereby the communist State claims the right to suppress all 

dissent, the Cuban government eliminated freedom of the press early on. In its latest consti-

tutional reform, the article regarding the media barely changed to include non-mainstream 

outlets emerged during the so-called digital spring.

The experts inquired agree that Cuba cannot be considered a State that respects 
freedom of expression and press, and rated this item at 3.6 out of 25 points possible. 

The Communist Party and its affiliates hold power over national-scope media and 
set a political propaganda and disinformation agenda (Sánchez, 2019). The alternative 
media that escape the power of the State are silenced by means of digital blockades 
(Salomón, 2017) and siege on journalists, thereby forced to accept the guidelines of 
the regime (Cubanet, 2017). 

Cuba keeps a strict censorship against newspapers critical of the government, 
which citizens cannot access on the networks of the state communications monop-
oly. It also restricts the credentials of press agencies and openly or covertly threatens 
their stay in the country in case of critical reports. 

In the summer of 2020, EFE news agency correspondent Lorena Cantó was pub-
licly threatened by high-ranking officials of the Foreign Affairs Ministry (Ministerio de 
Relaciones Exteriores) on Twitter, after she published that State Security agents were 
surveilling the houses of independent journalists and preventing them from going 
out (Redacción Radio Televisión Martí, 2020b).

Cuba has two national newspapers, Granma and Juventud Rebelde (Rebel 
Youth), as well as a weekly, Trabajadores (Workers). All are property of the Communist 
Party, which establishes their ideological policy. As with the rest of the media – radio, 
press, and web sites, their objective is to make government propaganda, not journal-
ism. The government subsidizes these propaganda-driven outlets, but does not offer 
any support to independent media. Instead, it persecutes the sources of funding for 
non-official press and considers it enemy agencies. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Currently, Cuba remains one of the most difficult and dangerous places to prac-
tice journalism in the Western Hemisphere. This last year, arrests, harassment, resi-
dential raids, fines, and bans on traveling abroad were the credentials earned by in-
dependent journalists.  

The island has forged alliances with friendly autocratic governments, such as 
those of Nicolas Maduro and Daniel Ortega, to quell any criticism about such regimes 
and coordinate strategies to control online chatter regarding their administrations. 

With a statutory framework tailored to persecute and harass critical journalism, 
the government has in its hands the tools to imprison or destroy the character of any 
newsperson who dares to confront the regime. 

During the review period, conditions for exercising freedom of expression and the 
press have worsened in the wake of the regime’s internal crisis and the coronavirus 
pandemic, which have been used to increase persecution of independent journalism. 

In the upcoming Chapultepec Index, the trend of perceptions on free speech in 
Cuba could continue to decline. After the period under analysis, the president has 
labeled independent journalists as “mercenaries” (Gámez, 2020b). On the Plaza de 
la Revolución (Revolution Square), ruler Miguel Díaz-Canel used this adjective to de-
scribe (Periódico Cubano, 2020) the media that dared to reveal that the government 
was planning to open stores selling on US dollars throughout the island to get hard 
currency. The perspectives seem to be negative. 
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CUBA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Cuban journalism’s strength lies in the years it has resisted 
the onslaughts of State Security and censorship. Often op-
erating on precarious means, independent journalism has 
known how to tell the ordeal of a Cuba much closer to the 
real one, even winning important international awards.

WEAKNESSES

Cuba is a nation ruled by a totalitarian regime, which has 
denied its citizens free speech for decades. It is considered 
one of the ten countries with the highest levels of censor-
ship worldwide, where criticizing the government can put 
reporters and citizens behind bars.

OPPORTUNITIES

The independent press, emerging from the interior of the 
island of Cuba and in contrast to the government’s infor-
mative agenda, represents an opportunity to build a more 
open, objective, and pluralistic kind of communication. On 
the island, there is great thirst for information contrasting 
the Communist Party propaganda.

THREATS

The information monopoly, held by the Communist Party 
for six decades, is the main threat to freedom of expression 
and the press in Cuba. The most radical sectors of the Party 
have been sabotaging attempts at opening the airwaves to 
more balanced and transparent media.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Cuba: criminalized freedom of expression

Executive Summary 

According to the Chapultepec Index of Expression and the Press, Cuba is one of the coun-

tries throughout the Americas where this universal human right is inexorably restricted 

and one of the worst evaluated according to the opinions of experts. Out of a maximum 

of 100 possible points, the Caribbean country was awarded an evaluation of 11.11.  That re-

sult is the result of the application of Decree-Law 370 (“scourge law”) to censure criticism 

of State policy, and of a new rule (Decree-Law 35) that legalizes censorship on the island.

INTRODUCTION 

Year after year Cuba is one of the countries with a very serious situation for the exercise 

of freedom of expression and the press. The 2021   ranking of the global organization Report-

ers Without Borders (RSF), places   Cuba in 171 place out of 180 countries included in the list, 

and points out that the independent press-without legal or constitutional recognition on the 

Island- can only exist through the Internet.

In the Caribbean country, journalists who have authorization within the framework of 

legality are those who practice in the media controlled by the State and, therefore, by the 

Communist Party of Cuba (PCC). Through this, all editorial policies are governed. Such a situ-

ation gives the state the authority to repress through detention, house arrest and censorship 

all those journalists who practice the profession independently.

Independent journalism is becoming increasingly difficult because the State limits citi-

zens who want to access public information.  This is also a consequence of the risks faced by 

press workers    due to the persecution and criminalization of expressions that are critical of 

the State’s policy.

It also highlights the limitation of the Internet, reflected in cuts to that service and in 

technological blackouts such as the one that occurred on July 11, 2021, amid the significant 

protests   of the Cuban people.

Legal provisions such as the 370, promulgated by the Cuban government in 2018 to 

sanction “the dissemination of information on social networks contrary to social interest, mo-

rality and good customs” (Article 19, 2020), continues to be active to the detriment of anyone 
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who speaks out against the government on the Internet. Also, under the protection of this 

law, government officials are authorized to confiscate equipment used for these purposes.

The novelty of the year 2021 was the publication in the Official Gazette of the Republic 

of Cuba of Decree-Law 35 to criminalize freedom of the press and expression in general. This 

decree, which regulates the use of telecommunications, punishes those who publish on so-

cial networks content that may be considered as cybercrimes due as they voice discontent 

with the government,  and aims to contribute to the use of telecommunications services 

being an instrument “for the defense of the Revolution” (Granma,  2021).

Analysis of the results 

In the period from August 2020 to July 2021, the repression against journalists, bloggers, 

freelancers,  youtubers, human rights activists, opponents, artists, and anyone who dissents  

and publicly expresses themselves  against the government of Miguel Díaz Canel, increased 

significantly. 

Events such as the quartering at the headquarters of the San Isidro Movement in Hava-

na, the “sit-in” of artists, activists and intellectuals for 12 hours in front of the headquarters of 

the Ministry of Culture on November 27, 2020, the concentration in that same place on Jan-

uary 27, 2021, the peaceful protest on Obispo Street and the demonstrations in almost the 

entire Island on July 11, resulted in criminal laws and immigration regulations that reinforced 

harassment  of journalists.

 Executive Environment 

According to the experts who participated in the survey, the Executive environment, 

of a maximum of 10 points, was awarded 6.35 with a very strong degree of influence in sit-

uations unfavorable to freedom of expression. In this period, the Cuban government’s cru-

sade   against the independent press continues with censorship and repression as banners 

to weaken non-official journalism.

Because the Constitution of the Republic of Cuba states that the Government estab-

lishes the principles of organization and operation for all media (Article 55) and that the PCC 

is the one that governs the editorial policies of all official media controlled by the State, the 

exercise of the independent press and freedom of expression in general is criminalized. Its 

recognition in the Constitution is a dead letter.

In practice, independent journalism is carried out within a hostile environment so re-

porters and community media based in Cuba (Amanecer Habanero, El Espirituano, Panora-

ma Pinareño, Páginas Villaclareñas...) they suffer all kinds of attacks by the repressive organs 

of State Security, as well as by   the state media themselves. Attacks translated into media 

discredit and defamation, without the right to reply, such as those carried out in the Cuban 
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television program called “Hacemos Cuba”, hosted by the lawyer and journalist Humberto 

López.

Many independent reporters, activists and artists were victims of repression by State 

Security and Police agents when, on January 27, they peacefully gathered in front of the 

Ministry of Culture in Havana to demand the release of journalist Camila Acosta, artist Tania 

Bruguera and poet Katherine Bisquet. The young demonstrators suffered beatings, threats 

and lengthy interrogations that day.

Legislative Environment

The Legislative environment, the one with the least impact, was evaluated with 7.01 

points  out of  10, with a strong influence on situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. 

In the period analyzed, the application of Decree-Law 370, published in 2018 and implement-

ed a year later; the new Decree-Law 35 and its associated norms, legislations that exposed 

inequality before the law due to political causes, continued.

After months with an apparent calm,  so far in 2021 four fines of three thousand pesos 

have already been imposed under  the “ley  azote” (scourge law). The last sanctioned was the 

young Rafael Santos Regalado who has more than 12 thousand followers on Twitter. Already 

in March of this year, the activist Adrian Gongora from Las Tunas had been fined for broad-

casting live while he was at a store reporter of the independent audiovisual media Palenque 

Visión, Yeris Curbelo was also fined. In September, this law was applied to Guantanamenian 

activist and journalist Emilio Almaguer de la Cruz, for his publications on social networks.

Likewise, in the Sixth Plenary Session of the Union of Journalists of Cuba, held in January 

2021, one of the highly polemic and echoed topics discussed was the proposal of the first 

vice president, Rosa Miriam Elizalde, who called for the creation of “a legal group in capacity 

to present legal cases against those who organize and execute actions of harassment and 

intimidation towards Cuban journalists” (Juventud Rebelde,  2020).

If this idea materializes, the Cuban State Union could call for legal actions against those 

who discredit or provoke journalists and media subordinate to the Communist Party.  Inde-

pendent journalists and media would not be able to do the same.

Judicial Environment 

The Judicial setting, on the other hand, was dimensioned with a value of 6.25 out of 10 

points, so it presents a strong influence on situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. 

In Cuba, as long as the judicial processes have a political connotation, the Government Secu-

rity Entities (Órganos de Seguridad del Estado, OSE) exercise control over this power.
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Multiple court summonses, house arrests and detentions such as those of independent 

reporters Héctor Luis Valdés Cocho, Camila Acosta, Iliana Hernández, Luz Escobar, Rolando 

Rodríguez Lobaina, Esteban Rodriguez, Niober Garcia Fournier (fined twice under the “ley  

azote”), Yoe Suárez, María Matienzo, Mauricio Mendoza (assaulted by the Minister of Culture 

Alpidio Alonso in the middle of the events On January 27, 2021, Mary Karla Ares and Lazaro 

Yuri Valle Roca (who has been detained since June 2021), characterized the period evaluated.

The most important events at this time were the anti-government protests that took 

place on the island on July 11, 2021. As a result of this historic event in which part of the Cuban 

people used their constitutional right to demonstrate (article 56), more than a thousand peo-

ple were attacked in different ways (physical abuse, detentions, exemplary trials), including a 

dozen independent journalists.

REALM A: Cuban citizens have restricted the right to receive and 
offer information 

The Cuban State, at any level, limits and restricts citizens’ access to public information. 

This is demonstrated by Decree-Law 6, published on July 30, 2020, and its regulations De-

cree-Law 9; these Decree-laws restrict the constitutional right to public information (Article 

53), by asking citizens to explain why they place the request, their personal data and confi-

dentiality. All these requirements, along with the reprisals that anyone who seeks information 

related to the Government may suffer, do not provide security to access public information.

The State, and therefore the PCC, controls the official media.  These are the only ones au-

thorized to disseminate information related to the government, as long as the Party agrees.  

Everything published or transmitted by the State media passes through the ideological filter 

of the Party.  This restricts the right of citizens to receive all kinds of information, not just fa-

vorable to the system and the government.

Subrealms such as “information flow” and “free expression” received an evaluation of 

0 points out of a total of 11 and 12 respectively due to the monopoly of information by the 

State, the criminalization of criteria contrary to government policy, and the censorship and 

restrictions on the right to freedom of expression in the Net of Networks.  In general, citizens 

in Cuba are not free to express themselves as it shows the evaluation of 0 points out of 23.

REALM B: The exercise of independent journalism in Cuba is 
uncomfortable for the government

The exercise of independent, alternative journalism has been boycotted by the constant 

attacks of the Cuban political police on those who practice it. Arbitrary arrests, summary tri-

als, criminal proceedings –without the guarantees of due process– exile... have characterized 

the government’s treatment of those who practice the profession or also those who project 

themselves differently from how the State commands. 
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Journalists and human rights activists are the highlight of the repression of the Cuban 

government, which applies a strategy of physical or psychological exhaustion on them. They 

are subjects of constant subpoenas, extensive interrogations, long hours inside patrols her-

metically closed under the sun – a torture method called “oven-patrols”- (Suárez, 2021), and 

the use of ordinary crimes to keep them in prison.

One of the Cuban reporters who suffer the harassment and constant repression of the 

political police for exercising independent journalism is Camila Acosta Rodríguez, who has 

been the victim of constant arrests on public roads, evictions from the rented homes where 

she has lived, police surveillance in her home that has prevented her from leaving and hacks 

of her social media accounts. She is  currently  charged with incitement to commit a crime 

(Article 202 of the Cuban Penal Code) and public disorder (Article 200) for reporting the July 

11 protests in Havana.

 Other journalists such as Iliana Hernández (CiberCuba) and Luz Escobar (14yMedio) are 

also kept by State Security for long periods under home confinement without even being 

criminally prosecuted.

Another method used by the Cuban government to intimidate those who practice in-

dependent journalism on the island is the prohibition of leaving the country through “regu-

lation” and the choice between deprivation of liberty through criminal convictions,  or ban-

ishment (exile) from their own country.

Likewise,  in this period, the journalist of the independent media ADNCuba,  Karla María 

Pérez, expelled in 2017 from the Central Martha Abreu University of Las Villas for collaborat-

ing with the protest site “Somos +” (We are more) and exiled in Costa Rica, was denied entry 

to the island.  For this reason, in this realm, from a theoretical maximum of 10, the surveys to 

experts yielded a 0.6 as a result.

REALM C:  The Cuban government violates its own laws and goes 
unpunished

According to the opinion of specialists, this realm has an evaluation of 7.68 of 42   possi-

ble points. The Cuban government controls freedom of expression in practice as well in the 

legislation. On the island, since there is no legal or political equality, there is no press law that 

recognizes and protects all Cuban journalists equally. Only those who serve the ruling party 

are legally protected by the PCC and the Constitution. 

There is no body of law that allows independent journalists and dissidents, in general, 

to use it when they are subject to slander and defamation by the state media, as has been 

happening in several broadcasts of the Noticiero Estelar of Cuban television.

In the Cuban Penal Code, although the government uses common crimes such as pub-

lic disorder, contempt, attack,  or spread of epidemic, to silence the voices of those who ex-
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press themselves  publicly  differently, the law also penalizes critics of the system with crimes 

such as enemy propaganda (article 103), defamation (article 318) and some forms of crimes 

against State Security (title I).

An example is the case of independent reporter Esteban Rodríguez, in prison since April 

30 for peacefully demonstrating.  He is accused of the alleged crimes of public disorder and 

contempt. In the period from August 2020 until his arrest at the end of April, Esteban, one of 

the barracks of the San Isidro Movement, suffered three arbitrary detentions and constant 

police surveillance of his home, not allowing him to leave the house. 

However, there is complete impunity for the Cuban government and its officials, who 

violate their own laws and the Constitution, refuse to give information on the whereabouts 

of detained reporters and refuse to acknowledge that there, are human rights violations in 

Cuba. This happens instead of condemning those who commit such transgressions, pun-

ishes those who denounce them, making use of freedom of expression and risking being 

imprisoned for exercising it.

Despite the fact that in May 2021 the government announced that in the new process 

of judicial reform on the Island it would be established “to allow people to go to court if the 

administration infringes their rights” (Lezcano, 2021), the application of this provision in prac-

tice is a different matter.

REALM D: The State’s monopoly on the Cuban media 

This realm, related to media control, received 2.86 out of a maximum of 25 possible 

points. On the island, with a one-party system, the government monopolizes the media and 

part of the information that is disseminated, since it cannot control that disseminated by the 

independent media. The national press (Granma, Juventud Rebelde, Trabajadores, provincial 

newspapers...), radio, television and websites, are totally at the service of the Communist Par-

ty, so all the legal scaffolding also assists it.

The unofficial press, with an agenda different to the one of the official media, is consid-

ered mercenary and for it there are only attacks in the form of media discredit and defama-

tion. Although article 54 of the Constitution of the Republic of Cuba recognizes freedom of 

expression (but not in practice), it is restricted by establishing that the fundamental media 

are socialist-owned and cannot be object of other types of property (article 55).

Precisely the Telecommunications Company of Cuba, the only one of its kind in the 

country, continues to block independent media that have their servers in other countries 

such as CubaNet, Diario de Cuba, Cubanos por el Mundo, Diario Las Américas, CiberCuba... 

and has directly targeted community media.

Such is the case of “Páginas Villaclareñas”, a newspaper attached to the Cuban Institute 

of Freedom of Expression and Press (ICLEP). In mid-March 2021, the political police confis-
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cated their equipment and forced the reporters to close it down. The Committee to Protect 

Journalists demanded at the time the return of all equipment and an end to the harassment 

of their journalists.

CONCLUSIONS 

In the period from August 2020 to June 2021, independent journalists, artists, human 

rights activists, and anyone who exercises freedom of expression and the press in Cuba, 

continue to be victims of persecution, harassment, intimidation, confiscation of work equip-

ment, repression ..., in a clear violation of Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights.

Reporters continue to constantly face illegal detentions, fines, telephone and Internet 

line cuts... The government, protected by law, violates all the constitutional and legal rights of 

those who express themselves freely and shows a critical position against the system.

In May 2021, the law 88 or “Ley Mordaza” (Gag law) was mentioned on the Cuban tele-

vision program Hacemos Cuba (We Make Cuba). This law has not been applied since 2003, 

when 75 dissidents were taken to prison, including 25 independent journalists, but it is still 

valid to criminalize freedom of association, expression and assembly.

Decree-Law 370 “On the Computerization of Society in Cuba” continues to apply to 

those who publish on social networks  content that violates “the social interest, morality, 

good customs and integrity of people”; and  Decree-Law35 emerged that establishes the 

regulatory framework of telecommunications in Cuba.

The new provision criminalizes the “dissemination of false news, offensive messages 

and defamation with an impact on the prestige of the country” (Meza, 2021) and the “dis-

semination of content [...]  that violate the constitutional, social and economic precepts of the 

State, incite mobilizations or other acts that alter public order”  (Meza, 2021),in order to limit, 

first, the critical expressions of citizens towards the  government and also restrict their  right 

to demonstrate.

In the analyzed stage, it has been demonstrated, according to surveys of   experts, that 

the right to exercise freedom of expression and the press in Cuba suffers a serious deterio-

ration. The Executive environment and realm A, related to the flow of information and free 

expression, have been evaluated as the most deteriorated, while the legislative environment  

and realm C on violence and impunity are in a better state.

The next analysis of the Chapultepec Index in Cuba may not show variability because 

the government of Miguel Díaz Canel Bermúdez has shown its tendency to increase repres-

sion and censorship to restrict freedom of expression and the press on the island.
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CUBA 
PERIOD SURVEYED

JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

Al periodismo independiente en Cuba le asiste la libertad de expresión, 
no se debe a ninguna organización política. Su fortaleza está en hacer 
un periodismo diferente, objetivo, ético y minucioso que llega adonde 
el gobierno prohíbe llegar. Todo esto pese a la constante represión y 
censura de los órganos de la Seguridad del Estado.

WEAKNESSES

Freedom of expression and press in Cuba is limited due to the exis-
tence of a Single Party (PCC), to which all the country’s mass media 
respond. Independent journalism, free expression, are considered un-
constitutional (contrary to what is established in the Constitution of 
the Republic of Cuba), and those who exercise it can be deprived of 
their freedom.

OPPORTUNITIES

The gap between official journalism and the reality of the Cuban peo-
ple highlights the differences between the agenda of the independent 
and governmental press. Many are the journalists graduated from Cu-
ban universities who separate themselves from the Union of Journal-
ists of Cuba – considered one more arm of the Party – in search of a 
different way of communicating. Citizens are increasingly consuming 
this type of journalism that moves away from officialdom and doc-
trines.

THREATS

The main threat to freedom of expression and the press in Cuba is 
the government. Its officials censor and repress anyone who projects 
themselves differently by writing, speaking or demonstrating. The 
pro-government press also constitutes a threat to independent jour-
nalism, which they defame and discredit at will.
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2.8.3 OVERWIEW

Cuba

Cuba is a nation constantly reaching low standards of freedom of expression and the 

press. For the second consecutive year, it ranked second to last in the Index. In a context 

of persecution against journalists and activists (245 of them being issued travel bans out 

of the island) or, for instance, restrictions in place so that no photos or videos showing the 

shortages can be taken, the effects of Decree-Law 9 curbing the constitutional right to gov-

ernment information by requiring citizens to provide their reasons and personal data when 

filing requests. In the second edition of the Index, Cuba showed a slight decrease in Realm 

A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, with respect to the previous one. Namely, 

the result of the first study, one point out of a possible 23 points, decreased to 0 points in this 

regard.

Similarly, Cuba’s assessment in Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, dropped even lower from 

1.60 points to 0.57 points. Attacks by Cuba’s political police, arbitrary arrests, summary trials, 

and criminal proceedings (with constant summons, long stays in the so-called “oven patrols”1, 

and house arrest) are part of the routine harassment and victimization to which independent 

journalists in Cuba are subjected.

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, the outcome was not so grim for the second edition 

of the Index. Cuba went from having 0 points to 7.42 points in this item, out of a theoretical 

maximum of 42 points, which means that it is still well below the average. This variation could 

be resulting from the fact that, despite the persecution and abuse to which reporters are sub-

jected at the time of their arrest, as well as impunity for [enforcing] officers, in May 2021 the 

government announced that the process for judicial reform would allow people to go to court 

if their rights are violated by its agencies. However, this principle has not yet led to improve-

ments in human rights.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, the score for both periods, first 3.6 and then 2.86 out 

of a total of 25 possible points, conveys the view of Cuba to be a nation under a communist 

model, assuming the right to control communications. The Constitution itself, in Article 55, 

establishes that the media are socialist property. The Empresa de Telecomunicaciones de 

Cuba (Cuban Telecommunications Company) blocks independent media’s servers in other 

countries. Meanwhile, there is severe censorship against critical media ventures, restrictions 

on credentials for press agencies, confiscation of equipment for these outlets’ activities, 

among other measures that restrict freedom of the press.

1  Translator’s Note (TN): The practice of leaving a detainee in a police car with the windows locked and no air conditioning for hours.
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The Executive was the power most involved situations unfavorable to freedom of expres-

sion during the first review, moving to second place in the most recent edition. In the first 

year, the Miguel Díaz Canel government stirred up hatred towards independent journalists, 

making access to public information even more difficult early on the [COVID-19] pandemic. 

In the second iteration, the Legislative was the branch of government most closely involved 

in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression and the press, with the passing of Decree 

Law 370 and Decree Law 35, legislation with overt legal inequalities on political grounds. 

Although to a lesser degree than the other branches, the Judiciary also had a strong impact 

on situations unfavorable to freedom of expression.
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2.9. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

2.9.1 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Dominican Republic: attempts at government Continuity threaten 
freedom of expression

Executive summary

In an outlook of electoral contests defining the candidates for municipal, congressional, 

and presidential elections between February and May 2020, the government’s attempt 

at clinging to power for a third consecutive term brought about conflicts with freedom of 

expression. Whistleblowing by journalists on government corruption sparked confronta-

tions that made their way to the judicial sphere. Social media contributed to the redefini-

tion of the country’s media pulse with micro-narratives.

INTRODUCTION

In the period covered by this study, freedom of expression was subjected to great pres-

sure from government circles seeking to keep ruling Dominican Liberation Party (Partido de 

la Liberación Dominicana, PLD) and incumbent president Danilo Medina in power for anoth-

er four years, after two consecutive terms in office. 

In the study cycle, which began on May 1, 2019 and ended on April 30, 2020, the coun-

try was the stage of political confrontations within the party in power since 2004 and its 

most prominent leaders: President Danilo Medina and former President Leonel Fernández. 

By means of government-funded newspersons and media, dubbed bocinas (loudspeakers), 

those sections of public opinion in favor of a constitutional reform that would allow for yet 

another reelection of President Medina, after that agreed with Fernandez in 2016, gained a 

wider audience.

The fight for the cause of political opponents to the government continuity agenda 

was covered practically free from censorship by independent journalists, from both alter-

native and mainstream media, with the exception of journalist Marino Zapete, standing trial 

after blowing the whistle on a corruption case in the Ministry of Public Works (Ministerio de 

Obras Públicas). Newspersons critical of the government who launched independent proj-

ects, such as Sergio Carlo (El Antinoti, 2020) and Altagracia Salazar (Sin Maquillaje, 2020), on 

YouTube and Facebook, among other platforms, consolidated their media positioning with 

an exponential growth of followers, and got their content funded by voluntary contributions 

from users.
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The cancellation of municipal elections, due to a “technical failure”, according to the 

Central Electoral Board (Junta Central Electoral, JCE), after being held on Sunday, February 

17, 2020 (JCE, 2020), exacerbated the climate of political insecurity. Postponed to March 15, 

the contest in which opposition Modern Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Mod-

erno, PRM) attained overwhelming victories took place amidst the onset of the pandemic 

triggered by COVID-19. The media, with its journalists deployed across the country, took risks 

to reflect the scope of this health issue (Rosario, 2020). 

Analysis of results 

In the 22-country assessment of performance regarding freedom of expression, the Do-

minican Republic scored 47 points, whereby reaching the 14th position of this Index. This 

is a far cry from the first country in the ranking, Chile, which scored 80 points. Reports on 

corruption and impunity made by journalists and challenged by the government sparked a 

climate of uncertainty for democracy.

Environments

Executive environment

The executive environment had the greatest influence on situations discouraging free 

speech in the Dominican Republic, namely, a strong influence reflected in an average of 5.35.

On May 2, 2019, when this study began, the Dominican Association of Journalists (Cole-

gio Dominicano de Periodistas, CDP) demanded more respect towards journalists and the 

exercise of their profession in the Dominican Republic on World Press Freedom Day (Listín 

Diario, 2019). It reported the cases of journalist Marino Zapete and others across the provinces 

of the country, who –  it stated –  “have been humiliated, imprisoned, handcuffed like crim-

inals, stripped of their video equipment and got the images [therein] deleted” while in the 

exercise of their profession by National Police (Policía Nacional) and Army detail. 

Zapete’s television program was cancelled by the owner of the media outlet, after this 

newsperson blew the whistle on an alleged act of corruption involving the sister of the Attor-

ney General of the Republic (Procurador General de la República), Jean Alan Rodríguez Sán-

chez (an official appointed by the Executive), and later filed it in court. The above journalist 

echoed an investigation into contracts worth $14 million awarded outside of the Purchasing 

and Procurement (Compras y Contrataciones) system. 

On April 3, in a confrontation episode between newspersons and the government, jour-

nalist Alicia Ortega (Diario Libre, 2019), expressed her outrage when she learned on the news 

that the government had used a message from the media group headed by her to raise 

awareness of the need to stay home and prevent the coronavirus. The government used 
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said content without her consent. Days later, the director of the Communications Bureau of 

the Office of the President (Dirección de Comunicación [DICOM] de la Presidencia), Roberto 

Rodríguez de Marchena, apologized. 

In the period analyzed, government advertising expenditures made headlines in view 

of their disproportionate amounts compared to social spending. An Oxfam report (2019) in-

dicated that, during fiscal year 2019, the Dominican government “has spent five times more 

on advertising and publicity than on social housing”. Lawyer Cándido Mercedes (Mercedes, 

2019) indicated in November 2019 that the government had turned the country into a “Loud-

speaker State”, with a daily investment in advertising and publicity ranging between 11 and 

16 million Dominican Pesos a day.

Judicial and legislative environments

With respect to the judicial environment, there is a moderate influence, rated at 2.94 out 

of a maximum 10 points possible. In addition, with regard to the legislative environment, a 

moderate influence is evident with a score of 3.97 points.

On September 19, the Fourth National District Criminal Chamber (Cuarta Sala Penal del 

Distrito Nacional) sent the above journalist’s case to the Supreme Court for trial (El Nuevo 

Diario, 2019). He was indicted for slander and defamation against Maybeth Rodríguez Sán-

chez. Zapete went to court accompanied by journalists who denounced the “kidnapping of 

Dominican justice” (De León, 2019).

In another judicial issue, restrictions on freedom of expression were repealed allowing 

for the consequential recovery of rights. On September 16, 2019, the Constitutional Court 

(Tribunal Constitucional) ruled Electoral System Organic Law (Act #15-19) Articles 44 and 284 

(Artículos 44, 284, Ley Nro. 15-19 Orgánica de Régimen Electoral) unconstitutional, since they 

curbed freedom of expression and penalized the media (Tribunal Constitucional, 2019).

On September 10, 2019, journalist Nuria Piera unveiled Executive Order 290-19, whereby 

Ingrid Jorge, a young woman from the entertainment world, daughter of a TV host known 

by the moniker La Tora (The She-Bull [sic]), was appointed first secretary at the Dominican 

Embassy in the United Arab Emirates. Piera denounced that the executive order had not 

been released to the media on the WhatsApp chat group used by the DICOM for briefing the 

press daily. It was under the General Law of Free Access to Public Information (Ley General 

de Libre Acceso a la Información Pública) that she was able to obtain the document, through 

the Advisory Office (Consultoría) of the Executive branch. After the executive order became 

known, Piera posted that she had received threats against her daughter from La Tora for 

making the above appointment public (N Digital, 2019).

In the context of actions by the Legislative and Executive to reform the Constitution, 

NGO Participación Ciudadana (Citizen Participation) stated in its 2019 status report, pub-
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lished on December 18, “The growing pressure from citizens and the national press in favor 

of improving the quality of democratic and electoral processes in the country” (Participación 

Ciudadana, 2019). 

REALM A: Hurdles to information flow challenge free expression

The experts inquired assessed with a low score the information flow that citizens require 

in order to be considered well informed and able to express themselves freely: 11.6 out of 

23 possible points. In line with the controls exerted by the government over public opinion 

by means of its advertising budget (realm of the survey regarding informed citizens free to 

express themselves), the greatest influence on this realm came from the Executive branch, 

with 6.78 points. 

Meanwhile, with respect to free speech, the rating is reduced to 5.4 out of 12 points. 

This assessment is linked to the control exercised by the government over different types of 

media. This includes the digital domain and the judicial environment. During the period un-

der review, operatives and news professionals hired by the government actively engaged in 

social media, as well as so-called bots, even with photographs of dead people, to set trends 

favorable to opinions of government officials and their actions (Lo que sucedió, 2019).

On February 6, an audio recording was released on WhatsApp by the director of the 

President’s Social Plan, Iris Guaba, in which she issued orders to the members of a group to 

“lynch-mob Huchi Lora, Altagracia Salazar, and Orlando Jorge Mera” (Diario Libre, 2020b). The 

first two, journalists recognized for their fight against corruption and impunity, and the third, 

leader of PRM (opposition), had questioned the above government institution’s tender for 

the purchase of electrical appliances, just a few days before the municipal elections, in order 

to give them away to low-income constituents.

The tensions between the Judiciary and the press were evident in another exchange on 

September 28, 2019. Then, journalist Zapete announced that his program had been taken off 

the air following whistleblowing on the sister of the Attorney General of the Republic. Head 

National District Attorney Rosalba Ramos reacted against this newsperson on her Twitter 

account: “Freedom of expression has a boundary: Veracity” (Ramos, 2019).

REALM B: Journalism faces tough challenges

When the survey focuses on guarantees to the exercise of journalism, the rating, out of 

a theoretical maximum 10, that the Dominican Republic was given by the experts, reached 

7 points. These experts inquired indicated that the government rewards media outlets por-

traying the public administration in a favorable light with allocations from its advertising 

budget.
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In the legislative area, access to information is fluid, because sessions of both houses of 

Congress and draft bills under consideration are posted on the National Congress website. 

However, compared to the period under study, it is noteworthy that, in the previous year, 

2018, the Speaker of the House spent on providing training for the journalists covering leg-

islative sessions and activities so they would know how to find and download the wealth of 

information available on the site. In August 2019, the earmarking of resources allowing jour-

nalists to more skillfully search the information published was not renewed.

During the military and police blockage that the government deployed around the Con-

gress in June 2019 (Herrera, 2019), as part of the pressure to get legislators to approve a con-

stitutional reform that would allow for the president’s re-election, journalists were affected 

by tight security measures for access to the parliamentary premises. Although they were 

not denied entry after showing their credentials, they were subjected to rigorous checks. On 

multiple occasions, there were also disruptions of the Internet service offered by the legis-

lative body. Journalists had to use their own mobile internet so that they could report from 

the premises.

The COVID-19 pandemic also restricted media access to journalistic sources, although 

sessions from both Houses – Representatives and Senate – streamed on the National Con-

gress YouTube channel allowed following live the deliberations and voting. 

REALM C: The press focuses on impunity in the wake of the 
cancellation of elections 

In this realm, relating to violence and impunity, the Dominican Republic achieved 8.4 

points out of a theoretical maximum of 42, suggesting a climate of violence and impunity 

against journalists. Relevant in the report are the scores obtained by the sub-realms of pro-

tection – that added 3.2 of a maximum 10; persecution, with 4.6 against the maximum of 15; 

and impunity, which decreased to minimum levels, with a rating of 0.6 against 17. 

The 2019 Country Report on Human Rights Practices in Dominican Republic, published 

by the United States government on March 11, 2020, includes the CDP complaint regarding 

journalists who “were sued by politicians, government officials, and the private sector to 

pressure them to stop reporting” (El Día, 2020).

In the months reviewed, the exercise of journalism spurred confrontations between a 

faction of the press favoring the government and the Central Electoral Board, during the 

botched elections of February 2020 and the days following, and journalists critical of gov-

ernment bodies’ officials. Plaza de la Bandera (Flag Square), located in front of the elector-

al body’s headquarters, became the stage of protests demanding free elections, with the 

prominent participation of young people (Telemundo 47, 2020).
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In this realm, the Executive Branch performed the poorest, with an influence of 8.75, 

regarding persecution. This result can be linked to the February 20 manifesto, in which 23 

opinion leaders, including prominent journalists and newspersons, expressed their concern 

as media workers for the situation facing the country (Rivera, 2020). They demanded the 

implementation of minimum guarantees necessary for the elections scheduled for March 15 

and May 17, 2020. 

Since the release of the above document, the newspersons who signed it constantly 

made calls for the citizens’ right of expression, and for the clarification of the reasons com-

pelling the electoral tribunal to cancel the elections in which electronic voting was being 

introduced. 

REALM D: The Medina government does not disguise its control 
over the media 

Opinions on this realm, which focuses on actions preventing direct and indirect control 

over freedom of expression, resulted in a score of 11 in the former sub-realm and 9 in the lat-

ter, out of 16 and 9 points possible, respectively.  

However, in the context of a media ecosystem that is increasingly dependent on gov-

ernment advertising, alternative media assume the most active role in reporting on the facts 

challenging government-sponsored releases. 

Based on the perception of the experts inquired on the influence exerted over the me-

dia to the detriment of freedom of expression, it is relevant to establish that the major pri-

vately owned media outlets preserve critical spaces, op-ed pages, and reports. Their digital 

platforms also enable users to express themselves.  These spaces serve as a counterweight 

to the information released by government communications offices.

On the other hand, there is a particular take on the possibilities that the media and the 

citizenry enjoy in terms of benefitting from access to official sources so that they can blow 

the whistle on actions in conflict with ethics and get replies to complaints. 

During the period under analysis, there was not a single complaint regarding the Gen-

eral Bureau of Ethics and Government Integrity (Dirección General de Ética e Integridad 

Gubernamental) website. Considered inoperative by the press and the public, the agency, 

which reports to the Dominican Republic Ministry for the Office of the President (Ministerio 

de la Presidencia de la República Dominicana), is the “governing body in matters of ethics, 

transparency, open government, fight against corruption, conflict of interest, and free access 

to information in the government’s administrative sphere”.
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CONCLUSIONS

As indicated by the experts inquired, the favoritism shown by government institutions 

when choosing media outlets, or radio and television programs, in which to buy advertising 

slots continued to be relevant. Those taking a stance favorable to the government were re-

warded with millionaire allocations.

The credibility of the government’s favorite commentators, dubbed “loudspeakers”, 

during a period of increasing whistleblowing on corruption and impunity, was challenged by 

statements from political opponents and journalists critical of the prevailing system.

The impact of government advertising allocations became vital during the beginning 

of the pandemic caused by the spread of the Coronavirus. The media and its journalists, as 

of mid-March 2020, endeavored to report on this health issue in the country, which implied 

spending on daily transportation to hospitals or areas with positive cases and on health pro-

tection for media professionals. 

With the increase of coverage expenses, there was a drop of over 50% in advertising 

from the private sector, which represented a new challenge for the profitability of the me-

dia’s [efforts to] guarantee job security for journalists and technical crews part of communi-

cations and content production professions.

In general, Dominican journalists were not exposed to the deployment of the military 

and law enforcement against them. However, as stated herein, other branches of govern-

ment, such as the Judiciary, set at least one precedent for attempts at quelling the voice of a 

journalist critical of the government.

During this period, the call for respect of free speech and responses to citizens’ demands 

during a massive event on Plaza de la Bandera in Santo Domingo on February 27, Domini-

can Independence Day, was significant. This mobilization known as El Trabucazo 2020 (The 

Huge Demonstration 2020), organized by concerned youth and independent organizations, 

received an important endorsement from outstanding newspersons of the country, who 

joined pop artists in support of this rally that gathered thousands of people. 

While independent journalists expressed themselves freely on social media during the 

period reviewed, there was a boom in micro-narratives that added up hashtags to whis-

tleblowing and opinions against the government. Memes from social media users and 

cartoons from the mainstream media largely defined the rallies for the free expression of 

thought amidst the social tension sparked by electoral processes.
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Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

IT platforms ensure that social demands are not subdued by the will 
of groups that exercise social control. Recent elections have shown 
their relevance. Attempts of the government to limit criticism against 
its activity are met with a key counterweight in digital spaces.

WEAKNESSES

Freedom of expression in the Dominican Republic shows weakness-
es stemming from an institutional transition that, for decades, has 
slowed down its democratic consolidation. With a legal framework 
partially renewed by the 2010 Constitution, the presidential model 
exerting controls over almost all entities, primarily by means of the 
advertising budget, hinders the opening necessary in the field of 21st 
century communications.

OPPORTUNITIES

There is an increasingly favorable balance, resulting from the vibrant 
prominence of young Dominicans determined to assert their right 
to freely express their thought, in media spaces – namely social me-
dia – and public squares turned into the arena for social protest. This 
demographic constitutes almost 30% of the 2020 electoral roll, which 
totaled 7.4 million voters.

THREATS

However, the country must advance towards an institutional devel-
opment guaranteeing the fundamental rights of citizens to express 
themselves in its media ecosystem, primarily in matters relating to 
freedom of expression, regardless of political and economic circum-
stances. Dominican media, on the other hand, face the challenge of 
surviving the negative economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Dominican Republic: New government, freedom of expression free 
of threats

Executive Summary

   0The victory of the Modern Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Moderno, PRM) 

and the inauguration of Luis Abinader’s presidential term on 16 August 2020 reopened 

the floodgates of freedom of expression in the country. Journalists critical of the govern-

ment defeated at the polls, from the Dominican Liberation Party (Partido de la Liberación 

Dominicana, PLD), witnessed how threats against them, issued by officials and followers 

of the previous regime, ceased to be a danger to their professional practice. This renewal 

that reached the congressional sphere and part of the Judiciary redefined the govern-

ment media landscape. At the same time, social media solidified their place as platforms 

of expression for citizens and independent journalists, alongside the traditional media.

INTRODUCTION

The period covered by this report is framed in a historical process of the Dominican 

democracy: A party – the PLD – was subjected to handing over the Executive after con-

trolling it for 16 consecutive years. This electoral defeat, which occurred on July 5, 2020, amid 

the COVID-19 pandemic, obliterated the bid on continuity implemented by the government 

and its president Danilo Medina with aggravating practices aimed at the field of freedom of 

expression. Journalists who questioned the strategies of the PRI government to remain in 

power and had to take refuge in alternative media, primarily social media platforms, man-

aged to develop successful business models to fund their activity. In the months covered 

by the study, there was a consolidation of programs by independent journalists – with daily 

broadcasts – by receiving contributions from their viewers, allowing them to survive without 

government advertising (El Antinoti, 2021; Sin Maquillaje, 2021; Somos Pueblo, 2021). 

In the tapestry of social control exercised by journalists from traditional and alternative 

media, government advertising remained as a key factor to be followed up. The PRM gov-

ernment has maintained millionaire advertising budgets, benefiting journalists who were 

previously deemed as bocinas (loudspeakers) for the past government (Rodríguez, 2020). 
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It is also noteworthy the fact that aggressions from government power circles against 

journalists have been reduced to insignificant levels. Only one instance in a community near 

the capital, where a police officer hit a journalist in the face, has gone on record. 

Dominican journalists, as well as healthcare staff, and agencies linked to armed forces, 

benefited from the priority vaccination against COVID-19 funded by the Dominican govern-

ment. The main offices of the Dominican Association of Journalists (Colegio Dominicano de 

Periodistas, CDP) became, for weeks, a vaccination center. This allowed the journalists and 

media crews most exposed in news coverage during the pandemic to fulfill their duties with 

less risk. 

Massive layoffs of journalists, because of the impact of the economic crisis on the 

media stemming from declining advertising, affected the practice of journalism in the 

private sector, even though the pandemic caused an exponential increase in ratings. (CIC-

Funglode, 2020). The CDP expressed its concern for the loss of jobs of reporters, camera 

operators, and photographers (Hoy, 2020).

Results Analysis

The assessment of the Dominican Republic in terms of freedom of expression shows 

a very favorable variation with respect to the previous period surveyed (July 2020-August 

2021). Among the 22 countries reviewed by the Index, with 77.91 points, it managed to ad-

vance ostensibly from the 47 achieved last year. The country moved up closer towards the 

top, holding the fourth position, three places behind Uruguay, which achieved the highest 

score: 84.10.

The experts’ appraisal of the Dominican Republic shows the improvement made during 

the period under analysis in all realms: Citizens Free to Express Themselves, Exercise of Jour-

nalism, Violence and Impunity, and Control over the Media. In the Legislative, Judicial and 

Executive environments, it yielded a result of slight influence, with ratings of 0.97, 0.71, and 

1.30 points, respectively.

A climate of freedom brought about by the change of government in all matters related 

to the practice of journalism was witnessed with few ups and downs, even during the cur-

fews and restrictions on mobility resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Environments: Dominican journalists saw a decrease in attacks from 
the echelons of power

 Regarding situations unfavorable to freedom of expression in the Dominican Republic, 

the Executive environment had a moderate influence, which on average reached 4.14 points 

out of a maximum 10.
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In the Mid-Year Report of the Inter American Press Association (IAPA), a direct ag-

gression against a journalist while conducting news coverage was reported (IAPA, 2021). 

Journalist Dulce Glorían García Robles suffered injuries to her face when she was hit with 

a revolver by a National Police officer on October 18, 2020. The incident occurred while she 

was reporting on a protest staged by broadcast announcers in the province of San Pedro 

de Macorís. The confrontation took place during the pandemic curfew. The journalist sus-

tained injuries, as denounced by the National Press Workers Union ([Sindicato Nacional de 

Trabajadores de la Prensa, SNTP] El Nuevo Diario, 2020). 

A month later, the Office of the Chief Inspector of Police (Inspectoría General de la 

Policía) issued a report claiming that the incident involving the journalist occurred during 

her participation in an assault on a precinct of that law enforcement body. The journalist 

and two announcers, according to the report, were trying to release a journalist arrested on 

orders from a prosecutor (Diario Antillano, 2020).

The IAPA report mentioned another incident involving a police colonel in the tourist 

community of Boca Chica during the first week of January 2021. There, Officer Nerys Aguilar 

prevented Marcelino Celedonio, a producer for local Channel 3, and other journalists from 

working during restricted mobilization hours due to the curfew in effect to address the pan-

demic. The CDP contested this decision (Últimas Noticias, 2020). The colonel was removed 

for his actions and journalists were reassured that they could work without restrictions (Al 

Momento, 2020).

On October 26, 2020, President Luis Abinader welcomed the members of the CDP and 

SNTP boards at the National Palace. During the meeting, the head of State accepted pension 

requests for affiliated journalists who had been unable to exercise their professional duties 

for years (El Caribe, 2020).

As regards the Legislative, changes in the internal makeup of the Senate of the Republic 

and the House of Representatives following the defeat suffered by the PLD had no negative 

repercussions on journalists’ coverage. The majority achieved by the PRM in Congress and 

the resignations of members of the PLD to join the Fuerza del Pueblo (Force of the People) 

party – founded by former President Leonel Fernández after his departure from the PLD – 

did not cause any confrontations or clashes with traditional and alternative media. 

The inauguration (for the first time in the Dominican Republic’s recent democratic his-

tory) of an independent Attorney General’s Office (Procuraduría General de la República) 

reduced the frictions and threats frequent from within that body of the Judiciary in the pre-

vious period. Miriam German, a prominent former judge, was appointed on 16 August by 

the President of the Republic (Listín Diario, 2020). Conversely, in August 2020, a sister of the 

former prosecutor had dismissed an injunctive relief filed by a recognized journalist critic of 

the previous government, Marino Zapete (El Nuevo Diario, 2020).
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REALM A: more information flow and less friction with the powers 
that be

Regarding the information flow and citizens’ freedom to express themselves, the experts 

inquired raised the country’s approval ratings compared to the previous index. With 18.56 

points, out of a maximum 23, Dominican society witnessed an improvement in the climate 

of freedom. The greatest influence noticed in this realm was from the Legislative, with 1.36 

points, which constitutes a slight influence. 

The assessment regarding the Executive showed a result also qualifying as slight influ-

ence, with 0.82 points out of a maximum 10. Per inquiries and records in connection with this 

outlook, the growth of citizens’ opinions circulating on social media and opinion platforms 

enabled by mainstream media during live streaming broadcasts stands out. Protests by citi-

zen movements demanding that the National Congress approve three grounds for abortion 

stood out in this period, with no attacks on those critical from the power elite (El Caribe, 2021). 

Similarly, the appraisal on the Judiciary yielded a result of slight influence with 0.61 points 

achieved. The multiple court actions filed by the new authorities of the Attorney General’s 

Office have been conducive to greater engagement with citizens, informed of these pro-

ceedings by means of official press releases and intense media coverage. The reactions of 

Dominicans are evident in digital platforms and call-in radio shows.

REALM B: Safer exercise of journalism, but with fewer jobs

During this period, the exercise of journalism was rated at 7.43 out of a maximum 10 

points. The lowest scores were from the Executive, an environment achieving 4.14, which is 

considered a moderate influence.

In context, the rapprochement of President Luis Abinader to members of the Domini-

can Society of Newspapers, leaders of the guilds and unions gathering journalists and media 

crewmembers is noteworthy. There was a turning point on March 17, 2021. During a meeting 

at the National Palace, the President pledged to respect freedom of expression and journal-

ists’ activities, in addition to proposing funding training programs (Presidencia, 2021). 

During the national celebration of Journalists’ Day (Día del Periodista), President Abinader 

issued Executive Order No. 109-21, whereby he granted a special government pension of DOP 

40,000 (Dominican Pesos) per month to 44 journalists (Diario Libre, 2021). This was a response 

to a long-standing claim and proof of the precarious conditions of jobs in the Dominican me-

dia. 

In the Judicial and Legislative environments, those surveyed gave a rating of 2.14 and 

2.43 points, respectively. This translates into a slight influence. Journalists, in general, exer-
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cised their coverage and gave their opinions on issues in a climate of freedom, free of evident 

threats.

REALM C: Journalism free of significant pressure and violence

Violence and impunity did not form a significant part of the conflict inextricable from 

journalistic duties in a society that has seen both phenomena grow in recent decades. Out 

of a maximum score of 42 points, the Dominican Republic obtained 29.77 in this category. 

Given the virtual absence of clashes with the activity of journalists and the media in the 

form of incidents during the coverage of or criticism over the Legislative and Judicial envi-

ronments, the experts gave a score of 0.10 points. This translates into minimum values for 

which they are deemed slightly influential. The Executive also achieved a good score, with 

0.24 points. The minimum score to qualify for slight influence in this realm is 1 point.

The reading of the results becomes even more relevant when compared to the previous 

period, during which a climate of violence and impunity against journalists was reported for 

this realm. Journalistic work, which faced challenges posed by the pandemic and restrictions 

on citizens’ free mobility, did not become an obstacle for media professionals and indepen-

dent journalists.

REALM D: Journalism released from the burden of control by the 
power elite

The best scores achieved by the country in the Index are those relating to the realm of 

Control over the Media. Out of a theoretical maximum of 25 points, the score was 22.14. From 

this total, 16.43 correspond to Direct Control and 5.71 to Indirect Control. 

The experts inquired gave the best scores, 0.00 out of a maximum possible 10-point ap-

praisal, considering the actions from the Legislative, Judicial, and Executive environments to 

be excellent. The summary notes that the main bodies of the branches of government have 

distanced themselves from the quest of private media companies and independent profes-

sionals for influencing news content. 

The result cannot be disassociated from the change brought by the demise of the PLD 

government, which stepped down after 16 years of continuity, as mentioned above. The re-

strictions imposed by the pandemic did not become a means to restrict the role of the press 

even amid the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. However, there was no lack of 

one instance of criticism: The Dominican Society of Newspapers warned about the danger of 

government advertising concentration (Listín Diario, 2021). The Office of the President’s Direc-

tor General for Communications (Dirección General de Comunicación, Dicom), Milagros Ger-

man, requested that the agency be audited in defense of her tenure (Listín Diario, 2021).
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CONCLUSIONS

  The climate of freedom in the Dominican Republic underwent a great change during 

the period under analysis, both in terms of the exercise of journalism and the possibilities for 

citizens to voice their demands to government authorities and bodies, without getting their 

physical safety or mental wellbeing jeopardized.

The election results of July 5, 2020, which removed the PLD from power after 16 con-

secutive years of rule, constituted the closing of a cycle of official threats to the independent 

press. The role of social control exercised by journalists has been preserved and consolidated.

Official actions, in general, did not hinder or threaten the work of journalists. The 

change in attitude during the period surveyed was a step forward for the free expression 

of thought in the country.

In the outlook reviewed, the loss of jobs caused by the pandemic is relevant, due to a 

significant decrease of advertising in the media. Journalists and crewmembers of the media 

sector were victims of the pandemic and its economic implications, even though there was 

an exponential growth in the consumption of informative contents.

The allocation of government advertising, on the other hand, continues to be a pending 

task that has not been solved by the Executive. A lack of regulations promoting greater eq-

uity in the allocation of government advertising is noticed to guarantee greater pluralism in 

news output.

The consolidation of independent journalistic projects, with the support of voluntary 

contributions from viewers, has resulted in a greater pluralism of opinion spaces for citizen 

demands. Social media consolidate their position as the platforms par excellence to boost 

the success of journalistic ventures by news men and women of different generations.
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
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JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

The Dominican Republic has recovered spaces of freedom of expres-
sion in the field of journalism in mainstream and alternative media. The 
July 5, 2020, elections, at which the will to put an end to the incumbent 
government by means of the ballot box, resulted in the improvement of 
the climate of freedoms in a wavering democratic society.

WEAKNESSES

Despite the progress the country has made in terms of public policies 
addressing free access to information, the structural weaknesses of 
the institutions persist in reason of the power claimed by their sitting 
officers. Recovering spaces of freedom, both for the press and for the 
citizens, depends on national and international circumstances. Social 
activism has not been able to prevail over a presidential system that 
remains unchecked in multiple government bodies.

OPPORTUNITIES

Although the Dominican Republic continues to perform poorly in edu-
cation, as reflected in assessments from international organizations, the 
awareness of empowered citizens continues to expand. Self-expression 
on social media and the resort to these platforms to call for demonstra-
tions in defense of societal issues is a growing reality. Traditional media 
outlets, in their convergent processes, increasingly take the challenge 
of delivering news in tune with the transparency demanded by viewers. 
Online media expand the opportunities for whistleblowing and articu-
late social dissent.

THREATS

If the country’s powers that be, which include the Catholic and Protes-
tant ecclesiastical hierarchies, do not join forces with the political lead-
ership and its structures, the country will continue to depend on cir-
cumstantial events to preserve a climate of freedom. The temptation to 
curb criticism of the authorities’ blunders with hefty government adver-
tising budgets continues to exist. A period of progress does not imply 
lasting stability if comprehensive reforms that guarantee sustainable 
social peace are not introduced.
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2.9.3 OVERWIEW

Dominican Republic

The Dominican Republic rose 10 positions in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Ex-

pression and the Press, moving up from No. 14 to No. 4 for the second study period, and from 

Partial Restriction to Low Restriction [on free speech]. The position in the 2019-2020 iteration 

is explained by the pressure on the media and journalists from different institutional environ-

ments, including the Executive and the Judiciary. What happened for the following period 

of the Index is explained by a shift of government after the presidential elections of August 

2020, and consequent changes in the legislative and judicial dynamics, perceived by the ex-

perts inquired as favorable for freedom of expression and the press.

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the country experienced a 

leap in its score from 11.6 points, out of a theoretical maximum of 23, to 18.57 in the more 

recent study. The tensions triggered by government propaganda, including disinformation 

strategies and statements against critical journalists, were followed by a period in which, 

after announcements from the new officials in favor of the press and free speech, social me-

dia flowed more freely, a fact reflected in the lack of measures introduced against opposing 

stances, as was seen in the form of mild reaction to demonstrations.

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, the increase was moderate, going from 7 to 7.43 

points out of a possible 10. While in the first iteration there was evidence of measures re-

stricting its exercise in wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, in the second study there was a 

turning point on March 17, 2021, when President Luis Abidaner pledged to respect freedom 

of expression before media representatives, offering guarantees to the free exercise of jour-

nalism. The experts surveyed agreed that this exercise enjoys a favorable environment.

Meanwhile, Realm C, Violence and Impunity, was the one that varied the most for the 

Dominican Republic, initially scoring 8.4 points out of a possible 42, to reach 29.77 points for 

the second edition of the Chapultepec Index. In the more recent iteration, low figures re-

garding violence against media professionals were achieved; but protection from impunity 

against newspersons following harmful actions targeting them continues to be an unfin-

ished task, according to the scores in both editions of the Index.

In Dimension D, Control over the Media, the results remained relatively stable, although 

with a slight drop, from 24 to 22.14 points, out of a possible 25. The legislative, executive, and 

judicial environments do not seem to have a major interest in regulating media activity or in 

pressuring its intermediaries and technological providers, according to the experts consult-

ed. However, it is noteworthy that the Dominican Society of Newspapers (Sociedad Domini-
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cana de Diarios) warned about the danger of concentration of government advertising in the 

period corresponding to the second edition of the survey.

The impact of the legislative, executive, and judicial environments in situations unfa-

vorable to free speech also experienced a significant decrease in the Dominican Republic, 

dropping to slight in all three cases, after showing moderate and strong values, especially 

regarding actions from the Executive. Nevertheless, this branch of government still exerts a 

moderate influence on unfavorable situations for the exercise of journalism according to the 

experts surveyed.
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2.10. ECUADOR

2.10.1 ECUADOR 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Ecuador: October 2019, a decisive month to examine freedom of 
expression in the country

Executive Summary

In the case of Ecuador, the study period might be reviewed based on a turning point: 

The social protests that took place from October 3 to 14, 2019. Before and after these 

developments, there were events showing a system that still does not have appropriate 

mechanisms to protect the media and a State that is incapable of taking responsibility for 

crimes against journalists. In those days of October, however, a particularly violent envi-

ronment against journalists was evident, and stigmatizing and hostile discourse towards 

the press resurfaced. The country ranked 17th in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of 

Expression and the Press, with 42.50 points.

INTRODUCTION

2019 seemed to be a year in which the status of freedom of expression, freedom of the 

press, and access to information in Ecuador would continue to improve. This improvement 

has been tangible since Lenín Moreno took office in May 2017. For example, he ruled out 

nationwide cadenas “sabatinas” (mandatory simulcasts of government addresses on Sat-

urdays) in which, on numerous occasions, there were unfavorable statements towards the 

members of the press. Additionally, he eliminated the Superintendence of Information and 

Communication (Superintendencia de la Información y Comunicación, Supercom), an entity 

commissioned with sanctioning and fining the media since 2013. 

However, 2019 was marked by the days of social protests in October. These were espe-

cially complicated times for the country in which the press fell victim to violent acts perpe-

trated by both the civil society and law enforcement: Abductions, insults, physical assault, 

intimidation, censorship, etc. As a result, Ecuador achieved a score of 42.5 out of 100 in the 

overall Index, reaching the 17th place out of 22 countries part of the study. 

In addition to the October events, during the study period, the Inter-American Com-

mission on Human Rights (IACHR) report on the kidnapping and murder of El Comercio 

(The Commerce) newspaper journalists was published. The report shows that the entities 

in charge of the investigation are making little effective progress. It points out that Ecuador, 

although it has a regulatory framework that protects journalists’ work in principle, in practice 

it does not have an efficient system for guaranteeing the rights of the press.
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Analysis of results

Between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020, journalism was exercised under concerning 

conditions in Ecuador, especially in October. Of the 194 alerts for violations of fundamen-

tal freedoms during 2019, 60% of these occurred in the months of October and December, 

during and after the national strike. In the midst of demonstrations, 116 attacks on the press 

and 138 on journalists went on record (Fundamedios, 2019, p. 5); but equally relevant were the 

instances of violence by law enforcement against the press.   

Another key element to consider in the analysis is that the government has not taken 

responsibility for attacks on the media. It failed to do so in the aftermath of October and, 

above all, it has failed to do so in the case of the three El Comercio newspaper journalists 

murdered. Although this unfortunate incident occurred in 2018, in December 2019 the IA-

CHR published its report where it clearly stated that the Ecuadorian State did not take the 

necessary measures to protect the news team and further suggested that there were both 

non-existent coordination and omissions that proved decisive in the course of events (Jorge 

R. Imbaquingo, 2019).

Finally, in 2019, matters were also left unfinished regarding reforms and laws required to 

improve the status of the fundamental right of free speech. It must be acknowledged that, 

earlier that year, major amendments to the Organic Law of Communication (Ley Orgánica 

de Comunicación, LOC) were approved. Nevertheless, other key aspects have not even been 

debated by the Legislative, such as reforming the role of public media, which have been so 

far the communication arm muscles flexed by sitting governments. 

Legislative Environment

Of the three environments, the Legislative shows the least influence in situations dis-

couraging free speech in Ecuador, at a moderate level, with 4.47 out of a maximum of 10. 

This perception stems mainly from the amendments made to the LOC by the National 

Assembly [Legislative]. This law, which was enacted during the government of former pres-

ident Rafael Correa, drew a great deal of criticism from the media because it provided the 

government with a legal framework whereby several of the abuses against freedom of ex-

pression and the press could be left unpunished. The law was substantially reformed in sev-

eral key points. We could highlight two: Oversight entity Supercom was eliminated; and the 

legal figure of media lynching was struck out. 

Although this reform was performed in February 2019, in June it returned to public de-

bate because of a procedural error. Additionally, the amendment of an article had been left 

incomplete “seeking that communication be regarded as a human right instead of a utility, 

taking into consideration the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights” 

(Observacom, 2019). The changes to the LOC allowed for one thing not very common in 
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the Ecuadorian legislative outlook: the alignment of different political forces. Similarly, the 

journalists’ union assessed these actions favorably, as reflected in an interview with Guada-

lupe Fierro, president of the National Union of Journalists (Unión Nacional de Periodistas), 

in which she highlighted positive changes and the improvement of the legal framework for 

exercising journalism (Consejo de Regulación, Desarrollo y Promoción de la Información y 

Comunicación, 2019). 

Fundamedios, a free-speech watchdog NGO that constantly conducts monitoring ac-

tivities, estimated that there was legislative backlog at the National Assembly in 2019, among 

pending matters, little progress in reforming statutes that currently prevent the exercise of 

free speech stemming from professional degree constraints. She also criticized the non-exis-

tent regulation on nationwide cadenas and government advertising, as well as the need for 

a clear role of the public media (Fundamedios, 2019).

Judicial environment

This environment, with a moderate score of 4.89 in the study, is the second to influence 

situations discouraging free speech in Ecuador.

One of the most concerning incidents, perhaps, was the one that occurred again amidst 

the October 2019 social protests. On the third day of that month, the Prosecutor’s Office (Fis-

calía) and the National Police (Policía Nacional) raided the facilities of Radio Pichincha Uni-
versal, which is critical of the government. On a tweet, the Prosecutor’s Office informed that 

the process sought to “gather information on the alleged crime of inciting discord among 

citizens”. The radio station, in a press release, assured that these actions from the authorities 

were in response to opinions aired on the show En la Oreja (In Your Ear) a day before social 

protests erupted. This program was conducted by journalist Washington Yépez and, on that 

occasion, he was interviewing a political leader, Luisa Maldonado, a Correísta movement loy-

alist – political adversary of the current government of Ecuador – as she, according to the 

Prosecutor’s Office, had called on people to join the protests. (El Comercio, 2019).

In May 2019, however, the Agency for Health Regulation, Control, and Surveillance (Agen-

cia de Regulación, Control y Vigilancia Sanitaria, Arcsa) filed a lawsuit for libel against La Pos-
ta (The Post) website, after the latter blew the whistle on alleged serious negligence in con-

ducting HIV tests. The news again raised concerns about the status of freedom of expression 

and the press that undoubtedly affected the perception on this environment. However, a few 

days later, the President of the Republic, Lenín Moreno, asked Arcsa’s director to resign and 

the lawsuit was withdrawn (La República, 2019). 

On the other hand, it has become evident that, in order to retaliate against journalists, 

various members of civil society have threatened to file or actually filed lawsuits on three 

counts: slander, defamation, and discredit or crimes against honor. One of the cases was that 

of Jaime Vargas, president of the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities (Confederación 
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de Nacionalidades Indígenas, CONAIE), who accused Expreso daily of slandering him after 

the publication of a piece about his assets. The aborigine leader warned that he would take 

legal action, but this did not come to fruition. 

Executive Environment

The study indicates that this environment is the one that most unfavorably influenced 

the state of free speech in Ecuador with a score of 5.88, placing it in the strong influence 

range.

For a better understanding of this perception, it is worth mentioning two significant 

events involving the Telecommunications Regulation and Control Agency (Agencia de Regu-

lación y Control de las Telecomunicaciones, Arcotel). In July 2019, the agency issued an order 

to withdraw the temporary frequencies granted to the media group owned by Mexican busi-

nessman Ángel González. These frequencies were granted in an irregular manner, according 

to various groups and members of the communications industry. However, the order was 

put on hold after a judge in Guayaquil granted a constitutional injunction. Subsequently, no 

new tenders for frequencies have been called, which, in the words of Fundamedios, “keeps 

the industry under significant legal uncertainty” (Fundamedios, 2019, p. 4).

The second episode once again involves Radio Pichincha Universal, a media outlet crit-

ical of the government, as discussed above. In October 2019, the station was off the air for 

16 days on an order from Arcotel; but an injunction determined that the right to freedom of 

expression had been breached, and the station could return to its regular programming. 

However, in January 2020, the agency again terminated the broadcast license, and finally a 

new appeal prevented it from going off the air (Punto Noticias, 2020). 

In addition to administrative actions, the Executive also played an unfavorable role in 

the state of freedom of expression and the press during the social protests of October, es-

pecially between that month’s 3rd to 5th days, when law enforcement forcibly repressed the 

media. Several journalists’ testimonies report actions ranging from intimidation to hours-

long arbitrary detention. This is a topic further elaborated on in Realm C regarding violence 

and impunity.  

REALM A: Informed citizens free to express themselves

Several of the journalists and academics surveyed agree that freedom of expression and 

plurality of content disseminated in the country have improved in Ecuador. They also concur 

that 2019 was specifically a year when progress was made owing to the amendments on the 

LOC mentioned above.
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In any case, there are still restrictions on full access to information, especially because 

of the cumbersome procedures for requesting public information. The score in this realm, 

according to the Chapultepec Index, reached 11 points out of a maximum of 23.  

The country’s government institutions do not abide by their own disclosure standards, 

which require, for example, that all public information be accessible on their websites. In 

practice, commentators say, not all information is posted and when something additional is 

required, the request for information falls into a cumbersome bureaucratic process.    Simi-

larly, there is a consensus that the public media, albeit encouraging plural contents, still tend 

to be used as the political arm of the sitting government.   

The overdue debt in this realm once again revolves around what happened to Radio 

Pichincha Universal in October 2019, when its license was withdrawn for 16 days during that 

month’s protests (Fundamedios, 2019). In January 2020, it further received another request 

for license termination (Punto Noticias, 2020). The grounds for the penalty – with the support 

of the Ministry of Defense (Ministerio de Defensa) and the Council for Regulation, Develop-

ment, and Promotion of Information and Communication (Consejo de Regulación, Desarrol-

lo y Promoción de la Información y Comunicación) – stated that the contents of the media 

outlet incited protest and posed a threat to national security.

REALM B: Exercise of journalism

The LOC is the legal basis for all communication and advertising activities in the country, 

including journalists’ work. Under this legal framework, articles 40 to 42 thereof set forth the 

rights of source protection, professional secret, and free exercise of communication. 

There is no provision that expressly protects press contents from possible misuse and 

there is a restriction on the exercise of journalism consisting in the requirement of a profes-

sional degree. With this in mind, the journalists inquired consider, in general, that the gov-

ernment has been able to improve the conditions for journalistic work in comparison to the 

previous administration. However, the rating for this realm was 4.3 out of a maximum of 10 

points.

This perception is reinforced, once again, by the reforms to the LOC and by specific 

cases such as the removal of Juan Carlos Galarza, Executive Director of Arcsa, by President 

Moreno. Galarza was dismissed in May 2019, after he filed a lawsuit against the digital media 

outlet La Posta for reporting alleged negligence in conducting HIV tests. The president and 

several ministers of the cabinet stated on Twitter that the removal was intended to preserve 

freedom of expression and the press in the country. (Romero, 2019) 

There are also other ways, perhaps new and therefore insufficiently regulated or debat-

ed yet, whereby the government restricts the exercise of journalism. One of these examples 

is what happened at the Quito Book Fair in December 2019. This event was organized by the 
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National Book and Reading Plan (Plan Nacional del Libro y la Lectura), an initiative of the Min-

istry of Culture (Ministerio de Cultura) of Ecuador, headed by María Fernanda Ampuero. This 

official received some criticism from journalists; one of them was that the logistics was poor 

and that several writers were not included. In response, Ampuero blocked some of these 

critical voices from her Twitter account, which begs the question: Can a public official, who 

currently uses social media to provide information on public interest matters, block journal-

ists? (Minga, 2020).

Another way in which the exercise of journalism was restricted by government agencies 

occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic. Especially in March and April 2020, the govern-

ment could not devise an effective means to include some members of the press in on-

line conferences with the media. Consequently, many of the questions in those early press 

conferences came from virtual private rooms, where the questions reaching officials went 

through various filters.    

REALM C: Violence and impunity

Regarding violence, journalism in Ecuador during 2019 was undoubtedly marked by the 

social protests of October. National and international organizations reported on this. In its 

January 2020 report, the IACHR stated that violence in the midst of the national strike “led to 

the obstruction of the work of the press, in the form of a series of attacks against journalists 

and the media, both by law enforcement and demonstrators” (IACHR, 2020). The number of 

media outlets attacked was at least 20, located in the provinces of Pichincha, Guayas, Tungu-

rahua, Chimborazo, Morona Santiago, Manabí, Azuay, Pastaza, and Sucumbíos.

In this realm, Ecuador scored only 9 points out of 42 possible.

One of the most notable assaults was that sustained by Juan Carlos González, a reporter 

with the digital media Wambra, who, according to the IACHR, was allegedly hit in the face 

with a tear gas canister in Quito. Another, that of journalist Ronald Cedeño, who was run over 

by a policeman on a motorcycle in Guayaquil.

In terms of impunity, on the other hand, the State has also been indebted. Not only be-

cause of the aforementioned case regarding its joint responsibility in the deaths of El Comer-
cio journalists, but also because there have been no measures against members of the civil 

society who attacked the media in October 2019. Such events as the fire at Telemazonas 

facilities in Quito, or an attack against transmission antennas on Pilisurco Hill, in the province 

of Tungurahua, which left 65 radio and television stations off the air, remain completely un-

punished. 
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REALM D: Control over the media

In the realm of control over the media, Ecuador appears better rated by the experts 

surveyed, with 18.3 points of 25 possible. Even so, according to the journalists and academics 

inquired, the most usual way to control the news and opinion content that media outlets 

publish in Ecuador is through the allocation of resources for advertising purposes.  

In this regard, the regulatory framework only sets forth that government agencies pur-

chasing advertising and publicity services on the media shall be governed by equal oppor-

tunity criteria taking into consideration purpose of communication, target audience, agency 

territorial jurisdiction, and ratings and viewership levels. However, these guidelines prove in-

effective at regulating which outlet is allocated advertising money and which outlet is not. 

The only control mechanism provided for is the publication of annual reports by govern-

ment entities reflecting their expenditures on media advertising categories. 

CONCLUSIONS

October was the month that reversed a positive trend in the status of freedom of ex-

pression and the press in Ecuador. During the social protests that month, 116 of the 194 alerts 

for violations of fundamental freedoms in 2019 went on record: An increase of 133% com-

pared to 2018 (Fundamedios, 2019, p. 5).

The protests also brought Ecuador back into the spotlight in the region. Commissions 

formed by the IACHR visited the country and, in their reports, they corroborated this setback, 

expressed in the case, for example, of Radio Pichincha Universal, where it was evident that 

the State, by means of administrative and judicial actions, briefly took this media outlet off 

the air and tried to terminate its operations definitively.

The same month of October, the Executive branch, through the National Police, used 

violent mechanisms resulting in attacks on media and journalists. Similarly, the government 

has not initiated the necessary judicial action in the numerous cases where media and jour-

nalists were attacked during the national strike.    

On the other hand, 2019 also showed that Ecuador still does not have a comprehensive 

system to protect the activity of the media and journalists. This is especially true after the 

government’s inability to take action and/or responsibility for the death of three El Comercio 

journalists. According to the report by the Special Monitoring Team (Equipo de Seguimiento 

Especial, ESE) to probe into the kidnapping and murder of Javier Ortega, Paúl Rivas, and 

Efraín Segarra, government institutions showed a lack of coordination and omissions in han-

dling the case. They also indicated that Ecuador and Colombia should take steps to system-

atically collect information and declassify documents. That would be the only way to get the 

full picture of the facts (Jorge R. Imbaquingo, 2019).
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The legislative environment is the one that displays the best behavior in Ecuador ac-

cording to the study’s Index. This is largely because the National Assembly substantially re-

formed the LOC. In any case, although the statutory framework shows some good progress 

with respect to the exercise of freedom of the press, there are several voices critical of the 

fact that no progress has been made in enacting a clear regulation for the operation of pub-

lic media. Similarly, there has not been much progress in regulating national broadcast me-

dia or government advertising.

Attention should be directed to a new dynamic, at least for the current government, in 

which high officials respond in a particular and accusatory manner to information published 

by the press. The reason for this is what has happened between La Posta online newspaper 

and a high-ranking government official: Minister of the Interior (Ministra de Gobierno) María 

Paula Romo. In August 2020, the media published a report linking the minister to an alleged 

scandal involving allocations of public hospital contracts destined to certain congressional 

districts in exchange for votes for some national assemblypersons. Not only did Romo deny 

the allegations, but also responded to the media outlet in a particular way, by accusing them, 

in a video uploaded on her personal social media, of committing a crime. This has not been a 

common practice in this government and we will have to look closely how this case unfolds.  
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ECUADOR 

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

One of the strengths is the good will evident in the government to 
improve the status of freedom of speech and press. Likewise, hav-
ing a reformed – yet imperfect – statutory framework compared to 
that in force years ago is also a strength. The mobilization capacity 
of the communications industry is also noteworthy, which, through 
joint initiatives, launches projects to watch and permanently moni-
tor the state of freedom of expression and the press in the country. 
That same spirit has allowed for the creation and growth of new 
media in the digital domain thereby encouraging plurality of voices 
and sources.

WEAKNESSES

The greatest weakness in Ecuador has been the non-realization of 
sufficient good will to improve the status of freedom of expression 
and press, translated into amendments to the Organic Law of Com-
munication. In practice, the October 2019 protests and their after-
math demonstrated two key facts: The persistence of violent and 
authoritarian practices entrenched in the government that under-
mine freedom of the press and expression. Furthermore, its insti-
tutions do not function adequately in order to punish violations of 
fundamental freedoms, allowing a cloak of impunity to hide unac-
ceptable actions against the press and freedom of expression. 

OPPORTUNITIES

The last few years have been ones of great economic hardship for 
Ecuador, even more so with the advent of COVID-19. Several media 
outlets have closed and hundreds of journalists have lost their jobs. 
This same undesirable circumstance is also perceived as an oppor-
tunity worth considering for overcoming this same crisis. Actually, 
in recent months, new communication ventures have been created, 
such as Public Journalism, by former workers of government media 
outlets. New projects like this one can build the momentum neces-
sary to provide something missing in Ecuadorian journalism: New 
voices, sources, approaches, and audiences.
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THREATS

In recent times, Ecuador has experienced extreme political polariza-
tion between supporters of former President Rafael Correa and his 
opponents. In the past, this division translated into stigmatizing and 
violent speeches against the press that spawned animosity among 
a good part of the population against several media outlets. Al-
though this has subsided in the last two years, elections will be held 
2021, and it has already been possible to note that this disparaging 
discourse towards the press is beginning to emerge again. On the 
other hand, Ecuador faces the same global threat of fake news. This 
same climate of tension has given rise to the creation of media with 
good and deontological principles not aligned with those of good 
professional practices. This, added to the lack of knowledge from 
the State of how to regulate a space such as social media, poses a 
potentially complicated scenario.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

ECUADOR: MOVES UP IN THE INDEX WHILE LACKING STRUCTURAL 
REFORMS

Executive Summary

  In spite of Ecuador moving up in the overall index, threats and violent speeches against 

journalists became evident in contentious episodes; hence the realm on Exercise of Jour-

nalism is the one showing the most unfavorable figures. The Judicial environment has 

been on the spotlight for sentencing a journalist to prison while holding little evidence 

and by means of a legal instrument that has been questioned for a long time. With pres-

idential elections in between, the Executive Branch is also under the focus of this report, 

while the Legislative scenario maintains the same immobility of 2019.   

INTRODUCTION

Ecuador was amid a presidential election during the period covered by this report. Such 

event marks a turning point in the analysis of freedom of expression and the press. From 

August 2020 to May 2021, the country was still run by former President, Lenín Moreno. His 

image embodied a leader who tried to make substantial reforms to the conflictive legal 

frameworks for the press, but he fell halfway. He also epitomized the mismanagement of the 

global health crisis that was evident in the field of communication in the form of inaccurate 

information on infections and deaths, and at ministries during talks with journalists whose 

questions and requests were often ignored.    

However, in May 2021, Guillermo Lasso became president and took office with a dis-

course in favor of freedom of expression and the press. He supported this with an immediate 

action: The submission of a new bill named the Freedom of Expression Law (Ley de Liber-

tad de Expresión). Journalists and academics consulted for this report assure that President 

Lasso, although none of his proposals has materialized, generates positive expectations with 

regards to the relationship with the press. Thus, with a score of 56.07 out of 100, Ecuador has 

moved up from 17th to 14th place in this Chapultepec Index.    

Conversely, the study also shows that Ecuador is a scenario holding unfavorable condi-

tions, especially for the practice of journalism. The pandemic worsened the working condi-

tions for many journalists and, in some cases, has led to layoffs. The use of lawsuits continues 

to be a form of intimidation against journalists and there are still tangible examples of how 
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the Government directly influences over the control of the messages and information dis-

seminated by the media.   

Results Analysis

    During the period covered by this report, a non-governmental organization that 

watches over freedom of expression and carries out continuous monitoring exercises, Fun-

damedios, reported 254 alerts against the exercise of journalism and freedom of expression. 

Of these, 164 are directly related to the realms and environments under study by this report. 

The remaining 90, for the most part, belong to alerts related to the global COVID-19 pandem-

ic. This data speaks of the impact that the pandemic has had over the exercise of journalism 

itself, which is further reflected by the obstructive actions by the government toward the 

free exercise of journalism. 

The results of this Index, in its chapter on Ecuador, also allow inferring that the percep-

tion of freedom of the press and expression in the country has been slightly improving from 

August 2020 to July 2021. Until May 2021, Ecuador was still led by former president Lenín 

Moreno, who left office with barely 4.6% of approval, according to the pollster Cedatos (Ec-

uador Verifica, 2021). This reflects poor administration management (especially during times 

of pandemic) which also became obvious in terms of freedom of expression. For example, 

some ministries did not provide timely and accurate information in the midst of the health 

crisis, and at times, limited the participation of journalists at press conferences (Fundame-

dios, 2020). Moreover, Moreno’s government ended its administration while leaving pend-

ing issues regarding promised, yet unfulfilled, meaningful reforms such as the Organic Law 

of Communication (Ley Orgánica de Comunicación, LOC). Public opinion is still discussing 

how his government did not take responsibility for the attacks against the media during the 

strike in October 2019, and for the case of three journalists from El Comercio newspaper mur-

dered in 2018. However, in April 2021, Ecuador elected Guillermo Lasso as a new president 

who brought with him some optimism to freedom of expression matters. On May 25, one of 

Lasso’s first actions was the submission of the draft Organic Law on Freedom of Expression 

and Communication (Ley Orgánica de Libre Expresión y Comunicación) which repealed the 

current statute known as the “gag law”. In this regard, IAPA itself considered this action as 

a positive step for freedom of the press and democracy in the country (El Comercio, 2021). 

At different stages, President Lasso has also expressed that he believes more in media’s 

self-regulation than in a law that regulates their labor. 

Environments: The Exercise of Journalism, the realm most affected 
by the three environments 

    The Index shows that the Legislative environment has some mild unfavorable influ-

ence of 1.87 points out of 10 on freedom of expression. This indicator means a positive im-
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provement compared to the 4.7 points attained during the previous year’s report. “There are 

no structural changes that could explain this improvement”, said Jorge Cruz, journalist and 

coordinator of the communication area at the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador 

(Cruz, 2021), since the country still maintains the same laws and the same legislature.  

The perception of this change would be then due to the fact that within the term of this 

report, there have been no new episodes that would be subject of extensive media coverage 

as attention has focused on the pandemic and presidential elections. In addition, citizens 

and public opinion are still debating cases that may be perceived as old, but still valid and 

showing that the Legislative does not give priority to improving the conditions of freedom 

of expression and the press. We are talking about, for example, the amendments to LOC. 

Although some key points of this law were amended during the administration of Lenín 

Moreno, the new general regulations required by the instrument were not issued until May 

2021. Moreover, no progress was made on the amendment of Article 5 declaring communi-

cation as a public service (Fundamedios, 2020, p. 6). Furthermore, the announced reforms to 

the Criminal Code (Código Penal) to fully decriminalize opinion have not been implemented, 

and, according to the alerts recorded by NGO, Fundamedios, “these criminal maneuvers are 

still being used to persecute and take journalists, some citizens, and activists to court for 

exercising freedom of expression” (Fundamedios, 2020, p. 7). Hence, within the judicial en-

vironment of this Index, the realm on the exercise of journalism is the one with the highest 

unfavorable score with 3.57 points. 

Another fact explaining said progress at the legislative environment, compared to last 

year, is that the new administration of Guillermo Lasso has placed the new Law of Freedom 

of Expression and Communication in the hands of the Legislative. The law seeks to estab-

lish mechanisms for self-regulation of public and private media in the country and to fully 

remove LOC. Although this is an initiative by the Executive, several voices in the legislative 

body have expressed their willingness to bring this draft bill to a successful conclusion. (El 

Universo, 2021).   

With regards to the judicial environment, Ecuador scores 1.71 points. Like in the previous 

environment, in this one too, the country shows improvement compared to last year’s 4.89 

score. Although the index has improved, Cruz argues, once again, that there have been no 

structural changes in the national system of justice, but adds that, in recent times, the coun-

try has gone through a “discharge phenomenon” (Cruz, 2021). In other words, the administra-

tion of Moreno ended, and with it, also ended a series of events by the system of justice that 

had a negative influence over freedom of expression and the press. 

One must acknowledge that there have been no episodes like the social protests of 

October 2019 during the current administration. Though, among other abuses, the Attorney 

General’s Office raided Radio Pichincha Universal, a station critical of the government then. 

This action, in addition to others, ended with the radio off the air for 15 days. From that mo-
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ment until now, no similar events have been reported. Although this is part of the reasons for 

the improvement within the current Index, during this period, the country still experienced 

legal actions that particularly affect the exercise of journalism. 

One of the most representative events was the conviction of journalist Juan Sarmiento 

for moral injury confirmed on November 12, 2020. The journalist was sentenced to ten days 

in prison, to pay 25% of a basic compensation (USD 100), and to offer a public apology to for-

mer governor of Napo Province, Patricio Espíndola (Committee to Protect Journalists, -CPJ-) 

(CPJ, 202). In the program Tendencia Digital, Sarmiento criticized the incompetence of the 

province official during the health crisis caused by the pandemic, both for not disclosing the 

real number of infections and for the lack of responsiveness by Napo’s health system. This 

resulted in former governor, Espíndola, filing a lawsuit for damages to his reputation, his 

character, and for emotional abuse. 

Sarmiento resorted to protection by an international program for journalists at risk, and 

traveled to Peru on November 28, 2020. As he was returning to the country, he was arrested 

by the National Police, despite the fact that the arrest warrant had expired. Finally, that same 

day, the arrest warrant was revoked during a court hearing (Fundamedios, 2021). 

The executive environment also shows improvement. It went from a score of 5.88 to 1.91. 

These figures respond to a specific event: the election of a new government and the scores 

can be interpreted at two levels: a practical, and a symbolic one. The first was already men-

tioned above: the so-called Law of Freedom of Expression and Communication presented 

by the Executive to the National Assembly, a movement  can be interpreted as a moment of 

“clear understanding and empathy between the Government, journalism, and the citizens”, 

said Yolanda Aguilar, director of the journalism program at the Universidad de las Américas 

(Aguilar, 2021). Nevertheless, Aguilar also points out that this relationship may change over 

time if there are no concrete changes with respect to the state of freedom of the press by the 

government of Guillermo Lasso. 

The second level, the symbolic one, involves the election of a new president and the 

expectations of change that this implies; and also, the narrative that Guillermo Lasso seeks 

to build on his relationship with the press and liberties. In September 2021, the newspaper El 
Universo - one of the most important and oldest in the country - turned 100 years old. Presi-

dent Lasso attended the celebration ceremony and said: “Nobody can stop power if you (the 

press) are not here” (El Universo, 2021). Beyond the president’s words, the context in which 

these occur is significant: El Universo is a newspaper former President Rafael Correa filed a 

lawsuit against in 2012 for alleged slander to later claim USD 80 million and three years of 

imprisonment for the newspaper’s board and the editor of the magazine Opinión. The law-

suit ended with a ruling favorable to the former president, although it was never enforced 

because Correa, finally, resorted to the legal figure of pardon for those named in the case. 

It was a judicial process with remarkable media impact that has even reached the offices of 
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IACHR and has internationally positioned Ecuador as a country with unfavorable conditions 

for the exercise of journalism. Today, for a change, El Universo is the stage where a new pres-

ident awards the exercise of the press.

REALM A: The same problems of access to timely information and 
plurality of voices continue.

Some of the journalists and academics consulted agree that the arrival of a new govern-

ment in Ecuador will improve, a priori, the conditions of freedom of expression and access to 

information. They look forward to both, the definitive reforms to LOC, and the tension-free 

relationship with the press and the general public that Guillermo Lasso proposes. Ecuador 

scored 13 points out of a maximum of 23 in the present Index.

However, there are still limitations to full access of information, especially due to the dif-

ficult processes to undergo when requesting for public information (Guerrero, 2022). There 

are also problems that persist over time. Something that was already noted in last year’s 

report and that continues is that government institutions do not make all public information 

accessible from their own web pages. In practice, the information available is incomplete 

and requests for information are often entangled in long bureaucratic processes.

One of the events that have directly affected the plurality of voices is the dismantling of 

public media. Although many have criticized the fact that public media have often served 

as a channel for the dissemination of information of government’s interest, it is also true that 

these have also been spaces featuring more diverse contents than the private media. How-

ever, on July 29, 500 workers were reported to have been dismissed from the public media 

in the country (GK, 2021). This event, for the experts, is not only due to the deep fiscal crisis 

accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic, but also denotes the ideological position of the new 

government: a smaller government.   

Regarding access to information, the declaration of all information regarding the sale or 

securitization process of state-owned bank Banco del Pacífico as classified by the National 

Financial Corporation, became one of the most representative instances that occurred in 

2019 (Fundamedios, 2020). However, the floor of the National Assembly resolved to declassify 

the information related to this matter. 

REALM B: A realm that worsened

In Ecuador, a continuing problem is that “there is no article that expressly protects the 

press from a possible misuse of its content and there is a limitation of professional title to 

practice journalism” (Chapultepec Index, 2021). Journalist Santiago Guerrero (2022), also con-

sulted last year for the generation of this Index, reiterates that the State has been unable 

to structurally improve the conditions for journalistic work, although he predicts that the 
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treatment of a promised new communication law may change this. In this realm, the rating 

obtained was 4 out of a maximum of 10 points; the rate of the previous Index was 4.3, which 

means a decline on this category. 

As in the previous year, state institutions continued to restrict press coverage of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. In virtual press conferences, government officials took few questions 

from journalists and often from the media themselves. In addition, the questions reached 

the authorities with several filters. This was particularly evident in April and May 2020, but 

continued - with some adjustments - until about November.

The pandemic emphasized the real problem the country has when accessing timely 

and accurate information. Many times the figures on the deaths by COVID-19 reported by 

the government turned out to be “unreliable and limited [...] there has been a continuous 

underreporting on the number of deaths” (Fundamedios, 2020, p. 5). This issue was reported 

by the press and remedied when the media published the figures on the excess deaths on 

record from the National Institute of Statistics and Census (Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas 

y Censos). This problem continued until January 2021, when the vaccination process began 

in Ecuador. 

REALM C: The realm that recorded most progress 

In terms of violence and impunity, Ecuador scored 21.15 out of a maximum of 42, a sub-

stantial improvement compared to the 9 points recorded in the previous Index. Fundamen-

tally, this can be explained since during this period there was no incident similar to the social 

protests of October 2019 when the violence recorded then “obstructed the work the press, 

given the series of attacks against journalists and the media committed both by law enforce-

ment officials and demonstrators” (IACHR, 2020) 

However, the country continued to experience - between August 2020 and July 2021 - 

some episodes that can be considered as violent. One of the most illustrative examples was 

the case of journalist Dayanna Monroy, who was threatened and intimidated several times. 

The first one took place in July 2020, when the lawyer of Daniel Salcedo, a man accused 

of being involved in a corruption scheme in hospitals in the country, accused the journal-

ist of lying in some reports while assuring that she would have to “answer for everything” 

(Vaca-Villarreal, 2021). In October, for a change, alleged threats from the former president, 

Abdalá Bucaram, to Monroy were made public. The alleged threats were due to a series of 

reports by the journalist who pointed out that the Bucaram family was involved in irregular 

sales of medical supplies (Vaca-Villarreal, 2021).

In another event that occurred in August 2021, the same Bucaram family threatened -via 

Twitter- cartoonist Xavier Bonilla ‘Bonil’, who had published a cartoon in the newspaper El 
Universo called “El Huyecaminos” (The Roadrunner), in reference to Jacobo Bucaram who is 

a fugitive from justice for the case of irregular sales of medical supplies (Vaca-Villarreal, 2021). 
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Other remarkable cases of violence occurred on August 29, 2020 when journalist Gon-

zalo Rubén Piña reported being a victim of verbal and physical attacks at the Reina del Cisne 

stadium in Loja, by the public relations officer of the Provincial Sports Federation. By the 

end of November 2020, journalist Wilson Cabrera, correspondent of Teleamazonas in Morona 

Santiago, reported having been threatened by the National Police Commissioner, in Morona 

Santiago. Finally, on December 13, 2020, two sticks of dynamite were found in the balcony of 

the residence of journalist Mario Pinto, director of the digital media MPNoticias, in Machala 

city. Fortunately, the device did not explode. (Vaca-Villarreal, 2021).

REALM D: Former President Moreno favored allocation of 
frequencies to Mexican businessman.

In the realm related to control over the media, Ecuador’s rating reaches 17.71 points out 

of 25, a slight drop from 18.3 points on record in the previous Index. According to the experts 

consulted, in Ecuador, the most common way to control the type of information and opinion 

that media outlets publish is through the allocation of advertising funds.

Nevertheless, in this area, the allocation of frequencies to Ángel González, alias “El Fan-

tasma” (The Ghost), is the most relevant issue that occurred within the period surveyed. Ac-

cording to a research by the digital media outlets 4Pelagatos and Fundamedios, on the last 

days of his government, Lenín Moreno “awarded the media czar, of Mexican nationality and 

owner of the newspaper El Comercio, the frequencies of four other radio stations that had 

been disqualified for not complying with requirements during their contest for award” (Fun-

damedios and 4P, 2021). These four frequencies had been excluded because they did not 

comply with the rules of the Telecommunications Regulation and Control Agency (Agencia 

de Regulación y Control de las Telecomunicaciones, ARCOTEL). However, on May 27, 2021, the 

agency published a resolution allowing the stations to continue operating.

According to the research, former President Moreno pushed the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and ARCOTEL so that the order would favor Gonzalez in exchange for “protection 

against possible lawsuits” Moreno might face in the future. 

CONCLUSIONS

The election of Guillermo Lasso as the new president of Ecuador raises expectations 

among the people with regards to freedom of expression and the press. In principle, this rep-

resents a renewal of public policy ideas that encourage a scenario of media self-regulation. 

This would represent a radical change after almost 15 years the country has gone from hav-

ing a very restrictive law for the exercise of journalism under former President Rafael Correa, 

to a less restrictive but insufficiently reformed law under former President Lenín Moreno.
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Also, Lasso’s presence in the public arena changes the narrative on the relationship be-

tween the press with the government and with citizens. The current president has promoted 

a much less heated rhetoric and has once again placed value on the exercise of the press 

and the full freedom of expression by citizens as a counterweight to his own power. This is 

something that his predecessor, Lenín Moreno, also promoted in his speech, but was very 

often contradicted in practice.   

Either way, as Yolanda Aguilar warns, the government is just starting and “we are liv-

ing a dangerous honeymoon” (Aguilar, 2021). She argues that, if these expectations are not 

matched by actions, the relationship of those in power with the press will change little in 

Ecuador.

Although a new government lightens the atmosphere among society, it is essential to 

mention that on judicial or legislative matters, for example, there have been no structural 

changes in the country: Access to free and plural information continues to be an enormous 

challenge; there is still a regulatory framework in place to persecute journalists as in the case 

of Juan Sarmiento, and there is still concrete evidence that those in power  actively seek to 

control the information that circulates among society; as an example of this is in the case of 

“El Fantasma” González. 

Finally, the effects of the pandemic also bore a significant impact over national press. It 

is widely known that journalists were some of the most vulnerable professionals to the infec-

tion; this resulted in 23 media workers dying in 2020 (Fundamedios, 2020). But the impact 

of COVID-19 also reached the workplace itself: several news industries were forced to lay off 

employees; the most remarkable case was the dismissal of 500 people from the public me-

dia sector.

Having said that, and following the results of this Index, we can state that Ecuador has 

gone through a two-track period. On the one hand, structures that often clash with freedom 

of the press and freedom of opinion were maintained as society seems to have become 

somehow accustomed to said structures; and on the other, a new administration is taking 

shape in the Executive seeking to, in principle, re-enhance the image of the press, and re-

move from its way those historical obstacles. This would explain why Ecuador climbed three 

positions in this Chapultepec Index.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS

One of Ecuador’s strengths is that the country is under a new admin-
istration that has shown, both in discourse and practice, its intention 
to improve the conditions of freedom of expression and the press. 
On the one hand, it seeks to create a new communication law and to 
definitively repeal the current one which, despite the amendments, 
continues to be restrictive. On the other hand, the country has pub-
licly and symbolically vindicated the value of the free press. Among 
the strengths is also the resilience by all players in the media business. 
Despite being a year of pandemic, with all that it means, journalists 
have shown ability to adjust to continue reporting and also to reinvent 
themselves through the implementation of new projects, with new 
formats, and new content. 

WEAKNESSES

The greatest weakness continues to be the inability of the government 
- as a whole - to make structural changes to the regulatory frameworks 
that govern the exercise of journalism and freedom of expression. Ad-
ditionally, it has become evident; once again, that public figures or 
government officials still use violent practices against journalists un-
dermining freedom of the press and expression. Unfortunately, civil 
society seems to have become accustomed to seeing these practices 
as something normal. 

OPPORTUNITIES

The fresh energy coming from a new administration could be used 
to improve the state of freedom of expression in the country through 
concrete actions. Although some journalists and news professionals 
have lost their jobs due to various factors (mainly due to the health cri-
sis), they have devised new ventures that have innovated the practice 
many times. This may be used as a driving force for other media out-
lets that may look into such innovations and update their storytelling, 
approaches and voices. 
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THREATS

The immobility of the political class and their lack of will to agree - 
to the smallest extent – for the welfare of the country, for this case, 
in favor of a change over the relations between the government, the 
press, and the citizens themselves. Also, Ecuador surely faces the same 
threats as the rest of the countries; such threats, by the way, emerged 
a couple of years ago: fake news. In a heated political environment like 
Ecuador’s own, it is easier for the appearance of “media outlets” com-
mitted to disinformation. This poses a potentially complicated scenar-
io along with the lack of knowledge on how to regulate spaces like the 
social media.
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2.10.3 OVERWIEW

Ecuador

Ecuador experienced a four-position rise in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expres-

sion and the Press, moving from No. 17, with 42.5 points out of 100 and below the overall av-

erage, to No. 13 in the scoreboard with 55.86 points, slightly above the average for the second 

edition of this study: 55.61. This variation occurs in the context of a change of administration 

towards the last quarter of the study period for the second iteration, with Guillermo Lasso’s 

rise to power in May 2021. 

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, Ecuador went from 11 to 13 

points, out of a theoretical maximum 23. In this item, the sub-realm of Free Speech was the 

one that rose more prominently, while that of Information Flow remained stable. Although 

expectations for greater transparency in the public sector grew with the change of adminis-

tration, measures for broader access to information had not been implemented during the 

review period.

Despite Ecuador’s improved score in the second edition of the Index, Realm B, Exercise 

of journalism, experienced a slight decline among the experts inquired, from 4.3 points to 4 

points out of a theoretical maximum 10, remaining below the average. Amid the [COVID-19] 

pandemic, there were difficulties in overcoming hurdles to questions during online press 

conferences, in addition to the fact of data deemed unreliable resulting from underreported 

cases. 

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, namely against journalists, Ecuador experienced a 

significant variation: from 9 points out of 42 in the first iteration, it reached 21.5 in the second. 

During this second period, there was no incident resembling the social protests of October 

2019, when there was a series of attacks against journalists and media both by public secu-

rity forces and demonstrators. However, this figure is still within partial restriction bracket 

because of instances of aggression and threats to media workers.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, Ecuador was rated at 17.71 points out of a possible 

25 in the second edition of the Index, a slight decline against the 18.3 points of the previous 

study. There are no mechanisms to control media companies, although there are audits on 

advertising spending by government entities.

There was a considerable change, with a decreasing trend, regarding the extent of in-

fluence of the three institutional environments on situations unfavorable to freedom of ex-

pression. From having a strong influence, the Executive, the most responsible for situations 

adverse to these rights according to the respondents consulted in the first edition, had little 

impact on these situations for the second iteration, according to the experts.
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2.11. EL SALVADOR

2.11.1 EL SALVADOR 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

El Salvador: A New Authoritarian Escalation

Executive summary

President Bukele’s administration has been undermining freedom of expression at a 

faster pace in his first year in office. Financial, digital, and legal harassment of critical 

media and newspersons has escalated alarmingly, without sufficient legal guarantees to 

protect the exercise of journalism. Likewise, authorities have obstructed access to public 

information in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. With months to go before the mid-

term elections 2021, in which the incumbent party may concentrate more power, greater 

violations in this regard are forecast.

INTRODUCTION

In 2019, El Salvador began a new political cycle with the election of the now president, 

Nayib Bukele, after almost three decades in which both main parties of the democratic tran-

sition following the armed conflict ruled in the late 20th century. This new cycle is taking 

place in a context of constant erosion in the credibility of the political system, shown by at 

least three indicators during the period between 2004 and 2018: Continued decline in voter 

turnout at presidential, legislative, and municipal elections; constantly declining confidence 

in political parties; and sustained decrease in satisfaction with democracy – the latter two 

as measured by the Latin American Public Opinion Project’s (LAPOP) Americas Barometer 

(Latin American Public Opinion Project – LAPOP, 2018).

Low credibility in political institutions is coupled with leniency from a significant part 

of the population towards authoritarian practices. In January 2020, a public opinion study 

found that 47% of respondents would regard an authoritarian regime more favorably than 

a democratic one under certain circumstances (Instituto Universitario de Opinión Pública, 

2020). In this context, the new administration, which began on June 1, 2019, has shown au-

thoritarian traits in its interaction with both the media and citizens in general, as well as in its 

relationship with other branches of government. All across the board, an issue has been the 

use of law enforcement for political purposes, including the military and the police, which 

have been the subject of complaints domestically and abroad.

This new authoritarian escalation is evident in three areas fundamental for democracy. 

First, regarding checks and balances, President Bukele has not complied with judicial rulings 

and has resorted to intimidating behavior against political opponents. Among these is the 
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call for civil uprising and the military occupation of the Legislative Assembly (Asamblea Leg-

islativa) on February 9, 2020, to demand parliamentary approval for an international loan to 

fund law enforcement equipment. Secondly, regrading respect for human rights, the nation-

al Executive has performed illegal detentions in contempt for rulings issued by the Supreme 

Court of Justice Constitutional Chamber (Sala de lo Constitucional de la Corte Suprema de 

Justicia) under the guise of measures to contain the COVID-19 crisis.

Third, with respect to public scrutiny and accountability, not only has the executive 

branch obstructed access to public information, but also increased its hostility towards civil 

society organizations and media reporting on cases of corruption and abuse of power. This 

report, which covers the period from May 1, 2019 to April 31, 2020, focuses precisely on the 

influence of the national Executive in this regard, which is significantly greater than that of 

the Legislative and Judiciary.

In this context, and months before the February 2021 legislative and municipal elections, 

in which the incumbent administration may even concentrate more power than at present, 

there are sufficient elements to forecast greater threats to freedom of expression and de-

mocracy in El Salvador in the near future.

Analysis of results

El Salvador is ranked 16th among 22 countries in the hemisphere on the Chapultepec 

Index, with a score of 42.6 on a 0-100 scale. The six countries under El Salvador are Ecuador, 

Bolivia, Brazil, Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela. The following is an analysis of the environ-

ment of each branch of government – Executive, Legislative, and Judiciary – as well as the 

four realms to be addressed: Informed and free citizens, exercise of journalism, violence and 

impunity, and control over the media.

Executive environment

In the first place, the executive environment shows a moderate and strong influence 

in most of the realms analyzed, and very strong regarding acts of persecution within the 

violence and impunity realm. Of the three branches of government, the national Executive 

exerts a significantly greater degree of influence than the rest.

The respondents interviewed point towards a systemic trend of intolerance towards 

critical media, even escalating to the use of government agencies and digital media to ha-

rass and harm them financially, as confirmed below. The proliferation of defamation and 

disinformation channels on social media has been another of the remarks made by the re-

spondents. This is consistent with a report prepared by the Center for Monitoring Attacks on 

Journalists (Centro de Monitoreo de Agresiones a Periodistas) of the Association of Journal-

ists of El Salvador (Asociación de Periodistas de El Salvador, APES). During President Bukele’s 
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first year, between June 1, 2019 and May 31, 2020, 61 aggressions went on record therein: four 

times the figure reported the previous year (Asociación de Periodistas de El Salvador, 2020).

Among the most distinctive behaviors of the Executive against several media nation-

wide, it is worth mentioning denial of entry to official proceedings (Marroquín y Jurado, 2019 

y Avelar, 2019), punishment by means of cancelling government advertising and printing 

contracts (El Faro, 2020), harassment against media outlets through selective inspections 

(Diario Co Latino, 2019), intimidation of journalists on digital platforms (Hernández, 2019) or 

physically (Cáceres, 2019), and repeated denial of turns to ask questions at press conferences 

(Asociación de Periodistas de El Salvador, 2020), among others. There are also restrictions on 

the right of access to public information, from denying citizens’ petitions and exposing their 

personal data to appointing, in an irregular manner, the head of the Institute of Access to 

Public Information (Instituto de Acceso a la Información Pública, IAIP) (Fundación Salvador-

eña para el Desarrollo Económico y Social, 2020), which is the agency guaranteeing this right. 

These events are addressed in greater depth in the sections below.

Legislative environment

The legislative environment shows, regarding most realms, a low influence. However, 

with respect to the realm of violence and impunity, the score achieved reflects a moderate 

influence, to the point of affecting the overall rate and placing it within said description. This 

result reflects a passive behavior on the part of the Legislative Assembly in providing legal 

and political tools to protect freedom of information and punish violations against it.

The shelving, for over a year, of the Special Law for Comprehensive Protection of Jour-

nalists, Reporters, and Media and News Workers (Ley Especial para la Protección Integral de 

Personas Periodistas, Comunicadoras y Trabajadoras de la Comunicación y la Información) 

confirms this (Chávez, 2020). This bill was drafted by the APES, presented in October 2018 by 

the Journalists’ Protection Roundtable (Mesa de Protección de Periodistas), which is made 

up of civil society organizations, and introduced for floor debate by two representatives. The 

proposal includes the creation of a specialized unit of the Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía 

General de la República, FGR) to address crimes against journalists, in addition to devising 

security protocols and filing protective relief for journalists experiencing dangerous circum-

stances (Asociación de Periodistas de El Salvador, 2018).

During the period reviewed and despite the serious threats reported herein, the Legis-

lative Assembly did not take any initiative to ensure accountability for actions of the national 

Executive.
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Judicial environment

Finally, with respect to the judicial environment, it was rated on average as having low 

influence. However, there was a moderate influence regarding information flow, protective 

actions, and actions against impunity.

With regard to information flow, in August 2019, eight of the 15 Supreme Court justices 

banned the disclosure of reports from its Ways and Means Office (Sección de Probidad) re-

garding officials under investigation for corruption because, in their opinion, the information 

was confidential, despite the fact that the IAIP had ordered the preparation of redacted ver-

sions for the public (Flores, 2019). Civil society organizations claimed that the decision was a 

serious setback to the constitutional right of access to public information (Escalante, 2019).

Additionally, during the ongoing pandemic, the Legislative and the Executive passed 

and signed, respectively, orders suspending administrative proceedings for access to pub-

lic information temporarily (Fundación Salvadoreña para el Desarrollo Económico y Social, 

2020).

REALM A. Informed citizens free to express themselves

According to the experts, this realm achieved 11 points out of 23 possible. The restrictions 

on the right of access to public information can be divided into four categories during the 

period under review. The first concerns citizens’ exercise of this right. On the one hand, there 

was continued denial of information on public funds management by government agencies, 

including the State Intelligence Bureau (Organismo de Inteligencia del Estado), the Ministry 

of Defense (Ministerio de Defensa), and the General Office of Corrections (Dirección General 

de Centros Penales), on the part of the executive branch (Fundación Salvadoreña para el 

Desarrollo Económico y Social, 2020), and the reports of the Supreme Court of Justice Ways 

and Means Office, as discussed above, regarding the judicial branch. On the other hand, in 

November 2019 it was revealed that the IAIP had leaked to the Office of the President (Casa 

Presidencial) confidential data of those persons who had requested information in previous 

years (Avalos, 2019). 

The second restriction noticed is with regard to institutional guarantees of access to 

public information; specifically, in February 2020, with the irregular appointment by Presi-

dent Bukele of an advisor attached to the Ministry of the Interior to head the IAIP as a rep-

resentative of the country’s newspersons community. APES, the leading association of jour-

nalists nationwide, denounced having been excluded from the vetting process, in a breach 

of the provisions of the Law on Access to Public Information (Ley de Acceso a la Información 

Pública) (Sibrián, 2020). Pressure from the organized civil society, which blew the whistle on 

the appointment as an attempt to compromise IAIP’s independence, caused the commis-

sioner to resign less than a week after being sworn in.
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The third restriction occurs during the present COVID-19 crisis, in which a legislative 

order passed in March 2020 suspended the administrative proceedings for access to pub-

lic information, and subsequently extended them by the closing of this report (Fundación 

Salvadoreña para el Desarrollo Económico y Social, 2020). In these exceptional times, when 

figures of positive cases and casualties, as well as related public administration expenditure 

should have been thoroughly audited, citizens have not had access to such information. In-

stead, some data provided by the Executive on hospital infrastructure spending was incom-

plete and thereby challenged in reason of its high degree of opacity (Fundación Salvadoreña 

para el Desarrollo Económico y Social, 2020).

REALM B. Practice of journalism

The exercise of journalism has been substantially under attack by president Bukele’s 

administration during the period reviewed. The rating for this realm reached 6.4 points out 

of a theoretical maximum of 10. A first incident occurred at the presidential inauguration 

ceremony on June 1, 2019, when a photojournalist from El Diario de Hoy (Today’s Daily) was 

recording a video on his cell phone of how Office of the President Security Service (Estado 

Mayor Presidencial) military detail denied entry to a senior citizen. In addition to physically 

detaining the photojournalist, the military detail threatened to send him “to jail and to the 

courts” if he did not delete the recording” (Cáceres, 2019). Despite the severity of the events 

reported, there has been no official reply.

Hostility towards media critical of the government escalated into selective actions of pri-

or censorship in September 2019, when the Office of the President banned journalists from El 
Faro (The Beacon) and Revista Factum (Factum Magazine) from joining a press conference 

held by President Bukele (Committee to Protect Journalists, 2019). Ironically, the address was 

regarding the launch of the International Commission against Corruption and Impunity in El 

Salvador (Comisión Internacional contra la Corrupción y la Impunidad en El Salvador, CICIES), 

established by the Organization of American States (OAS). The ban, which remained in ef-

fect for other conferences (Avelar, 2019), was confirmed by an official release from the Office 

of the President Communications Service (Secretaría de Comunicaciones de la Presidencia) 

(Secretaría de la Presidencia, 2019).

In the press release, the government blamed the journalists for “disruptive behavior” 

during previous conferences, due to alleged interruptions that would have involved “shout-

ing” (Secretaría de la Presidencia, 2019). Coincidentally, shortly ago, both media outlets had 

published articles critical of the government regarding transparency in public administration 

and links to certain gangs (Committee to Protect Journalists, 2019). The mere publication of 

this incident in El Diario de Hoy spawned various attacks by the national Executive against 

this outlet, as discussed in the realm of control over the media. Although the ban was even-

tually lifted, the opportunity of these and other media outlets, which have also exposed cas-

es of corruption – such as the case of Gato Encerrado (loosely, “something is rotten in Den-
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mark”) – to ask questions at government press conferences has been restricted during the 

period reviewed (Asociación de Periodistas de El Salvador, 2020).

REALM C. Violence and impunity

The realm of violence and impunity, particularly regarding the prevailing shows the most 

concerning score of the Index under analysis: 6.4 points out of 42. The sub-realm regarding 

persecution achieves 3.2 points out of a theoretical maximum of 15, in line with the report 

prepared by the APES on the first year of President Bukele’s government, as mentioned 

above. Therein, the whistle is blown on incitement by the president against “journalists who 

have published information sensitive to the government” to be “harassed and attacked on-

line”. Additionally, in some cases, “attempts at hacking” social media “accounts of some jour-

nalists who have tried to go further regarding official information are reported” (Asociación 

de Periodistas de El Salvador, 2020). The president of this association, Angélica Cárcamo, has 

herself been blocked on social media by several official government accounts because of 

her criticism of the government” (Asociación de Periodistas de El Salvador, 2020).

An example of this took place just one day before the period under review, on April 30, 

2019, when president Bukele accused a journalist from Revista Factum of being “journalistic 

hitman” (Bukele, 2019). Similarly, in June 2019, the Association of Municipal Workers (Asocia-

ción de Trabajadores Municipales, ASTRAM), a union allegiant to the president, requested, on 

social media, to identify another journalist from the above outlet because he was one of the 

“journalistic hitmen”, after said newsperson uploaded a post critical of the Minister of Labor 

on social media (Redacción Diario El Mundo, 2019).

The attacks on record even include alarming gender-based violence statements against 

female journalists. In June 2019, a journalist from La Prensa Gráfica received a series of 

threats after President Bukele unleashed a tirade against her for critical statements made by 

her on his administration (Asociación de Periodistas de El Salvador, 2019). In July of the same 

year, after the president quoted a remark unflattering to his administration made by an inter-

viewer on the television program Focos, she received numerous death and sexual violence 

threats (Redacción El Liberal, 2019). Likewise, in October 2019, after publishing an article on 

a local infrastructure project undergoing notorious delays compared to the deadline initially 

set by the government, a journalist from El Faro received threats on social media in the form 

of messages about searching for her and hitting her “on the pie hole for being a liar” (Asoci-

ación de Periodista de El Salvador, 2019).

Finally, acts of violence were reported at the beginning of the period under review in 

San Miguel, where two camera operators from the Televisión Oriental (Eastern Television) 

channel who were trying to cover a murder scene were beaten by police officers in May 2019 

(Redacción Diario El Mundo, 2019). That same month, Radio Bálsamo (Balm Radio) reported 

the theft of several items from its production equipment (Girón, 2019).
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The violence described above takes place in the context of a legal vacuum, despite the 

proposed Special Law for Comprehensive Protection of Journalists, Reporters, and Media 

and News Workers, which has not been discussed since its introduction to the Legislative As-

sembly in October 2018, as mentioned in the analysis of the legislative environment. Hence, 

the passivity of the legislative and judicial branches in the face of these facts contributes to 

the impairment of free speech in the realm analyzed.

REALM D. Control over the media

In this realm, the result of the rating by the experts surveyed was 18.8 points out of a 

possible 25. The Executive has engaged in actions aimed at controlling certain media out-

lets in at least two instances. The first one involves acts of indirect censorship by means of 

selective allocation of government advertising or removal thereof from critical media. This 

took place in September 2019, when the Office of the President repeatedly denied journal-

ists from El Faro and Revista Factum entry, as mentioned in the realm of restrictions on 

the practice journalism. Immediately after El Diario de Hoy covered the first incident, the 

national Executive cancelled the advertising previously purchased in this media outlet; this 

cancellation has remained in effect by the closing of this report (El Faro, 2020 y Baires, 2020).

The harassment against El Diario de Hoy was not limited to the removal of government 

advertising. Concurrently, the Ministry of Education (Ministerio de Educación) cancelled a 

contract worth US$1 million with Grupo Editorial Altamirano, parent company of the above 

newspaper, to print textbooks, despite it was awarded in a competitive tender process (El 

Faro, 2020 y Baires, 2020). Additionally, and regarding the second instance of attempts to 

control the media, as was the case with other critical outlets, El Diario de Hoy has been tar-

geted with numerous selective inspections by the Ministry of Labor.

In October 2019, three inspectors from the Ministry of Labor visited the facilities of Di-
ario Co Latino. This media outlet warned of a possible agenda behind the inspection, as it 

revealed that other media opposed to the national Executive, such as Radio Maya Visión and 

Gentevé, had also been subject to such procedures (diario Co Latino, 2019).

CONCLUSIONS

Freedom of expression in El Salvador is undergoing a general and incremental deterio-

ration in all its realms. Far from the occurrence of isolated threats and incidents, a sustained 

pattern of violence and persecution against journalistic, selective restrictions on the exercise 

of the freedom of the press, attempts at control over the media, and obstacles to access to 

public information can be noticed.

The institutional environment is unfavorable, mainly that of the executive branch. The 

fact that the period analyzed in this report concurs with the first year of President Bukele’s 
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government allows us to identify, very accurately, the beginning of a new authoritarian es-

calation, in a country where, decades ago, the most violent armed conflict in Latin America 

ended.

In this new cycle, journalistic investigations of corruption cases and uncomfortable 

questions are met with financial, digital, and even legal harassment, along with the closing 

of spaces for media and citizens who wish to exercise their right to know. This response is 

given in an orchestrated manner by services part of the Office of President of the Republic, 

ministries, unions, digital platforms operating under anonymity, and even president Bukele 

himself.

The weakening of several of the fundamental pillars of democracy, noticed on Febru-

ary 9 with the call for civil uprising and the military occupation of the Legislative Assembly, 

and deepened during the pandemic, has not only caused significant whistleblowing by lo-

cal stakeholders, but has also set off alarms overseas (Redacción Associated Press, 2020). 

Warnings about threats to freedom of expression, namely prior censorship, as well as defa-

mation and stigmatizing attacks on journalists, were made in the latest annual report of the 

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) Office of the Special Rapporteur on 

Freedom of Expression (Comisión Interamericana de Derechos Humanos, 2020), for 2019.

Finally, it is important to briefly mention some of the events that took place after the 

closing of this report. With respect to the legislative environment, one representative pro-

posed the creation of a special committee to inquire on cases of harassment against journal-

ists and the media (Gutiérrez, 2020). Additionally, the Supreme Court of Justice Constitution-

al Chamber declared the orders that suspended access to public information proceedings 

at the IAIP unconstitutional (Sala de lo Constitucional de la Corte Suprema de Justicia, 2020).

On the other hand, there were serious attacks on the freedom of the press and even on 

journalists’ physical safety. These include the use of cases of gender violence against a digital 

media outlet, the theft of a computer used for work purposes by a journalist who was inves-

tigating a case of corruption, cyber attacks on the server of this media outlet, and a midnight 

raid on the family home of the editor of a magazine critical of the government’s manage-

ment of COVID-19. Months before the legislative and municipal elections, these cases seem 

to indicate that threats against freedom of expression could worsen for our review next year.
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EL SALVADOR

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

The independence of the Constitutional Chamber, ending its term 
in 2027, the response capacity of some organized civil society groups 
dedicated to the rule of law, and the existence of independent me-
dia are the main strengths in this area.

WEAKNESSES

The organization of a media and propaganda ecosystem in favor 
of the current administration, the fragility of oversight institutions, 
the continued fragmentation of the party system – which could be-
come more acute after the 2021 legislative elections, the economic 
crisis, and the inability of civil society to mobilize massively are the 
main weaknesses identified.

OPPORTUNITIES

The attention that El Salvador has drawn from the international 
community is the greatest opportunity in the foreign affairs front. 
Both international human rights organizations and the internation-
al press are closely monitoring actions detrimental to free speech. 
Likewise, foreign political personalities, including U.S. congressper-
sons, have raised their voices of alarm over the decline of the demo-
cratic system and freedom of expression violations.

THREATS

There are at least two latent threats. One is the current relationship 
between the government of El Salvador and the US government, 
which has remained passive in the face of abuses noted by officials 
from both the State Department and both sides of the aisle in Con-
gress. The results of the November elections in the United States 
may have a significant impact in this regard. The other threat is the 
spread of the pandemic, with effects on the local economy creating 
greater extent of dependence, and even political cronyism among 
different groups with respect to the central government.
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MEASURING PERIOD  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

El Salvador: freedoms on the brink of the abyss

Executive Summary

The accelerated concentration of power following the legislative elections without integ-

rity in February 2021, and the consequent co-optation of the Judiciary branch in May of 

the same year, paint a very alarming picture for free speech and freedom of the press in 

El Salvador. During the second year of President Nayib Bukele’s term, the law enforcers 

committed acts of physical and verbal violence against journalists, government institu-

tions restricted the exercise of journalism and harassed independent media, and citizens 

did not have institutional tools to rely upon to become aware of information that should 

have been public. The Central American country is approaching high levels of restraint, in 

a context unprecedented in its recent history.

INTRODUCTION 

El Salvador faced serious actions in the consolidation of an authoritarian regime during 

the period of observation between August 2020 and July 2021. Within the pandemic crisis, 

the government extended its powers by declaring unconstitutional states of emergency, in 

disobedience to court rulings; by obtaining a supermajority in the Legislative Council, upon 

misusing public resources for propaganda purposes; and by cutting public funding received 

by both political parties and municipalities (Escobar, 2021; OAS, 2021). On the first day of the 

new legislative majority, the ruling party removed the Constitutional Chamber’s and the At-

torney General of the Republic’s justices and imposed subordinate officials. In June 2021, the 

Executive Branch expelled the International Committee against Corruption and Impunity 

in El Salvador (Comisión Internacional contra la Corrupción y la Impunidad en El Salvador, 

CICIES), one of the major promises of President Nayib Bukele’s campaign. By the end of 

this period, it is clear the authoritarian pattern in the President’s actions since 2016 (Melén-

dez-Sánchez, 2021, p. 23) and the installment of a hybrid regime in which there are no checks 

and balances, no institutional guarantees to ensure full elections, and no respect for funda-

mental rights (Corrales and Penfold, 2010, p. 11).

Dissident voices, including those of citizen organizations and independent journalism, 

were faced to a scenario of increasing vulnerability (Fundación Salvadoreña para el Desar-

rollo Económico y Social -FUSADES-, 2021, p. 165-189). Harassment against journalists rose 

substantially during the electoral process that culminated in the February 2021 legislative 

and municipal vote. The system of access to public information is neutralized and inopera-
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tive. Attacks on the physical integrity of journalists, the systematic harassment of trouble-

some media outlets and the expulsion from the country of foreign journalists are now part of 

the new political dynamics. These actions would be less disturbing if the main government 

control institutions, such as the Judiciary branch or the Attorney General’s Office, were not 

co-opted by the current administration. At the end of the year, two of four realms studied by 

this Index already show levels of “high restriction”.

Free speech and freedom of the press in El Salvador are at their darkest point in the last 

three decades. Institutional advances fostered with the end of the armed conflict in 1992 and 

achieved in recent years –electoral democracy, independence of the Judicial branch and citi-

zen participation– are now a thing from the past. By the end of the period under observation, 

there is sufficient evidence to anticipate a total decline of the rule of law that threatens the 

freedom and physical integrity of independent voices in the Central American country.

Analysis of Results

The Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and Press in El Salvador shows a de-

cline from 42.60 points in 2020, to 41.74 points in 2021. In comparison with other countries in 

the region, El Salvador ranks 18th out of 22 countries; it only tops Brazil, Nicaragua, Cuba and 

Venezuela; moreover, their score in the “partial restriction” category is the lowest. In other 

words, El Salvador is the country closest to the “highly restrictive” category. Regarding the 

previous year, El Salvador dropped one position and is now even below Bolivia, which previ-

ously ranked 18th.

A major deterioration is identified in the first realm, linked to the citizens’ practice of ac-

cess to information and freedom of expression. As will be specified below, the dismantling of 

the system of access to public information and the consolidation of an environment of disin-

formation and harassment have to do with this decay. Both this and the third realm, focused 

on acts of violence and impunity, are within the “high restriction” range. A change that turns 

on red alerts when compared to the previous year.

Per the Index, too, the influence of the three government environments is “very strong” 

at the expense of the practice of journalism. The Executive environment has a “very strong” 

influence over all other realms; in terms of information and citizen action, actions of violence 

and impunity, and control over the media. It is followed in levels of influence by the Legislative 

environment, which shows “strong influence” in these areas. Lastly, the Judicial environment 

shows “strong influence”, with the exception of control over the media, whose influence is 

still “mild”. However, the co-optation of the courts of justice in recent months may increase 

the influence of the Judicial environment at the expense of free speech and freedom of the 

press in the near future.
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The New Hegemonic Environment

The February 2021 legislative elections reconfigured the Salvadoran state apparatus in 

a drastic way. With a majority of more than two thirds of the deputies, the ruling party dis-

mantled the Constitutional Chamber and dismissed the attorney general on his first day in 

office, May 1, 2021. In this context, the Executive branch kept closing spots of expression and 

information at a boosted rate using a narrative sustained against the independent press, in 

a situation where the lack of inter-institutional control paves the way to impunity (Asociación 

de Periodistas de El Salvador -APES-, 2021a). Unlike the previous year, in which it was record-

ed an overall “mild influence” of institutional environments on these freedoms, the Index 

provides a new “very strong influence” rating for the period under observation.

The influence of the central government against free speech and freedom of the press 

has been looked into in various forms. In a nutshell, the Executive branch has hindered these 

freedoms directly through at least five methods: by dismissing non-ruling-party officers at 

the head of the Institute for Access to Public Information (Instituto de Acceso a la Infor-

mación Pública, IAIP), and replacing them with government-related individuals; by using law 

enforcement officers to intimidate and attack journalist both physically and verbally; by uti-

lizing diatribe, disqualification and ongoing stigmatizing statements against voices critical 

of the government, both against civil society organizations and human rights advocates, as 

well as against independent journalists and media; by turning the Ministry of Finance into an 

instrument to exercise fiscal harassment against the Media; and by exploiting the General 

Directorate of Migration and Foreign Nationals Affairs to expel from the country foreign jour-

nalists assigned to the investigation of corruption cases.

These methods are set in motion within an environment of government propaganda. In 

October 2020, the Executive branch launched the television program “Noticiero El Salvador” 
(News El Salvador) and began to issue the newspaper “Diario El Salvador”. In each case, far 

from showing an independent editorial line, these government-supporting media stick to 

the ruling party’s version of the facts under the leadership of the Office of the President’s 

Office of the Press Secretary.

The influence of the Legislative Council over the practice of journalism has gone from a 

“mild” to “strong” rating. One of the main deficits of the outgoing legislature, which has not 

been addressed by the new legislative majority, is the lack of a legal framework that pro-

vides safeguards and institutional resources for journalists. In October 2020, the Journalist 

Protection Roundtable submitted to the Legislative Council the draft of the Special Act for 

Comprehensive Protection of Journalists, Communicators and Press Workers, which involves 

the creation of a unit within the Attorney General’s Office which specialized in aggressions 

against journalists, and the implementation of security protocols.
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The Legislation and Constitutional Points Committee formally initiated the discussion of 

the project few weeks before the end of the previous legislature. However, when the new leg-

islature took office, the discussion did not go on, despite the fact that the proposal was draft-

ed by a broad citizen coalition formed by the Association of Journalists of El Salvador (Aso-

ciación de Periodistas de El Salvador, APES), the Association of Participatory Broadcasting 

of El Salvador (Asociación de Radiodifusión Participativa de El Salvador, ARPAS), the Univer-

sidad Centroamericana José Simeón Cañas (UCA), the Female Journalists, Communicators 

and Press Workers’ Group (Colectiva de Mujeres Periodistas, Comunicadoras y Trabajadoras 

de la Información, MPCTI), the Foundation for Applied Law Studies (Fundación de Estudios 

para la Aplicación del Derecho, FESPAD) and the Human Rights Advocacy Solicitor’s Office 

(Procuraduría para la Defensa de los Derechos Humanos, PDDH); all organizations compris-

ing the Mesa de Protección de Periodistas (Journalist Protection Roundtable).

The new legislative majority’s agenda includes actions tending to restrain access to 

public information and to somewhat impact certain media outlets. In the first group is a 

draft amendment sent by the Ministry of Internal Affairs that weakens basic components of 

the Bill on Access to Public Information, such as allowing the hiding of information that cur-

rently must be mandatorily posted by all government institutions –called “informal informa-

tion”– and holding back the patrimonial statements of public officials (Benítez, 2021). In the 

second group is the May 2021 amendment made to the Printing Press Law, which mandates 

newspapers to pay import tariffs for raw materials and equipment. Also included was an 

elimination of income tax exemptions, which has existed in Salvadoran legislation since 2014 

but was used by the ruling party to falsely accuse newspapers of not paying taxes (FUSADES, 

2021, p. 185).

The influence of the Judiciary branch presents an important change in comparison to 

the previous year, in which it registered a “slight influence” in general terms while now pres-

ents a “strong influence”. This trend takes place in a period during which the new legislative 

majority appointed two thirds of the 15 justices of the Supreme Court of Justice in only a 

couple of months –May and June 2021–, violating the Constitution and its 1991 amendments 

that established a gradual integration of the Court precisely to avoid that one political wing 

had too much power concentrated in their hands.

The Supreme Court of Justice’s co-optation in favor of a new hegemonic regime echoed 

in two instances of infringement of free speech and freedom of the press during the last 

months of the period under observation. The first instance is an incident from June 2021, in 

which new Chief Justice Oscar López discredited a journalist and accused him of having “a 

rather poor mentality” in order to evade his questions (APES, 2021a).

The second instance is the prosecuting process initiated in July 2021 by the Professional 

Investigation Section of the Supreme Court of Justice against lawyer Enrique Anaya, who is 

a renowned columnist from an independent newspaper and has been overtly critic to the 
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current administration. The process accuses the lawyer of “professional misconduct” and 

could conclude with the suspension of his legal practice (Anaya, 2021).

THE REALMS

Less information and more intolerance to criticism

The greatest damage identified during the period under observation has to do with the 

Index’s first realm, which addresses the capability of citizens to get informed and express 

themselves freely and is labeled as “highly restrictive”. By April 2021, it was recorded a dras-

tic reduction in the effectiveness of the Institute for Access to Public Information based on 

the number of cases handled on requests for access to public information that were denied, 

the number of cases finalized, and the number of resolutions that favored the citizens, while 

they forced government institutions to provide the requested information (Acción Ciudad-

ana, 2021, p. 13).

Ordered by President Bukele, the dismissal in April 2021 of IAIP commissioner Liduvina 

Escobar was another action aimed at undermining the access to public information sys-

tem. The former commissioner had been critical to the current administration because of 

the opacity the government has shown while handling the pandemic and the appointment 

of commissioners submitted to the President’s Office. Following her dismissal, the Bill on 

Access to Public Information Promoting Group highlighted “the escalation of setbacks that 

have been taking place lately in the IAIP and that have led to greatly deteriorate the exer-

cise of access to public information” (Grupo Promotor, 2021). Added to the appointment of 

commissioners linked to the President’s Office and the dismissal of several public employ-

ees within the IAIP, this decision has been valued by representatives from civil society orga-

nizations as a “dismantling” of the institution and the access to public information system 

(Rodríguez, 2021). By the end of the period under observation, basic information such as the 

purchase of vaccines during the pandemic or the data of operations and payroll of the Legis-

lative Council is held back for five and seven years, respectively (Flores, 2021 and Avelar, 2021). 

In this scenario, the freedom of expression of certain critics to the government has been 

significantly infringed. In July 2021, former President Antonio Saca and his former private 

secretary Elmer Charlaix, sentenced to several years in prison for corruption offenses, par-

ticipated in a special legislative commission that evaluates the use of the President’s Office 

expenditure items to have bonuses paid. In the records for this item, presented by the former 

president and his former private secretary, members of the now defunct National Develop-

ment Commission, most of them critical to the government, emerged as beneficiaries of 

the fees, recognized as consultants of said commission. In spite of the fact that these pay-

ments did not constitute a bonus, the following day’s pro-government newspaper “Diario 

El Salvador” front page included the names and pictures of Peace Accords’ signer Salvador 

Samayoa, columnist Sandra de Barraza and representative of Transparency International Ro-

berto Rubio, in the list of people who received bonuses (Diario El Salvador, 2021).
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Journalism under attack

In comparison to the previous period, the second realm in the Index, Exercise of Jour-

nalism, shows a setback. Since this was an election year, the APES’ Journalist Aggression 

Monitoring Center monitored incidents that took place during the election campaign and on 

Election Day. In total, APES recorded 84 aggressions –26 of which corresponded to the elec-

toral campaign while 58 occurred on Election Day– in contrast to the 2018 and 2019 electoral 

processes, in which 26 and 24 cases of aggressions were correspondingly recorded (APES, 

2021b). Most of these cases were linked to restrictions on the exercise of journalism, although 

seven instances of physical and verbal violence against journalists were also recorded (APES, 

2021b).

The use of government institutions as instruments aimed at directly restraining the ex-

ercise of journalism is a new reality in El Salvador. In July 2021, the General Direction of Migra-

tion and Foreign Nationals Affairs arbitrarily expelled two foreign journalists from the digital 

newspaper El Faro, Daniel Lizárraga and Roman Gressier (Avelar, 2021). Weeks later, members 

of the National Civil Police arrested four journalists from newspaper Diario El Mundo and the 

television station Telecorporación Salvadoreña for more than an hour while they were cover-

ing the recovery of a corpse in San Salvador, in addition to damaging the equipment of one 

of the journalists (Villarroel and Aquino, 2021).

During the last year, the escalation in hostilities towards the work of journalists and the 

impunity surrounding it are to be highlighted. As of July 2021, the APES’ Journalist Aggres-

sion Monitoring Center summed up 153 violations against journalists during the first half of 

the year. These figures evince a significant deterioration compared to 2020, when 125 were 

recorded during the entire year (APES, 2021a).

The Hazards from the Exercise of Journalism

Several journalists’ safety and physical integrity was threatened and even violated on 

several occasions during the period under observation, beyond the electoral round. Hence, 

the Violence and Impunity realm ranks as “high restraint” in the Index. In July 2021, unknown 

subjects entered the home of journalist Julia Gavarrete’s, then a digital newspaper Gato-

Encerrado team member, and stole her laptop and tablet while she was covering a news sto-

ry. The case was immediately reported to the Attorney General’s Office and there has been 

no progress to date (Moreno, 2020).

Threats and aggressions to the work journalists do were not only carried out by people 

lurking from anonymity, but in broad daylight by government officials whose duty is pre-

cisely to protect the safety of citizens. In June 2021, Minister of Security and Justice Gustavo 

Villatoro made the following statements when asked about a case regarding the discovery 

of several corpses in the municipality of Chalchuapa:
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Why have they been hounding something that we should all be united on? We have to ap-

proach the security issue, contribute or make contributions in a responsible way, not like these 

crime-advocating publications for people to feel anxiety and some others want to engage in 

activities that they are communicating. It is being managed recklessly [...] There’s a limit for ev-

erything, and we are following up on many journalists who are no longer making that sickening 

communication, but have a clear intention of being advocates (YSKL, 2021). 

The rhetoric of high-ranking officials such as Minister Villatoro has already led to cases of 

physical violence against journalists. The most noticeable, since it was recorded on video by 

the journalist victim of assault, took place a month after the minister’s statements, when Na-

tional Civil Police Vice-Inspector Raúl Martínez slapped journalist Jorge Beltrán, from news-

paper El Diario de Hoy, for covering the recovery of a student’s corpse (Alfaro, 2021). To date, 

neither Vice-Inspector Martínez nor any governement institution has been held accountable 

for the incident. Hence, the hegemonic environment favors these events to remain in impu-

nity (APES, 2021a).

Harassment against Uncomfortable Media

Control over the Media is the realm that scored the highest last year when it comes to 

the influence of the environments. Apart from the identification of a decline in the score, 

the environments influence went from being “mild” (the Executive branch) and “slight” (the 

remaining two) to having “very strong” Executive branch’s, “strong” Legislative branch’s and 

“mild” Judicial branch’s influence. Direct control over the media identified in the previous 

period, which consisted of the publicizing of pro-government advertising spots only in state-

owned media, went on during the period under observation.

The most overt instance of control over the media is that of digital newspaper El Faro, 

whose investigative journalism has shed a light on acts of corruption during the handling 

of the pandemic and negotiations between the government and gangs toward having the 

number of homicides decrease. In September 2020, President Bukele devoted quite a few 

hours to ravage independent media. During the conference, the President discredited Re-

vista Factum because of receiving money from Open Society Foundations and admonished 

El Faro about an ongoing money laundering investigation (Guzmán, 2020). Weeks before the 

incident, the President had labeled El Faro on his social networks as a “trash outlet” (Cáceres, 

2020).

Ministry of Finance’s formal notification, in which El Faro was informed that according 

to a tax audit they had committed the offense of tax evasion, came in April 2021. Weeks ear-

lier, both the Inter-American Committee on Human Rights and the Constitutional Chamber, 

which were closed down months later by the new majority, established precautionary mea-

sures in favor of the digital newspaper’s team of collaborators (DW, 2021).
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CONCLUSIONS

The accelerated dismantlement of the rule of law in El Salvador poses a serious danger 

to Salvadorans’ most fundamental rights, including free speech and freedom of the press. As 

this report goes to press, there are no institutional safeguards protecting anti-government 

independent, critical voices. In fact, there are serious impacts on the exercise of journalism 

that have gone unpunished.

The President’s Office has become hegemonic in this context. The influence of the other 

government bodies is determined by the agenda President Bukele and his officials are fur-

thering, with a lack of institutional counterweights. Accordingly, civil society organizations, 

independent media and their members are beginning to turn to international human rights 

instances, given the absence of independent national instances.

Documentation and effective systematization in such a scenario is critical. Although 

there’s record of efforts to monitor violations of human rights and free speech and free-

dom of the press in the country, such as the Central American University José Simeón Cañas 

Iuman Rights (Instituto de Derechos Humanos de la Universidad Centroamericana José 

Simeón Cañas, IDHUCA)’ Human Rights Observatory and the Monitoring Center of Aggres-

sions against Journalists of APES, challenges to inform the international community in a 

more fluid manner are still up.

The problem, however, is far more complex. The deepening of the institutional co-opta-

tion process and the construction of a disinformation and harassment environment from 

online and institutional sources will continue, as well as the lack of a multiparty party system 

with functional opposition parties. As long as the regime’s popularity dwindles down, it is 

possible to anticipate more aggressive actions toward criticism and public scrutiny. The lat-

est acts of physical aggression against journalists forerun a probably more difficult year for 

informing and expressing oneself freely in El Salvador.

The process of constitutional reform and the deterioration of institutions key for the 

development of the following electoral processes will have an impact on free speech and 

freedom of the press in the months to come. Likewise, citizen mobilization and emerging 

collective actions will further strain the relationship between the law-enforcement agents 

and segments of civil society. After decades of an apparently stable political system, which 

turned out to be unsustainable for various reasons, El Salvador is moving towards becoming 

the next dictatorship in Latin America in which there will be scarce room for independent 

voices.
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EL SALVADOR

MEASURING PERIOD  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis

STRENGTHS

The increasing citizen mobilization and the impact of the local media 
in foreign media are the most visible strengths. Likewise, the fiscal real-
ity of the country and contradictions between a national government 
that centralizes resources and local governments that lack funds to 
address immediate needs will facilitate greater citizen articulation in 
the short and medium term. There are emerging efforts of multi-sec-
toral alliances within organized civil society. Likewise, the strength of 
local investigative journalism is still a landmark when it comes to infor-
mation and identification of acts of corruption. 

WEAKNESSES

The dismantling of the rule of law and the lack of political opposition, 
which should channel pressures towards the advocacy for human 
rights and democracy, are the main weaknesses to be highlighted. 
Also, the great popularity of the regime, its disinformational environ-
ment, the instrumentalization of law enforcement forces to the detri-
ment of human rights and due process, the growing impunity and the 
low democratic culture of the population are determining weaknesses.

OPPORTUNITIES

The outcome of the November 2020 elections in the United States and 
the Biden administration’s focus on the fight against corruption and 
on the human rights and democracy agenda is the main opportunity, 
at least until January 2025. In that direction, bipartisan consensus on 
the Salvadoran situation and increased cooperation for capacity build-
ing within civil society and the media, as well as strengthening mech-
anisms to protect journalists and human rights defenders are other 
important opportunities.

THREATS

The passivity of the international community, mainly the majority of 
countries represented in the Organization of American States, and the 
weakening of political systems in Central America, are threats that en-
able institutional breakdown in El Salvador. Additionally, the potential 
alliances of organized crime, both domestic and transnational, with 
the Bukele regime may strengthen the arena for repression and the 
predominance of para-state armed groups.
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2.11.3 OVERWIEW

El Salvador

El Salvador obtained similar levels in both iterations of the Chapultepec Index of Free-

dom of Expression and the Press, remaining at the bottom spot of countries within the Par-

tially Restriction bracket, below the overall average and with a downward trend during both 

periods of analysis. On the first occasion, it obtained 42.6 out of 100 points; in the second, 

41.74. This occurs during the administration of President Nayib Bukele, marked by a narrative 

against the media and restrictive actions towards media professionals.

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, El Salvador showed a de-

crease between both studies. In the first opportunity, it obtained 11 points out of a theoretical 

maximum of 23; in the second, 6.57, which places this country in the High Restriction bracket 

for this item. In the first period, there were reports of denial of access to information on the 

management of public funds by officials, worsened by measures to address the [COVID-19] 

pandemic. The decrease in the second period occurred amid a declining effectiveness of the 

Institute for Access to Public Information (Instituto de Acceso a la Información Pública), an 

entity that underwent a restructuring viewed as controversial.

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, El Salvador obtained 6.4 points out of 10 in the first 

edition of the Index, dropping to 5.43 in the second one. The restrictive actions on the media 

for press conferences, as well as remarks from the president towards the work of journalists 

described in the first period, continued with the aggravating fact of two press correspon-

dents being evicted from the country in July 2021, among other situations unfavorable to 

news coverage.

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, the figures rose partially, but the assessment of in-

stitutional actions in this item remains low, amid a climate of aggression against the press. In 

the first study, the value stood at 6.4, in the second, at 15.42. This hints at an increase, without 

it being completely translated into an improvement. In the first review, there were reports of 

intimidation by the president and threats by supporters of his administration against journal-

ists; in the second, National Civil Police (Policía Nacional Civil) Deputy Inspector Raúl Martínez 

slapped journalist Jorge Beltrán, an incident not followed by any investigation or punishment, 

among others.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, El Salvador experienced a setback, dropping from 

the Low Restriction bracket, with 18.8 points, to 14 points, out of a theoretical maximum of 

25. Digital media have been the target of investigations and, in this context, the president 

has described website El Faro as “trash media”. In addition, there continued to be complaints 

about discriminatory treatment in the allocation of government advertising buys.
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According to the judges consulted, the executive environment was the most linked to 

situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. In general, this branch of government ap-

pears with an influence that varies from moderate to very strong, the latter degree in Realm 

C, Violence and Impunity.

bas mediciones del Índice Chapultepec de Libertad de Expresión y Prensa, mantenién-

dose al final de la fila de los países en la franja de Parcial Restricción, por debajo del promedio 

global en ambos lapsos de análisis y con tendencia hacia la baja. En la primera oportunidad, 

obtuvo 42,6 de 100 puntos; en la segunda, 41,74. Ocurre esto durante la administración del 

presidente Nayib Bukele, caracterizada por una narrativa en contra de los medios de comu-

nicación y acciones restrictivas hacia los profesionales de empresas informativas.

En la Dimensión A, “Ciudadanía Informada y Libre de Expresarse”, El Salvador registró 

un descenso entre ambas mediciones. En la primera oportunidad, obtuvo 11 puntos de un 

máximo teórico de 23; en la segunda, 6,57, lo cual posiciona a este país en Alta Restricción 

en esta área. En el primer período, se reportó la negativa al acceso a la información sobre el 

manejo de fondos públicos por parte de las autoridades, acentuada por medidas en el marco 

de la pandemia. El descenso en el segundo período tiene como contexto la reducción de la 

efectividad del Instituto de Acceso a la Información Pública, ente que sufrió una reestruc-

turación considerada polémica.

En la Dimensión B, “Ejercicio Periodístico”, El Salvado obtuvo 6,4 puntos de 10, en la pri-

mera edición del barómetro, registro que descendió a 5,43, en la segunda. Las acciones de 

restricción de medios a ruedas de prensa, así como las calificaciones del mandatario hacia 

el trabajo de los periodistas descritos en el primer período, continuó con el agravante de la 

expulsión del país de dos corresponsales de la prensa en julio de 2021, entre otras situaciones 

desfavorables para la cobertura informativa.

En la Dimensión C, “Violencia e Impunidad”, los números se recuperaron parcialmente, 

pero sigue bala valoración de las acciones institucionales en ese particular, ante un clima de 

agresión a la prensa. En el primer barómetro, el valor se ubicó en 6,4, en el segundo, en 15,42, 

suponiendo un alza, sin que se traduzca del todo en una mejora. En la primera medición 

se reportó discurso de intimidación por parte del mandatario y amenazas de afines a su 

gestión hacia periodista, en el segundo, el propio subinspector de la Policía Nacional Civil, 

Raúl Martínez, abofeteó al periodista Jorge Beltrán, sin que se produjeran investigaciones ni 

castigo al respecto, entre otros hechos.

En la Dimensión D, “Control de Medios”, El Salvador evidenció un retroceso, descendi-

endo de una franja de baja restricción, con 18,8 puntos, a 14 puntos, de un máximo teórico 

de 25. Medios digitales han sido centro de investigaciones y en ese marco, el mandatario 

ha calificado como “medio basura” al portal digital El Faro. Adicionalmente, continuaron las 

denuncias sobre tratos discriminatorios en las entregas de pautas publicitarias pagadas por 

el Estado.
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El entorno Ejecutivo fue el más vinculado con las situaciones desfavorables a la libertad 

de expresión, según los jueces consultados. En general este poder aparece con una influen-

cia que varía de moderada a muy fuerte, este último grado en la Dimensión C, “Violencia e 

Impunidad”.
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Guatemala: Restrictions on high-risk exercise of journalism

Executive summary 

The Guatemalan government persists in toughening its regressive stance on Human 

Rights and in its tense relationship with the press, a situation that has worsened in the 

context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The restrictions on the practice of journalism that 

both the Executive and the Legislative have put in place make work difficult, further en-

couraging opacity and contributing to weakening citizens’ monitoring activity, as they 

are prevented from accessing relevant information on problems experienced by them. 

The lack of a protection plan for professional journalists makes them highly vulnerable.  

INTRODUCTION

The period under analysis comprises the last year of President Jimmy Morales’s 
government of and the first months of current President Alejandro Giammattei Fal-
la’s administration, inaugurated on January 14, 2020. The balance of Morales’s term 
(2016-2020) is negative regarding most social indicators in the country, as well as the 
weakening of institutions’ approach on Human Rights. 

The deterioration of the democratic system began in 2014, but became more 
acute from 2016 onwards, as can be drawn from the 25 draft bills introduced to the 
Legislature with clearly regressive Human Rights elements (UDEFEGUA, 2018). Anoth-
er compelling proof of this setback was the way in which the Executive, in disregard 
of due process, denounced the treaty between Guatemala and the United Nations, in 
force since 2006, which provided for the operation of the International Commission 
against Impunity (Comisión Internacional contra la Impunidad en Guatemala, CICIG), 
ceasing its activities as of September 2019.  

President Morales’s relationship with journalists and the media was character-
ized by his intolerance towards the monitoring of the press and by constant siege 
through smear and defamation campaigns against journalists and newspersons, Hu-
man Rights defenders, and members of civil society. The electoral season worsened 
the situation because freedom of expression was further compromised. 

In addition to the climate of constant siege by the Executive against the press, the Su-

preme Electoral Court (Tribunal Supremo Electoral) attempted to set a series of restrictive 
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rules for media coverage of campaigns for public office, as well as the ban on cell phone use 

by voting poll staff. Both measures were subsequently reported and overturned. 

In addition, attacks on the press increased. According to the Association of Journalists of 

Guatemala (Asociación de Periodistas de Guatemala, 2019) records, there were 39 instances 

of violations of freedom of expression during the electoral process. As for violence against 

its members, there is a clear thread of continuity between one term of government and the 

other since, although in the early days of Giammattei’s government pressure and campaigns 

against the press decreased, the situation became complicated again, once executive orders 

regarding special health measures to address the COVID-19 pandemic were issued. In the 

first four months of the year 2020, the Journalists’ Observatory of the Association of Jour-

nalists of Guatemala ([Asociación de Periodistas de Guatemala] APG, 2020) documented 28 

cases of aggressions. In the first four months of the year 2020, the Journalists’ Observatory of 

the Association of Journalists of Guatemala ([Asociación de Periodistas de Guatemala] APG, 

2020) documented 28 cases of aggressions. 

Another thread of continuity is the trend towards the erosion of institutions and the 

increase in violations of constitutional rights and guarantees, which has persisted after the 

current government officials took office.

Report

Guatemala ranks 15th out of 22 countries, with 46 out of 100 points in the Freedom of 

Expression Index, and is rated as a country with partial restrictions on this right. Of the four 

realms assessed, three of them place the country as one with low restrictions (regarding 

informed citizens free to express themselves, exercise of journalism, as well as control over 

the media). However, the Index drops abruptly in the realm of violence against journalists 

because the situation is dire in this regard. 

The Executive restricts freedom of expression

Early on in his term, President Alejandro Giammattei had an altercation with journalist 

Marvin del Cid. Such was the first incident marking the relationship that he intends to build 

with the press. On January 20, 2019, he questioned the journalist’s work for “conducting a 

series of investigations based on I don’t know what and we ourselves consider that you are 

stepping out of line...I wish I knew who is telling you to inquire on us that way” (Artículo 19, 

2020). The journalist had conducted research that brought to light non-transparent acts of 

Giammattei’s election campaign. 

At the inception of the pandemic, on March 14, 2020, the president publicly stated that, 

if the orders issued were not complied with, censorship on contents released by the media 

would be applied. The reason for this – he stated – would be that “the Law on Public Order 
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(Ley de Orden Público) says that, during any of the states of emergency, news organizations 

are in the duty to edit publications that could cause confusion or panic, or worsen the sit-

uation, as well as biased remarks regarding current circumstances (...) censorship could be 

imposed on such entities. We don’t want to reach that point; I appeal to the media and the 

citizens to hear what the government is saying” (Denuncia Pública, 12 de abril de 2020).

The following days, on two occasions, the president made disparaging remarks on the 

journalists’ endeavor. In one instance, while leaving the Congress of the Republic (Congreso 

de la República) [Legislative], he sprayed the journalists stationed there with a liquid as he 

said, “This is journalist repellant” (Natareno, 2020). Next, alluding to a lockdown ordered in 

one of the municipalities of the country, he stated, “I would like to put the media in quaran-

tine but I cannot” (Trejo, 2020). 

This relationship of affront, undermining, and persecution against journalists, especially 

those who probe cases in connection with the Executive and its inner circle, was rated at 8.93, 

that is to say, a high influence from negative institutional actions. The same happened with 

respect to the restrictions on journalists’ work between March and April 2020 from these two 

succeeding presidents of the nation and those in charge of institutional communications at 

several government agencies who, under the guise of the pandemic, have delayed releasing 

information. This constitutes a clear restriction on the right of citizens to be informed and, 

regarding the press, a hurdle to the fulfillment of its duty. The weighting of the impact of the 

Executive in these realms achieved 8.32, for rating this string of discouraging institutional ac-

tions affecting information flow, and 7.75 as a negative or detrimental influence on freedom 

of expression. 

At the municipal level, according to the APG (2020) the situation is not any better, since 

there are instances of censorship, restrictions, or delays in the release of information to the 

press on orders from mayors and municipal offices. 

Legislative environment, with the dead weight of “the covenant of 
the corrupt” 

As for the Congress of the Republic, a unicameral legislative body, the 160 congress-

persons of this new legislature took office on January 14, 2020, for the 2020-2024 term. This 

branch of government was very much questioned during the previous term (2016-2020) for 

aligning its interests with what in the country has dubbed “the covenant of the corrupt”, that 

is, a ring of politicians, officials, and businessmen that surfaced in September 2017. From 

high places, they wield their influence to retain impunity and privileges.

The rating on this issue was unfavorable, achieving a strong influence in detriment of 

free expression (7.67) and in the assessment on situations regarding persecution (8.10). The 

reasons for this rating are, on the one hand, a series of restrictions on access to information 

imposed since 2019 and still effective in 2020 as part of the special safety measures in the 
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wake of the pandemic, and, on the other, being part of a structure that prosecutes journalists 

for doing their job. 

It should also be clarified that, despite the lack of overt actions from the Legislative to 

use the media structure in order to further its political views or its public image to the detri-

ment of plurality, its failure to pass legislation encouraging a more diverse media landscape, 

in a country with a high concentration of them in a few hands, should be understood as a 

lack of political will to democratize the media ecosystem. 

The same situation occurs regarding the Internet service, since the country lacks a reg-

ulatory framework to govern its operation, infrastructure, and innovation capabilities. Ser-

vice vendors are subjected to few controls and are able to operate in a market economy 

framework with little or no regulation. The need to reform the General Telecommunications 

Act (Ley General de Telecomunicaciones) or to promote discussions on a digital agenda has 

been proposed, but to date none of this has come to fruition. 

The Judiciary: Slowness and lack of understanding of crimes against 
freedom of expression

The outlook of the Judiciary in this country is extremely complex. Among the reasons 

for this, the process for appointing justices to the Supreme Court of Justice (Corte Suprema 

de Justicia) and judges to Courts of Appeals y (Cortes de Apelaciones), which the Congress 

of the Republic should have conducted in 2019, is swamped in a host of procedural irregulari-

ties, as denounced by the Office of the Special Prosecutor against Impunity (Fiscalía Especial 

contra la Impunidad), as well as in power struggles among judicial bodies. Due to this situ-

ation, the Constitutional Court (Corte de Constitucionalidad) suspended the appointment 

process and, to date, it remains unconcluded.  

In this context, the judicial environment was the one that achieved lowest impact in all 

the realms: Informed citizens (4, 69, that is, moderate influence in situations discouraging 

free speech); measures to promote the exercise of journalism (1.90), primarily because the 

Constitutional Court supported the Human Rights Ombudsman (Procurador de Derechos 

Humanos) when he confronted Congress for attempting at preventing journalists from ac-

cessing their sources; it was also perceived to exert a moderate influence on violence and 

impunity (4.66). Notwithstanding, in the sub-realm impunity, the score showed a strong 

negative influence (6.67), since proceedings for journalists seeking justice are extremely 

slow, and because, despite efforts by international organizations and the civil society to raise 

awareness of the importance of harsher penalties for crimes committed against freedom of 

expression, this has not been accomplished in the country. 

The most prominent landmark case in this regard is that of community journalist Os-

waldo Ical Jom, who was kidnapped and tortured in 2014 and is still waiting for justice to be 

served after six years. On August 29 that year, while covering a case, he was kidnapped and 
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dragged away by locals who locked him up in a school, threatened him, beat him, and took 

away his work equipment. The individuals who assaulted him were local officials at the time. 

They were brought to trial and, after two years and eight months, these assailants, the broth-

ers Antonio and Diego Itzep López, were found guilty for unlawful imprisonment and threats, 

thereby being sentenced to a four years’ term commutable to the sum1 of Q7,300 each (less 

than US$1,000), or Q5 a day (US$0.65) . After payment thereof, they were released. Resulting 

from that verdict, the Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía / Ministerio Público, MP) was bound 

to continue the probe, which it has actually done. The case is ready to be filed again with a 

relevant court. However, in order for the process to move forward, Attorney General María 

Consuelo Porras has to sign a document allowing her to declare extended jurisdiction and 

take the case to a Major Felony Court (Tribunal de Mayor Riesgo). The document has been in 

the Attorney General’s office for two years, and not proceeded upon. 

REALM A: Informed citizens? 

Guatemalan citizens, who played a prominent role during the crisis of legitimacy of the 

political system unleashed in 2015, have seen their monitoring and whistleblowing role di-

minished due to the onslaught of harassment and prosecution actions on the part of mem-

bers of “the covenant of the corrupt” against rights defenders. However, the rating for citi-

zens’ access to information was 14.6 out of 23 points. 

While it is true that the experts surveyed gave a positive assessment to this realm, it is 

important to stress that, in the country, there is a high concentration of media ownership 

since most outlets belong to one or two leading business conglomerates. In this regard, 

citizens get news from several outlets; but the media agenda reflects the same political / 

philosophical views, that is, certain information is restricted or placed within the conceptual 

constraints of the political, economic, and journalistic elites. 

This situation, added to government pressure to control what is published, on the ar-

gument of the need to suppress contents in order to avoid spreading panic, significantly 

restricts the information received by the society. Furthermore, there are attempts at prose-

cuting or censoring dissident thought, such as what happened on April 1 in a television sta-

tion where the president of the republic said, during an interview, that seven people “inciting 

sedition” on social media had been identified and would be reported to the MP, proceedings 

that were never conducted. 

Another important aspect to bear in mind is the way in which access to public informa-

tion has been restricted during the pandemic. First, no press conferences are held anymore. 

Instead, presidential addresses are released in pre-recorded formats, thereby preventing 

journalists from looking more deeply for required information. Secondly, the whistle has been 

blown several times on delays in the release of public information by government agencies. 

1  Translator’s Note (TN): Q = Quetzal, the currency of Guatemala (ISO: GTQ).
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This led the Human Rights Ombudsman to issue a statement, on April 10, 2020, urging in-

stitutions to comply with the deadlines set forth in the Law on Access to Public Information 

(Ley de Acceso a la Información Pública) (Vásquez, 2020). Finally, the information released to 

the media is insufficient. Since April 11, 2020, the president announced, in one of his pre-re-

corded addresses, that only the sex and age of people testing positive for coronavirus would 

thereinafter be disclosed, thus omitting the release of other relevant data.  

Therefore, although it is true that there is no explicit regulation banning free information 

flow, there are filters in place regarding content, approach, and access to public information.  

REALM B: Restrictions on the practice of journalism

The rating in this realm was 6.2 out of 10 points possible. Albeit not discouraging, it is 

noteworthy that attempts have been made to restrict journalists’ ability to access informa-

tion, especially on those who report news unpleasant to the president or his ministers.

Upon the inception of the health crisis, there has been constant restriction on access to 

information for journalists and the media, except for reporters and newspersons in govern-

ment chat groups. Most frequently, it has been communications staff at the Ministry of Pub-

lic Health and Social Action (Ministerio de Salud Pública y Acción Social) the ones involved in 

these practices or in belated release of information. Government officials have managed to 

gather data in all things the health crisis, yet in a slow, opaque, and non-transparent manner. 

Likewise, the above Ministry issued a statement announcing that two journalists from 

media outlet Vox Populi would be criminally charged with defamation and psychological vi-

olence for publishing news on the irregular appointment of its communications officer, Ana 

Lucía Gudiel Zacarías. In other words, they would be filed a complaint for doing their job. 

Threats, insults, and persecution against journalists have been the response from the 

president to those who publish information calling into question the measures taken by the 

Executive.  

On April 2, 2020, the Legislative denied journalists entry into the press box, claiming to 

act in compliance with safety measures in the wake of the pandemic. However, this spurred 

suspicion among journalists and activists that the ban was ordered precisely when the ap-

proval of a loan worth millions earmarked for fighting COVID-19 – but that would also divert 

funds to the private sector – was slated for discussion. 

The Human Rights Ombudsman brought an action against the Legislative because he 

considered that the right to freedom of information had been breached. Consequently, the 

Constitutional Court, the highest court in the land, found for the Ombudsman in a tempo-

rary injunction whereby Congress was ordered to guarantee access of the press to informa-

tion sources. 
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REALM C: Continuum of violence and impunity against journalists

This is the realm rated the lowest out of the four, 8.4 points out of 42. The low score is 

understandable because, in total, during 2019, the Protection Unit for Human Rights Defend-

ers of Guatemala (Unidad de Protección a Defensores y Defensoras de Derechos Humanos 

de Guatemala, UDEFEGUA) reported 104 aggressions against journalists and newspersons, 

significantly more than the 26 on record in 2018. During the first four months of 2020, the 

APG (2020) totaled 28 cases of some kind of crime against them (ten instances of obstruc-

tion of sources, six of physical or material aggression, three of threats, three of intimidation, 

two murders, one instance of harassment, another of verbal assault, one of cyberattack, and 

one more of slander). From 2015 to date, the Attorney General’s Office has totaled 392 cases 

of crimes against journalists.  

One of the landmark cases, due to its recurrence, occurred on February 29 to Oscar 

Quintana, a correspondent for a print media company residing in the Department of Santa 

Rosa who was subjected to physical violence and threats by 4th Councilman of Taxisco Selvin 

Hernández López. The reporter had previously received threats from municipal officials. This 

was the second time he was subjected to this type of violence since he had previously ex-

perienced a similar situation in 2018. For this reason, he has been assigned personal security 

detail. 

Another case worthy of special attention is the raid on and theft of material and work 

supplies against community journalist Carlos Ernesto Choc Chub on April 18, 2020. His is a 

landmark case because, in 2017, he was prosecuted along with others for his work in defense 

of natural resources in the area where he lives. Currently, the sentence against him for envi-

ronmental research and Human Rights journalism activities has been commuted.

In addition, the murder of presenter Irma Chinchilla occurred on February 6, 2020 in 

the municipality of Salamá, Baja Verapaz, in the North of the country. In December 2019, she 

denounced that she had been the victim of a smear campaign on social media, apparently 

for personal reasons. Later, journalist Bryan Leonel Guerra Chegüen was the target of an at-

tack that took his life, on February 27, 2020, in Chiquimula. The newsman had received death 

threats, which were reported to the local police and the Office of the Attorney General. How-

ever, he received no support or protection. 

The category that measures protection was the poorest performing of the three that 

make up this realm (0.80 out of 10 points), since all these situations experienced by journal-

ists occur in a context of total lack of protection by the Guatemalan State. This contradicts 

the commitment made by Guatemala as of 2012, in the framework of the Universal Periodic 

Review in Geneva, to creating a journalist protection program. To date, this has not come to 

fruition. After three presidential terms without progress, on 5 March 2020, Alejandro Giam-

mattei called the leading press associations to follow up on this process. However, nothing 
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that had been discussed has come to pass by the end of the review period of this report. In 

other words, almost eight years later, Guatemala is still in failure to fulfill its commitment to 

protect journalism. 

It is also important to note the high degree of impunity in cases of crimes against jour-

nalists, hence the rating of 4.4 out of 17 points achieved in this category. Trials linger for years, 

during which time reporters must continue to exercise their profession under conditions of 

high vulnerability. Just to cite two cases, journalists Carlos Ventura and Byron Bravo, from 

Quetzaltenango, have waited five years since they were assaulted by people opposing a sei-

zure of smuggled products. Their case has not advanced within the justice system. Similarly, 

Oswaldo Ical Jom, from Quiché, who was illegally detained, in addition to being tortured and 

threatened, for several hours on October 12, 2014, has waited six years for the justice system 

to acknowledge the crimes and prosecute the perpetrators.  

REALM D: Freedom of the press and little control over the media

This category achieved the highest rating, since there is little proof of direct (12 out of 

16 points) and indirect controls (4.8 out of 9 points) over the media. Instead, what was no-

ticed was the lack of institutional or regulatory frameworks suitable both for the operation 

of community radio stations and for preventing the persistence of a media monopoly in the 

country. 

The lack of legal recognition of community radio stations leaves loopholes undermining 

their operation. In 2012, Guatemala’s Constitutional Court urged to establish institutions to 

this end; but no progress has been made.   

In turn, more recently in 2017, the Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Ex-

pression (OSRFE) reaffirmed, in its report on this country, the need to discuss once again the 

criteria for allocating permission for radio frequencies in Guatemala, as well as reconfiguring 

the spectrum and the allocation of frequencies, and thereby breaking the existing media 

monopoly. There has been no progress in this regard either.

Specific proposals to encourage the establishment of public media are scarce, since 

there are no such media in the country. 

Finally, a problem that is affecting the media in a particular way is the financial crisis 

that they are facing due to the spreading use of the Internet. This has caused massive layoffs 

among several media outlets in the capital city and has become a more complex situation 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this sense, the country’s government has not made any 

proposals yet.
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CONCLUSIONS

Although it is true that the attacks against journalists and media have not been as overt 

as during the government of Jimmy Morales, the relationship of President Giammattei with 

them remains tense and almost non-collaborative. Regarding this issue and that of erosion 

on democracy, there is a thread of continuity between both governments.

The Constitutional Court and the Human Rights Ombudsman have stood up for the 

rights of access to public information and freedom of expression in the country. However, an 

authoritarian approach putting these rights in jeopardy on the part of the Executive contin-

ues to intensify. Detrimental practices of public officials regarding restrictions on access to 

information are only one of these authoritarian features.

Political will and a more proactive attitude are necessary on the part of the government 

towards compliance with these rights and debate around the media ecosystem, as well as 

around pluralizing and diversifying its agenda.
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GUATEMALA 

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Although no substantive progress has been made in terms of the stat-
utory framework, the existing one on freedom of expression and ac-
cess to public information has been preserved and defended, which, 
in a context of authoritarian regression, can be assessed positively. The 
Human Rights Ombudsman and the Constitutional Court of Guate-
mala have defended free speech in the face of attempts by the Con-
gress of the Republic and the Executive to curtail said right. There are 
journalists who, in spite of the risk at which they perform their duties, 
have not given in to pressure and persist in their endeavor of monitor-
ing public officials and reporting on social issues.

WEAKNESSES

Guatemala is experiencing a growing wave of violence that partic-
ularly affects journalists and has worsened, initially in the wake of 
elections and subsequently amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Another 
weakness is the climate of tension and the different attempts by the 
Executive to silence the work of the press, especially that of journalists 
who monitor the activity of senior officials. Restrictions by institutions 
on access to public information under the guise of the pandemic to 
delay or deny disclosure of information, are actions that imply an out-
right restriction on the right of citizens to be informed and an obstacle 
to the work of the press.

OPPORTUNITIES

The pandemic crisis and restrictions on freedom of expression and 
public information fuel greater citizen support for the work of the 
media and journalists and an overwhelming outcry from civil society 
so that public authorities will stop violating the aforementioned fun-
damental rights. Unity in the concerned professional association has 
gained momentum.

THREATS

The growing weakening of human rights institutions and the author-
itarian regression that began a few years ago have been exacerbated 
after 2017 by the “covenant of the corrupt” – term describing a set of 
actions by the political elite to avoid being investigated – extending its 
damaging influence to all decision-making areas.
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PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Guatemala: journalists and media under siege

Executive Summary

The Guatemalan government persists in strengthening the trend towards an increas-

ingly restricted free speech. In addition to the health emergency, both 2020 and the first 

months of 2021 have been scarred by the escalation of a worrisome and restrictive politi-

cal situation for human rights and the rule of law. During the period under analysis, it is to 

underscore an escalation in aggressions at those who exercise journalism and informa-

tion in the country, plus the hindrance of their work, intimidation, censorship attempts, 

criminalization, threats and murders of journalists.

INTRODUCTION

The deterioration of the democratic system in Guatemala has been verified for years. 

Rights-harming regulatory frameworks are promoted and approved, the institutionalism of 

human rights and peace has been weakened, the International Committee Against Impuni-

ty (Comisión Internacional Contra la Impunidad, CICIG) was expelled from the country and 

there are repeated complaints against public officers from the three branches of govern-

ment who have been kept in their positions despite being accused of various acts of corrup-

tion.

There is also an on-the-rise number of cases of criminalization and utilization of the jus-

tice system to put the brakes on the work of those who advocate for human rights, as well as 

of honest judges who have prosecuted prime matters linked to acts of corruption. Finally, the 

dismissal of prosecutor Juan Francisco Sandoval, who headed the Special Attorney General’s 

Office against Impunity (Fiscalía Especial contra la Impunidad, FECI), without regard for the 

legal process to do so, has been strongly questioned since there are indications that it was 

due to the intention of slowing down important investigations against the current govern-

ment officers.

The government of President Alejandro Giammattei has maintained a tense relationship 

with journalists and the media, especially those who are critical to his office. During the peri-

od under study, there were attempts at silencing journalists and community communicators 

by means of aggressions, smear campaigns, defamation and even criminal persecution.
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For all these reasons, the Association of Journalists of Guatemala’s Journalists’ Observa-

tory described 2020 as “a bleak year for the press”. In this context, Guatemala ranks 17th out 

of 22 countries, with 48.28 out of 100 points in the Freedom of Expression index, much lower 

than the global regional average (55.61), and is a country with partial restrictions to this right. 

In the four realms evaluated, partial restrictions to free speech are shown. Guatemala is one 

of the worst scoring countries in the Central American region, only surpassed by El Salvador 

(41.74) and Nicaragua (17.20).

Executive: Contentious Message, Disqualification and Violence 
against the Press

On several occasions, when the president was questioned by the Media about his han-

dling of the health crisis, they got manifestations of intolerance, outbursts and false accu-

sations as a reply. In the end, he chose to hide from the press and provide information only 

through radio and television broadcasts so as not to have to face journalistic scrutiny. In May 

2021, for example, the president blamed “grupúsculos” (“little groups”) and media of attack-

ing him and “attacking the rule of law” with information that, according to him, they distort-

ed (La Hora, May 27, 2021). 

Another way of attacking the work of the press has been by means of force. Just to 

name one of the most serious instances, on September 11, 2020, National Civil Police (Policía 

Nacional Civil, PNC) officers arbitrarily arrested and assaulted journalist Sonny Figueroa, who 

along with Marvin de Cid had previously brought to the public several investigative pieces 

on the President ś discretionary handling of public funds (Asociación de Periodistas de Gua-

temala (APG), 2020: pp. 20 to 23). Also, on November 21, while covering a citizen rally against 

the budget, documentary filmmaker Melissa Mencos was arbitrarily detained and photo-

journalist Carlos Sebastián was injured by PNC personnel (Prensa Libre, November 24, 2020; 

La Hora, November 23, 2020).

There were also restrictions on access to public information as, for example, when at the 

end of August 2020, on the occasion of the presentation of the second report of the “Presi-

dent’s Office Commission against Corruption”, reporters were denied access to information 

(APG, 2020). Mayors and municipal governments were also accused of threats, physical vi-

olence, restrictions or directly blocking access to public information, prohibitions or lists of 

journalists allowed entry to certain public activities, among others.

All that summed up led the Executive to score 4.43 in the level of unfavorable influ-

ence, placing it in the mild influence range. However, for the level of persecution and affront 

against journalists, it was rated 8.57, that is, high influence from negative institutional ac-

tions. Although not as high, the violence and impunity rating (4.71) was worrisome, too. The 

role of the Executive branch’s influence in terms of control over the media and informed cit-

izenship and freedom of expression had a low rating (2.21 and 2.23, respectively).
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Legislative Attacks Opponents and Intimidates Journalists 

Out of the three branches of government, the Legislative Environment was rated the 

worst with 4.56, i.e., mild influence. The most unfavorable realm, rated as highly influential, 

was precisely the one in connection with the exercise of journalism (7.86), followed by Vio-

lence and Impunity which rated 4.24 and Informed Citizenship and Freedom of Expression, 

rating 3.86. The mild influence identified by the Index has to do with the restrictions and 

attitudes of members of Congress at the expense of the exercise of journalism. 

Chair of the Legislative branch Allan Rodríguez has shown on numerous occasions 

his affinity with the country’s president, which even calls into question the separation that 

should exist between the three branches of government. In September 2020, a reporter 

whose name was not disclosed questioned him about their motivations to refuse to elect 

court members. In a blustering and arrogant manner, Rodríguez replied to her: “I believe 

that this type of ill-intentioned questions are the ones that make people think so, since the 

messages want to make it seem that we are malicious enough to delay or elongate courts 

election”. Because of this incident, the reporter was removed from that source (APG, 2020). 

On another occasion, on November 28, 2020, Rodríguez blamed the media of spreading a 

disinformation campaign and highlighted that “we have been able to see systematic aggres-

sions from social networks and seditious media that seek to break the constitutional order” 

(Congreso de la República, November 28, para. 3).

Also, journalists complained about being victims of information restrictions and smear 

campaigns in social networks spearheaded by certain Congresspersons whose connection 

to acts of corruption have been investigated by the media. Likewise, the two persons in 

charge of social communication by the Congress were reported in a journalistic investiga-

tion by Vox Populi and the May 2021 issue of Artículo 35 to be using public funds to orches-

trate smear campaigns against Human Rights Ombudsman (procurador de los derechos 

humanos, PDH) Jordán Rodas and opposition Congressman Samuel Pérez (Artículo 35, May 

20, 2021). This fact once again cast a shadow onto the legitimacy of communications from 

said entity and how reliable is the information they provide.

Lastly, the Legislative branch has nurtured legal frameworks that restrain citizens’ rights, 

such as the questioned amendments to the Bill of Non-Governmental Organizations for De-

velopment (Decree 4-2020), which came into force on June 21, 2021, after a long period of 

contestations. These reforms, although presented as a way for the government to control 

the work of NGOs, have been questioned by various social sectors and PDH because they 

“include limitations to freedom of association and freedom of employment, by restricting 

activities and hiring of non-governmental organizations” (Perspectiva, June 21, 2021, para. 4).

When it comes to the previous monitoring period, the Legislative’s lack of political will to 

make the media ecosystem democratic persists in a country with very high concentration, 
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and no progress has been made regarding the Internet service, since the companies that 

sell the service have few controls and the possibility of moving within the market framework 

with little or no regulation. Regulatory frameworks have been demanded to allow increased 

access to the digital world for everyone, especially in the context of the pandemic because of 

which thousands of people were left without communications and students without schools; 

however, none of the demands has paid off. 

The Judiciary Is Part of the Strategy to Criminalize Journalists. 

The Judiciary continues to be singled out for its collusion with the Pact of the Corrupt1. A 

May 4, 2021 investigation carried out by elPeriódico determined that the election process of 

the country’s courts has been flawed since the nominations were defined in a discretionary 

manner by what the media refers to as “petit comité” made up of government-leaning indi-

viduals.  In the 2021 Index, the Judicial Environment has the best rating (3.85), which, in any 

case, places it in a mild influence regarding free speech and freedom of the press. 

A strong influence was marked in terms of the Exercise of Journalism category, espe-

cially because there have been several reports of instances where justices collude with other 

role-players and comprise a network of criminalization that impacts journalists as well as 

journalism from departments and communities. In its 2020 report, the APG explained that 

“criminal law continues to be a dangerous tool used to intimidate the Media and journalists, 

seeking to generate a climate of anxiety for newspersons” (p.40).

The Bill on Expression of Thought states that if there are offenses against free speech, 

the action to take is to summon a Printing Court or Honor Courts; however, justices do not 

use this mechanism, but send alleged offenders directly through criminal proceedings. The 

most obvious case was that of indigenous communicator Anastasia Mejía, head of Xol Abaj 

Radio and Xol Abaj TV, who was blamed by her municipality’s mayor of having partaken of 

a mob that burned part of the City Hall building. Mejía was doing her job, and despite there 

was no evidence against her, the justice of the department ordered her to stand trial charged 

with sedition, arson and aggravated assault. The journalist had to endure 36 days in jail.

Another flagship case involving justice is that of Ana González, a community reporter 

from the department of Totonicapán, whose right to freely express herself was infringed 

on January 13, 2021 by the Criminal Sentencing, Drug Trafficking and Environmental Crimes 

Court presided over by Justice Roberto Hernán Rivas Alvarado, who restricted her right to 

practice journalism and participate in a community radio station in that department for two 

years.  In terms of Violence and Impunity, the judicial environment was rated as having a mild 

influence (4.24), while in terms of Informed Citizenship and Freedom of Expression, as well 

1  In Guatemala, this is the name given to the alliance between those who hold public decision-making positions and the 
business sector, which emerged in September 2017 and who, from their powerful positions, exert their influence to ensure 
impunity and privileges.
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as Control Over the Media, this environment was rated as having a slight influence (2.21 and 

1.93, respectively). 

REALM A: Compromised Freedom of Expression and Enacted 
“Consensus”. 

The situation marked by the coronavirus pandemic has meant a setback for Guatema-

lan citizens in terms of their capability to monitor and report. Beyond biosecurity measures, it 

is a consequence of the branches of government’s threatening attitude toward citizens who, 

when demanding transparency or question actions reported for corruption, receive in turn 

intimidating and criminalizing actions, or direct physical violence. This happened on Novem-

ber 21 and 28, 2020, when citizens were repressed by police forces during a demonstration 

against the approval of a harmful annual budget.  The citizens’ access to information scored 

11 out of 23 points. 

As noted in the APG report (2021) even though all special measures issued due to the 

coronavirus emergency have been lifted, the authorities continue to:

[---] “implement ruses to prevent reporters from accessing public activities, suspend 

press conferences or prevent questioning during them, hide officers’ work agendas or 

prevent those responsible for communication from answering or processing communi-

cators’ requests for information” (p. 1).

In this context, although the information flow was valued at 4.71 and freedom of expres-

sion at 6.29 out of 11 and 12, respectively, truth is that it is becoming increasingly more com-

plicated for journalists to carry out their work and get the population informed. 

The media system in Guatemala is private, the public media –almost absent– have had 

little development and the community media survive on a daily basis in the face of the coun-

try’s own legal framework onslaught.  This scheme of concentration of media ownership 

means that broadcast contents reinforce and refunctionalize the single perspective of reality. 

If we add to this the attempts at control by the branches of government, all the fuss made by 

“netcenters” –closely linked to public officers2– to intimidate and delegitimize the credibility 

of journalists, and the attempts at criminalization with the corresponding censorship and 

self-censorship they provoke, the country does not seem to have a fertile ground for freedom 

of expression. 

2  In this regard, the APG report (2021) states: “It is noteworthy that in part of the messages and publications spread in 
these campaigns, on social networks, those responsible used terms similar to those used by Giammattei to rant against 
his critics and some of the fake accounts that replicated these messages also shared information from official government 
channels”.
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REALM B: Exercise of Journalism between Criminalization and 
Censorship.

This realm scored 4.86 out of 10. As has been said throughout this report, there are nu-

merous and diverse attempts at restricting the exercise of journalism. The period has been 

characterized by increased attacks against journalists and media employees, hampering of 

their work through bookings established to access certain sources or information, intimida-

tion by means of the digital scenario for which legislation is still unclear in the country –which 

generates a void of registration–; attempts at censorship, criminalization, threats and mur-

ders of journalists.

The risk of being a victim of attacks or being criminalized surged for those who worked 

on extractive-company-related issues and the defense of the land, also for those profession-

als who made investigations on municipal public budgets and for female journalists. Also, 

the frequency of aggressions from media against female journalists escalated. Pía Flores, 

Kimberly López and Francelia Solano, Jody García, Carolina Gamazo, Michelle Mendoza, So-

nia Pérez, Iduvina Hernández and Jovanna García, journalists from different media, reported 

about being victims of offensive and even threatening publications based on information or 

investigations they made and shared in the media profile or in their personal accounts. The 

users and profiles made comments in a mocking tone, at times with sexual innuendos. 

According to the 2020 and 2021 APG reports, the areas where most of the attacks and 

harassment campaigns took place –reproducing of delegitimizing and hate speech– are the 

digital environment, social media and several Internet platforms. From January to March 

2021 the APG Journalists’ Observatory recorded ten attacks on the Internet (six defamation 

campaigns, two cases of deletion of journalistic material, the suspension of a feminist digital 

medium’s account and the cloning of a nationwide newspaper’s web portal) (APG, 2021: p. 

13).

 According to the same source, most of these aggressions originated from fake accounts. 

Importantly, although the number of reported cases is increasing, most of them remain un-

resolved. This generates wear and tear and undermines the credibility of public institutions 

that should safeguard the exercise of journalism. 

REALM C: Violence Increased and Lack of Protection and Impunity 
Persists.

The Violence and Impunity realm scored 17.71 points out of 42. Attacks and crimes against 

journalists increased during 2020 and the trend is repeated in 2021. In its last two reports the 

APG evidenced that 2020 was “the year in which there have been more reports on attacks 

against media, journalists and newpersons” (APG, 2020: p. 1); from January to December 149 

registered cases were totaled (APG, 2021). The figures provided by the Attorney General’s 
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Office for Crimes against Journalists, which reported 216 aggrieved persons in 2020, turned 

out to be much more discouraging. 

The surge continued in the first quarter of 2021. According to the APG, from January 

1-March 31, 2021, 39 attacks and restrictions of various kinds were recorded in 13 different de-

partments, an increase of almost 100 percent when compared to the same period in 2020 

(APG, 2021). It should also be noted that two journalists were murdered within the period an-

alyzed: Mario Arturo Ortega García in November 2020 and Pedro Alfonso Guarón Hernández 

on July 30, 2021.

To mention cases that are serious, the criminalization of Anastasia Mejía (indicted for 

sedition, theft, robbery and aggravated arson) and the aggressions and attempted prose-

cution of journalist Sonny Figueroa (for attempted bribery) have already been mentioned. 

It is worth adding the criminal complaint that Miguel Martínez Morales, a former officer of 

Giammattei’s government and his close entourage, filed against digital medium Plaza Públi-

ca, accusing particularly journalist Pavel Vega of harassment, threats and extortion; all this 

because of an investigation that said media conducted on a private company both officers 

were related to. Martínez publicly accused the media and the journalist of having no ethics 

or professionalism whatsoever and stated that Plaza Pública was threatening his family. Fur-

thermore, he tried to silence the media (APG, 2020). Despite all the data, it is remarkable that 

the Persecution category received a scoring of 2.43 out of 7.5, while Violence marked 13.21 

out of 21 points.    

The category measuring protection was the lowest scoring from the three that make 

up this realm (0.36 out of 5 points) as protection by the Guatemalan State remains to be null. 

From 2012, within the Universal Periodic Review, in Geneva, it obliged itself to launch a pro-

gram for the protection of journalists. To date, neither has it been launched nor is it in the 

process of coming true. 

Regarding impunity, the score was also very low –1.71 out of 8.5– since most of the re-

ported cases find little institutional response, the processes are excessively long and get en-

tangled within the bureaucracy, which generates exhaustion and undermines the credibility 

of the public institutions that should safeguard the exercise of journalism.

REALM D: Limits to the Exercise of Journalism by Critics from the 
Media.

 The Control over the Media realm scored 14.71 out of 25 points and of the two aspects 

that comprise it, direct control scored the highest (10.43 out of 19 points), while indirect con-

trol obtained 4.29 out of 6 points. 

As already pointed out, one attempt at direct control over a media outlet was on Plaza 

Pública, and in a more systematic way it is carried out with the refusal to grant advertising 
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spots in those media that the government qualifies as critical of its management (Article 

19, Centro Civitas and Article 35, 2021, p.35). Another form is the criminalization and criminal 

prosecution of community radio stations due to the lack of adequate institutional or regula-

tory frameworks. 

In March 2021, Justice Otto Felipe Vásquez, from Sololá’s Criminal Court of First Instance, 

made an effort to make community radio station “Juventud Xacacak” operations stop. To 

this end he summoned and gave notice to Julián Pac that he had to hand over his operat-

ing equipment. The legal process is currently halted, due to an injunction and a challenge 

against the justice. 

 Also in Sololá, community media outlet “Radio Victoria, La Voz de los Pueblos’” exercise 

of journalism was likewise restricted when its reporters were not allowed to cover a hear-

ing taking place at that department’s Criminal Sentencing Court. Justice Mariana Mercedes 

López Cabrera barred reporters from entering the courtroom in order to record a hearing, 

and on the second occasion agreed to allow them to enter the courtroom, on the condition 

that no images would be taken or live broadcasts would be made.

CONCLUSIONS

In the second year of Alejandro Giammattei’s term, the insecurity from exercising jour-

nalism has worsened. The press and free speech have been compromised and it is clear that 

there are specific vulnerabilities against journalists and community communicators because 

of the information they possess and the possibility that this information violates the interests 

of powerful groups or threaten their power. The contentiousness in the President’s numer-

ous officers’ version of the story has remained and probably escalated since the first year of 

this government’s administration.

There is a surge in violence against journalists in order to silence dissident voices, es-

pecially independent journalists or those who have taken on investigations that somewhat 

threaten the interests of the ruling groups. There are also more instances of persecution from 

the government and the use of “netcenters” to vilify and attack journalists on digital media.

The unbound violence toward press workers can be direct through discrediting, threats 

and coercion, prohibition to access sources or information –even when it is public–; or through 

criminalization by relying on the justice system. 

The insecurity from practicing the profession remains as there is no progress recorded 

in the building of a Journalist Protection Plan.

As for controls over the Media, the ongoing siege and criminalization of community 

radio stations and the management of government advertising as a method to stifle media 

who are critical and in favor of the monopoly of media outlets that subscribe to the govern-

ment should be highlighted.
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GUATEMALA 

PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

Despite an authoritarian scenario, the country has been able to main-
tain the existing freedom of expression and access to public informa-
tion legal framework.
PDH, the only public institution that has not been co-opted by the Pact 
of the Corrupt, is still willing to advocate for the right to free speech. 
Despite the insecurity and risk in which they carry out their work, some 
journalists have not given in to pressure and continue with the process 
of auditing public officials. Regional networks have been launched to 
stand up for free speech and the exercise of journalism.

WEAKNESSES

Acts of violence against journalists keep on the rise.
The growing wave of violence against female journalists and against 
those who practice journalism in departments and communities. 
The Executive branch’s persists on a contentious attitude to silence 
the work of the press, especially those journalists who oversee its work.
The alliance of the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches is aimed 
at infringing upon the exercise of journalism by means of intimidation 
and criminalization.
Restrictions on access to public information imply a limit on the right 
of citizens to be informed and an obstacle to the development of the 
journalists’ work.

OPPORTUNITIES

Public officers’ persistent contentious attitude has brought upon an 
attitude of freedom of expression advocacy by citizens.
Unions show greater cohesion.
International support for the journalists’ guild is shown through the 
support of international networks and the financing of the empower-
ment of journalists.

THREATS
The weakening of human rights institutions and regression to author-
itarianism are occurring by means of the Pact of the Corrupt that ex-
tends its harmful influence in all areas of decision making.
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2.12.3 OVERWIEW

Guatemala

Guatemala’s performance resembles that of some countries improving their overall re-

sults in 2020-2021 vis-à-vis 2019-2020 although they dropped in position. Indeed, the coun-

try dropped two positions (from No. 15 in 2020 to No. 17 in 2021), but rose from 46 points in 

2019-2020 to 48.28 points in 2020-2021. The decline is explained by increased restrictions on 

Freedom of Expression, aggressions to and strained relations with journalists and the media, 

stemming from a growing decline of democracy in the country. 

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, there was a decline of 3.6 

points from one period to the other. The hostile environment and restrictions undermining 

[the sub-realms of] Free Speech and Information Flow are increasing. The people have been 

seriously affected in their ability to express themselves. For instance, they were repressed 

during the protests of November 2020. With a scarce presence of state-owned media, the 

information disseminated responds to the editorial polices of the private outlets controlling 

the media ecosystem.

Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, yielded a difference of 1.34 points less between 2019-

2020 and 2020-2021. As in the realm above, there is an increase in actions that undermine 

journalistic activity. There is greater prosecution and censorship towards journalists, espe-

cially towards female professionals, who received threats and offenses with sexual overtones 

(the matter against Anastasia Mejía, on counts of sedition, theft, robbery, and aggravated 

arson).

As for Realm C, Violence and Impunity, this is the only one showing improvement, with 

9.31 points of difference between the scores obtained in 2019-2020 and 2020-2021. On record 

went 39 attacks and restrictions, in addition to the murder of Mario Arturo Ortega García (No-

vember 2020) and Pedro Alfonso Guarón Hernández (July 2021), among other serious cases. 

Finally, Realm D, Control over the Media, also experienced a slight decrease in its results 

(16.8 points in 2019-2020 v. 14.71 in 2020-2021), which in turn affects the exercise of journalism 

and the dissemination of information to the general population. With attempts of direct con-

trol policies targeting media outlets Plaza Pública and Radio Victoria and indirect control by 

denying to buy advertising, the government restricts the exercise of journalism. 

In general, the unfavorable influence of the legislative, judicial, and executive environ-

ments continues moderately with some results indicating a very strong influence of the three 

environments on Realm B, increasing in comparison between 2019-2020 and 2020-2021. The 

reasons for these results indicate that the lack of independence among the branches of 

government constitutes a disadvantage for the exercise of journalism. There are actions of 

intimidation and prosecution coming from the collusion among these three branches: from 
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the Executive, relations with the media are very strained, marked by a bellicose, disparaging, 

and violent discourse; the Legislative, on the other hand, rated as the worst of the three in 

the latest study, intimidates journalists and promotes restrictive laws. The Judiciary also en-

courages prosecuting journalists. 
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2.13. HONDURAS

2.13.1 HONDURAS 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Honduras, victim of COVID-19 and corruption

Executive summary

Honduras continues to experience low security levels for the professional exercise of jour-

nalism nationwide. In addition, the Law for Classification of Public Documents regarding 

National Security and Defense (Ley para la Clasificación de Documentos Públicos rela-

cionados con la Seguridad y Defensa Nacional), known as the “Law of Secrecy,” in force 

as of March 7, 2014, under the pretext of protecting State information and concealing 

the management of public resources in over 20 government agencies. In the framework 

of this COVID-19 crisis, with its first case confirmed on March 11 this year, the Honduran 

press has not been allowed to investigate and adequately report on millions worth of 

medical equipment, medicines, and mobile hospitals procurement, under suspicion of 

irregularities and lack of transparency following an emergency executive order and the 

“Law of Secrets” issued by the current administration.

INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared in the context of President Juan Orlando Hernández Al-

varado’s second term in office, after a fiercely criticized reelection in light of the violation 

of some constitutional precepts, thereby stripping legitimacy of the current administration. 

Conditions for good journalism based on accuracy and objectivity continue to be difficult in 

Honduras, since the prevailing situation in the period from May 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020, has 

not changed in any respects.

The Law of Secrecy ruled out the categories of reserved, confidential, secret and ul-

tra-secret information, to focus on that of classified information in favor of the Department 

of Defense and Security (Secretaría de Defensa y Seguridad), also governing a number of 

ministries and agencies in no connection with security, but actually controlling a significant 

portion of the government budget. This proves lack of transparency in procurement and ac-

quisition of government goods and services (Proceso Digital, 2019). 

For example, in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the government declared a 

state emergency for procurement that was not transparent and has been difficult to review, 

in spite of considerable doubts existing as to whether these purchases were the best and 

whether the prices were fair (Proceso Digital, 2020).
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Report

As for the overall rating of Honduras, in the period from May 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020, 

it achieved 53 points. We can point out that, in spite of a relative freedom of expression as 

claimed by the authorities, the truth is that there are methods of censorship curbing this 

constitutional right.

On environments: Institutional action against freedom of expression

Citizens get news from the mainstream press, radio and television. However, due to 

strong pressure from the government to keep its image and credibility on the mainstream 

media, social media have become very belligerent and gained acceptance from a segment 

of the population, primarily young people who do not follow politics as usual in Honduras.

On June 25 this year, a new Criminal Code (Código Penal) entered into force, whereby 

the current regime added to the statutory framework harsh penalties for slander and defa-

mation crimes, mostly directed at some journalists opposing the current administration (La 

Tribuna, 2020). Most notably, we find the case of journalist David Romero Elner, who uncov-

ered an act of corruption unprecedented in the history of Honduras at the Honduran Insti-

tute of Social Health (Hondureño de Salud Social, IHSS). This left the corruption of President 

Hernandez’s government exposed.

The Executive branch, with authority to grant and revoke media licenses, in addition to 

managing an advertising budget crucial for subsistence of the media in this time of crisis, 

significantly controls and restricts the information disseminated among citizens. In other 

words, a large percentage of the news is influenced by political interests.  

The Legislative branch is aligned with the interests of the Executive because it is con-

trolled by the same political party, enacting legislation that restricts freedom of the press 

and transparency. The National Congress [Legislative], in new Criminal Code Article 335-B, 

known as the “Muzzle Law”, sets forth penalties for media making apology, praise, and justi-

fication for terrorism, following a series of public protests that took place in the main streets 

and avenues of Tegucigalpa (Proceso Digital, 2020). 

Additionally, the new Criminal Code provides for punishment to journalists and media 

owners who commit slander, defined as wrongly attributing a crime under the knowledge of 

its falsehood, that is, reckless disregard for the truth. In case of defamation, the law defines it 

as singling out or damaging the dignity of other persons, undermining their honor. For both, 

long prison terms against defendants are provided for. (CPJ, 2020)

The crimes of slander and defamation, as set forth by this law, were repealed, since they 

were considered excessive and a restriction to freedom of expression. Notwithstanding, ac-

cording to the legal procedure for a bill to enter into force, the National Congress must send 
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it to the Executive branch for its signing into law and this has not taken place to date. As it 

can be noted, there is a completely hostile environment against freedom of expression im-

posed by the current regime, which at all costs has sought to silence popular protests.

Furthermore, the judicial branch was appointed by a majority from the ruling party. Fur-

thermore, at all court levels, there are judges, clerks, and administrative staff allegiant to this 

political establishment. Therefore, a vast majority of them act to help their fellow partisans 

and damage their opponents. A clear example is that involving journalist David Romero El-

ner who, for the crime of slander and defamation, was imposed a disproportionately harsh 

sentence according to many experts. 

My means of that sentence to a journalist opposing the regime, a clear message was 

sent: Journalists must be very careful when reporting news on complaints and claims nam-

ing the current government, because those who transgress the legal order will be prosecut-

ed to the fullest extent of the Law. 

Since they were appointed by the National Congress, the justices heading the judicial 

branch are contaminated by politics. This makes it very difficult to rule in accordance with 

the Law on matters brought to them. Therefore, in general terms, the journalists’ guild does 

not believe in the Judiciary and law enforcement. 

REALM A: Honduran citizens free to express themselves

Generally, Honduran citizens are informed, because, in recent years, there has been a 

proliferation of mass media, which promotes competition in the coverage of news events. 

On the other hand, some media encourage free speech by means of call-ins so that the peo-

ple will give their opinion on the issues being addressed, also on social media, e.g. a text-in 

numbers on WhatsApp. Nevertheless, other media do not make use of this communication 

tool. 

The extent of information and free speech often depends on the fact of whether a topic 

focuses on the national government, which is the source of the greatest number of prob-

lems, in view of the power and advertising budget it wields.

The assessment of the institutional action regarding “citizens free to express them-

selves” reaches 13.3 out of 23 maximum points. The perception is that, in Honduras, there is 

still a degree of freedom within acceptable ranges. There are different video, print, and digi-

tal information outlets enabling each citizen to gain a rather comprehensive perspective on 

issues of any nature or relevance in the nation. 

However, the veracity of the information flow is notably impaired by the lack of credibility 

in news on the government. It has been found that certain officials try to conceal inefficiency 

and indecisiveness with a false image built by means of for-hire [social media] accounts and 

sites. On July 25, 2019, social media app Facebook closed 181 fake accounts and 1,488 pages 
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in Honduras. These profiles were fraudulent and devoted to commenting and sharing pos-

itive content on President Hernández. (Cuenta Corriente, 2019). In addition, on April 2, 2020, 

social media app Twitter deleted 3,104 accounts solely devoted to retweeting what President 

Hernández would write. (Radio América, 2020). These acts unmasked the lack of support for 

the current administration and the importance of getting news from highly reliable media. 

REALM B: Conditions conducive to practice journalism

The practice of journalism is regulated by the Honduran Association of Journalists (Co-

legio de Periodistas de Honduras), which registers, swears in, and certifies journalists who 

have graduated from the different universities in the country. In Honduras, there are approx-

imately 1,600 registered journalists; but there are almost as many people qualifying as news 

professionals actively involved in the media, as show hosts, announcers, etc. 

Journalists have to follow the editorial policy in their workplace. Therefore, there is 

self-censorship, given the fact that 85% of the media in Honduras have close ties to the gov-

ernment. The exercise of journalism scored 4.8 points out of a maximum of 10; indicating the 

existence of a partial restriction on the information disseminated by journalists.

Media owners, in general, have other interests and additional businesses, which binds 

them, in one way or another, to treat the government deferentially. Based on this fact, a “har-

monious” relationship between media entrepreneurs and the government administration 

develops. 

REALM C: Violence and impunity against journalists

Honduras is a violent country. 10 years ago, the murder rate was 93.2 per 100,000 inhab-

itants. (BID, 2017). However, the current administration managed to lower that rate by half, 

investing a considerable amount of economic and human resources. This does not mean 

that the country has overcome the existing violence and crime environment.

Journalists have not been oblivious to this violent reality since many have been killed and 

most of these crimes are still unpunished, because neither those who perpetrated nor those 

who masterminded these murders are convicted. Statistics show that over 70 newspersons 

have been murdered in Honduras and the worst thing is that over 90% of the crimes are un-

punished. (Once Noticias, 2018). These data mirror the score of 0 of 17 points possible in the 

impunity index. 

On July 5, 2019, journalist Santiago Carvajal was viciously attacked by individuals whose 

identity or whereabouts are still unknown. Santiago was hosting a show on a local channel 

in Puerto Cortés and had complained on his social media accounts that he was being cen-

sored by public officials from the municipality (SIGNIS ALC, 2020). This case adds to over 70 
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journalists who have lost their lives in recent years, which speaks of the high risk of practicing 

this profession in the country. 

REALM D: Government in control of a large section of the public 
opinion

Article 72 of The Constitution of the Republic has recognized freedom of thought since 

1982 as enacted in Decree 131-82: “Expression of thought shall be free, and may be expressed 

through any means of dissemination, without prior censorship. Those who abuse this right, 

and those who by direct or indirect methods restrict or limit the communication and circula-

tion of ideas and opinions shall be liable before the law” (OBSERVACOM.org, 2014).

Honduras reached 12 out of 16 maximum points in [the sub-realm of] direct control over 

the media. In recent years, due to the economic crisis experienced by the country, govern-

ments then in office have used the tool of the advertising budget to control the mass media. 

The budget is spent on motivational, alienating campaigns exalting the president’s image 

and the actions of the government. Ultimately, it is a direct way to avoid criticism, disparag-

ing messages, and attacks against the public administration. 

In the case of indirect control over the media, the country achieved a 9 over 9 points 

possible. For many years, governments have been indirectly buying publicity slots for shows 

where journalists, who are largely public opinion leaders, are awarded these advertising con-

tracts. By controlling media owners and the most influential newspersons, the government 

guarantees moderate governance levels. It is noteworthy that, in the last 30 years, no media 

outlets have ever been closed, only Globo TV, which is opposed to the regime, and whose 

license was suspended on grounds of not paying taxes due; but it is no secret to anyone that, 

in the end, this was politically motivated.

CONCLUSIONS

Impunity for crimes against journalists and newspersons is a clear sign that practicing 

journalism in the country is a high-risk career that can be dangerous depending on the na-

ture and editorial policy of the media and journalists. There is a stigmatization on the part of 

the president and the cabinet against those journalists who attack, criticize, and affect the 

image of the present government. In turn, [government spokespersons’] describe them in 

their addresses as troublemakers, social alienators, promoters of evil, and unwilling to see 

anything good in what [the administration] does. This stigmatization issues an indirect threat 

against the journalists’ guild, which, in many political, social, and protest events, has been at-

tacked not only verbally but also physically. 

In the National Congress, there is a project to control social media and chats damaging 

the image of the government; but it has not yet been approved by the current administra-
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tion. It is a clear intention to put under surveillance and punish those who use social media 

to encourage opposition to this regime.

The COVID-19 emergency has been a clear example of the lack of transparency at all 

levels in the procurement of mobile hospitals, medical supplies and protective equipment 

(CNN, 2020). Nevertheless, the press has managed to investigate and condemn such actions. 

Government information sources and the Institute of Access to Public Information (Instituto 

de Acceso a la Información Pública, IAIP) have not clearly accounted for every cent of gov-

ernment procurement, which is a clear example of manipulation, restriction, and the lack of 

access to accurate and timely information. 

The threats to the free press continue as next year we will witness an electoral process 

whose power players are the same behind the making of President Hernández Alvarado. 

These institutions and individuals are stakeholders in an alleged electoral fraud by means of 

tampering of records, electric power disruptions at the time of the vote count and a series of 

irregularities that spawned a serious political crisis in the country. The press should play an 

independent role in the face of an electoral process that will clearly benefit the ruling party. 
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HONDURAS

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

There are strong media with some degree of independence that 
have preserved a relative editorial autonomy in the face of controver-
sial decisions, corruption, and abuse of authority by the government 
of the Republic. In Honduras, wrong government decisions can still 
be publicly questioned.

WEAKNESSES

With very weak institutions, branches of government docile to the 
Executive, and armed forces at the service of the president of the Re-
public, freedom of expression is limited and journalists cannot ques-
tion or criticize government activities so openly.

OPPORTUNITIES

The great amount of mainstream and social media encourages an 
ideological, political, and religious plurality that allows for a relative 
social peace to those who question and criticize the government’s 
activities. When the media have remained silent, citizens have taken 
to the streets in protest as a clear sign of their discontent with the 
actions of the Executive.  

THREATS

Current legislation tends to be repressive and restrictive of freedom 
of expression, which is evident in draft bills such as the one potential-
ly punishing those who take a stance contrary to the current regime 
on social media. The economic crisis makes government advertising 
increasingly necessary, which restricts the independence of most 
media.
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PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST,L 2021

Honduras: a hard place for the exercise of journalism

Executive Summary

When it comes to free speech in Honduras, the prospect is not too different from what 

happened in 2020, since similar conditions remain for the professional practice of jour-

nalism. All this is worsened by the COVID-19 pandemic that poses a serious risk for most 

of the newspersons in the country. Although two people are in prison for the Mobile 

Hospitals scandal, and one faces indictment abroad, the secrecy and corruption in and 

mismanagement of the pandemic –specifically in the vaccination process– affected the 

exercise of freedom of expression.

INTRODUCTION

 Currently, the situation for the exercise of quality and objective journalism in Honduras 

continues to be troublesome, since the climate throughout the period surveyed shows no 

variation with respect to better living conditions for media employees, who are immersed in 

the country’s general economic crisis. 

Corruption continues to affect the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic, since the pur-

chase of seven costly mobile hospitals have not served the purposes which they were ac-

quired for (DW Spanish, 2021). On the other hand, the purchase of vaccines for Hondurans has 

not been effective, prices and terms of their millionaire contracts have not been disclosed. 

The media, most of them economically affected by the pandemic, have not provided 

their news staff with biosecurity Personal Protective Devices (PPD) such as masks, antibac-

terial gel, face covering, so journalists are at a high risk of becoming infected with COVID. 

Results Analysis

As for Honduras’ overall ranking, it scored 61.47 points, well above the 55.61 index glob-

al scoring. One factor to highlight [One noteworthy fact] regarding a greater perception of 

freedom of expression is the importance of social media in citizens’ communication. This 

represents an opportunity to express opinions on socially, politically, and economically rele-

vant issues; were this new instrument not to exist, we would continue to be subject to what 

is reported by mainstream media. 
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The decrease in violence, crime, and impunity rates against journalists matches the de-

crease in the rates of violence per 100,000 inhabitants in Honduras.

The number of homicide victims declined 14.1% (576 fewer victims) in 2020 as compared to 2019. 

The homicide rate in 2020 was 37.6 homicides per 100 thousand population, the lowest in the last 

decade (the rate is down by more than half compared to the rate in 2013). (UNDP, 2020) 

Since we are approaching the end of President Juan Orlando Hernández’s term, the 

control over the media has been declining, to such an extent that there are already TV and 

radio stations and printed press that candidly criticize decisions from the government. For 

example, the handling of the pandemic has been erratic and very poorly managed. 

The Branches of Government Are Trying to Manipulate the Exercise 
of Journalism

The Legislative environment scored 2.35 points in relation to situations unfavorable to 

freedom of expression. The National Congress has not held any sessions during last and the 

ongoing year. It is the only Congress in Latin America where no floor sessions are being held. 

Therefore, press coverage of legislative sessions and incidents has been extremely cumber-

some and restricted. Congresspersons themselves are complaining that the ruling party is 

passing laws at will.  

Recently, the National Congress enacted that the information about the contract for 

the purchase of vaccines from pharmaceutical company Pfizer should be secret. This has 

been considered as a total setback, because even though Pfizer requests confidentiality on 

the formulas it uses and their pricing, it was not necessary to mandate total secrecy for the 

whole contract and what had been signed. 

The Legislative engaged in an embarrassing dispute with the Institute of Access to Pub-

lic Information (Instituto de Acceso a la Información Pública, IAIP), since IAIP ruled that it was 

not correct to withhold every detail of the contract. In Honduras it is unknown the pricing 

requirements the government is meeting to purchase the COVID-19 vaccine. Most of the 

population have doubts that these operations as a whole are being carried out in the best 

and most correct of ways. 

Executive branch

In Honduras, according to law, among the President’s powers under the National Tele-

communications Committee (Comisión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, CONATEL), the 

President’s Office is entitled to authorize or overrule licenses for operations and maintenance 

of radio frequencies. If a broadcasting station not aligned with the government makes the 

slightest error or omission within its administrative responsibilities, its license will be imme-

diately revoked –in recent years, such thing happened to opposition-leaning Radio Globo. 
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The allocation of sizable advertising funds from the government and the ruling party 

force most of the media to cover all the Presidential House’s activities, regardless of their 

importance, because in times of economic hardship like these the media must ensure their 

sustainability and survival. 

The government did not engage in talks with any sector when discussing the 2022 In-

come and Expenditures Budget, which rose to over HNL 20 million compared to the ongoing 

year’s budget. This represents a detrimental burden to the country and for anyone who wins 

the upcoming elections, despite suggestions and recommendations made by the civil soci-

ety (La Prensa, 2021).

The Judiciary 

The U.S. Department of State released the Engel’s List, which notes that 21 Honduran 

politicians were involved in corruption offenses (La Prensa, 2021). The Judiciary’s attitude to-

ward corruption has not been decisive, there is a climate of secrecy and leniency with many 

involved in scandals such as Arca Abierta (Open Treasure Chest) and Pandora. Several of the 

defendants have already been freed.

 The Judicial branch, as well as the Legislative, has heard court cases at its premises not 

very often. The plenary meetings of justices from the Supreme Court of Justice are almost 

inaccessible, which makes press coverage a real problem. Although it is true that the officials 

from the Judiciary have appointed spokespersons in different courts, such as the Anti-Cor-

ruption Court and the Courts of Appeal, they only report what the justices are interested in, 

not the proceedings of a trial or information that is of interest to the press. 

In the case of trials with considerable media coverage, some of the defendants have 

already been acquitted by the new Criminal Code; however, the justices do not explain the 

consequences of their rulings. As a token example, there are those involved in the Pandora 

case. We see how this makes us imagine that the new Criminal Code is favoring offenders. 

REALM A: Freedom of The Press in Honduras Is Obstructed by Lack 
of Transparency, and Secrecy

We have mentioned above the case of current Juan Orlando Hernandez’s administra-

tion’s Secrecy Law, which barred more than 20 Offices of the Secretary of State and gov-

ernment agencies from providing any information on bids, administrative proceedings, and 

budget management in their organizations. It is evidence of the government’s lack of trans-

parency. Access to public information is extremely limited, there is a Public Information In-

stitute (Instituto de Información Pública] that is a “white elephant”, it is not overseen, and it 

does not have the coercive power needed to contain all the information about institutions; it 

limits itself to only collect the information issued by them, omitting to verify if it is legitimate. 
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Under the Secrecy Law, the information they handle is withheld for ten years; when 

that period has expired, any process against any government officer who has committed 

any irregularity before the law reaches its statute of limitations under the Law. The current 

administration runs disproportionate advertising campaigns on mainstream media extolling 

the presidential figure. Citizens are not given the opportunity to express themselves against 

irregular acts committed during this administration. This alienating advertising is intended 

to overshadow and silence the media regarding the allegations of corruption that have sur-

faced.

The programming offer from the official government broadcast media outlet does not 

allow citizens the opportunity to express themselves. It was recently found out that one of 

the present administration’s tactics was to create social media accounts, mainly in Facebook, 

logically with the purpose of favoring the government in matters of public interest. This army 

of people who support the current administration overshadows any negative anti-govern-

ment comments and highlights the works of public interest promoted by the President’s 

Office.

REALM B: The System Seeks to Damage the Image of Journalists

   The use of economic resources for advertising purposes granted to several journalists 

in the current administration, involving them to alleged acts of corruption, was reported 

maliciously and perversely in an official letter from the Attorney General’s Office –based on 

fabricated documentary proof– and by people who support President Juan Orlando Hernan-

dez. The list was widely disseminated without fact-checking names or figures and whether 

the advertising was in fact legal or illegal, but as a result there was a public “lynching” against 

the journalists who were listed (En Alta Voz, 2021)

During the President’s appearances in public, opposition-leaning journalists were grant-

ed restricted access because it was taken for granted that they would ask questions to those 

within the governmental sphere they would not be comfortable with. The President has lim-

ited himself to mandatory transmission addresses on national broadcast media, in which 

only the government’s truth is expressed regarding very sensitive topics such as vaccination 

and the COVID-19 pandemic. 

REALM C: The Exercise of Journalism Continues to Be Dangerous in 
Honduras.

There is an extremely ineffective safeguard mechanism, similar to the one that took care 

of ill-fated environmentalist Bertha Cáceres who, in spite of having been granted protection 

measures, could not save her life from a criminal attack. On August 4 this year, the Hondu-

ran Bar Association (Colegio de Abogados de Honduras) requested its withdrawal from the 
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State’s protection mechanism, considering it inefficient because of the high levels of vio-

lence that plague the country. 

Impunity of serious offenses against journalists and media employees still reaches 91.1%, 

trials remain dormant in courts and those guilty are still at large. For example, the murder of 

journalist Luis Almendares, who blew the whistle on the Honduran police’s corruption and 

violence. Two armed men shot him dead in his beloved Comayagua, but as of yet no one is 

indicted for his case despite the fact that there were witnesses in the event (RSF, 2020).

The National Autonomous University of Honduras’ National Violence Observatory (Ob-

servatorio Nacional de la Violencia de la Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Honduras) called 

this May 27, 2021 on an investigation so that the violent deaths of 90 journalists and media 

professionals murdered between 2005 and 2020 would not go unpunished. A significant 

91.1% of the homicides against journalists and communicators were committed by using fire-

arms, most of them men (Presencia Universitaria, 2021).

REALM D: Social Media Take on Mainstream Media 

The government’s lavish campaign that publicizes the President’s achievements is a 

way to exert control over the media that are widely opposed to the regime. In addition to get-

ting on constant mandatory addresses on broadcast radio and television, which have come 

back in reason of the increased COVID-19 cases, the government’s advertising campaign on 

mainstream media outlets buys it some public peace. 

The media, which are in an unprecedented crisis stemming from natural disasters Eta 

and Iota, plus the crisis that COVID-19 is leaving behind, have no choice but to broadcast the 

news, radio and television mandatory addresses, and anything that favors the current gov-

ernment. 

Recently, a media alliance was created –mostly comprised of entities not belonging to 

the Media Outlet Association (Asociación de Medios de Comunicación, AMC), which has cre-

ated much controversy among businesses. Apparently, it is a political move from the Presi-

dent against the Televicentro group, which used to have the monopoly of government and 

private advertising. 

CONCLUSIONS

To a great extent, free speech in Honduras will be determined by the upcoming general 

elections winner. President Juan Orlando Hernandez established the Secrecy Law, which 

from every point of view is restrictive of freedom of the press; the next President of the re-

public is expected to repeal a law that is so questioned abroad. 

Another pending issue for the next period under survey is the prosecution of those who 

have committed murders against journalists, since according to the national press 91% of 
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these serious offenses remain unpunished. Court rulings and investigations continue to be 

slow, very secretive, and relying on a criminal code that favors offenders and those who com-

mit the crime by reducing penalties.

In Honduras, there are no restrictions on the use of the Internet as there are in other 

countries. Any citizen with access to a search engine can find any newspaper in the world, 

and can also criticize or endorse the government authorities’ decisions through social media. 

Some media outlets have call-in shows that allow criticizing the government’s decision mak-

ing in its face, which gives an impression of freedom of expression.

Because of the malicious way the National Congress members hold their sessions by 

using online meeting tools (Zoom), the media cannot appropriately provide every detail of 

what is being brought to discussion. Representatives have approved debt, budgets, and rat-

ified executive orders omitting prior debate, and timely information on the implications of 

such decisions is not provided. 

In the Judiciary, impunity against many murdered media employees remains. It is never 

known who did it, by whom they were masterminded. The President has decided to com-

municate with his people through long and tedious mandatory addresses on broadcast ra-

dio and TV, in which basically the Head of State is shown in a flattering light and most of the 

times says the same message over and over. 

On the other hand, in Honduras, studying the career of journalism in public or private 

universities is not a prerequisite; anyone can host a radio or television show if so determined 

by the media outlet’s owner; foul language is not censored, the whistle can be blown on any 

government officer without proof, or any authorities can be even slandered.
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HONDURAS

PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

The great number of media outlets with requirements similar to those 
of the 1980s [are evidence of the freedom of expression that we still 
enjoy. In the last decade, media outlets have proliferated, allowing us 
to express our thought and opinion to a great extent within a plenty of 
radio, press and television formats.

WEAKNESSES

The weak institutional framework to regulate the power of the Head of 
State over the media and freedom of expression. Poorly cultured and 
educated citizens can be easily manipulated by alienating advertising, 
and this encourages the distortion of truth by despotic and authori-
tarian governments. All this is added to the country’s economic situa-
tion, in which citizens would rather beg than take courageous action 
to face a government. 

OPPORTUNITIES

Internal and general elections are always an opportunity to change 
the existing political class and switch to a scenario that will possibly 
not encourage corruption and impunity. This grants] broader freedom 
for the people to express themselves and greater freedom for the me-
dia not to censor themselves. With the election of a new, more dem-
ocratic National Congress, and the political forces that have emerged, 
the new Legislature is expected to eliminate legal distortions such as 
the Secrecy Law (Ley de Secretos) that will not let public information 
be fully disclosed in the media. 

THREATS

In representation of President Joe Biden, new Assistant Secretary [Un-
der Secretary] of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs Ricardo Zúñiga 
considered the fight against corruption and impunity as a top priority 
for the government, as well as preventing the organized crime’s mon-
ey from reaching political campaigns. Other threats are power central-
ized in democratic institutions affects many societies, such as those in 
Central America, and a current regime that strives for staying in power 
at all costs, supported by groups upholding the status quo. 
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2.13.3 OVERWIEW

Honduras

Honduras was among the countries of the region regarding which the perception of Free-

dom of Expression and the Press has slightly improved. Going up one spot (No. 12 in 2019-2020 

and No. 11 in 2020-2021), it increased 8.47 points from one period to the other. Therefore, it re-

mains in the group of countries placing low restriction to free speech. With high crime rates 

against journalists and the so-called Secrecy Law (Ley de Secretos), the country’s situation re-

mained similar in both study periods. 

Realm A, Informed Citizen Freedom to Express Themselves, and Realm D were the only 

ones that showed a decrease in their scores. In this case, only a few tenths (0.59 points). The 

uncertainty of the electoral process affected the information flow to and free speech of cit-

izens. Restrictions on access to information remain and citizens are not allowed to express 

themselves freely against irregular acts of [government agencies]. In addition, the govern-

ment deploys social media strategies favoring the official narrative. 

Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, and Realm C were the ones that improved in their re-

sults, which helped the country rise in the [overall] ranking. However, strategies to prosecute 

journalists and restrict their access to press conferences persist, especially targeting those 

who are not aligned with the government. 

Likewise, Realm C, Violence and Impunity, increased considerably between 2019-2020 

and 2020-2021 (10.76 points), as the exercise of journalism is dangerous in Honduras. Most of 

the attacks against journalists have not been prosecuted and go unpunished, which is evi-

dence of a high level of impunity.

Finally, Realm D, Control over the Media, had a drop of 3.86 points between one itera-

tion of the study and the next, showing an increase in direct and indirect control over the 

media through advertising. This translates into media outlets in crisis being compelled to 

aligning with government’s official editorial stance, or otherwise disappearing.

Although the unfavorable influence of the different [institutional] environments de-

creased from one study period to the other in general, it is worth noting that there was a 

slight increase in the influence of the judicial and executive environments on the practice 

of journalism, albeit to a moderate extent to date. The executive environment showed the 

greatest influence on three of the four realms, followed by the legislative environment, which 

had the greatest influence on Realm A. The recent controversy involving the Institute for 

Access to Public Information (Instituto de Acceso a la Información Pública), stemming from 

an executive order ruling secret the information on the procurement contract for COVID-19 

vaccines, has encouraged control over the media based on the nation’s legal framework.do 

un peldaño (puesto 12 en el 2019-2020 y el 11 en el 2020-2021), aumentó 8,47 puntos de un 
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período a otro. Manteniéndose así en el grupo de países con baja restricción a la Libertad de 

Expresión. Con altos índices de inseguridad para los periodistas y la denominada Ley de Se-

cretos, la situación del país se mantuvo similar en ambos períodos de estudio. 

La Dimensión A: “Ciudadanía informada y libre de expresarse”, junto con la Dimensión 

D, fueron las únicas que evidenciaron disminución en sus puntajes. En este caso solo algu-

nas décimas (0,59 puntos). La incertidumbre ante el proceso electoral afectó el flujo de in-

formación y la libre expresión de la ciudadanía. Se mantienen las limitaciones al acceso a la 

información y no se permite a la ciudadanía expresarse libremente contra actos irregulares 

de los organismos. Además, el Estado maneja estrategias en redes sociales que favorecen el 

discurso oficial. 

La Dimensión B: “Ejercicio del Periodismo” junto con la Dimensión C fueron las que 

mejoraron en sus resultados, lo que ayudó a que el país subiera en el ranking. Sin embargo, 

persisten las estrategias para criminalizar a los periodistas y restringir su acceso a ruedas de 

prensa, especialmente a aquellos no afectos a las líneas del gobierno. 

Igualmente, la Dimensión C: “Violencia e Impunidad” aumentó considerablemente en-

tre el 2019-2020 y el 2020-2021 (en 10,76 puntos) siendo peligroso el ejercicio del periodismo 

en Honduras. La mayoría de los ataques contra periodistas continúan sin procesos ni san-

ciones evidenciando un alto nivel de impunidad.

Finalmente, la Dimensión D: “Control de Medios”, tuvo una caída de -3,86 puntos entre 

un ejercicio y el siguiente, evidenciando el aumento en el control directo e indirecto sobre 

los medios a través de la publicidad lo que hace que, medios de comunicación sumidos en 

crisis, deban seguir la línea editorial oficial del Estado, so pena de desaparecer.

Si bien, en general la influencia desfavorable de los distintos entornos disminuyó de un 

período de estudio al otro, vale la pena visualizar que hubo un ligero aumento en la influencia 

de los entornos Judicial y Ejecutivo en cuanto al ejercicio del periodismo, aunque mantenién-

dose todavía en un grado moderado. El entorno Ejecutivo fue quien mostró mayor influencia 

en 3 de las 4 dimensiones, seguida por el entorno Legislativo que influyó con mayor grado 

en la Dimensión A. El reciente enfrentamiento contra el Instituto de Acceso a la Información 

Pública a raíz del decreto de establecer la información sobre el contrato de compra de vacu-

nas contra la Covid 19 como información secreta, ha fomentado el control sobre los medios 

desde el mismo marco jurídico. 
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2.14. JAMAICA

2.14.1 JAMAICA 2019-2020
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PERÍODO DE MEDICIÓN. MAYO 2019 – ABRIL 2020

Jamaica: Vigilant in Retaining High Level of Freedom

Executive summary

 Jamaica is ranked among the highest levels of the Chapultepec Free Speech & Press In-

dex, scoring 65 points. The media have been free for several years, despite the occasional 

indications of efforts by the Executive branch to impose restrictions on access to some 

information. These are rejected strongly by the journalists’ organisation and media com-

panies, giving the country a high level of freedom of expression.

INTRODUCTION

The study period covers the administration of the Jamaica Labour Party that retained 

office in 2016, and which saw Andrew Holness continuing as prime minister with execu-

tive authority. Elections in Jamaica have been generally free and fair, with questions mainly 

about administrative efficiency rather than attempts at fraud. The press remains generally 

free and freedom of expression, as guaranteed in the Constitution, is respected by the au-

thorities, media owners and journalists. There are no systemic or institutional impediments 

on the media or on freedom of expression.

The media benefit from access to information legislation that allows requests for in-

formation to be considered. However, media houses speak often about the length of time 

it takes between a request for information and the granting of access. In the period under 

review the government withdrew a plan to increase from 20 to 70 years the period for which 

cabinet documents would be banned from public access. Data Protection legislation was 

attacked by media houses and the journalists’ organisation as a threat to freedom of expres-

sion.

Journalists continue to be free of physical attacks, arrests, and are open to court action 

relating to defamation legislation. However, the country suffers from a high rate of violent 

crime, with a murder rate of 47/100,000. The media and journalists are no longer subject to 

criminal defamation. Most complaints concern the regularity of access to officials, and the 

length of tine of time it takes for responses to requests under the country’s access to infor-

mation legislation.

The print, online and broadcast media are owned privately, except for the government’s 

information arm. Broadcast media regulation is by the Broadcasting Commission whose 
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primary role is to monitor and regulate the broadcast media, evaluate licence applications, 

monitor the operations of licensees, receive and investigate complaints and advise govern-

ment of policy.

The country’s central bank reports that the economy slowed in 2019, with growth of 0.9% 

following expansion of 1.9% in 2019. Inflation was 6.2% in 2019, with unemployment at 7.2pc. 

The estimated expansion for 2019 largely reflected a faster pace of growth in manufacturing 

and tourism, the impact of which was partly offset by declines in mining and construction. 

Growth in manufacturing was buoyed by a rise in food production and a significant in-

crease in petroleum refining activities. The island’s utilities are generally reliable, troubled by 

occasional blackouts caused by power plant failures and the downing of transmission lines. 

However, the supply of water is irregular in many parts of the island between May and Octo-

ber. Public transportation is delivered by a mix of private and public entities. Life expectancy 

is 73.7 years with 72.1 years for males and 75.4 years for females.

Report

Environments: Freedom of Expression is Untrammelled

With 65 points out of a maximum possible of 100, Jamaica represents a high level of 

press freedom and freedom of expression. This is significantly the result of rare interventions 

by the executive branch, and none by the judicial and legislative branches in matters relative 

to freedom of expression. Freedom of expression is a right that is written into the country’s 

constitution. 

Freedom of expression is also protected by an active and vigilant media industry and 

the journalists’ association that address any indications of unwarranted intervention by the 

judicial, legislative and executive branches. It was a strong and immediate response by the 

media that forced the government in 2019 into withdrawing its proposal to extend deny of 

access to cabinet documents from 20 years to 70 years.

Media houses and journalists’ association also reacted negatively to the legislature’s in-

clusion of journalism content in new data protection laws. It was regarded the by the media 

and journalists as an impediment to the work of journalists, particularly for the protection of 

sources of information. 

The Data Protection Legislation was a matter of significant discussion in the period un-

der review. It empowers the head of a data protection agency to demand information from 

data sources including journalists and provides guidelines on how personal data should be 

collected, processed, stored, used and disclosed in physical or electronic form.

The federation of media companies - the MAJ - said while it supports the right to data 

privacy, it advocated changes up to and including complete exemption of media from the 
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legislation based on press freedom principles. It said the legislation allows confidential sourc-

es to be exposed, the confiscation of journalistic records, potentially compromising investi-

gative projects, revealing sources and/or putting journalists in danger.

The Press Association said a virtual fiefdom created by the data protection authority in 

decision-making means that tremendous power lies in the hands of a single individual. It 

suggested the government should revise the legislation. The government said it would ad-

dress the concerns raised about the legislation locally and internationally. 

REALM A: Jamaica is a well informed and open society

Jamaicans have open access to all media and are kept well informed by the content of 

the print, online and broadcast media. The island has 36 radio stations, some of which broad-

cast nationally while others serve specific communities. There are seven television stations, 

three of which broadcast free to air, while the others deliver content through cable. The island 

has three daily newspapers - two morning and one afternoon - and several community pub-

lications. All the media have digital platforms that carry repurposed or frequently updated 

information. The media are privately owned, except for the government’s information arm. 

The news content of media is balanced, with little indication of party political preferenc-

es. Opinions are delivered through editorials and signed columns in print and online plat-

forms. In addition to the delivery of news content, radio allows several talk shows in which 

people can express themselves with impunity on a range of current matters.

Freedom of expression is constrained only by the defamation legislation that allows me-

dia houses and journalists to be taken before the court. Recent changes in legislation have 

removed the penalty of criminal defamation, but media companies and journalists can be 

subject to severe financial penalties if the defamation laws are violated.

REALM B: The exercise of journalism is free

With a score of 8.8 points out of 10, the exercise of journalism in Jamaica freely done in 

an environment in which privately owned media operate as competitive commercial enti-

ties. The print, online and broadcast media are marginally affected by influences from the 

legislative, judicial and executive branches. The public has a voice in the media through cor-

respondence with editors, and through radio talk shows.

Access to information legislation allows the media and journalists, and people in gen-

eral, to make requests for information. The media and journalists say while the provisions 

allow access, there are occasions when there is a delay in the approval of the request. Media 

houses and journalists have also expressed concern about aspects of the Data Protection 

legislation and argued for the exclusion of journalism content from the legislation. The media 

and journalists argued that the law was dangerous to the pursuit of freedom of expression as 
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it empowers the data protection agency to demand information from data sources including 

journalists. These efforts were not successful as the government argued that the legislation 

supports the fundamental right of every citizen to have their privacy protected. 

Media houses, journalists and journalists’ organisations have moved quickly to address 

any indications of a threat to the freedom of the press and freedom of expression. This was 

indicated through a strong negative reaction to a government attempt to extend from 20 

years to 70 years to period during which access to cabinet documents is denied. “The peri-

od of secrecy asked for is extortionate and bears little relationship to the principle of access 

to information and freedom of information which are enshrined in our laws, indeed in our 

Constitution,” the Press Association of Jamaica said. The government withdrew the proposal.

REALM C: Violence against journalists is rare

As reflected in the scores, there are no legislative, judicial of executive actions that allow 

or treat with impunity any acts of violence against journalists. Jamaica suffers from a high 

rate of violent crime, with a murder rate of 47/100,000. However, despite this, there have been 

no violent acts committed against journalists in connection with their work in the period 

under review. There has been no indication of systemic or institutionalised violence against 

the media or against journalists. The Press Association of Jamaica that represents the inter-

ests of journalists says there have been no reports by journalists of threats of violence as a 

consequence of their work. There is no overt harassment of journalists or pressure on media 

houses that suggests violence, and which could condition the content they produce.

There have also been no attacks on the physical infrastructure of media houses. Occa-

sional executive criticism of the media and the work of journalists has not led to legislative 

or judicial action that could encourage violent action against the media in the island’s often 

highly party political atmosphere. These criticisms are addressed through engagement be-

tween the executive, media houses and the journalists’ organisation.

The federation of media companies - Media Association Jamaica - is vigilant in the pro-

tection of journalists from acts of violence. It says it has a duty as citizens “to ensure that we 

hold to account those who have the ability to create the environment” in which violence 

could be perpetrated on journalists and the media. “Jamaica is indeed one of the safest plac-

es to practise journalism,” says the Press Association that represents the interests of journal-

ists, and which is vigilant in highlighting any indications of threats to journalists and to press 

freedom.

REALM D: Media significantly free of official control

As reflected in the score, the media operate with a high level of freedom in the period 

under review. The island’s media - 36 radio stations, seven television stations, three daily 
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newspapers and several community and parochial media - are privately owned and are free 

of official control. The government’s news agency is the only state-directed medium, provid-

ing print, online and broadcast content.

Journalists do not require official licencing, so there is no body that controls the approv-

al of who can be hired by the media. Independence from official control is guarded by the 

media companies’ federation - the Media Association Jamaica - and by the Press Association 

of Jamaica that represents the interests of journalists. The Broadcasting Commission regu-

lates the broadcast media, evaluates license applications, monitors the operations of licens-

ees, receives and investigates complaints and advises government of policy.

The media are constrained by defamation legislation that penalises publishers, broad-

casters and journalists from relaying content that falsely or without reason damages reputa-

tions or exposes people to embarrassment. Defamation is no longer a criminal offence, and 

media and journalists guilty of this are required to pay financial damages. During the period 

under review, media have operated in the main with respect for the legislation.

CONCLUSIONS

As reflected in the score, Jamaica’s media have remained essentially free in the period 

under review. The media are mainly unaffected by actions of the Legislative, Executive and 

Judicial branches. Media houses and journalists have been vigilant in protecting this free-

dom and have contested two instances of legislative action that they claim would affect 

press freedom. One was a plan to extend the period from 20 years to 70 years in which there 

could be access to cabinet documents. The pressure from media led the government to 

withdraw the proposal.

The media also requested changes to aspects of the Data Protection legislation, based 

on concerns that journalism content should be excluded as the law was dangerous to the 

pursuit of freedom of expression as it empowers the data protection agency to demand 

information from data sources including journalists. This aspect was not clanged, and the 

legislation was passed. However, the government has offered to re-examine the law, consid-

ering the concerns if media.

The executive, legislative and judicial branches do not have control over the editorial 

policies of the media houses and cannot determine these policies. One media entity that is 

government-owned is the state news agency Jamaica Information Service that is not a com-

mercial venture.

Journalists are not the subject of violence related to their work, and there is no overt 

harassment of journalists or pressure on media houses that will condition the content they 

produce. Media are required to work within the confines of defamation legislation that levies 

financial damages on offending broadcasters, publishers and journalists. There have been 

no instances of systemic or institutional pressure on the media in the period under review.
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JAMAICA 

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Freedom of expression is protected by an active and vigilant me-
dia industry and the journalists’ association that address any indi-
cations of unwarranted intervention by the judicial, legislative and 
executive branches. These organisations protect the freedom of ex-
pression that is a right that is written into the country’s constitution. 
These organisations also react quickly to any appearance of inter-
ventions by the executive branch.

WEAKNESSES

There are few weaknesses that allow the realisation of threats to 
freedom of expression. This is a right written into the country’s con-
stitution that has become a part of the country’s media culture. As 
was indicated with its attitude to aspects of the government’s data 
protection legislations, the country’s media vigilantly react to any 
apparent weaknesses.

OPPORTUNITIES

There are few opportunities for threats to freedom of expression. 
The country’s media culture leads to the immediate disclosure of 
such threats by the executive, judicial and legislative branches. Me-
dia groups react to the appearance of any likely threats to freedom 
of expression, as happened in the period under review with the in-
troduction of data protection legislation.

THREATS

Threats to freedom of expression are rare, and are countered by a vi-
brant media lobby. In the period under review, the executive branch 
was forced to withdraw a proposal to extend denial of access to cab-
inet documents from 20 years to 70 years. Media houses and the 
journalists’ association also reacted negatively to the legislature’s 
inclusion of journalism content in new data protection laws, as this 
was an impediment to the work of journalists.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Jamaica: freedom of expression, press thriving

Executive Summary

Jamaica has continued to score highly on the Chapultepec Index for Freedom of the 

Press and Freedom of Expression, achieving 78.36 points, and marking a respectable 

improvement on its 65 score on last year’s Index. This reflects the country’s long spell of 

freedom of the press, sporadically interrupted by minor incidents that have been speed-

ily extinguished by a robust response from the news media.

INTRODUCTION  

The period under review covers the Administration of the Jamaica Labour Party (JLP), 

led by Prime Minister Andrew Holness, that came to power in 2016 and was re-elected to 

office in 2020. After many years of fraudulent elections, Jamaica has been enjoying free and 

fair voting, notably since 2002. The country has a free press under the rubrick of freedom of 

expression which is guaranteed in the Constitution and continues to be respected across the 

spectrum. There are no systemic or institutional impediments on the media or on freedom 

of expression. 

Under Jamaica’s Access to Information legislation enacted in 2002, the media has gen-

erally wide access to government information. However, requests from the media for infor-

mation from State agencies can take a long time to be granted. It is to be noted that the 

Ministry of Information this year committed to responding more speedily to these requests, 

as well as other changes in the law. 

Last year, the government introduced measures to restrict freedom of movement, in 

order to contain the spread of the COVID-19 disease. The press was among the institutions 

restricted from free movement. Whether it was deliberate or an oversight by the Govern-

ment, the Press Association of Jamaica and media houses protested and the decision was 

quickly reversed. 

Access to government officials increased exponentially during this period, possibly be-

cause of the weekly press briefings to update the country on the COVID-19 pandemic and its 

effects on Jamaica. Journalists took advantage of the opportunity to seek other information 

while the government officials were accessible.
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There were no physical attacks or arrests of journalists, and there was a marked drop 

in defamation suits. However, journalists continue to be concerned about the high crime 

rate – murder being 47/100,000 - which largely makes some areas of the country difficult for 

journalists to carry out their work. 

The print, online and broadcast media are owned privately, with the exception of the 

State-owned Jamaica Information Service. The broadcast media is regulated by the Broad-

casting Commission whose primary role is to monitor and regulate the broadcast media, 

evaluate licence applications, monitor the operations of licensees, receive and investigate 

complaints and provide the government with policy advice. 

Highlights 

Jamaica is a small English-speaking island in the Northern Caribbean, with a popula-

tion of 2.9 million people and a per capita income of US$4,650. In January 2021, there were 

1,194,800 employed persons, a fall of 74,300, or 5.9% when compared to January 2020. The 

unemployment rate was 8.9 per cent, 1.5 percentage points higher than the rate in January 

2020. This was partly attributable to the adverse impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the 

economy. 

It is noteworthy that while joblessness among males and females increased, the impact 

was worse on females in the labour force, with a loss of 40,200 (6.9%) to 538,600 females in 

January 2021. 

The main source of revenue for Jamaica is services which account for 70% of Gross Do-

mestic Product (GDP). The primary sources of foreign exchange are tourism, remittances 

and bauxite/alumina, all of which suffered big hits from the pandemic.

Report

Environments: 

Freedom of Expression on healthy trajectory 

With 78.36 points out of a possible total of 100, Jamaica enjoyed an impressive level of 

press freedom and freedom of expression during the period under review. This was largely 

reflective of the scant interventions by the executive branch, and none by the judicial and 

legislative branches in matters related to freedom of expression which is entrenched in the 

country’s Constitution. 

Freedom of expression is also fiercely guarded by a watchful media industry and the 

journalists’ association against any indications of unwarranted intervention by the judicial, 

legislative and executive branches. This is backed up by a generally supportive public. 
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Robust and rapid response by the media forced the government in 2020 to include 

the press among entities exempted from freedom of movement restrictions related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  Media houses, the Media Association Jamaica representing owners 

and publishers and the Press Association of Jamaica representing journalists, strongly de-

manded that the media be removed from the entities which were being deprived of free-

dom of movement, ostensibly to reduce the spread of the novel coronavirus, on what the 

government declared to be No-Movement days. 

REALM A: Jamaica is a well informed and open society 

Jamaicans have open access to all media and are kept well informed by the content 

of the print, online and broadcast media. The island has 36 radio stations, some of which 

broadcast nationally while others serve specific audiencies. There are seven television sta-

tions, three of which broadcast free to air, while the others deliver content through cable 

channels. The public has wide access to hundreds of cable channels, the Internet and social 

media. The island has three daily newspapers - two morning and one afternoon - and several 

community publications. All the media have digital platforms that carry repurposed or fre-

quently updated information. The media are privately owned, except for the government’s 

information arm. 

The news content of media is balanced, with little indication of party political prefer-

ences and no endorsement of political parties. Opinions are delivered through editorials and 

signed columns in print and online platforms. In addition to the delivery of news content, 

there are several talk shows in which people can express themselves with impunity on a 

range of current matters. 

Freedom of expression is constrained only by the defamation legislation that allows me-

dia houses and journalists to be taken before the court. Recent changes in legislation have 

removed the penalty of criminal defamation, but media companies and journalists can be 

subject to severe financial penalties if the defamation laws are violated. 

REALM B: The exercise of journalism is unencumbered 

With a score of 8.86 points out of 10, the exercise of journalism in Jamaica is freely done 

in an environment in which privately owned media operate as competitive commercial en-

tities. The print, online and broadcast media are marginally affected by influences from the 

legislative, judicial and executive branches. The public has a voice in the media through cor-

respondence with editors, and through radio talk shows. 

Access to information legislation allows the media and journalists, and people in gener-

al, to make requests for information. The media and journalists say while the provisions allow 

access, there is too often a delay in the approval of the request. It is to be noted that the gov-
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ernment has promised changes to the Access to Information legislation to speed up delivery 

of information, among other improvements.

REALM C: Violence against journalists is rare 

As reflected in the scores, there are no legislative, judicial of executive actions that allow 

or treat with impunity any acts of violence against journalists. Jamaica suffers from a high 

rate of violent crime, with a murder rate of 47/100,000. However, despite this, there have been 

no violent acts committed against journalists in connection with their work in the period 

under review. There has been no indication of systemic or institutionalised violence against 

the media or against journalists. The Press Association of Jamaica that represents the inter-

ests of journalists says there have been no reports by journalists of threats of violence as a 

consequence of their work. There is no overt harassment of journalists or pressure on media 

houses that suggests violence, and which could condition the content they produce. 

There have also been no attacks on the physical infrastructure of media houses. Occa-

sional executive criticism of the media and the work of journalists has not led to legislative 

or judicial action that could encourage violent action against the media in the island’s often 

highly party political atmosphere. These criticisms are addressed through engagement be-

tween the executive, media houses and the journalists’ organisation. 

According to the president of the Press Association of Jamaica, George Davis: “There 

are several impediments in the environment that the Press Association of Jamaica moved 

swiftly to remove. I must say that, for the most part, the government has been cooperative; 

they are listening. And most of the time when we appeal to them for the removal of those 

obstacles, they often oblige. 

“That is very important because many of our counterparts in other parts of the world see 

the impediments and ask for them to be removed and their pleas fall on deaf ears. Thank-

fully we have a government that is listening... and that bodes well for journalism in Jamaica.” 

The federation of media companies - Media Association Jamaica - is vigilant in the pro-

tection of journalists from acts of violence. It says it has a duty as citizens to ensure that 

we hold to account those who have the ability to create the environment in which violence 

could be perpetrated on journalists and the media. 

For the Government’ s part, the Junior Minister for Information, Nesta Morgan said: “The 

Government, civil society and the media have partnered over the years to ensure that we 

have freedom of the press and that members of the media, and journalists, are able to carry 

out their work without restrictions so that we can ensure that our democracy remains strong. 

“The fact of the matter is that there have been occasions where challenges have come 

forward but the good thing about our relationship with the leadership of the media is that 

we are able to have conversations and we are able to resolve any concerns they may have.” 
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REALM D: Media significantly free of official control 

As reflected in the score of 22 out of 25, the media operated with a high level of freedom 

in the period under review. The island’s media - 36 radio stations, seven television stations, 

three daily newspapers and several community and parochial media - are privately owned 

and are free of official control. The government’s news agency is the only state- directed me-

dium, providing print, online and broadcast content. 

Journalists do not require official licensing, so there is no agency that controls the ap-

proval of who can be hired by the media. Independence from official control is guarded by 

the media companies’ federation - the Media Association Jamaica - and by the Press Asso-

ciation of Jamaica that represents the interests of journalists. The Broadcasting Commission 

regulates the broadcast media, evaluates license applications, monitors the operations of 

licensees, receives and investigates complaints and provides the government with policy 

advice. 

The media are constrained by defamation legislation that penalises publishers, broad-

casters and journalists from relaying content that falsely or without reason damages reputa-

tions or exposes people to embarrassment. Defamation is no longer a criminal offence, and 

media and journalists guilty of this are required to pay financial damages. During the period 

under review, media have operated in the main with respect for the legislation, resulting in 

fewer lawsuits ad a smaller number of complaints to media houses, according to Khara East, 

a leading defamation lawyer who works for the Jamaica Observer. 

 The environment for freedom of the press and freedom of expression in Jamaica has 

remained stable over a long period, certainly over the last decade. Individual criticisms of the 

press have never amounted to anything of substance and so not regarded as a threat. There 

is no immediate indication that this environment will change any time soon. However, the 

Press Association of Jamaica says it will seek to get freedom of the press enshrined in the 

Constitution as a separate right from the broader right of freedom of expression.

CONCLUSION 

As reflected in the score, Jamaica’s media have remained essentially free in the peri-

od under review. The media are mainly unaffected by actions of the Legislative, Executive 

and Judicial branches. Media houses and journalists have been vigilant in protecting this 

freedom and have contested one instance of executive action that they claim would affect 

press freedom. This was a move which excluded the media from entities allowed freedom of 

movement on “No-Movement days” meant to help reduce the spread of COVID-19 disease. 

Quick and robust response from the media led the government to correct what might have 

been an oversight. 
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The media are free of official control, being privately owned and competitive businesses. 

The executive, legislative and judicial branches do not have control over the editorial policies 

of the media houses and cannot determine these policies. One media entity that is govern-

ment-owned is the state news agency Jamaica Information Service. 

Journalists are not the subject of violence related to their work, and there is no overt 

harassment of journalists or pressure on media houses that will condition the content they 

produce. Media are required to work within the confines of defamation legislation that levies 

financial damages on offending broadcasters, publishers and journalists. There have been 

no instances of systemic or institutional pressure on the media in the period under review. 
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JAMAICA 
PERIOD SURVEYED

JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats

STRENGTHS

The Jamaican Constitution guarantees freedom of expression and of 
the press, and Governments over the years have largely abided by its 
provisions. This environment seems likely to continue, with no imme-
diate threats on the horizon. Jamaica is considered one of the most 
secure nations for journalists.

WEAKNESSES Individual members of government criticize the press frequently but 
that is their right under the Constitution. 

OPPORTUNITIES

The Government has established a reliable weekly press briefing at 
which members of the media can raise any complaints they have 
and seek information on a wide range of issues. With the onset of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, media briefings have increased, allowing greater 
access to government officials.

THREATS COVID-19 restrictions could adversely impact freedom of movement 
of journalists. 
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2.14.3 OVERWIEW

Jamaica

Jamaica has significantly improved its position in the Index, remaining in the range of 

low restriction to Freedom of Expression and the Press, moving from No. 8 with 65 points in 

the 2019-2020 edition to No. 3 with 78.36 points in the 2020-2021 study. These results reflect 

a very favorable climate for free speech and the exercise of journalism in the country, being 

considered a country placing low restriction. 

Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, improved 2.97 points for the 

2020-2021 study. With people expressing themselves freely under guarantees for access to 

information, full exercise of freedom of expression is evident on the island. The news pro-

vided by the media is balanced. Additionally, editorial opinions and authored columns are 

respected. Most of the media are privately owned and the only notable limitation to freedom 

of expression is the codification of defamation as a speech crime. 

Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, yielded similar results in both 2019-2020 and 2020-2021, 

8.8 points out of a maximum of 10 for that realm. In Jamaica, journalists can work freely, also 

access public information as their requests are responded to in a timely manner. Journalists 

are not required to have an official license to practice their activity. 

Regarding Realm C, Violence and Impunity, there is no evidence of specific instances of 

violence against journalists and the media in general, nor are there records of harassment or 

threats or attacks on media infrastructure. From one study period to the other, the quantita-

tive difference in score was 12.53.

Finally, from the results obtained for Realm D, Control over the Media, in both periods, 

it is inferred that the media on this island nation are free from government management, 

being most held by private capitals. In general, the perception regarding freedom of expres-

sion and the press on the island is considered favorable, and without major ups and downs. 

As for the degrees of unfavorable influence of the different environments, these de-

creased from one study period to the other. On few occasions, the Executive stepped in 

matters relating to free speech, while the Judicial and Legislative did not interfere. In general, 

the influence was slight, which shows the guaranteed exercise of freedom of expression in 

the country.
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2.15. MEXICO

2.15.1 MEXICO 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Mexico: Half-Exercised Free Expression in a Context of Generalized 
Crisis

Executive Summary

Mexico, with 55 points out of 100, is in position No. 11 among 22 countries of the Americas 

included in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press. The outlook 

faced by the country in terms of freedom of expression during the period covered by this 

study, which goes from April 2019 to May 2000, is one of setbacks. Although it cannot 

be claimed that free speech is muzzled, some institutional actions of the Mexican gov-

ernment tend to condition it with adverse consequences for media organizations, jour-

nalists, and the society in general. President Andrés Manuel López Obrador has marked 

the news agenda of the media with a heightened prominence. In his addresses, he has 

stigmatized and disparaged them. The actions of the Legislative and the Judiciary have 

been rather omissive than diligent, and distinctively aligned with the Executive. 

INTRODUCTION

The report on Mexico is contained below. It is structured based on the four realms of this 

Index, and has, as its starting point, the assessment conducted in this regard by the panel of 

journalists and experts in this field called by the organizers, thereby underscoring the analy-

sis of its results within the Mexican context, from April 2019 to May 2020.

During this period, the economic and social outlook for Mexico has been negative. In 

April 2019, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimated that, in 2019 and 2020, Mexico’s 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) would grow 1.6% and 1.9%, respectively, compared to 2% in 

2018, in light of the uncertainty of national and foreign investors stemming from the policies 

of the Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) government (Hernández, 2019). Three months 

later, this international organization lowered that forecast from 1.6% for 2019 to 0.9%.  Added 

to that scenario, in August 2019, the National Council for the Evaluation of Social Develop-

ment Policy (Consejo Nacional de Evaluación de la Política de Desarrollo Social, CONEVAL), 

in the study 10 Years of Poverty Indicators in Mexico (10 años de Medición de Pobreza en 

México), reported that there were 52.4 million Mexicans in poverty situation nationwide, a 

figure equivalent to 41.9% of the population (Redacción Animal Político, 2020a). 

In March of this year, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) rated Mexico as having the worst economic performance of the G-20 countries, when 
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its GDP decreased 0.1% at the end of 2019, compared to a 2.1% growth in 2018 (Villanueva, D. 

2020). 

For its part, the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Instituto Nacional de Es-

tadística y Geografía, INEGI), revealed that the Coronavirus left 12 million Mexicans unem-

ployed in April (Notimex, 2020b). In May, the Economic Commission for Latin America and 

the Caribbean (ECLAC) reported that the country would have a 4.8% increase in extreme 

poverty levels, compared to 2019 (Redacción, 2020). 

In 2019, regarding crime rates, 34,582 premeditated murders went on record, the 
highest in the last 20 years (Nájar, 2020). That year, 73.9% of the population aged over 
18 considered that living in their city was unsafe (INEGI, 2019).

In this context of generalized crisis, the media and journalists carry out their ac-
tivities in a climate of tension caused by the president’s stance, as he recurrently stig-
matizes and discredits them because they are critical of his policies, attitude, and 
performance. In addition, journalists continue to be the target of aggressions, threats, 
and murders that seriously undermine freedom of expression, with a government 
that acts halfheartedly in terms of protection, amidst systemic institutional impunity. 
On the other hand, to the economic crisis that the country is experiencing should be 
added federal budget cuts in government advertising, which has negatively affected 
those media outlets not favored by the administration.   

Analysis of results

With 55 points out of 100, Mexico holds position No. 11 among the 22 countries 
of the Americas included in the research on the influence of institutional actions of 
the three branches of government on the exercise of freedom of expression. Based 
on the results of the survey to journalists and experts, Mexico is recognized for being 
a country in which there is a relatively favorable climate for the exercise of freedom 
of expression, but under conditions that have negatively influenced it. Actions of the 
Executive prevail, which instead of consolidating such right, have triggered negative 
effects against it, without exempting the Legislative and Judiciary from responsibility 
for their omission. 

This is the environment in which the greatest effects against the exercise of free-
dom of expression in Mexico occur. These negative consequences are the result of 
the authoritarian and deaf ways that have marked government communications. The 
communication policy of the AMLO administration has been outstanding for discre-
tional allocation of public resources in government advertising expenditures, on an 
ideological pattern identifying the president’s friends and foes. This is coupled with 
corresponding actions in favor and against the media and journalists, in a context of 
crisis of government communication interspersed with flows of inaccurate informa-
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tion, fake news, and polarization. Mexico is undergoing a crisis resulting from pub-
lic policies in economic, political, and social matters that has been worsened by the 
Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic, in an environment of poverty and crime among 
the society in general and for journalists in particular. 

Executive 

The Executive is the lowest rated by the experts surveyed as moderately influen-
tial in average, at 4.65 points, in situations discouraging free speech, well above those 
achieved by the other two branches of government. The points scored in this envi-
ronment reveal that it exerts a strong negative influence on the exercise of freedom 
of expression in the country. The realm worst assessed by the experts was C, relat-
ing to violence and impunity, particularly in the sub-realm regarding persecution of 
journalists, with an influence on discouraging situations at 8.1 points, considered very 
strong. Similarly, but with a lower score, is the influence of this environment on Realm 
A regarding information flow and free speech, with an unfavorable rate at 5.61 points, 
considered to be a strong influence. 

The analysis of the results of Realm A, regarding informed citizens free to express them-

selves, is framed in the communication strategy that started being pursued on December 3, 

2018, two days before AMLO took office as president of the republic. That day, the mañaneras 

[morning addresses] were established as the main political communication tool of the new 

government. Every day from Monday to Saturday, from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., the president 

offers a press conference with national coverage on public and private radio and television, 

online news sites, and those of the federal government itself.

This strategy has been the object of criticism because it does not respond to fulfilling 

the duty of transparency and accountability, but rather to effectively spreading propaganda, 

with inconsistencies in the information provided, which causes the president to say false-

hoods (Nájar, 2019). This was fact-checked by a study indicating that “practically 6 out of 

every 10 verifiable assertions stated by the president, in the months of December 2018 to 

September 2019, are either a lie or a half-truth. (Guerrero, D. 2019). Likewise, this communica-

tion model has been used by the president to confront the national and international media, 

stigmatizing and disparaging them (Infobae, 2020c). The negative consequences for citizens 

are recognized in the setting of the news agenda by the Executive, in the low-quality infor-

mation communicated, as well as in the climate of polarization being created between the 

government and the press, between its Fourth Transformation (Cuarta Transformación, 4T) 

project and its critics on mainstream and social media.

Immediately after winning the elections, in his capacity as president-elect, he had seven 

confrontations with the press (Yánez, 2018). During 2019, he kept this confrontational stance, 

calling it “fifí” (bourgeois, pretentious) and “conservative” press. On April 22, 2020, the Pres-
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ident said that this country “does not have a professional, independent and ethical journal-

ism”; that the media coverage of the 4T is “disproportionately negative”. He discredited the 

journalistic work of the newspapers El Universal, and Reforma, which have been distinctly 

critical of the government. Additionally, citing journalists by their full names, he criticized 

them since, according to him, they only dedicate themselves to lying on their job (Redacción 

Animal Político, 2020a). In May, in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic, AMLO accused The 
New York Times, The Washington Post, The Financial Times and Spain’s El País (The Country) 

of lying and breaching ethics in their coverage of Mexico regarding the management of the 

COVID-19 pandemic by the government (Arista, L. 2020). Faced with this situation of stigma-

tization of the press, several civil society organizations, scholars, and intellectuals have ques-

tioned the president’s actions, considering them an attack on freedom of information and 

the citizens’ right to know, thereby creating a climate of polarization that, instead of fostering 

democratic dialogue, impoverishes, intimidates, and threatens it. 

On the other hand, among direct actions by the Executive evidencing collusion with 

media moguls, the case of Ricardo Salinas Pliego, owner of TV Azteca, the second largest 

broadcast television network in the country – who has been awarded no-bid contracts from 

the government and is a recipient of government advertising from the federal budget – 

stands out.  A week after the declaration of nationwide health emergency, the owner of 

said TV network publicly defied official orders on the suspension of economic activities as a 

mitigating measure regarding the Coronavirus pandemic. (La Redacción, 2020). The attitude 

of this businessman was confirmed on April 17 by Javier Alatorre, an evening news anchor 

in the above television station, who called on the population to disobey the prevention and 

care measures adopted by Hugo López Gatell, Undersecretary of Prevention and Health Pro-

motion. The newsperson called the government official a liar and urged viewers to disregard 

him. (Redacción / Sin Embargo, 2020). The seriousness of this call for contempt of authority 

was not an object of any penalty by the federal government. Instead, the president justified 

the journalist by saying that this friend of his was wrong, that he is a good person, that he 

made a mistake as we all do, and that “there should be no political lynching on someone 

who does not share our point of view” (Infobae, 2020b). Finally, he recommended that there 

be “no sanctions… albeit an excess, an irresponsibility, so that the right to self-expression, the 

right to freedom of expression, can be safeguarded” (Redacción, 2020a). 

With respect to the worst ratings achieved by this environment, corresponding to 
Realm C of violence and impunity, particularly persecution of journalists, at 8.1 points, 
the federal government exerts a very strong degree of influence in situations unfavor-
able to freedom of expression. Specifically, its Department of the Interior (Secretaría 
de Gobernación, SEGOB) in charge of the protection mechanism for journalists, and 
the Special Prosecutor’s Office for Crimes against Freedom of Expression (Fiscalía 
Especial para la Atención de Delitos cometidos contra la Libertad de Expresión, FEA-
DLE) of the Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía General de la República), by closing of 
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this report, had demonstrated their institutional inability. To date, these offices fail to 
protect from and address aggressions, threats, and murders perpetrated against the 
members of this profession.

Legislative 

Based on the results of the study, the influence of the legislative environment in 
situations unfavorable to free speech is moderate, with almost three points (2.99). The 
actions of the legislative branch have mostly been lip service in nature. During the 
period under analysis, no initiatives for draft bills aimed at updating and improving 
the current regulatory provisions on freedom of expression were found. However, the 
experts’ ratings on this environment highlight Realm C, relating to violence and im-
punity against journalists, as the most omitted. The lack of institutional responsibility 
of this branch of government is noted in the issues of protection of journalists (6.4 
points) and impunity (5.6 points).

Among the few positions emanating from this environment, regarding the case 
of TV Azteca’s contempt, it is worth noting that of a senator from the Movement 
for National Regeneration (Movimiento para la Regeneración Nacional, Morena), the 
president’s party. Specifically, he requested that the Federal Institute of Telecommu-
nications (Instituto Federal de Telecomunicaciones, IFT) revoke the network’s broad-
cast license, thereby rendering it ineffective. 

On the other hand, this branch of government has been the object of complaints 
by such representative civil society organizations as Article 19, Medios Libres (Free 
Media), FUNDAR Centro de Análisis e Investigación (FUNDAR Center for Analysis and 
Research), and the Mexican Association for the Right to Information (Asociación Mex-
icana de Derecho a la Información, AMEDI), among others, in demand to revise and 
update the General Law on Media of 2018 (Ley General de Comunicación Social de 
2018). These organizations describe the above law as discretionary, far removed from 
the democratic principles of transparency, plurality of information, and citizens’ right 
to know.

Faced with the background of impunity for murders of journalists, National Action 
Party (Partido Acción Nacional, PAN) Senator Marco Antonio Gama Basarte, present-
ed a draft decree amending the Organic Law of the Attorney General’s Office (Ley 
Orgánica de la Fiscalía General de la República), to create the Specialized Prosecutor’s 
Office for Journalists and Human Rights Defenders into an autonomous entity. This 
proposal has been circulated among various committees (Infobae, 2020 a), but it has 
not been addressed upon completion of this study. 
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Judiciary

The experts surveyed in this study perceived a lesser influence from the judicial 
environment at 2,87 points, twelve tenths of a point below the legislative environment 
(2,99 points). With a moderate degree of negative influence, this environment does 
increase its impact on Realms C and A. Realm C, regarding violence and impunity, 
achieved 4,23 points with a strong showing in the sub-realms on protection of jour-
nalists and actions against impunity, at 5 points each. Regarding Realm A of actions 
encouraging an informed citizenry and the exercise of free speech, it is important to 
note that the actions encouraging information flow stood out with 3,08 points. 

Regarding Realm A, the most relevant case during the period of this study is 
related to the right to hearings. This right was constitutionally enshrined in the tele-
communications and broadcasting reform of June 2013, a reform that mandated the 
Legislative to draft a new statute in this area, which was enacted and published in 
2014. This Law provided for the framework of the right to hearings, as well as the 
functions, authority, and responsibilities of the Hearings Advocates (Defensores de las 
Audiencias). However, in 2017, the Senate of the Republic approved a counter-reform 
to this law, which left hearings unprotected. Faced with this action by the legislative 
branch, the Mexican Association of Hearing Advocates’ Offices (Asociación Mexicana 
de Defensorías de las Audiencias) filed for injunction relief. On May 19, 2020, the Fed-
eral Judiciary conclusively ruled the unconstitutionality of the amendment to Article 
256 of the Law (AMEDI, 2020). This decision from the Judiciary was widely welcomed 
because it also reinstated the IFT’s authority to issue guidelines on this matter. Such 
guidelines are still pending to date, although it is publicly acknowledged that this will 
be conducted within a framework of legal certainty. 

However, based on the experts’ remarks on Realm C, regarding protection of jour-
nalists, persecution and impunity, the situation from previous years has not changed, 
but worsened instead, due to the increase in the number of murders of journalists. 
In 2019, ten homicides went on record and, during the first five months of 2020, two 
more were added. (Arista, 2020). In total, 12 murders of journalists have been reported 
from January 2019 to May 2020. Institutional impunity in this area has made this coun-
try one of the most dangerous in the world for this activity.

REALM A: Citizenship and freedom of expression

The actions of the Mexican State aimed at encouraging the flow of plural, timely, 
and accurate information with regard to free speech and the right of citizens to infor-
mation for the period covered by this research, have been marked by the departure 
from the sense of public responsibility of government bodies in the field of freedom 
of expression, respect for the rights of citizens to information, and the sense of dem-
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ocratic communication conducive to pluralistic dialogue, tolerance of criticism, and 
consensus building. This is confirmed by the results of the survey conducted among 
experts in the field of freedom of expression and the journalists inquired for this study. 
Out of a maximum 23 points of this realm, the rating was 13.4.

The sub-realm corresponding to actions encouraging plural and diverse free 
speech in the media was rated by the experts surveyed at 5.4 points out of a maxi-
mum 11.  

The above results clearly point to the actions of the Executive as those that have 
mostly affected the informational dynamics in a negative direction nationwide, with-
out exempting the other two branches of government from responsibility by omis-
sion.  

The results of the survey to experts on the actions of Mexico’s branches of gov-
ernment in the field of free speech averaged 8 points out of a maximum of 12. These 
results are objectively supported, precisely, on the ongoing debate and polarization 
in social media, in publications critical of the Mexican branches of government by 
columnists, scholars, intellectuals, and journalists on the media, as well as in citizen 
organization in order to demonstrate in the public arena in demand of respect for 
their fundamental rights. 

The actions of the Legislative and the Judiciary were marginal to those of the 
Executive. Up to this point, the Judiciary has a backlog of cases (injunctions and litiga-
tions) regarding decisions of the Executive challenging constitutional and statutory 
provisions. For its part, the Legislative, practically posing no challenge, has remained 
aligned with the actions and policies of the federal government. 

REALM B: Conditions for the professional exercise of journalists

The experts surveyed rated Realm B on actions aimed at guaranteeing respect 
for the professional exercise of journalists, their freedom of information, and the dig-
nity of their professional activity through regulatory provisions in favor of their work 
and social responsibility, with 7.8 points out of a maximum of 10.  

In the period covered by this study, the working conditions of journalists have 
been affected by several factors, among which is president AMLO’s decision to imple-
ment austerity in media spending. This decision by the Executive triggers negative 
consequences for the media and, therefore, for its workers. Faced with this measure 
by the federal government, several outlets downsized (by means of layoffs) to face a 
difficult scenario in terms of their advertising sales income from government agen-
cies. According to figures from the Department of Civil Service Media System, in 2019, 
5.21 billion Mexican pesos ($244,964,000) were budgeted for government advertising, 
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of which 3.24 billion pesos ($152,515,000) were spent that fiscal year. In other words, 
there was a discretionary under-expenditure of over 2 billion pesos ($92,449,000). The 
list of media that received the highest allocations that year for this item is practically 
the same benefited in previous six-year presidential terms: Televisa, TV Azteca, La 
Jornada (The Daily), Grupo Fórmula, El Universal, and Excélsior (Artículo 19, 2020), 
with serious repercussions on other media which, in lack of public income, have had 
to downsize their payroll and dismiss staff.

On April 17, 2019, the agreement establishing the media policy of the federal gov-
ernment was published in the Official Daily of the Federation (Diario Oficial de la 
Federación, DOF). This agreement was presented by the president, who emphasized 
that this policy adhered to the criteria of austerity, that public resources would not be 
used to reward or punish any media, and that it would not be “a mechanism of coer-
cion, of punishment”. For his part, the president’s communications coordinator said 
that he would “never issue any news directive to the media”; that no journalist would 
be reprimanded in the exercise of his profession; but “on the contrary, any kind of co-
ercion or pressure on journalists is forbidden”; media would be selected according to 
objective criteria, to avoid “favoring or vetoing any media outlet for political reasons 
or for personal affinity or aversion”, and that it was forbidden to make government 
advertising to pressure, punish, reward, privilege, or coerce newspersons. In addition, 
he said that the objective of the media policy “ranges from guaranteeing the full ex-
ercise of freedom of expression, making government action transparent, empower-
ing citizens, and promoting the democratization of the Mexican media ecosystem, 
to documenting the impact of public policies on the transformation of the national 
reality (Notimex, 2019), (Damián, F. & Venegas, D., 2019). These statements, however, 
are far from corresponding with the facts.

For the organization Article 19, the official discourse downplays “the absence of 
clear rules for the allocation and distribution of government advertising, because even 
with the Media Policy published on April 17, 2019, schemes and wrongful practices 
such as concentrated and discretional budget allocation and uneven share persist”. 
This organization, along with FUNDAR, demanded that the General Law on Media of 
2018 be repealed, in order to put an end to loopholes and wrongful practices, which 
have historically contributed to the violation of freedom of expression and the right to 
information (Artículo 19, 2020). 

Regarding the salary conditions of the country’s journalists, which have historically been 

on the decline, Mexico has been considered one of the lowest-paying countries for new-

spersons. In January 2020, the minimum wage had an overall increase of 20%, going from 

102.68 to 123.22 pesos a day, the equivalent of just over six dollars. With this overall increase, 

journalists had the best salary among the 59 professions, trades, and special jobs reviewed 

by the federal government. Their salary will reach 275.90 pesos per day, which means that 
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it will be above the established minimum (Infobae, 2020a), a wage equivalent to US$13.50, 

which represents approximately US$390.00 per month. Even with this increase, journalists’ 

compensation remains well below international standards.

While this increase is significant for journalists, the situation caused by the SARS-CoV-2 

Coronavirus has had a negative impact on their working environments. In Mexico, some me-

dia have informed their journalists that, in reason of the pandemic, their salaries would be 

adjusted. In an extreme case, this implies a cut of down to 55% (La Jornada, 2020). According 

to the Fernando Mora Gómez Foundation, layoffs have increased. The number of workers 

dismissed in recent months is between 5,000 and 10,000. Additionally, in two years, accord-

ing to data from the INEGI, the number may reach almost 20,000 (Reyes, A. Etcetera, 2019). 

A dismissal that caused significant effects on the media was the removal from Notic-
ieros Televisa (Televisa News) of anchorman Carlos Loret de Mola, who worked for 18 years 

in that company. His journalistic work has been marked by criticism of AMLO’s government, 

with whom he has had confrontations on several occasions. His retirement from this corpo-

ration was in reason of news and opinion pieces that made it clear that his informative work 

was not to the President’s liking. This situation forced the president’s communications co-

ordinator to publicly deny the government’s involvement in this decision. (Ramírez, F., 2019).

However, the case that sent shock waves through a section of the information appa-

ratus of the federal government was the labor and institutional crisis at the Mexican State 

News Agency (Agencia de Noticias del Estado Mexicano, NOTIMEX), under the direction of 

journalist Sanjuana Martínez. The labor crisis began in February 2019, less than a month after 

the arrival of the new director, in the wake of the strike of those staff members affiliated to 

the Unified Guild of NOTIMEX Workers (Sindicato Único de Trabajadores de Notimex, SUT-

NOTIMEX). The strike was not acknowledged by the director, so she formed another profes-

sional team to carry on with the agency’s activities. According to this union, between April 

and November 2019, 142 dismissals were accounted for, on the pretext of acting upon the 

federal government’s austerity policy. Currently, the organization has been filed over 60 law-

suits for unlawful dismissal, plus that of 20 correspondents who are abroad (El punto crítico, 

June 24, 2020). For its part, the new union committee assured that, early in this administra-

tion, NOTIMEX had a 320-strong workforce and, by the month of July, 169 staff serving at the 

pleasure of the director’s office, as well as unionized and non-unionized personnel had been 

dismissed; among them, 83 were fired between May 15 and June 30 resulting from the Pres-

ident’s austerity memorandum (Aguilar, Y. 2019). Some of these workers expressed that they 

had been mistreated and humiliated by the director through abuse of power, manipulation, 

cronyism, and influence peddling (Diaz, A. 2019). 

The crisis worsened on May 12, 2020, when Article 19 reported that NOTIMEX was 
fueling smear campaigns on social media against journalists and former workers, in 
addition to workplace harassment and the dismissal of staff who refused to join a 
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ring of trolls, headed by the director. The complaint was based on a joint investigation 
between Aristegui Noticias and Western Higher Studies Institute of Technology (Insti-
tuto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Occidente, ITESO) social media analysis 
lab SignaLab (La Octava, 2020). Faced with this conflict, President AMLO said that he 
would not engage in its resolution, and that the legal and arbitration bodies would 
be in charge of settling the dispute (LatinUs, 2020). Until May 31, Director Sanjuana 
Martínez continued to head the Mexican State News Agency.

REALM C: Violence and Impunity

Regarding actions to protect journalists, the situation dating back from previous 
years has not changed, but has worsened due to the increase in the number of jour-
nalists murdered. This fact reflects on the assessment made by the experts surveyed 
on this realm. Out of a maximum of 42 points, the score was 12.

From April 2019 to May 2020, 12 homicides of journalists have been on record in 
Mexico. 

Regarding the protection of journalists sub-realm, the experts rated this line 6.4 
out of 10; persecution of journalists, had a score of zero out of 15, while in impunity the 
assessment was 5.6 out of 17 

The organization Article 19, in its report “Dissonance: Voices in Dispute”, highlights 
that murders are the most serious form of attack against journalists in Mexico (Article 
19, 2020). It put on record 609 cases of attacks against reporters and the media, the 
highest number in the last decade. In 2019, a greater number of attacks against the 
mass media were identified, which means an 11% increase compared to the previous 
year. The data indicates that, between January 1 and December 31, 2019, one journalist 
was attacked every 15 hours.  

The report lists 10 murders of journalists in 2019. Regarding the perpetrators, the 
organization denounces that government officials continue to be the ones that per-
form most of the attacks with 256, followed by unknown attackers (151), individuals 
(131), organized crime (49), and political parties (13).  

Covering corruption and politics poses the highest risk, as this accounts for 339 
of the documented aggressions, followed by covering security and justice (133), social 
movements (62), human rights (51), the private sector (17), land and territory issues (7). 
Roughly, one of every four attacks (27%) was directed against women. 

The document points out “one factor that drove the increase of attacks in Mexi-
co City was the stigmatization of the press by the State. There were multiple attacks 
on journalists who covered the president’s morning press conferences or who pub-
lished articles critical of the Executive’s activity [...]. The president’s belligerent morn-
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ing speeches, in which he has labeled various media outlets as ‘adversaries’, are lat-
er replicated by political leaders at the local level as well as on social media, where 
smear campaigns against reporters, who are described as ‘chayoteros’ (literally, cha-
yote squash street vendors, meaning those who receive bribes from officials to report 
at convenience) or ‘sellouts’, are common”. 

The report criticizes that AMLO “has decided to neutralise or nullify anyone who 
questions his discourse,” and questions the control and polarization recorded over 
the past year. “Thus, the attacks on the press and civil society launched from the 
presidential chair in the form of stigma are intended, like any other attack, to turn the 
messenger into the message”. On the other hand, in the report, “it is evident that ju-
dicial authorities and the judiciary maintain patterns of impunity in which justice con-
tinues to be confused with vengeance,” despite a government “that came to power 
with the promise that censorship and attacks against the media had ended” (Animal 
Político, 2020b).

For its part, the FEADLE, created in 2012 as the authority responsible for directing, 
coordinating, and supervising investigations and, if necessary, prosecuting crimes 
committed against those who exercise journalistic activities, or those committed in 
reason of the exercise of the right to information, had achieved only 18 convictions as 
of March 2020, according to its own records. However, in January, based on data from 
El Financiero, this agency had only achieved four convictions out of 803 previous in-
vestigations, which is equivalent to a 0.4% efficiency. This represents 99.6% of backlog 
investigations for unsolved attacks against journalists (Ortega, E. 2020). 

In August 2019, the Mexico Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights (UNHCHR) prepared a diagnosis on the functioning of the Mechanism 
to Protect Human Rights Defenders and Journalists and issued 104 recommenda-
tions for improvement. It found that the mechanism would be unsustainable by 2024 
if the authorities do not address the root causes of violence against reporters and ac-
tivists (Del Pozo M. 2019). In January 2020, the SEGOB reported that, stemming from 
the diagnosis commissioned to the OHCHR, the mechanism to protect underwent 
organizational restructuring with the objective of comprehensively ensuring the pro-
tection of defenders and journalists. For her part, Josefina Galván, Commissioner of 
the National Institute of Transparency, Access to Information and Protection of Per-
sonal Data (Instituto Nacional de Transparencia, Acceso a la Información y Protección 
de Datos Personales, INAI), stressed that, according to the last report published by 
the Department of the Interior regarding this protection mechanism, as of March 
2019, there were a total of 1,162 beneficiaries, including 492 journalists and 717 human 
rights defenders. However, the president of the Mechanism to Protect Human Rights 
Defenders and Journalists’ Federal Consultative Council (Consejo Consultivo Federal) 
warned that, if no budget allocation is made for this mechanism, as of September, it 
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might cease to provide security to all beneficiaries. He underscored that, in the midst 
of this pandemic, threats against journalists and activists continue, and consequently 
they are requesting that the mechanism be reinforced (Aguilar, 2020). 

REALM D: Control over the media

In this realm, Mexico was rated at 21.8 points out of a possible 25. The most im-
portant action of the Executive was the order issued on April 22, 2020, which came 
into effect on May 15, 2020, regarding the devolution of State airtime allotment to 
national broadcast radio and television. This presidential action was highly criticized 
by the National Electoral Institute (National Electoral Institute, INE), civil society or-
ganizations, intellectuals, and scholars, mainly. Under this executive order, Mexican 
broadcasting companies will have more airtime for sales of advertising slots, to the 
detriment of the official communications to which State and law in educational, civic, 
cultural, public health, and general interest information binds government institu-
tions as part of Mexicans’ rights. 

Among the main misgivings regarding this executive order is that expressed by 
the Mexican Association for the Right to Information (Asociación Mexicana de Dere-
cho a la Información), which underscores that such airtime does not belong to “the 
administration in office, but to the State; the relinquishment of government airtime 
would compromise media campaigns and the society’s right to know about the leg-
islative and judicial branches, as well as autonomous agencies (AMEDI, 2020). 

A week later, on April 30, the INE filed a constitutional injunction with the Su-
preme Court of Justice of the Nation (Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación, SCJN) 
to challenge the executive order. This dispute poses “the trespassing of powers vest-
ed in the Institute as the sole authority in the administration of official airtime that 
corresponds to the State in radio and television, pursuant to its own ends and to the 
exercise of national political parties’ rights. The INE, upon considering that the entry 
into force of the challenged executive order is a “serious” issue, requested that the 
SCJN rule suspending the entry into force of the presidential order while the contro-
versy is settled. This filing was rejected by a justice to the court. (Belmont J.A. 2020). 
This executive order, in addition to violating the duties and obligations of the public 
media and trespassing the powers of the electoral authority, acquires a political na-
ture in the face of the 2020-2021 electoral cycle.

CONCLUSIONS

The Mexican State, through its three branches of government, has an outstand-
ing debt with the society regarding freedom of expression. As shown in the quantita-
tive assessment conducted by the journalists and experts surveyed in this study, it is 
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the Executive power that carries the greatest weight of influence in perpetuating the 
current state of affairs, a situation confirmed in the specific status analysis presented 
in this report.

Although Mexico does not experience the systemic repression typical of a dic-
tatorship on those who exercise their right to express themselves publicly on differ-
ent media and communication platforms, the open hostility of the Executive towards 
those who critically exercise this right, its persistent disqualification of any hint of crit-
icism, its control of the media agenda, and its manifest unwillingness to listen to any 
voice other than the one conveying its vision of the country and the content of its 
decisions, compromise the very meaning of freedom of expression proper to a dem-
ocratic regime, that is, the social control of the government exercised by a robust 
public opinion and informed and participating citizens. 

President Andrés Manuel López Obrador, politically formed in the party that ruled 
the country for over 70 years until 2000, obtained an overwhelming victory in the 2018 
elections. His popularity afforded the party founded by him, MORENA, a majority in 
Congress in a maneuver, questioned as unconstitutional, of alliances with smaller sat-
ellite parties. 

In this state of affairs, the Congress has not taken any initiative in favor of freedom 
of expression and its related right to information. On the contrary, in a regressive re-
form, it amended the law on broadcasting and telecommunications to the detriment 
of audiences, a decision that was the object of an injunction filed with the Judiciary. 
The executive order last April whereby the State relinquished using constitutionally 
provided airtime from radio and television licensees for public communications and 
electoral campaigns of the different parties, confirms the little appreciation of the Ex-
ecutive for an informed citizenry. This is an executive order also in court litigation for 
alleged unconstitutionality, a claim brought precisely by the Mexican State electoral 
body.

Harassment of critical expression on the part of the president correlates with the 
unsafe conditions experienced by Mexican journalists, most crudely evident in the 
murder of journalists: 12, from April 2019 to May 2020 (the period of this study) and 134 
from the year 2000 to date. This figure places Mexico as one of the riskiest countries in 
the world for the exercise of this freedom, without adding all the other violent forms 
of suppression (forced disappearances, threats, extortion, etc.). It is true that the Mex-
ican State cannot be held directly responsible for each and every one of the crimes 
committed against those who practice journalism – although undoubtedly not just a 
few political actors are found among those allegedly responsible. However, here is a 
prevailing impunity and lack of appropriate protection resulting from the ineffective-
ness of law enforcement and prosecutorial entities.
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The low level of compensation for newspersons and the conditions of labor insta-
bility and insufficient professionalization for them complete this picture, in a context 
of critical economic decline stemming from public policies and the emergence of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.
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MEXICO

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

In spite of the climate of stigmatization and disqualification on the 
news and opinion output from some media, and the negative conse-
quences of the policy of budget cuts in government advertising by the 
President Andrés Manuel López Obrador administration, plural spaces 
of information and opinion contributing to the consolidation of public 
debate, assessment, and analysis of the situation experienced by the 
country still prevail in Mexico.

WEAKNESSES

A historical weakness is the precarious conditions for the work of jour-
nalists. This professional class, with few exceptions, does not earn de-
cent salaries and benefits under the law. This has a negative impact 
on the quality of news production, a situation that has forced some of 
them to perform other activities to generate income and meet their 
basic needs. 

OPPORTUNITIES

The work of Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) committed to defend-
ing and respecting free speech is a fundamental activity that gives 
visibility to the serious problems and enormous challenges facing the 
country and the Mexican State in the field of freedom of expression. 
The critical work of CSOs has played a major role in society, as they 
monitor and blow the whistle on irregularities, unlawful acts, and the 
violation of the rights of journalists, the media, and society as a whole 
with regard to freedom of expression and the right to information in 
Mexico.

THREATS

One of the most evident and long-standing threats over the last 20 
years in the country is represented by the actions of attacks on, threats 
to, and assassination of journalists. This hostile and dangerous envi-
ronment for the exercise of journalism has negative repercussions, be-
cause it instills fear, self-censorship, and silence.  On the other hand, 
the political behavior of the Executive, in the form of harassment and 
disqualification towards some media and journalists critical of its ad-
ministration, seriously undermines the democratic principles of free-
dom of expression in the country. 
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Mexico: an enormous debt with freedom of expression

Executive Summary

In terms of freedom of expression, Mexico ranks 16th among the 22 countries in the Amer-

icas under review by the Chapultepec Index study. The nation displays a total score of 

49.21 points out of a total of 100. During the period surveyed, covering between July 31, 

2020 and August 1st, 2021, violence against journalists exacerbated, this led the perception 

that there is an unfavorable climate for the exercise of freedom of expression in the coun-

try. Like previous years, from the Executive, Legislative and Judicial environments, the 

Mexican Government institutions moderately influence over the promotion of actions in-

tended to improve and strengthen the legal frameworks, public policies, and the general 

conditions that allow citizens to fully exercise their right to information and express their 

ideas and opinions. However, the high crime rates in the country continue to undermine 

the exercise of journalism and some actions by the Executive show a negative impact 

over the exercise of freedom of expression by journalists and other relevant political ac-

tors.

INTRODUCTION

This release includes information related to the realms analyzed by the Chapultepec 

Index: Freedom of expression and access to information, the exercise of journalism and situ-

ations of violence against journalists, and direct or indirect control by government agencies 

over national media. Some general context information corresponding to the period covered 

by the report is presented as follows:

The year 2021 was marked by the health and economic crisis resulting from the COVID-19 

pandemic. This year, the crisis began to recede and, by the end of the first semester, the 13 

million jobs lost in 2020 had been recovered almost entirely. However, more than half of them 

belong to the informal labor sector according to data from the National Self-Employment 

and Employment Survey (Encuesta Nacional de Ocupación y Empleo) carried out by the 

National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía, 

INEGI) (INEGI, 2021a).
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In the political field, on June 6, 2021, the largest national mid-term elections were held, 

resulting in the rearrangement of the political forces in the Federal Congress. “Morena”, the 

party of President Andrés Manuel López Obrador, lost its supermajority in the House of Rep-

resentatives, but preserved the absolute majority. This allows him to get approval for the 

budgets for the second half of the six-year term, but forces him to negotiate with other allies 

and opposition parties to gain support for constitutional amendments. On the other hand, 

Morena won 11 of the 15 state governorships that were up for grabs this year in the country 

(Núñez 2021a and 2021b). 

In addition to the uncertainty caused by the pandemic and the climate of political com-

motion associated with the electoral period, crime rates, the killing of journalists, and the 

high percentages of impunity continue being issues of a context that, directly and indirectly, 

impact negatively over the exercise of freedom of expression by Mexican newspersons. The 

government has done little to improve the regulatory frameworks, public policies, and the 

general conditions that allow prompt access to justice, the protection and guarantee of the 

right to information, and the freedom of expression of the general public, and journalists, in 

particular. 

Results Analysis

    It is estimated that freedom of expression and the press can be partially exercised in 

Mexico according to the Chapultepec Index’s annual evaluation. The country ranked 16th out 

of the 22 countries in the Americas that were reviewed, with 49.21 points out of a total of 100. 

The worst evaluated item was Violence and Impunity, yet, it can be considered that there is 

a mildly favorable climate for the exercise of freedom of expression in the country. The data 

underscores that some actions and omissions by entities part of the Executive, Legislative, 

and Judicial environments exert negative effects on the full exercise of freedom of expres-

sion and other rights such as freedom of the press and information. 

Executive Environment

    With an average score of 3.20 out of 10 points, the experts inquired agree that the 

degree of influence of the executive environment in situations unfavorable to freedom of ex-

pression is moderate. Of the three branches of the government, this is the worst rated in the 

realms reviewed by the Chapultepec Index: Realm A: Citizens Free to Express Themselves, 

3.36 points; realm B: Exercise of Journalism, 3.43 points; realm C: Violence and Impunity, 4.71; 

and realm D: Control over the Media, 1.29 points, the last being the only aspect for which the 

unfavorable influence is regarded as mild.

The results corresponding to realms A and B regarding freedom of expression and the 

exercise of journalism are mainly due to the fact that, during his morning press conferences, 

President Andrés Manuel López Obrador discredits and stigmatizes the media, journalists, 
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politicians, and other civil society stakeholders who openly criticize the government’s deci-

sions or take it to task for its omissions. He calls them “conservatives”, “puppets”, “hypocrites” 

and “two-face” (Ureste, 2021). The organization Article 19 (2021a, p. 44) has reported that press 

conferences, “as opposed to improving the exercise of the collective right to inform and re-

ceive information”, have become platforms to “teach a lesson” to journalists, media, and oth-

er critical individuals, as President’s slurs result in targeting and personalized attacks in social 

media against newspersons by president’s supporters. 

Adding to the above, on June 30, 2021, the weekly segment “Who is Who in Lies” (“Quién 

es quien en las mentiras”) was included in presidential press conferences. During this seg-

ment, press releases, opinion columns, and messages posted in social media criticizing the 

government are exposed and disqualified. Such action triggered the publication of a joint 

press release comprising 20 local and international organizations – among them, the Inter 

American Press Association (Sociedad Interamericana de Prensa, IAPA), and the Inter-Amer-

ican Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) – warning that this sort of practices represent a 

new “offensive by the president on his strategy for confrontation and search for enemies”. It 

also warns that it threatens “freedom of the press, media plurality” and “critical and informed 

public debate” (Marcial, 2021; Infobae, 2021). 

Several journalists and activists have pointed out that the aforementioned segment is a 

mistake because it manipulates public opinion, criticizes, and labels as lies both, news from 

the media and columnists’ opinions (De La Rosa, 2021). The slurs and stigmatization against 

government critics displays little tolerance to criticism and exerts negative effects against 

the exercise of journalism. 

The public policy implemented by previous administrations on the discretionary alloca-

tion of budgets for official advertising – overlooking clear rules and criteria – continues to be 

in effect. The reduction of 80% of spending in this area is positive; but its discretional alloca-

tion produces its “concentration” in a “few media outlets”. Of the 457 outlets that received 

resources for official advertising in 2020, only 10 received more than 52% of the budget, with 

Televisa, TV Azteca and La Jornada newspaper taking the first three top places in the list. 

Less than half of the public money for that sector went to 447 media outlets, “which trans-

lates into an inequitable and unequal distribution” Fundar (2021). In addition, as IAPA pointed 

out, last year, the allocation of government advertising has also shown trends toward bene-

fiting media organizations aligned with the government’s agenda. 

The lowest score obtained by the Executive environment is in realm C, on violence and 

impunity; with 4.71 points, the influence of this environment is deemed strong in situations 

unfavorable to freedom of expression. The Executive has not contributed to improving the 

Mechanism for the Protection of Human Rights Advocates and Journalists (Mecanismo de 

Protección para Personas Defensoras de Derechos Humanos y Periodistas), which reports to 

the Secretariat for Home Affairs (Secretaría de Gobernación, SEGOB). Responsiveness from 
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the Special Prosecutor’s Office on Crimes against Freedom of Expression (Fiscalía Especial 

para la Atención de Delitos cometidos contra la Libertad de Expresión, FEADLE), and from 

the Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía General de la República, FGR), have not improved ei-

ther as they do not diligently investigate the murders of journalists and other crimes against 

the journalists’ duties. This keeps the level of impunity at 98%, according to the organization 

Article 19 (2021a). In this area, the judicial environment is not exempted from responsibility, as 

mentioned below.

Finally, citizens’ right to be better informed has been impaired because no effective 

actions have been taken to resolve the labor conflict of Notimex, the Mexican Government 

news agency, where a group of workers decided to go on strike in June 2020. In October 

2020, Article 19, in association with media monitoring initiative, SignaLab, from the Institute 

of Technology and Higher Education of the West (Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Supe-

riores de Occidente, ITESO), and Aristegui Noticias, revealed that the director of Notimex, 

journalist Sanjuana Martínez, had used material, human, and financial resources to attack 

journalists and former contributors for the government agency whom she accuses of cor-

ruption. The workers filed formal complaints at the Secretariat of the Civil Service (Secretaría 

de la Función Pública) against Martínez and other directors for abuse of authority and work-

place harassment (La Jornada, 2021; ARTÍCULO 19, 2020). The conflict continues upon closing 

of this report.

Legislative Environment 

With an overall average of 1.68 points, the results indicate that the influence of the leg-

islative environment over situations unfavorable to freedom of expression is small, as it can 

be noticed that, at Federal Congress level, there was only one action that had an impact over 

issues of freedom of expression and the right to information. At local legislative level, two 

new draft bills that could encourage the exercise of freedom of expression and journalism 

were introduced. 

At federal level, on November 26, 2020, the House of Representatives approved a ruling 

that repealed the Law on Printing Offenses (Ley sobre Delitos de Imprenta), in force since 

1917. However, the legislative process to complete its repeal is still underway, since the Senate 

was shifted to work on the new legal framework that will regulate Articles 6 and 7 of the Mex-

ican Constitution. Based on that abolished law, officials as well as political stakeholders from 

the private sector have censored some publications by journalists and academics, and even 

have filed lawsuits for “moral damage” against Carmen Aristegui, in 2014, and Sergio Aguayo, 

in 2017. Upon closing of this report, the introduction and discussion of a draft bill was still 

pending. It is hoped that the rights to freedom of expression and information, right to rebut, 

and other rights consolidating the public debate of ideas will be recognized and expanded.
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At local level, in April 2021, the Congress of the State of Mexico, the state with the most 

media and journalists after Mexico City, passed the Law for the Comprehensive Protection of 

Journalists and Human Rights Advocates of the State of Mexico (Ley para la Protección Inte-

gral de Periodistas y Personas Defensoras de los Derechos Humanos del Estado de México). 

This statute recognizes that the exercise of journalism must be protected by the authorities 

representing the state and its municipalities. It also creates the Mechanism for the Compre-

hensive Protection of Journalists and Human Rights Advocates (Mecanismo de Protección 

Integral de Periodistas y Personas Defensoras de los Derechos Humanos) in the state, in-

dicating that said mechanism must seek coordination with its counterparts at federal and 

municipal levels to guarantee the life and personal safety of persons at risk as result of their 

work as journalists or human rights advocates (Victoria, 2021).  

The new law also creates the Specialized Prosecutor’s Office for Crimes against Free-

dom of Expression, Journalists, and Human Rights Advocates (Fiscalía Especializada para la 

Atención de los Delitos cometidos contra la Libertad de Expresión, Periodistas y Personas 

Defensoras de Derechos Humanos) in the State of Mexico, and makes amendments to the 

Criminal Code of the State of Mexico (Código Penal del Estado de México) in relation to crimes 

against freedom of expression, for which it sets forth 15-25-year prison terms for anyone who 

murders a journalist or a human rights advocate. It also penalizes attacks against journalists 

by public servants with prison terms ranging from two to nine years and the prohibition from 

working in public service for 9 years. Some journalists consider that the new legal frame-

work will allow investigating and punishing actions by individuals who attack journalists or 

attempt to restrict their freedom of expression (Hernández, 2021a; Victoria, 2021).

In December 2020, the Law on Professional Secrecy and Conscience Provision for the 

Exercise of Journalism in Mexico City (Ley del Secreto Profesional y Cláusula de Conciencia 

para el Ejercicio Periodístico de la Ciudad de México) entered into force in Mexico City. The 

law establishes that the media are required to publish a code of ethics that includes princi-

ples of social responsibility, public participation, and plurality of ideas. Moreover, its Article 

6 establishes the conscience provision which states that journalists and other collaborators 

to media outlets may refuse to prepare or author news pieces contrary to their ideological, 

ethical, or conscience principles. It also requires that the media establish a consensual edi-

torial code of practice, which seeks that the press in Mexico City defines and makes editorial 

policies transparent (Hernández, 2020).

Journalists and experts consulted by the IAPA regard as mild the influence levels of the 

legislative environment over situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. For realm A, 

Citizens Free to Express Themselves, it scored 2.57 points, while in the other three realms the 

scores show a slight influence. In realm B, Exercise of Journalism, it attained 1.43 points; in 

realm C, Violence and Impunity, the score is 1.81; and in Realm D, Control over the Media, it 

attained 1.29 points. 
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There is lack of greater commitment by the institutional stakeholders in the legislative 

environment at federal and state levels, as no concrete actions are being encouraged to im-

prove the situation of freedom of expression and the right to information in the country. The 

poor results in the administration of justice and the high levels of impunity prevail. Therefore, 

it can be concluded that omission and indifference have prevailed in this environment.

Judicial Environment 

With respect to the judicial environment, the experts inquired notice the level of influ-

ence on situations unfavorable to freedom of expression being mild or low, giving an overall 

score of 1.78 out of 10 points. Among the four realms reviewed, realm A regarding actions 

encouraging a well-informed society and the exercise of freedom of expression, is believed 

to have been the realm with low impact during the period reviewed as it reached 2.46 points, 

the highest score; while in realm B, regarding the exercise of journalism, it scored 1.71 points; 

in realm C, violence and impunity, 23.24 points were assigned; and finally in realm D, assess-

ing the extent of influence on control over the media, it scored 0.71 points. 

In the judicial environment, several concrete actions specifically pertaining to realms B 

and C stand out. On the one hand, on June 15, 2021, a federal judge in the State of Chihua-

hua issued a conviction sentence against Hugo Amed Schultz Alcaraz, former mayor of the 

township of Chínipas in Chihuahua, for his involvement in the murder of Mexican journalist 

Miroslava Breach Velducea, on March 23, 2017. The former public official admitted his involve-

ment in the crime and negotiated the reduction of his sentence to eight years in prison after 

he was arrested in December 2020. 

On the other hand, on Thursday, June 17, 2021, the FGR succeeded in getting a federal 

judge to sentence Juan Francisco Picos, a.k.a “El Quillo”, to 32 years. “El Quillo”, a hitman from 

the Sinaloa Cartel, was charged for being a co-perpetrator in the assassination of journalist 

Javier Valdez on May 15, 2017. This sentence adds to that of March 2020 against Heriberto 

Picos, sentenced to 14 years and 8 months for the same crime. During the trial, the FEADLE 

and the FGR were able to prove that the homicide was related to Valdez’s professional occu-

pation (Forbes, 2021a). 

Although both convictions can be regarded as positive in a country where impunity re-

lated to the assassination of journalists reaches 98%, other events point out that conspiracy 

and corruption prevail in the judicial environment. Proof of this was the injunction ordered 

by the Third District Court in the State of Quintana Roo in favor of businessman Kamel Nacif 

Borge, to defeat an ongoing arrest warrant for the crime of torture committed against jour-

nalist Lydia Cacho Ribeiro in 2005. 

Another relevant development occurred on September 8, 2021, prior to the completion 

of this report. The First Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice of the Nation (Suprema 

Corte de Justicia de la Nación, SCJN) unanimously approved the project that granted injunc-
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tion to Article 19 and ruled the General Law on Communication (Ley General de Comuni-

cación Social) unconstitutional, approved by the Federal Congress in April 2018. This, despite 

the fact that many civil society groups, gathered around the “Medios Libres” (Free Media) 

partnership, warned that it infringed the Constitution and that it “legalized wrongful practic-

es” regarding the allocation of government advertising.

Finally, in terms of impunity, according to data from the Global Impunity Index 2020 (GII 

2020), Mexico appears in the 60th place among 69 countries reviewed. The index specifically 

assesses the structure of systems of justice and their ability to guarantee access to justice. 

Mexico’s index reached 49.67 points: 10 points higher than the global average of 39.9 points. 

Some of the findings in the report indicate that, in Mexico, “not enough capacities are being 

generated” to guarantee security and access to justice for the majority of Mexicans and, on 

the other hand, the existing capacities “are functioning poorly” or inappropriately, which re-

sults in “new cycles of impunity” (Le Clercq, 2021).

REALM A

Journalists and experts on freedom of expression who were surveyed allocated this 

realm 11.57 points out of 23. This indicates that experts consider that the actions by the Mexi-

can Government have been insufficient to consolidate the mechanisms, public policies, and 

legal framework that guarantee its citizens access to plural and timely information on public 

issues relevant to their community life.

In the sub-realms Information Flow and Freedom of Expression, it can be perceived that 

inability to connect and access Internet in the country remains a pending task. Although In-

ternet access has been considered a human right by the UN since 2011, neither the Executive 

nor the Legislative have encouraged decisive measures to improve their performance in this 

regard. 

Although President López Obrador promised in 2019 that he would connect all towns 

in the country through Internet by deploying 50,000 kilometers of fiber optic owned by the 

Federal Electricity Commission (Comisión Federal de Electricidad, CFE) and its subsidiary 

CFE Telecomunicaciones e Internet para Todos (CFE-TIT), he has postponed his proposed 

goal three times. Some specialists have pointed out that the president’s promise is to pro-

vide infrastructure to ensure total Internet coverage in the country, which does not guaran-

tee that service providers may be willing to invest in areas with low density of population 

(Forbes, 2020; Gutiérrez, 2021; El CEO, 2021).  

On another issue associated to information flow and citizens’ right to information, 

throughout 2020 and until June 11, 2021, the Mexican government held daily evening press 

conferences to inform on the status of the COVID-19 pandemic, and to guide the people on 

the measures they should take to fight the virus. These conferences, presented by officials 

of the Ministry of Health, provided technical and scientific information through broadcasts 
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retransmitted by dozens of Mexican media outlets. However, as audience interest waned, 

and health issues started being politicized, the government cancelled these press confer-

ences, thus indirectly affecting citizens’ rights to access official information on the pandemic 

through easily accessible media like television, at a moment when the vaccination plan is still 

underway.

Finally, this realm indicates that misinformation also affects negatively citizens’ right to 

access reliable information on political and health issues during the pandemic in Mexico. 

It is noteworthy that, according to Reuters’ Digital News Report on Mexico carried out by 

Gutiérrez-Rentería (2021), the political polarization between the government and opposition 

groups reduced citizens’ trust in the media and official sources. Sixty-nine percent of Mex-

icans said they had seen false or misleading information about the coronavirus, and 52% 

about politics. In both issues, Mexico was the only country that worsened its score compared 

to other nations in the region.

REALM B

In this realm on actions intended to guarantee respect for the professional exercise of 

journalism, the experts allocated the Mexican Government 6.86 points out of a total of 10.

During the period covered by this study, journalists’ working conditions were mainly 

affected by three factors: First, the health risk conditions stemming from the circumstances 

during a year marked by the COVID-19 pandemic. Most reporters had to adapt and face the 

risks that involved taking to the streets and other public spaces to cover and keep people 

informed. Since the pandemic began and until the beginning of September 2021, 120 jour-

nalists have died, according to data from the Press Emblem Campaign (PEC) published by El 
Universal newspaper (2021). 

Secondly, the economic crisis resulting from the pandemic and the decrease of reve-

nue generated by the media from advertising exacerbated the crisis of news organizations, 

leading to dozens of journalists being dismissed or their salaries being cut. According to 

anonymous statements published by Deutsche Welle (2021), journalists’ salaries recovered in 

some cases throughout 2021; most of them had their workload doubled or their full pay was 

contingent on requirements regarding reporting to office for work, otherwise a percentage 

of their monthly salary would continue to be deducted. 

Third and last, the political-electoral context meant greater risks when covering political 

campaigns.  

The precarious conditions and absence of protection suffered by journalists are histor-

ical in Mexico. However, the financial crisis in the media has deepened because – in many 

cases – their survival is subject to the advertising contracts they secure from the public sec-

tor, being the federal government one of its major clients. Due to the austerity measures 
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implemented since 2019 and the drop in resources allocated to government advertising, a 

number of media outlets have reduced their workplaces to keep operating. 

REALM C 

Violence and the killing of journalists and newspersons continued and worsened. Con-

ditions for their protection have not improved and the government has not promoted ac-

tions to reduce levels of impunity. Due to the above, this realm was assessed with 11.35 out 

of 42 points. In the sub-realm related to the protection of journalists, a score of 2.86 out of 

5 was allocated, while regarding prosecution of individuals who attack journalists, the score 

was 2.43 out of 7.5. Meanwhile, the actions against impunity obtained 3.07 points out of 8.5. 

Finally, the sub-realm that reviews the influence of the three environments to end violence 

against journalists was assigned 2.99 points out of 21. 

Between August 2020 and July 2021, twelve journalists were murdered in different loca-

tions in Mexico. Ricardo Domínguez López, Benjamín Morales Hernández, and Jesús Alfon-

so Piñuelas, in Sonora; Abraham Mendoza, in Michoacán; Saúl Tijerina Rentería, in Coahuila; 

Gustavo Sánchez Cabrera, in Oaxaca; Jaime Daniel Castaño, in Zacatecas; Israel Vázquez, in 

Guanajuato; Arturo Alba Medina, in Chihuahua; Julio Valdivia Rodríguez, in Veracruz; Pablo 

Morrugares, in Guerrero; and Felipe Enrique García García, in the State of Mexico. 

Since between May and July 2021 six journalists were murdered in Mexico, the country 

was once again rated as the most dangerous to exercise journalism in the Americas, accord-

ing to the organization Reporters Without Borders (Reporters sans frontières, RSF). In March 

2021, journalists Jorge Molontzín Central and Pablo Felipe Romero Chávez were reported 

missing in Sonora. Both work for local media outlets. 

The most dangerous state in the country for the exercise of journalism during the peri-

od studied was Sonora. Three journalists were murdered and two more disappeared in that 

region. However, according to Article 19 (2021b), violence against the press is generalized 

since, during the first semester of 2021, 362 attacks against media and journalists went on re-

cord in practically all states, being Mexico City, with 64 attacks, the location with the highest 

number of aggressions against journalists. Tamaulipas and Quintana Roo, with 23 reported 

attacks, ranked second and third respectively, while Puebla, with 22; and Guerrero, with 21, 

also topped the list. 

Article 19 (2021b) underscores that threats against the media and journalists were pri-

marily perpetrated by Government agents, essentially by municipal and government law 

enforcement, who committed 134 attacks, 37.33% of the total number. It also states that the 

electoral atmosphere increased the risk for journalists’ coverage; in fact, 56 attacks were 

committed by members of political parties. It also underscores the “sustained increase” of 

attacks against the press on the Internet, in the form of cyber-attacks against the media and 
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through smear and intimidation campaigns against journalists. Also, the organization docu-

mented that 120 attacks were directed against female journalists.  

In addition to the attacks suffered by press workers, at the end of 2020, the SEGOB ac-

knowledged that 396 journalists had been displaced from their hometowns after receiving 

death threats (Animal Político, 2020). 

According to information from the SEGOB on this matter, from the start of the admin-

istration of Andrés Manuel López Obrador in December 2018 until July 2021, 68 activists and 

21 journalists have been murdered, out of those, seven newspersons and two human rights 

advocates were benefited by the Law for the Protection for Human Rights Advocates and 

Journalists (Aristegui Noticias, 2021). 

By the end of July 2021, the federal mechanism for the protection of journalists and 

human rights advocates benefited 1,478 people, among those, 481 were journalists. Other 

“factors of impunity” on the violence against journalism are the prevailing nonexistent coor-

dination between the Executive Commission on Victims (Comisión Ejecutiva de Atención a 

Víctimas) and the FEADLE, the lack of human resources to follow up on investigations of the 

attacks against freedom of expression, and the killing of journalists. For 2021, the FEADLE has 

planned to operate solely on 15 million pesos while having only 22 prosecutors and 15 inves-

tigation police officers to address this serious problem (Hernández, 2021b). 

REALM D

In this area, Mexico was rated with 19.43 points out of a total of 25. When assessing the 

sub-realm of direct control over the media, the experts allocated 14.57 out of 19 points. In the 

area of indirect control, they gave a rating of 4.86 out of a possible 6 points. 

Another remarkable action in the legislative environment that violates freedom of ex-

pression, Mexicans privacy, and indirectly impacts negatively over control and surveillance of 

digital communication platforms used by citizens, relates to the amendments approved in 

April 2021 to the Federal Telecommunications and Broadcasting Law (Ley Federal de Tele-

comunicaciones y Radiodifusión, LFTR). This resulted in the creation of the National Registry 

of Mobile Phone Users (Padrón Nacional de Usuarios de Telefonía Móvil, PANAUT). This pro-

gram seeks to require that mobile phone users join a mandatory registration of SIM cards 

and their biometric data, which implies a risk to their security as it aims at exerting control 

and surveillance over users. Therefore, this measure has been regarded as a violation of hu-

man rights by the UN (Cortés, 2021).  

This action, along with publicly available evidence that, in 2019 and 2020, the FGR ac-

quired and used a program developed by Neolinx – a company located in Mexico that al-

legedly was one of the main providers of cyber espionage during the administration of En-

rique Peña Nieto - to massively monitor Internet users, prompted the organization Freedom 
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House to place Mexico as a country with a “partly free” online environment in its 2021 annual 

report. The study mentions that the PANAUT and the use of other digital media surveillance 

tools – by both federal government agencies and some local governments – have “height-

ened potential for self-censorship and politicized content removals” in the digital environ-

ment. (R3D, 2021).

CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation by experts and journalists over freedom of expression, the review carried 

out by the Chapultepec Index, and the context information presented and documented in 

this report show that the institutions of the executive, legislative and judicial environments 

still pose enormous challenges and pending tasks to guarantee the full exercise of freedom 

of expression and access to information by citizens. The administrative entities of the Mex-

ican Government, as a whole, have not undertaken concrete and coordinated actions to 

guarantee security and protection to journalists and reporters during professional practice, 

and whose work is essential to strengthen democratic standards in Mexico. 

Specific data on threats, attacks and violent deaths of journalists have once again placed 

Mexico as one of the most dangerous countries in the world for the exercise of journalism. 

However, officials act slowly, or in some cases fail to act effectively on this issues. The mech-

anism in charge of offering protection to reporters at risk still does not provide the desired 

results. 

In the executive environment, it has been notorious that the morning press conferences 

of President Andrés Manuel López Obrador have a negative influence due to stigmatization 

and discrediting of journalists and other individuals critical of the government, affecting, and 

in some cases, directly restricting the full exercise of freedom of expression of those who 

dissent from the president’s policies and ideas. Since freedom of expression is linked to the 

exercise of other rights such as access to information and the voicing of opinions in the pub-

lic forum, any action that inhibits its full exercise should be viewed with concern.

In the legislative environment, the passing of some local statutes stands out as they 

seek to increase protection for journalists at risk. Nevertheless, at the federal level, the dis-

cussion and enactment of the Law on Printing Offenses and the introduction of a new draft 

General Law on Communication in the Senate are still pending issues. 

In the judicial environment, several reports underscore that the Mexican justice system 

still functions selectively and slowly, since high levels of impunity prevail and investigations 

stagnate in cases related to the murder of journalists and human rights advocates. 

In terms of freedom of expression, the Mexican Government has an enormous debt with 

society in general, and with the press in particular, since it is evident that the actions taken by 

the three branches of the government have been insufficient and, in some cases, inappro-
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priate. From the IAPA, we stress on the need to act decisively and show genuine political will 

to promote regulatory and institutional changes that ensure a cease of the attacks against 

journalists and freedom of expression in Mexico, as they should also promote and consoli-

date public policies that guarantee security to all citizens, especially those whose main labor 

is to deliver news to society.
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 MEXICO 
MEASUREMENT PERIOD 

JULY 31, 2020 - AUGUST 1ST, 2021

SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS

The approval and implementation of laws in two Mexican jurisdictions 
(State of Mexico and Mexico City) that in the mid and long term could 
expand and strengthen protection for journalists at risk. The succeed-
ing reforms to the judiciary system seeking to fight corruption, nepo-
tism, impunity, and sexual harassment inside the institutions responsi-
ble for the administration of justice in the country. This new regulation 
establishes the creation of a Federal Training School of the Judiciary 
(Escuela Federal de Formación Judicial) and will implement a judicial 
career through competitive examinations.

WEAKNESSES

Mexico appears in the 60th position among 69 countries reviewed by 
the Global Impunity Index 2020 (GII, 2020) because the country’s judi-
cial environment structures are weak and do not guarantee security 
and access to justice for most Mexicans. The discussion and passing of 
the Law on Printing Offenses (Ley sobre Delitos de Imprenta), in force 
since 1917, remains a pending issue at the Senate, as well as introduc-
tion of a draft General Law on Social Communication (Ley General de 
Comunicación Social), which has been used to legalize discretion on 
matters related to the allocation of official advertising by government 
institutions.

OPPORTUNITIES

The progressive implementation of the aforementioned reforms in the 
judicial system. The Executive’s promise to allow 50 thousand kilome-
ters of fiber optic network to allow connecting “the whole national ter-
ritory” using Internet by 2023. Such action could provide infrastructure 
to marginalized and rural areas while guaranteeing full coverage in the 
country. This would expand and improve information flow and open 
the possibility for a greater number of people to access public and pri-
vate services available via the Internet.

THREATS

There exist: a spiral of violence against and a lack of personal safety for 
journalists and reporters, mainly at local level; also, the high levels of 
impunity on cases of journalists murdered due to the lack of reinforce-
ment of the Special Prosecutor’s Office for Crimes against Freedom 
of Expression (Fiscalía Especial para la Atención de Delitos cometidos 
contra la Libertad de Expresión, FEADLE), and the absence of pro-
tection laws and mechanisms for journalists in most of the country’s 
states; the infringement of freedom of expression and Mexicans’ pri-
vacy resulting from the approval of amendments to the Federal Law 
of Telecommunications and Broadcasting (Ley Federal de Telecomu-
nicaciones y Radiodifusión, LFTR), establishing the creation of the Na-
tional Registry of Mobile Phone Users (Padrón Nacional de Usuarios de 
Telefonía Móvil, PANAUT). 
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2.15.3 OVERWIEW

Mexico

Mexico suffered an upsurge in violence against journalists, thereby descending from 

the 11th position in the first edition of the Chapultepec Index, with 55 points, down to No. 16, 

with 49.21 points and more than six integers below the global average of 55.61 points in the 

second iteration of the study. The general context includes a narrative against critical media 

by the government of Andrés Manuel López Obrador.

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the Aztec nation dropped 

from 13.4 to 11.57 out of a possible 25 points. Difficulties accessing quality internet service 

continue to be at the forefront of Mexico’s public opinion; additionally, misinformation and/or 

disinformation in the news and online ecosystem has generated distrust among Mexicans, 

producing a loss of credibility towards sources and media outlets.

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, Mexico also experienced a decrease in the second 

edition of the Index, from 7.8 to 6.86 points out of a theoretical maximum of 10. Health condi-

tions in the face of the [COVID-19] pandemic were not optimal to guarantee news coverage. 

Consequently, 120 journalists died, in addition to the critical working conditions affecting the 

sector.

Realm C, Violence and Impunity, is the lowest scoring for Mexico, the nation most af-

fected by murders of media workers in the hemisphere. By comparing the figures achieved 

in both editions of the Chapultepec Index, a downward trend is noticed: from 12 points, a low 

number out of a theoretical maximum of 42, the score for the second edition of the study 

was 11.35. This second score was influenced by quantitative values: between August 2020 

and July 2021, 12 journalists were murdered. Human rights advocates have also blown the 

whistle on the impunity and inefficiency in investigations regarding these crimes.

Mexico has a high score in Realm D, Control over the Media, for both editions of the Cha-

pultepec Index, 21.8 points out of 25 during the first one, 19.43 points during the second one. 

Although there were no media closures, seizures, or expropriations, there were regulatory mat-

ters that caused controversy, such as the executive order that returned to private radio and 

television companies airtime that was given to state institutions in 2020, then the reform to 

the Telecommunications and Broadcasting Act (Ley de Telecomunicaciones y Radiodifusión) 

in 2021, which provided for mandatory measures targeting companies in order to establish 

oversight mechanisms.

The most influential [institutional] environment in situations unfavorable to freedom of 

expression was the executive, which continues to be viewed negatively, especially in the im-

pact it made on the Violence and Impunity Realm, according to experts.
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2.16. NICARAGUA

2.16.1 NICARAGUA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Nicaragua: No freedom of expression

Executive summary

Deprived from freedom of expression, Nicaragua is ranked negatively among the low-

est scores in Latin America and the Caribbean, according to the parameters of the Cha-

pultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press. The study measured freedom of 

expression in a 100-point scale, and Nicaragua scored only 16 points, only ahead of Cuba 

(6.2) and Venezuela (3.8) from a list of 22 countries in the region. Nicaragua is in a Human 

Rights crisis after the 2018 civic protests against the government of Daniel Ortega, con-

sidered by the Organization of American States as a dictatorship.

INTRODUCTION

The Chapultepec Index study spans from May 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020. This is a pre-elec-

tion year in Nicaragua, and the Ortega dictatorship has intensified its threat against inde-

pendent media, as they have reported and blown the whistle on Human Rights violations 

committed during the 2018 protests and until currently. 

In this year under analysis, it can be noted that the population in Nicaragua continues to 

be very polarized, as well as the media, between those who support the government (state-

owned outlets) and those who oppose it (independent outlets).

The Ortega regime does not forgive the media for reporting on the 2018 protests, to the 

point that, by August 2020, the facilities of such outlets as the 100% Noticias news channel 

and those of the Research and Communication Center (Centro de Investigaciones de la Co-

municación, CINCO) information programs continue to be seized.

Report

It is no coincidence that the experts surveyed remarked that freedom of expression is 

non-existing in Nicaragua’s institutions. This stems from the fact that it is conditioned by the 

interests of the Ortega regime, which has control over all the branches of government to 

quash any attempt at freedom of expression. 

According to the experts inquired, all three environments have a negative influence on 

freedom of expression in Nicaragua, with a negative maximum of 10 (legislative environment 

7.91, judicial environment 8.55, and executive environment 9.28).
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Citizens cannot make statements against the government on the streets, because, as of 

September 2018, opposition civic demonstrations or gatherings of non-government officials 

have been banned; citizens cannot spray-paint signs on streets, banners, or walls expressing 

their dissent with the government, because they are immediately arrested.

Flor Ramírez, known as the “güipil lady” (for wearing said traditional costume as a sign of 

protest against the government), denounced that, since the ban on marches in 2018, she has 

been under constant police patrolling and cannot voice her inconformity against the regime 

in the streets. Otherwise, she may be immediately arrested, as she has been on four occa-

sions (her last stint in prison was on August 30, 2019). She was ultimately released, not before 

being beaten, kept under surveillance, and harassed by the police every day during a week.

Environments analyzed 

Executive environment

     In Nicaragua, the Executive in the hands of the presidential couple, Daniel Ortega and 

his wife, Vice-President Rosario Murillo, exerts great influence in both environments (legisla-

tive and judicial). This couple of dictators has full control over information and decision mak-

ing; other officials in the three environments only obey and replicate their narrative.

Perhaps this monolithic style of ruling the country explains why the Executive has the 

highest scores, evidence of a strong influence, with 7.02 out of a maximum 10, in situations 

discouraging free speech.

From the executive environment, all decisions regarding the political, economic, and so-

cial life of the country are made. There is even an element of religiosity in each call-in address 

to the nation from Vice President Rosario Murillo during each government cadena [man-

datory multicast], Monday through Friday noon, on television channels and radio stations, 

regarding government activities and all sorts of topics, as a permanent proselytism strategy 

in favor of Ortega.

The experts inquired reaffirm that, since 2008, Vice President Murillo takes 40 minutes 

every day for mandatory pro-government addresses on the media, not only to brief on and 

praise government activity, but also to intimidate and threaten opponents, as well as inde-

pendent media and journalists, in the aftermath of the anti-government protests that began 

in April 2018.

Almost daily, in these monologues, Murillo accuses independent media journalists of 

promoting fake news and distorting reality, just because every day these outlets denounce 

the Human Rights and freedom of expression violations perpetrated in the country.

These messages from the vice-president are directed to her loyalists who, at ev-
ery opportunity, attack, mug independent media journalists, and prevent them from 
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doing their job, as they are denied access to press coverage of government activi-
ties. If independent journalists attempt to cover an inauguration of public works or a 
government event, they are forcibly removed from the location or law enforcement 
agents simply deny them access. The same happens in ministries or agencies: There 
is no access. Gates are closed on them or they are denied entry.

Judicial environment

The judicial environment in Nicaragua also exerts a high degree of negative influ-
ence on freedom of expression, with a score of 6.65 out of a negative maximum of 10, 
which demonstrates the role that this branch of government plays against this right.

The experts point this out and exemplify how the Criminal Code (Código Penal) 
sets forth harsher penalties for some crimes; but it provides no specifics on those 
committed against journalists who are constantly under attack or have their equip-
ment stolen. Even when there exist videos and witnesses, there is no punishment for 
the offenders.

Most unfortunately, those who attack journalists and freedom of expression in Nicara-

gua are usually National Police officers, described by the population as the Orteguista po-

lice, in allusion to the fact that it is a law enforcement body at the service of Ortega and his 

loyalists.

The judicial environment is identified as another repressive tool against journalists in 

their exercise of freedom of expression. This branch of government does not enforce the laws 

in favor of journalists or the population regarding such right.

For example, Act 621, the Law on Access to Public Information (Ley de Acceso a la Infor-

mación Pública), is merely dead letter. It is enforced by no government agency. Independent 

journalists request information by mail or phone to exhaustion, and there is no response 

from officials. In the rare event of a reply, it only comes with incomplete and insufficient in-

formation.

The media assets seized by the police in 2018 have not been returned to date, as is the 

case with the television channel 100% Noticias or those of the CINCO. There are no warrants 

or lawsuits filed against the media regarding these seizures.

Both journalist Carlos Fernando Chamorro, director of the CINCO, and producer of opin-

ion programs Esta Noche (Tonight) and Esta Semana (This Week), and  online newspaper 

Confidencial, as well as journalist Miguel Mora, owner of TV channel 100% Noticias, have 

turned to the Judiciary to recover their assets. However, there is no response from the offi-

cials heading this branch of government.
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Judges have initiated proceedings against opponents and, according to their defense 

attorneys, these officials become a repressive arm on behalf of the regime. Furthermore, bo-

gus cases with a series of irregularities are conducted. This includes matters regarding free-

dom of expression such as the one originated in April 2020 on the island of Ometepe, where 

several people demonstrated in the streets and were detained and prosecuted.

Chamorro and Mora have repeatedly said that they have filed legal appeals before top 

Supreme Court of Justice officials to recover their assets, but only for complying with for-

malities and exhausting domestic processes. They do not expect any favorable rulings from 

those authorities on their appeals.

The judicial environment in Nicaragua is rigged to shield the regime and its allies, which 

is why they have been denounced for conducting bogus cases. The laws establish that court 

proceedings shall be open and public. However, when cases involve opponents and inde-

pendent journalists, they are heard behind closed doors and any coverage is banned.

No judge or justice to the Supreme Court grants interviews to independent media, and 

the communication offices of that branch of government are closed to independent journal-

ists. There is no access to public information, and independent media are briefed through 

press releases or statements on Supreme Court and courts websites or through information 

published in state-owned media.

Legislative Environment

According to the experts surveyed, the legislative environment achieved a score show-

ing strong influence against freedom of expression, rated at 6.4 out of a negative maximum 

of 10.

This is because, despite the fact that it is the branch of government that passes laws, it 

also has a great influence on all matters relating to freedom of expression and the press.

The legislative environment, in addition to passing laws, is in charge of checking their 

enforcement by the judicial environment. It can amend and upgrade laws; but it does not do 

so in favor of freedom of expression.

The legislative environment is also in charge of appointing or dismissing the judges that 

make up the Judiciary. Nevertheless, most Sandinista congresspersons, that is, from Daniel 

Ortega’s party – 60 representatives out of a total 90 in parliament – are aligned with the Ex-

ecutive, are very compliant, and only do as Ortega says.

Regarding the legislative environment, almost all the realms show a very strong influ-

ence of this branch on freedom of expression. This is not by chance; it is part of a system 

devised by the Ortega and Murillo regime to wield absolute control over all branches of gov-

ernment.
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The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) and the reports of the Unit-

ed Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights have stated that there are no 

checks and balances in Nicaragua. Furthermore, they have called for respecting autonomy 

and the rule of law in order to restore democracy in Nicaragua.

The experts inquired also point out, for example, how the Office of the Rapporteur for 

Freedom of Expression of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the In-

ter-American Court of Human Rights have issued precautionary measures for independent 

journalists which are disregarded by the State. 

They also add that such organizations as the Inter-American Press Society (IAPA), the 

IACHR, and all international organizations defending journalists’ human rights and freedom 

of expression have denounced the lack thereof in Nicaragua. Notwithstanding, the govern-

ment does not modify its behavior.

REALMS

REALM A: Informed citizens free to express themselves

     Out of 23 possible points, Nicaragua achieved 6.2 in the realm regarding of informed 

citizens free to express themselves. The low rating for this realm in Nicaragua is explained 

because there is no freedom of expression according to the experts surveyed.

     In this sense, the experts inquired further remarked that, from top government po-

sitions, the population is threatened and intimidated, as illustrated in examples provided by 

them in this matter, “the main source of hate, intimidating, and stigmatizing speech against 

journalists and the media comes from the highest authorities, President Daniel Ortega and 

Vice President Rosario Murillo”.

     Given this pattern of behavior by the regime, it is difficult for citizens to muster the 

courage to express themselves freely, because if they do, they become the target of threats 

and all kinds of abuse. Therefore, regarding free information flow, the rating was 2.2 points 

out of 11.

     Independent media shutdown, cases of murdered journalists, court actions against 

reporters, economic censorship, information censorship, police siege, and harassment by 

armed pro-government civilians against journalists are some examples of abuse by the au-

thorities and lack of freedom of expression in the country.

     Information from government agencies is only provided once cleared by Murillo. 

Furthermore, officials only repeat it in their statements, even being required to mention the 

names of Ortega and Murillo and thank them for everything.
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In this realm, institutional action regarding free speech also received a rating in the red 

of 4 points out of 12. As an example, experts pointed out that not even independent digital 

platforms escape abuse. In addition, they indicated that the government encourages restric-

tions and blockage, by exposing websites for using images of public government activities 

released in state-owned media, despite the fact that independent media cannot cover gov-

ernment activities and have to rely on these resources.

The independent media that take images or resources of government activities, as pub-

lished in state-owned media, may be subjected to cease-and-desist orders seeking to get 

their sites taken down, even when the images are of public activities and there are no other 

means to acquire them for news fact checking.

REALM B: Exercise of journalism in Nicaragua

In this realm, Nicaragua achieved 6.4 out of 10 points in the experts’ assessment. With 

regard to the exercise of journalism in Nicaragua, the experts noted that the legislative (2.44) 

and executive (2.39) environments have a low influence, while the judicial environment ex-

erts a moderate influence, with 2.52 points. However, it has a negative influence on freedom 

of expression.

Although the data obtained indicates a low influence of the three branches of govern-

ment on the exercise of journalism, this may be in reason of the existing laws encouraging 

free speech. Unfortunately, they are not enforced in practice.

This low influence, as per the results from respondents, could also be explained be-

cause, in Nicaragua, there are many universities offering degrees in journalism or communi-

cations and anyone could claim that journalism can be practiced freely. In addition, because 

there is a General Law on Affiliation and Professional Practice (Act No. 588 of September 11, 

2007 – Ley General de Colegiación y del Ejercicio Profesional [Ley Nro. 588, del 11 de septiem-

bre de 2007]), which establishes that any citizen who has approved three years of journalism 

in college may practice the profession. Furthermore, in many cases, even people from other 

professions make inroads into journalism without any legal problems, so one might think 

that there are few restrictions on the practice of journalism.

REALM C: Violence and impunity

In the realm of violence and impunity, Nicaragua scored very low, 2 points out of 25, 

divided into only 1.4 out of 15 for the sub-realm of persecution and 0.6 for the sub-realm of 

impunity. 

The Executive exerts the greatest influence with 5.77, the Judiciary with 5.73, and the 

Legislative with 5.63, which indicates the significant extent of responsibility from these 
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branches of government for the acts of violence and impunity against journalists and free-

dom of expression in the country.

Such are the risk levels for practicing journalism in Nicaragua that the murder of jour-

nalist Angel Gahona, perpetrated in April 2018 while covering a popular protest and where 

the only ones shooting firearms were law enforcement officers and government loyalists, 

remains unsolved. Respondents so stated.

Some media outlets in Nicaragua have also been compelled to bow down in matters 

of freedom of expression to avoid conflict with the government, including those inquired for 

the study. They point out that the exercise of journalism is threatened by the government’s 

seizure of independent media assets (100% Noticias and CINCO).

The free exercise of journalism took a toll behind bars in 2018 on journalists Lucía Pineda, 

100% Noticias television channel news director, and Miguel Mora, CEO of the same channel,. 

They were released in June 2019, but the channel assets continue to be in the hands of the 

Daniel Ortega government.

That is why those surveyed for the study of the Chapultepec Index also held that the 

government had disregarded requests from international Human Rights and freedom of 

expression organizations, demanding that the government return the seized assets to this 

media outlet.

Since the Daniel Ortega government took office (2007), violence against journalists and 

independent media (other than state-owned outlets) has not ceased; on the contrary, it has 

intensified following the popular uprising of April 2018.

The year under study has not been the exception: There continues to be violence against 

journalists, who do not have press coverage access to government agencies and have even 

been assaulted and robbed of equipment in the last year.

These results of violence and impunity against freedom of expression in Nicaragua have 

also been documented in the monitoring conducted by the Violeta Barrios de Chamor-

ro Foundation (Fundación Violeta Barrios de Chamorro), the reports of the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), and the monitoring conducted by NGO Indepen-

dent Journalists and Reporters of Nicaragua (Periodistas y Comunicadores Independientes 

de Nicaragua, PCIN).

In July 2019, journalist Sergio León, owner of the radio station La Costeñísima, in Blue-

fields, South Caribbean Coast Autonomous Region, denounced that he had received death 

threats and that, additionally, the radio station was target of a cyberattack.

Thereafter, the station was besieged by the National Police and armed pro-government 

civilians. Furthermore, a week before his death by COVID-19, (June 14, 2020), journalist Sergio 
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León said he had been filed slander and libel complaints for reporting on the poor condi-

tions and preparedness to face the advent of the pandemic into the country.

Violence against journalists is also evident in the tirades that Vice President Rosario Mu-

rillo has hurled during some of her daily call-in noon addresses on state-owned media.

Respondents pointed out that the vice president has described journalists from non-gov-

ernment media as “terrorists, vandals, coup mongers, evildoers, a plague, and fake news fab-

ricators”.

The vice president, who uses airtime on at least six television channels and over ten ra-

dio stations nationwide, constantly slams independent media journalists whom she accuses 

of being servants of the US Empire.

REALM D: Control over the media 

Regarding control over the media, this realm achieved only 1.4 points out of 25 possible. 

The three environments exerted a very strong influence, as mentioned by those inquired, 

who gave a score of 8.43 to the legislative environment, 8.67 to the judicial environment, and 

9.6 to the executive environment. This denotes a high negative influence on the media.

The three environments do nothing to prevent direct control over the media. Instead, 

the Executive is the one that controls them, be it with laws, orders, threats, censorship of all 

kinds, or even imprisonment.

Although the law of the land sets forth that monopolies and control over the media shall 

be outlawed in order to encourage content diversity and a pluralistic offering, actually the 

government does not comply with such provisions and there is more and more concentra-

tion of media outlets in the hands of the government.

The results are similar with regard to actions preventing indirect control over the media: 

The three environments exerted a very strong influence. Instead of preventing indirect con-

trol, they encourage it with their attitudes. The Nicaraguan Telecommunications Act (Ley de 

Telecomunicaciones de Nicaragua) sets the conditions for granting licenses to media out-

lets. Under this Telecommunications Act, which is enforced by Nicaragua’s Telecommunica-

tions and Post Office Institute (Instituto de Telecomunicaciones y Correos, TELCOR), media 

licenses are granted or revoked in service of the government’s political agenda.

TELCOR uses this law to serve the communication interests of the ruling family. Case 

in point, it has granted licenses to at least four television channels for the children of Daniel 

Ortega and Rosario Murillo, as well as over ten radio stations managed by the Ortega-Murillo 

family.
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Conversely, TELCOR also used this law to revoke the licenses of television channel 100% 

Noticias. Additionally, it has stripped several radio stations in the country (identified as op-

posed to the regime) of their operating licenses.

This telecommunications regulatory agency in Nicaragua also makes use of this law, in 

outright abuse of power, to interrupt media programming with mandatory television and 

radio cadenas to multicast addresses by President Daniel Ortega and Vice President Rosario 

Murillo whenever they so wish.

CONCLUSIONS

The violations of the right to freedom of expression and of the press in Nicaragua are 

made evident in the responses provided by those surveyed and the many examples men-

tioned.

The entire study reflects how the executive, judicial, and legislative environments 
in Nicaragua operate in a system encouraging impunity in favor of officials who vio-
late the right to free speech, excessive control exerted by these branches of govern-
ment over the media – primarily the Executive, and intolerance of criticism.

From top government offices, such as the Vice President of the Republic, Rosario 
Murillo, inflammatory speech is used against those who think differently from the 
government. Furthermore, journalists are harassed with a string of disparaging slurs, 
as mentioned by the experts surveyed.

The rating obtained from Nicaragua-based respondents averaged an Index of 16 
points, which reflects the fact that there is no freedom of expression in this country.

For most of the responses regarding environments and realms, scores in the red 
indicate a very strong influence of the three environments on the lack of freedom of 
expression in Nicaragua.

The examples cited by respondents show the lack of guarantees from the Nica-
raguan government and the failure to fulfill its duties and international commitments 
with regard to freedom of expression.

Various international organizations, including the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Human Rights and the Office of the Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression 
of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, have called on the State of Nic-
aragua to respect freedom of expression.

In the period under review, over 40 journalists have received precautionary measures 

from the IACHR, following threats and harassment for doing their job, including journalists 

from Radio Dario in the western department of León, workers from Radio Corporación in 
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Managua, journalists from TV Channel 10, and other independent media newspersons. Not-

withstanding, the government does not comply with these measures.

Another scheme that the Nicaraguan government has devised to assault freedom of 

expression was mentioned in the examples provided by those inquired and is directed at 

novel digital media that have had great influence and reach among the audience during this 

year of the study.

According to respondents, those who run state-owned channels cry foul at digital plat-

forms for using visual resources from their media. However, these new digital media do so for 

fact checking purposes, because there is no access to coverage of official sources. Despite 

the fact that these emerging media give proper attribution for visual resources, their You-

Tube channels have been blocked on several occasions.

In addition to information censorship, the State of Nicaragua, controlled by the Execu-

tive, continues to use economic censorship, which has caused several media outlets to shut 

down for the lack of government advertising and after denial of supply imports, as well as 

hefty tax levies. Instead, media outlets of the rulers’ family and political party enjoy all the 

privileges and get all the government advertising.

As the November 2021 presidential elections are nearing close amidst the opposition’s 

distrust towards an electoral system controlled by the ruling party (Sandinista National 

Liberation Front [Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional]), freedom of expression is also 

threatened by government officials who want to remain in power and therefore try to pre-

vent the people and independent journalists from voicing opinions contrary to the regime.
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NICARAGUA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

The courage of the men and women of the independent media and 
the citizens’ demand for freedom of expression, as the experts point 
out with their examples, are strengths in the midst of the crisis. An-
other strength is the support of the international community, of-
fered by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the 
Inter-American Press Association seeking the restitution of seized 
media assets.

WEAKNESSES

The main weaknesses of the lack of freedom of expression in Nica-
ragua are related to the absolute control of the executive environ-
ment over the judicial and legislative environments, which translate 
into strong (6.59) and very strong (7.02) influences, respectively, on 
unfavorable situations resulting in high restriction of freedom of ex-
pression in the country.

OPPORTUNITIES
The existing law of the land, which promotes free speech, represents 
an opportunity, as a reference that can influence the restitution of 
guarantees for the exercise of journalism.

THREATS The conditions of impunity, lack of protection, intimidation, and hate 
against independent journalists fueled by government officials.
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 PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Nicaragua: no freedom of expression 

Executive Summary

Nicaragua ranks for the third consecutive year among the three countries in the region 

where freedom of expression is absent for its citizens (17.20 out of a scale of 100 as max-

imum to exercise this right). This is due to the appalling treatment perpetrated by the 

branches of government that prevents citizens from being able to express themselves 

freely, also affecting the exercise of independent journalism.

INTRODUCTION

 The exercise of free speech and freedom of the press in Nicaragua has had a remarkably  

deep deterioration in the last three years, following the people’s uprising that began on April 

19, 2018, when the Sandinista government led by Daniel Ortega quelled the protests by using 

violence. In these events, journalist from the Caribe Sur coast Ángel Gahona was killed, and 

other journalists were injured while covering the protests.

The government has ever since tightened censorship, the siege of the media and at-

tacks and aggressions against journalists. This is evidenced in the monitoring of freedom of 

expression carried out by the Violeta Barrios de Chamorro Foundation (Fundación Violeta 

Barrios de Chamorro, FVBCH) until it was forcefully closed down. The monitoring was taken 

over by newspaper La Prensa, which now is only issued in digital format because of govern-

ment repression.

In February 2021, the Violeta Barrios de Chamorro Foundation (Fundación Violeta Bar-

rios de Chamorro FVBCH), which promoted freedom of the press and strengthening the 

media, had to close operations because of the enacting of new bills passed by the Legislative 

by the end of 2020, among which is the Special Bill on Cybercrime (Ley Especial de Ciberdel-

itos, # 1042, passed on October 27, 2020), the Foreign National Agents Act (Ley de Agentes 

Extranjeros, # 1040) and the Act on the Defense of People’s Rights (Ley de Defensa de Dere-

chos del Pueblo, # 1055).

On the closing day, former President Violeta Barrios de Chamorro’s daughter Cristiana 

Chamorro, who until a few weeks before had [time sequence] performed duties as head of 

the organization that advocates for the rights of journalists, called this Friday “un día de luto 
cívico” (a mourning day for the citizens) “because Ortega is legally assassinating Nicaraguan 
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society with the Foreign Nationals Act” (Castillo, H. February 5, 2021. Luto en Nicaragua por el 

cierre de la Fundación Chamorro. Voice of America). 

The government’s persecution on the FVBCH continued throughout the year, and on 

May 2, 2021, dozens of police officers raided Mrs. Chamorro’s home and held her under house 

arrest; then the driver, the chief administrator and the accountant were arrested, as arrest 

warrants were issued at three more female workers. They are all indicted of various crimes, 

such as money laundering, which has been denied by the foundation’s former workers.

Journalist and former Nicaraguan President Violeta Barrios de Chamorro’s daughter 

Cristiana Chamorro has been under house arrest since last Wednesday, May 2. Chamorro had 

announced her intention to run against Daniel Ortega in the upcoming November elections; 

but a court banned her and ordered her arrest for alleged money laundering. Chamorro and 

her inner circle assure that this indictment is politically motivated by Ortega’s feari of losing 

the elections. (Sedano, R. June 5, 2021. Nicaragua: Cristiana Chamorro, un mal recuerdo del 

pasado para Daniel Ortega.) 

On May 20, the police also raided for the second time the facilities of digital newspaper 

Confidencial, run by Cristiana’s brother Carlos Fernando Chamorro, so attacks against the 

media have not ceased in Nicaragua.

Newspaper La Prensa also was subjected to a police raid of its facilities on August 13, 

2021, after complaining that the government was preventing them from importing paper. 

The facilities have been taken by the police ever since, and the newspaper has stopped print-

ing; additionally, the chairman of the board of directors was arrested and indicted with sever-

al offenses related to the so-called repressive laws (Bills 1040, 1042 and 1055).

In this scenario, at least 269 aggressions on and threats to journalists and 103 attacks on 

media outlets, mostly perpetrated by agents from the government, have been accounted 

for during the surveyed August 2020-June 2021 period. 

Likewise, consultations with experts in communications and journalism disclosed that 

the Legislative, Judicial and Executive environments –above 7.51 out of a maximum influence 

of 10– have a very strong influence on obstructing the exercise of freedom of expression and 

press freedom in Nicaragua.

Results Analysis

Executive Environment: Hindering Free Speech

Per results of the influence of the environments analysis in situations not favoring free 

speech, we find that the Executive environment shows a strong unfavorable influence (7.16) 

in obstructing the exercise of free speech and freedom of the press in Nicaragua via different 

harmful actions against journalists and citizens who want to express themselves.
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The Executive environment also exhibits a mild influence (4.62) regarding the realm of 

Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves. The idea is to give an impression that citizens 

are able to freely access the news in the country through a large number of media outlets 

and, at the same time, express themselves on what they are getting informed about. In real 

life, there are a great deal of pro-government media going over and over the same narrative 

again and, at the same time, restrictions are implemented on media not aligned with the 

government. 

Regarding the free Exercise of Journalism, the Executive environment is very strongly 

influential (8.71), which indicates that it is behind all actions to control free speech and free-

dom of the press in Nicaragua, to such an extent that through the Cybercrime Act and other 

actions carried out by the Attorney General’s Office, it is sought that journalists are intimi-

dated about what they are reporting, so they are prevented from influencing citizen’s critical 

judgments on the government’s administration.

Legislative Environment: Passing of Acts That Are Harmful to 
Freedom of Expression.

Per results for Nicaragua, the Legislative environment is the one that seems to be the 

most highly influential on freedom of the press, with an overall – speech register score rang-

ing from 7.33 to 8.57. During the period surveyed, this branch of government has turned itself 

into a tool available to the Executive branch.

Accordingly, the Legislative has closed ranks in favor of the Executive, passing quickly, 

without consultation, and as a matter of urgency, the so-called repressive laws combo. In ad-

dition, it keeps passing bills that intensify control over freedom of expression and the media.

The Legislative has played a key role in all this repressive context in Nicaragua, because 

it has granted the legal basis for every single abuse the government commits against free 

speech and freedom of the press. Based on the rationale of such laws, sports journalist Mi-

guel Mendoza is imprisoned for the sole reason of posting on social media his opinions on 

what he considered abuses by the government, and other journalists have been frightened 

by the Attorney General’s Office inquiries. 

Journalists and media outlet owners indicate that free speech has been attacked on 

different fronts. They explain that one of the most recent is a string of bills that place even 

more pressure on the media, already suffocated due to siege, threats, revocation of licenses 

and reduction of advertising. (100 % Noticias. May 3, 2021.) 
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Judicial Environment: Abusive Laws Applying to Those Who 
Exercise Their Freedom of Expression

According to the results, the Judiciary environment shows strong and very strong levels 

of influence ranging from 4.52 to 8.71 in almost all realms, because it is the body that enforc-

es the laws and immediately hears government proceedings against people who use their 

free speech or freedom of the press.

Between May and June 2021, Nicaraguan Attorney General’s Office, in coordination with 

judicial authorities, summoned 23 journalists and some other opponents for questioning 

aimed against the FVCH and other civil society organizations. As a consequence, some were 

arrested immediately and others were days later.

Four journalists have been imprisoned since that date: siblings Cristiana and Pedro Joa-

quín Chamorro, as well as Miguel Mora and Miguel Mendoza. Additionally, an arrest warrant 

was issued for journalist Carlos Fernando Chamorro for making use of his free speech and 

freedom of the press. Consequently, a new flock of journalists has fled for protection: at least 

100 are in exile, according to the observatory of the organization PEN International.

The realms

REALMS A: Nicaraguan Citizens Unable to Express Themselves

This realm is in the area Without Freedom of Expression through a 2.71 index out of a 

theoretical maximum of 23, showing that citizens can neither express themselves freely nor 

appropriately access to information by themselves because the plurality of media is nonexis-

tent; on the contrary, almost all of them communicate the same official or pro-government 

message.

This result also indicates how the branches of government’s environments make it im-

possible for citizens to exercise this right, which is threatened by the new repressive laws. 

The effect of the aforementioned is noticeable by the number of the imprisoned, among op-

ponents and journalists; definitely, everything responds to a sort of warning to make people 

refrain from expressing their opinion.

 In fact, many citizens in Nicaragua consider this as a “blackout of voices”, because 

those who speak their mind about the reality of the country are either risking jail time –as 

it happened to journalist Miguel Mendoza– or summoned by the Attorney General’s Office, 

institution that has conducted 43 inquiries on Nicaraguan journalists.
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REALM B: Imprisonment and Intimidation to Anyone Willing to 
Exercise Free Journalism

In Nicaragua, Exercise of Journalism scored 3.79 out of the maximum scale of 10, reflect-

ing the low score of Nicaragua’s global Chapultepec Index, and showing how journalists feel 

restrictions to do their job in the aggressive and repressive atmosphere from the govern-

ment.

The National Police, a State institution whose mission is to keep citizens safe, took on 

the task of barring citizens from showing solidarity and from covering the news of damages 

caused by Hurricane Eta and Iota, and showed a continued failure to comply with the injunc-

tive relief granted by the Inter-American Committee on Human Rights (IACHR). (November 

2020 Monthly Report. Violeta Barrios de Chamorro Foundation). 

In this socio-political scenario, the ability to exercise journalism in Nicaragua has been 

hindered mainly by the governments’s intimidating actions; among others, we highlight the 

summons by the Attorney General’s Office at journalists, inquiries to intimidate, investiga-

tions, and indictments against journalists and opposition supporters.

“This  new  wave of repression expressed in judicial processes  against journalists is 
another repressive method against the independent press, in an attempt at intimidating 
them and silencing their informative work”. (August 2020 Monthly Report. Violeta Barrios 
de Chamorro Foundation).

Accordingly, nearly 100 journalists had to flee the country for protection, mainly to neigh-

boring nations. Those who stand and remain as newspersons are exposed to lawsuits for li-

bel and slander, which happened to journalist David Quintana, taken to a hearing and found 

guilty tin a trial during which his lawyer complained about a series of supposed irregularities.

In the year under survey, at least three journalists were prosecuted for libel and slan-

der: David Quintana, Kalua Salazar, and Elsa Espinoza. These people claim they have only 

done their job.

REALM C: Violence from Institutions against Journalists

The Violence and impunity realm scored an 8.70 index out of a theoretical maximum 

of 42. This realm surveys the level of protection, violence, impunity and persecution experi-

enced in the country when it comes to exercising the right to free speech and freedom of 

the press.

Although it seems to be an index scoring better than the rest of the realms, perhaps this 

is because in the country violence by organized crime gangs is less when compared to oth-

er countries, and there are no records of journalists being murdered or kidnapped by these 

gangs.
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When the topic is violence, the institutional environment remains its source rather than 

organized crime; however, we gradually notice how pro-government zealots have attacked 

journalists. This is the case of those referred to as government’s paramilitary or clash groups.

In December 2020, journalist Jacdiel Rivera, a Channel 10 correspondent in the depart-

ment of Madriz, north of Managua, reported threats from the police; so did journalist Geor-

gina Vargas, also a correspondent from that TV station, in Bilwi, Region of Northern Caribbe-

an. 

The IACHR informed this Tuesday that it granted injunctive relief measures in favor of 

journalist Georgina Roxana Vargas Clarens, from Nicaraguan region of Caribe Norte, upon 

deeming that she is at serious and urgent risk of irreparable damage to her rights in Nicara-

gua. (La Prensa. September 01, 2021. 

REALM D: The Government Subjugates the Media to Its Message; 
Otherwise, Shuts Them Down.

This realm scored 2.0 out of a theoretical maximum of 25, evincing government branch-

es’ direct and indirect control over the free speech that citizens are able to exercise. The 

government tells citizens that they have the right to freely express themselves in theory; in 

reality, direct penalties are imposed on those who make use of this right, with more serious 

consequences if the opinion is on politics.

The media in Nicaragua are first and foremost controlled by a couple of powerful groups: 

those run by the government through Rosario Murillo, which comprise five broadcast TV 

stations, several cable (pay TV) stations, and about ten radio stations; another media group 

managed by Mexican Ángel González; and, lastly, some other minor media outlets.

In general, Ortega’s government controls the media with an iron fist through state-

owned Nicaraguan Telecommunications Institute (Instituto Nicaragüense de Telecomunica-

ciones y Correos TELCOR), a body that in previous years has revoked frequencies from TV and 

radio stations and also pushes national mandatory broadcasts in all media when President 

Ortega addresses the nation with no national emergency to justify so.

The government enforces the most direct control over the media by a reward-and-pun-

ishment tactic as they are supporters or not, as well as threats of closure, customs withhold-

ing of supplies –as in the case of the newspaper La Prensa, monitoring and fiscal penalties 

on political grounds.

Conclusions

This report’s period surveyed indicates that in Nicaragua citizens do not enjoy free 

speech; this is noticed in the several obstructions and limitations –in all realms and environ-

ments– affecting the Nicaraguan people and journalism not aligned with the government.
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Aggressions, threats and intimidations by government agents supported by a govern-

ment-tailored legal framework are the order of the day. Consequently, there has been the 

“apagón [blackout – consistency, as you used this term on page 4]” of newspersons’ voices, 

the closedown of slots in television and radio media, and most seriously, the persecution on 

journalists. 

Between May and June 2021, at least 14 journalists went into exile in neighboring coun-

tries due to the Attorney General’s Office’s threats to arrest them, after they were summoned 

to testify in the case against the FVBCH that is still open.

Journalists have stated that during the inquiries they were questioned about the prov-

enance of funds used to carry out their news-related duties, their sources, and the type of 

publications they share in their respective media. Additionally, according to their statements, 

special mention was made of Act 1042 and the charges they could be indicted for when not 

complying with it. (La Prensa, June 2021. Report on violations to freedom of the press) 

During this period, indictments and prosecutions have been issued and conducted 

against opponents and journalists who are currently under arrest. They are being indicted for 

several serious offenses; according to some political analysts in exile, this serves the purpose 

of intimidating and sending a clear message to any other journalist who dares to make use 

of free speech and freedom of the press.

In the period surveyed, it is clear that being a journalist or expressing oneself freely in 

Nicaragua exposes journalists and citizens to retaliation from the government. These range 

from siege, persecution, aggressions, and even arrests. Therefore, as a conclusion, there is no 

such thing as freedom of expression in the country. 
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NICARAGUA

PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

The main strength of journalists and citizens to exercise their right to 
free speech and freedom of the press is the courage to express them-
selves, fearlessly, and in accordance with international agreements ex-
ecuted by Nicaragua and that bind the State to respect these rights. 
Also, the capability of peaceful resistance by citizens and journalists 
who exercise their right to express themselves even in adverse condi-
tions.

WEAKNESSES

The greatest weakness regarding free speech and freedom of the 
press in Nicaragua is that, despite the fact that the right to express 
oneself and exercise journalism freely is granted by the Constitution, 
the approval of three acts –at the end of 2020– restricts this right and 
even cautions citizens and journalists that they can be imprisoned 
for expressing what they feel about the government and the country. 
This has generated what is referred to as apagón de voces (blackout of 
voices), because many –especially social leaders– fear being arrested.

OPPORTUNITIES

The political situation the country is going through following the 2018 
protests leads to the existence of few opportunities to exercise the 
right to free speech; however, social media and digital platforms, as 
well as teamed-up journalists, collaborative work, the voices of Nica-
raguans supporting from exile, remain as a sort of domestically and 
internationally resounding loudspeaker that resonates in defense of 
the right to free speech and freedom of the press.

THREATS

Nicaraguan citizens and journalists face a hostile environment when 
exercising their right to express themselves. Threats from officials, ag-
gressions and attacks on the media, perpetrated by agents from the 
government, are a constant without regard for constitutional rights 
and international agreements in favor of freedom of expression and 
of the press.
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2.16.3 OVERWIEW

Nicaragua

Nicaragua remains in the group of nations viewed as deprived of free speech resulting 

from institutional actions regarding Freedom of Expression and the Press, according to the 

second edition of the Chapultepec Index. From 16 points out of a maximum possible 100 

points in the overall ranking, it barely varied by 1.2, to reach a total 17.2 points in the second 

iteration of the study. It has trailed only Cuba and Venezuela for two years in a row.

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, this nation dropped 6.2 points 

to 2.71 from a theoretical maximum of 23. It barely scored 0 points in the sub-realm of Free 

Speech. The high restriction on citizen expression occurred in the context of the new laws 

passed by the Legislative towards the end of 2020, among which are the Special Law on Cy-

bercrime (Ley Especial de Ciberdelitos), the Foreign Agents Act (Ley de Agentes Extranjeros) 

and the Law for the Defense of People’s Rights (Defensa de Derechos del Pueblo).

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, Nicaragua also showed a major decline: from 6.4 

points in the first edition of the Index to 3.79 out of a theoretical maximum of 10. Actions by 

public officials have undermined the climate for journalism in the nation, with summons 

to newspersons, an intimidating narrative from the government, among other measures. 

Instances of actions against the guarantees for the profession include at least three journal-

ists being prosecuted for slander and defamation during the second period of study for the 

Index.

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, alarmingly low numbers persist in Nicaragua, al-

though the score for the second iteration improved slightly. Out of a theoretical maximum 42 

points, Nicaragua scored only two points in the first edition and eight in the second. Impuni-

ty for crimes against journalists is mentioned in both reports, such as the one involving the 

case of the murder of journalist Ángel Gahona, occurred in 2018. At least 35 journalists had to 

flee from the country in 2021, under pressure of legal proceedings against them.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, Nicaragua also obtained low scores, both in the 

sub-realms of Direct Control and Indirect Control for the second consecutive year. It showed 

a minimal variation within the range of countries without freedom of expression in this item: 

from 1.4 out of 25 in the 2019-2020 edition, it went to 2 over the theoretical maximum in the 

2020-2021 study. 

The government of Daniel Ortega keeps a tight grip on the media through the Nica-

raguan Institute of Telecommunications and Mail (Instituto Nicaragüense de Telecomuni-

caciones y Correos, TELCOR), an agency that has revoked licenses of TV channels and radio 

stations in previous years. Precisely, among other factors, this shows the impact of the exec-
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utive environment’s high influence on the unfavorable situations for freedom of expression 

and the press in both studies. However, for the second edition, the Legislative appears as the 

one with the greatest impact on a climate unfavorable to expression and dissemination of 

information, stemming from the laws passed on digital surveillance.
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2.17. PANAMA

2.17.1 PANAMA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Panama: Harassment from the Judiciary threatens freedom of 
speech and the press

Executive summary

The Republic of Panama ranks tenth among the 22 countries reviewed in the Chapulte-

pec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press with 55 points. Although freedoms 

of expression and the press are generally upheld, some institutional actions tend to un-

dermine them. Offenses against honor are frequently cited to initiate court proceedings, 

which is perceived as a tool for undue pressure on the media and journalists. One case 

of illegal wiretapping by means of specialized software, still in litigation, as well as an-

other related to leaked private communications, sound the alarm about tampering in 

the digital domain, which has been free from censorship to date. Although there is a 

Law of Transparency and Access to Public Information (Ley de Transparencia y Acceso 

a la Información Pública) in force, as well as steady progress in implementing an Open 

Government project, guaranteeing access to public information continues to face major 

challenges.

INTRODUCTION

This study period practically begins with the inauguration of a new government 
in the Republic of Panama (hereinafter Panama).  On July 1, 2019, two months after 
the general election of May 5, 2019, in which 73% of the electoral roll voted, the new 
Constitutional President and Vice President took office, as well as the new National 
Assembly [Legislative] and Central American Parliament (Parlamento Centroameri-
cano, PARLACEN) congresspersons, so did mayors, representatives of townships (cor-
regimientos), and councilpersons. The judicial branch was partially renewed in De-
cember with the legislative confirmation of three new justices and six deputy justices 
to the Supreme Court, nominated by the Executive for the period 2019-2024 (Paz, 
2019).

The period covered by this report takes place during the first year of the new ad-
ministration headed by Laurentino Cortizo Cohen, who, in mid-March 2020 – as well 
as other heads of State in the region – declared a State of National Emergency to ad-
dress the health crisis caused by the new coronavirus, namely COVID-19. Journalists, 
media companies and distributors were exempted from the severe mobility restric-
tions ordered to deal with the pandemic (Ministerio de Salud, 2020).
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In general, the media and journalists work in a climate of freedom in Panama, a 
country experiencing a high economic growth, with rates close to 4.6% over the last 
five years. During the 2015-2018 period, poverty rates decreased by about three per-
centage points, albeit marginally in 2019. Despite these figures, serious social asym-
metries prevail in the country, making it the third most unequal nation in the region 
according to the World Bank (2020). Similarly, since 2016, Panama has been declining 
in NGO Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index (Libertad Ciudad-
ana, 2020).

Results analysis

Overall rating 

With 55 points, out of a possible 100, Panama can be considered a country with 
an environment conducive to freedom of expression, but with partial restrictions, 
Most Central American countries find themselves in such situation, except Costa 
Rica, which shows a greater degree of freedom (76.75 points), and Nicaragua, which 
has severe restrictions (16 points). 

The three environments analyzed, Legislative, Judicial and Executive, show mod-
erate influence scores that do not reach 4 points in any case. In relation to the realms 
reviewed, according to the experts surveyed, the environment that has the greatest 
influence on restrictions is the Legislative (7.83 points), with persecution against the 
media and journalists who release information or statements considered offensive 
by senior officials. The Legislative (7.19 points) and Judicial (7.22 points) environments 
also appear to be unfavorably assessed regarding free speech, as is the case with the 
Executive, to a lesser extent.

Panama’s Criminal Code (Código Penal) makes slander and defamation offenses 
against honor. They constitute serious felonies when committed on audiovisual or 
print media or by means of information technology.  In these cases, sentencing rang-
es [a jail term of] 6-12 months or its equivalent in per diem fines – for slander – and 
12-18 months in prison or its equivalent in per diem fines – for defamation (Ministerio 
Público, 2016).

There is an exemption or suspended sentence for this type of offense when it 
involves public servants. In these cases, there is no associated penalty, because it is 
considered a form of citizen control over officials’ performance. However, civil liability 
is not waived. Therefore, penalties established for offenses against honor are essen-
tially of a pecuniary nature and civil lawsuit awards are not capped (Botero et al., 2017).
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Environments 

Executive 

Of the three environments analyzed, the Executive is rated the lowest by the 
experts surveyed for this study, with 3.7 points. However, the results also reveal that 
it does not exert a strong influence on any of the realms assessed.  The realm rated 
the lowest by the respondents was C, namely persecution, with 7.08 points. Likewise, 
Realm A, regarding information flow and free speech, appears to have a strong influ-
ence, with an unfavorable rating of nearly 7 points.

One of the most publicized cases during the study period, although it corresponds 
to the presidency of Juan Carlos Varela, is the one known as VarelaLeaks, a faux web-
site which rose to prominence in November 2019 by disclosing supposed WhatsApp 
messages from a phone allegedly lost by the former president (EFE Servicios, 2019). 
These messages revealed conversations that the former president had held with the 
Attorney General, the Comptroller, other high-ranking officials and businesspersons. 
Hints at allegedly requesting personal favors, peddling influence, and possibly inter-
fering in the handling of cases at the Attorney General’s Office by the former presi-
dent might be inferred. Following this case, the Attorney General tendered her resig-
nation from office (González, E., 2019 a).

In his defense, former President Varela assured that had lost no phones and, al-
though he admitted that the voice in some of the conversations was his, he said that 
they had been altered.  He attributed the leak to phone tapping with Pegasus soft-
ware, for the use of which former President Martinelli was criminally prosecuted in 
the so-called pinchazos (wiretaps) case.

Various guilds and associations took a stand on an issue exemplifying an outright 
violation of personal privacy, and called on the authorities to investigate and punish 
those responsible. In this regard, the Chamber of Commerce of Panama (Cámara de 
Comercio de Panamá) and the National Journalism Council (Consejo Nacional de Pe-
riodismo, CNP) invited Inter-American Commission on Human Rights Rapporteur for 
Freedom of Expression Edison Lanza to the country. Then, he underscored: “The Latin 
American region is experiencing a complex situation and freedom of expression is at 
the center” (Vega Loo, 2019). 

Another realm highlighted by those inquired is D, namely sub-realm 1, with 3.63 
points. Although the Executive does not actively restrict the free flow of or access to 
information, there is a perception that media editorial policies are rewarded or pun-
ished by means of advertising budget allocations. 

In general, pressure by means of government contracts is notorious. The adver-
tising campaign regarding pandemic, for instance, was conducted by private compa-
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nies from the concerned sector, which, in turn, were directly awarded these contracts 
(Noriega, 2020). Although there is no overt censorship, high officials of the Executive 
sometimes publicly state that the media only report on negative aspects of their per-
formance while they silence others more favorable to the government’s image.

At the onset of his term, President Cortizo Cohen met with the members of the 
National Journalism Council, who underscored that this visit was the first in a decade. 
During the encounter, the president “made a commitment to comply with the uni-
versal principles of freedom of expression and the press, as set forth in the Declara-
tion of Chapultepec, sponsored by the Inter-American Press Association (IAPA) and 
signed by Panama” (Presidencia de la República de Panamá, 2019). 

However, following the declaration of the National State of Emergency regarding 
the pandemic, some groups have expressed their disagreement with the way the 
press conferences of the health authority have been conducted. Following the disclo-
sure of some data on alleged corruption in the procurement of medical equipment, 
these addresses were suspended. However, they were subsequently resumed.

During the period under study, the National Authority for Transparency and Access 
to Public Information (Autoridad Nacional de Transparencia y Acceso a la Información 
Pública, ANTAI) made progress in implementing the 4th National Open Government 
Action Plan (ANTAI, 2020) and, along with the National Authority for Government In-
novation (Autoridad Nacional para la Innovación Gubernamental AIG), continues to 
run the site Datos Abiertos de Panamá (Open Data of Panama), on which some gov-
ernment institutions have been releasing data in open format. ANTAI has also acted 
on citizen complaints demanding transparency in access to public information.

The government has a Public Radio and TV System of educational and cultural 
nature (SerTV). Its board of directors, chaired by the Minister of Education, is com-
posed of members of the Executive and Legislative branches, the civil society, and 
the Comptroller General’s Office. It consists of one digital broadcast TV station and 
three radio stations, one of them AM. The National Assembly and the Panama Canal 
also have digital broadcast TV channels. All the above TV channels also offer stream-
ing over the Internet.

Legislative 

According to the experts surveyed, the legislative environment, which has been under 

serious criticism in connection with acts of corruption, has behaved in such a manner that 

has occasionally come to constitute a threat to freedom of expression and the press. In the 

Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press, it is rated as moderately influ-

ential (3.63), just slightly behind the executive branch (3.7). However, the results reveal that 
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it is the only one of the environments with strong influence, especially in sub-realm 1, on 

persecution. 

One of the elements that stands out among the actions linked to this environment is the 

behavior of some lawmakers who, in use of their immunity, make disparaging statements 

against the media and journalists, most notoriously the case involving Congressman Sergio 

Gálvez, who hurled harsh invectives against the director of Radio Panama, journalist Edwin 

Cabrera. This incident was unanimously condemned by several media and such associations 

as the Forum of Journalists (Fórum de Periodistas), the CNP, and the Panamanian Broadcast 

Radio Association (Asociación Panameña de Radiodifusión) (El Siglo, 2019). 

During the discussion of constitutional reform proposals, there were warnings about 

the possibility that amendments of some articles would change their meaning and curtail 

the protections for freedom of expression contained in Articles 4, 37, and 89 of the Political 

Constitution in force (González, E., 2019 b). It is noteworthy that these changes never oc-

curred since, following public demonstrations against the process consultation underway, 

the National Assembly withdrew and shelved the proposed constitutional reforms and the 

Executive called for a dialogue to review the content thereof (Bustamante, 2019).

Judicial 

The judicial environment obtained the highest rating from the experts surveyed, with 

3.04 points. The results reveal that this environment has a strong influence on Realms A and 

C. For Realm A, the score achieved in the item inquiring on free speech stands out, with 7.22 

points; and in the C realm, the score related to persecution, with 6.25 points.

Although the overall score is the lowest among the three environments, it was the realm 

on which most cases were reported, all regarding judicial harassment. This behavior has 

been described by NGO Libertad Ciudadana (the Panamanian chapter of Transparency In-

ternational) as a new form of attack on freedom of expression.

Most of the cases occurred during the period under review are linked to the criminal 

prosecution of former President of the Republic Ricardo Martinelli. Its extensive coverage re-

sulted in numerous criminal and civil lawsuits against the media and newspersons brought 

by the former president (Álvarez, 2019).

Nevertheless, there were other cases, such as the criminal litigation filed against Con-

gresswoman Zulay Rodríguez Lu by the Attorney General of the Nation, Kenia Porcell, on 

alleged offenses against honor (slander and defamation) and against the public administra-

tion (abuse of authority by a public servant). The claim, on grounds of two tweets on the rep-

resentative’s social media feed, amounted to slightly over $1,000,000 in damages (Redacción 

de La Prensa, 2019 a).
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REALMS

REALM A  

According to those surveyed, this realm is strongly influenced by the three en-
vironments to practically the same extent, with 6.51 points for the Legislative, 6.71 
points for the Judicial and 6.8 for the Executive. Although it can be stated that full 
freedom of expression exists in Panama, some specific actions have contributed to 
this perception during the period under analysis. Among these, those conducted by 
the National Charity Lottery (Lotería Nacional de Beneficencia, LNB) in December 
2019 and by National Assembly Vice President Zulay Rodríguez Lu in January 2020 
stand out.

By means of an order, National Charity Lottery Director Gloriela del Río classified 
as confidential, for a ten-year period, information that by nature and under the Law of 
Transparency and Access to Public Information is for public access. This administra-
tive act followed a request for information made by journalists who obtained evidence 
of alleged acts of corruption linking congresspersons to LNB beneficiaries (Libertad 
Ciudadana, 2019). In reply to requests from the media, several citizens’ organizations, 
and formal complaints at the Office of the Solicitor General of the Government, AN-
TAI acted to ensure access to public information and opened ex officio administrative 
proceedings to determine possible violations of the Law on Transparency and Access 
to Public Information. The LNB finally reversed the order, and partly released the in-
formation required (González Pinilla, 2019).

For her part, the vice president of the National Assembly, Zulay Rodríguez Lu 
(Esq.), in an action regarded as reprisal for the coverage of a case in which she was 
involved, managed to get the Attorney General’s Office to issue an injunction on her 
behalf against journalist Mauricio Valenzuela, who runs a digital media outlet, alleg-
ing violence against women and the family. During attempts at interviewing her, Na-
tional Assembly security detail threatened to remove the above newsperson from the 
premises of the parliamentary palace (Vega Loo, 2020).

The complaint filed by the congresswoman was of a criminal nature, but she 
warned that she would also file a civil lawsuit for slander and defamation. The protec-
tive injunction prevents a journalist from approaching the locations where the rep-
resentative is in attendance, as well as from using technological or electronic media 
that may disturb her. One month after the injunction was granted, the representative 
accused the reporter of violating it. The digital media joined forces to emphasize that 
the injunctive relief granted to the congresswoman restricted the exercise of journal-
ism and freedom of expression (Batista, 2020). Previously, Congresswoman Rodríguez 
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Lu had also hurled invectives against La Prensa newspaper, which were rejected by 
the National Journalism Council  (Redacción de La Prensa, 2019 b).

In Panama, the law sets forth the right to reply, retract, or respond; likewise, the 
law provides for the right to injunction, whereby the affected party may seek legal 
protection for their honor. Pursuant thereto, the courts may order the reply, retrac-
tion, or response sought and, in case of failure to comply, impose fines on the media 
outlet in contempt according to the seriousness of the disregard. Nevertheless, the 
Criminal Code, by making slander and defamation as offenses against honor, pro-
vides avenues towards curbing freedom of expression and the press.

Freedom of expression and the press is unrestricted in the digital domain. There 
is a growing amount of native digital media, as well as a steady increase in the use 
of social media for forums and discussions on various topics, especially in the wake 
of the pandemic. Although mobile Internet service is reliable and available in major 
cities, it is not easily accessible in rural and county areas (Urribarri, 2020 a).

During the electoral campaign, which ended on May 2, 2019, there was criticism 
from the media regarding the ban period established by the Electoral Tribunal for the 
release of polls, which was restricted to 48 hours prior to election day, a provision not 
set forth in the country’s Electoral Code (Código Electoral). (Gordon, 2019).

REALM B 

This realm appears to be well rated by the experts surveyed for this report, in 
all three environments. The one that achieved the highest score was the Legislative, 
with only two; the lowest was the Judicial, with 1.33 points.  

In Panama, the fundamental right to freedom of association is enshrined in the 
Constitution, and there is no mandatory affiliation for journalists. In the country, there 
exist different unions and associations such as the Journalists’ Union of Panama 
(Sindicato de Periodistas de Panamá), the National Association of Journalists of Pana-
ma (Colegio Nacional de Periodistas de Panamá, CONAPE) and the Forum of Journal-
ists for the Freedom of Expression and Information. 

Similarly, in Panama there is the National Journalism Council (CNP), an institution 
in which guilds and associations, media outlets, faculties and schools of mass com-
munication coexist. The CNP has a Journalistic Ethics Committee, a self-regulatory 
body overseeing the activities conducted by the media outlets that conform the con-
sortium. 

There is not a press law in Panama governing the journalistic profession. How-
ever, for professional practice in government agencies, clearance that may be issued 
by the CONAPE or by the Journalists’ Union of Panama – a professional suitability of 
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sorts – is required. For exercise in private companies, this suitability is not required. In 
neither case, a professional university degree is required.

REALM C

This realm was the worst rated by the experts surveyed for this report, in connec-
tion with actions of the legislative environment (7.83 points), but also of the executive 
(7.08 points) and the judicial (6.25 points) environments, all regarding the persecution 
of media and journalists.

The protracted criminal proceedings against former President Ricardo Martinel-
li, who was indicted for illegal wiretapping during his government and that eaves-
dropped on journalists too, among other targets, received extensive coverage. This 
caused civil and criminal prosecution against media outlets, journalists, cartoonists, 
tweeters, businesspersons, and even public opinion leaders from several print and 
broadcast media (Agencia EFE, 2019).

The monies claimed in these cases were extremely high, since the legislation 
does not cap the amounts for them.  A single media company, Corporación La Prensa 
S.A. (Corprensa), faces 12 civil defamation lawsuits and 22 criminal defamation cas-
es, in which the plaintiffs have claimed a total of US$85,000,000 in compensatory 
damages. All of the lawsuits faced by Corprensa where brought by high-profile per-
sonalities and former government officials who claim that their reputation has been 
damaged.  Of these lawsuits, 15, totaling $46,000,000 claimed, are filed by former 
president Ricardo Martinelli (Quijano, 2020).

In addition to potentially causing self-censorship, lawsuits of this nature, for such 
high amounts, endanger the financial stability of the media. Panamanian legislation 
also allows for the freezing of assets of some media outlets, such as print and digital 
media, but not broadcasting, a measure that, if applied, could put a halt to the con-
tinuous, nonstop operation of the media. 

Media and journalist organizations, as well as the NGO Libertad Ciudadana, con-
sider these actions judicial harassment of sorts aimed at encouraging censorship and 
self-censorship. Although not all of them, several of these complaints have been dis-
missed or subsequently shelved by judges who have granted injunctive relief on a 
variety of grounds: It has not been possible to establish the possible commission of a 
crime; the statute of limitations for the alleged offenses has been reached; the actions 
upon which the claims are based do not constitute punishable behavior; or it has not 
been possible to identify, in the case of a tweeter, their identity este (Redacción de La 
Prensa, 2020).
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On 9 August 2019, the trial court found former President Martinelli not guilty of 
the charges against him and ordered his immediate release (BBC, 2019). The plaintiffs 
and the lawyers for the former president filed an appeal in cassation. Those allegedly 
affected by the so-called pinchazos seeking to reverse the decision and the defense 
filed to have the motion dismissed. The decision must be issued by the Criminal 
Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice. Upon closing date of this report, the case 
is still pending.

In the items regarding actions against impunity, all three environments scored 
zero points.

REALM D 

Sub-realm 1 shows a slight (2.06 points for the judicial environment) and moder-
ate influence, with 2.94 and 3.63 points for the Legislative and the Executive, respec-
tively.

Although there have been no shutdown, seizure, or expropriation of media out-
lets, in the wake of a series of reports published by Grupo EPASA (Panamá-América, 
Crítica, and Día a Día), questioning the behavior of the Attorney General, spokesper-
sons for the media group reported that the Attorney General’s Office was exerting 
undue pressure and denying them access to public information (Día a Día, 2019).  The 
Attorney General’s Office accused the group of disinformation to damage the image 
of the institution. Journalists from Panamá-América newspaper were treated disre-
spectfully by some prosecutors who refused to give them interviews. In response to a 
leak warning of a possible raid on the news organization (Panamá América, 2019), the 
Attorney General’s Office issued a statement in denial thereof. This raid did not take 
place.

Sub-realm 2 shows the best ratings by the experts surveyed for this study, with a 
total of zero points in all environments. There is no record of the existence of mecha-
nisms seeking to control the media indirectly, such as blocking of digital media plat-
forms, pressure on technological intermediaries or vendors of supplies necessary for 
gathering, producing, or disseminating news.

CONCLUSIONS 

This study covers the first year of Panama’s new government, emerging from 
general elections in May 2019. A year that, under normal circumstances, could be con-
sidered what some call honeymoon with the press, when the media generally await 
what the actions of public officials will be. In this case, before the administration’s 
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first anniversary, an exceptional event occurred, namely the pandemic caused by 
COVID-19, leading to the declaration of extreme emergency measures.

According to the experts surveyed for the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Ex-
pression and the Press, the three environments analyzed had a slight, moderate, or 
strong influence. Only one, the Legislative, albeit with 3.63 general points, shows an 
influence deemed very strong, with 7.83 points, regarding persecution, with land-
mark cases of lawmakers who have hurled invectives and disparaged newspersons 
and the media by using their parliamentary immunity.  

The judicial environment, with an overall score of 3.04, appears to be strongly 
influenced by the realms involving actions encouraging free speech with regards to 
the vast number of criminal and civil lawsuits against the media and journalists. Al-
though these do not originate from the same environment, just because they are 
admitted, they cause negative consequences to freedom of expression and the press, 
by distracting from their role and demanding resources for the payment of legal fees, 
from both media companies and journalists. A step forward towards the protection of 
guarantees of the right to free expression and the press would be, not only the repeal 
of slander and defamation as criminal offenses, but also caps for civil lawsuit awards. 

As for the Executive, although it appears with the highest general score among 
the three, 3.7 points, the results do not reveal a very strong influence on any of the 
realms. The greatest is that associated with actions against persecution and those re-
lated to the discretionary use of resources, specifically advertising budget allocations, 
which could be directed at rewarding or punishing the media for their editorial and 
informative policies.

Panama joined the Open Government Partnership in 2012 and to date has con-
cluded three Open Government Plans with a cross-section participation. The fourth 
plan is currently being implemented. Since 2002, Panama has had a Law of Transpar-
ency and Access to Public Information, a reform of which is currently under consid-
eration (Bustamante, 2020). Since 2013, with the creation of ANTAI, there has been a 
governing body exerting authority over transparency, access to public information, 
and personal data protection.

According to official figures, Internet coverage is close to 70%, but concentrated 
in the capital region and through extensive use of prepaid mobile networks. Freedom 
of expression and the press in the digital domain is unfettered and there is a grow-
ing number of digital media that have already established an association gathering 
them. However, there is concern about increasingly frequent social media campaigns 
to rarify or manipulate the climate of public opinion, with those responsible remain-
ing unidentified to date. 
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With regards to the 2019 elections, the Electoral Tribunal of Panama created a 
specialized unit aimed at monitoring the use of mainstream and social media to com-
ply with relevant provisions of the Electoral Code. Likewise, it deployed a campaign, 
called Digital Ethical Pact (Pacto Ético Digital), to encourage appropriate use of social 
media and, in turn, warn against the use of digital disinformation schemes, aimed at 
manipulating the will of the electorate. The unit detected the use of hubs known as 
call centers and, thanks to the agreement signed with [social media] platforms, the 
electoral body was able to impose the respective sanctions, although the procedure 
was long and complicated in some cases (Urribarri, 2020 b).

The phone tapping and leaks cases known as Pinchazos and VarelaLeaks, re-
spectively, sounded the alarm about the violation of personal privacy, protected as 
provided for in the country’s Political Constitution. In this regard, an issue that should 
not be overlooked is the regulation of the Personal Data Protection Law (Ley de Pro-
tección de Datos Personales), enacted in March 2019, which must be completed so 
that the law can come into force in 2021. Similarly, attention should be paid to the 
possible discussion of the draft bill on cyber-crime proposed by the Attorney Gener-
al’s Office, which could stipulate regulations affecting freedom of expression in the 
digital realm.
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PANAMA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

The State has a Public Radio and Television System with a board of 
directors, chaired by the Minister of Education, made up of mem-
bers from the Executive and the Legislative, the civil society and 
the Comptroller General’s Office. The system consists of one digital 
broadcast TV channel and three radio stations, one of them AM. The 
National Assembly [Legislative] and the Panama Canal also have dig-
ital broadcast TV channels. All the above-mentioned TV outlets also 
offer streaming feeds. Their programming features educational, cul-
tural and IT content.

WEAKNESSES

The Panamanian Criminal Code sets forth slander and libel as 
crimes against honor, considered serious offenses when committed 
through a media outlet. Although government officials are exempt-
ed from penalties in this regard, civil liability is not excluded. The 
fines provided for these crimes are of a pecuniary nature and there 
are no amount caps for these lawsuits. In addition to possibly caus-
ing self-censorship, lawsuits of this nature jeopardize the financial 
stability of media outlets.

OPPORTUNITIES

Since 2017, there is a public policy of Open Government Data. The 
National Authority for Transparency and Access to Information, along 
with the National Authority for Government Innovation, is developing 
the government’s open data portal. In 2019, the Open Data Working 
Group was established, a multi-sector body responsible for formu-
lating and promoting action plans to promote greater transparency, 
accountability, and citizen participation in public affairs.

THREATS

According to official data, Internet penetration is close to 70%, albeit 
concentrated in the capital region and mostly available on mobile 
networks as a prepaid service. Although freedom of expression and 
the press in the digital domain is full, there is concern about increas-
ingly frequent campaigns on social media seeking to rarify or manip-
ulate the climate of opinion, without having identified those respon-
sible for them to date.
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PERIOD SURVEYED. 
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Panama: controlled information but no open censorship

Executive Summary

The Republic of Panama ranks 9th among the 22 countries covered by the Chapultepec 

Index of Freedom of Expression and Freedom of the Press, with a score of 65.97. Although 

freedom of expression and freedom of the press exist, the Panamanian legal framework 

- especially the Criminal Code - allows some restrictive measures such as common le-

gal proceedings for offenses against the honor of individuals associated to the political 

sphere which results in undue pressure on the media and journalists. There is also in-

equality on allocation of government advertising, which could be interpreted as attempts 

to control the media. The amendment implemented to the Law on Transparency and 

Access to Public Information (Ley de Transparencia y Acceso a la Información Pública), 

in force since 2002, has been stalled, and the observance of the guarantees for access 

to public information continues to be both a demand by the citizens and a challenge 

for government institutions. Journalists have been assaulted while covering popular pro-

tests arising due to the economic crisis.

INTRODUCTION

The study period falls within the second year of the presidency of Laurentino Cortizo 

Cohen, and amid a national state of emergency implemented in March 2020 to address the 

health crisis caused by COVID-19. While journalists, media agencies and media distributors 

were not affected by mobility restrictions, they have encountered limitations to access rele-

vant information, especially on the vaccination plan and the extraordinary government pro-

curement process implemented within the context of the pandemic.

In general terms, the media and journalists operate in an environment of broad freedom 

in Panama. However, the health emergency accelerated the intensification of the economic 

crisis, and growing allegations of corruption have arisen as consequence of the economic 

decline. Social dissatisfaction has been expressed through protests and mobilizations. While 

covering these events, freedom of expression and freedom of the press have been infringed.

Some legal cases related to the media and journalists are still underway and, apparently, 

with no clear means to resolution. The most remarkable cases are the seizure of the assets of 

Corporación La Prensa, S.A. (CORPRENSA) - the publishing company of La Prensa newspa-
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per – which resulted from a civil lawsuit filed by former president and member of the current 

ruling party, Ernesto Pérez Balladares, which amounts to more than USD 1 million for alleged 

damages. Also underway is the court case of former president Ricardo Martinelli for illegally 

wiretapping journalists’ phones using software called Pegasus.

Results Analysis

The Environments 

According to the evaluation by the experts surveyed for this report, none of the three 

environments reviewed, Executive, Legislative, and Judicial, appear with a very strong influ-

ence record. The Executive and the Legislative appear with a record of moderate influence, 

with a score of 3.33 for the Legislative and 2.90 for the Executive. The Judiciary environment 

appear with a low influence, with a score of 2.36 points. The higher influence is in the Realm 

B of the Executive branch, related to exercise of journalism, with a score of 5.71 points out of 

the possible 10. The lowest score is for Legislative and Judiciary, in realm D related to control 

over the media, both with 0.57 points.

Executive

The Executive environment accumulates a total score of 2.90 points and stands out for 

its mixed influence in situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. This ranges from a 

slight one, of 0.64 points, in dimension “D” relative to the control of the media, to a strong 

one, of 5.71 points in dimension “B”, corresponding to the exercise of journalism. According 

to data from official sources, the Executive has developed selective contracting strategies 

in state advertising services with which it could be seeking media control. (Eliana Morales 

Gil, 2021). Analysts have also pointed out on the Executive’s intervention to prevent access to 

public information, too.

The non-governmental organization, Foundation for the Development of Civic Freedom 

(Fundación para el Desarrollo de la Libertad Ciudadana, FDLC), in its chapter on International 

Transparency in Panama (FDLC, 2021), negatively appraised the first two years of the Exec-

utive’s administration due to failing to apply periodic control and transparency procedures 

over the public procurement processes implemented during the health emergency. Like-

wise, FDLC questioned the government’s refusal to allow citizen oversight of the emergency 

plans carried out during the pandemic which have been classified as discretionary and im-

plemented in a under crony-friendly practices. 

Regarding violence, by the end of 2020, during the demonstrations around the National 

Assembly, National Police officers attacked and arrested two journalists. In October, while 

covering a demonstration, a journalist from the newspaper La Estrella de Panamá, Juan 

Cajar, was briefly arrested. This incident has not been fully cleared out (María Alejandra Car-
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rasquilla Reina, 2020). Two months later, in December, EFE News Agency photojournalist, 

Bienvenido Velasco, was attacked by law enforcement officers (EFE Servicios, 2020a).

Legislative

In total, the Legislative environment collects 3.33 points and, like the Executive environment, has 
a mixed influence on situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. This goes from slight in realm 
“D” relative to the control of the media, with 0.57 points, to strong in realm “B”, related to the exercise of 
journalism, which shows the highest score of all, of 5.14 points.

According to the experts inquired, one of the issues that stand out among the actions relating to 
this environment is the behavior of some congresspersons who, taking advantage of their position and 
power, try to prevent media coverage. In a case that has not been fully explained, journalists complained 
that while the Budget Commission (Comisión de Presupuesto) of the National Assembly was approving 
an additional credit by USD 22 million, the journalists and cameramen covering the event were expelled 
from the palace (Dalia Pichel, 2020).

Moreover, there is controversy over the actions by some congresspersons who - oblivious of the 
international standards granting guarantees to freedom of expression and information - promote laws 
like the one passed at the Committee on Government, Justice and Constitutional Affairs (Comisión de 
Gobierno, Justicia y Asuntos Constitucionales) of the National Assembly, intended to penalize those 
who take videos or photographs of disasters, catastrophes, accidents, (and) quarrels, and disseminate 
them through social media (Redacción de TVN Noticias, 2020). This could lead way to censorship and 
self-censorship measures. (Redacción de TVN Noticias, 2020).

Other congresspersons have also been criticized for taking legal actions against journalists like the 
case of Mauricio Valenzuela, a reporter charged for alleged gender violence by the House Vice Presi-
dent of the Legislative Assembly, also a member of the ruling party. The associations of journalists esti-
mated that the action is an attempt to obstruct the free exercise of journalism and, therefore, regarded it 
as an attack against freedom of expression and information (Maycol Núñez, 2021b). 

Judicial

With 2.36 points, the Judicial environment is the one with the least influence among the three. Its 
impact is reflected within a score of 2.36 points. Numerically, its impact is reflected in a range of 0.57 
points, in relation to media control; to 5 points, which indicates a strong influence on the exercise of 
journalism.

  Panama’s Criminal Code classifies slander and defamation as crimes against honor. They are 
considered as serious felonies when committed through spoken or printed media or through the use of a 
computer-based system. In such cases, the penalty goes from 6 to 12 months (jail term) or its equivalent 
in per diem fines for slander, and from 12 to 18 months in prison or its equivalent in per diem fines for 
defamation. (Public Prosecutor’s Office, 2016).
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     There is an exemption or non-penalized circumstance on this type of offenses when it 

involves public servants. In such cases, this is not penalized because it is considered a sort of 

citizen control over the performance of officials. However, civil liability is not excluded, hence 

the penalties provided for crimes against honor are essentially pecuniary in nature and civil 

lawsuits awards are not capped (Catalina Botero Marino et al., 2017).

In this context, there are complaints and lawsuits for substantial amounts, such as those 

filed by former President Ricardo Martinelli against CORPRENSA alleging crimes against 

honor. The claims reach amounts over USD 45 million (IAPA, 2021). 

The law in Panama also allows that, in a context of a lawsuit for damages, even if a fa-

vorable sentence has not been ruled, the claimant may request for freezing of assets. Under 

this premise, a civil court ordered the seizure of CORPRENSA’s bank accounts and assets for 

USD 1.13 million in its ruling regarding the lawsuit filed by former President Ernesto Pérez 

Balladares; a process that dates back to 2012 (EFE Servicios, 2020b).

Analysts also question the fact that justice officials may process and request pressing 

charges, but do not dismiss the lawsuits with the sole purpose of preventing the free exer-

cise of journalism. This type of action may be a sign of likely manipulation by justice courts to 

enforce censorship. This could be considered as a serious abuse by the judicial branch. 

REALM A: Citizens Free to Express Themselves

Out of a theoretical maximum of 23 points, the realm Citizens Free to Express Them-

selves attained 12.57 points, essentially half of the possible score, while attaining 5.71 points 

on information flow, and 6.86 points on free speech. According to respondents, this realm 

is moderately influenced by the Legislative and Executive environments, with 4.50 and 2.93 

points, respectively; to a lesser extent, it receives a slight influence from the Judiciary, with 

2.09 points.

Although it can be argued that there is full freedom of expression and information in 

Panama, within the period surveyed, some events contributed to undermine this perception. 

Among those, are the actions by the Executive to restrict access to public information during 

the pandemic, as well as those by some power players, particularly former high-rank officials 

who have brought criminal and civil actions against the media and journalists.

An FDLC (2021) report assessing transparency measures promoted by the Executive 

stressed on the lack of timely responsiveness to requests for access to information. In the 

event that the information is published - points out the report - it appears incomplete and 

under closed formats. Equally, the same report underscores the lack of accountability by the 

Supportive Panama Emergency Plan (Plan de Emergencia Panamá Solidario), intended to 

provide financial relief to people affected by the pandemic by means of a budget close to 

USD 200 million (Lourdes García Armuelles, 2021). 
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As for government’s open-access data, while the site for this purpose is live and more 

government entities join every day, they are still very few, and the information, in many cases, 

is outdated, and therefore, not very relevant. FDLC spokespersons have also focused their 

attention on the loopholes in the transparency law and have also expressed fears that its 

amendment by the National Assembly could result in setbacks instead of improvements 

(Carlos Barsallo, 2021).

The practice bringing criminal and civil lawsuits against the media and journalists was 

kept as in the case of journalist Mauricio Valenzuela who was charged with gender-based 

violence following a complaint by the House Vice President of the Legislative Assembly (Get-

zalette Reyes, 2021). Also, the ongoing legal procedure by former President Ricardo Martinelli 

who filed complaints and lawsuits against CORPRENSA on alleged crimes against honor 

which affect a total number of 38 journalists, directors or executives, with claims for an out-

standing amount of USD 46 million (IAPA, 2021).

Also ongoing, is the legal case whereby a court ruled the seizure of CORPRENSA’s assets 

following a lawsuit for alleged damages to the reputation and honor of former president Er-

nesto Pérez Balladares who is claiming more than USD 1 million. 

During a long process that took almost 10 years, a judge ordered the seizure of the as-

sets of legal affairs journalist, Linett Lynch, on alleged moral damages to Justice Geneva 

Ladrón de Guevara, whose court had been reported for influence peddling for rigged rulings 

(Edwin Cabrera, 2021). The lawsuit was used against the journalist and the media outlet she 

worked for, La Estrella de Panamá, but the penalty only fell on the reporter.

There is a state-owned educational and cultural broadcasting service (SerTV) chaired 

by the Minister of Education, whose board of directors also comprises members of the Ex-

ecutive, the Legislature, civil society, and the Comptroller General of the Republic. The ser-

vice comprises a digital broadcast TV station and three radio stations (one of them AM). The 

National Assembly and the Panama Canal also have digital broadcast TV stations. All the 

above TV channels also feature streaming on the Web and their penetration rate is 47.8%, 

according to official data from the regulatory authority (Autoridad Nacional de los Servicios 

Públicos, 2020) In the digital sphere, the frequent use of trolls intended to smear and disrupt 

public opinion in social media is also a matter of concern (Raisa Urribarri, 2020).

The approval of the IV Open Government National Action Plan 2021-2023 (IV Plan de Ac-

ción Nacional 2021-2023 de Gobierno Abierto) should be considered as auspicious. The Plan, 

presented on July 31, 2021, establishes commitments toward openness and transparency 

over the national budget, education, and agribusiness, among others (Autoridad Nacional de 

Transparencia y Acceso a la Información, 2021).  
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REALM B: Exercise of journalism

This realm scored 6.29 points out of ten according to the appraisal made by the experts 

inquired for this study. It is the dimension that registers the greatest influence of all environ-

ments, being moderate that of the Judicial, with 5 points, and strong those of the Executive 

and Legislative, with 5.71 and 5.14 points, respectively. 

Although there were restrictions to access of information during the particularly sen-

sitive time of the pandemic, there were no reports on the obstruction of access to official 

sources by the media or journalists who differ with the government administration. Con-

versely, in general terms, the media disseminated and provided room for the circulation of 

official information, especially referring to COVID-19.

However, the protests that arose from the deterioration of the economy were the subject 

of actions by the organs of control of public order, which ended with attacks on journalists.

The Political Constitution of Panama guarantees freedom of association. There is no 

mandatory affiliation for journalists; however, there are different guilds and associations such 

as the Union of Journalists of Panama (Sindicato de Periodistas de Panamá), the National 

Guild of Journalists of Panama (Colegio Nacional de Periodistas de Panamá, CONAPE) and 

the Forum of Journalists for Freedom of Expression and Information (Fórum de Periodistas 

por las Libertades de Expresión e Información). 

The National Council of Journalism (Consejo Nacional de Periodismo, CNP), which has 

a Committee on Journalistic Ethics to promote self-regulation of the members of the asso-

ciation, comprises guilds, associations, media, colleges, and schools of communication. The 

exercise of journalism is not regulated in Panama, and its practice does not require a univer-

sity degree. However, professional qualification is required to work in government agencies 

which is issued by CONAPE or by the Union of Journalists of Panama.

REALM C: Violence and Impunity

This realm achieved a total of 25.12 points from the experts inquired. Violence amounted 

to 20.12 points, followed by a score of 3.07 points for persecution, 1.43 points for impunity, and 

0.5 points for protection. The Legislative environment is the one that appears as the greatest 

influence, with 3.10 points. Both the Executive and the Judiciary exhibit a slight influence, of 

2.33 and 1.76 points, respectively.

During the period under study, there were violent actions by the National Police against 

journalists. Such were the cases of the arrest of Juan Cajar, from the newspaper La Estrella 

de Panamá; and the attacks by law enforcement officers against Bienvenido Velazco, from 

EFE. 
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According to the National Police, Cajar was arrested for being among a group of young 

protestors who were demonstrating in the area surrounding the National Assembly while 

holding no visible credentials like the rest of the journalists who were covering the events. 

Nevertheless, video footage circulating on social media and later disseminated by La Estrella 
de Panamá, Cajar’s workplace, contradict the official version. Finally, the police dismissed 

the charges on public order disturbance against the reporter (Adelita Coriat, 2020). Associa-

tion of Journalists and Press Associations notably stressed that, although President Laurenti-

no Cortizo had requested for the immediate release of Cajar, “the order was not immediately 

complied with by the director of the National Police” (Henry Cárdenas, 2020).

Likewise, journalists and TV presenters Flor Mizrachi (Telemetro) and Sabrina Bacal (TVN) 

received threats from unidentified individuals via telephone and social media. Mizrachi re-

ceived them after revealing a clandestine case of COVID-19 vaccination not authorized by the 

Ministry of Health (Federación Internacional de Periodistas, 2021); and Bacal after exposing 

cases of alleged government corruption (Martha Vanessa Concepción, 2021).

Panama’s Criminal Code Article 195 defines slander and defamation as crimes which are 

considered as serious offenses when committed through the use of the media. The Criminal 

Code establishes imprisonment penalties ranging from 6 to 18 months, or the equivalent in 

per diem fines for slander; and from 12 to 18 months or the equivalent in per diem fines for 

defamation (Ministerio Público, 2016). When it involves national rank officials, they have been 

decriminalized, but civil liability is not waived, so the penalties provided for crimes against 

honor are essentially pecuniary in nature and civil lawsuits awards are not capped. This type 

of civil actions is frequently filed by current or former officials and can be labeled as a form 

of harassment against freedom of expression and freedom of the press.

REALM D: Control over the Media

This realm received a total score of 22 points, with 16.29 points related to direct control 

over the media, and 5.71 in the indicator of indirect control. The three environments showed a 

very strong influence, but greatest being that of the Executive with a total of 0,64 points, also 

the highest among all the situations unfavorable to freedom of expression. The legislative 

and judicial environments received 0,57 points each. 

There have been no media shutdowns or seizures in Panama. There is no record on 

the existence of mechanisms aimed at controlling or blocking digital platforms, nor is there 

pressure on technological intermediaries or suppliers of the resources needed for gathering, 

producing, or disseminating news.

The controversy on the control over the media relates to the selective allocation of ad-

vertising, specifically by government institutions. According to official records, during the 

period under study, the Executive allocated a little more than USD 7 million for advertis-

ing. The two most important radio conglomerates (Medcom and Telemetro) received un-
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equal amounts: USD one and two million, respectively. With regards to print media, the small 

amount allocated to the newspaper La Prensa stands out, (only USD 248,000 of a total of 

nearly USD 2.7 million). Only one advertising agency was favored with almost USD 1.5 million 

allocated (Eliana Morales Gil, 2021). With a score of 8, the legislative environment also shows 

a very strong influence; more due to the actions by some congresspersons against some 

journalists with the purpose of restricting restrict freedom of expression and freedom of the 

press, than because of the actions by the Legislative itself.

With respect to the Judiciary, it is noteworthy the Supreme Court of Justice’s ruling sup-

porting the decision of a High Court to prevent the newspaper La Prensa from publishing 

the photo of a lawyer, and stop investigating him, following a defamation lawsuit filed by him 

against the president and associate editor of this newspaper. This infringes the international 

standards on freedom of the press as it implies an action of prior censorship. The lawyer also 

requested the judge to remove the recordings from the digital platforms of La Prensa, but it 

was overruled (Redacción Panamá América, 2021). 

CONCLUSIONS

In general terms, it can be said that both journalists and the media enjoy broad freedom 

of expression and press freedom in Panama. However, the facts described in this report al-

low us to assert that the control over information, although subtle, is also a reality, especially 

that related to the exercise of journalism.

In the section on media control, the Executive environment recorded the highest score 

among the three environments. By the end of the period surveyed, Office of the Chief of 

Staff of the President (Ministerio de la Presidencia) declared restricted access to the minutes 

of proceedings of Cabinet Meetings for a period of ten years. This action, along with the 

occurrence of violence against some journalists by law enforcement agents, raises serious 

concerns.

The legislative environment also has a strong influence, especially in relation to the ex-

ercise of journalism, with 5.14 points. More than the Legislative itself, the actions that harm 

freedom of expression are those carried out by various congresspersons trying to arbitrarily 

restrict the work of the press, as well as the attempts to adopt laws restricting freedom of 

information and freedom of the press; if successful, this would mean a setback for the guar-

antees that protect such liberties.

Although the judicial environment appears with a slight influence, analysts debate over 

justice officials admitting those lawsuits with the sole purpose of preventing the free exer-

cise of journalism, like those arising from the enforcement of Article 185 of the Criminal Code 

on crimes against honor, which sets forth claims for money with no ceiling on their amounts. 

This represents a form of judiciary harassment.
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By the end of the period under review, the discussions over the electoral reform that 

will regulate the 2024 elections began in the National Assembly. In the midst of the discus-

sions, the possibility of a modification to the concept of propaganda by the Electoral Code 

(Código Electoral) was discussed, so that any kind of content published in any media would 

be considered as such. This fact caused rejection among journalists’ unions, and in the news 

industry (Maycol Núñez, 2021a).
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PANAMÁ

PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

The Government has a Public Radio and Television System whose board 
of directors, chaired by the Minister of Education, comprises members 
of the Executive, the Legislative, civil society and the Comptroller Gen-
eral of the Republic. The system consists of a digital broadcast TV sta-
tion and three radio stations, one of them AM. The National Assem-
bly and the Panama Canal also have digital broadcast TV channels. All 
these TV channels also have Internet streaming. Their programs are 
essentially educational, IT-related, cultural, and scientific. It also has a 
national program for digital literacy, Infoplazas, with 320 service cen-
ters throughout the nation that has been running uninterruptedly for 
21 years. 

WEAKNESSES

Article 185 of the Criminal Code defines defamation and slander as 
crimes, and these are considered serious offenses when committed 
by means of the media. Although there is waiver of punishment in 
cases involving public servants, civil liability is not excluded. The pun-
ishments provided for these offenses include pecuniary penalties and 
there is no limit to the amount of the lawsuits. In addition to the likely 
encouragement of self-censorship, lawsuits of this kind put financial 
stability of the media at stake.

OPPORTUNITIES

Since 2017, there has been a public policy on Government Open Data. 
The National Transparency and Access to Information Authority (Au-
toridad Nacional de Transparencia y Acceso), along with the National 
Authority for Government Innovation (Autoridad Nacional para la In-
novación Gubernamental), is developing the government open data 
website. In 2019, Open Government National Commission of Panama 
(Comisión Nacional de Gobierno Abierto Panamá) and the Open Data 
Working Group (Grupo de Trabajo de Datos Abiertos) were set. These 
multi-area entities are responsible for articulating and promoting ac-
tion plans to encourage greater transparency, accountability, and citi-
zen participation in public matters. Up to date, four national open gov-
ernment plans have been presented.
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THREATS

According to official figures, Internet penetration is close to 70%, but 
with a vast use of prepaid mobile networks. Although freedom of ex-
pression and the press in the digital environment is full, there is con-
cern over the increasingly frequent campaigns on social media intend-
ed to disrupt or manipulate public opinion. Individuals responsible for 
such actions have not been identified yet. Similarly, very few digital 
local media have financial power, wide coverage, and significant read-
ership. 
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Panama

Panama improved in terms of perception regarding freedom of expression, from being 

in the group exerting partial restriction (No. 10 with 55 points) to that with low restriction (No. 

9 with 65.97 points). However, there is evidence of some practices affecting the exercise of 

free speech, such as the categories of crimes against honor, which places pressure on jour-

nalists. 

Regarding Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, Panama showed 

similar results in both 2019-2020 and 2020-2021, which place it in the middle range of the 

maximum score that could be obtained in this realm. During the second study period, re-

strictive actions were noticed, especially on the part of the Executive, regarding access to 

information, in addition to the pressure exerted by the contempt laws existing in Panama’s 

legal framework to protect senior officials’ honor. This curbs the full exercise of freedom of 

expression under penalty of legal sanctions, for example, the cases filed against journalist 

Mauricio Valenzuela and Corprensa media group.

Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, reflects a greater unfavorable influence from all [insti-

tutional] environments, stemming from restrictions on access to public information for jour-

nalists during the [COVID-19] pandemic. Although in Panama membership in a professional 

association is not mandatory, a license is required when working in state-owned media. 

Analyzing the results for Realm C, Violence and Impunity, especially in the period 2020-

2021, there were aggressions against journalists in the wake of protests arising from the eco-

nomic situation, such as the cases of the arrest of Juan Cajar (La Estrella newspaper) and the 

aggressions against Bienvenido Velazco (EFE news agency). In addition, threats against Flor 

Mizdachi (Telemetro) and Sabrina Bacal (TVN) were made. Panamanian legislation sets forth 

speech crimes such as libel and slander. This provides grounds for lawsuits that, to a mea-

sure, can be deemed as harassment towards freedom of expression and the press. 

Finally, in Realm D, Control over the Media, there are no instances of direct control af-

fecting them; but there is evidence of indirect control through the allocation of advertising 

budget from the different government agencies. There are distinct examples in which the 

media were gagged from publishing certain information, such as the case of the newspaper 

La Prensa (2020-2021) and refusals to attend interviews or provide information, such as what 

happened to the newspaper Panamá-América (2029-2020). 

2.17.3 OVERWIEW
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Regarding the extent of unfavorable influence from the different [institutional] environ-

ments in the 2019-2020 period, a moderate to strong influence was witnessed in general, 

especially in Realm A. For 2020-2021, the perception decreased in all realms except for Realm 

B, where the influence of the Executive, Legislative, and Judiciary remained strong. 
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2.18. PARAGUAY

2.18.1 PARAGUAY 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Paraguay: Impunity and weak institutional framework, a risky path 
for freedom of expression

Executive summary

The Republic of Paraguay shows low levels of restrictions on freedom of expression and 

the free dissemination of public interest information, ranking seventh among the 22 coun-

tries in the Chapultepec Index, with 67.4 points out of 100. Institutional action from the 

judicial environment is regarded as the most influential against freedom of expression, 

resulting from a pattern of impunity, the lack of suitable legal instruments, weak institu-

tional framework, and a scenario increasingly putting freedom of expression in jeopardy. 

The murder of a journalist in reason of his professional work has given rise to the need to 

move forward with upgrading protective mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

The period under study for this report covers part of the first and second year of the gov-

ernment of Mario Abdo Benítez, who, in general, has shown to be a man in favor of freedom 

of expression and, in times of political crisis, given interviews to different media.

In spite of the above scenario, his government is besieged by numerous complaints of 

alleged acts of corruption and secrecy. In turn, the right of access to public information has 

been curtailed, since there persists a pattern showing a high rate of unattended and/or poor-

ly replied queries.

Report

Paraguay has a low level of restrictions on freedom of expression and the free dissem-

ination of public interest information, ranking seventh among the 22 countries in the Cha-

pultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press, with 67.4 points out of 100.

Despite the favorable environment for the exercise of freedom of expression, on Febru-

ary 12, 2020, Brazilian journalist Lourenço “Leo” Veras was murdered in his home in the city of 

Pedro Juan Caballero, Department of Amambay. According to reports available, he was shot 

twelve times while he was having dinner with his family and, allegedly, his was a “contract 

killing” (ABC Color 2020). The journalist ran Porã News website, and worked as a correspon-

dent for some Brazil-based media. 

He was working in a border area where drug trafficking was rampant, a topic on which 

Veras was probably reporting, and the reason for which he was allegedly the victim of death 
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threats (Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression). According to data from 

the Ministry of the Interior (Ministerio del Interior), on February 23, 2020, ten alleged hitmen 

on drug cartels’ payroll were apprehended, as “responsible for contract killings”. Among 

them might be one of those who committed the crime (Ministerio del Interior de la Repúbli-

ca del Paraguay, 2020). 

On March 4, 2020, members of the Inter-Institutional Roundtable for the Protection of 

Journalists (Mesa Interinstitucional de Protección a Periodistas), which gathers government 

institutions and unions, met to discuss upgrading measures for the protection of journalists 

at risk (Ministerio del Interior de la República del Paraguay, 2020). 

Along with this crime comes the fear that it may be left unpunished, in view of the high 

rates of impunity compared to other crimes committed in previous years and the weak in-

stitutional framework for prosecuting the perpetrators, also a consequence of the lack of 

suitable laws and protective mechanisms. 

On the other hand, the lack of adequate regulation to prevent concentration of me-

dia ownership and guarantee plurality compromises journalists’ independence. Additionally, 

government advertising tends to be allocated under political criteria, although social media 

are increasingly giving signs of being alternative means for the free exercise of journalism. 

Environments: Institutional action against freedom of expression

According to the score given by the experts surveyed, the three environments show 

similar ratings, although the judicial environment appears to have the greatest degree of in-

fluence against freedom of expression, with a score of 5.73; while the executive environment 

achieved a score of 5.72; and the legislative environment scored 5.2. In general, this rating by 

the experts shows a “strong influence” against freedom of expression, where the realm of 

“violence and impunity” is viewed as the most critical, with a score of 23.6 out of 42.

REALM A: Informed citizens free to express themselves

Citizens are taking an increasingly prominent role through social media platforms that 

are increasingly displacing mainstream media and “democratizing” the freedom to inform, 

express opinions, and make an impact. According to the score given by the experts, this 

realm shows a strong influence, with 14.2 out of 23 points. The influence of the judicial envi-

ronment is rated at 7.22, the executive environment at 6.99, and the legislative environment 

at 5.6.

With respect to the sub-realm “Information flow from the media”, the score achieved 

was 7.6 out of 11, with the executive environment having a “very strong” influence at 7.78 

points, followed by the judicial environment at 7.22, and finally, with a lesser degree of influ-

ence, the legislative environment at 5.83, the latter two having a “strong” influence.
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Regarding the sub-realm “actions encouraging free speech”, the rating given by the 

experts surveyed was 6.6 out of 12, with all three environments regarded as having “strong” 

influence. The judicial environment shows greater weight, with 7.21, followed by the execu-

tive environment with 6.21, and finally the legislative environment with 5.38. 

During the period covered by this report, a high number of requests for public informa-

tion were submitted at the Unified Public Information Portal (Portal Unificado de Información 

Pública at: https://informacionpublica.paraguay.gov.py/), which were not satisfactorily replied, 

a situation that, in some cases, resulted in court action seeking the information requested. The 

exercise of this right, in turn, takes the form of an advocacy tool on social media, since users 

can share their requests and replies, thereby spawning interaction of various sorts even with 

the authorities themselves.

Per portal statistics, between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020, a total 9,696 requests for 

public information were submitted, of which 976 were not replied (10.1%), and 488 were sub-

ject to reconsideration by users (5%), while 6,990 requests were “replied” (72.1%) – regardless 

of the quality of responses, among other categories. Against statistical data from a previous 

year, 7,820 requests were submitted, of which 771 were not replied (9.9%), 296 were recon-

sidered (3.8%) and 5,690 were “replied” (72.8%). These data show that, while the scenario 

remains favorable, there is a high and increasing volume of public information that is not dis-

closed. Furthermore, in numerous cases reviewed on the Portal, incongruent or incomplete 

responses are found. 

During the period covered by this report, various laws directly affecting freedom of ex-

pression were passed. Below is a mention of the most significant ones.

On May 3, 2019, Law 6299 “to establish the disclosure of sessions of the Supreme Court 

of Justice, the Governing Body of Courts, the Jury for the Prosecution of Justices, and the Ex-

ecutive Cabinet”1 entered into force, a law that also makes it mandatory to keep and disclose 

audiovisual records of the sessions held by these institutions part of the branches of govern-

ment. This law has been decisive in times where triads of Justices to the Supreme Court have 

been nominated, although it has also been the object of non-compliance. For example, on 

June 11, the Governing Body of Courts arbitrarily withheld from disclosure a session during 

which it had to discuss the “honor” of a competing triad of nominees, a fact that lead a civil 

society organization to file an injunction so that the proceedings and the session could be 

disclosed (ABC Color 2019).

On August 8, 2019, Law 6355 came into force, a law that modified the regulatory frame-

work of sworn financial and asset disclosures of public officials, and indirectly restricted ac-

cess to these records since it ambiguously sets forth the need to previously obtain a court 

order. This statute was a political reaction to a precedent of the publicity drawn by sworn dis-

1  Translator’s Note (TN): Literally, “ley 6299 que establece la publicidad de las sesiones de la Corte Suprema de Justicia, 
del Consejo de la Magistratura, del Jurado de Enjuiciamiento de Magistrados y del Consejo de Ministros”
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closures acknowledged by some judicial authorities and to the closing ruling on a case be-

ing heard the Supreme Court of Justice, during the period covered by this report, regarding 

access to sworn disclosures from high government officials in office in the period between 

1998 and 2018.

On March 26, 2020, Law 6224 “to declare a state of emergency throughout the territory 

of the Republic of Paraguay in view of the COVID-19 or Coronavirus Pandemic declared by 

the World Health Organization and establish administrative, fiscal, and financial measures”2 

went into effect. This law sets forth a chapter on “transparency and accountability measures” 

and establishes a novel duty, from the legal perspective, to create a website “granting access 

to all relevant information, in open data format, on the corresponding budgetary execution 

thereof [of said measures] during the current emergency period. This information shall be 

accessible to the citizens, without restrictions of any kind, by the appropriate virtual means” 

(Art. 54, §2).

On May 7, 2019, Law 6292 came into force, thereby declaring the situation of persons 

with disabilities as an emergency and providing for the “Mandatory use of Sign Language in 

the News Releases or Programs on Broadcast Media”3.

During the period covered by this report, some court actions were ruled in favor of the 

right of access to public information and others against it. Per data on the Supreme Court 

of Justice website, between May 2019 and April 2020, at least 11 court cases to gain access 

to public information were filed. However, this number is not very significant if we take into 

account the high number of requests that are not favorably replied according to data on the 

Unified Portal. 

Among the judicial cases on record, most of the actions involve information related to 

alleged acts of corruption, a fact that has attracted a great deal of media interest in following 

up on these cases and disseminating the information obtained stemming from the acquit-

tals granted. 

In August 2019, a “judicial case observatory” was launched on the Supreme Court of Jus-

tice website to monitor “landmark” public corruption cases. Notwithstanding, the quality of 

the data disseminated is far from optimal. 

During the period reviewed by this report, on March 26, 2020, the Executive signed the 

Emergency Act (Ley de Emergencia) into law. Executive Order 3506 Article 70 of March 31, 

2020, which regulates the Emergency Law, recognizes emergency fund administrators’ duty 

to file “sworn interest disclosures”, a novelty in the Paraguayan regulatory framework, in or-

der to prevent potential conflicts of interest between government officials and suppliers.

2  TN: Literally, “ley 6224 que declara estado de emergencia en todo el territorio de la República del Paraguay ante la Pan-
demia declarada por la Organización Mundial de la Salud a causa del COVID-19 o Coronavirus y se establecen medidas 
administrativas, fiscales y financieras”

3  TN: Literally, “Obligatoriedad del uso de Lengua de Señas en los Informativos o Noticieros de los Medios de Comunicación Audiovisual”
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REALM B: Exercise of journalism

Paraguay does not have a restrictive context for the free exercise of journalism, in the 

understanding that any person can practice journalism without any licensing or professional 

association affiliation requirements. This realm received a score of 7.6 out of 10, with the three 

environments assessed showing a “slight” influence: The legislative environment, 1.93; the 

judicial environment, 2.13; and the executive environment, 2.2. During the period covered by 

this report, there were no discernible obstacles to the free exercise of journalism in the en-

vironments assessed, although there were numerous unwarranted dismissals in the media.

On the other hand, during the period reviewed by the report, there were slander and 

defamation lawsuits filed against journalists investigating and reporting corruption cases, 

based on remaining criminal “contempt” statutes. For example, on May 31, 2019, a complaint 

was admitted against ABC Color’s journalist Juan Carlos Lezcano, filed by a former lawmaker 

who had been removed from Congress after the release by the journalist of a video allegedly 

showing influence peddling (Ñandutí, 2019). The journalist stated that, in the video, a former 

congressperson tried to “bribe” him so that he would stop further publications, an assertion 

that motivated the complaint. 

REALM C: Violence and Impunity

The realm of “violence and impunity” was rated at 23.6 out of 42, which shows a low 

assessment. The judicial environment is the one that shows the largest extent of, or “very 

strong”, influence, with 7.67; the executive environment 7.5; and the legislative environment, 

with 7.33.

However, the sub-realm “impunity” is the one showing to be the most critical, or having 

“very strong” influence, with all three environments achieved a score of 9, while the sub-

realm “persecution” obtained 10 in the legislative environment, followed by 9 in the judicial 

environment, and 8.5 in the executive environment. With respect to “protection”, the three 

environments assessed show a “moderate” influence, with the executive and judicial envi-

ronments scoring 5 and the legislative environment 3.

In the period covered by this report, there were no relevant actions seeking lower im-

punity and violence against, or improved protective mechanisms for, journalists, and there 

is little progress in investigations against crimes and acts of violence perpetrated in previous 

years. 

In February 2020, criminal “charges” were filed for the murder of journalist Leo Veras (La 

Nación, 2020). On the other hand, although there is an Inter-Institutional Roundtable for the 

Protection of Journalists, under the responsibility of the Attorney General’s Office and the 
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Ministry of the Interior, among other institutions, it lacks the authority and budget to ensure 

appropriate measures. 

The Supreme Court of Justice has a site devoted to freedom of expression and justice, 

where it constantly posts relevant information for justices and judges. On December 26, 

2019, it published a “Guide for Judges on Freedom of Expression and Public Information” 

(Guía para Jueces sobre Libertad de Expresión e Información Pública) and held a series of 

workshops in different locations of the country.

REALM D: Control over the media

 This realm achieved a score of 22 out of 25. The legislative and judicial environments 

scored 2.17, and the executive environment 2.67, with this being the most influential with 

“moderate” weight. The assessment for the sub-realm “actions preventing indirect control” 

obtained equal scores in all three environments, 3.33, reflecting “moderate” influence, while 

the sub-realm “actions preventing direct control” obtained equal scores in the legislative and 

judicial environments, 1, and the executive environment, 2, all three with “slight” influence.

During the period reviewed by the report, there were no discernible direct or indirect ac-

tions against the media, or attempted blocking of social media, although there were reports 

of personal accounts of government authorities on social media being blocked by users crit-

ical of them. Finally, Paraguay shows a high concentration of media ownership, a situation 

that has a direct impact on the independence of the media and journalists. 

CONCLUSIONS

Although Paraguay shows a favorable environment for freedom of expression, this sce-

nario is at risk if vigorous action is not taken in a timely fashion to improve the legislative and 

institutional framework allowing for pre-emptive protective measures, repealing criminal 

penalties on contempt, and ensuring greater plurality. 

During the period covered by this report, there have been legislative acts aimed at re-

stricting information of high public interest, particularly regarding access to the sworn dis-

closures of senior government officials. The political reaction, especially in the House of Rep-

resentatives, compromises pro-transparency and anti-corruption measures. 

In addition, requests to access public information from the court system have been 

unsuccessful, although the trend favors this right. In this regard, the right of access to infor-

mation is generally upheld, although the number of requests for information that are not 

approved is also on the rise. 

The correlation between the number of requests for information that have not been 

replied to and the number of lawsuits is negative, which demonstrates a scenario where it is 

impossible to legally compel government institutions to provide public information. This also 
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leads to a reflection on the measures to protect this right and the need to have a guarantee-

ing body with simpler and more flexible procedures, a scenario that should be discussed de 
lege ferenda.
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PARAGUAY

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Current legal regulations consolidate the right of access to infor-
mation and accountability. The Paraguayan society has technolog-
ical tools to exercise the right of access to public information. It has 
benefited from startups that provide independent journalism on 
social media.

WEAKNESSES

The country has a weak legal and institutional framework for 
adopting protective measures on threats or violence against jour-
nalists. Its regulatory framework does not establish measures to 
prevent concentration of media ownership. Current regulations 
indirectly restrict freedom of expression.

OPPORTUNITIES

Paraguay has a Judiciary trained to address issues relating to free-
dom of expression and access to public information. There is a con-
sensus among professional unions on the need for a law to protect 
journalists.

THREATS
Society lacks effective systematization of data on violence against 
journalists and early warnings relating thereto. Excessive concen-
tration of media ownership may result in loss of independence. 
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PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Paraguay: obstacles to information access

Executive Summary

Paraguay ranks 8th among the 22 countries surveyed in the Chapultepec Index, in the 

Low Restriction category, scoring 69.22 out of 100. In comparison to last year’s Index, vari-

ation is insignificant (67.40 of 100, ranking 6th). In accordance with the survey, the realm 

of Violence and Impunity scored the highest degree of influence; there is still minor prog-

ress when justice is done against violence, insufficient statutes, ambiguous and open 

regulations restricting free speech, and weak safeguard mechanisms from the govern-

ment’s bodies. Access to public information is quite cumbersome.

INTRODUCTION

The period reviewed by this report encompasses part of the second and third year of 

Mario Abdo Benítez’s term, impacted by several political turmoil, and alleged irregularities in 

how COVID-19 has been handled. 

There were instances of violence against media professionals just because they were 

fulfilling their call of duty. However, most of the times violence came from people who were 

not government officials. This context led to –still insufficient– progress in improving protec-

tive mechanisms for newspersons, and made an impact on the enacting of a bill favoring 

comprehensive safeguard mechanisms for journalists and human rights advocates. On its 

side, the Attorney General’s Office (Ministerio Público, MP) identified the alleged master-

mind of Leo Veras’ February 13, 2020 crime.

The exercise of the right to access public information has increased, as well as the num-

ber of actions from the Judiciary for favorable responses. A negative pattern persists in terms 

of quality of the responses provided by the enforcers of this right, as well as different ob-

stacles to provide accurate and consistent information. Likewise, there was a dangerously 

secretive context about the country’s two most important binational entities in charge of 

managing top priority interests of the State and soaring budgets.

The disclosure of sworn declarations of assets and income –upon June 11, 2020 Supreme 

Court of Justice (Corte Suprema de Justicia, CSJ)’s landmark case– has allowed to file other 
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similar actions and to release of all documents submitted by the Office of the Comptroller 

General (Contraloría General de la República, CGR) since 1992. Accordingly, it is possible now 

to disclose numerous investigations on top government officers’ ill-gotten gains.

On the other hand, the Inter-American Committee on Human Rights (IACHR) held the 

Paraguayan State accountable for a string of infractions contributing to impunity in Santiago 

Leguizamón’s April 26, 1991 murder.

Results Analysis

Paraguay ranks 8th, in the Low Restriction category, among the 22 countries surveyed 

on [by] the Chapultepec Index, scoring 69.22 out of 100. In comparison to last year’s Index, 

variation is negligible (67.40 of 100, ranking 6th). Regarding February 2020 journalist Leo Ve-

ras’ murder, the MP pressed charges on the alleged mastermind, from the drug-trafficking 

group known as First Capital Command (Primer Comando de la Capital, PCC) (Última Hora, 

2021). In this situation, the Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía General del Estado, FGE [official 

name of the Ministerio Público, MP]– ruled that acts of violence against journalists should be 

investigated by the Special Unit on Human Rights (Unidad Especializada de Derechos Hu-

manos) (Paraguay’s Public Prosecutor’s Office, 2021). This is a giant leap, albeit insufficient, 

when it comes to government bodies; for instance, in the case mentioned above, accessing 

information on the proceedings’ status becomes extremely hard for journalist Veras’ rela-

tives.  

Likewise, in December 2020, the Roundtable for Journalist Security (Mesa para la Se-

guridad de Periodistas, MSP), along with the Union of Paraguayan Journalists (Sindicato de 

Periodistas del Paraguay, SPP) sponsored in 2017 a draft bill aimed at creating safeguard 

mechanisms for journalists and human rights advocates (Mesa para la Seguridad de Peri-

odistas, n.d.).

Environments: Fundamental Judiciary’s Role to Protect Free Speech

 According to the specialists with whom we conferred, in terms of the “Degree of un-

favorable influence”, the Legislative environment scores a slight influence (1.68), the Judi-

cial environment scores a moderate influence of 2.51 –the highest influence exerted by the 

three environments–; and the Executive environment scores a slight influence of 2.49. In the 

period surveyed, there no patterns hindering free speech; however, there are still criminal 

complaints against media outlet executives and journalists based on their reporting of top 

interest topics. It is authority of the Judiciary (Poder Judicial, PJ) to admit to these actions.
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 REALM A: Obstacles for Free Speech to Access to Information

The COVID-19 pandemic’s effects are not only noticeable on the health and economic 

outlook, but also impact free speech. Social media are an outstanding source for dissemi-

nating news and blowing the whistle on corruption issues. Print media use them as input 

to report in their mainstream format. According to the specialists’ score, this realm shows 

a mild influence (11.43 out of 23.0), signifying a slight decrease when compared to the 2020 

Index (14.20 out of 23.0).

From a scale of 1 to 10, all three environments show mild influence. The Legislative envi-

ronment scores 3.00, and the Judiciary environment 3.38, while the Executive environment 

obtains 3.07. In the period surveyed, there were no Legislative actions tending to suppress 

free flow of information and free expression. 

 Regarding the Executive environment, there was a report of censorship on a physician 

for voicing his views regarding COVID-19 situation (La Nación, 2020). An additional action 

against freedom of expression was that of city mayor Coronel Oviedo threatening a news 

executive from an independent media outlet in the same city (Última Hora, 2021). 

The Information Flow sub-realm scores 5.14 out of 11.0. A slight decrease is noticed when 

compared to the 2020 Index (7.60 out of 11.0).

The specialists with whom we conferred gave the Free Speech sub-realm a score of 6.29 

out of 12.0, quite close to that of 2020 (6.60 out of 12.0).

In the period surveyed, unanswered information release requests remained a constant 

pattern. In accordance with data from the Unified Public Information Portal (Portal Unifi-

cado de Información Pública, n.d.), in the period comprising August 1, 2020-June 30, 2021, 

there were 10,284 total public information requests, of which 935 had no response (9.1%), 664 

were subject to user reconsiderations (6.5%), and 7,462 requests had a “response” (72.6%) 

(the quality of responses is not taken into account). Considering the figures from the preced-

ing report, the number of requisitions [requests] has had a slight increase (out of a universe 

of 9,696, between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020, with a level of 72.1% of requisitions “with a 

response”).

During the period surveyed by this report, certain legal actions to obtain public infor-

mation were filed. Per data from the Supreme Court of Justice’s website (Corte Suprema de 

Justicia - Poder Judicial, n.d.), between August 2020-April 2020, at least 24 court matters on 

accessing public information were filed, representing an increase of more than 100% when 

compared to the data of last year’s report (11 matters on record). However, the universe of 

petitioners remains insignificant when contrasted with the high number of requests without 

favorable responses. On the other hand, particularly in the Executive environment, respons-

es are neither timely nor consistent.
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Among the matters cases on record, the matter of “Juan Carlos Lezcano Flecha v. Con-
traloría General De La Republica S/ Amparo”, ruling that all sworn declarations of assets 

and income withheld by the Comptroller General of the Republic must be disclosed, needs 

to be highlighted. This action was within the scope of the Supreme Court of Justice’s ruling 

by means of the Agreement and Ruling 111 of June 11, 2020, whereby the above petitioner re-

quested records of sworn declarations from top government officials. Likewise, a highly rel-

evant case was filed by a group of journalists opposing the Itaipu Binational Entity for denial 

of information on decisions of the Paraguayan board members on issues addressed by the 

body’s Board (La Nación, 2021) (ABC Color, 2021).

REALM B: Statutes in Force Stifling The Free Dissemination of 
Information

Paraguay continues to show a moderately favorable climate for free exercise of journal-

ism. This realm scored 6.86 out of 10. During the period this report is surveying, no pattern 

of obstacles from the government harming the free exercise of journalism was reported, 

although there were newspersons attacked by third parties and groups linked to political 

parties. However, several criminal complaint proceedings for punishable acts against honor 

and reputation are still in progress, a situation that hinders the freedom to disseminate in-

formation on irregularities detected in the public administration and the assessment of the 

official conduct of government officers. 

The Legislative Environment showed slight influence by scoring 2.43, whereas the Judi-

cial Environment scored 4.57 the Judicial environment 4.57, and the Executive environment 

gets 5.00, based on which these realms’ influence is mild.

During the period surveyed, no implementation or omission of regulations affecting in-

dependence of the media and/or journalists, plurality, and protection of confidential sources 

of information, went on record. Categories such as the above are constitutionally protected, 

as is the free exercise of journalism, without the need for licenses or membership in a guild. 

There has been no record of actions from the government preventing access to sources 

aligned with the government.

REALM C: Violence Unpunished

In the specialists’ opinion, the Violence and Impunity realm scored 28.79 out of 42.0, This 

is a slight increase compared to that of the previous Index at 23.60. As for sub-realms, Protec-

tion scores 1.36 out of 5.0; Persecution 5.64 out of 7.5; Impunity 2.21 out of 8.5, and reported 

Violence 19.58 out of 21.0. 

Data from the timeline of aggressions against journalists disclose 15 aggressions in total: 

the government would be held accountable for two of them, an unknown perpetrator for 
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one, while 12 are by unknown third parties. A persisting concern is that such violations end 

up unpunished. From the murders of journalists, only Pablo Medina’s matter, who was mur-

dered on October 16, 2014, resulted in the mastermind’s conviction. 

Despite the above assertions, in this period there was slight progress when addressing 

impunity in crimes against journalists, as well as in the influence of the bill for media em-

ployees’ protection. The MP/FGE identified the alleged mastermind of journalist Leo Veras’ 

February 2020 crime, an event occurred in Pedro Juan Caballero’s border area. 

Compared the 2020 Index, where Violence and Impunity was deemed the most de-

cisive realm (scoring 23.60 out of 42), in the period surveyed the influence has subsided to 

slight in all three environments. From the scale of 1 to 10, the Legislative environment scores 

1.29, the Judicial environment 2.10, while the Executive environment gets 1.90. 

Although a pattern encouraging the persecution of journalists and the media is not 

noticed, top-ranking government officials or political personalities aligned to the ruling class 

invoke criminal regulations that protect honor and reputation when disclosure of public in-

terest information in the professional practice is impending. Oftentimes, political personal-

ities aligned with the government rely on social media to promote stigmatizing messages 

against investigative journalists. 

On the other hand, the MSP, which gathers several institutions, continues to be active, 

although it formally it lacks a budget of its own and acknowledgement by the Legislative. 

However, this body has served the purpose of implementing protection measures and train-

ing initiatives for judges and prosecutors. In turn, this Roundtable supports promoting the 

aforementioned bill on protection of journalists.

REALM D: No Change in Terms of Provisions to Prevent 
Monopolization

This realm shows a score of 22.14 out of 25.0. The survey regarding the sub-realm of 

Direct Control was rated 16.71 out of 19.00, while Indirect Control scored 5.43 out of 6.0. Par-

aguay continues to show high levels of media monopolization, a situation that has a direct 

impact on the independence of the media and journalists. However, alternative media and 

information platforms that have allowed for the promotion of plurality and independence of 

media professionals have reportedly been launched.

CONCLUSIONS

Paraguay continues to show a mildly favorable environment for the exercise of journal-

ism and free speech. COVID-19 has awakened numerous critical voices against the govern-

ment’s administration, which have been channeled largely through social media. This area 

constitutes a source of interaction and free information, although it excludes groups in vul-
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nerable situations. Criminal statutes inhibiting free speech and dissemination of high public 

interest information, as well as the high degree of media monopolization, are drawbacks for 

independence and plurality in the exercise of journalism. 

The current criminal code regulations lead political personalities aligned with the gov-

ernment and top officials to threaten the dissemination of information blowing the whistle 

on alleged irregularities. In this regard, there has been no record of actions leading to the 

repeal of such provisions or landmark cases for the dissemination of international standards 

of protection.

Thankfully, legislative actions barring the free exercise of journalism are absent. Although the trend 
continues to favor the right to access public information, the results from the justice system are discour-
aging. Likewise, we underscore the threats on posting highly relevant information due to arbitrary deci-
sions of officials or court rulings.

The promotion of the bill on comprehensive journalist and human rights advocate protection seeks 
to strengthen existing mechanisms, provide them with budget funds and legislate on vital aspects from 
which the work of media employees may benefit. The steps to build an adequate institutional framework 
commensurate with the country’s reality are still slow, but the interest of certain political personalities is 
simultaneously increasing.

As a challenge, it remains to optimize the powers of the offices for access to public information so 
that they adequately meet legal requirements, improve the way how information is disclosed and the 
accuracy of its content in terms of users’ –journalists and citizens– legitimate expectations.
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PARAGUAY

PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot analysis

STRENGTHS

The environment is mildly favorable for the exercise of freedom of ex-
pression. There are constitutional safeguard mechanisms in terms of 
source confidentiality and the exercise of free speech without a license 
or membership in a guild. Also, different alternative media have been 
launched.

WEAKNESSES

The quality of the information provided under actively binding trans-
parency is deficient. We obtain inconsistent, ambiguous, vague, or in-
complete responses within passive transparency commitments. The 
Mesa de Seguridad de Periodistas (Roundtable for Journalist Security) 
is institutionally inadequate.

OPPORTUNITIES

There is progress in the identification of the alleged mastermind of 
a journalist’s murder. The right of access to information is increasing. 
Public information on numerous topics of public interest is available. 
The Paraguayan government can be held accountable for a journalist’s 
murder case. A draft bill on journalist protection is being discussed. 
Additionally, rulings legally bind to provide information on highly rele-
vant topics.

THREATS

Some criminal statutes for the safeguard of honor and reputation are in 
force. Again, the vast majority of cases of violence and murder against 
journalists go unpunished. There is no budget for protective mecha-
nisms. Protocols are very much absent when aggressions against jour-
nalists are investigated. Victims of violence dot not enjoy freedom of 
information in the proceedings, and social media as sources of infor-
mation will exclude groups at risk. We notice a pattern in cases of cen-
sorship on public officials. Clearly, personalities with political ties exert 
violence against journalists. While actions to prevent the media from 
being monopolized are non-existent, rulings from the Judiciary hinder 
free information on highly relevant topics. The access to public infor-
mation is arbitrarily denied without punishment or accountability.
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2.18.3 OVERWIEW

Paraguay

The Republic of Paraguay remained in the group of countries exerting low restriction to 

Freedom of Expression and the Press, but dropped from the seventh position in 2019-2020 

with 67.4 points, to position No. 8 in 2020-2021 with 69.22 points. In general, there are still 

specific situations impairing access to information, and protection for journalists is weak. 

The government of Mario Abdo Benítez was affected by a political crisis, but has preserved a 

discourse in favor of freedom of expression.

Regarding Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the leading restric-

tion is found to be the access to information. The common denominator causing this, es-

pecially in the period 2020-2021, is that no replies were granted to requests for information, 

after relief to obtain it (Injunction in the Matter of Juan Carlos Lezcano Flecha v. Comptroller 

General’s Office [Caso Juan Carlos Lezcano Flecha C/ Contraloría General De La Republica 

S/ Amparo]). Therefore, social media have become the main space for disseminating infor-

mation and blowing the whistle on acts of corruption. In the two sub-realms that make up 

Realm A, Information Flow and Free Expression, there was quantitative decrease from one 

period to another. As of 2019-2020, laws directly affecting freedom of expression had been 

passed, among them Law 6299 regarding publications based on Supreme Court of Justice 

sessions, and those of the Judiciary Council (Consejo de la Magistratura), the Jury for the 

Prosecution of Justices (Jurado de Enjuiciamiento de Magistrados) and the Cabinet Council 

(Consejo de Ministros); Law 6355 amending the regulatory framework for public officials’ 

sworn statements of property, assets, and income, among others.

These pieces of legislation have an impact on the perception of Realm B, Exercise of 

Journalism. In addition to aggressions against journalists by third parties, thereby impairing 

performing their duties, the prosecution of speech crimes (against honor and reputation) 

continues. This is evident in ongoing court actions. However, there is no requirement for 

mandatory membership or degree to practice journalism; any person may do so. 

Analyzing the results for Realm C, Violence and Impunity, it is worth noting the cases of 

aggressions occurred in the period 2020-2021, a total 15 in which impunity regarding these 

situations constitutes the greatest concern. Nevertheless, in a case of murder (Pablo Medi-

na), the mastermind was convicted. The regulatory framework is the basis upon which pub-

lic officials file lawsuits against the media and journalists. 

Finally, in Realm D, Control over the Media, based on the results in both periods, there 

are no actions posing direct and indirect controls targeting the media, with 22 points out 

of 25 in 2029-2020 and 22.14 in 2020-2021, there is evidence of plurality and independence 

among the media and newspersons. 
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Regarding the extent of unfavorable influence from the different [institutional] environ-

ments on freedom of expression, we noticed that, in general, from one study period to the 

other, it dropped from strong and very strong influence in some cases, to moderate and 

slight influence for the period 2020-2021. Realm A and Realm B were those where the great-

est interference from the different branches of government was observed, especially on the 

part of the executive and the judicial environments. 
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2.19. PERU

2.19.1 PERU 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Peru: Positive indicators in the midst of the crisis

Executive summary

The perception of the experts surveyed is that Peru has a low level of restriction on free-

dom of expression, mainly based on a perception of full freedom of expression with re-

gard to the control over the media by State environments [branches of government]. On 

the other side of the spectrum, there is a perception that, in Peru, there are partial re-

strictions regarding prevention of violence and impunity, which reflects a pattern where 

there are no laws to protect journalists, which encourages persecuting or exerting undue 

influence over them. 

INTRODUCTION

The period covered by the survey in this report has been one of instability and change in 

Peru’s political and legal outlook. After the political crisis of 2018, resulting in the resignation 

of President Pedro Pablo Kuczynski, the confrontation between the executive and legislative 

branches ensued, ending that year in a referendum proposed by the government to enact 

four constitutional amendments.

During 2019, corruption scandals in the judicial branch – unveiled by a group of journal-

ists – deepened the crisis and confrontation between the branches of government, when 

the congressional majority refused to investigate or remove some of the judges under scruti-

ny. This led President Martín Vizcarra to propose early elections, shortening his term in office 

but also that of the Congress [Legislative].

The power struggle ended with the shutdown of Congress in September 2019 and par-

liamentary elections to close the 2016-2021 period. This brought some political calm until 

March 2020, when the new Congress was inaugurated and the mandatory confinement fol-

lowing the COVID-19 pandemic began. In this context, the press has taken a stand for one 

or another political sector, receiving pressure and accusations about hidden agendas and 

editorial policies for sale.

Results analysis on institutional environments

The perception of those surveyed yields an overall index of 67.8 out of 100 points pos-

sible, placing Peru sixth among the countries reviewed regarding freedom of expression. 
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There is a perception of low restriction on access to information and the exercise of journal-

ism, and full freedom from attempts at controlling the media.

The poorest performing indicator is the perception of violence against exercising jour-

nalism, where 19.2 points out of a possible 42 were obtained, indicating a perception of min-

imum protection for journalists and the existence of impunity for actions restricting free 

speech.

Legislative environment

In general, the legislative environment has the greatest influence on restricting free 

speech (2.41). The Congress that concluded in September had introduced draft bills to restrict 

government advertising - the main source of income for many media outlets – or toughen 

penalties for defamation. Additionally, the majority party used congressional funds in hiring 

staff to slander those considered as its opponents, be it politicians or members of the press.

Judicial environment

The judicial environment is perceived in second place regarding influence on freedom 

of expression (2.37). It is noteworthy that this environment has been exposed in recent years 

by journalistic reports revealing high levels of corruption, money laundering, and rigged pen-

alties by several of its members. This spawned measures that attempted at compelling jour-

nalists to reveal their sources, as well as seizing their assets, or bringing court action against 

them as forms of pressure.

Executive environment

The government branch with the least influence in situations discouraging free speech 

is the executive environment (2.31), achieving the highest scores for protective actions and 

access to information. This is mainly due to inaction or delays by the national government 

rather than concrete actions against free speech. In some cases, however, it is clear that 

regional governments [departments] have had an influence on the exercise of freedom of 

expression in Peru.

REALM A: Well-informed citizens

The results of the survey indicate that the sentiment regarding the possibility for citizens 

to be able to express and inform themselves is very strong, placing the indicator very close 

to full freedom. There is a sense of appropriate access to information, although there have 

been cases when some offices of the legislative or executive branches have been opaque in 

granting access to [information on] certain expenditures or the use of certain funds. As part 

of the initiative to establish entities addressing access to public information as of 2018 – albeit 
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with limited progress last year, information websites facilitate access to allocation of funds 

and awarding of contracts in most cases. 

This has led some authorities to try to exert pressure following certain information dis-

closed by the press, in the form of legislative initiatives or filing of complaints in court, which 

have not been successful, as the CPP (Peruvian Press Council [Consejo de la Prensa Peru-

ana]) points out in its 2019 report. However, in local government environments, access to 

information is much more opaque. Furthermore, news media outlets themselves have fewer 

resources to apply pressure for or access sensitive information to uncover acts of corruption, 

which is one of the main problems in Peru. 

The media structure in Peru is one of large conglomerates, mostly making up a nation-

wide news duopoly, and a number of local media outlets surviving in a rather vulnerable 

manner. This means that, at national government, the power of the media makes them more 

capable of reacting and defending themselves against threats or pressures. It is the indepen-

dent and regional press the ones suffering under the pressure from the authorities, and be-

ing brought defamation charges seeking to prevent them from publishing matters affecting 

certain interest groups in the country. Peruvian legislation and even the slow pace of court 

proceedings allow this to be used as a way of restricting some journalistic investigations.

REALM B: Exercise of journalism under appropriate conditions

The exercise of journalism in Peru is perceived to have low restrictions by the ex-
perts surveyed, in reason of a lesser extent of pressure on some sectors of the press, 
pressure that was present until the first half of the period under review. During this 
period, members of the Judiciary, supported by some members of the Legislative, 
tried to force some journalists to disclose their sources, in a clear indication of at-
tempts at interfering with the whistleblowing about them.

Parliamentary immunity allowed for verbal attacks and threats against some 
journalists who were critical of some members of the legislative branch. However, this 
did not materialize into censorship or restrictions on information. With the Congres-
sional shutdown, this diminished markedly. This shutdown also rendered ineffective 
draft bills providing for mandatory affiliation to professional associations in order to 
exercise journalism in the country, which had been noted as a means of restricting 
journalistic work (Consejo de la Prensa Peruana, 2019).

As the pandemic has advanced in 2020, access to information has been restricted 
and, in different regions of the country, local journalists who have blown the whistle 
on poor management of the health crisis and lack of resources in local hospitals have 
been threatened, attacked, or slandered by regional officials (Asociación Nacional de 
Periodistas del Perú, 2020). 
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There is an example of institutional pressure against the practice of journalism on 
record. In November 2019, a prosecutor in the region of Ancash, in the Northeast of 
the country, demanded that journalist Hugo Gonzales disclose the sources allowing 
him to report acts of corruption by the lieutenant governor of that department (IPYS, 
2020).

REALM C: An environment with a degree of violence and impunity 
against the media 

The perception of actions to protect journalists against acts of violence and im-
punity is the lowest of all realms in Peru’s case, thereby achieving less than half of 
the maximum score, 19.2 points out of a possible 42, indicating a country with partial 
restrictions on the exercise of freedom of expression. The different environments are 
deemed responsible for similar measures so that no protective actions are taken with 
regard to journalists. During this period, several people hired as congressional advi-
sors were found to be part of a network of defamation and attacks on politicians and 
several journalists by means of fake accounts (La República, 2020), from which they 
posted an average of 100 messages per day on social media.

Different media linked Fuerza Popular1 congresswoman Rosa Bartra to a group 
naming itself La Resistencia (The Resistance), as she was seen on social media at 
an address encouraging them [members of this group] to carry out larger attacks. 
Members of La Resistencia were identified as part of the group that organized sit-ins 
and made threats in June and August 2019 around the premises of IDL-Reporteros, a 
media outlet that blew the whistle on acts of corruption by different Peruvian govern-
ments and published investigations involving a corruption ring of judges and public 
prosecutors.

Nevertheless, these are not the only acts of violence against freedom of expres-
sion. There are years-long protracted trials of lawsuits. As cases in point, members 
of a religious community singled out by journalists Paola Ugaz and Pedro Salinas for 
sexual abuse filed a complaint against them; or attempts at seizing the assets and 
databases of media outlets that have reported money laundering or acts of corrup-
tion – as happened to the IDL-Reporteros or Ojo Público (Public Eye) websites in April 
2019 – at the same time that the legislature was pushing for laws to toughen penalties 
on defamation, including against those who do so on social media (CPP, 2019).

Journalists working in departments outside of Lima are more affected by acts of 
intimidation, threats, and violence. Since January 2020, Deysi Mina, a journalist from 
Ayacucho, has gone missing. Additionally, poor management of the health crisis by 
local authorities has resulted in actions against journalists reporting on the issue, 
1  Translator’s Note (TN): A conservative political party headed by Keiko Fujimori, daughter of former Peruvian president Alberto Fuji-

mori.
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such as the cases of Pablo Rojas, who was attacked in Arequipa in March 2020, Juan 
López and Carlos Armas, journalists from Ucayali targeted by smear campaigns on 
social media, or the threats made by Mesías Guevara, Governor of Cajamarca, against 
journalists who criticized his performance during the pandemic.

REALM D: Media free from control measures

Respondents’ perception on control over the media is the most positive. It scores 
highest for Peru, with the lowest indicators of influence from the different environ-
ments. No direct or indirect control actions are perceived, although the management 
of funds to buy advertising space is noticed to pose a threat to freedom of expression, 
especially in departments outside of Lima.

Given the existence of a private media ecosystem relying on advertising for sub-
sistence, there are areas of Peru where the funds that local governments allocate for 
advertising are the main source of income for local media. This creates the possibility 
of pressure on media outlets opposing local authorities, by choosing not to allocate 
ads in them. 

In the case of media licenses, the market is saturated and there are few possi-
bilities for new licensing, which have largely favored major powerful media groups, 
thereby preserving their dominant positions. 

CONCLUSIONS

The general perception of freedom of expression in Peru during the period re-
viewed is positive. The country is going through years of political instability, which 
encourages pressure on the work of journalists. Nevertheless, in most cases, this has 
been appropriately addressed, and the different news media have been able to rely 
on newspersons’ activity.

The shutdown of the previous Congress brought months of greater stability, but, 
in March, a new Congress was inaugurated, and new confrontations with the execu-
tive branch sparked. The advent of the COVID-19 pandemic that month also gener-
ated a situation that made journalists’ work more vulnerable, regarding both staffing 
and health, as well as in terms of access to information.

For the next period, it will be important to look at the possibilities of access to 
information achieved both in the legislative environment – which has shown to keep 
several of the practices of the previous congress – and in the executive environment, 
which, as the pandemic has spread, has begun to restrict media access to the Presi-
dent’s conferences, as well as handle pandemic data with opacity.
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In this context, none of the environments is expected to show concern about ad-
vancing administrative measures or legislative initiatives providing spaces to improve 
conditions for the exercise of journalism or freedom of expression, either by prevent-
ing cases of violence or by protecting journalists from situations that endanger or 
make their work difficult.

The practice of filing lawsuits against journalists and dragging them to long and 
cumbersome trials – either by appealing sentences or by filing new complaints – has 
become a common practice. This is clearly a way of trying to censor whistleblowing 
and intimidate other journalists into investigating powerful institutions or individuals. 
With a corrupt and inefficient judicial environment and legislation allowing this to 
happen, a structure that is unlikely to change in towards improving the conditions for 
freedom of expression is thereby perpetuated. 

Observing whether these situations remain, subside, or become more complex 
is part of what should be reviewed in subsequent reports, to understand whether the 
indicators for Peru, which in this case have been quite positive, maintain their levels 
or not.
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PERU

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Peru still has fresh memories of the Fujimori dictatorship and 
editorial policies for sale among leading media of the country. 
The population that still has confidence in the – weak – democ-
racy and does not wish to return to those years persists in the 
defense of adequate levels of free speech.

WEAKNESSES

In Peru, the weaknesses regarding freedom of expression lie in 
the country’s own institutional fragility. Many journalists have 
to face trials, which are cumbersome and protracted, in a Judi-
ciary that is slow and corrupt, all of which constitutes a form of 
pressure. On the other hand, mainstream media are criticized 
for not always being aligned with free speech. 

OPPORTUNITIES

New technologies, networks, and platforms have generated a 
great opportunity for the emergence of media alternative to 
mainstream outlets, thereby allowing for the dissemination 
of information and for addressing relevant issues with great-
er freedom. If these ventures manage to remain independent, 
and consolidate their funding, they can be a continuous source 
of adequate and reliable information.

THREATS

A great threat to freedom of expression is that experienced by 
the country in recent years, stemming from its unstable politi-
cal situation. The three branches of government are struggling 
to hold as much power as possible. A disruption in the very del-
icate balance of current forces may completely alter the status 
of freedom of expression.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Peru: Freedom of expression is breaking through

Executive Summary

The results for the period under study show a slight improvement in freedom of expres-

sion and the press. The initial months reviewed were marked by a high political instability. 

This, along with the pandemic, presented difficulties for a correct flow of information. The 

final months of the period coincided with a presidential election campaign in progress, 

which posed challenges for news coverage. While freedom of expression shows very low 

levels of restriction, the structural issues threatening it remain in the country.

INTRODUCTION

The period under study for this report continued with the characteristics of instability 

detailed last year, which generates difficulties for the exercise of journalism and to achieve 

higher levels of freedom of expression. During the second semester of 2020, the political 

crisis worsened, in addition to the healthcare and economic crisis caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic. This brought about great social instability.

In that semester, the confrontation between the Executive and Legislative ended with 

Vizcarra leaving the presidential office in November and President of Congress Manuel Me-

rino taking over. This was viewed by a large section of the population as a covert coup d’état. 

Protests erupted in different cities of the country. They were harshly repressed, but resulted 

in the resignation of Merino after six days in office.

The priorities of President Sagasti’s interim government were to reestablish some stabil-

ity, procure COVID-19 vaccines, start a mass vaccination rollout, and organize the 2021 presi-

dential and legislative elections, while dodging new threats stemming from his vacated con-

gressional office. Elections were held in April and the run-off vote for president in June, in a 

highly polarized contest that caused further instability.

In this context, the work of the press was conducted always amidst frictions with the 

different branches of government; but it also played a loosely defined role regarding the 

country’s powers that be. Despite all this, the perception obtained in this study with respect 
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to freedom of expression and the press places Peru in a status of low restriction, analogous 

to that obtained in the previous period.

Although journalists had tough times doing their job – primarily on the days of the brief 

Merino government and during the campaign for the second round of elections – in general 

there were few institutional attempts to restrict its exercise. These difficulties came mostly 

from more personal actions and, in some cases, from the news companies themselves.

Results analysis on institutional environments: Slight influence in an 
ongoing crisis stage

During the period under study, the feeling among those who participated in the study is 

that the situation with respect to freedom of expression and the press in Peru has improved. 

Although, both last year and in the current year, a slight influence of the Legislative, Judicial 

and Executive environments is noticed, the current indicators show a considerable improve-

ment regarding last year.

While Peru has fallen back to the seventh position among countries surveyed, the result 

of 69.85 points out of a possible 100 is a slight improvement compared to the 67.8 last year. 

There is a feeling of mild influence and low restriction in all environments and almost all 

realms, while in the previous period there were several areas showing a moderate negative 

influence.

The Legislative environment shows an extent of influence at 1.11 points, which responds to 

the different realities of the relationship between the press and the members of the Congress 

of the Republic. Unlike last year, there were no attempts to introduce draft bills or regulations 

that would curb freedom of expression and the press, which produces a perception of mild 

influence.

During the pandemic, and in the period surveyed, the greatest difficulties between the 

press and the Legislature stemmed from certain restrictions on access to information. How-

ever, in general, the degree of influence was lesser than in the previous period. Even a certain 

section of the press was part of a campaign to broadcast news and alleged evidence that al-

lowed the Legislative to impeach President Vizcarra in November 2020 (Cuarto Poder, 2020; 

Mella, 2020).

The degree of influence of the Judicial environment is the lowest in Peru’s case, with an 

index of 1.07 points, which is also a significant progress against last year. This result is striking 

because one of the most common problems for the exercise of freedom of the press is the 

frequent threat of legal action against journalists, as well as the defamation lawsuits brought 

against them and admitted by several courts. Undoubtedly, this becomes a way of deterring 

the job of news professionals. 
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In its report for 2020, the Office of the Human Rights of Journalists (Oficina de los Dere-

chos Humanos del Periodista, OFIP) of the National Association of Journalists of Peru (Asoci-

ación Nacional de Periodistas del Perú, ANP) reported that 29 instances of judicial intimida-

tion had gone on record that year, not counting those filed in previous years, which continue 

to threaten news professionals (OFIP, 2020). In the report for the first three months of 2021, 

the same office totaled eight new court actions (OFIP, 2021b).

While the above does not necessarily result in penalties for members of the press, it does 

mean devoting resources and a lot of time to legal proceedings. The stress caused by this is 

added to the challenging emotional state caused by the health and economic crisis that the 

country is experiencing, which undermines journalists’ work. It is important to point out that 

this reality is more frequent in regions outside the capital, where institutional support for the 

press is weaker.

The Executive is the one that shows the highest degree of influence of the three envi-

ronments, at 1.27 points. Although this keeps it at a slight level of influence, it is noteworthy 

that, in the previous period, it was the environment with the least unfavorable influence. Our 

review of this Executive environment means considering three different moments in the pe-

riod under analysis: First, the final months of President Vizcarra during the peak of the first 

wave of COVID-19; secondly, Manuel Merino’s brief term in the presidential office; thirdly, that 

of President Sagasti’s transitional government. 

President Vizcarra’s last months in office were marked by a mounting tension in his 

relationship with the media. During the early stages of the pandemic, when press confer-

ences were constantly called, this relationship began to change when the measures did 

not yield the expected results. Subsequently, press access to his addresses and activities 

was increasingly restricted. The few days that Manuel Merino held the presidential office 

were known by constant protests and severe police repression. In those six days, 28 attacks 

on members of the press were reported (OFIP, 2020). 

The final months of the period surveyed encompassed the beginning of the vaccination 

rollout and the campaigns for presidential and congressional elections, during which the Ex-

ecutive maintained independence and guaranteed freedom of expression, to such an extent 

that it did not even step in when certain sections of the press disseminated fake or distorted 

news, both regarding COVID-19 vaccines and the electoral process.

REALM A: Free expression in mainstream and alternative media

One of the best indicators for the study period is in the realm assessing the extent to 

which informed citizens are free to express themselves, at 18.71 points out of a possible 23. 

This is a slight improvement compared to the good level also observed in the previous peri-

od. The level of influence of the environments regarding this realm is one of the lowest.
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The sub-realm of Free Speech shows significant progress regarding the previous period, 

achieving 11.14 points out of a possible 12. Citizens, as well as people devoted to independent 

journalism, have enjoyed freedoms, with brief moments of restrictions mentioned above. It is 

worth noting the growth of social media and alternative websites as sources of information 

for the citizens, especially for those most socially and politically active.

The sub-realm of Information Flow, although it still shows a result at adequate levels, is 

the only one that regresses with respect to the previous period. This is not only due to certain 

restrictions on access to information encouraged by the government, but also to the position 

of a significant section of the media in the final months of the period surveyed. Journalists 

who did not agree with the requirements of the newspaper companies where they worked 

were dismissed, which led to a complaint before the Peruvian Press Council’s (Consejo de la 

Prensa Peruana) Ethics Court (Tribunal de Ética, 2021).

REALM B: Exercise of journalism under foreign and domestic 
influence

The Exercise of Journalism has achieved a slightly lower score than in the previous peri-

od. Although the levels of influence are slight, this realm is, as last year, the one obtaining the 

least favorable numbers. The levels of influence are at the upper bracket; even the Executive 

environment is deemed to have a moderate level of influence.

We cannot fail to associate this realm with what was commented in the previous sub-

realm, where the exercise of journalism has had to deal not only with health restrictions, the 

dangers inherent to work in time of pandemic, political instability, and repression. These 

factors put news professional’s work at risk, amidst restrictions within from media outlets 

themselves.

In a country with a large concentration of media in the hands of one company, some lay-

offs and forced resignations of producers, directors, and journalists were notorious, in what 

was seen as an attack on the right to information (Redacción ANP, 2021). However, the indi-

cators do not reflect this problem, marking rather a negative influence from the Executive 

environment.

It is also noteworthy that the score with the least influence is the Judicial environment. 

This is a branch of government where news workers are often posed obstacles to practice 

journalism, or that is used to hinder or threaten certain investigations, as we will see in the 

next realm.

REALM C: Times of violence and impunity

The realm of Violence and Impunity against free speech in Peru obtains the lowest re-

sults of all the realms, with 21.57 points out of a possible 42, placing the country in the 11th 
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position for this category. Although against the previous period, this score represents an im-

provement, it cannot be denied that the current period has been one of increased violence 

against the exercise of journalism and freedom of expression.

We have mentioned above the enormous number of aggressions experienced by staff 

who were reporting the November protests. We must also underscore the violence against 

the press from various places during the electoral process, including supporters of several 

presidential candidates (DW, 2021; IPYS, 2021b, 2021a; Panorama, 2021). A report by the ANP 

totaled 19 physical and verbal aggressions and 22 threatening or harassing actions during 

the campaign (OFIP, 2021a). 

Although the figures yielded during this review indicate only a slight influence of the 

environments, it cannot be overlooked that, from the Executive and especially from the Ju-

dicial environment, conditions are set so that there is a certain impunity for actions against 

freedom of expression. This year, the use of lawsuits has continued as a method to stop whis-

tleblowing and the work of journalists (IPYS, 2021c; Nalvarte, 2020), while the government 

shows little interest in protecting them (Nalvarte, 2021).

 REALM D: Control comes from within

The results for the realm of Control over the Media are the most favorable of the study 

for Peru. With 22.14 points out of a possible 25, Peru is in a state of full freedom of expres-

sion, holding the fifth place among the countries analyzed. The Executive environment is the 

most influential, but at very low levels.

Despite certain difficulties in access to information, and repression during some stages 

of the period under study, the media have achieved a great deal of independence regarding 

their publications. The political situation has led them to take positions openly – something 

that, albeit visible in local and regional media, now was more clearly noticed in press with na-

tionwide circulation or broadcast media based in Lima. It has been notorious that when in-

formation has been biased or questionable, the media have chosen not to be accountable or 

comply with resolutions, but cry wolf for persecution (América Televisión, 2021; Willax, 2021).

In any case, what we notice is that the control over the media on what they publish comes 

from their own inner workings, with journalists who must align themselves with the stance of 

management, or they are relieved of their position. The most notable case happened in one of 

the most prestigious TV news shows, which changed its hosts five times in the last six months, 

and whose main journalists stopped working there during the presidential campaign (Mella & 

Prado, 2021).
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CONCLUSIONS

The state of freedom of expression and the press in Peru continues to be very favorable, 

despite critical situations that have been experienced due to the health crisis, the political 

crisis, and that stemming from the elections. Although it is necessary to strive for improve-

ment, there are no conspicuous actions from the national government to undermine the 

information flow and access to data. The situation is somewhat more difficult in the more 

remote regions; but in general, when information has been requested – by the media or by 

citizens – and the right to access it has been claimed, in most cases the objective has been 

achieved, although with some delay. 

The pandemic-triggered contingency of generalized lockdown encouraged the growth 

of alternative media, websites, newscasts available on Internet, and the emergence of pod-

casts and groups accessing and disseminating information. This generates information flows 

outside the mainstream media. This has allowed citizens to get news, but also to find ways 

of expressing their own thoughts. In view of these developments, the Government has not 

made any attempt to limit these sources and activities through regulations or specifically 

targeted actions.

The nation’s institutional fabric allows the exercise of the freedom of the press without 

many restrictions; but, at the same time, it grants few guarantees and protection to those 

who dedicate themselves to this duty. The slow and corrupt judicial system can be used to 

curb the work of the press, laws provide little protection for journalists, and source confiden-

tiality will depend on the legal counsel that a news company can retain when required to 

reveal them. 

In certain regions, the forces and groups of power meant to protect free speech often 

turn out to be the ones who have committed outrageous acts, especially when investiga-

tions have exposed corruption or abuse by the authorities. However, we must point out that 

all this, as well as the requirements to reveal sources of information have decreased com-

pared to the previous period under study.

There have been some interventions on and closures of media outlets, mainly in regions 

outside the capital, as part of lawsuits brought against journalists and / or owners of those me-

dia. This is the most common method used by certain branches of government to undermine 

possible allegations of corruption or abuse of power. Even so, these actions are regarded more 

as individual and personal maneuvers, rather than as a systematic pattern of the government 

structure.

The great threat to freedom of expression, and above all to access to adequate informa-

tion, has come from the powers that be, from the media conglomerates and from conserva-

tive circles. The dissemination of information mixed with fake or distorted news has increased 

not only in social media and online outlets, but has also been present in the mainstream me-
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dia, leaving citizens in a situation that could lead them to disinformation, or to disbelief in fact-

based information.
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PERU 
PERIOD SURVEYED

JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS

Peru has undergone stages of dictatorship, censorship, and bribery 
for favorable press. This always raises red flags among the population 
with respect to attempts at manipulation of information. Although the 
crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and the constantly conflic-
tive political scenario makes citizens weary, it is still a population that 
remains active and can respond to attempts at restricting freedom 
of expression, potentially coming from both extremes of the political 
spectrum, but also from within some media outlets.

WEAKNESSES

The weak institutional framework existing in Peru is a factor that af-
fects in two opposite directions: On the one hand, it could become a 
danger for freedom of expression; but, at the same time, it could allow 
an excess of informative expressions that cross the boundaries of jour-
nalistic ethics and values. Whether unrestricted freedom will continue 
to be allowed or whether there will be attempts to curb it depends 
very much on the groups struggling for quotas of power, on their inter-
ests, and on how they handle the situations they are to face.

OPPORTUNITIES

The importance of using social media platforms had already been not-
ed since last year. The pandemic-triggered lockdown led the popu-
lation to search for news, and not only from traditional media. Web-
pages, news sites, YouTube channels, and podcasts have become 
alternative news media, allowing the dissemination of information in a 
more fluid and diverse manner. Although this is restricted by Internet 
access – infrequent in the most remote and / or poorest regions – the 
option of multiple voices from different parts of Peru is growing and 
may continue to grow.

THREATS

The political instability experienced since 2016, which has worsened in 
the last three years, is the greatest existing threat to freedom of expres-
sion and the practice of journalism. In a country where positions have 
been radicalized, where the head Executive officer can be removed at 
any time, where Legislative representatives brazenly pass laws tailored 
to their personal agendas, where the Judiciary struggles to maintain 
its standards of corruption, and where the powers that be can lean to-
wards any direction, activities in the country can remain in permanent 
tension for a long time, or change completely from one week to the 
next.
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Peru

As per Peru’s results, it is in the group of countries exerting low restriction on freedom of 

expression, ranking 6th in the period 2019-2020 with 67.8 points and one position up for 2020-

2021 with 69.85 points. In this country, the rights of Freedom of Expression and the Press are 

guaranteed; but some obstacles relating to access to information remain, especially in the 

last period analyzed, which coincided with the electoral schedule. This situation influenced 

political and legal stability. 

Regarding Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the results obtained 

in both study periods remain similar, above 18 points. This shows that citizens can express 

themselves freely and that they keep themselves informed, both through mainstream and 

alternative media (social media and websites). 

Except for specific cases, heard in the Ethics Court (Tribunal de Ética) of the Peruvian 

Press Council (Consejo de la Prensa Peruana) in 2020-2021, involving journalists who had 

been dismissed for disagreeing with the demands of the media outlets where they worked, 

the perception of Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, remains similar from one study period to 

the subsequent. In addition, it was affected by restrictions stemming from the measures to 

fight the [COVID-19] pandemic, situations of political instability, and repression. The results 

obtained in 2019-2020 were 7.6 and, in 2020-2021, 7.43 out of a maximum of 10. 

The score obtained for Realm C, Violence and Impunity, shows an unfavorable climate 

for journalists in Peru, as there has been an increase in violence against the practice of jour-

nalism and freedom of expression, such as physical and verbal attacks, threats, and harass-

ment of media professionals. These actions increase in severity for journalists working in 

regions other than the capital, including defamatory campaigns and even disappearances 

(Deysi Mina). 

Realm D, Control over the Media, is where the country is highest rated, with 23 points in 

2019-2020 and 22.14 in 2020-2021, out of 25, thereby reaching the level of countries with less 

control over journalists and the media. Generally, they have managed to perform their du-

ties independently from the country’s political climate. The media ecosystem is mainly com-

posed of private outlets, for which advertising allocations from government agencies pose 

the greatest pressure. However, in the period 2020-2021, we could observe that the controls 

came directly from [media] editorial policies themselves. 

The results regarding the influence of the environments on situations unfavorable to 

free speech reflect that this was moderate to slight (for some realms) in 2019-2020 and im-

proved to slight for 2020-2021 in all [realms], with the sole exception of the pressure exerted 

by the Executive on the exercise of journalism. In this case, it amounted to a moderate in-

fluence, but well below the points obtained in the previous period. 

2.19.3 OVERWIEW
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2.20. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2.20.1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Hostile messages and actions by U.S. president aim to intimidate 
and silence journalists and news media

Executive Summary

The United States ranks 13th out of 22 nations in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of 

Expression and the Press, with 49.6 points, 1.82 points below the global average (51.42) of 

a maximum of 100. The institutional action in the Legislative and Judicial environments 

was valued by experts to have “slight influence” in situations adverse to freedom of ex-

pression, while the Executive environment had a greater impact, being considered to 

have a “moderate influence.” This result reflects the effect of president Donald Trump’s 

attempts to intimidate journalists by describing them as “enemies of the State”, issuing 

comments to discredit the news media and accusing them of spreading “fake news”, 

threatening TV stations to take away their broadcast licenses, and intimidating social me-

dia platforms into making changes that match his political point of view.

INTRODUCTION

This analysis covers the period from May 1, 2019, to April 30, 2020, which coincides with 

the third year of the presidency of Donald Trump.

Since the beginning of his presidential term on January 21, 2017, Trump has frequently 

stated that anti-defamation laws must be changed to apply to journalists critical of his gov-

ernment (something that has not happened), has described reporters as “Enemies of the 

State”, has launched a campaign to erode the reputation of the news media before the pub-

lic opinion by classifying them as producers of “fake news”, and has criticized social media 

platforms for allegedly discriminating conservative opinions.

However, these types of statements or threats often conflict with the constitutional pro-

tections that exist in the United States.

The United States has a long history of protecting freedom of speech and the press 

thanks to the First Amendment to the Constitution. This amendment guarantees freedom 

of speech, religion and the press, and prohibits the establishment of laws that violate these 

rights. Historically, freedom of the press and expression have also been protected by the U.S. 

Supreme Court’s decisions, which have prohibited the application of prior censorship, and in 
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some cases have guaranteed the protection of anonymous sources in news coverage (His-

tory.com, 2017).

There have been advances in the protection of journalists so that they can do their work 

without restrictions, or with few limitations, and in general the State does not pressure the 

media to obtain favorable coverage.

There are also resources such as the Freedom of Information Act where journalists can 

request access to information from the federal and state governments. However, this does 

not automatically discourage attempts by the federal or state governments to try to limit 

access to information or even intimidate journalists.

Since the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, national security has been a frequently used 

as a justification for subpoenaing journalists. The administrations of George W. Bush and 

Barack Obama used this justification in the cases of journalists Judy Miller (who spent 85 

days in jail for failing to reveal a source in 2005 [BBC News, 2005]) and James Risen (who was 

found guilty of contempt of court and was threatened with being sent to jail in 2014 [LoGi-

urato, 2014]).

There is a concern that this confrontation between the government and the media 

could disrupt the free flow of information in the United States. This tension has continued 

during the presidency of Donald Trump.

Another example is the Espionage Act, which has been used to sue journalists or sourc-

es who have revealed secret or classified government information, such as Julian Assange 

(Savage, 2019) and Edward Snowden (Zapotosky, 2019 ). Both administrations of Presidents 

Barack Obama (2009-2016) and Donald Trump (2017-present) have used the Espionage Act 

to sue Snowden.

Most recently, on July 23, 2020, a county judge in Washington state ordered a newspa-

per and four television stations to turn over unpublished photographs and video footage of 

street protests to the Seattle Police Department. The argument of the police was that the 

images could help identify protesters who destroyed property during the protest, and thus 

the images could help them arrest the suspects (Elfrink, 2020). The media organizations ap-

pealed the judge’s decision and the order was postponed. The final decision is in the hands 

of the Washington Supreme Court (Kamb, 2020).

Although the previously mentioned examples did not occur within the period studied, 

they are cases that help us to illustrate the tense relationship that may exist between the 

United States government and the exercise of the free press.
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Analysis of results

Overall rating

With 49.6 points, out of a possible 100, the United States ranks 13th out of 22 countries in 

the Chapultepec Index that measures the impact of institutional actions on freedom of ex-

pression and the press in the hemisphere. The United States along with eight other countries 

were categorized as nations with “partial restrictions” on free speech and the press because 

of the impact of institutional actions. 

According to the experts consulted, the domain with the greatest impact was the Exec-

utive Domain, which had a “moderate influence” with 4.19 points. In comparison, the Legis-

lative (2.26 points) and Judicial (1.02 points) domains were classified as having a “slight influ-

ence” in situations unfavorable to the freedom of speech.

About the environments

Of the three environments analyzed, the Executive was the one that received the least 

favorable evaluation with 4.19 points, which places it in the category of having a “moderate 

influence” in situations adverse to freedom of expression and the press in the United States.

An example of the institutional actions of President Donald Trump are the lawsuits re-

cently filed against three media outlets.

On March 8, 2020, the U.S. president’s reelection campaign sued the New York Times, 

Washington Post, and CNN for defamation for publishing opinion pieces that criticized his 

administration. The action was considered an intensification of the confrontation that the 

president has had with the media since the beginning of his government (Wise, 2020).

According to legal experts cited in the story that appeared on the news website The Hill, 

these lawsuits are not likely to succeed because the standard in the United States for proving 

defamation is too high. However, these experts warn that this tactic could be used by influ-

ential political figures to intimidate the press.

Although the three aforementioned news media have economic resources to pay the 

expenses of judicial defense in the courts, there is fear that this type of lawsuit could be used 

to intimidate news organizations that have fewer resources to cover the cost of a lawyer who 

can defend them in court (Wise, 2020).

Trump regularly attacks the press, and frequently refers to journalists as “enemies of the 

state,” but these actions represented the first time that he has sued news organizations, and 

the president also warned that there could be more lawsuits in the future.
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Social media platforms have also come under fire from President Trump, who is a regu-

lar user of Twitter and has more than 85.5 million followers (As of August 2020).

For example, on April 23, 2019, President Trump criticized Twitter for allegedly discrim-

inating the views of conservatives and representatives of the Republican Party, and advo-

cated for a “fairer” platform. Although he has also criticized other platforms and technology 

companies such as Google, Trump has offered no evidence to support his accusations (Reu-

ters, 2019.)

In May of this year, Trump threatened to shut down Twitter after the social network 

placed a warning in two of his tweets alerting readers that the messages contained “ques-

tionable information” about voting by mail. These warnings are part of Twitter’s new policy of 

classifying information that may be false (Bond, 2020).

Another example of the institutional actions by the Executive Environment is the letter 

that the Trump re-election campaign sent to several television stations in five states that 

could have a decisive impact on the presidential election on Nov. 3, 2020.

In the letter, the Trump campaign asked stations to stop broadcasting a campaign ad 

criticizing Trump’s management regarding the coronavirus pandemic. The ad was produced 

by Priorities USA, a political organization that supports the candidacy of its Democratic rival 

Joe Biden. Failure to do so, the letter said, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 

would consider suspending the broadcast licenses of these stations (Shields, 2020). An ex-

pert quoted in the Bloomberg report explains that this action has no chance of succeeding 

since the ad is considered political information that is protected by the Constitution, and the 

government could not penalize the stations that broadcast it. However, the lawyer added 

that the intention of the letter was to intimidate the stations into limiting the broadcast of 

negative announcements about President Trump.

With regard to the Legislative (2.26 points) and Judicial (1.02 points) domains, institu-

tional actions had a “slight influence”, according to the assessment of the experts consulted. 

Although they did not cite specific situations of how these environments affect freedom of 

expression and the press, recently in the United States there have been cases where judges 

have ordered the media to hand over photos and videos to the police.

REALM A

This realm explores whether people are informed and free to express their opinions, and 

the experts consulted gave it 14.2 points out of a total of 23.

American people live in a country where their right to express themselves and to be 

informed is respected. In general, there are few restrictions to having access to information 

and journalists are free to write and cover the news with almost no restrictions. This is not 

to say that there are no challenges when reporting the news, as President Trump’s constant 
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criticism of the press and journalists adds pressure to the work they do. In this context, the 

experts considered that the institutional actions of the Executive Domain had a “strong in-

fluence” (6.02 points).

Regarding sub-realm 1, which evaluates actions in favor of the flow of information to 

people, the experts assigned 7.4 out of 11 points. Here, the impact of the actions of the Ex-

ecutive Environment stands out, which was considered to have “a strong influence” (5.85 

points). This is because of threats issued by President Trump to television and digital media 

that could affect the flow of information.

With respect to sub-realm 2, which assesses whether the State creates possibilities 

for citizens to express themselves publicly, the experts also assigned 6.8 out of 12 points. 

Here, the Executive Environment also had the greater impact, which was labeled as having a 

“strong influence” (6.19 points).

Although there are no state provisions to increase criminal charges of defamation, slan-

der and contempt, President Trump has sued three media outlets for defamation. This is the 

first time that the president has intensified his confrontation with the media by taking to the 

courts, despite the fact that the vast majority of specialists have said that these lawsuits are 

unlikely to succeed.

REALM B

This realm explores whether the State guarantees the exercise of journalism, and the 

experts consulted assigned it 5 out of 10 points.

In general, the United States has clear laws that protect the intellectual property of jour-

nalistic content, it is not mandatory for journalists to be licensed or belong to an organiza-

tion, and it is not necessary that they have a university degree, or even formal education to 

practice journalism.

However, historically there have been cases in which the State tries to pressure the me-

dia and journalists to reveal sources of information. In the period evaluated by the experts, no 

specific examples of these actions were cited. However, as mentioned in the introduction, on 

July 23, 2020, a Washington state judge issued an order for five news organizations to reveal 

photos and video images of street protests that have not been previously published.

The Judicial (1.81 points) and Legislative (1.57 points) environments were considered to 

have a “slight influence”, and the Executive Environment was considered to have a “moder-

ate influence” (3.26 points).
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REALM C

This realm explores violence and impunity in the exercise of freedom of speech and the 

press. The experts consulted in the case of the United States assigned it 8 out of 42 points. 

This ranking is low if we compare the U.S. with other countries where there are document-

ed cases of violence against journalists, such as Mexico (12 points) and Colombia (11.4). In 

this realm, the Executive Environment was classified as having a “moderate influence” (3.76 

points), the Legislative (1.87 points) and Judicial (0.92 points) as having a “slight influence”.

In general, in the United States, the State does not favor the persecution of journalists 

and media outlets that publish criticisms of the government. However, some statements by 

the current president of the United States, members of his cabinet and influential conserva-

tive voices have been considered intimidating and even promoters of hatred toward journal-

ists and the media. In sub-realm 1 of actions against persecution, the experts assigned the 

Executive Environment 8.03 points and rated it as having a “strong influence”. The Legislative 

Environment (3.85 points) was perceived as having a “moderate influence”, and the Judicial 

Environment (1.63 points) was classified as having a “slight influence”.

Sub-realm 2 explores actions for the protection of freedom of speech and the press. As 

previously mentioned, the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States offers a 

strong defense of freedom of speech and the press.

During the period covered by this report, the experts did not cite specific examples. 

However, since May 25, 2020, when George Floyd, a black man, died after a police officer 

immobilized him and put his knee on his neck for more than eight minutes in Minneapolis, 

Minnesota, protests broke out in dozens of cities of the United States. During these protests, 

there were cases where the police arrested protesters after shouting slogans or criticizing the 

police, and on other occasions several journalists were temporarily detained and attacked by 

the law enforcement officers. In several of these cases, the arrests were considered illegal 

and state attorneys began investigations into the police actions (Editorial Board, 2020).

That was the case of a CNN reporter and his broadcast team who were detained for 

more than an hour on May 29, 2020 in Minneapolis. The arrest drew criticism, the journal-

ists were released and the action forced the Minnesota governor to apologize for the police 

agents’ behavior (Grynbaum & Santora, 2020).

Another incident occurred on May 31, 2020, in New York when a Wall Street Journal re-

porter was physically assaulted by police officers despite identifying himself and following 

the instructions given by the officers. The Manhattan District Attorney’s Office announced 

an investigation into the assault (Scannell & Holcombe, 2020).

The influence of the environments was classified as follows: Executive (3.25 points) had 

“moderate influence”; and Legislative (1.75 points) and Judicial (1.13 points) had “slight influ-

ence”.
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Sub-realm 3 explores actions against impunity, specifically the existence of legislation to 

aggravate penalties in cases of homicides of journalists, other types of crimes against jour-

nalists and the media, or if the State abides by international judgments or rulings to accept 

responsibility for crimes against journalists and the media, and repair damages to the vic-

tims. All domains received 0 points and were classified as no having an influence in this area.

REALM D

This realm focuses on the control of the media and how it affects freedom of speech and 

the press. The experts consulted in this study assigned it 22.4 out of 24 points, a high figure 

that places the United States in the category of “full freedom of expression.” In this context, 

the Executive Environment (3.71 points) had a moderate influence, and the Legislative (1.58) 

and Judicial (0.46) environments had a “slight influence”.

In sub-realm 1 that explores direct control of the media, the United States scored 15.2 out 

of 16 points, also a high number. In the United States, the State does not really close, expro-

priate, or confiscate news organizations; nor applies additional taxes beyond what is already 

applicable under the law. In this study, the experts cite an example where the president 

threatened to withdraw the broadcasting license of several television stations, something 

that he cannot legally do since he does not have the power to implement it. All domains 

were classified as having a “slight influence”: Legislative (1.50), Judicial (0.25) and Executive 

(2.25).

Sub-realm 2 analyzes indirect control of the media. The United States received 7.2 out of 

9 points. In general, the State does not apply pressure to technological intermediaries or sup-

pliers of materials that affect the production of news content or prevent the dissemination of 

information. The experts consulted classified the Legislative (1.67) and Judicial (0.67) environ-

ments as having a “slight influence”, but this was not the case of the Executive Environment 

(5.17 points), which was placed in the category of having a “strong influence”.

There is a clear example of an institutional action during the period analyzed in which 

the Executive branch tried to exert indirect influence on a media outlet. On June 1, 2019, 

President Trump sent a message on Twitter suggesting the idea of   boycotting the telecom-

munications company AT&T to penalize that company for the news content produced by one 

of its subsidiaries, the cable news channel CNN. Trump accused CNN of unfairly covering his 

government, producing “fake news” and transmitting a negative image of the United States. 

The attack is part of the strategy to criticize CNN since his government began (Grynbaum & 

Lee, 2019).

The article mentions that press freedom activists have warned of Trump’s attacks on the 

media and the message he sends abroad, where several autocratic regimes have begun to 

use the same language of “fake news” to suppress independent journalists and news organi-

zations. Also, during the Trump administration, the Justice Department tried to block AT&T;s 
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purchase of the Time Warner conglomerate, to which CNN belongs. In the end, the strategy 

was unsuccessful as a court decision approved the purchase (Grynbaum & Lee, 2019).

CONCLUSIONS

Because the U.S. Constitution guarantees the right to freedom of speech and prohib-

its laws that restrict this right, the United States is a country where its citizens can express 

themselves freely and journalists carry out their functions in an environment that generally 

guarantees the free flow of information.

This does not mean that the relationship between the press and the State is free of 

tension and clashes. In the period analyzed for this report, the experts determined that in 

the United States there is a partial restriction of freedom of expression and the press. This 

distinction is primarily reflected in the institutional actions carried out by the Executive En-

vironment.

Specifically, President Donald Trump has carried out a campaign to discredit and un-

dermine the credibility of traditional news media. Trump frequently refers to journalists as 

“enemies of the state,” and accuses the news media of being sources of “fake news”.

Trump has used this strategy since he became president in 2017, but it reached its most 

serious point in March 2020 when the president’s reelection campaign sued for defamation 

two newspapers (New York Times and Washington Post) and a cable news channel (CNN) for 

publishing opinion articles criticizing Trump’s government.

Although most experts recognize that these types of lawsuits have a very low probabil-

ity of succeeding and are quickly rejected by the courts, the objective of these actions was 

to intimidate journalists and the news media so that they do not publish negative informa-

tion about the president. This attempt to intimidate the media is generally referred to in the 

United States as having a “chilling effect” in the work of journalists. There were also threats 

from President Trump to shut down or regulate Twitter, and promote a boycott of AT&T, the 

company that owns CNN.

It should be noted that although the president’s actions have not led to the closure of 

news organizations or the imprisonment of journalists, it would be important to determine 

whether the institutional actions have undermined the trust of citizens in the media. With 

regard to the Chapultepec Index, it would be relevant to analyze the impact of Trump’s pres-

idency during the last year in office, and to study the following year, in case he is reelected in 

the presidential elections of Nov. 3, 2020. On the contrary, if there is a new president, it would 

be interesting to analyze what kind of impact the new president could have on the Chapulte-

pec Index of Freedom of Expression and of the Press in a post-Trump period.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Thanks to the First Amendment of its Constitution, the United 
States has solid statutes protecting freedom of expression and the 
press. This body of law sets boundaries to the restrictions and lim-
its that can be imposed by the government. The Supreme Court 
has also issued precedent-setting rulings regarding protection of 
news sources, ban on prior censorship, and stringent criteria for 
defamation lawsuits. With the rise of the Internet and social media, 
new outlets have emerged to enrich consumers’ news choices.  

WEAKNESSES

An issue of concern in the United States is the rise of media out-
lets that promote extreme, racist, and neo-Nazi views. There is no 
legal framework to effectively regulate or limit the spread of such 
views, and it is a subject of academic debate. The freedoms en-
shrined by the First Amendment to the Constitution also make it 
difficult to regulate some types of opinion that promote racism 
and violence against minority groups in the United States. Addi-
tionally, there is no legal framework to prevent the dissemination 
of inaccurate information on social media. Since social media are 
private companies, it is extremely difficult for the State to enact 
regulations, thereby resting with these companies the responsibil-
ity for restricting the spread of fake news. So far, such companies 
as Facebook have put in place some guidelines that have been 
partly effective in limiting the spread of false information.   

OPPORTUNITIES

With the rise of misinformation on social media, there are also op-
portunities to analyze the most efficient ways to restrict the dis-
semination of fake news, as a form of false information. With re-
spect to freedom of the press, there has also been an expansion 
of a business model whereby media outlets operate as a nonprofit 
organization. Such media as ProPublica, Center for Investigative 
Reporting, The Marshall Project, Texas Tribune, to mention a few, 
represent a new way of doing journalism without being bound to 
commercial interests. 
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THREATS

Freedom of expression and the press has been threatened by po-
litical leaders such as the president of the United States, who has 
used his position to discredit the media, as well as criticize and 
threaten journalists by fueling a notion among the public opinion 
that sheds doubt on the veracity of news. The term fake news is 
used to label information that does not conform to the president’s 
political interests. This strategy has been successful to some ex-
tent, since the president’s followers – such as politicians and even 
ordinary citizens – use this argument to intimidate and undermine 
journalists in the fulfillment of their duties. The term has even been 
adopted by authoritarian leaders in other countries, who use it for 
the same purpose –   to attack the press and journalists. In addi-
tion, both the president and his political allies have filed lawsuits 
against specific communications corporations, media outlets, and 
journalists, which, far from succeeding, represent attempts at pre-
venting the dissemination of information and news.  
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PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

United States: protests test freedom of the press

Executive Summary

The United States ranks 10th out of 22 nations in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Ex-

pression and Press, with 61.57 points; that is, 5.96 points above the global average (55.61) 

of a maximum of 100. Institutional action in the Legislative and Judicial environments 

was valued by experts with a “slight influence” in situations adverse to freedom of ex-

pression, while the Executive environment had a greater impact, having a “moderate in-

fluence”. This result reflects the effect that the actions of former President Donald Trump 

and the transition to the new government of Joe Biden had; The impact of police actions 

against journalists who covered the protests that occurred in the wake of the deaths of 

Afro-American citizens at the hands of police officers; and the attacks suffered by journal-

ists during the attack on the U.S. Capitol. USA. on January 6, 2021.

INTRODUCTION

This analysis covers the period from July 2020 to August 2021, which coincides with the 

last six months of Republican Donald Trump’s presidency and the first six months of Demo-

crat Joe Biden’s administration. As described in the report on the United States to the 76th 

IAPA General Assembly (October 21-23, 2020), the U.S. has just passed through one of the 

most turbulent periods in its history with regard to freedom of expression and of the press. 

The death of Afro-American citizen George Floyd at the hands of a police officer on May 

26, 2020 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, sparked an unprecedented wave of protests across the 

country to demand an improvement in the judicial system when it comes to prosecuting po-

lice officers suspected of killing ethnic minorities, especially the African-American commu-

nity. The protests continued in the wake of the deaths of several black people that occurred 

in the aftermath of Floyd’s murder. 

The U.S. Press Freedom Tracker recorded hundreds of assaults by police on journalists 

covering these protests, including actions such as physical assault, temporary detention, de-

struction and confiscation of news equipment. Police departments also filed lawsuits to re-

quest photographs, videos and other information collected by journalists during coverage of 

these demonstrations, but most of those requests did not succeed.
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The political environment was also heated with an intense political campaign –some-

what limited by the coronavirus pandemic– between the at the time President Donald Trump 

and candidate Joe Biden. Biden’s victory was not recognized by Trump and his supporters, 

and this conflict reached its highest point during the January 6, 2021 insurrection at the U.S. 

Capitol in Washington D.C. That day, Trump’s supporters violently interrupted the session 

of Congress that was scheduled to certify Biden’s victory. A mob managed to force their 

way into the Congress headquarters, and several deaths occurred in the clash with secu-

rity agents. Several journalists who were covering the event were assaulted and injured by 

Trump supporters, and in some cases their equipment was damaged.

The United States is a country where the protection to the freedom of speech is ground-

ed in the Constitution, and there is an extensive list of laws and judicial precedents that guar-

antee freedom of the press. However, the assault on journalists who covered the protests put 

this right to the test.

The Chapultepec Index on Freedom of Expression reflects this tension by ranking the 

United States 10th, with a score of 61.57 out of 100. This number places it as a country where 

there is a “low restriction” on freedom of the press and expression.

Analysis of results

With 61.57 points, out of a total of 100 possible, the United States occupies the 10th po-

sition of 22 countries in the Chapultepec Index that measures the impact of institutional ac-

tions on freedom of expression and freedom of the press in the hemisphere. This places it as 

a country  with  “low restriction”  for the exercise of both rights. For comparison, the region’s 

global average was 55.61, with Uruguay (84.10), Chile (82.06) and Jamaica (78.36) occupying 

the top three spots, and Nicaragua (17.20), Cuba (11.11) and Venezuela (5.71) occupying the last 

three positions.

The experts consulted attribute this situation mainly to the Executive, with a “moderate 

influence” of 2.65 points. In comparison, the Legislative environment (1.77 points) and the Ju-

dicial environment (0.85 points) were placed in the category of “mild influence” in situations 

unfavorable to freedom of expression. 

 An example of the influence of the executive system is the case of Michael Cohen, the 

former lawyer of former President Donald Trump. In July 2020, a federal judge ruled that 

Cohen had been transferred to federal prison, after serving a house sentence for jail, as a 

retaliatory measure for the publication of his book, which finally went on sale in September 

2020 (Melendez, 2020).

Also during the summer of 2020 there were several attempts to prevent the publication 

of books critical of the government of Donald Trump. This is the case of the text  written by 
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Mary Trump, the niece of the former president, who faced a lawsuit by the family to prevent 

the publication of the work, an action that also did not prosper (Haberman, 2020).

  An example of the influence of the judicial system is the case of Seattle’s Police De-

partment in Washington state, which sued five media outlets to provide them with photos, 

videos and information about the coverage of the protests over George Floyd’s death.

In July 2020, a judge ordered that the media must hand over the information to the 

police, a decision that was appealed. In August, the Washington Supreme Court suspended 

the judge’s order, and finally on September 21, 2020, the police withdrew the request for in-

formation (Jordan, 2020).

Also during the coverage of protests over the deaths of Afro-American citizens, hun-

dreds of journalists were detained and arrested while carrying out their work. Specifically, 

the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker recorded at least 133 arrests or detentions in 2020, a large 

increase compared to previous years. Although the pace of arrests slowed in 2021, according 

to the organization, the case of the detention of at least 15 journalists who were covering pro-

tests in March 2021 in Los Angeles was reported (Lincoln, 2021).

REALM A

Realm A explores the conditions in which citizens are informed and free to express them-

selves, and the experts consulted assigned 14 points out of a total of 23, for a rating of “low 

restriction”. Within this category, the sub-realm on the Information Flow received 5.71 points 

(out of a maximum of 11) and the Citizens free to express themselves received 8.29 points 

(out of 12). The influence of the environments was rated as follows: Executive 3.00 (moderate), 

Legislative 2.43 (mild), Judicial 1.21 (mild).

U.S. citizens live in conditions where their right to express themselves and be informed 

is respected. There are generally few restrictions on access to information and journalists are 

free to write and cover news with very few obstacles.

A change that demonstrates the improvement in the flow of information occurred with 

the arrival of Joe Biden to the presidency. The current president pushed for the return of the 

White House press secretary’s daily press conferences. This custom was discontinued by 

former President Trump during the last year of his term. Also the rhetoric against the media 

and journalists, a common practice under Trump, has been discontinued by the Biden ad-

ministration. 

Regarding Trump and the right to free expression and flow of information, Twitter per-

manently suspended the former president’s account on January 8, 2021, in the wake of his 

“support and encouragement of violent acts,” specifically during the January 6, 2021 insurrec-

tion. According to the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker, Trump posted more than 600 anti-press 
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tweets during the last year of his administration, the highest number recorded by this orga-

nization of the former president’s term.

 A major development in the information flow occurred when a Minnesota trial court 

allowed the live broadcast of the trial of police officer Derek Chauvin, who was accused of 

murdering George Floyd. The trial began on March 29, 2021, on April 20 he was convicted of 

several counts of involuntary manslaughter, and on June 25 he was sentenced to 22.5 years 

in prison (Levenson, Sanchez, 2021). However, this type of informational openness was not al-

ways repeated in other states. In December 2020, a North Carolina judge denied   journalists 

access to a trial of a white woman accused of assaulting two 12-year-old African-American 

girls. After several court proceedings introduced by the communicators, the judge allowed 

coverage of the trial  (SIP, 2021).

REALM B

This realm examines the conditions for the practice of journalism in the United States, 

and the experts consulted assigned it 6.29 points out of a maximum of 10. This classifies 

the country as a state where there are “low restrictions” on the practice of journalism. The 

influence of the environments was rated as follows: Executive 5.57 (strong), Legislative 3.29 

(moderate), and Judicial 1.71 (mild).

However, 2020 was a particularly difficult year for journalism, especially during coverage 

of protests over the death of George Floyd. According to the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker, 

there were 133 arrests or detentions of journalists during the practice of their profession. This 

figure represented a considerable increase compared to the previous two years, according 

to the organization. Although that trend has slowed in 2021, in March 15 journalists were ar-

rested during coverage of a protest by homeless people in Los Angeles. Most cases against 

journalists have been rejected by the courts, although there have been exceptions.

 “In Iowa, prosecutors filed criminal charges against Andrea Sahouri, a journalist with the 

Des Moines Register, who was arrested while covering a protest last summer,” describes the 

report on the U.S. presented at the 76th IAPA General Assembly. “Sahouri was accused of not 

dispersing and obstructing official acts. Fortunately, the jury acquitted her in early March, 

but it is troubling that prosecutors have followed her case,” explains the report (SIP, 2021).

REALM C

This realm explores violence and impunity in the exercise of freedom of expression and 

the press. The experts consulted in the case of the United States assigned it 19.14 out of 42 

points, which places the nation in the category of “partial restriction”. Three sub-realms help 

expand this analysis: protection and prosecution of journalists, and impunity for crimes com-
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mitted against them. The influence of the environments was rated as follows: Executive 2.05 

(mild),  Legislative 1.38 (mild), and  Judicial 0.48 (mild).

As previously stated, 2020 was one of the most difficult years for the practice of journal-

ism in the United States. Hundreds of journalists were assaulted during coverage of protests 

over the death of Afro-American citizen George Floyd, and the deaths of other Afro-Amer-

icans that occurred afterward. For example, between April and September there were 148 

physical assaults on journalists, according to the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker. This represent-

ed a significant increase compared to the previous two years, where 34 and 49 assaults were 

reported (SIP, 2020).

The Tracker also recorded a significant increase in physical assaults and arrests of jour-

nalists during that summer. There were at least 856 incidents where journalists were at-

tacked with tear gas and pepper sprays, their equipment was damaged, and at least 118 

were arrested as of October 2020. All these figures represent a significant increase over the 

previous year (SIP, 2020).

Another example of physical aggression towards journalists occurred on January 6, 2021, 

during the attack on the US Capitol by supporters of former President Donald Trump, who 

intended to overturn the results of the presidential election that gave Joe Biden victory. This 

time the attacks came from civilians and members of pro-Trump political groups. Journalists 

who covered the incident were threatened and assaulted, and at least nine incidents of as-

sault were reported, according to the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker. The assailants wrote “death 

to the media” on the door of the Capitol in Washington, and destroyed news broadcasting 

equipment. Similar incidents of violence were reported in Portland, Oregon, and Charlotte, 

North Carolina.

With regard to the sub-realm of impunity, one of the most relevant cases was the mur-

der of Washington Post journalist Jamal Khashoggi, which occurred on October 2, 2018 in  

Istanbul, Turkey. In February 2021, the Joe Biden administration decided not to sanction the 

person responsible for the journalist’s death, Mohammed bin Salman, the crown prince of 

Saudi Arabia. However, the Biden administration did release a report confirming bin Salman’s 

responsibility for the crime and announcing penalties for the crime against lower-ranking 

Saudi officials. This decision was “criticized by press freedom advocates in the United States 

and around the world,” according to the 2021 IAPA report.

REALM D

This realm focuses on media control and how it affects freedom of expression and the 

press. The experts consulted in this study granted 22.14 out of 24 points to this section, a 

high figure that places the United States in the category of “full freedom of expression.” With 

regard to the influence of the environments, the experts consulted assigned 0 points to the 
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environments  Executive, Legislative and  Judicial, which means that they did not have an 

unfavorable influence.

In the sub-realm that explores actions that avoid direct media control, the United States 

obtained the highest ranking –16 points. The State doesn’t really shut down, expropriate, or 

confiscate media outlets; nor does it apply tax excesses to news companies contrary to the 

government’s official line. Previously, the Trump administration used to threaten the media 

with measures such as license suspensions and lawsuits, but those threats never prospered. 

The Biden administration has not resorted to such threats.

 Regarding the sub-realm reflecting actions that avoid indirect media control, the Unit-

ed States received 5.7 of 9 points. In general, the State does not apply pressure to technolog-

ical intermediaries or suppliers of inputs that affect the production of content or prevent the 

dissemination of information.

CONCLUSIONS

Because its Constitution guarantees the right to freedom of expression and prohib-

its laws that restrict this right, the United States is a country where its citizens can express 

themselves freely and journalists exercise their functions in an environment that, in general, 

guarantees the free information flow (Realm A). This is not to say that the relationship be-

tween the press and the State is free of tension and clashes. With respect to this situation, 

the Chapultepec Index assigned the United States 61.57 points out of a maximum of 100, 

qualifying it as a nation where there is a low restriction on the exercise of freedom of the 

press and expression. Of the three environments analyzed, the Executive had the greatest 

impact, with a moderate influence on freedom of expression and the press, while the Legis-

lative and Judicial had a slight influence.

During the rated period from August 2020 to June 2021, the United States went through 

the transition from the government of Donald Trump  –who was characterized by constant 

attacks against journalists and media– to the government of Joe Biden, who has been the 

opposite of his predecessor and has not focused on criticizing the media. An example of 

greater openness of the flow of information during the Biden administration was the return 

of White House press conferences, a tradition discontinued by Trump in the final year of his 

term.

However, the practice of journalism went through one of the most difficult years in its 

history. Journalists and media outlets were frequently assaulted (Realms B and C) during 

coverage of protests against the excessive use of police force towards Afro-American citi-

zens. Hundreds of assaults, arrests and destruction of equipment were reported, as well as 

attempts to criminally punish dozens of journalists. Fortunately, none of these proceedings 

progressed and there were no convictions of journalists during the period under review.
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 There was also an increase in attacks on the press by citizens and political organizations 

linked to former President Trump. This was reflected during the attack on the US Capitol on 

January 6, 2021, where at least nine journalists were assaulted by civilians.

With regards to the direct and indirect control exercised by the state over the media 

(Realm D), the United States continues to be classified as a country where there is full free-

dom of expression and press, and  the influence of the state is minimal.

In conclusion, the United States is a country where there is great freedom of expression 

and press. From a judicial point of view, attempts to penalize journalists and force them to 

disclose sources of information did not succeed.

But the country is not exempt  from going through periods where freedom of expres-

sion and the right to inform maybe threatened. An example of this was the impact of the 

Trump administration on the exercise of the press, and the attacks on journalists carried out 

by police officers and civilians associated with political organizations. That is why   press free-

dom activists and organizations must remain active to prevent a deterioration of this right.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats Analysis

STRENGTHS

Freedom of speech and the press is guaranteed in the U.S. Constitu-
tion, and there are decades of precedents and laws that protect this 
right. The State exerts little influence on the direction of the media, 
which are independent to work freely without fear of reprisals or pun-
ishment from the government.
 

WEAKNESSES

The past three years have shown that extreme political tendencies, 
mainly right-wing, have managed to gain traction in the U.S. political 
landscape. For example, some state legislatures are passing laws that 
hinder the voting process and voter registration, weakening a funda-
mental part of the democratic system. If the trend continues, it is pos-
sible that these legislatures will try to pass laws that hinder the free in-
formation flow and allow the detention of journalists and confiscation 
of information materials.
The strength and penetration of social media and its critical role in dis-
tributing disinformation remains a real threat in the United States, and 
the world. There are still no clear strategies to limit the distribution of 
this type of false information, something that weakens the veracity of 
the information consumed by the American audience. 

OPPORTUNITIES

Organizations such as the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker and Report-
ers Without Borders do an excellent job of preserving freedom of the 
press and expression. It is important to support these organizations 
and continue to create opportunities for such institutions to emerge 
to protect the right to the free information flow. 

THREATS

The increase in rhetoric against journalists and media outlets that 
come from political personalities makes the environment for the prac-
tice of journalism more difficult. Increasingly, journalists are exposed 
to attacks, not only from police officers but also from civilians and po-
litical groups.
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USA

The rating for the USA in the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press improved 
slightly in its second edition. It moved up three positions, from No. 13 No. 10, from the Partial Restriction 
bracket to that of Low Restriction. In the first survey, the country was under the administration of Pres-
ident Donald Trump and sui generis tensions with the media and journalists arose; in the second, the 
period was divided between the last six months of the Trump administration and the first six months of 
Joe Biden’s. 

In Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves, the experts’ assessment remained 
virtually unchanged, going from 14.2 to 14 out of a theoretical maximum of 23 points. For the sub-realms 
corresponding to this set of indicators, we can notice that, in the second edition of the Index, the re-
spondents gave a higher value to the issues related to citizens’ free speech, although there were still 
instances of tensions between the Executive and the press. 

In Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, there was an evolution towards improvement from one study 
period to the other. In the first edition, the score in this item was 5 points out of a theoretical maximum of 
10, while the answers obtained in the second measurement totaled 6.29 points. The differences between 
the Executive and newspersons, intensified by Donald Trump’s tweets, were added to other instances of 
court actions, as well as arrests of journalists during coverage of protests. However, engagement prac-
tices against the press were partially eased with Joe Biden in the White House, translating into variations 
of the corresponding indicators.

Police attacks on journalists weighed heavily on the perceptions gathered during the first edition 
of the Index; but there was a substantial improvement in Realm C, Violence and Impunity, going from 
8 points out of a theoretical maximum of 42 in the first study to 19.42 points in the second one. In this 
realm, the United States moved from the High Restriction bracket to that of Partial Restriction. Despite 
the rise, the perception of aggressions against journalists by bigots during the Capitol Hill events on 
January 6, 2021, as well as the impunity in the murder of Washington Post journalist Jamal Khashoggi, 
were contextual factors that influenced the rating.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, the USA has enjoyed its highest score in the two editions of 
this Index. In this country, officials remain respectful towards media activity, and this item showed sta-
bility in both iterations, with 22.4 points for the first period and 22.14 for the second, out of a theoretical 
maximum of 25 points. The government does not close, seize, or expropriate media outlets, nor does it 
exert direct or indirect pressure measures against media companies.

As for influence on situations unfavorable to freedom of expression, the Executive was the envi-
ronment primarily involved in them during both periods, considered moderate to strong on some of the 
realms. This responds to the presidential narrative against the media, present at various times during both 
periods under study.

2.20.3 OVERWIEW
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2.21. URUGUAY

2.21.1 URUGUAY 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Uruguay: Going back and forth on media regulation

Executive Summary

With a rating of 74.4 points out of a total of 100 for the Chapultepec Index, Uruguay can 

be considered a country with a favorable climate for freedom of expression albeit certain 

partial restrictions, associated by experts with the moderate influence of the Executive’s 

environment in view of the lack of clear rules for the allocation of government advertising, 

some obstacles regarding compliance with access to public information, tax provisions 

that disregard differences between the realities faced by the media in the capital city and 

across inland regions of the country, and a draft bill for a new Media Law, currently under 

discussion in the General Assembly, that promises changes in aspects related to freedom 

of expression are detailed herein.  

INTRODUCTION

The period of this study practically includes the inauguration of a new government in 

Uruguay. The results of the November 2019 national elections, with a very narrow margin of 

votes (48.8%; 47.3%), granted the presidency of the Republic to Nationalist candidate Luis 

Lacalle Pou, a result that marked the alternation in power from the leftist government rep-

resented by the Frente Amplio (Broad Front) party that was in its third consecutive term in 

office1. This alternation occurs in the country amidst greater confidence from citizens in the 

General Assembly [Legislative], the judicial branch and the political parties as the main insti-

tutions of democracy, in a context where overall approval ratings for democratic institutions 

are between 21% and 24% of 100 possible throughout the continent, the lowest levels of the 

last decade (Latinobarómetro, 2018).

In March 2020, the Office of the President declared a health emergency, as in most 

countries in the region, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic entailing a voluntary restric-

tion of mobility under the responsibility of society (Centro de Información Oficial, 2020). In 

general, the media and journalists work in a climate of freedom in Uruguay, a country which 

strongly supports democracy as a political regime (LAPOP, 2018), with positive economic 

growth at an annual rate of 4.1% from 2003 to 2018 (IDB, 2019), a reduction of this rate to 1.6% 

as of 2018, albeit allowing 16 years of positive growth, a record in the history of the country 

(ECLAC, 2019), with a score of 70 points out of a possible 100, ranks 23rd in the Corruption Per-

1  1st term of President Tabaré Vázquez (2005-2010); José Mujica’s term (2010-2015); 2nd term of President Tabaré Vázquez (2015-2020)
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ceptions Index, three positions behind the United States and Canada (Índice de Percepción 

de la Corrupción, 2018).

The outgoing administration has achieved recognition for an improvement in institu-

tional guarantees to freedom of expression (IACHR-RFOE, UN) by means of the establish-

ment of a new institutional framework for regulating broadcasting services. In general, it has 

had a good relationship with the press, which has encouraged the exercise of journalism. 

In spite of these advances, in 2018, the Organization of American States (OAS) Inter-Amer-

ican Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom 

of Expression (RFOE) kept a record of reports from journalists’ unions on continued layoffs 

and breach of agreements by various media outlets, a situation that was exacerbated in the 

wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. According to such reports, as of April 2020, over 300 media 

workers were on total or partial unemployment insurance. 

At the statutory level, in April 2020, the new government introduced to the General As-

sembly a draft bill in order to repeal articles in the current law governing the media. If enact-

ed, it could be conducive to situations discouraging free speech regarding the granting of li-

censes, access to public telecommunications networks, and allocation of airtime for electoral 

campaigns, among others, to be further detailed in this report. 

Analysis of results

Overall rating

Uruguay ranks third in the Chapultepec Index 2020 among 22 countries from the hemi-

sphere. With a rating of 74.4 points out of a total of 100, it boasts 22.98 points above the re-

gional average (51.42). With this score, it can be considered a country providing a favorable 

climate for freedom of expression albeit with certain partial restrictions. This situation is sim-

ilar to that of other Southern Cone countries, which are found among top positions: Chile (80 

points), Argentina (77.2 points). 

In the analysis of the environments, the Legislative, the Judiciary, and the Executive, ap-

pear as exerting a slight influence that in none of the cases exceeds 2.5 points. Regarding the 

realms reviewed, according to the experts surveyed, the environment that has the greatest 

influence on these restrictions is the Executive (4.09 points), namely on access to information 

for journalists on the part of the government as well as actions preventing direct control over 

the media.

Some academic research in the country (Universidad Católica del Uruguay, 2015) indi-

cates that the Law of Access to Public Information (Ley de derecho de Acceso a la Infor-

mación Pública) continues to be an instrument mostly for journalists and members of the 

General Assembly, still denoting an elitist nature in its use that has not been widened to the 
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citizenry in general. Furthermore, only 60% of the information generated by the agencies 

under this law is currently of public access.

Some civil society organizations and international bodies underscore that it is essential 

for the country to have a regulatory framework for the allocation of government advertising. 

These resources significantly disrupt the dynamics of the media ecosystem as government 

authority might be used to reward or punish the media for their editorial policies, especially 

the outlets across inland regions of the country that receive a tiny proportion of the total 

allocated. This action could be detrimental to the plurality of the media ecosystem and to 

freedom of expression.

Analysis of environments

Executive 

The executive environment shows a moderate influence on Realm A, informed citizens 

free to express themselves, and D, control over the media.

The respondents indicate that the main obstacles to free speech are access to official 

sources, poor regulation on the allocation of government advertising, non-existent regula-

tion of the Internet under the law in force, and the use of databases containing personal 

information under market rules. Other obstacles include weak institutional autonomy of the 

agencies tasked with enforcing the regulatory framework for communication services, and 

the levying of penalties on media outlets for not complying with restrictions on advertising 

for amounts sometimes placing them in an extremely vulnerable situation, especially across 

inland regions of the country.

Legislative

For its part, the legislative environment exerts a slight influence on all realms. However, 

Realm A, sub-realm of free speech and Realm C, sub-realm of persecution, are rated over 2 

points, moving towards a point in which they influence negatively on the average. 

A possible reason for this score is the introduction to the General Assembly, on exec-

utive initiative, of a new media regulation bill this year, 2020. The proposal may change key 

provisions of the current law regarding the right to freedom of expression, such as license 

permits, mandatory percentage of national content produced by the media, distribution of 

frequencies for subscribers, airtime allocated to parties for electoral campaigns, regulation of 

discriminatory content, and those pursuant to the rights of children and adolescents.
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Judicial

The environment of the Uruguayan Judiciary was rated on average as having a slight in-

fluence. In spite of this, once again, the two sub-realms regarding information flow (2.25) and 

persecution (2.50) achieved the highest figures, which may represent a more unfavorable 

influence on freedom of expression. 

Uruguay has experienced a slight increase in cases of minor threats to journalists’ free-

dom of expression. On the other hand, the COVID-19 health emergency set a negative trend 

that the media ecosystem had been showing since 2018, namely a continuous loss of jobs. 

This makes journalists’ professional practice more difficult, directly impairing the quality of 

the information circulating among and accessed by the citizens. 

Finally, the levying of fines by the Communication Services Regulatory Unit (Unidad 

Reguladora de Servicios de Comunicaciones, URSEC) on media outlets found non-compli-

ant with the provisions regarding advertising time allowed in broadcast media has fostered 

conditions conducive to high vulnerability for outlets, especially across inland regions of the 

country. This opens the possibility for media closures, which compromises the plurality of 

voices in the production and handling of information. 

REALM A: Informed citizens free to express themselves

The experts’ assessment for this realm in Uruguay totaled 19 points out of 23 possible, 

obtaining high ratings for its two sub-realms, information flow, with 8 out of 11 points possi-

ble, and 11 out of 12 points possible for free speech. 

Restrictions on citizen access to public information mostly stem from different problems 

posed by government agencies for providing public information. In 2017, the Unit for Access 

to Public Information (Unidad de Acceso a la Información Pública, UAIP), the law-enforcing 

regulatory body, received and processed 60 complaints for non-compliance by relevant enti-

ties; this figure rose to 75 in 2018 (unidad de acceso a la información pública, 2020). Similarly, 

such organizations as the Center for Records and Access to Public Information (Centro de 

Archivos y Acceso a la Información Pública, CAINFO) reviewed the use of this law in 2018, ten 

years after its enactment, and questioned the excessive amount of rulings based on Articles 

9 and 10 thereof by the agencies, in exercise of their authority to declare the information 

requested confidential (Centro de Archivos y Acceso a la Información Pública, 2018). These 

two instances detailed above influence on discouraging free speech insofar as they hinder 

investigative journalism and the possibility for citizens to make informed decisions based on 

access to quality information. 

With respect to Internet access by citizens, (Act No. 19307) Law on Audiovisual Com-

munication Services (IMPO, 2014) ([Ley N.° 19307] Ley de Servicios de Comunicación Audio-

visual, LSCA), enacted and regulated in 2014, is not binding on the Internet. In this sense, the 
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purchase and sale of databases containing personal information is not yet regulated and is 

conducted under free market laws (Larronda, 2019). 

REALM B: Exercise of journalism

In their assessment of this realm, the experts surveyed gave Uruguay 9 points out of 10 

for this item, that is, almost full freedom. 

In Uruguay’s context, there are not many mechanisms for self-regulation of the journal-

ists’ profession and / or the media. It is worth mentioning the National Council for Advertis-

ing Self-regulation (Consejo Nacional de Autorregulación Publicitaria, CONARP), a non-profit 

organization whose objective is to ensure free and responsible communication in commer-

cials (Consejo Nacional de Autorregulación Publicitaria, sf). With respect to the professional 

practice of journalism in the country, there is a Code of Ethics for Journalists with guidelines 

aimed at strengthening quality journalism as a voluntary self-regulation mechanism. This 

code is the product of a consensus between the Uruguayan Press Association (Asociación 

de Prensa Uruguaya, APU) that includes such workers linked to this field as journalists, cam-

era operators, photographers, producers, presenters, hosts, announcers, and newspersons, 

and concerned civil society organizations in 2012. The LSCA currently in force incorporat-

ed the novelty of journalists’ conscientious objection in its article 42 as suggested in the 

above code. It further recognized the provisions of the former (Act No. 16099) Press Law ([Ley 

N.° 16099] Ley de Prensa) (IMPO, 1989) of 1989, which guarantees the non-disclosure of the 

journalist’s sources and the freedom of expression enshrined in the Declaration of Human 

Rights, as well as Act No. 18515 (Ley N.° 18515), which recognizes fostering journalists’ activity 

as a matter of public interest. However, the law does not include any provisions regarding 

intellectual property to protect news content from plagiarism and improper use. It should be 

noted that the new government’s draft media bill, currently under discussion in the General 

Assembly, proposes repealing Article 42.

REALM C: Violence and impunity

In the realm of violence and impunity, the rating achieved by Uruguay was 25.60 out of 

a maximum of 42, showing, in this regard, a decline compared to other realms. With respect 

to the sub-realms of protection, persecution, and impunity, the scores were favorable for the 

first two – 6.40 out of 10; 13.60 out of 15 – and rather moderate for the third at 5.60 out of 17, 

resulting in a relatively low rating in terms of institutional action against impunity. 

The sixth CAINFO report on Monitoring and Threats to Journalism and Freedom of Ex-

pression (Monitoreo y Amenazas de Periodismo y Libertad de Expresión) documented 18 

complaints and instances of whistleblowing on free speech violations from April 2018 to 

March 2019. These cases were clustered in the country’s capital and the top categories con-
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centrating the most complaints were “threats”2” and “denial of requests for access to public 

information”. Most cases of threats occurred in government offices, and the responsibility 

rested with officials or agencies. In the last three years, from April 2016 to March 2019, the 

number of cases documented in the above report decreased from 28 to 18, which also repre-

sented a progress in guarantees for the professional exercise of journalism. 

No cases of murder, forced disappearance, arbitrary detention, kidnapping, torture, and 

abuse of government power went on record in the country, nor were any episodes reported 

to the police or justice system. Two cases of civil or criminal proceedings against journalists 

or media outlets, which were found for the respondent media or journalist, were document-

ed in said report.

On the other hand, the same report highlights another relevant fact: Although Uruguay 

has had some problems regarding deterioration of the professional practice of journalism 

since 2018, such situation has worsened this year in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

consequential health emergency, where the figures of loss of jobs have risen exponentially. 

In April this year, the Uruguayan Press Association reported the loss of over 300 jobs – layoffs 

or unemployment insurance remittals, a phenomenon that directly affects the conditions 

of the exercise of journalism, the quality of information accessed by citizens, and freedom of 

expression. 

REALM D: Control over the media

The assessment for the realm of control over the media in the nation showed a low re-

striction, achieving 20.80 points out of a possible 25. In the sub-realm of direct control, Uru-

guay scored 11.80 out of a theoretical maximum of 16 points, while no questionable action 

was reported in the realm of indirect control, scoring the maximum 9 points possible.

LSCA Article 139, still in force, sets an advertising time limit of fifteen minutes for broad-

cast services. Failure to comply with this article, as well as those related to ownership, be it 

misdemeanors or serious offenses, are punishable by a monetary fine that could reach a 

maximum of 10,000 UR ([Unidades Reajustables] Constant Value Units, currently equivalent 

to $30 per unit)3. In view of the fact that enforcing agency URSEC has levied some fines 

to broadcast TV outlets for non-compliance with advertising time regulation, the National 

Association of Uruguayan Broadcasters (Asociación Nacional de Broadcasters Uruguayos, 

ANDEBU) points to the risks of high amounts of fines for media across the interior of the 

country, since payment thereof might result in their definitive closure (Banerreche, 2019).

Civil society organizations such as CAINFO, as well as the IACHR Office of the Special 

Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression, and the APU note the need for the country to have 

2  According to the report, this category comprises intimidation to journalists and their families, as well as to media outlets, aimed at 
preventing the release of contents.

3  UR rate, as of September 2019, at 1,167 Uruguayan Pesos or $32.
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a regulatory framework regarding the allocation of government advertising. In 2019, a draft 

regulation made it into the General Assembly but did not obtain the necessary votes for ap-

proval in the Senate. This result highlights another concerns pointed by the experts, which 

are the lack of constitutional autonomy of those bodies charged with enforcing the regu-

lations regarding government advertising and their low degree of independence from the 

Executive. Currently, the allocation of government advertising is conducted under discre-

tionary criteria. Its percentage is very asymmetrical between the capital and the inland re-

gions, as the latter only receive 5% of the total (Centro de Archivos y Acceso a la Información 

Pública, 2019). These problems significantly disrupt the dynamics of the media ecosystem 

and the government has no qualms in exerting discretionary powers to reward or punish the 

media for their editorial policies, a situation that poses an even greater threat in the interior 

of the country due to the small allocation received from the total. The absence of clear rules 

in this regard undermines the plurality of the media ecosystem and freedom of expression 

insofar as government advertising may constitute a mechanism for censoring the media by 

encouraging self-censorship in the exercise of journalism. Although the new administration 

took office with the intention of changing some of the current game rules for the regulation 

of broadcast media, once again it withdrew this issue from its agenda.

The inauguration of the new government coalition after the October 2019 national elec-

tions brought developments in media regulation that were part of its campaign commit-

ments. The planned changes were promptly included in the Law on Pressing Matters (Ley 

de Urgente Consideración, LUC) already in force, but articles related thereto were extracted 

from that text to prepare a standalone draft bill introduced to the General Assembly on April 

24, 2020, and still under parliamentary debate (Montevideo Portal, 2020). The bill features 

changes in some issues with respect to the LSCA still in force. First, it raises current caps on 

possession of signals of the same band, which to date is two, to four (draft Article 16). Second-

ly, Article 28 (the LSCA’s right to non-discrimination), which prevents the media from dissem-

inating “content that incites hatred or advocates discrimination on the basis of race, religion, 

ethnicity, sex, gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, cultural identity, place of birth, or 

socio-economic status”, would be removed (IMPO, 2014). So would Articles 29 and 30 thereof 

on the State’s duty to protect the rights of all children and adolescents pursuant to the law of 

the land and international agreements. Thirdly, this bill would strike out current LSCA Article 

142 on electoral campaigns, which establishes that “It is in the national interest to strengthen 

the republican democratic system to grant free advertising in broadcast radio and television 

services, Pay TV services for subscribers on their own signals, and television signals estab-

lished in Uruguay that are broadcast or distributed by subscriber services licensed to operate 

in our country”. The Executive initiative repeals this provision and Article 143 that governs 

the distribution of the minutes among the commercial breaks. Fourth, the draft bill repeals 

LSCA Article 40, which sets forth: “the assignment of the titleholder’s rights shall authorize 

the National Public Radio and Television System to broadcast events of general interest free 

of charge.” Fifth, the draft also repeals LSCA Article 55 that sets “limitations on the number of 
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television service subscribers to 25% of the number of households” and the first paragraph 

of Article 56 which makes it incompatible for those who provide audiovisual services to offer 

phone and internet services too. Sixthly, if approved, the draft bill would extend the terms 

of the license for the concessionary companies in Article 33 from ten to fifteen years. Radio 

stations may also have a 15-year extension (previously they were 10). For television, it will also 

be an automatic free renewal and the new term would run from the moment that the law is 

enacted.

CONCLUSIONS

In the sections of the report, some issues have been raised that are of concern to the 

experts surveyed and that may become factors discouraging the right to freedom of expres-

sion in the country: 

First, the regulation of government advertising, which is a subject yet to be included in 

the government’s agenda and greatly disrupts the dynamics within the media ecosystem, 

especially the reality of outlets outside the capital; 

Second, the consolidation of the right of access to public information in light of the rat-

ing of security classification by government agencies that impairs the free dissemination of 

information to the citizenry as one of the sources of investigative journalism; 

Third, in terms of institutional design in the regulation of the media ecosystem’s struc-

ture, Uruguay has yet to adapt it to the digital convergence and the preponderant leverage 

of the Executive over the regulatory bodies since it is the president who ultimately approves 

the granting of frequencies, the appointment of the members of oversight bodies, and the 

budget earmarked for these institutions, among other critical issues. 

Another important issue on institutional design to be reviewed in upcoming studies is 

the current tax provisions that have a different impact among media located in the capital 

city with respect to inland regions of the country.

Finally yet importantly, there is a need for continued monitoring on the outcome of the 

draft bill currently under discussion in the General Assembly. If approved, it would amend 

the current law and could represent favorable or unfavorable changes in major issues relat-

ing to free speech.
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URUGUAY

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Current regulations guarantee the confidentiality of journalistic 
sources in court actions against the media and journalists, and allow 
for conscientious objection. In the last ten years, there have been no 
instances of forced disappearance, aggravated threats, torture, mur-
der, or persecution of journalists.

WEAKNESSES

The weaknesses of the current media ecosystem in Uruguay are linked 
to the institutional design of the regulations governing mainstream 
media, which concentrates powers in the Executive. This branch of 
government is in charge of vital aspects such as the final approval 
of license awarding or revocation, imposing fines, an authority that 
does not grant institutional autonomy to the oversight bodies, and 
the – not always open – possibility of accessing public information as 
a journalistic source. 

OPPORTUNITIES

There are opportunities to strengthen freedom of expression in the 
Uruguayan media ecosystem and to promote a culture of transpar-
ency that guarantees the right of access to public information as one 
of the sources of investigative journalism. Another possible approach 
to freedom of the press would be to allow for new sustainable busi-
ness models, with forms of funding alternative to advertising, which 
would contribute to reducing media dependence on sponsors.

THREATS

The main threat to freedom of expression in the current media eco-
system is the growing decline of working conditions for journalists. 
The increasingly precarious labor conditions and economic vulner-
ability of the media can translate into a threat to free speech and 
the emergence of self-censorship scenarios. The lack of a regulatory 
framework for the allocation of government advertising allows the 
State, under discretionary criteria, to use it to reward or punish the 
media for their editorial policy.
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PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Uruguay: towards a new media law

Executive Summary 

Uruguay leads the ranking in the Chapultepec Index with a value of 84.10 points out of 

100 point of the global index.

It can be considered as a country with a favorable climate for freedom of expression, with 

certain partial restrictions associated by experts with the slight influence of the legislative 

environment..

There is little clarity in the   rules  for the allocation of official advertising; some obstacles 

in the level of compliance with access to public information; and a new draft of the guide-

lines, subject to parliamentary  discussion at the moment, which promises changes in 

aspects related to freedom of expression developed in this report.

INTRODUCTION

The report comprising this 2021 edition of the Chapultepec Index covers the discussion 

in the lower house of the bill presented by the Executive Branch –chaired by the President of 

the Republic Luis Lacalle Pou– before the General Assembly, and which includes modifica-

tions to Law No. 19307, Media Law: Regulation of the Provision of Radio, Television and Other 

Audiovisual Communication Services, still valid. The project, which was presented in April 

2020, in the second week of September 2021, does not achieve consensus among the party 

forces with parliamentary representation after a year and a half of discussion.  

This debate is framed in a country where the support of its citizens to democracy as a 

political regime leads at the end of the 2020 pandemic; it does not present great complaints 

regarding democracy and how it works. There is a perception that freedom of expression is 

guaranteed; it presents the highest level of trust towards the Congress, the political parties 

and the Judicial branch as institutions of democracy (Latinobarómetro, 2020).

By August 2020, six months after the beginning of the pandemic and the inauguration 

of President Luis Lacalle Pou, in general the media and journalists work in a climate of free-

dom. The arrival of the pandemic recorded the first annual fall (-5.9%) since the 2002 crisis 

(-7.7%) with negative growth rates. While the contribution of the country’s social protection 

system is valued internationally as one of the measures in response to the pandemic, the 

national poverty rate increased from 8.8% in 2019 to 11.6% in 2020 (World Bank, 2021). With a 
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score of 71 out of 100, Uruguay is perceived as the most transparent country in Latin America 

(Corruption Perception Index, 2020).

Despite these favorable indicators regarding freedom of expression as a human right, 

the Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression (RELE) of the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) of the Organization of American States (OAS) has 

indicated some concerns about the approval of some recent normative provisions, as well as 

about the economic vulnerability that the pandemic represented for the media.  This vulner-

ability resulted in significant increases in layoffs or in sending workers to collect full or partial 

unemployment insurance. All this is perceived as a situation that can have an unfavorable 

impact on the theme of this index. 

Analysis of results 

General classification 

For this year 2021, Uruguay rises from third place in the previous measurement to lead 

the list of the 22 countries studied by the Chapultepec Index. With a value of 84.10 points 

out of a total of 100, it exhibits numbers of 28.49 points above the regional average (55.61). 

With this score, the scales of the instrument qualify Uruguay as a country with full freedom 

of expression with the exception of realm C “Violence and impunity”, where it presents cer-

tain partial restrictions. This situation is shared with Chile, which scores similarly  –82.06 per-

centage points–  and which, like Uruguay, exhibits an increase in the index from one year to 

the next. However, it moves away from its neighbor Argentina by 30.87 percentage points, 

with whom it also shared position in past measurements. In the analysis of the Legislative, 

Judicial and Executive environments, these appear with a record of “slight” influence that in 

none of the cases exceeds 0.29 points. In relation to the realms analyzed, according to the 

experts consulted, the environment that influences the restrictions to a greater degree is the 

Legislative, specifically regarding the actions of the State to hinder, or on the contrary favor 

the plural and timely information flow to the citizenship and if it generates possibilities for 

citizens to express in the public space. 

About the right of access to public information, the need to extend the use of the law, 

which continues to be an instrument mostly for journalists and parliamentarians, is main-

tained. This demonstrates an elitist nature of its use. With regards to the Governments’ com-

pliance on active transparency, there is a worsening of the situation with respect to the last 

measurement of 2017 according to the report (CAINFO_UCU, 2021).  By 2021, 57% of the en-

tities covered by the access law, publish less than 40% of the information required by law, 

demonstrating a loss of the citizens to almost 20 percent points in the right of access to 

public information.
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The 2020 report of the Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression 

(RELE) of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) of the Organization of 

American States (OAS), makes some warnings about the Law of Urgent Consideration (LUC), 

approved in July 2020, which may mean a restriction on freedom of expression.

The second environment of greater influence in levels of restriction on freedom of ex-

pression, according to the experts, is the Executive, specifically with regard to actions to hin-

der or favor the flow of plural and timely information to citizens. In April 2020, the Executive 

Branch presented the draft to the Bill on Audiovisual Content Dissemination Services that 

would modify the current law, approved in 2014. Some of the modifications proposed by this 

new project are seen as restrictive for freedom of expression by some human rights organi-

zations in the country.

Environment analysis 

Executive Environment 

The Executive environment shows a slight influence on realm A, Citizens free to express 

themselves, and C, Violence and impunity. The sources interviewed point out the main cause 

of obstruction to freedom of expression: access to official sources, lack of regulation in the al-

location of official propaganda, non-regulation of Internet by the current law, the draft of the 

bill of media in current discussion and the use of personal database under the rules of the 

market. The discussion regarding the influence of the Executive has focused on the debate 

on the advances and setbacks that the new media law could imply – if approved this year – in 

terms of media concentration, freedom of expression and citizen participation.

Legislative Environment

The Legislative environment shows a slight influence. It appreciates some objections 

in realm A, sub-realm information flow, and within the realm C, the sub dimension protec-

tion of journalists and impunity. Some civil society organizations point out that the new bill 

on media control presented to the chamber in 2020 could have a negative impact on me-

dia concentration, citizen participation in frequency assignment processes and monitoring 

spectrum use. The numbers in realm C can be explained by the increase in the precarious-

ness of journalistic work from March 2020 with the arrival of the pandemic and the crisis that 

it implied in the media. By May 2020, more than 300 media workers were counted in total or 

partial unemployment insurance.
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Judicial Environment 

The environment of the Uruguayan Judiciary was rated with a slight influence on realm 

A, Information flow, and realm C, Violence and impunity. Uruguay has registered, according 

to the national monitoring report on threats to freedom of expression, a new increase in cas-

es of mild threats. From 26 cases in 2020 to 49 in 2021 and 30 of them represent a restriction 

of access to public information by the Government. From March 2020 to March 2021, the re-

port records three cases of civil and/or criminal proceedings against journalists, two of them 

ending in favor of the media or the journalist and the third is still ongoing. 

REALM A. Informed citizens free to express themselves

The experts’ rating for this realm was 21.29 points out of 23 (2 points above the past mea-

surement), the sub-realms, “information flow”, with 9.86 out of 11 possible points and 11.43  

out of 12 possible points in “free expression”.

Access to public information by citizens are mostly attributed to different problems of 

Government agencies to provide this service. In 2019, according to the regulatory body “Uni-

dad de Accesso a la Información Publica” (UAIP), the subjects obliged by law received a total 

of 1.942 requests for access to public information (less than 1% of the country’s total popu-

lation); the entity recorded a high level of response (1.882); 129 were denied on grounds of 

confidentiality or confidentiality (UAIP, 2019). With regard to active transparency compliance 

levels, the ITAeL 2021 report points to a break in the overall upward trend with respect to the 

last report of 2017; we see that the level of global compliance is  low, representing that 56% 

of law-bound bodies fail to publish more than 40% of the information on their websites,  and 

only 2% of them are at high levels of compliance (ITAeL, 2021). The country’s inability to give 

effect to the right of access to public information twelve years after its regulatory framework 

was approved, generates an unfavorable circumstance for freedom of expression to the ex-

tent that investigative journalism is hindered and the possibility of citizens to make their 

decisions based on access to quality information.

With regard to access to the Internet by citizens, Law 19,307 (IMPO, 2014) on the Regu-

lation of Audiovisual Services (LSCA) approved and regulated in 2014, is not binding on the 

Internet, as is the draft law of the new government still under discussion in the chambers. In 

this sense, the purchase and sale of personal databases remains no-regulated and responds 

to free market laws (Larronda, 2019).  

Law No. 19,899 on Urgent Consideration (LUC) presented in April 2020 by the Executive 

Branch and approved in July of the same year, amended the Criminal Code and established 

a penalty of three to eighteen months in prison for anyone who “aggravates”, “attempts”, 

“threatens” or “insults” the police in the exercise of its functions or on the occasion of these 

(article   11). On the other hand, it declares illegitimate “pickets that impede the free move-
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ment of persons, goods or services, in public or private spaces of public use” (article 468) and 

empowers the police to use force when “they must dissolve meetings or demonstrations 

that seriously disturb public order, or that are not peaceful,  insofar as they involve persons 

who have their own or improper weapons or who externalize violent behavior” (article 45 F). 

The Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression, through the sending of a 

letter to the State, requested information on the provisions of the LUC stating that it could 

affect the guarantees for the exercise of freedom of expression (RELE, 2020). In August 2020, 

different social organizations and unions from various sectors demonstrated in favor of the 

realization of a referendum to repeal the 135 articles of the LUC. In the month of July 2021, as 

established by the Constitution, the Pro Referendum Commission delivered the signatures 

to the Electoral Court to be controlled. As of the date of delivery of this report, the signatures 

are still in the process of verification by the Electoral Court.

REALM B. Exercise of journalism 

The assessment of the experts consulted for this dimension, gave Uruguay 9.43 points 

out of 10, meaning almost the top of freedoms for the line.

 In the Uruguayan reality, there are not many mechanisms of self-regulation of the pro-

fession of journalism or the media. It is worth mentioning the existence of the National Coun-

cil of Advertising Self-Regulation (CONARP), a non-profit organization whose objective is to 

ensure free and responsible commercial communication. With regard to the professional 

practice of journalism, the existence of a Code of Journalistic Ethics stands out, whose rec-

ommendations aim to strengthen quality journalism as a voluntary self-regulation mech-

anism. This code is the product of a consensus in the Uruguayan Press Association (APU) 

that involves workers linked to the sector such as journalists, cameramen, photographers, 

producers, presenters, drivers, broadcasters, communicators and civil society organizations 

linked to the sector since 2012.

The current media law incorporated in 2014, as a novelty in its article 42, the conscien-

tious objection of journalists suggested in the code of ethics. This article was intended to be 

eliminated in the original draft of the new media law of the present government and, after 

parliamentary discussion, was maintained. The current law also recognizes the articles of the 

former Press Law of the Constitution of the Republic, Law 16.099 (IMPO, 1989) of 1989, which 

guarantees the non-dissemination of the journalist’s sources and the freedom of expression 

enshrined in the Human Rights Declaration and the Convention, as well as Law 18,515, which 

recognizes the promotion of journalistic activity as of general interest. However, intellectual 

property measures to protect journalistic content from plagiarism and misuse are not incor-

porated into the law.
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REALM C. Violence and impunity 

In dimension Violence and impunity, the valuation obtained by Uruguay was 29.81 out of 

a maximum of 42, presenting the lowest figures with respect to the other dimensions. The 

subdimensions that contribute the most to this rating are “Protection” 1.57 points in a total of 

5 and “Impunity” with a score of 1.43 in 8.5 maximum points.

CaINFO’s seventh report on Monitoring and Threats to Journalism and Freedom of Ex-

pression 2021, recorded from April 2020 to March 2021, 49 cases of threats to the freedom 

of expression of journalists, 23 cases more than the 2019 measurement.  In the distribution 

of cases, 30 represent “rejections of requests for access to public information” There were 

no cases of murder, enforced disappearance, arbitrary detention, kidnapping and torture or 

restrictions on the Internet. There were eight attacks and attacks on journalists and three 

civil and criminal proceedings had rulings in favor of the media or the journalist denounced. 

(CAINFO,2021)

On the other hand, the same report highlights another important fact: although Uru-

guay dragged some problems of precariousness in the professional practice of journalists 

since 2018, these deepened in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and the health emer-

gency. The number of job losses rose exponentially. In April 2020, the Uruguayan Press As-

sociation reported the loss of more than 300 jobs with dismissal or sending to total or par-

tial unemployment insurance. For the current year 2021, the situation of journalists of the 

National Audiovisual Communication Service (SECAN) is added with the non-renewal of 40 

contracts on Channel 5 and 49 on public radios as of December 2020. The director of SECAN, 

Gerardo Sotelo, said that this measure responded to the fact  that there was an “imbalance 

in the assignment of functions and some dramatic operational situations, he said that of 220 

contracts there were about 150 doing radio, just over forty doing television and 8 on digital 

platforms”

REALM D. Control over the media 

The assessment for the Control over the media realm, according to the experts consult-

ed, expressed a slight influence by yielding 23.57 points out of 25 possible. The sub-dimen-

sion that could be understood as some objection to the current situation for presenting a 

lower rating is that of “Indirect Control”, a realm that includes knowing if the Government has 

incurred in restrictions or direct blockades of the different digital platforms or applies pres-

sures to technological intermediaries in order to avoid the dissemination of certain contents.

In the 2020 report of the Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression 

(RELE) of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) of the Organization of 

American States (OAS),  it is stated  that in December 2020, within the Budget Law proposed 

by the Executive Branch and approved in Congress in the same month,  a provision was in-
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cluded where it enabled the Communications Services Regulatory Unit (URSEC) to block and 

download audiovisual content on the Internet without a  court order. Understanding that the 

defense of copyright with disproportionate measures that penalize users without appropriate 

judicial guarantees adversely impacts freedom of expression, a group of more than 20 orga-

nizations dedicated to the study of Internet public policies and the defense of fundamental 

rights sent a letter to the Senate warning of their concern. Although the provision was voted 

on and approved (artículo 712 of the law N° 19924 of the National Budget), it included some 

modifications. While the original article established the blocking of audiovisual content in 

an extended way, the final article limits television services for subscribers through Internet; 

secondly, while the original text enabled any natural or legal person to make the complaint, 

the final wording limited it to owners of television services for subscribers licensed to operate 

in Uruguay and, finally, the notification of the URSEC to the denounced before carrying out 

a blockade was established.

At the same time, article 774 of the Budget Law established that 20% of the total amount 

of official advertising of national scope must be allocated to media based in the interior of 

the country, as a way of discouraging the concentration of resources in the capital’s media. 

We had warned in the previous report that the allocation of official guidelines, in addition to 

responding to discretionary criteria, was very asymmetrical in the percentage between the 

capital and the interior of the country that only obtains 5% of the total (Center for Archives 

and Access to Public Information, 2019). The proposal, which has been approved, received 

criticism from the Uruguayan Association of Advertising Agencies (AUDAP) which called it a 

“Covert Subsidy” due to the lack of audience measurements in the media of the interior that 

would allow this allocation to be distributed more fairly. Similarly, the rector of OBSERVA-

COM, Gustavo Gómez, expressed the need to establish clear rules for the allocation of official 

advertising that are fairer and more transparent.

The allocation of official propaganda continues to be a sensitive issue in the dynamics 

of the media system, since discretionary mechanisms do not prevent governments from re-

warding   or punishing the media based on their editorial line.

The entry of the new coalition government to power, following the national elections 

of October 2019, brought with it novelties in terms of media regulation that were part of its 

campaign commitments. The planned changes were included, at first, in the Law of Urgent 

Consideration (LUC) that is still valid, but these articles were extracted from that text to con-

stitute an independent project presented to the Parliament on April24, 2020 and that is still 

under parliamentary discussion.

This instance of discussion in the lower house has had the participation of civil society 

organizations and some international organizations that have sent letters to the Parliament 

voicing certain concerns. The original project:  a. Extended the limit of radio and television 

licenses that can acquire a natural or legal person from three (current) to eight, proposal 
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that changed to four maximums in Montevideo and six in the interior; b. Eliminated the ar-

ticles related to the rights of children and adolescents that currently reincorporated them; 

c. Eliminated the current article 42 of the right of journalists to conscientious objection that 

was reinstated; d. The original bill eliminated the articles of the current law on the rights of 

people with disabilities now also reinstated. Finally, the original project obliged public oper-

ators that own infrastructure to provide wholesale services on infrastructure and networks 

to cable television companies, a measure that has also now been modified and the state 

company ANTEL will not be forced to share infrastructure. One of the changes that has not 

yet been modified is the elimination of the Honorary Advisory Commission of Audiovisual 

Communication Services (CHASCA),  and the holding of public hearings for the assignment 

of frequencies.

The draft of the new Bill on Media Law has been under discussion in the lower house for 

a year and a half. It is important to note that the new bill indicates, like the current one, that 

services and the dissemination of audiovisual content that use the Internet protocol network 

as a platform are excluded, and also leaves out of the regulation the allocation of official ad-

vertising.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the fact that Uruguay exhibits an improvement in the scores of all the dimen-

sions that place it in a leading position with respect to the other countries analyzed, in the 

development of the report some issues have been raised that generate  some concern in the 

experts consulted, and that may be unfavorable to the right of freedom of expression in the 

country in a future scenario; that is why they should be  to be followed up in the next report. 

Within Realm A “Citizens free to express themselves “, the main obstacle to the exercise 

of freedom of expression remains access to official sources. The 2021, second year of pandem-

ic, registers –on average– decline of 19 percentual points puntos in the levels of compliance 

of active transparency of the subjects obliged by law, this represents a loss of information for 

the citizenship, and also an obstacle to investigative journalism. In the same dimension, the 

need to continue monitoring the final vote on the new media law – now under discussion – 

to measure the favorable or unfavorable impacts with respect to freedom of expression as 

a right is highlighted. Also follow up on the final opinion of the Electoral Court at the end of 

the process of supervision of the signatures of the Pro Referendum Commission for the Ref-

erendum of the LUC.

The relevance of monitoring the laboral situation of journalists and how the laboral rights 

are complied in the transitional context for media to go from traditional to Information and 

Communication Technology (TIC) is set within Realm C “Violence and Impunity”.

Within dimension D “Control of the media” the allocation, from the Budget Law, of 20% 

of official advertisement to media in the interior is rescued with the aim of reducing the 
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great asymmetry of access to resources. Advertising remains a genuine way to ensure the 

existence of the media as companies to make effective the labor rights of their workers. 

Despite this, experts note the need to find efficient and effective mechanisms for the im-

plementation of this item or allocation and also the transparency of the official advertising 

allocation system, since the role of the State as an advertiser alters the dynamics of the me-

dia system and its regulation remains outside the governmental agenda. A second aspect 

within this same dimension, with regard to the institutional design proposed by the new 

media law – under parliamentary discussion – leaves out of its regulation the media that use 

the Internet platform. The adaptation of this regulation to digital convergence is pending.
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URUGUAY

PERIOD SURVEYED  
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis

STRENGTHS

For this period, Uruguay has strengthened its the level of support for 
democracy as a political regime, according to international barome-
ters. It leads in the perception that freedom of expression is guaran-
teed (Chapultepec); it presents the highest level of trust on the part 
of citizens towards the Congress, political parties and the Judiciary as 
institutions of democracy (Latinobarómetro). Current regulations con-
tinue to guarantee the reservation of journalistic sources in lawsuits 
against media or journalists; conscientious objection and freedom of 
expression and, in practice, in the last ten years there has been no cas-
es of enforced disappearance, aggravating threats, torture, murder or 
persecution of journalists.
The parliamentary discussion of the draft for the new Media Law -pre-
sented by the incoming government in April 2020-, enabled the par-
ticipation of different social organizations whose observations have 
made possible changes in very important aspects of the original doc-
ument; this contributes to the strengthening of freedom of expression 
as a right: the assignment of frequencies,  maintain conscientious  ob-
jection as the rights of journalists and the rights of children, adoles-
cents and persons with disabilities. While still under discussion, the 
process is a sign of the strength of democratic institutions. There are 
still concerns about the possible elimination of citizen participation 
bodies that were present in the current law; this could mean a loss of 
spaces for the representation of citizen interests. 

WEAKNESSES

Its weaknesses are linked to access to official sources and the alloca-
tion of official advertising. The right of access to public information is 
guaranteed by law, but presents compliance difficulties in the prac-
tice. This tool is essential for investigative journalism and citizen mon-
itoring of public policies, but the law has a fundamentally elitist char-
acter. On the other hand, there is a decrease in the national report of 
the levels of active transparency or public information available to the 
citizen. The allocation of official advertising continues to be a sensitive 
issue in the dynamics of the media system since discretionary alloca-
tion mechanisms do not prevent the government from rewarding or 
punishing the media based on their editorial line.
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OPPORTUNITIES

For the strengthening of freedom of expression in the Uruguayan me-
dia system, it is important to secure the culture of transparency. Mak-
ing effective the right of access to public information as one of the 
sources of investigative journalism and citizen participation in public 
policies, represents an opportunity for new sustainable business mod-
els to emerge, with alternative forms of financing to advertising, which 
contribute to the reduction of the dependence of the media on their 
sponsors. 
Media regulation remains on the political agenda as the draft of the 
new media law is still under parliamentary discussion; this can repre-
sent an opportunity for the incorporation of civil society, of academia, 
in the debate on the media.
In relation to official propaganda, the approval that twenty percent of 
the total amount be allocated to the media of the interior makes it 
necessary to monitor the implementation of the law, in order to know 
if this measure represented  –in practice– an opportunity to balance 
the asymmetries  of  access  to the   resources between the media of 
the interior  and  the capital.    

THREATS

The main threat to freedom of expression in today’s media system is 
the increasing precariousness of journalists’ working conditions. Since 
the declaration of a health emergency in March 2020 to the present, 
there has been a considerable number of workers sent to collect un-
employment insurance, a situation that in 2021 was also transferred to 
the public media where no more than 40 contracts were renewed in 
the national public channel, and 49 in the radios of the same condition.
To the job insecurity you need to add the economic vulnerability of 
private media which are still in the process of transitioning from the 
traditional model to the digital, testing types of sustainable businesses 
(subscription, advertising, mixed) that do not finish crystallizing and 
keep them – mostly – dependent almost exclusively on advertising rev-
enues.
Job insecurity and the economic vulnerability of the media can trans-
late into a threat to freedom of expression and the emergence of 
self-censorship scenarios.
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Uruguay

Uruguay obtained the best score for 2020-2021, with 84.10 points, thereby rising to the 

top of the Index in the group of countries enjoying full freedom of expression. In the previous 

period (2019-2020), it ranked 4th with almost 10 points less. Because of these results, the Ori-

ental Republic of Uruguay is considered a country with a favorable climate for free speech 

and one showing slight influence from the different branches of government. 

According to the results obtained in Realm A, Informed Citizens Free to Express Them-

selves, Uruguayans enjoy full access to information and are free in their self-expression. The 

few existing restrictions stem from the capacity of government agencies to reply to the re-

quests submitted; some provisions contained in contempt laws remain; and the greatest 

influence comes from the executive environment in both periods of study. 

Regarding Realm B, Exercise of Journalism, the results were similar in both study peri-

ods. There is no evidence of regulatory mechanisms for the [journalistic] profession. There-

fore, in general, it is perceived as a country where the practice of the profession is respected. 

For 2019-2020, Uruguay obtained 9 out of 10 points and in 2020-2021, 9.43 out of 10. In this 

realm, for the 2020-2021 edition, no unfavorable influence from the different branches of 

government went on record. 

Realm C, Violence and Impunity, was the one obtaining the lowest results compared 

to the other realms, both in 2019-2020 and 2020-2021. There persist unmet challenges with 

respect to creating protection mechanisms and minimizing impunity. Instances of aggres-

sions against journalists increased from 23 in 2019-2020 to 49 in 2020-2021, which were pri-

marily linked to obstruction of access to information. 

Finally, in Realm D, Control over the Media, unfavorable influence from the branches of 

government subsided from one period to another, since such influence was deemed non-ex-

isting for 2020-2021. The regulatory framework encourages the independent activity of the 

media, although there are still challenges regarding the establishment of advertising quotas 

of public agencies in private media. 

Upon results analysis of both editions of the Index, the advances are represented by 

those obtained regarding the influence of the [institutional] environments in situations un-

favorable to freedom of expression. For 2019-2020, they all remained at slight, even moder-

ate influence levels for Realm A and the sub-realm of Direct Control in Realm D, from the 

Executive in both instances. As for 2020-2021, only two realms showed results that placed 

the country in the range of slight influence (Realms A and C), but even with scores below 1 

2.21.3 OVERWIEW
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point. Meanwhile, for Realms B and D, there was practically no influence of any kind on the 

part of the different environments, thereby guaranteeing the full exercise of free speech in 

the country.
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2.22. VENEZUELA

2.22.1 VENEZUELA 2019-2020
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MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Venezuela: Blindfolded and Muzzled amidst a Humanitarian Crisis

Executive summary

Venezuela is ranked at the bottom of the Chapultepec Free Speech & Press Index, scor-

ing 3.8 points. Not only does institutional action, especially in the Executive and Judicia-

ry environments, ostensibly fail to protect journalists and the media and punish crimes 

against them, but it also defines a strategy that is contrary to a modicum of communi-

cation rights: The government and the courts act in an attempt to crush journalism and 

media companies contrary to the hegemonic interests of Nicolás Maduro’s regime.

INTRODUCTION

The study period comprehends Nicolás Maduro’s second term in office, after being 

re-elected on May 20, 2018, at a contest regarded as fraudulent by his opponents. Such en-

tities as the Organization of American States (OAS) and authorities from over 50 countries 

recognize as legitimate ruler National Assembly Speaker Juan Guaidó, sworn in on January 

24, 2019, as interim president. 

The press is overwhelmed by attacks, arrests, court actions, and exile amidst political 

turbulence. [The rights of] seven journalists and at least 35 media outlets were violated in 

January 2020 (IPYS Venezuela, 2020), while they were covering events in which military detail 

prevented Juan Guaidó from presiding over a session in the Federal Legislative Palace, as 

part of a skirmish whereby congresspersons allegiant to the Maduro regime tried to convene 

a parallel parliament. In spite of what had happened, Guaidó was confirmed as head of the 

National Assembly, thereby continuing as interim president of the Republic, without this re-

sulting in Maduro’s removal.

According to International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimates, the country experienced an 

economic contraction of 35% in 2019. The country surpassed Haiti’s misery index: 96.2% of 

the population is in poverty, 79.3% in extreme poverty, and life expectancy of Venezuelans 

born in the five-year period from 2015 to 2020 decreased 3.7 years to 72.2 years (ENCOVI, 

2020). Electrical power disruptions, unreliable access to water, fuel and medicine shortag-

es, mobility problems due to poor public transportation, activity of rogue groups in border 

states, growing digital divide, censorship, communication hegemony, and indirect control of 

private broadcast media signal public affairs in Venezuela. It is the country currently under-

going the largest exodus of refugees and migrants to Latin America and the Caribbean, with 

4.8 million refugees and migrants as of February 5, 2020 (UNHCR, 2020).
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Report

With 3.8 points, out of a maximum possible of 100, Venezuela is the country with the 

worst status of institutional actions regarding freedom of expression in the hemisphere, plac-

ing it among the nations without freedom of expression from an institutional standpoint. As 

perceived by the experts inquired, most of this situation is directly attributed to the environ-

ment in the Executive branch, as strongly influential (7.44) over the actions and omissions in 

the field of freedom of expression among the branches of government. 

Environments: Institutional action against freedom of expression

On April 30, 2019, the National Telecommunications Commission (Comisión Nacional 

de Telecomunicaciones, CONATEL), [media regulatory body] used as a political operator by 

the Maduro administration, shut down the country’s oldest private radio station, Radio Ca-
racas Radio (RCR). This station sister to RCTV, a television network shut down in 2007 by 

Hugo Chávez, was covering events at Generalísimo Francisco de Miranda Air Base (dubbed 

La Carlota) in Caracas, when opposition supporters were trying to hasten political change, 

but failed to do so by the end of the day. 

The following day, May 1, 2019, the beginning of the study period for this first Chapulte-

pec Index edition, 12 instances of freedom of expression violations took place in the coverage 

of anti-Maduro protests. Journalist Mauricio Cruz reported that National Guardsmen, under 

the Executive branch, shot at him and his colleagues in Caracas. Among those wounded 

with pellets were photojournalist John Quintero, journalist Gregory Jaimes, photographers 

Juan Carlos Neyra and Rafael Ramírez, as well as camera assistant Rubén Brito. Apart from 

the newspersons injured in Caracas, others were assaulted and injured while exercising their 

news gathering work in inland regions of the country (Espacio Público, 2019).

The bureaucratic apparatus, the military, and law enforcement, as well as the entire pub-

lic infrastructure remain in president Nicolas Maduro’s hands. The experts inquired herein 

elaborate on his power. He has used the Special Action Forces (Fuerzas de Acciones Especia-

les, FAES), a [tactical law enforcement] body feared for its practices, to detain journalists and 

dissidents, singled out in the report by UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle 

Bachelet for conducting thousands of executions in low-income areas on alleged “resistance 

to arrest” (OHCHR, 2019). 

Claiming to enforce the Constitutional Anti-Hate Law for Peaceful Coexistence and Tol-

erance, also known just as the Anti-Hate Law, passed in 2017 by the National Constituent 

Assembly1, sponsored by the government to counter an adversary Legislative branch, the 

1  Translator’s Note (TN): A regime-engineered parallel constituent and legislative congress, which is not recognized internationally, 
established as a travesty of the constitutionally sanctioned mechanism by means of a non-competitive electoral contest.  This body 
thus formed was denounced by the Venezuelan opposition, its legitimate Legislative, the US Department of State, the Organization 
of American States, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, among others.
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Executive initiated arrests of journalists and was followed suit by actions from the Judiciary 

in the form of charges pressed and restrictions imposed on freedom. The Judiciary appears 

to be the second environment deeply involved in the abysmal rating for institutional actions 

regarding freedom of expression in Venezuela, significantly impacting, with 6.51 points, on 

the assessment made by experts of those responsible for this low score in the Index.

For example, the imprisonment of journalist Darvinson Rojas, conducted on March 21, 

2020 comes to mind. 15 FAES officers raided his home after he posted on social media a re-

port on the number of [COVID-19] cases that showed a five-people discrepancy between the 

42 confirmed by the federal government and the 47 announced by local authorities. 

The tactic ops team stormed his home under the guise of looking for a COVID-19-posi-

tive person, and ended up taking Rojas and his parents into custody. His parents were freed 

a few hours later; the newsman, twelve days later, on April 2. The case is still open and he is 

subject to periodically reporting with the court, after he was charged with counts of instiga-

tion to hatred and public instigation at a hearing held on Monday, March 23, in night hours, 

after being assigned a counsel by the Attorney General’s Office, despite the fact that Rojas 

had already retained counsel who was not notified of his [client’s] appearance in court, even 

while being at the courthouse along with the journalist’s relatives. His case led to statements 

of concern by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), the Office of the 

Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression (SRFE), the Victims Monitoring Observatory 

(Observatorio Monitor de Víctimas), and Human Rights Watch (HRW). The case against him 

remains open (IPYS Venezuela, 2020).

Just as it could be noticed that the Executive Branch did not act alone in violating free-

dom of expression, instead it was followed by the Judiciary, the Legislative environment is 

not exempt from influencing the omissions or actions measured in this study either. 

According to the experts inquired, the Legislative environment appears with a moder-

ate 3.93 points influence in the country’s Index. Although the agency most mentioned by re-

spondents is CONATEL, its role is empowered by the Law on Radio, Television and Electronic 

Media Social Responsibility, enacted in 2004, but with effects on actions involving penalties 

and media shutdowns ordered by the institutional control of the Nicolás Maduro regime. 

Despite advisory efforts of the National Assembly Committee on Media, which has 

turned to scholars and NGOs in pursuit of public policy plans regarding the restoration of 

freedom of expression, the pressure exerted by the Maduro regime has not made any of 

the possible reforms in this field possible. Within Juan Guaidó’s administration, in January 

2020, a board of directors was appointed to take over [multi state-owned] Telesur channel, 

currently a tool of the communication hegemony wielded by Nicolás Maduro’s administra-

tion. Other than the impact of the announcement, there has been no major activity by this 

interim board. 
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REALM A: Venezuela is a misinformed and muzzled society

Venezuelan citizens are far from being a society experiencing the fulfillment of their 

right to self-expression and information. The people, hungry for news regarding utilities, has 

lost the ability to access information on the status of the electric power grid, the water supply 

situation, and the condition of fuel supply, while journalists trying to gather information are 

vilified or imprisoned during news coverage, harassed, intimidated, and sometimes prose-

cuted. 

The score for institutional action in the realm “Citizens informed and free to express 

themselves” is at 0.8 out of 23 possible points. This perception stems from such cases as 

the one which took place on March 17, 2020, when officials of the Bolivarian National Guard 

detained Julio Molina, MD, in Monagas State, for reporting critical conditions at Manuel 

Núñez Tovar, MD, University Hospital (Hospital Universitario Dr. Manuel Núñez Tovar). He was 

charged with counts of incitement to hatred, to panic, and community fearmongering, and 

then placed under house arrest (Espacio Público, 2020). 

A worker at a state-owned steel company in southern Venezuela also felt the force of 

Venezuela’s institutional measures against the free flow of communications. Elio Mendoza, 

53, serving at Sidor (Siderúrgica del Orinoco Alfredo Maneiro) for over three decades, was 

placed under house arrest after a short stint in prison on April 1, 2020 for chain texting on 

WhatsApp that he allegedly questioned the qualifications of Maikel Moreno, Chief Supreme 

Court Justice and Maduro’s ally. He was charged with counts of incitement to hatred and 

slander, and is being held in custody, not for writing, as what he did was to forward the mes-

sage (Siverio, 2020). The sub-realm associated with free expression is rated at the lowest level 

possible: 0.

On the other hand, it has been the practice of the Maduro administration to block and 

restrict the Internet, by means of [state-owned telecom and ISP] Compañía Anónima Na-
cional Teléfonos de Venezuela (CANTV). At times of rallies called by the opposition, while 

addresses are being delivered by such personalities as Juan Guaidó, it has been a practice 

to conduct blockades on certain digital platforms. On November 16, 2019, during a protest 

called by the head of the Legislative, NGO Venezuela sin Filtro (Venezuela Unfiltered) re-

ported that CANTV had blocked YouTube for 55 minutes, starting the disruption right at the 

beginning of Guaidó’s speech that day (Efecto Cocuyo, 2019).

Other blockades making evident a strategy to misinform and curtail citizens’ 

right to information took place on March 18, when, per NGO Venezuela sin Filtro, the 

coronavirusvenezuela.info site was blocked; and, on April 16, with two instances of 

DNS blocking [interim president’s office related] pvenezuela.com and teleconsulta. 
presidenciave.org sites. 
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Days before closing the study period, on April 26, the above NGO also uncovered the 

cloning of the heroesdesaludve.info website, whereby the National Assembly, headed by 

Guaidó, was seeking to provide economic support for healthcare workers. When users at-

tempted to enter the site via ISP CANTV, they were redirected to another website and de-

ceived into entering their data (Espacio Público, 2020). The sub-realm free flow of informa-

tion are rated at a very low position for Venezuela in this assessment: 0.8.

REALM B: No conditions for exercising journalism

In Venezuela, not only does the Government deny access to public information, banning 

locations by deploying troops, but it also perpetuates opacity by preventing certain kinds of 

coverage so that journalists cannot get to gather downstream information. Out of 10 possi-

ble points at the positive end in this realm, the score from sample respondents for institu-

tional action regarding conditions of the exercise of journalism in the country was very low: 

1.8 points.

An example of why the rating is meager in this regard was the events on March 9, 2020 

involving journalist Karen Aranguíbel, who was videoing a protest by citizens demanding 

that spots in fuel supply lines be respected. She was harassed by Military Counterintelligence 

Bureau (Dirección de Contrainteligencia Militar) and Bolivarian National Guard (Guardia Na-

cional Bolivariana) officers, as well as by civilians, who even physically attacked her (EVTV 

Miami, 2020).

In this case, institutional action on newspersons involves the systematic destruction of 

their media. After radio host José Mercedes Muñoz was arrested in Monagas on April 30, 

2019, and held in a prison, Bolivarian National Guard officers seized the transmitter, a console, 

a monitor, and a computer keeping his radio station, Oestereo 99.7 FM, on the air. Local au-

thorities announced this as “the occupation” of the station (Espacio Público, 2019).

Venezuela’s National Union of Press Workers (Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores de la 

Prensa) has reported that, since the beginning of COVID-19-related lockdown measures in 

Venezuela, censorship and terrible conditions for exercising journalism continue, including 

the detention of newspersons (as of May 3, 2020, the union had totaled 22 journalists being 

temporarily held). 

REALM C: Violence against journalists unpunished

On May 1, 2019, attacks against journalists intensified, without, as in previous cases, 

the authorities investigating the events or imposing sanctions on the officials responsible 

for brutality against journalists and citizens amidst protests held in various locations of the 

country (Córdova, 2019; Tal Cual, 2019). Also, there has not been any further investigation into 

theft of media equipment, such as that perpetrated against radio stations Éxitos 100.9 in 
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Mérida State and Radio Nacional de Venezuela, reported by journalist Leonardo León (Espa-

cio Público, 2020).

In the study period, the bureaucratic apparatus is the main source of violence against 

journalists. It is a constant that no complaints are filed or investigations launched on any ag-

gressions against injured journalists, as there has been none in previous years, nor regarding 

the coverage of the April 30, 2019, events, one day before the study period; nor are there any 

investigations into the equipment stolen and/or seized from stations and journalists in the 

following days. Authorities, on the contrary, try to involve officials at various levels, including 

the Attorney General’s Office and the courts, in prosecuting newspersons.

Hence, the experts inquired gave Venezuela a score of 1.2 out of 42 possible points for 

actions aimed at preventing violence and punishing crimes against newspersons. Not only 

are there no protection mechanisms for such profession, but there actually are mechanisms 

of persecution including undercover actions of law enforcement along with civilians who, 

under the guise of alleged supporters of the regime, engage totally unpunished, in advance 

of law enforcement, by physically or psychologically attacking media workers.

This is what happened to the journalists assaulted at Simón Bolívar International Airport 

at Maiquetía [serving Caracas], in full view of its authorities, at a time when they were cover-

ing Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela National Assembly Speaker Juan Guaidó’s return into 

the country. This politician, his entourage, and members of the press who were covering the 

events were attacked by regime supporters, without any preventive or punitive actions be-

ing taken by airport authorities, which is under the Federal Executive (IPYS Venezuela, 2020).

In two of the sub-realms in this realm, impunity and persecution, Venezuela did not 

score any points in favor, standing at the minimum possible: 0. This realm barely reached 1.2 

points in the sub-realm regarding the protection of journalists, a rating also far below the 

continental average.

REALM D: Mainstream media, under Maduro’s control; online media, 
under siege

Various private Venezuelan broadcast media had been critical long before the study 

period. The fallout on them is yet being felt. A few still persevering in their critical stance 

have lowered their standards or been shut down as in the case of RCR, just one day before 

the study period. But online media have been under increasing pressure from the regime’s 

favorite mechanism: imprisonment and further partial restrictions on freedom.

On November 19, 2019, online media Entorno Inteligente manager Ana Belén Tovar was 

arrested during a raid, conducted by officials of the General Directorate of Military Count-

er-Intelligence (Dirección General de Contrainteligencia Militar, DGCIM), at said media’s main 

office, after allegedly posting information regarding the defense minister of Nicolás Madu-
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ro’s government. During this operation, journalists covering the events for two other media 

were held for hours. Tovar remained imprisoned for the remainder of the study period, as 

reviewed by respondents, and was released on May 6, 2020 (Tal Cual, 2020).

Another method is the economic destruction of the media by means of lawsuits filed by 

officials for alleged defamation and slander. This is what happened with La Patilla website 

which, under a ruling issued on June 4, 2019, by Nicolás Maduro-allegiant Criminal Appeals 

Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice, shall pay National Constituent Assembly Head 

Diosdado Cabello the equivalent of US $5,000,000 for “moral damages”.

Actions restricting newsprint deliveries to various dissident media by means of Cor-
poración Editorial Alfredo Maneiro, under the Communication and Information Ministry of 

Nicolás Maduro’s government, as a mechanism to monopolize this supply’s imports, are still 

in force. On May 14, 2019, 104-year-old Zulia State local newspaper Panorama ran its last print 

resulting from the precarious situation caused by restrictions to procure newsprint. Zulia was 

the fourth state in the country left without any kind of print media since the inception of this 

method to deliver such supply thereby favoring regime-allegiant newspapers.

Under this situation, it comes as no surprise that respondents would score the Media 

Control Realm at 0 in its two sub-realms – actions to avoid direct or indirect controls, giv-

en the ample repertoire of schemes to directly or indirectly pressure the media as part of 

Nicolás Maduro’s political practices.

CONCLUSIONS

The terrible actions performed during the study period in the field of freedom of ex-

pression have not been the only ones that have deteriorated the right to information and the 

free dissemination of ideas in Venezuela’s society. This muzzling has been organized upon 

the systematic use of unpunished violence against journalists, starting with Hugo Chávez’s 

inflammatory discourse during the presidential campaign at which he rose to power in 1999, 

and has continued by means of controls, threats, imprisonment, harassment, direct violence, 

and forced exile of citizens and journalists.

The situation could worsen in the period following this report. People have continued 

to be arrested for using social media to issue messages uncomfortable to the regime, and 

quarantine restrictions have laid ground for authoritarian practices against journalists and 

citizens in general.

It could be stated that, under Venezuela’s current climate, with a deep economic down-

turn, reduced development of business initiatives, and high levels of poverty, few indepen-

dent media will have little chance of survival. It is imperative that the international commu-

nity continues to support communication initiatives from overseas to keep whistleblowing 

for the restoration of democracy in Venezuela.
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The Maduro administration and its political allies appointed a National Electoral Council 

(Consejo Nacional Electoral, CNE) board after their lust for clinging to power, for the purpose 

of calling for legislative elections and thereby taking a hold of the branch of government that 

has not been within their reach. We cannot make broadcasts; but Venezuela‘s independent 

journalism, still present on social media, could further dwindle, if a change bringing about 

new reforms and more persecution in the field of social media comes to pass. Although the 

Anti-Hate Law, with its arbitrary and discretionary makeup, already attempts to lay enough 

ground to further gag the population and fix their gaze upon its supposed achievements. 

Venezuela’s society is muzzled and blindfolded.
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VENEZUELA

MEASUREMENT PERIOD. MAY 2019 - APRIL 2020

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, treats

STRENGTHS

Albeit forcibly and struggling for economic sustainability, journalists 
and media outlets penalized or harassed by the Nicolas Maduro re-
gime have successfully migrated to the digital domain, finding the 
possibility of disseminating critical information over the Internet, in 
an online ecosystem sustaining blockages, but with fewer probabil-
ities of full restriction by the government. Citizens have persisted in 
using social media as a means of criticism, despite arbitrary arrests. 

WEAKNESSES

The regime has continued to persecute citizens and journalists who 
voice their criticism. Having as allies a National Constituent Assem-
bly with a questioned legitimacy and a Judiciary subdued by the 
ruling party, the Executive persecutes newspersons and individu-
als by means of trials, jail, and rigged probation sentences, pressing 
against them charges for infringing regulations in place to avoid 
criticism, such as the Anti-Hate Law. The severe political, economic, 
and social crisis has weakened the media and pushed news orga-
nizations to a precarious situation or bankruptcy, as well as subject-
ed them to direct and indirect controls. Law enforcement terrorizes 
citizens, restricting their free speech day after day in entities part of 
the public administration.

OPPORTUNITIES

Venezuelan journalists and media companies have made some im-
pact on the Internet. An open digital media ecosystem offering the 
possibility of dissent continues to exist, even on platforms blocked 
by the regime. The activity of non-governmental organizations de-
fending free speech rights in Venezuela has drawn attention from 
bodies inside the country and abroad. Some startups and personal-
ities have emerged with relative success amidst adverse conditions 
to communicate the severe crisis that exists in the country.

THREATS

One threat remains latent in Venezuela, and that is the persecution 
of all dissidents in the digital ecosystem. After closing down media 
outlets and revoking licenses to radio and TV stations on political 
grounds, the Venezuelan regime has already persecuted journalists 
for critical content disseminated on the Internet, and forced entre-
preneurial journalists in the digital domain into exile, which makes 
the disappearance of the remaining information channels feasible. 
Universities could also be in the bull’s eye for new controls by Mad-
uro. The pandemic has given the regime an excuse to conduct new 
arrests.
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PERIOD SURVEYED
JULY 31, 2020 – AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Venezuela: violence, persecution and arbitrary shutdowns

Executive Summary

For the second consecutive year, Venezuela reaches the last position in the Chapultepec 

Index of Freedom of Expression and Press of the Inter American Press Association. With 

5.71 points out of 100, Venezuela is regarded as the country with the worst score among 

the group of nations with no freedom of expression. The period under study was marked 

by murders in connection with media activity; two of them committed by government 

special forces agents in the very facilities of a media outlet. Furthermore, detentions for 

voicing personal opinion and information continued, as well as the alignment by branch-

es of government against flagship outlets like El Nacional newspaper.

INTRODUCTION

The humanitarian crisis affecting Venezuela worsened between July 2020 and August 

2021, with an annual inflation rate estimated at 2,719.5% for May 2021. No decrease has been 

noticed regarding measures imposing restrictions in a difficult climate for freedom of the 

press and expression that has been unfolding for more than 20 years of a political process 

started by late President Hugo Chávez Frías in 1999, and continued by Nicolás Maduro since 

2013.

Many regulations have been questioned by human rights organizations. Part of this con-

troversial outlook is the “Law against Hate” (Ley contra el Odio), passed in 2017, and the pro-

visions of government entities, among these, the National Telecommunications Commission 

(Comisión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, Conatel).

Venezuela is seen as a nation without institutional stability, uninformed about the actual 

government funds, and about the current status of utilities and its health system. It is also 

regarded as a country with a diaspora of around 7 million people and 2,000 executions com-

mitted between January and September 2020 by forces under the Executive - according to 

reports received by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 

OHCHR (Amnesty International, 2021).

The immediate past to this period has, as its main background, the actions by the Exec-

utive and Judicial branches against journalists and independent press since the arrival of the 
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coronavirus in the country. In 2020, COVID-19 brought restrictions over access to information, 

and measures against the independent dissemination of information related to the virus.

According to estimates reported by the non-governmental organization Espacio Pú-

blico, there were 250 violations of freedom of expression linked to the pandemic in 2020. 

Among these violations, it is noteworthy the intimidating statements from officials against 

directors of the National Academy of Physics, Mathematics, and Natural Sciences (Academia 

Nacional de Ciencias Físicas, Matemáticas y Naturales), issued after this institution released 

its projections on the pandemic in the country in May 2020, shortly before the beginning of 

this report’s study period (Espacio Público, 2021).

Other noteworthy incidents may be cited as an immediate background to this period 

which determined the perception of the experts surveyed in the nation is the seizure of El 
Nacional on May 14, 2021, a newspaper founded in 1943. The seizure of the journal’s head-

quarters resulted from a lawsuit filed at the Supreme Court of Justice (Tribunal Supremo 

de Justicia) by the senior representative of the ruling party, president of the United Socialist 

Party of Venezuela (Partido Socialista Unido de Venezuela, PSUV), and current congressman, 

Diosdado Cabello. The court ordered payment of more than USD 13 million for alleged defa-

mation and moral damage against Cabello. The fine, unpayable for the newspaper, led to the 

seizure of the newspaper’s facilities.

Analysis over the influence of institutional environments through 
actions against freedom of the press

The Venezuelan Executive, headed by Nicolás Maduro Moros, was rated as the insti-

tutional environment with the greatest impact regarding unfavorable actions against free-

dom of expression and the press during the period under study. Experts averaged a shock-

ing score of 7.59 points out of a possible 10. These results show a very strong influence for 

this category.

The figures on the perception of the Executive’s actions are especially high with regards 

to the exercise of journalism and control over the media (9 points out of a possible 10 in both 

indicators), and perceived as having strong influence in relation to Violence and Impunity 

against journalists and the media (7.29 out of 10), also, on issues regarding contexts negative 

to citizens’ ability to obtain news (5 points out of 10).

This outcome can be explained since the main violations committed against freedom 

of expression and the press came from law enforcement institutions under the Executive. 

The organizations more closely linked to actions of violence, intimidation or obstruction of 

information, are the Special Action Forces (Fuerzas de Acciones Especiales, FAES) - responsi-

ble for the two murders that took place in the main offices of a media outlet in August 2021 

- the Bolivarian National Guard (Guardia Nacional Bolivariana, GNB), the General Director-
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ate of Military Counterintelligence (Dirección General de Contrainteligencia Militar, DGCIM) 

and Scientific, Penal, and Criminal Investigation Service Corps (CICPC).

It is also important to understand the role played by companies or institutions of the 

Executive, such as the National Telephone Company of Venezuela (Compañía Anónima Na-

cional Teléfonos de Venezuela, CANTV), the National Electricity Corporation (Corporación 

Eléctrica Nacional, Corpoelec), and the National Telecommunications Commission (Comis-

ión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, Conatel). Far from their services reliably, the former two 

have allowed failures, disruptions, and blockades on Internet access, whereas the latter has 

denied the country of particularly critical contents by blocking information sources in digital 

media and banning channels in broadcast television and private providers.

Towards the end of the period under review, the Executive implemented a strategy to 

control NGOs receiving foreign funds. On May 1, 2021, President Nicolás Maduro announced 

the entry into force of the Administrative Ruling 001-2021, for the Unified Registration of In-

dividuals Subject to the National Office against Organized Crime and Financing of Terrorism 

(Registro Unificado de Sujetos Obligados ante la Oficina Nacional Contra la Delincuencia 

Organizada y Financiamiento al Terrorismo). This executive order means pressure over NGOs 

in the country, and some of these organizations are connected to the news and communi-

cations sector.

The second government branch with the highest degree of negative influence over 

freedom of expression and the press in the country is the Legislative, with 7.05 points out of 

a possible 10. The continuous use of laws to devise mechanism for media censorship has not 

ceased, and although there were no new laws in this regard during the above period, skepti-

cism remained in reason of the announcements for plans to control social media. A draft bill 

on this matter has not been made public until now.

There has been no proposal in the Legislative for any amendments to reverse restric-

tions on freedom of expression and the press. On the contrary, politically-motivated mech-

anisms in place to curb the functions of media outlets are still in force, like the Law of Social 

Responsibility over Broadcast and Online Media (Ley de Responsabilidad Social en Radio, 

Televisión y Medios Electrónicos), issued in 2004; and amended in 2010), the Organic Law on 

Telecommunications (Ley Orgánica de Telecomunicaciones) amended in 2010, the Organic 

Law on Citizen Oversight (Ley Orgánica de Contraloría Social) (2010), and the Constitutional 

Law against Hate or for Peaceful Coexistence and Tolerance (Ley Constitucional contra el 

Odio o por la Convivencia Pacífica y la Tolerancia) (2017).

Although the judicial environment appearing as the one with the least influence over 

aspects adverse to freedom of expression, its impact on them is still strong (6.70 points out 

of 10). It is noteworthy the impact of this environment on the exercise of journalism through 

actions that include indictments and rulings against journalists and media outlets. Some 

examples will be presented in the analysis below.
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REALM A: Venezuela does not have “Citizens free to express 
themselves”

For this realm, Venezuela only attained 1.57 points out of 23, making it clear that, ac-

cording to the opinion of the experts inquired, the country lacks free information flow at 

citizen level. The main causes for this are poor Internet service – largely disregarded by the 

government and with no possibilities of becoming massive – which serves as a marginalizing 

instrument due to its high costs that contrast with the low income of the vast majority of the 

people, along with arbitrary blockades as ordered by agencies at the behest of the Executive.

The foregoing is supported by stats from the Open Observatory of Network Interference 

(OONI), revealing that more than 4,000 blockades in 153 media outlets - among national and 

foreign - were reported in Venezuela throughout 2020, mainly through DNS, HTTP and TCP/

IP blocking from private and state-owned Internet Service Providers (ISPs).

There were also about 80 reports of violations of the digital rights of Venezuelans during 

the period reviewed in this release. According to data gathered by the Press and Society 

Institute (Instituto de Prensa y Sociedad, IPYS)  (IPYS Venezuela, 2021), these reports corre-

sponded to, firstly, online attacks against journalists and news websites; secondly, blockings 

to news websites and social media; and, thirdly, restrictions to online expression. 

Restrictions on matters related to the pandemic – the Executive designated the Executive 

Vice President of the Republic, Delcy Rodriguez, as the sole spokesperson on this issue – 

caused censorship and self-censorship among citizens, public officials, and journalists. Gas-

oline shortage was another issue typical of government opacity and people and journalists 

were arrested and harassed in June 2020 for disseminating photos of the events happening 

around gas stations. (Torrealba, 2021)

REALM B: Exercise of journalism amid arrests and restrictions

The evaluation by the experts consulted gave realm B on the exercise of journalism a 

low score of 3.43 out of 10, reaching a highly restrictive range. Since the beginning of the pan-

demic, the conditions for journalists in the country have remained risky.

The main guilds of journalists in Venezuela – the National Association of Journalists (Co-

legio Nacional de Periodistas, CNP) and the National Union of Press Workers (Sindicato Na-

cional de Trabajadores de la Prensa, SNTP) reported the detention of 18 media staff in 2020 

for publishing content regarding COVID-19. Some of these detentions included the tempo-

rary arrest of journalists’ relatives to put more pressure on journalists because of the informa-

tion they could broadcast with regards to the pandemic.
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The director of digital media outlet Punto de Corte, Nickmer Evans, is among the jour-

nalists arrested. Evans, a sociologist and political scientist, was arrested on the night of July 

13, 2021, and given an arrest warrant for the alleged offense of “hate speech” in accordance to 

the controversial “law against hate” mentioned above. 

The arrest warrant was issued by Judge José Márquez of the 21st Trial Court for the Met-

ropolitan Area of Caracas. Earlier, Evans’ family was held under custody for four hours by 

CICPC and DGCIM, both corps under the Executive. Evans was released on September 3 and 

he reported that, during the time he was in prison, he was tortured, exposed to COVID-19, 

and his belongings stolen.

Ronald Carreño, journalist and communication consultant to opposition leader Juan 

Guaidó, was subjected to forced disappearance on October 26, 2021 for more than 12 hours 

on October 27, 2020, before the Attorney General’s Office announced that he was being 

charged with conspiracy and in flagrante delicto for allegedly carrying weapons. Carreño is 

still under arrest at the moment of writing this report.

Obstructions on media employees are applied on a regular basis in Venezuela nowa-

days. On July 30, 2020, members of the National Bolivarian Police (Policía Nacional Bolivari-

ana, PNB) intimidated Franklin Rodriguez, journalist from NotiPascua and El Nacional, when 

he was taking photos of an event at a gas station in Guárico, a central state in the country.

Obstacles to the exercise of journalism have also taken place during electoral processes. 

According to data from IPYS, during the elections on December 6, 2020, when representa-

tives to Venezuela’s Legislative were elected, there were 10 reports of restrictions on news 

coverage. (IPYS Venezuela, 2021)

REALM C: Violence and impunity against journalists

The ruling party has exploited the alignment of the branches of government to attack 

the media and journalists in Venezuela. However, this year, three media workers were mur-

dered, two of them by FAES agents in the very facilities of the media outlet. This influenced 

over the evaluation provided by the experts surveyed on the realm Violence and Impunity for 

which the country barely obtained 0.71 points out of 42.

On August 21, 2020, in Cabimas, Zulia State, western region in the country, FAES officers 

broke into the household of a man who was then the director and owner of the community 

channel  La Guacamaya TV, a pro-government media outlet. At that time, FAES murdered 

cameraman and journalist Andrés Eloy Nieves Zacarías, and Víctor Torres, son of the chan-

nel’s director.

The event occurred only three days after the murder of José Carmelo Bislick, a university 

professor and member of the ruling party who hosted a radio program at Omega 94.1 FM 

radio station where he had reported wrongdoing. The day after being reported missing, on 
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August 18, his body was found in the wilderness in Güiria, a town in Sucre state, northeastern 

Venezuela (Unesco, 2020).

A murder attempt was also perpetrated on December 2, 2020. Jamel Louka, photojour-

nalist at La Antena newspaper was cut off by a man and a woman who shot him as he was 

arriving home in Guárico State, central region in the country. He was hit in the left arm in the 

attack that also involved a grenade being thrown. Louka reported having received threats 

prior to the incident. (IPYS Venezuela, 2020).

The Venezuelan Government has also allowed attacks against journalists by govern-

ment officials and groups of government supporters at demonstrations and  instances of 

social unrest. During the period under study, this correspondent’s office counted at least 100 

aggressions against journalists and the media clearly committed by agencies at the behest 

of the Venezuelan Executive.

REALM D: Tight control over the media in Venezuela

Venezuela continues to exert a tight control over the media. Therefore, the experts sur-

veyed allocated a score of 0 points out of 25, the lowest figure in terms of direct and indirect 

control over the media on record in this study. Actions by government institutions during the 

period reviewed included shutdowns and expropriation of media assets.

At 7:30 p.m. on July 31, 2020, Conatel officials, alongside GNB officials, shut down Pura 

Candela 93.3 FM16 radio station in Carúpano, Sucre State, for alleged violations to telecom-

munications regulations. Also, on November 13, 2020, a Conatel delegation also closed radio 

station Rumbera Network 94.7 FM18 in Cojedes State, a central state in the country, alleg-

ing  irregularities concerning the broadcast license. The station’s computers, microphones 

and a transmission console were also confiscated. Prior to the event, the media outlet had 

received threats from local authorities (Espacio Público, 2020).

On Friday, January 8, 2021, Venezuelan authorities seized computers and other equip-

ment belonging to online television channel, VPI TV. The procedure was carried out without 

a court order, as the station reported to the public. The action ended with the shutdown of 

the station that had criticized the regime leaving more than 100 workers unemployed. On 

the same date, newspaper Panorama, from Zulia State, with a moderately pro-government 

position, was forced to close for five days on alleged tax non-compliance grounds. During 

January 2021, blockings to websites like Efecto Cocuyo, Tal Cual and Roman Catholic radio 

station Fe y Alegría, among others, was also reported.

After the confiscation of El Nacional newspaper  in May 2020, shortly before the peri-

od under study by this year’s Index, actions against the Venezuelan newspaper continued. 

The fine for alleged defamation against Diosdado Cabello rose from USD 13.5 million to USD 

30.05 million. Authorities stated that the decision was conveyed to them on June 11, 2021, 
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by the Third Trial Court on Civil, Commercial, Transport and Banking Matters of the Caracas 

Metropolitan Area court district (Hernández, 2021).

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that there is a tendency toward the violation of the freedom of expression and 

the press in Venezuela’s government circles. There is an alignment of the Executive, Legisla-

tive, and Judicial branches in the country intended to silence independent and critical press, 

persecute opposing voices, obstruct the labor of journalists, and reduce information flow 

among citizens.

Most of the institutions that have exerted pressure and censorship over the media are 

part of the Executive, which uses not only public forces but also government bodies to oper-

ate as gatekeepers while imposing upon citizens blockings to websites, content restrictions, 

and intermittent service failures affecting Internet access.

The exercise of journalism does not enjoy the guarantees of a democracy; on the con-

trary, critical newspersons suffer arbitrary detentions, sometimes in the form of forced dis-

appearances and the intimidation of journalists’ closest family members. The institutional 

actions include pressing of charges and protracted imprisonment in some cases.

During the period under review, the murder of three media workers was reported, two of 

them during an incident involving the Executive’s special agents. Even though, in some cas-

es, arrests for these crimes have been conducted as in the case of FAES officers imprisoned 

for the murder of two people in the premises of a media outlet in Zulia State (mentioned in 

this release), there are still many more attacks committed against Venezuelan journalists 

that have gone unpunished.

The direct and indirect controls imposed over media outlets in the country also includ-

ed shutdowns. The strategy applied by the Government is one of  continuous institutional 

orchestration against flagship media, like the one used in 2007 against Radio Caracas Tele-

visión (RCTV), on top of a list that has been adding VPI TV and El Nacional during the period 

of study of this publication.

As a whole, the actions described above support and illustrate the fact that Venezuela is 

at the bottom of the Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press of the Inter 

American Press Association for the second consecutive time with mere 5.71 points out of a 

total 100.
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VENEZUELA 
PERIOD SURVEYED

JULY 31, 2020 - AUGUST 1ST, 2021

Swot Analysis

STRENGTHS

The Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela establishes 
that communication in the country must be free and with a plurality 
of voices. Although compliance with this has been violated by the gov-
ernment itself, it is an important reference for any process in defense of 
this right. Social media activity, although threatened and sometimes 
penalized, still allows citizens to share criticism on the government. 
Journalists and companies penalized by the regime continue report-
ing in the digital sphere, facing, however, blockings and challenges to 
sustainability.

WEAKNESSES

Violence against journalists has included homicides, imprisonment, 
and arbitrary judicial processes. Censorship and self-censorship in the 
country, in the form of direct and indirect instruments of control over 
the media, keep the media docile and weak. Journalists do not enjoy 
minimum guarantees for coverage and critical media professionals are 
not granted access to official sources. Citizen’s demonstrations barely 
revolve around issues regarding freedom of expression as Venezue-
lans suffer from a serious economic and social crisis that keeps their 
attention busy to a great extent.

OPPORTUNITIES

Investigative journalism has overcome obstacles and unveiled corrup-
tion schemes that reach beyond public opinion in digital media. In-
dependent journalism initiatives have overcome blockades thanks to 
technology alternatives that have been disseminated among the pub-
lic, but also due to the efforts in favor of face-to-face communication 
and the use of direct messaging between said initiatives and users. 
Information about what is happening in Venezuela crosses borders 
and allows gathering international support in favor of freedom of ex-
pression. Journalists’ fact-checking initiatives have raised awareness of 
the anti-democratic effects of disinformation in the country through 
information posted on websites and digital literacy campaigns.
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THREATS

Communication is still in the crosshairs of the Executive. The opposi-
tion and even moderately pro-government media are still monitored 
by national, provincial, and local authorities. Unceasing statements 
by spokespersons of the branches of the government against social 
media activity suggest that actions will continue to silence citizens 
and journalists who disseminate information and opinions on issues 
deemed sensitive for the regime of Nicolás Maduro. The regulations 
that have turned the National Telecommunications Commission (Co-
natel) into a ideology-based political operator remain unquestionable. 
The possibility of further seizure measures and arbitrary media shut-
downs remains open, also, by means of a recent regulation governing 
the registration of NGOs.
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2.22.3 OVERWIEW
Venezuela

Venezuela, the nation remaining last in the two editions of the Chapultepec Index of 

Freedom of Expression and the Press, did not vary significantly in Realm A, Informed Citizens 

Free to Express Themselves. For the first study, the score awarded in this category by the ex-

perts was 0.8 points out of a possible 23; while in the second, 1.5 points out of a possible 23. 

The opacity of public affairs does not allow citizens to get informed from broadcast media, 

censored under political criteria. The gaps in access to stable internet service marginalize 

people with lower income. These limitations are compounded by the arrests of those who 

have blown the whistle on irregularities via social media.

For the second period, the country’s institutional actions towards Realm B, Exercise of 

Journalism, remained very poor, going from 1.8 points in the first study to 3.43 points in the 

second, out of a possible 10 points. Harassment from public order officers, primarily military, 

towards media professionals during news coverage, as well as arrests and prosecution of 

journalists, left a clear negative balance that continues to this day.

In Realm C, Violence and Impunity, the score was even worse in the second edition of 

the Chapultepec Index, going from 1.2 to 0.71 points out of a possible 42. The assessment 

worsened owing to an escalation of violence in which there were not only aggressions by law 

enforcement but also by civilian supporters of the government. For instance, during the pe-

riod for the second edition, there were murders of two people working for the media, as well 

as an assassination attempt. Amid the conflicting relationship between the government and 

independent journalism, no mechanism has been established for the protection of media 

professionals.

In Realm D, Control over the Media, Venezuela’s score remained stable on the nega-

tive end, with 0 points in both editions. Restrictions on granting of licenses, orders to seize 

media equipment and assets, pressures on technology suppliers for the media – such as 

pay TV systems, actions against the editorial policies of digital media companies, as well as 

court rulings detrimental to freedom of the press remain. 

The environment most prominently influential on actions against freedom of the press 

continues to be the executive, due to actions of the entities part of this institutional environ-

ment with authority over communications, such as the National Telecommunications Com-

mission (Comisión Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, Conatel), an agency responsible for clos-

ing and penalizing media outlets, which has also acted as a political operator regarding control 

of editorial policies, as well as the granting and revoking of broadcast licenses. As for the other 

two branches of government, the Judiciary and Legislative, they alternated in second place, 

in this order. Rulings against newspersons, some of whom must abide by orders to period-
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ically appear in government offices, continue; as well as the laws attempting to legitimize 

censorship, such as the Law on Social Responsibility in Radio, Television, and Online Media 

(Responsabilidad Social en Radio, Televisión y Medios Electrónicos), enacted in 2004; and the 

Constitutional Act against Hate or for Peaceful Coexistence and Tolerance (Ley Constitucional 

contra el Odio o por la Convivencia Pacífica y la Tolerancia), in force since 2017.
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CHAPULTEPEC INDEX: 
AN INTER-AMERICAN LEGAL CHALLENGE

IN DEFENSE OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

Jaiber Alberto Núñez Urdaneta1

Alejandro Ignacio Ramírez Padrón2

INTRODUCTION:

From the early meetings held by the team tasked with the Chapultepec Index, the enor-

mous scientific-methodological challenge involved in designing and deploying an instru-

ment for appraising freedom of expression at the Inter-American level became clear, mo-

reover one based on such disparate and often contradictory socio-political contexts existing 

across the Americas.

In this regard, assuming that the reality within a single country is often very complex 

because of the interaction of multiple historical, political, economic, and social variables, the 

task of analyzing the yearly performance of 22 countries so different from each other un-

derscores the commitment made by the IAPA in conjunction with the UCAB (Venezuela) to 

defend and promote freedom of expression throughout the continent.

Now, this chapter aims to provide an overview of the legal reference framework that 

served for developing and subsequently implementing the Index by means of common in-

dicators that were capable of objectively assessing the institutional actions occurring in the 

hemisphere in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Chapultepec3 and the 

Declaration of Salta,4 adopted by the IAPA in 1994 and 2018, while offering the reader a se-

lection of the dilemmas and difficult choices that had to be made by the research team to 

confer rigor and scientific validity to the instrument.

To this end, it seeks to provide an approximation to an Inter-American notion of free-

dom of expression, based on international agreements and Inter-American jurisprudence as 

1 Graduated Summa Cum Laude in Law from UCAB (2015), Master’s Degree in Constitutional Law from UCAB, undergraduate and 
graduate professor in Constitutional Law, researcher at UCAB’s Institute of Legal Research (Instituto de Investigaciones Jurídicas), and 
editor of its College of Law Journal (Revista de la Facultad de Derecho).

2 Lawyer and student of the Graduate Specialty in Business Law at UCAB, deputy editorial director of Universidad Monteávila’s Center for 
Research and Studies on Conflict Resolution (Centro de Investigación y Estudios para la Resolución de Controversias), assistant editor of 
UCAB’s College of Law Journal.

3 Available at https://www.oas.org/en/iachr/expression/showarticle.asp?artID=60&lID=1

4 Available at https://en.sipiapa.org/notas/1212853-declaration-of-salta
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points of reference in building a narrative on Freedom of Expression that is embraced by all 

parties involved.

Secondly, it analyzes the main institutional challenges that were present in devising the 

Index and the responses given to them to conduct this research in an efficient and scientifi-

cally valid manner.

Finally, it contributes a series of conclusions that, far from closing the legal debate, seek 

to encourage the continuation of the study on a subject of cardinal importance for the future 

of democracy throughout the Americas.

Approximation to an Inter-American notion of Freedom of 
Expression

Undoubtedly, freedom of expression belongs to that category of legal concepts that, al-

though we may have an intuitive notion thereof and can easily perceive when it is impaired, 

we still find difficult to define as accurately as it deserves to encompass its essence and not 

leave anything out.

Some refer to it as freedom of the press. However, this designation is surpassed, at least 

in this context, since the progressive development of the concept has expanded this freedom 

to formulations stretching beyond the written text, owing this initial designation to the abuses 

of monarchical regimes involving prior censorship exercised on the printing presses of those 

times. Subsequently, this constituted a decisive factor in the independence wars seeking to 

reverse such injustices. Therefore, old Constitutions refer to this right only as freedom of the 

press5.

Another interesting precedent is found in German law, where it is defined as that por-

tion of freedom dedicated to the expression of each individual’s opinion, so much so that 

its Fundamental Law and extensive dogmatics6 use the term “Meinungsäußerung” which 

literally translates into English as “free expression of one’s opinion”.

Moving further into the Americas, in 1986, Argentina’s Supreme Court provided an initial 

concept of freedom of expression in the landmark Campillay case, stating succinctly that it 

“is the freedom to give and receive information”7.

Similarly, the doctrine across the Americas has pointed out the following on the subject: 

“In general, for local courts, the constitutional clause meant that everyone enjoyed the right 

to publish ideas, information, facts or opinions without prior official authorization, remaining 

subject to subsequent liability”8.

5 Gregorio Badeni (2005). Doctrina de la Real Malicia. Buenos Aires: Academia Nacional de Periodismo, p. 18.

6 Robert Alexy (2002). Grundrechte, Abwägung und Rationalität. In: Ars Interpretandi Journal of Legal Hermeneutics, No. 7, pp. 113-125.

7 As quoted by Jorge Carpinzo (2011). Los Derechos Humanos: Naturaleza, denominación y características. In: Revista Mexicana de Derecho 
Constitucional, No. 25, July-December, p. 27.

8 Gregorio Badeni (2005). Doctrina de la Real Malicia. Buenos Aires: Academia Nacional de Periodismo, p. 18.
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Notwithstanding the above, thanks to the development of Inter-American protection 

bodies of human rights, it has been acknowledged that freedom of expression is not only the 

right to disseminate information or ideas, but also “freedom of investigation and the right to 

receive information and opinions”9.

Thereby, this right is of utmost importance for modern society, leading thinkers such as 

John Milton to elevate it as he asserted: “Give me the liberty to know, to utter, and to argue 

freely according to conscience, above all liberties”10.

The relevance of the foregoing is mainly based on two reasons: a) Freedom of expres-

sion is an inherent human right; and b) Freedom of expression promotes democratic values 

within a society.

1.1. Freedom of expression is an inherent human right

This right is of vital importance for the appropriate development of human life, both 

from an individual and a collective perspective; it is essential for the suitable development of 

the individual’s personality within a democratic society.

 This closeness to human nature means that this particular right entails a legal gravitas 

whereby it fits in the legal category of right inherent to the human being. It is evident and 

does not merit explanation that a society where authorization is required to express one’s 

own ideas – where freedom of expression does not exist – ends up being a dystopian univer-

se. This issue has tormented the mind of humankind in works such as Nineteen Eighty-Four 

(Orwell, 1949), and the closest human experience assimilates it to authoritarian or totalitarian 

regimes suppressing any trait of individuality.

In addition to the above, it is worth reminding that freedom of expression is a form of 

freedom and nothing is more human than this. This is how the famous professor of jurispru-

dence H. L. Hart put it when he said that:

I have two reasons for describing the equal rights of all men to be free as a natural right; 

both of them were always emphasized by the classical theorists of natural rights. (1) This right 

is one which all men have if they are capable of choice: they have it qua men and not only 

if they are members of some society or stand in some special relation to each other. (2) This 

right is not created or conferred by men’s voluntary action; other moral rights are.11.

From a collective point of view, it is also clear that freedom of expression is an essential 

element for humanity. This is explained by the fact that it makes the search for truth effecti-

ve, as well as it contributes to strengthening tolerance and coexistence.

9 Daniel O’Donnell (2004). Protección internacional de los derechos humanos. Bogotá: Oficina en Colombia del Alto Comisionado de las 
Naciones Unidas para los Derechos Humanos, p. 662.

10 Gregorio Badeni (2005). Doctrina de la Real Malicia. Buenos Aires: Academia Nacional de Periodismo, p. 18.

11 H. L. Hart (1955). Are there any natural rights? In: The Philosophical Review, Vol. 64-1955.
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1.2. Freedom of expression promotes democratic values within a 
society

Furthermore, freedom of expression has an important justification insofar as it consti-

tutes an essential element of the democratic system, since it allows overseeing public offi-

cials and government activity.12. As Rafael Chavero states: “The need for lively debate on public 

affairs undoubtedly represents the essential core of the right to free expression of thought”13.

This has been recognized by international bodies, for example, the Human Rights Com-

mittee has referred in the following terms: “[…] the freedoms of information and of expression 

are cornerstones in any free and democratic society”14. Meanwhile, the Inter-American Court 

of Human Rights has confirmed: “As the cornerstone of a democratic society, freedom of 

expression is an essential condition for society to be sufficiently informed”. 15

Citizens have the right to express themselves on political issues free from danger of se-

vere reprisal, i.e., “to be able to criticize public officials, the government, the political regime, 

the socio-economic order, and the prevailing ideology”16.

II.   The value of the Declarations of Chapultepec and Salta as 
references in devising the Chapultepec Index

The Declaration of Chapultepec was adopted by the Hemisphere Conference on Free 

Speech on March 11, 1994, and reflects the continent’s commitment that no law or act of 

government may limit freedom of expression or of the press in its multiple and diverse ex-

pressions. To this end, it acknowledges a series of principles that, as stated above, are worth 

recalling and recognizing as a significant contribution.

In this regard, this declaration of principles recognizes an Inter-American framework for 

action in favor of freedom of expression, which includes a series of clear parameters regar-

ding institutional action in favor of or against this human right. 

All this was reflected in the methodological proposal of the Chapultepec Index by means 

of the development of institutional performance indicators for the executive, legislative, and 

judicial environments capable of measuring the perceptions of the experts inquired about 

the different topics presented.

In this sense, degrees of political discrimination, legislative hurdles to the full exercise of 

the profession of journalist or to the promotion and financial management of independent 

12 Charles Tilly (2007). Democracy. New York: Cambridge University Press, p. 10.

13 Rafael J. Chavero Gazdik (2006). El reino de la intolerancia. El problema de la libertad de expresión en Venezuela. Caracas: Editorial 
Æquitas, C.A., p. 31.

14 UN Human Rights Committee (1996, July 12). Aduayom et al v Togo, §7.4.

15 Inter-American Court of Human Rights (2001, February 5). Judgement of The Last Temptation of Christ (Olmedo-Bustos et al.) v. Chile, 
§68., The IACtHR ruled in Kimel v. Argentina similarly.

16 Robert A. Dahl. Democracy. In: Encyclopaedia Britannica (Ed. 2004)., p. 100.
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media, as well as the conceptualization of indirect control mechanisms such as, for example, 

obstacles to newsprint imports are underscored. These issues were included in the Index.

For its part, the Salta Declaration on Principles of Freedom of Expression in the Digital Era 

is the natural evolution of the Chapultepec Declaration, incorporating the challenges of the 

digital era into the scope of protection of free speech at the Inter-American level. 

All this was included in the methodological design of the Index. The basis for such in-

corporation was the recognition of the importance of the digital ecosystem as part of the 

scope for institutional protection of freedom of expression required from governments. Un-

fortunately, they often end up abusing their position of dominance of digital communication 

networks and systems, as well as their powers of oversight and control over technological 

intermediaries to influence public debate or directly block access to content deemed un-

comfortable to the political groups in power.

This threat has materialized in many countries through sophisticated electronic survei-

llance and censorship systems with a clearly negative impact on access to information. The-

refore, this constitutes an important study subject for the Index.

Similarly, disinformation policies, often promoted from the institutional sphere in the 

form of indiscriminate attacks on the free and independent press, pose a serious threat to 

freedom of expression in the continent, as they prevent citizens from accessing accurate 

and relevant information for public debate. Consequently, the Chapultepec Index rightfully 

addresses this phenomenon.

III. Considerations regarding the impact of the systems of 
government and forms of state present in the continent on the 
Index

The implications that the different systems of government and forms of state existing 

across the continent would have on the study was a recurring theme in the discussions prior 

to the preparation of the methodological proposal for the Chapultepec Index. In this regard, 

one of the main challenges of the project – but at the same time one of its main virtues – was 

to conceive it from an Inter-American perspective that consequently includes a variety of 

States with traditions, political systems, legal systems, and historical processes with similari-

ties, but at the same time many differences to reckon.

In the first place, when conducting a comparative legal study of these proportions, it 

is necessary to address the diversity of systems based on the legal tradition to which each 

State adheres. This is summarized in two main categories which have the greatest extent of 

acceptance around the world.

The first category is called the Anglo-Saxon system (derived from England’s “common 

law”), while the second is called the continental system (from “civil law”, originating in conti-
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nental Europe, hence the name)17. The background of this division stems from historical and 

social reasons beyond the scope of this chapter. However, it can be accurately stated that 

they have emerged outside the Americas and were adopted predominantly during the pro-

cess of conquest and colonization of the 15th-19th centuries.

Thereby, common law has primacy among those States originating in areas of the conti-

nent colonized by the English, essentially in the Caribbean and North America. Notwithstan-

ding, this school of legal thought is not predominant across the entire American continent.

On the contrary, continental law had a greater impact in America. It is present in a greater 

number of States due to the expansionism of the Spanish, Portuguese and, to a lesser extent, 

French conquests, which spread their dominion mainly in the center and south of the Ameri-

cas.

To make the situation more complex, it is worth noting that even within one nation 

state, both continental and Anglo-Saxon systems can converge (as is certainly the case in 

Canada and the United States). However, it is natural that, in these States, one system is more 

predominant than the other.

Therefore, in this comparative analysis, it should be considered that there are structural 

differences from country to country in the establishment of their legal frameworks. However, 

the tendency usually leans towards continental law, at least as far as this study is concerned.

The action of placing a given State in one category or another translates into a strategic 

decision for the Index. The reason is that a given legal system may put greater emphasis on 

court rulings, bestowing a binding nature on judicial precedent as in common law, or on the 

contrary, the law may predominate as in continental law.

In other words, the value of pieces of legislation and court rulings as sources of law va-

ries considerably from the Anglo-Saxon concept of Common Law to the predominant notion 

in the realm of Civil Law. In the first case, it can be said that the consolidation of a system of 

binding precedent decisions represents one of its paradigmatic features; in the second case, 

the law, as a general expression of constituents’ will concurrently conveyed through its repre-

sentatives in Parliament, represents the center of public debate and therefore of many of the 

challenges and threats to freedom of expression.

It is therefore noticeable how the study of freedom of expression in the Americas some-

times focuses on developments in the Legislative, while at other times it focuses more on de-

velopments in the Judiciary. Likewise, in comento, the Index also assesses the development 

shown by the Executive, considering the important role it plays in protecting the law, althou-

gh it sometimes represents a threat when it acts against pre-established legal standards. 

It is also worth mentioning the multiple legal systems that may coexist in one same 

federal country. This circumstance is an added difficulty for a better understanding of the 

17 See: Tom Ginsburg and Rosalind Dixon (2011). Comparative Constitutional Law. UK: Edward Elgar Publishing Limited.
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phenomenon of freedom of expression in the entirety of such nation, since the reception of 

apparently contradictory data may respond precisely to the diversity among the different 

local or departmental jurisdictions, where certain regions show a better institutional perfor-

mance compared to the regression seen in others.

Evidently, all scientific research sets boundaries on the study subject so as to achieve re-

sults in an agreed time and manner, being materially impossible to cover everything, which 

does not mean that these criteria were not factored in. An example of this occurred when 

selecting the sample of experts to be surveyed, giving priority to geographic diversity of the 

sample within each country analyzed, so that the study could capture different sensibilities 

on such a complex subject. This is how this Index is built on a comprehensive outlook for 

freedom of expression in the Americas.

IV. The notion of separation of powers as a key feature when 
defining the legislative, executive, and judicial environments

From its inception, the Chapultepec Index was proposed to ascertain the degree of free-

dom of expression resulting from institutional action in three clearly defined environments: 

(i) Legislative Environment, (ii) Judicial Environment, and (iii) Executive Environment. From 

there, the concept of “institutional action” was assumed as a framework of reference for this 

study, understanding such action as the provisions in force and the legislative, judicial, and 

executive policy measures, as well as the omissions in such environments regarding free-

dom of expression occurred within a yearly study period.

However, as described above, the influence of each of the environments on the others 

varies depending on the legal system in each case. Therefore, upon deep reflection suppor-

ted by a series of instruments designed for a quali-quantitative analysis through the con-

cepts of motricity and dependence provided by experts in methodology, it was possible to 

devise the following working hypotheses:

The executive environment was identified as the most influential, which is consistent 

with a classic framework of separation of powers in which both the Legislative and the Judi-

ciary, in the exercise of their duties, set boundaries on the actions of the Executive;

There is also a greater degree of direct impact of the legislative environment as compa-

red to the judicial environment. In this regard, it is possible to determine that the legislative 

environment shows a higher extent of mobility and a lower degree of dependence compa-

red to the other environments reviewed;

However, in the full picture of high influence, that of the Executive over the other bran-

ches is seemingly underestimated, which, although in a classic framework of separation of 

powers should be the norm, it may not correspond to the reality occurring in weak institu-
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tional environments, where the influence of the executive environment is usually perceived 

to be much greater;

It is also observed that the behavior of the executive environment constitutes the best 

indicator when assessing the degree of freedom of expression in a country, as it ultimate-

ly mirrors what happens throughout the entire system. It radiates relationships of mutual 

involvement with the other environments, which is seen in the increased motricity of the 

different indicators;

The most independent sphere turns out to be the legislative environment, which also 

influences decisively on the other environments. It would then seem that long-term institu-

tional efforts should be aimed at strengthening capabilities first within the legislative envi-

ronment and then in the judicial environment;

There is a greater degree of interdependence between the judicial and executive envi-

ronments, creating networks of mutual impact across realms and indicators;

The Executive gains greater prominence both in displaying and dynamizing short-term 

changes, while the Legislative and Judiciary are viewed as environments geared towards 

structural changes with a rather permanent nature over time.

These premises or working hypotheses were fundamental for conceptualizing and 

analyzing the institutional environments, allowing a uniform and coherent assessment 

across different realities under the methodological proposal of the Index. Resulting from the 

above analysis, it was possible to propose each of the definitions of the environments des-

cribed above.

In this regard, it is worth underscoring the notion of “institutional dynamics” used by the 

Index as the expression encompassing both the formal action of the government in the exer-

cise of its constitutional duties, as well as the deviations noticed on grounds of authority by 

different stakeholders who seek to further their parochial agenda through the public office 

they exercise.

Within the concept of institutional dynamics, it is possible to analyze: (i) The quality of 

the provisions and actions by each of the environments towards every realm being reviewed; 

(ii) the sufficiency, i.e., the completeness of the provisions and actions by each of the envi-

ronments towards every realm being reviewed; and (iii) the relevant omissions regarding the 

provisions and actions by each of the environments that may explain their influence on the 

realms proposed in the Index.

V.      Definition of the four major realms composing the Index

Defining the realms was the other great challenge from the legal and methodological 

standpoints of the Index, which sought at all times to achieve a neutral conceptualization of 
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the realms, so as not to influence the analysis of the experts surveyed regarding a greater or 

lesser degree of freedom of access, production, and dissemination of information, a greater 

or lesser level of controls restricting or encouraging the plurality of views and criticism; a 

greater extent of incentives or hindrances to abiding by ethical criteria of journalism.

Based on the above, the four realms that make up the Index were defined, namely (i) 

Realm A: Informed Citizens Free to Express Themselves; (ii) Realm B: Exercise of Journalism; 

(iii) Realm C: Violence and Impunity; (IV) Realm D: Control over the Media.

Following careful debate and deliberation, the working hypotheses below were propo-

sed regarding the possible behavior of the different realms within the Index:

• With respect to the realms, we can notice that the most important and dynamic 

points revolve around institutional controls over the media, since they have the hi-

ghest rate of interaction within the system, in addition to being a priority matter of 

focus when it comes to proposing public policy in reason of their major influence 

within the system. That is why it is necessary to underscore their level of multiple 

influence in several directions, seemingly demonstrating that they would have the 

greatest impact within the system;

• As for the realm focusing on informed and free citizens, it seems to be on a middle 

ground, since it receives much influence from the issue of institutional controls. It is 

interesting to note the case of informed citizenry in the executive environment whe-

re it shows a significant external dependence, being an element to be monitored 

very closely;

Finally, issues regarding the ethical exercise of journalism seem to be on the back of the 

system, serving as the highest and most dependent expressions of respect for free speech. 

Based on this framework of reference, the identification of indicators became the next ob-

jective in the team’s discussions, since they would be the fundamental tools for understan-

ding the behavior of the specific attributes in each of the realms above. 

These original indicators evolved over time, thanks to lessons learned from the various 

editions of the Index and valuable input and suggestions made by the experts inquired. This 

is a testament to the open and dynamic nature of the instrument so as to ensure its conti-

nuous improvement and maintain its relevance in the face of the profound changes that are 

taking place in the Inter-American context.

Proof of this occurred at the time of the subsequent evaluation of the Index results, 

when there became apparent the need to include a fourth realm not originally envisioned, 

regarding events of violence and impunity on record during the period under analysis. The 

purpose of this was to include actions such as the murder of journalists, arbitrary detentions 

and kidnappings, aggressions or threats by government officials or organized groups acting 
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under their patronage, as well as other forms of impunity involving violations of freedom of 

expression.

One of the challenges in this regard was to define the way to measure this new realm, 

starting from the option of inquiring experts by using new indicators, or conducting an 

appraisal by collecting documented information on acts of violence and impunity against 

journalists or the media, which implied managing and systematizing statistical data in each 

of the nations composing the Index.

In the end, the decision was to develop a new tool specifically aimed at measuring the 

realm of violence and impunity. This undoubtedly enriched an instrument that, on the one 

hand, combines the criteria of leading experts on the subject from each of the countries 

included in the sample, along with a more comprehensive and systematic overview of the 

statistics on acts of violence and impunity, all of them understood as manifestations of the 

institutional weaknesses still occurring across the continent. 

CONCLUSIONS:

Based on the considerations and arguments elaborated above, it has been possible to 

reach the following conclusions:

• The Chapultepec Index of Freedom of Expression and the Press constitutes a uni-

que contribution to the debate on and defense of freedom of expression in the 

Americas, thanks to the periodic follow-up work conducted through easy-to-un-

derstand indicators which provide a rigorous and updated diagnosis of institutional 

behavior viewed from its different realms and environments;

• In this sense, the information provided by the historical series of the Index constitu-

tes a valuable comparative precedent allowing us to measure trends both in those 

locations where freedom of expression is gaining ground and in those where it is 

severely threatened;

• In this regard, it is worth noting that the lessons learned during the last few years 

of implementing the Index have made it possible to refine its initial design, achie-

ving a greater understanding of the phenomenon of freedom of expression and how 

threats to it take increasingly sophisticated and indirect forms so as to achieve grea-

ter degrees of impunity;

• An example of the above became clear following the recent incorporation of the 

realm of violence and impunity, which was based on the need to measure and un-

derstand different forms of aggressions and threats as tangible consequences of the 

institutional weaknesses existing throughout the continent. This enriched the analy-

sis by including new quantitative indicators capable of measuring the – oft-times 

perverse – effects of actions or omissions by government bodies;
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• On the other hand, it is necessary to conclude that, despite the coexistence of di-

fferent systems of government and forms of state across the continent, there is a 

common space for an institutional understanding of freedom of expression, based 

on its importance for the development and defense of democracy as a form of social 

organization;

• At this point, it is inescapable to refer to the immensely valuable jurisprudence from 

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the development and progressive evo-

lution of a common narrative around the defense of free speech and its interde-

pendence with the rest of the human rights repertoire. All these aspects have been 

clearly reflected in the design and execution of the Chapultepec Index of Freedom 

of Expression and the Press.
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